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HER MAJESTY QUEEN ELIZABETH THE QUEEN MOTHER
Tuesday, 16 April 2002

COUNCIL

Tuesday, 16 April 2002
The PRESIDENT (Hon. B. A. Chamberlain) took the
chair at 2.03 p.m. and read the prayer.

HER MAJESTY QUEEN ELIZABETH THE
QUEEN MOTHER
Hon. M. M. GOULD (Minister for Education
Services) — I move:
That the Council agree to the following resolution:
We, the Legislative Council of Victoria, in Parliament
assembled, express our sympathy with Your Majesty,
His Royal Highness the Duke of Edinburgh and
members of the royal family, in your sorrow at the death
of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth the Queen Mother.
We acknowledge her as a much-loved member of the
royal family and pay tribute to her long years of devoted
service which she carried out with charm, dignity and
resilience throughout her life.

The Queen Mother is mourned today by members of
the Legislative Council. With sorrow we mark the
passing of a remarkable figure in public life. Her legacy
spanned an entire century that included the
commencement of Australia as a Federation. Her life
and record were dedicated to public service and duty.
Many Australians, especially older generations, will
recall the then Queen Elizabeth’s strength of character
throughout the Blitz on London during World War II,
with her decision not to leave London at that time but to
lend support, encouragement and cheer to people
during those difficult times. Her great strength of
character was typified by her dedication and devotion
to her family and the public, even up to the last months
of her life.
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The Queen Mother will be warmly remembered by
Australians. Her first visit to Australia in 1927 was to
mark the opening of Parliament House in Canberra,
which she noted fondly in commemorating the
100th anniversary of the commonwealth Parliament last
year.
The Queen Mother’s visit to Victoria in 1958 was
remembered vividly and recorded with great
enthusiasm, including an afternoon visit to Flemington
races, experiencing Australia’s culture first hand by
walking through the large crowds. Her popularity at
these events could not be doubted. The Queen Mother’s
final visit to Australia in 1966 was to open the Adelaide
Festival and to see her grandson, the Prince of Wales,
who had just commenced school at Geelong Grammar,
Timbertop. The Queen Mother was recorded following
her trip in 1966 as saying:
I shall always remember these days in your midst with
feelings of the greatest possible happiness. I leave a large part
of my heart in Australia.

The Queen Mother was connected to Melbourne’s own
University of Melbourne after having accepted an
honorary degree in 1958. She attended a number of
official engagements marking her 100th birthday last
year, including a thanksgiving service in St Paul’s
Cathedral in London and, like many other centenarians,
received a telegram from Her Majesty Queen
Elizabeth II.
Hon. BILL FORWOOD (Templestowe) — It is an
honour to join on behalf of the Liberal Party in the
motion expressing the Council’s sympathy with Her
Majesty the Queen, his Royal Highness the Duke of
Edinburgh and other members of the royal family at the
death of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth the Queen
Mother.

Queen Elizabeth was born the Honourable Elizabeth
Angela Marguerite Lyon on 4 August 1900, the fourth
daughter of the Earl of Strathmore and Kinghorne. Her
Majesty was descended from the royal house of
Scotland, a connection she maintained throughout her
life through her family, residences and public work.
Her Majesty assumed the title of Queen Consort after
her husband, King George VI, ascended the throne in
1937, following the abdication of his brother,
Edward VIII.

By any measure, Queen Elizabeth the Queen Mother
was a remarkable person. Partly because of her
extraordinary long life she became committed to us in
so many ways. We became used to seeing her at events
and participating in public life. She became a part of
our lives as well as those of the people of Great Britain.
The achievements of her life are the reason she was
held in such high esteem and high regard, not only by
the people of Britain and other members of the
commonwealth but also the world.

After her husband’s death, Queen Elizabeth continued
her public duties in the United Kingdom and overseas.
This encompassed 40 official visits overseas, including
three to Australia in 1927, 1958 and 1966, and
patronage of some 350 organisations, including the
Australian Red Cross.

The Leader of the Government has gone in some detail
through the Queen Mother’s life and history. There has
been since her passing a considerable amount of
anecdotal information made available about this
extraordinary person who left an extraordinary mark on
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the 20th century. As honourable members know, her
life spanned the whole of the century.
The Queen Mother was, as the Leader of the
Government has said, frequently in Australia, and
participated in the opening of the houses of Parliament
in Canberra in 1927. She was Queen of the British
Empire and then of the commonwealth for 15 years
from 1937 to 1952 as the wife of George VI.
An interesting article on her death appeared in the
People Weekly of 15 April under the heading ‘True
Brit: Britain’s beloved Queen Mum, a style setter and
stalwart, dies at 101 after helping guide the monarchy
through abdication, world war and scandal’.
The article begins:
Joseph P. Kennedy, FDR’s ambassador to Britain, called her,
admiringly, ‘a cute trick’. Hitler, on the other hand, thought
her charisma made her ‘the most dangerous woman in
Europe’. But it was society photographer Cecil Beaton who
best summed up her place in the hearts of her subjects: ‘She is
the great mother figure and nanny of us all’.

She certainly had the capacity to draw imaginative
words out of people everywhere.
As the Leader of the Government has said, she was
patron of and participant in an extraordinary number of
organisations, continuing to work in many of them right
up to the time of her death.
At the funeral service, which many of us had the
opportunity to see, the Archbishop of Canterbury in his
eulogy spoke of her strengths, her dignity and her
laughter, all remarkable attributes and qualities that
mark her as a remarkable person of the last century.
I was privileged on behalf of the Liberal Party to attend
a thanksgiving service last week in St Paul’s Cathedral.
It was a memorable occasion. The cathedral was
packed with Victorians paying their respects to the
Queen Mother and offering their sympathies to the
royal family. The lessons were read by Her Excellency
Lady Southey, Lieutenant-Governor, and by Sir Ninian
Stephen, a former Governor-General of Australia.
Previous premiers the Honourable Lindsay Thompson
and the Honourable Dick Hamer were there; but the
cathedral was full of ordinary Victorians saying
farewell to a remarkable woman.
On behalf of the Liberal Party I am pleased to join with
others in supporting this motion and to pay tribute to
the long years of devoted service the Queen Mother
carried out with charm, dignity and resolution.
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Hon. P. R. HALL (Gippsland) — I join with the
Leader of the Government and the Leader of the
Opposition in expressing on behalf of all of my
colleagues in the National Party our sympathy with Her
Majesty Queen Elizabeth and his Royal Highness the
Duke of Edinburgh and the other members of the royal
family and our sorrow at the death of Her Majesty
Queen Elizabeth the Queen Mother.
As has already been said by previous speakers, by
every measure the Queen Mother was a great lady. She
was one of most popular members of the British royal
family and, despite the ebb and flow of the monarchy’s
popularity over the years, she remained a much-loved
figurehead of the royal family and the Commonwealth
of Nations until her death on 29 March this year at the
wonderful age of 101.
I, too, watched the television broadcast of her funeral
and was moved by the sermon delivered by the
Archbishop of Canterbury, Dr George Carey.
Throughout his sermon he spoke of what he described
as the Queen Mother’s three greatest attributes: her
strengths, her dignity and her laughter. He said:
Her strength was best displayed in her ability to make people
she met feel special.

He also added:
There was nothing remote or distant about her own sense of
dignity.

Publicly — and I am sure privately as well — the
Queen Mother portrayed a great sense of dignity
without ever appearing to be aloof or condescending.
She was a person whom everyone could relate to and
admire.
Throughout her life, however, the Queen Mother was
often called on to demonstrate the strengths of character
she possessed. Life was not always easy for the Queen
Mother. She was born on 4 August 1900, the ninth of
10 children. Growing up in such a big family must have
created significant challenges in itself. She was queen
during the time of World War II, and her efforts to give
hope to and inspire the people of Britain during that war
are legendary.
She was widowed at the relatively young age of 51, but
carried on with her royal duties, making over 40 official
visits abroad, not to mention continuing her tireless
work in Britain. I am informed that she was patron or
president of around 350 organisations both in Britain
and in other parts of the world.
The Queen Mother’s strength of character was also
tested by the sad death of her daughter Princess
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Margaret just in recent times. But through all these
diversities her work, her charm and her dignity were
ever present.
Philip W. Pike, in his book entitled The Royal Presence
in Australia 1867–1986, says:
… she had endeared herself to the world with her quiet charm
and dedication to her duties and devotion to her husband who
had unexpectedly inherited the throne.
Australia opened their hearts to this great lady who, as a
woman saddened by the early loss of her husband, continued
to be the gracious queen she had always been, performing her
duties in an exemplary and warm fashion.

Laughter was the third great asset cited by the
Archbishop of Canterbury in his sermon. The Queen
Mother’s ability to enjoy life while maintaining
strength and dignity is also well known to us all.
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9 April
Forensic Health Legislation (Amendment) Act

CONSTITUTION (GOVERNOR’S SALARY)
BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time on motion of Hon. M. M. GOULD
(Minister for Education Services).

ELECTRICITY INDUSTRY (AMENDMENT)
BILL
Introduction and first reading

To us she was Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth the Queen
Mother. To her immediate family she was a mum, a
granny and a great-granny. But no matter who we are
or where we came from we all share common feelings
of love and respect for this great lady.
Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth the Queen Mother will
long be remembered by us all.
Motion agreed to in silence, honourable members
showing unanimous agreement by standing in their
places.

Hon. M. M. GOULD (Minister for Education
Services) — I move:
That the following address to His Excellency the Governor be
agreed to by this house:
We, the members of the Parliament of Victoria, in
Parliament assembled, respectfully request that Your
Excellency will be pleased to communicate to the
Governor-General the accompanying resolution for
transmission to Her Majesty the Queen.

Received from Assembly.
Read first time.

Hon. C. C. BROAD (Minister for Energy and
Resources) — I move:
That the bill be printed and, by leave, the second reading be
made an order of the day for later this day.

Leave refused.
Ordered to be printed and second reading to be made
order of the day for next day.

CORPORATIONS (FINANCIAL SERVICES
REFORM AMENDMENTS) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time.

Motion agreed to.

Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I move:

ROYAL ASSENT
Message read advising royal assent to:
3 April
Judicial Remuneration Tribunal (Amendment) Act
Water (Irrigation Farm Dams) Act
Water (Irrigation Farm Dams) (Amendment) Act

That the bill be printed and, by leave, the second reading be
made an order of the day for later this day.

Leave refused.
Ordered to be printed and second reading to be made
order of the day for next day.

STATUTE LAW (FURTHER REVISION) BILL
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STATUTE LAW (FURTHER REVISION)
BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time on motion of Hon. M. M. GOULD
(Minister for Education Services).

AUDIT (FURTHER AMENDMENT) BILL
Council’s amendments
Returned from Assembly with message disagreeing with
Council amendments.
Ordered to be considered next day.
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by the President. It is imperative that the house urgently
consider the events of that night.
Thirdly, part of the resolution on 27 March, as well as
the return of the ministers to the chamber, was an
undertaking that there would be further discussions.
The house is entitled to be informed of those
discussions at the first opportunity.
Fourthly, these matters should be dealt with before the
house faces its next adjournment debate tonight.
Finally, I wish to make the point that while I was under
no obligation from the standing orders, the sessional
orders, or convention and practice of the house to do so,
I did inform both the Leader of the Government and the
Leader of the National Party last night of my intention
to move a motion today on the grounds of urgency.
House divided on motion:

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Ayes, 28

Adjournment debate
Hon. BILL FORWOOD (Templestowe) —
Pursuant to standing order 309, I move:
That standing orders be suspended on the ground of urgency
to the extent necessary to enable me to move the following
motion forthwith:
That this house:
(a) places on record its deep concern at the
announcement on 27 March 2002 by the Leader of
the Government that only one minister will be
present during the adjournment debate in
contravention of long-established practice in the
Council;
(b) condemns the government for such a practice
which will enable ministers to avoid full public
scrutiny and accountability;
(c) reaffirms the fundamental principles of ministerial
responsibility under the Westminster system of
government; and
(d) calls on all ministers to continue to attend the
adjournment debate as has always been the case in
the past.

I outline the following reasons for urgency. Firstly, the
smooth conduct of the affairs of the house is of grave
importance.

Ashman, Mr
Atkinson, Mr
Baxter, Mr
Best, Mr
Birrell, Mr
Bishop, Mr
Boardman, Mr
Bowden, Mr
Brideson, Mr
Coote, Mrs
Cover, Mr
Craige, Mr
Davis, Mr D. McL.
Davis, Mr P. R.

Forwood, Mr
Furletti, Mr
Hall, Mr
Hallam, Mr
Katsambanis, Mr (Teller)
Lucas, Mr
Luckins, Ms
Olexander, Mr
Powell, Mrs
Ross, Dr
Smith, Mr K. M.
Smith, Ms (Teller)
Stoney, Mr
Strong, Mr

Noes, 13
Broad, Ms
Carbines, Mrs (Teller)
Gould, Ms
Hadden, Ms
Jennings, Mr
McQuilten, Mr
Madden, Mr

Mikakos, Ms
Nguyen, Mr
Romanes, Ms
Smith, Mr R. F. (Teller)
Theophanous, Mr
Thomson, Ms

Pair
Darveniza, Ms

Rich-Phillips, Mr

Motion agreed to.

Hon. BILL FORWOOD (Templestowe) —
Pursuant to the foregoing resolution, I move:
That this house:

Secondly, this is the first opportunity the house has had
to deal with the unprecedented boycott of the
adjournment debate by government ministers on
27 March, which led the house into serious uncharted
waters that night, including the suspension of the sitting

(a) places on record its deep concern at the announcement
on 27 March 2002 by the Leader of the Government that
only one minister will be present during the adjournment
debate in contravention of long-established practice in
the Council;
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(b) condemns the government for such a practice which will
enable ministers to avoid full public scrutiny and
accountability;
(c) reaffirms the fundamental principles of ministerial
responsibility under the Westminster system of
government; and
(d) calls on all ministers to continue to attend the
adjournment debate as has always been the case in the
past.

The motion is about accountability and scrutiny, and
about standards of behaviour and the conduct of
ministers. It deals with some of the issues that
Victorians regard as important, even if they are not so
regarded by government members. I will deal with that
in more detail later.
The motion goes to the heart of the credibility of the
Bracks government. At the moment the government is
suffering because the upper house in Victoria has
established two parliamentary select committees: one to
look into the Reeves affair; and one to look at the
Frankston affair. In response to the scrutiny under
which this house is putting it, the government is spitting
the dummy. Government members are behaving in a
petulant way and have decided to ignore years of
practice and convention just because they feel under
pressure and want to try and get back at the opposition.
The motion is not about the workings of the house but
about ministerial behaviour; it is about full public
scrutiny, accountability and responsibility. On a
number of occasions in the past I have gone through the
way this place operates and I need to do that again
briefly. There are some fundamental things about the
way this house behaves. Page 20 of Australian Senate
Practice says:
Broadly speaking, the standing orders were framed for the
purpose of enabling the Senate to be master of its own
procedure —

the same applies to the Council —
but recognising the fundamental parliamentary rule that there
should be safeguards against surprise and haste.

On 27 March, the last time this house sat, we were
surprised twice: once by the behaviour of
Mr Theophanous in tabling a report when other
members of the chamber did not know about it; and
secondly, by the action of the Leader of the
Government that night when she breached years of
tradition and practice in the way this house operates by
coming into the house and stating that the ministers
would not be attending the adjournment debate that
night. I should say again: it seems that breaches of
convention and practice are coming to be the rule with
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this government. It has been the practice of this house
that if the government intends to seek leave that it at
least advise the opposition first. That day there was no
such indication. Let me deal with the way this house
operates. It operates according to sessional orders.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous — Were you asked
yesterday?
Hon. BILL FORWOOD — Mr Theophanous, I
will get to yesterday’s meeting in full time, and I will
detail it then.
As honourable members know, this house has the
capacity to make its own rules. More than that, the
house has four key responsibilities. It does many things.
It has a responsibility to deal with legislation — the
government program. It has a function to scrutinise the
executive. That is a very important function and one
which the Premier acknowledged in his response to the
Independents charter when he said:
I am personally committed to transforming Parliament into an
open and democratic forum for the exchange of ideas and the
scrutiny of the executive government.

What hollow words they seem now, ‘the scrutiny of the
executive government’.
A third responsibility this house takes very seriously is
its inform function, and there are numbers of ways that
people are informed of issues of importance, not least
of course through the adjournment debate.
The fourth function I will mention for the purposes of
debate today is the one we all have of representing our
constituents. Again, that function is undertaken during
the adjournment debate.
The adjournment debate has a long history in this place
and there are guidelines for how it should be conducted.
One of the conventions that has been apparent from the
very beginning and has always applied is that all
ministers will turn up to attend the adjournment debate.
On 22 November 2001 during an adjournment
contribution by my colleague Mr Rich-Phillips, I raised
a point of order which is reported in Hansard at
page 1301 as follows:
… Mr President, I am reluctant to take a point of order while
an opposition member is on his feet, but the Minister for
Small Business and the Minister for Energy and Resources
have left the chamber. I understood that during adjournment
debate in this house all ministers are required to be here, and I
invite the Leader of the Government to get them back into the
chamber.
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This issue, Mr President, was not ruled on by you
because of the response that day of the Leader of the
Government, in which she indicated that what I had
said was entirely appropriate. She said:
On the point of order, Mr President, the Honourable Bill
Forwood would be aware that the Minister for Consumer
Affairs was at the table during the committee stage in debate
on the previous bill and has gone to have a health break —
and she has now returned to the chamber, even before I
resume my seat —

acknowledging that the minister had returned
straightaway. The Leader of the Government then went
on to say:
The Minister for Energy and Resources has gone to pick up a
piece of paper and will be back in the chamber in the next
couple of minutes. The Honourable Gordon Rich-Phillips is
raising a matter for my attention …

Again, she acknowledged that it is the practice of this
house for ministers always to be here during the
adjournment debate.
Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. BILL FORWOOD — No, I do not have any
objection. The issue then becomes: what was it that had
occurred on 27 March which led the government to
make the decision it made collectively that it would not
in future allow ministers to participate fully in the
adjournment debate? The first thing we have to go on is
the statement made that night by the Leader of the
Government. She started her statement by saying:
… the ministers are not prepared to participate in the abuse of
the parliamentary process that happened on the adjournment
last night …

In those circumstances one would be able to assume
that the reason the ministers did not turn up for the
adjournment debate on the night of 27 March was
because of something that had happened the previous
night. Honourable members would be aware of the
events of the previous night, when the
Honourable Maree Luckins sought and was given leave
by the Leader of the Government to incorporate into
Hansard two statutory declarations to which she later
spoke.
Hon. G. R. Craige — Hear, hear! I was present.
Hon. BILL FORWOOD — We were all present.
There was nothing in her behaviour that night which
could be constituted as an abuse of the parliamentary
process.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous — She did it in a shifty
way.
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Hon. BILL FORWOOD — Mr Theophanous talks
about being shifty. I am not one to talk of pots and
kettles and the colour black, Mr Theophanous!
I invite honourable members to go to the end of the
Hansard report of the adjournment debate of 26 March.
They will see the statutory declarations on the next
pages. If they turn to page 336 of that Hansard report
they will see that leave to incorporate them was granted
by the government on that occasion. So one would be
entitled to believe that after having given leave the
government had decided it had made a mistake and that
it had not been a sensible thing to do. My recollection is
that the Leader of the Government announced in the
debate that night that she had not fully read all the
pages but had only scanned them.
I shall make two points: firstly, the events of that night
happened by leave of the government. It was odd that
the Leader of the Government then came into this place
the next night and tried to paint what happened as
abuse. The second and subsidiary point is it was done
by leave. So much of this house runs on the issue of
leave, and we saw it again today. Standing order 265
says that when legislation is introduced from the other
place it shall lay over until the next day unless leave is
granted to do otherwise. Much of the operation of this
house is based on goodwill and cooperation. I make the
point, as I have on previous occasions and at both my
meetings with the Leader of the Government and the
Deputy Leader of the Government, that we are prepared
to continue to work in a cooperative way regarding the
business of the house.
However, one could believe it was the abuse of the
parliamentary process, so-called, by the Leader of the
Government, that led to the behaviour of the ministers
in not turning up for the adjournment debate that night.
The minister in her statement went on to say that it had
something to do with consistency with the Senate, and I
shall turn to that in a moment. That was the first
indication, by surprise — there was no discussion — of
a change to the convention, practice and traditions of
the house. How far does one need to go back — at least
to the Second World War, and probably earlier. That
never happened under the first Cain government, never
under Sir Henry Bolte’s government — he did not have
the numbers in the upper house — nor under the Kirner
or Cain governments. Such a tawdry stunt was never
pulled except by this government and this leader.
This was the first indication. In the adjournment debate
that night it became apparent that there was an issue
about the way the government behaved that we on this
side of the house objected to. The President put the
question that the house should adjourn, and we said no.
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The Deputy Leader of the Government got to his feet
and raised a number of issues, not all that consistent or
inconsistent with the Leader of the Government.
Obviously they had not got together and sorted out their
stories because in his contribution that night the Deputy
Leader of the Government said that the Leader of the
Government had indicated to the chamber that this was
not a permanent decision and that there would be
opportunity for consideration and reflection on the
matter.
I invite every honourable member to turn to page 75 of
Daily Hansard of 27 March to find those words. They
are not there! I have been through the two things said
by the Leader of the Government that night. She said it
was in response to the issue of the abuse of the
parliamentary process and because of Senate practice.
She said nothing at that time about the fact that it was
not a permanent decision — it now appears to be so —
and she did not say there would be an opportunity for
consideration or reflection.
That night further indications arose. We had an
exchange of points of order between Mr Jennings and
me, and concern was expressed about the capacity of
the house to continue to behave in its normal way. In
other words, if ambushes take place surprises occur,
and if we move away from the practice of there being
some notification and no surprise, people are given time
to do things. If that does not occur we get ourselves into
difficulties. It was on that basis that Mr President
suspended the sitting, which is a rare occurrence. I do
not recollect how many times Presidents have
suspended the sittings in my nearly 10 years in
Parliament. The party leaders met in his rooms and
orchestrated a way through the impasse that night.
It was resolved that on the resumption of the bells all
the ministers would return to the chamber. By that stage
the adjournment debate had passed, but at least the
ministers acknowledged that they were back in the
chamber and the agreement was that if they were to
return we would not be vociferous and remind them
that it was good to have them back. I gave my best
endeavours that the Liberal Party would behave in that
way, which it did, and we met the ministers with
silence, as we had undertaken to do, and the house
adjourned. Finally that night the President said the talks
had been productive, and the house adjourned.
The President said the talks had been productive —
they were because the house adjourned — amicable —
they were because of the tenor in which they took place
between the party leaders — and that there would be
further discussions. I made my point very clear. I
believe discussions are always worth while and we
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stand ready to discuss with the government the business
and conduct of the house, its business program and any
other issues it wishes to discuss.
I was horrified on Friday afternoon after our first
conversation with the Leader of the Government and
her deputy to find when I got back to my office an
email from the Clerk saying that the Leader of the
Government has, ‘Asked me to inform you that she
intends to move a motion in respect of the Queen
Mother’s death and that she further intends to move a
motion adjourning the house until 8 o’clock that night’.
What surprised me was that the Leader of the
Government had not communicated that to me — she
was using the Clerk to do so. My initial — and I believe
legitimate — reaction was that the government had
decided it was no longer going to communicate in the
normal way about the business of the house but — —
Hon. T. C. Theophanous interjected.
Hon. BILL FORWOOD — Mr Theophanous, we
decided to follow the practice of the Legislative
Assembly in this case, which I believe is entirely
appropriate.
I am concerned because when you have a breakdown in
relations between the parties in the houses it becomes
difficult to do things. Again I make the offer to the
government that we stand ready at any time to speak to
it about any issues on the operation of the house,
However, in return we do not expect to be surprised or
to find, like we did on one occasion last year, that leave
is refused for us to carry out the business we wish to
carry out on a Wednesday, which is traditionally the
time the opposition has for that. That is a matter of
fundamental importance.
I went to the first meeting that Friday afternoon with
the Leader of the Government and the Deputy Leader
of the Government with an expectation that we would
find a way around this problem. I discovered at that
meeting a total reluctance on the part of the government
to abide by the traditions of the house that all ministers
turn up for the adjournment debate. We had a number
of discussions about it and about the reasons why they
would not do it. I make the point strongly that to my
recollection — and I stand to be corrected — not once
in that conversation or in subsequent conversations we
had on Monday night did anybody raise the
adjournment issue of Ms Luckins on the Thursday
night. The ground had shifted. It was no longer an issue
about Ms Luckins’s behaviour being the reason why
the ministers were not turning up; it had become a
different issue.
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I started to think about these issues. I made a genuine
offer to the government that we would look forward to
resolving the issue by returning to the normal practices
of the house where each of the ministers turned up at
the adjournment debate and subjected themselves to
scrutiny and be held accountable. All honourable
members on all sides of the house could then raise
issues on behalf of their constituents, as has happened
under all previous governments. In the tense days of the
1980s when the numbers in the house were tight we did
not see Evan Walker, David White or Bill Landeryou
pull such a stunt — not even Joan Kirner would pull a
stunt like this.
I approached the meetings with the intent that we get
back to that sort of response. We left the meeting on
that Friday afternoon agreeing to meet again yesterday
afternoon. Yesterday afternoon with my colleagues the
Leader of the National Party and the Deputy Leader of
the Opposition we met again with the Leader of the
Government and her deputy in line with the President’s
statement that we would have further discussions. I
made the point at that time that there was not a lot of
work on the business paper for this week. If you look at
the business paper you see there is not a lot there and
not a lot coming in.
I suggested to the Leader of the Government that one of
the approaches we could take would be not to sit this
Thursday, because there is not a huge amount of
legislation. There is legislation that we could deal with,
certainly, and there are other things that normally take
place on Thursday, very important parts of the
parliamentary process: question time, adjournment,
90-second statements, taking note of committee reports,
all of which are fundamental parts of the parliamentary
process. But there was no particular urgency about
sitting on Thursday.
The point I made to them then was about why the
ministers do not come in for the adjournment debate. If
they did, we would not need to sit on Thursdays. That
offer was rejected by the government. The government
decided it would prefer to sit on Thursdays, to have
another adjournment debate and another question time
rather than change its stance on no ministers turning up
to the adjournment — or rather, only one minister
turning up to the adjournment debate.
I started to think, ‘Why would they do this?’. It is not in
their interest to behave like this. It seems to me odd that
they would require ministers to spend an extra day in
the chamber when they perhaps may not need to and
when there was not all that much urgent legislation
needing to be dealt with. In fact, everybody knows that
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under this government there has been a paucity of
legislation coming through.
An honourable member interjected.
Hon. BILL FORWOOD — Yes, as my colleague
says, there is a paucity of leadership to go with it.
I can only assume that the government has decided that
it wants to make the upper house unworkable. It wants
to try and orchestrate behaviour in this chamber, to try
and assist its cause being run by the Constitutional
Commission of Victoria. Mr Justice Hampel and his
constitutional commissioners are due to report later this
year, on 30 June I think. Everybody knows that the
group has been given $2 million and the Premier’s
instruction to come up with a system of changing the
way the members of this chamber are elected.
The government has embarked on a deliberate strategy,
it seems to me, of making the chamber difficult to
operate. I believe the institution of the Parliament and
the democratic process are too important to allow them
to be playthings for people such as — —
An honourable member interjected.
Hon. BILL FORWOOD — Well, the challenge I
will put to the Leader and Deputy Leader of the
Government is to say who actually does, on their side,
control the activities of this chamber. As long as I have
been a member — —
An Honourable Member — Justin Madden just
left!
Hon. BILL FORWOOD — Well it certainly is not
him! We need to have some confidence, Mr President,
that the activities of this chamber are run by the Leader
of the Government, her deputy and her whip, the
Leader of the Opposition, his colleagues and the Leader
of the National Party and his colleagues, and that the
conduct and business of the chamber resides not only
with us but within the whole chamber. I suspect,
however, that the vigour this chamber has been
showing, particularly with the select committees on
Frankston and the Reeves business, and with the new
question time style, which has put some pressure on the
chamber, has led to the situation where the executive
has decided that rather than allowing the Leader of the
Government to run the business of the house it will do
it for her.
I look forward to a situation where the Leader of the
Government can come to us and say, ‘We would like to
do this — and we have the authority to do it’. That
would be useful because my strong view is that the
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government has now decided that it is not going to
behave according to convention. It is going to breach
the longstanding practice and convention of no
surprises, no haste. It is going to act in that unilateral
manner as it did that night. It is going to allow the
deputy to come in and say things that are completely at
odds with the things her leader has said. I look forward
to — —
An Honourable Member — His leader!
Hon. BILL FORWOOD — What his leader has
said, I mean. Or perhaps it is the other way around: she
is saying things that are not in keeping with the deputy.
However, I do believe that that is an important issue.
The crucial issue is one of scrutiny and why this house
behaves in the way it does. It behaves in that way in the
interests of good government. As the Premier himself
said, he is prepared to have the executive scrutinised by
this chamber and by the other house.
So where do we go from here? The motion calls on the
government to revert to longstanding practice.
Government members will come in here and say, ‘This
is not the practice in the Senate; in the Senate it is done
in a different way’. That is true; but we do not have to
adopt everything the Senate does.
I make the point, Mr President, that the reason we
changed the question time structure was because of the
total inability and unwillingness of government
ministers to answer questions. I invite anybody to turn
in Hansard to the last time we were in here and read the
questions by my colleague the Honourable Andrew
Brideson on Lilydale Heights Secondary College and
its capital works, by the Honourable Gordon
Rich-Phillips on the capital works of the Courtenay
Gardens Primary School and by the Honourable Bill
Baxter on privatisation of the school systems, and to
read the answers.
If anybody wants a good summary of what happened I
refer them to some entirely apposite comments of my
colleague Mr Baxter, along the lines — I will not quote
Hansard — that ministers cannot just come in here and
run the same answer to four different questions, which
is what happened that day.
So because of the inability and unwillingness of
ministers to respond to questions in an appropriate
way — which has a long history since 1999 — the
opposition decided that we would bring in a new
system that provided a capacity for a supplementary
question to be asked and for there to be a debate
thereafter.
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The new system did follow a set of rules that were there
to be followed, but we could have designed our own,
and we would be quite happy to do so. Honourable
members might remember that at the same time we
adopted the 90-second statement structure from the
Assembly. Honourable members might also remember
that at the same time we introduced procedures for the
tabling of reports, which I think — the Clerk will
correct me if I am wrong — were entirely the invention
of this house itself, or maybe, to put it better, the
invention of the Clerk in conjunction with others who
were keen to do it, as part of the inform and scrutiny
role. We get our ideas from everywhere.
It is a nonsense for members of the government to say
that just because ministers do not turn up in the Senate
so they should not turn up here. I make the point that
the Senate has a vigorous committee system that looks
at legislation all the time. If one were to follow
slavishly what the Senate does, one could consider
establishing a further raft of committees of this place to
hold the executive government to account and to
scrutinise the activities of the government —
particularly a government that I am happy to say has
broken all its commitment to freedom of information!
Honourable members ought to see the sort of nonsense
coming back under FOI! This is a government that is
scared of scrutiny and accountability. It is nonsense to
say that we should either slavishly or not slavishly
follow the precedents established by the Senate.
So where do we go from here? We could have more
debate — and perhaps we will. This house has never
gagged people and never used the guillotine. It is
important that government legislation is properly
scrutinised. We could certainly have more committee
stages. It is the practice in this house that leave is given
for debate on bills not to go into committee as a matter
of course. We certainly could scrutinise the government
through more committee stages. I hesitate to say that
we could revisit the issue of the questions and how they
are asked, but that is a possibility the house might like
to consider. We certainly can think about adjournments
and how they operate.
The one thing I decided that this house should do is that
it should have the capacity or ability to sit as a matter of
course on Fridays. We could come back on Fridays and
have another question time, more debate and more
adjournment debates. Let me be clear about this: I am
not saying that I want this house to sit every Friday, but
I do believe that the capacity should exist. If members
of the government are going to hide from scrutiny, then
we will find ways of holding you to account and one
way of holding you to account is to come back on
Fridays.
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I am happy to foreshadow that later this afternoon I will
move a motion that will enable the house, as a matter of
course, to sit on Fridays until the end of June this year.
All that will mean as a matter of practice is that when
we get to a Thursday night the Leader of the
Government presumably will have had a conversation
with us — although we are not sure in the current
climate whether she will continue to talk to us — and
she will have the capacity to say, ‘Do you think we
should come back on Friday, or should we adjourn until
next Tuesday or the following Tuesday?’. That capacity
will exist. Tomorrow we will have the capacity for this
house, if it so chooses, to sit on Fridays so that it will
have the capacity to hold this government to account.
There certainly will not be any opportunity for
Mr Theophanous to avoid exercising his debating
skills — he will have lots of opportunities. The issue
will become that if the government behaves in a way
that avoids scrutiny the opposition — as is its
responsibility on behalf of the people of Victoria —
will find ways of holding government members to
account, and we will continue to do it.
Let me make the point very strongly: we stand ready to
talk at any time about the smooth operation of this
chamber and we stand ready to talk on a daily basis
about the government’s desires on how the house
should operate. But we will not stand, sit or be around
to be treated in the way that members of the
government treated us on the adjournment debate last
time, when you walked in and actually threw out the
window the conventions, traditions and practices of this
house.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous — You should talk!
Hon. BILL FORWOOD — I have looked at some
members of the Labor Party over many years. Not even
Mr Theophanous would have pulled a stunt like this
when he was minister — nor did he pull the stunt when
he was a minister.
I have been interested in politics for a long time and I
have known members of the Labor Party of real calibre,
real ability, real sensitivity and compassion. I have also
met some people who do not live up to those standards.
The problem that we have at the moment is that we are
faced in this house with four dud ministers. I do not
need to make that assertion. Meghan Shaw wrote an
article that appeared in the Age of 2 June 2000, headed:
Labor four below par in upper house

We actually have ministers in this place who should not
be ministers. The other day the Leader of the
Government was dumped. She was so bad as the
Minister for Industrial Relations that she was shifted
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sideways, downwards — out off the way. The sort of
behaviour that she has exhibited in this house and the
lack of leadership that she brings to this place, is
evidence of a person so far out of her depth that it is an
embarrassment. We are not embarrassed — members
of her own side are embarrassed. You should have seen
their faces — I can see them, you cannot — on
27 March when the Leader of the Government was
found out as having given leave for the Honourable
Maree Luckins to incorporate in Hansard two statutory
declarations which she had not read. They were
embarrassed.
I finish on a positive note. The government is entitled to
have its legislative program dealt with in this place, and
the opposition stands ready to deal with the program as
it brings it through. However, the opposition believes
that the best interests of this chamber are
accommodated by dialogue, goodwill, agreement, and
by the accepted traditions, practices and conventions of
the house. The opposition looks forward to the
government’s reconsidering its decision for ministers to
boycott the chamber, in the interests of the smooth
operation of the house, but more particularly in the
interests of the people of Victoria.
Hon. M. M. GOULD (Minister for Education
Services) — I make some comments about the urgency
motion moved by the Leader of the Opposition. It was a
bit hard to follow his line of argument about the
government’s decision to implement a practice that
only one minister be in attendance during adjournment
debates in upper houses. I remind honourable members
that that procedure occurs not only in the Senate of the
federal Parliament but in every other parliament across
the country.
The Leader of the Opposition is well aware that the
Australian Senate does not even have ministers attend
the adjournment debate. In most cases a parliamentary
secretary attends. In Western Australia a parliamentary
secretary attends adjournment debates in the upper
house. In the South Australian Parliament and in the
Tasmanian Parliament only one minister attends the
adjournment debate.
When it suits the opposition and at the whim of the
Leader of the Opposition it is happy to throw out the
door what it says are the practices and traditions of the
house. But if the conventions do not suit the opposition
it amends the sessional orders by using its numbers and
rule 14:30.
On two separate occasions the current Leader of the
Opposition has moved amendments to the sessional
orders. On one occasion he gave notice on the Tuesday
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that he would move a motion on the Wednesday to
amend the sessional orders. On another occasion he
gave a week’s notice that he would move amendments
to the sessional orders.
With respect to the last amendment to the sessional
orders in the spring session last year, did the
government oppose those changes when the house
debated the proposed amendments? No, it did not. Why
did it not oppose them? Because, as the Leader of the
Opposition said, the government is open and
accountable. The government did not oppose those
amendments to the sessional orders, and agreed with
the proposals put by the Leader of the Opposition with
respect to having supplementary questions.
Mr President, you led a delegation of party
representatives and leaders of the respective parties to
the federal Parliament to look at how the Australian
Senate operated. When it suits the opposition it is happy
to put forward changes to the sessional orders, but
when the government introduces legislation to make
this place more open, accountable and representative,
the opposition opposes it. It did not suit the opposition
to be open and accountable to its constituents across the
state every four years. Does it suit the opposition to
have proper representation in this house? No. The
opposition voted down that legislation.
The Leader of the Opposition says that the government
does not want to be open and accountable but then says
that to ensure the government is open and accountable
he will give notice that later this day he will move that
this house sit on Friday. That is fine; the government
has no problems with that.
The Leader of the Opposition was critical of the
government following discussions that took place in my
office between the Deputy Leader of the Government
and others yesterday. He said the position was put that
the house sit only today and tomorrow, which could
occur if leave were granted for the second reading of
legislation today. The government is happy to sit on
Thursday or Friday to have another question time. It is
open and accountable. In his contribution, the Leader of
the Opposition said that the government is not open and
accountable and that he will move a motion that the
house sit on Friday, and yet he is critical of discussions
about the house sitting only two days. The Leader of
the Opposition is not even sure what his argument is.
The opposition likes to change the rules when it does
not suit it by using rule 30:14 — 30 opposition
members and 14 government members. That is all the
opposition is interested in. It talks about the traditions
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of the house. When it suits the opposition it is happy to
follow the traditions of the house.
In the time the Leader of the Opposition has been the
Leader of the Opposition in this place he has changed
the traditions of the house by changing the sessional
orders. He is a member of a political party that on every
occasion opposes any attempt to scrutinise the
proceedings of this house through proper reform of the
upper house. On a number of occasions the government
has introduced legislation for proper reform of the
house to ensure accountability and openness. What is
the opposition’s position on this? It does not want it. It
wants members to be in this place for seven or eight
years without facing their constituents, but when it
comes to facing the electors every four years to ensure
this house is open and accountable, the opposition says
no.
The Leader of the Opposition made four points, and I
could not follow all of them. He referred to the need to
pass legislation. All honourable members accept that
this is what we are here for and that it is the premise on
which Parliament is established. He then referred to
scrutiny of the executive. This house has a question
time lasting 20 minutes each day it sits. In the time that
I have been here I know of only two occasions on
which you, Mr President, have restricted question time
to that period. You have ensured that five questions are
asked by members from both sides. The changes that
the opposition brought in resulted in supplementary
questions, so it has ten questions. Now we as the
government can choose to take advantage of the
supplementary questions if we wish to; at this time we
have not, but that has opened it up.
As far as I can see the opposition is getting a bit
precious about the adjournment debate because it is
something that it is not in control of. It is the first time
that members of the opposition have learnt that they are
exactly that — the opposition. They are not the
government; they do not have total control of this
house, and they are a bit upset about it.
Mr Forwood is running a line about the traditions and
forms of the house and the government’s choice to have
only one minister present during the adjournment
debate in the last sitting week of this house. That is in
line with the traditions of the Assembly; it is in line
with the traditions of the Senate; it is in line with every
other state except Queensland, which does not have an
upper house. I am sure if it did have an upper house it
would have only one minister present during the
adjournment debate.
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More than 85 adjournment matters have been raised in
this house in this autumn session of 2002. Of those,
about 85 per cent have been referred to ministers in the
other house. In the last sitting week of this house I took
all the adjournment matters — there were 17 — and
13 of them were referred to the other place. On the very
next morning I signed off 16 letters to my ministerial
colleagues informing them that this was a matter that
was raised in the adjournment debate and asking them
to respond in the usual manner.
Hon. K. M. Smith — We got no answers!
Hon. M. M. GOULD — Mr Ken Smith from the
other side comments that he has not received any
answers. He has raised a number of adjournment
matters to do with getting responses from ministers, and
will never have them, but I am still waiting for answers
to adjournment matters I raised when Mr Smith was in
government — because when his lot were in
government they did not respond to the opposition! So
if Mr Smith wants to compare our track record with his,
I suggest he turn his hearing aid on and keep his mouth
shut!
In 2001 a total of 375 adjournment matters were raised
and 258 of them were referred to the other place, so
more than 70 per cent went to the other place. As the
Leader of the Opposition indicated, the adjournment
debate is a time when members usually raise issues
specific to their electorates. I could break those down to
give details of what they are about, but most deal
specifically with constituent matters; many are to do
with roads and those sorts of issues. I will not go into
all those details, but it is clear that the adjournment
debate is an opportunity for members to raise matters;
ministers can take notes and give short responses to the
members who raised issues and refer them on to the
appropriate ministers, who will in turn send the
members written, informed responses. That has been
the practice in the Victorian Legislative Assembly for
years and years. It has been the practice in the Senate
for years and years and it is the practice in every other
parliament across the country.
The only argument we have had from the opposition is,
‘Oh, it is one of the customs and practices we have had
and we do not want to lose it’. When it suits them,
opposition members are quite happy to throw out any
traditions or past practices. Opposition members are
quite happy to make amendments to the sessional
orders; they do it on a whim. If the rules or the practices
do not suit them, they will change them. They still do
not have in their heads that they sit on your left,
Mr President — that they are in opposition and not in
government.
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All we have from the Leader of the Opposition are
comments about freedom of information. This
government honours its commitment to openness and
accountability. It has made changes to the Freedom of
Information Act to ensure that people get proper access
to it. The opposition is complaining at the moment that
the responses to FOI requests have not been supplied,
but the opposition has put in 1100 FOI requests! That is
fine, but I urge the members of the opposition to talk to
each other from one house to another, because they are
obviously not doing that. This government has made
changes to ensure that FOI legislation is more open and
accountable and that the departments are responding to
FOI requests in a timely manner.
I know the opposition has some concerns about this.
The Leader of the Opposition made a comment about
my seeking leave earlier in the formal part of the
business today to give second readings to a couple of
bills that were on message, and those two bills were
read a second time. My ministerial colleagues were not
granted such leave, and the Leader of the Opposition
indicated that the normal practice is that we talk about
these sorts of things. Well, I dare you to deny the fact
that we did have a conversation last night about the
question of seeking leave with respect to the four pieces
of legislation that were on message, and you said
just — —
Hon. Bill Forwood — No, we did not.
Hon. M. M. GOULD — We did!
Hon. Bill Forwood — You didn’t seek leave — —
Hon. M. M. GOULD — You did! Mr Hall was
there, Mr Furletti was there, and we said we would be
seeking leave for the four pieces of legislation — —
Hon. Bill Forwood — You did not!
Hon. M. M. GOULD — We did seek leave last
night with respect to the four pieces of legislation that
were on message. So I refute the comments that were
made by the Leader of the Opposition in his
contribution. That was not the case. We did seek leave,
and I accept and acknowledge that the opposition
granted leave for the second reading of two pieces of
legislation to take place later this day. The government
obviously does not have any problems with that, and I
thank the opposition for granting the leave. Again, it is
at the whim of the opposition. It always has been
possible for any member to deny leave on any issue that
may be raised by any member in this house.
The government rejects the urgency motion moved by
the Leader of the Opposition. With respect to full
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scrutiny and accountability, this government is more
open and more accountable than the previous
government ever was. I am aware of and have been
party to a number of pieces of legislation that have gone
through the committee stage — that is one of the
practices that has taken place in this house, and I have
been party to it. I know Mr Baxter will remember that
on the City Link legislation we were in the committee
stage for about 8 hours one night. We started at about
9 o’clock at night and finished at about 4.00 in the
morning, so it is not unusual for this house to be in
committee stage. I know one piece of legislation that
Mr Hallam will recall dealt with the Auditor-General.
We started at 10 o’clock in the morning and finished at
a quarter to ten the next morning. So this house has
been party to scrutiny and this government has been
party to scrutiny with amendments to legislation put in
at the committee stage, so we have no problems with
that.

attend the adjournment debate. It is quite an acceptable
practice. The opposition is just whingeing, whining and
carping because on this particular occasion it wants to
chop and change the rules. The government has taken a
position and a view that having one minister present for
the adjournment debate is quite acceptable and it is the
practice across all states, so I reject the urgency motion
before the house.

With respect to the adjournment debate, I have already
stated that the government’s view is that a note of most
of those matters can be taken down by a minister and
referred to the responsible ministers, who can then refer
their replies to the honourable members who raised
them. That is in line and consistent with the practice in
every other Parliament in this country, except of course
in Queensland, which does not have an upper house. In
all other capitals — in New South Wales, South
Australia and Western Australia — it is the
parliamentary secretaries who on most occasions attend
the adjournment debate, not ministers. More often than
not the Senate has a parliamentary secretary in
attendance, but Victoria’s constitution does not allow
that. The government will have a minister attend at
adjournment time, and the opposition’s claim that this
government is not prepared to be open and accountable
is an outrageous assertion. This government is more
accountable than the opposition was when it was — —

But let me make some comments, Mr President. First of
all, the National Party wholeheartedly supports this
motion by the Leader of the Opposition and sees a
gross disservice to the operation of this house by the
actions of the government on 27 March in ceasing the
practice of having all ministers attend the adjournment
debate.

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. M. M. GOULD — How many amendments
were put through when the opposition was in control?
Hon. Bill Forwood — Fifty-four!
Hon. M. M. GOULD — And how many of them
were government amendments — house
amendments — rather than amendments put up by the
opposition?
Hon. Gavin Jennings — Fifty-four!
Hon. M. M. GOULD — The government does not
support this urgency motion. There is no urgency in
stating that the government should have all ministers

Hon. P. R. HALL (Gippsland) — It is always
difficult to follow the Leader of the Government in
debate in this chamber because there is certainly no
logic in the arguments employed by her. It is the
responsibility of subsequent debaters to make comment
on the arguments advanced by previous speakers. There
have been no cogent arguments at all advanced by the
Leader of the Government in defence of this motion,
and for that reason I find it extremely hard to follow her
in the debate.

I have been a member of this house for just in excess of
13 years, and some of my colleagues in the National
Party have been here longer. Our collective memories
cannot ever recall a time when a full complement of
available ministers did not front up to an adjournment
debate on any occasion. I say ‘available ministers’
because there have been times when for some special
reason, such as illness, ministerial conferences or
personal leave, a minister may not have been here. But
apart from special reasons, at every other time in the
collective memory of my colleagues in the National
Party a full complement of available ministers has
always attended the adjournment debates on every
occasion they were held in this chamber.
There is no doubt that practices of this chamber have
changed over the years. At various times we have seen
some alterations to sessional orders, for example, but
every one of those changes had a specific purpose of
making this house function better and improving its
operation. Those changes were always debated and
agreed upon by the majority of the members of this
house in the belief that they would make the operation
of this chamber better. But the action taken by the
government on the presence of ministers during the
adjournment debate contradicts this: it does not make
for a better debate in this chamber, no matter what the
Leader of the Government or any subsequent speakers
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may say. No-one will ever be able to convince me or
members of the Victorian public that the absence of
ministers in this chamber when honourable members
are raising legitimate concerns on behalf of their
constituents will make the debate better. It certainly will
not! It degrades the role of the Legislative Council in
the Parliament of Victoria, and for that the government
stands condemned.
The basic question which I think everybody wants an
answer to is: why has the government taken this action
of prohibiting ministers from coming in in full to the
adjournment debate? We are still awaiting an adequate
explanation for that. As has been pointed out, we got
part of a first-flush explanation on 27 March when the
Leader of the Government said that they would not
participate because of the abuse of the parliamentary
process that had taken place. Well, that is a long since
abandoned reason that has not even been mentioned in
dispatches since then. Certainly it was not the subject of
the meeting with the leaders that I went to last night. It
was not mentioned at all by the Leader of the
Government in her response, when she had plenty of
opportunity to talk about these matters. Not once did
she refer to an abuse of parliamentary processes. So we
have abandoned that, and I think we all agree with that,
otherwise the Leader of the Government would have
thought up that argument — that it is not because of an
abuse of any parliamentary process.
It then occurred to us that the reason the government
has taken this decision is because it will be consistent
with Senate practices. I say this: we chose to adopt
some practices used by the Senate, and we have chosen
to adopt some practices which we designed, all in the
belief that that will make the workings of this house
better. There is no reason whatsoever why we should
consistently adopt every single practice of the Senate,
or indeed any other chamber of any Parliament in
Australia or the world. We should be concerned about
making this house function better, and we should be
picking out the good points of any parliamentary
processes. Adopting some of the practices employed by
the Senate has made this a better chamber, although it
has not made it operate better. There is no logic in
choosing to implement every practice of the Senate.
I refer to another reason given by the government for
introducing this practice. As the Honourable Bill
Forwood remarked in his opening comments, the
reason for this urgency debate is to inform members of
this chamber about what has occurred during
discussions among party leaders since the fiasco of
27 March. As he rightly said, members of this house
have the right to know what was involved in those
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discussions. After all, we were all involved in the fiasco
on 27 March.
Last night when I asked the government why this
decision had been taken one of the reasons given to me
was that the ministers are spending unreasonable
amounts of time in the chamber. That was not reported
on by the Leader of the Government today, but that was
what was said by the government.
They are ministers of the Crown; they are paid to do a
job. A reasonable expectation of constituents, who are
the people of Victoria, is that ministers spend
appropriate amounts of time in the chamber and be here
at appropriate times, particularly when members wish
to raise matters on behalf of their constituents.
Members expect ministers to be here at those times and
to directly take those questions, queries and issues
raised. After all, what are they paid for? As ministers of
the Crown they have a 75 per cent pay loading on top
of their base salary. One would expect they could be
here for a few hours each day to take account of the
questions and issues raised directly by honourable
members. We did not hear that in the address of the
Leader of the Government; perhaps we might hear it
from subsequent speakers, or maybe the government
has abandoned that reason as well. Who knows, but it
was certainly mentioned in discussions with party
leaders.
Another interesting reason advanced by the Leader of
the Government today for the ministers not needing to
be present during the adjournment debate was that it is
not necessary for them to be in the chamber, because
after all, 70 per cent of the matters raised by members
of this chamber are referred to ministers in the other
place. That might be so, but is that not reasonable? Is it
not roughly proportionate? About 30 per cent of
ministers are in this place and 70 per cent are in another
place; therefore, questions raised would probably be in
the same ratio — 30 per cent directly for the ministers
here and 70 per cent for the ministers in the other place.
That seems perfectly reasonable to me.
I was pleased to hear the Leader of the Government say
that 85 adjournment items have been raised in the
couple of weeks we have been sitting this year. That
means at least 85 constituents or groups of constituents
would be grateful that we are working and raising
matters on their behalf. At the very least they would
expect ministers to be in the chamber to hear matters
first hand and not for the matters to be conveyed to
them in some other sense.
The Leader of the Government says it is not necessary
for the ministers to be here because the issues are not
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always directly for that particular minister. What if I
wanted to raise something with the Minister for Energy
and Resources? Would it be reasonable that I make a
request that she be present during the course of the
adjournment debate because I wish to raise something
directly with her tonight? Or if I wished to raise
something directly with the Minister for Sport and
Recreation, is it reasonable that I make a request that he
be present in the chamber tonight? The fact is that
almost every night matters are raised for the direct
attention of the four ministers during the course of the
adjournment debate. Therefore, it is beholden on them
to be present in the chamber so they can hear those
concerns directly.
I refer to the adjournment debate itself. It is interesting
to look at the guidelines to the adjournment debate
because it is an important part of the program of the
Legislative Council. After all, the guidelines tell us the
sorts of matters we are allowed to raise, which are to
make a complaint, to make a request, or to pose a
query. Importantly, the guidelines say that the matter
must be of recent occurrence and of an urgent nature,
which is the key point which makes the adjournment
debate such an important part of the daily workings of
this house. We would not be raising matters if they did
not fit within those criteria. We are not allowed to raise
issues which are not important or legitimate, so it is
important for honourable members to raise those
matters. It is equally important for the ministers to be
here to listen and to respond directly to those urgent
matters. It is a basic expectation of Victorians that
people who are representing them both locally and in a
ministerial capacity will hear what the issue is first
hand.
It is interesting to also note that the adjournment debate
has hardly changed since the current set of guidelines
were put out by the then President on 19 November
1975. I am only going back just over 26 years but in
that time guidelines for the adjournment debates have
not changed, apart from one thing that happened on
29 February 2000 when we inserted a 3-minute time
limit on the raising of an adjournment item. To verify
that I looked back to the guidelines for adjournment
speeches prior to 2000. Back in 1997 they were exactly
the same as the 19 November 1975 guidelines.
For more than 26 years the adjournment debate has
remained the same. Apart from what took place on
27 March, the criteria and guidelines of debate have
remained the same. Every night ministers have been in
the chamber to listen to the issues. It has always been
that way. It only changed on one occasion, and that was
the last time this chamber sat, on 27 March. I sincerely
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hope we revert back to our old ways tonight when we
move on to the adjournment debate.
What a lot of rot the government espoused on throwing
up a change in procedures and throwing out traditions.
The adjournment debate has always been as it is and
should continue with a full complement of available
ministers present.
I cannot help but mention the issue of openness and
accountability that was raised by the Leader of the
Government in her contribution. Let’s look at the
description the government so often applies to itself —
that it is open and accountable. Let’s consider this one
action alone — that is, the withdrawal of ministers from
the adjournment debate. Is this the action of an open
and accountable government?
Would any reasonable member of the public think the
actions of ministers hiding back in their offices in
Parliament House while members were on their feet
wanting to ask them about certain matters, wanting to
tell them about a difficult situation, was being open and
accountable?
Is that being accountable to the people of Victoria?
They are ministers of the Crown. It is far from being
accountable. They are hiding. The action of the
government to direct its ministers not to attend is
shielding them from the appropriate accountability
mechanisms to which they should be subject. Far from
being open and accountable, this is purely a mechanism
to deflect attention from, to use the words of the Leader
of the Opposition, poor dud ministers.
I wish to also say something about the traditions of this
house. A lot has already been said about that. It is fair to
say in summary that the house operates on a fair degree
of goodwill from both sides of this chamber, and from
the three parties present in the chamber. The National
Party has always cooperated with both the government
and the opposition to ensure an appropriate legislative
program is advanced and that the house gets through
the business required of it. We have not been
belligerent in our attitude by demanding that things not
be done or should be done within appropriate times. We
have always been willing to sit down, negotiate and
accommodate the needs of each of the members of the
three parties in this chamber. We remain willing to do
so, but we predict that unless we have that goodwill the
workings of this chamber will become increasingly
difficult for all of us.
I turn to the last point I want to make in this debate,
which is the question of why the government has
directed that ministers should not attend adjournment
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debates in this chamber. The reasons we have heard so
far have no substance whatsoever. They are not the real
reason. This government has an ulterior motive — that
is, to discredit the workings of this chamber. We all
know the government would dearly love to abolish the
Legislative Council, but we also know it does not have
the guts to do it. So it has done set up a constitutional
commission to ensure that, by stealth, the operation of
this chamber will become largely neutered. I am
positive the government will never get its way because
of the strong resistance of the Victorian public to some
of those recommendations being mooted by the
constitutional commission. The government — once
again, by stealth — is trying to denigrate the role of this
chamber by petulant actions like those we saw when
the house last met a fortnight ago when it withdrew
ministers from the adjournment debate.
The government’s ulterior motive is that it would like
to think this house will become uncooperative and
unworkable. That is why it is doing this — it is trying
to provoke the National Party and the Liberal
opposition into being more belligerent, into standing up
for our rights, into insisting that there be a degree of
cooperation and, if there is not, into using our numbers
to prevent an appropriate legislative program getting
through.
I can tell you, Mr President, that from the National
Party’s point of view we will not be duped by the
government. We will not stand here insisting on things
and being totally uncooperative with everything the
government wants to get done in this chamber. The
Honourable Bill Forwood has said on behalf of the
Liberal Party that the opposition parties do not intend to
be totally uncooperative with this, but we are appealing
to the government to show commonsense and to
demonstrate the goodwill that has existed throughout
the history of this place to ensure that it operates in the
most effective way it possibly can.
As I have said, I am very disappointed that when
Parliament last sat the government chose to take this
course of action, which can only be described as a
provocative, petty and petulant act. It is idiotic to think
that, for example, the government is refusing to accept
the offer made by the Honourable Bill Forwood — that
is, that we could sit less often and be more productive
in the time we do sit if ministers were prepared to make
themselves available on a more frequent basis to debate
issues that may take up the time of this house. It is
absolutely petty of the government to refuse to do that,
and that is why I think it has the ulterior motive of
denigrating the good work we do in this Legislative
Council.
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As I said, National Party members will not be duped by
the government. We will be here. We are proud of the
work we do in representing our constituents. We have
pride in this place as a house of legislature in the
Victorian Parliament, and it will continue that way. It is
very disappointing that members of the government do
not have the same pride in this place as we do.
Hon. GAVIN JENNINGS (Melbourne) — I will
start my contribution to this debate on an urgency
motion moved by the Leader of the Opposition,
Mr Forwood, by indicating that part of the motion I
would personally support and believe the government
would be supportive of — that is, paragraph (c), which
moves that this house:
… reaffirms the fundamental principles of ministerial
responsibility under the Westminster system of
government …

It is the other three paragraphs with which the
government will argue. I will argue at some length that
they do not constitute fundamental principles of
ministerial responsibility. In fact, that is the issue that
divides the government and opposition members in this
debate. The government believes there is a range of
ways in which its ministers have complied with their
obligations of ministerial responsibility and will
continue to do so to ensure that they are fully
accountable to the Parliament and to the people of
Victoria.
The fundamental difference between the government
and opposition is our respective perceptions of the
functions and operations of this chamber and the
methods we apply to debate. Time and time again we
see the pathetic attempts by members of the opposition
to suggest that they are the defenders and upholders of
the great parliamentary traditions of this Parliament, yet
time and again they have been prepared to change the
rules from one day to the next to be able to apply in an
arbitrary fashion their numerical strength within the
chamber. Because of that, the government has had the
affront — according to the opposition — to stand up
and exercise some control over the running of this
chamber! In fact, in this exercise we have become the
mouse that roared.
This chamber has not been prepared to accept that the
government exercises some control over the program
and the running of this chamber, and the reason that this
action is such an affront to the opposition parties is that
they operate within this place on the assumption that
they have the right to operate as if they were born to
rule. There have been any number of instances where
they have exercised their desire to rule the functions
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and operations of this chamber, and I will run through
them.
After the last election when this government assumed
office, what was the first act of the opposition? Even
before we sat in this chamber the opposition insisted
that it maintain its hold over the offices that had
previously been ascribed to government ministers.
There was a petty and long-lasting attachment to offices
that had previously belonged to the Leader of the
Government in this chamber and which now belong to
the Leader of the Opposition. The Leader of the
Opposition in his contribution referred to the people’s
charter of good government which forms the
foundation of the understanding between the
government and the Independents in the Legislative
Assembly — that is, the very agreement that the
previous government was unwilling to be a signatory to
and the document that actually talks about open and
accountable government and looks at important reforms
of the Parliament, the administrative practices within
the state and, in part, the reform of this chamber to
make it consistent with the timetable of elections that
take place in the other place, to provide for fixed terms
of office and to provide an effective house of review
based on proportional representation.
What did we find when the government tried to satisfy
that undertaking, both to the Independents and, more
importantly, to the people of Victoria? Those reforms
of the Parliament were sent down by this chamber. This
chamber was not prepared to engage in those issues
which the government believes are an essential part of
its mandate.
I would not encourage people in the Victorian
community to read the Hansard reports of that debate,
because it is a very sorry, self-serving and self-satisfied
contribution by members of this chamber to legitimate
issues of parliamentary reform. There was no attempt
by any member of the opposition to countenance a
method of proportional representation which is the very
nature of the construction of the Senate, which, because
of the way it is elected, provides the Australian
Parliament with an effective house of review. That
reform was totally rejected by every single member of
the opposition who spoke in this chamber on the debate
on parliamentary reform. Not one single member of the
opposition who contributed to that debate was prepared
to introduce an electoral model for this chamber that is
consistent with the electoral model that applies in the
Senate.
When the government took the subsequent action of
introducing a constitutional commission and bent over
backwards to create a bipartisan framework in which
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the constitutional commission could evaluate the
appropriate electoral model for and operations of this
chamber, and appointed two former Liberal ministers
and a retired Supreme Court judge to the commission,
the opposition in this place condemned the activity of
that commission. It ridiculed its membership and its
methods of consultation with the Victorian community
and even before one public hearing was undertaken, it
committed to oppose its recommendations. So much for
the legitimate calling of the opposition to say it is
interested in real reform of this chamber.
On two separate occasions the opposition in this place
has introduced a number of changes to sessional orders,
which it hopes can be portrayed in the public domain as
being its attempt to improve the transparency and
operation of this chamber. What model has it, by and
large, called upon to introduce those changes to
sessional orders?
It is the model that operates within the Australian
Senate on the basis of providing for supplementary
questions, taking note of ministerial answers, and the
opportunity to take note of reports. But all those things
done by the opposition in the name of improving the
transparency and accountability of this chamber fly in
the face of the electoral model that applies in the Senate
and more importantly in terms of the functioning of this
chamber, the obligations of ministers to attend those
various aspects of a sitting day.
In practice we have seen the combination of question
time and the facility to take supplementary questions
introduce a 9-minute window of opportunity for the
opposition to question ministers at the beginning of
each and every day. My understanding is that the
cornerstone of ministerial responsibility is for ministers
to come in here and be accountable at the beginning of
each and every day for the administration of their
departments and the statutes for which they are
responsible. They are the custodians of the statute
books that apply in this state — those statute books that
sit on the table in the middle of this chamber. All
ministers must be alive to their fundamental
accountability — that is, to be responsible for the
appropriate administration of those statutes.
The vexed question is that the adjournment debate in
the Legislative Council in Victoria — a chamber of
44 members — can be on the basis of 3 minutes for
every matter raised so that the debate can run to at least
11⁄2 hours before ministers are required to respond, yet
the Senate, which has 74 members, has only 40 minutes
allowed for a similar adjournment debate. There is no
requirement in the Senate for ministers to attend during
the course of the adjournment debate.
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That has been the first attempt by the opposition to call
to attention in some shape or fashion the need for this
chamber to reform itself in line with the Senate. But
then it has the audacity to say, ‘No, it is only our
elements of the changes to the Senate procedures that
we want to accept; we do not want to accept the
changes to the electoral system to introduce
proportional representation and have this chamber as a
house of review; or the rule as to whether ministers are
required to be in the chamber. We want to impose on
the government everything except those elements’.
But when the government expresses a view about
changes in support of the system the opposition says it
does not accept the proposition that ministers want to
comply with their obligations to bring the house into
line with the Australian Senate or any other jurisdiction
across the nation.
We have seen a complete double standard by the
opposition in respect of its treatment of select
committees. During the course of the Kennett
administration there would seem to be, to the casual
observer in the Victorian community, any number of
reasons why a select committee may have been
established by the Legislative Council during that time
if it were applying appropriate scrutiny of the executive
government. Where was the select committee to deal
with KNF or the sacking of the Director of Public
Prosecutions or the sacking of judges of the Equal
Opportunity Commission?
Hon. K. M. Smith — Mr Acting President, I draw
your attention to the state of the house.
Quorum formed.

Hon. GAVIN JENNINGS — Thank you for your
assistance and for providing me with an audience,
Mr Acting President. The point I was making was that
during the period of the Kennett administration the
need for a select committee for any of the issues that
were burning concerns within the Victorian community
was not addressed by the chamber in exercising
scrutiny over the executive. Yet, with a sheer joy it
relished this chamber has embarked on two fishing
expeditious in relation to government administration. In
fact, I contest that one select committee does not even
relate to state government administration but rather
local government administration. The long bow was
drawn in having that select committee created in the
first instance.
Hon. Bill Forwood — Which one?
Hon. GAVIN JENNINGS — Frankston was a long
bow. Generally the way in which the select committee
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was established by this place was a complete doubling
of the standards. This place should take a long hard
look at itself, to use the colloquial phrase, about
hypocrisy and double standards in the creation of select
committees.
The vehicle used today to get the urgency motion
debated is an extremely unusual device. In the last 15 to
20 years it has been used on only 10 occasions and has
been used on occasions of flood or drought crisis, and
to address general matters of public administration. I
am not at all surprised that this urgency motion again
repeats the pattern of the self-serving interests of
opposition members of the Legislative Council who
believe they have the right to operate in a manner
befitting a born-to-rule mentality; and to say, ‘We will
determine arbitrarily the way the chamber operates. We
will try to bring the government to comply with the
arbitrary changes and procedures we seek to impose on
the government’. But they are procedures to which the
opposition was not prepared to subject itself when it
was in government.
This government has absolutely no question about the
bona fides of the opposition in changing sessional
orders, the imposition of select committees and the
imposition of urgency motions — but so long as it is a
standard it is prepared to apply to itself. I find the
calling to traditional values or operations of the
chamber extremely hollow words in their completely
hypocritical application that this house has seen time
and time again.
It is important for to us remind ourselves that members
of the Victorian community may not be aware of what
happens during the adjournment debate. It is an
opportunity at the end of each sitting day for each
member to make a contribution of about 3 minutes
about a matter of concern to themselves or their
constituents. That opportunity has not been denied to
them by the government’s approach to ministers
attending the adjournment debate. In reality about
80 per cent of questions asked during the last session of
the day relate to ministerial responsibility in the
Legislative Assembly, and those ministers are never in
attendance in the chamber. The method adopted by the
government last week was to take note of all matters
raised by opposition members or any members of the
house and to ensure that they are responded to in the
way that they have always been responded to, in
substance by reference to the appropriate minister, who
will respond to the honourable member in writing once
proper consideration of the issue has been undertaken.
That is the method with which the government is happy
to comply, to remain accountable to members, to
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Parliament and to the people to ensure that any issue
that is raised on the adjournment is dealt with
appropriately and responsibly by the minister
concerned. There is no requirement in any jurisdiction
in this nation that ministers attend for the adjournment
debate, with the exception of this chamber, despite the
fact that the opposition sought through a change in
sessional orders to bring us in line with Senate practice.
This is the blind spot in the opposition’s consideration
of what brings us into line with Senate practice.
The government has said, ‘If you impose these changes
upon us, and we are willing to comply with them in any
number of ways to improve the accountability functions
of the Parliament, then those changes as a whole will
mean that there is no requirement for ministers to attend
the sitting during the adjournment debate in this
chamber’. The Leader of the Opposition made some
play of his offer to operate on the basis of goodwill and
cooperation in this chamber. For what it is worth, and if
it is applied sensibly by the Leader of the Opposition,
there would be no-one on the government benches
more grateful than I for the steady, regular and reliable
scheduling of the government’s legislative program and
the smooth operation of this chamber.
I find that offer totally out of kilter with the arbitrary
way in which sessional orders were rammed down the
throat of the government in the first sitting day of the
spring sessional period of last year, when without
notice the Leader of the Opposition moved changes to
sessional orders and commenced a pattern where lack
of notice has been more of a constant than the
alternative way of consulting and arriving at a level of
agreement prior to the passage of motions on
parliamentary business.
It is an unfortunate circumstance that there has been a
direct correlation between the reap-and-ye-shall-sow
concept which has come back to bite the Leader of the
Opposition in a way that he may not have originally
predicted. He may not even find it desirable in the light
of the government’s response.
The government has demonstrated to the Victorian
people that it remains committed to providing
transparent, open and accountable government. It has
provided for a restoration of the requirement of the
Freedom of Information Act, and despite the heckles
and abuse by the opposition in this place and in the
public domain, twice the number of matters have
progressed under the Freedom of Information Act
under our administration as occurred during the last two
years of the Kennett administration.
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The government is prepared for this chamber to operate
as an effective house of review. It reminds all members
and the Victorian community that it believes an
effective house of review is one that has been elected
under a proportional model and that reflects an
appropriate balance of the political affiliations and
voting intentions of the Victorian people. The Victorian
people would be amazed that a party such as the
Australian Labor Party, which continues to attract
80 per cent of the vote in two-party preferred terms
election after election, holds only 30 per cent of the
seats in the chamber. The minor parties that attract
consistently 7 to 10 per cent of the vote on a good day
have no membership, and there is never the likelihood
of membership, of this chamber. If we are to operate as
an effective house of review we must realise there is
significant disenfranchisement of the voting intentions
of a whole range of Victorian voters.
The government continues to comply with answering
thousands of questions on notice lodged by the
opposition, and will continue to provide answers in the
same way as answers have always been provided on
substantive matters raised on the adjournment. It is the
intention of the government to continue to answer those
questions, whether four ministers attend the
adjournment debate or not.
In conclusion, I remind the house of where I started: the
government reaffirms the fundamental principles of
ministerial responsibility under the Westminster system
of government, but it rejects the other elements of this
motion because they are not fundamental principles of
ministerial responsibility; they are for the appropriate
consideration of ministers from one day to the next
about whether they will attend the adjournment debate.
It is their responsibility to make a decision on whether
they will attend. There is only a requirement for one
minister to be in attendance to enable the house to
convene, and that is the basis on which the government
will proceed to deal with the adjournment debate in the
foreseeable future.
Going to the heart of this matter is the fact that the
opposition continues to believe it cannot operate in this
chamber applying the born-to-rule mentality. The
government is asserting its right to comply with
ministerial responsibility to operate this chamber in an
effective and efficient manner. On that basis I
wholeheartedly oppose the motion.
Hon. C. A. FURLETTI (Templestowe) — Let me
begin by saying that the Deputy Leader of the
Government in this place has today given one of his
less memorable speeches. He was not convincing in
anything he said in refuting the motion. His prattling on
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government policy about steps towards the abolition of
the Legislative Council has been proven by the people
of Victoria to be unsound.
He talks about reform but he forgets that the opposition
has the numbers in this place. The opposition numbers
in this place are the result of their being elected by the
people of Victoria, and the government was not. When
we talk of mandates perhaps we should remind the
government that it has a mandate because of the
Independents, who bought the government’s dishonesty
through the charter that was signed off by the
Independents with the government. That is the mandate
the government has to assume stewardship of the state
of Victoria — hopefully for a very short period.
Let me indicate the way the Deputy Leader of the
Government was seeking to justify the unjustifiable.
The government cannot accept that the processes of this
house have been followed. The government, as was
pointed out succinctly by the Leader of the National
Party and clearly by the Leader of the Opposition, has
another agenda — and it is hidden, but it gradually
becomes exposed. The reason for the government’s
recent conduct on 27 March has nothing to do with the
conduct of the adjournment debate in this place or with
the matters that were raised the night before the leader’s
abysmal conduct on 27 March. It has to do simply and
solely with the government’s inability to accept the fact
that the people of Victoria gave the opposition the
numbers in the upper house on a one vote, one value
basis.
The Deputy Leader of the Government can sit there and
talk about proportional representation as long as he
likes, but until the people of Victoria change the current
rules, the one vote, one value system will prevail. I note
that the Deputy Leader of the Government has chosen
to leave the chamber. He is returning!
The purpose of this place was, of course, appropriately
indicated by the Honourable Bill Forwood in referring
to functions of the Legislative Council. The four
functions mentioned are worthy of repetition. They are:
to monitor and scrutinise the legislation the government
wishes to introduce; most significantly, to scrutinise the
executive government; and to inform the Victorian
community of functions and issues of importance. The
last and most important of those functions is, of course,
the representation of our constituents. It is very easy
sometimes to forget the last of those functions I
mentioned — that is, the representation of our
constituents. I want to highlight that function because
of all the functions of this place and all the functions of
the Parliament what is most significant in terms of our
constituents is the ability and the opportunity for every
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member of Parliament to raise in this place on the
adjournment debate matters of interest and issues
relating to constituents and/or the constituency of every
member of Parliament.
It was surprising to hear the Deputy Leader of the
Government, in his contribution, saying that
notwithstanding the recent decision by the government
to not have four ministers in the chamber, the
adjournment debate would proceed as it always has.
That is obviously bunkum — fundamentally misleading
and wrong. The advantage this house has above the
Senate and above most other chambers of this nature in
the Westminster system is the ability to obtain an
almost instantaneous response to the issue, question or
matter raised with the ministers in this place. That, at
the end of the day, is really the core purpose or motive
for the adjournment debate. That core purpose has, of
course, just been dumped in no uncertain way by the
government through its conduct on 27 March and
through its restatement today of its intent to not have
more ministers in the chamber during the adjournment
debate.
It almost causes me to take a point of order against the
leader in this place because she says, and I quote, ‘We
are an open and accountable government’. The point of
order I have restrained myself from taking is that again
the leader is misleading this chamber. If it were not so
serious it would be treated as a joke because the reality
is that this government has turned into one of the most
secretive, underboard deal-making, grubby
governments you will see.
So what we have been told about in recent days is that
this chamber is no longer administered or run by the
leader, the Deputy Leader and her ministerial and other
parliamentary colleagues, but rather by the executive
government.
What we have found out in the last few days is that the
leadership in this place has been abrogated in favour of
the executive government. Well might the Honourable
Peter Hall ask why. As we know, and as has been
alluded to by previous speakers, two very significant
select committees established by this chamber have
recently reported on their inquiries and investigations.
I hark back to when the Frankston council civic
redevelopment inquiry was established, and the motion
was debated about how the government then and since
has branded it as a witch-hunt and abused the process
of this house, so much so that again in that instance the
government boycotted representations on the select
committee — a decision it now regrets.
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The outcome of that inquiry shows clearly that Labor
apparatchiks and the honourable member for Frankston
East in the other place, the former parliamentary
secretary of the government, have been involved in
grave breaches of the Local Government Act resulting
in the resignation of that member from his role as
parliamentary secretary.
I guess on reflection one would say that that was an
effective and well-founded inquiry, the establishment of
which, in hindsight, was warranted. It found
inappropriate conduct by government members and led
to the extension of the inquiry. Breaches of the Local
Government Act by the government had been
established, and the government appointed Queen’s
Counsel to assist in that inquiry. What does
Mr Jennings say about that inquiry? He says it was a
long bow. But with a very accurate arrow, Mr Jennings!
Then there is the Reeves inquiry, which is continuing.
However it can be said from the interim report that
evidence, which has been taken by the select
committee, has raised serious issues of propriety and
ministerial responsibility. Again, notwithstanding the
efforts of the government and its representatives in the
committee and in this place to derail and frustrate that
inquiry, the inquiry is proceeding. That will come back
to show that the role of the upper house in this
bicameral Parliament is effective in scrutinising the
executive government and making it responsible.
The Honourable Gavin Jennings also spoke of the
number of issues that are raised for ministers in the
other place. It is clear that that is the purpose of the
adjournment debate. As I said before, members have
the opportunity of raising issues with ministers in this
place directly and obtaining immediate responses on a
daily basis. With respect to issues which are the
responsibility of ministers in the other place, this forum
affords members the opportunity to pursue a response
to those matters raised. So in an open and public
manner the government is exposed and scrutinised and
its ministers are held to account in the interests of the
constituents we represent.
To in any way diminish, or indeed in this instance
abolish, those rights and opportunities for each of us to
seek the assistance of ministers in this place,
notwithstanding that the majority of requests may be
directed to the other place, is a very serious removal of
the rights of our constituents.
Interestingly the Honourable Gavin Jennings sought to
accept paragraph (c) of the motion of the Honourable
Bill Forwood relating to the reaffirmation of the
fundamental principles of ministerial responsibility
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under the Westminster system. His understanding of
what that involved was appalling and showed clearly
his lack of depth and ignorance of what it contains. It
goes well beyond the minister’s responsibility to
respond only to a statute for which the minister is
responsible. It goes back to the responsibility of the
minister to each and every Victorian we represent. I
quote from May, which at page 63 says the following in
respect of ministerial accountability to Parliament:
… both houses came to resolutions to the following effect —

and I will not quote the whole passage because it is
lengthy —
That, in the opinion of this house, the following principles
should govern the conduct of ministers of the Crown in
relation to Parliament: ministers have a duty to Parliament to
account, and be held to account, for the policies, decisions
and actions of their departments and next steps agencies; it is
of paramount importance that ministers give accurate and
truthful information to Parliament, correcting any inadvertent
error at the earliest opportunity. Ministers who knowingly
mislead Parliament will be expected to offer their resignation
to the Prime Minister; ministers should be as open as possible
with Parliament —

a very noteworthy and appropriate reminder —
refusing to provide information only when disclosure would
not be in the public interest …

And on it goes. It is important to put that on record
because no-one would deny what a significant and
onerous obligation ministers have. For the ministers not
to attend one of the most significant of the interactive
parts of the parliamentary process in this house is an
abrogation of their responsibility.
The leader and deputy leader of the government took
the opportunity to raise the issue of the obstructionist
nature of the house in terms of the numbers. It is
important to put on the record, as has been put in the
public arena, that notwithstanding what the government
would have the people of Victoria believe this house is
not obstructionist. As at February the upper house has
passed 224 bills. Of those, it has amended 21,
scrutinised at the committee stage 42, and defeated
5 bills.
Unfortunately, the Deputy Leader of the Government
continues to regret the defeat of two of those bills
related to the ultimate abolition of this place, with
proposals to neuter the effectiveness of the upper house.
This house defeated the Fair Employment Bill which,
on the government’s own reckoning, would have cost
900 jobs. The government’s proposed home detention
program, which would have placed community safety
at risk, was defeated, and the heroin injecting rooms
bill, which was ill-founded, was also defeated. They
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were bills that members on this side of the house
believe were defeated in the best interests of the
Victorian community.
In conclusion, I stress that the reason the government is
breaching a convention that has been ongoing for
decades is simply and solely because it is cracking
under the pressure of scrutiny and oversighting by
members of the Legislative Council. It is seeking to be
as obstructionist as it can be in cooperating and
agreeing with the council. Until now the appropriate
and systematic workings of the house have been done
by agreement and with the cooperation of the three
parties whose members make up the Legislative
Council. One could be forgiven for suspecting that the
government’s break with convention — and in this case
the provocative and unilateral breaking of a
convention — is a brazen attempt to denigrate the
institution and afford some much-needed assistance or
boost to the Labor government’s floundering
constitution commission, but it would be cynical of me
to suggest that.
By refusing to have all its ministers available during the
adjournment debate, the government is putting up the
barricades and is boycotting a crucial part of the
parliamentary process. The Labor government was
elected on a promise to be open, accountable and
transparent. Its charter with the Independents mirrors a
commitment to those attributes. This government has
failed badly and its actions on 27 March, confirmed
today, will do little to facilitate the functioning of the
house in the best interests of all Victorians.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Jika Jika) — I rise
to make some brief comments on the motion. Firstly, as
my colleagues have already indicated, the government
opposes the motion. In opposing it the government
indicated to the house that this side has a proud record
of supporting the Westminster system and the
conventions associated with that system.
On this particular motion and debate, I find it
unbelievable that the opposition, when in government,
so abused the parliamentary processes that it was
infamous for its abuse of parliamentary processes. On
every occasion that it suited the then government it
simply and wholeheartedly used its numbers to get its
way.
I give some examples of that action. When, in relation
to KNF Advertising, the then opposition quite rightly
sought to take the then Premier, the Honourable Jeff
Kennett, to the courts for an alleged breach of
section 55 of the constitution so that he could be subject
to scrutiny by the courts the then government, in total
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disregard of the distinction between the executive and
the courts and between the executive and the
Parliament, moved a motion in the lower house
effectively absolving the now former Premier from
being scrutinised by the courts. The message was that it
did not matter whether the member of a party breached
the constitution — the only thing that mattered was
whether that party had the numbers in the lower house!
Hon. W. R. Baxter — On a point of order,
Mr Deputy President, I do not think it is appropriate for
the member on his feet to allege that the former Premier
breached the constitution, and I think he should
withdraw.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — On the point of
order, Mr Deputy President, let me say that ample
documentation is available — I am happy to make it
available to the honourable member — concerning the
debates that took place at the time that the former
Premier breached the constitution. The particular
breach that was the subject of the court proceedings
was a breach, and I am just looking at one press
release — —
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! On the
point of order, Mr Theophanous.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — In giving my
defence to the point of order I have to be able to
produce some evidence that in fact there were
allegations about a breach of the constitution.
Hon. W. R. Baxter — That is different from what
you said. You said, ‘in breach of the constitution’, so
withdraw!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — The breaching of
the constitution was a matter for the courts ultimately to
have decided, and my point was that the Premier did
not allow the courts to make that final decision and to
deal with him appropriately. He did not allow it.
Hon. W. R. Baxter — Further on the point of
order — —
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — I have not
finished yet! They did not allow it, so I am quite within
my rights to state that in my view the Premier breached
the constitution, and indeed it was proven because if he
had not breached the constitution he would not have
worried at that time.
Hon. C. A. Furletti — He is rambling all over the
place!
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Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — It is not up to
you, Mr Furletti; it is up to the Deputy President.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order!
Mr Theophanous, you will speak on the point of order.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — On the point of
order, Mr Deputy President, it is interesting that the
opposition is so sensitive and so touchy about this
particular issue. There is plenty of evidence around that
at that time the former Premier breached the
constitution.
Hon. W. R. Baxter — There is not!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — I believe that to
have been the case. I have a right under the standing
orders as they exist at the moment to assert in this
house that I believe it to be the case.
Hon. W. R. Baxter — Further on the point of order,
Mr Deputy President, Mr Theophanous has verified the
very point of order that I was making because he made
a clear assertion and claim that the former Premier had
breached the constitution. Upon my taking a point of
order we now find that that is not the case at all; it is
simply Mr Theophanous’s opinion that the former
Premier breached the constitution In those
circumstances my purposes have been served because
Mr Theophanous has confessed to his misdoing.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! I do not
uphold the point of order, but the debate has been quite
wide ranging and I ask Mr Theophanous to continue.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — As I was saying,
the opposition was quite prepared to use the Parliament
so the former Premier could avoid the scrutiny of the
courts. That is the extent to which opposition members
hold the Parliament in contempt; they are prepared to
use it on any occasion and at any time whenever it suits
them.
On this occasion, what one would have to do to take a
balanced view about what is taking place here today is
to ask what was the previous government’s record on
accountability? What was its record on the things that
mattered in relation to the operation of the house? I was
here during the seven long years when the previous
government was in power, and the contempt with
which its members treated this house was absolutely
unbelievable. They gave no quarter whatsoever to the
then opposition. It was a struggle to debate anything in
this house beyond the absolute minimum that one was
allowed.
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We had Mr Forwood, who was heading the Public
Accounts and Estimates Committee at that time,
prepared to be a part of the nobbling of the
Auditor-General. He was prepared to take away from
the Parliament the main way in which Parliament is
informed about what the executive is doing. He was
prepared to take away from Parliament its capacity to
scrutinise the executive through the Auditor-General.
That is the record of the opposition, and that is the
record of Mr Forwood, who got up here before and in a
pious way tried to claim the high moral ground in
relation to accountability in this house.
Since it has been in opposition this time around the
former government has established two select
committees: the Frankston committee and the Reeves
committee. Did opposition members consult anyone
about establishing those committees? Did they attempt
to have any level of balance whatsoever within those
committees? When the government put to them that the
committees should be structured on the basis of three
members from the government and three members
from the opposition, which is a fair and reasonable way
for the committees to have been established — and
even if the chairman had a casting vote, so be it — they
were not even prepared to allow for that. They wanted
to be absolutely certain that they were going to have the
numbers on these committees so they insisted that the
division had to be three opposition members to two
government members.
Those committees are nothing more than a attempt to
gain political ground, and they should be viewed in the
context that when it was in government the now
opposition was at no time prepared to entertain the idea
of an upper house select committee to investigate KNF
and all the mates deals done by the previous
government in a whole range of areas. However,
suddenly they are prepared to pursue the Frankston and
Reeves matters.
Not only that, they want to talk about convention. How
long has it been the convention in this place between
governments and oppositions that the minimum
requirement in establishing a committee is that the
chairmanship of the committee goes to one side of the
house and the deputy chairmanship of the committee
goes to the other side of the house? That did not stop
the Honourable Roger Hallam taking for his side both
the chair and the deputy chair of the Reeves committee
and having a three to two split. Where is the balance?
Where is the accountability? Where is the convention?
It is non-existent!
Looking at the operations of that committee, what have
members of the opposition done? They have
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subpoenaed people. The convention is not that
committees subpoena witnesses; the convention is that
a committee first writes to witnesses and requests their
attendance. But forget that convention — throw it out
the window; it doesn’t matter! Even in the Australian
Senate inquiry into the children overboard affair the
ministerial advisers have not been subpoenaed; they
have been requested to attend and they have refused. So
that is another example of the abuse of process we have
had.
Things have changed in the house; conventions have
moved along. In fact, even the adjournment debate has
changed significantly. For example, I cannot remember
under any previous government the adjournment debate
having a time limit associated with it. It did not; it was
open-ended. Members had the right to speak for as long
as they liked during the adjournment debate. I am not
suggesting we should go back to that position by the
way, but I am saying that, by agreement, a convention
was changed and modified and new procedures were
brought into place.
That is not the case with everything because the new
sessional orders that are now in place were introduced
without agreement and without the consultation with
the government that should normally take place. They
were simply brought in, crunched through for political
purposes. That is the reason for it. It has nothing to do
with support for the scrutiny of the executive or any
such thing like it because the record of the opposition is
non-existent in relation to that issue.
The most damning aspect of this is that the opposition
simply refuses to consider changing the electorate
system to allow for a broader representation from
within the community in this house. Opposition
members are happy to sit there and pretend that they
represent somebody or other and collect their money
for making their appearances. They are happy to have
the numbers in what is essentially a gerrymandered
system in this place and to continue with the myth that
because they number 30 and we number only 14 that
somehow proportionately represents the level of
support they have out in the community. It does not
represent that; it does not come close to representing the
level of support they have.
While you have a house that so clearly and so
obviously does not reflect support in numbers
proportionately, that house will have no credibility, and
members of the opposition will have no credibility
when they talk about processes and conventions and
how the executive has to be put under scrutiny until
they are prepared to face up to the hard fact that this
house does not proportionately represent the electors
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out there. Until opposition members are prepared to
face that fact and come to a reasonable position, they
will have no credibility.
Let me conclude my remarks by saying that this is a
very small action which the government has taken in
protest. After all, only about 30 per cent of adjournment
matters are questions for a minister in this place. All
other Australian parliaments have seen fit not to make it
a requirement for ministers to attend. The government
is quite within its rights, given the behaviour of the
opposition, to take the action that it has.
In conclusion, this government does not have any
credibility whatsoever — —
Hon. K. M. Smith — You’re dead right about that!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — The opposition
has no credibility whatsoever since it is an opposition
that, when in office, went about sacking judges, sacking
the Director of Public Prosecutions, nobbling the
Auditor-General and refusing to allow the former
Premier to go before a court and protecting him — all
these things were done by the previous government, so
the opposition cannot come in here and pretend that
somehow it has some credibility when it clearly has
not.
House divided on motion:

Ayes, 27
Ashman, Mr
Atkinson, Mr
Baxter, Mr
Best, Mr
Birrell, Mr
Bishop, Mr
Boardman, Mr
Bowden, Mr
Brideson, Mr
Coote, Mrs (Teller)
Cover, Mr (Teller)
Craige, Mr
Davis, Mr D. McL.
Davis, Mr P. R.

Forwood, Mr
Furletti, Mr
Hall, Mr
Hallam, Mr
Katsambanis, Mr
Lucas, Mr
Luckins, Ms
Olexander, Mr
Powell, Mrs
Rich-Phillips, Mr
Smith, Mr K. M.
Stoney, Mr
Strong, Mr

Noes, 13
Broad, Ms
Carbines, Mrs
Gould, Ms
Hadden, Ms
Jennings, Mr
McQuilten, Mr
Madden, Mr

Mikakos, Ms (Teller)
Nguyen, Mr (Teller)
Romanes, Ms
Smith, Mr R. F.
Theophanous, Mr
Thomson, Ms

Pair
Smith, Ms

Motion agreed to.

Darveniza, Ms
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Liquor: licences
Hon. ANDREA COOTE (Monash) — If the
government is unable to negotiate an agreement over
early phasing out of the 8 per cent liquor licence cap,
will the Minister for Small Business immediately
introduce further legislation to maintain and strengthen
the spirit and intent of the 8 per cent cap?
Hon. M. R. THOMSON (Minister for Small
Business) — As I have said in this house, the
government would like to ensure that it does all it can
as a government to facilitate industry agreement. We
believe that this is the only way to secure for small
businesses in this industry an opportunity to survive in
the future, to prepare themselves for the future in a way
that makes them competitive, and that is what we are
working towards.
Hon. ANDREA COOTE (Monash) — I have a
supplementary question. I am absolutely fascinated by
the minister’s answer, especially the bit about helping
small businesses to survive. I remind the minister that
she is the Minister for Small Business and not large
business. Both the Liquor Stores Association of
Victoria and the Master Grocers Association of Victoria
have asked the minister to introduce legislation to keep
the 8 per cent liquor cap written into the agreement if
the deal falls over. If the industry negotiations fail, how
will the minister stop Woolworths from activating the
Eudon scheme and pushing the liquor licensing cap to
10.5 per cent or much higher?
Hon. M. R. THOMSON (Minister for Small
Business) — Here we go again with the hypocrisy of
the opposition about the 8 per cent. We all know that
prior to the last election the deal was done between the
previous government and Woolworths and Coles Myer
to do away with the 8 per cent if it won the election. It
did not win the election. The government is concerned
that there is a viable small business presence in the
liquor industry, and everyone within the industry knows
the 8 per cent is becoming a piece of legislation that
over time will not assist small businesses. That is why
we put a limit of 2003 with the commencement of a
phase-out before then, because everyone in the industry
agrees that the effectiveness of this legislation will
waste — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! The honourable
member’s time has expired.
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Victorian Institute of Teaching
Hon. R. F. SMITH (Chelsea) — The Minister for
Education Services has previously advised the house
that the Bracks government is turning Victoria around
in the area of education. Will the minister advise how
the Victorian Institute of Teaching is helping turn
Victoria around in respect of the teaching profession?
Hon. M. M. GOULD (Minister for Education
Services) — I thank the honourable member for his
question. I am pleased to confirm that Victoria’s
education system is being turned around by the Bracks
government. The establishment of the Victorian
Institute of Teaching, or VIT, is a key initiative in this
regard. The government is committed to forming a new
partnership with the teaching profession after it was so
brutally cut and devalued by the previous government.
The previous government closed schools and spent
more than $300 million sacking teachers from the
education system. In contrast, VIT aims to improve the
quality of teaching in all Victorian schools. It will be a
representative professional body with a strong focus on
professional standards, qualifications and professional
development. The institute is a statutory authority and
the independence of the board is enshrined in the
legislation.
Despite the delay of the passage of the VIT legislation,
which was caused by the opposition, the Bracks
government has been working to progress the
establishment of the institute. Firstly, all teachers have
been advised about the VIT legislation and its effects
on their profession. All teachers were alerted to the VIT
bill and what the proposed legislation means for them.
Specific newsletters have been distributed on the issue
and an expensive consultation process has been put in
place.
I know the opposition does not care about teachers. We
know it does not care about their professional standing
in the community and about their development. One of
the things this government is committed to is the
consultation process of informing all stakeholders,
including teachers, about this process. We undertook
that consultation at a cost of on average $2.50 per
teacher over a two-year period to ensure that they were
relatively well informed. The department has also
recently written to stakeholders asking them to
nominate members for the interim council, and this
process is now close to being finalised. By November
the election will have taken place and all teachers will
be required to be registered with the institute in 2003.
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Unlike the previous government which gagged
teachers, the Bracks government is proud to have lifted
that gag and allowed teachers to participate in the
education debate. We are committed to supporting and
boosting the importance of the profession of teaching.
The Bracks government is delivering in our schools and
turning education around.

Liquor: licences
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON (Koonung) — I ask the
Minister for Small Business what measures the
government will take to protect small liquor retailers if
industry agreement is not reached in phasing out early
the 8 per cent liquor cap, and particularly whether the
minister can advise the house whether or not she is
prepared to include any penalties in the industry
agreement drafted by her department?
Hon. M. R. THOMSON (Minister for Small
Business) — I am hopeful that we might be successful
in helping to facilitate industry agreement in relation to
the 8 per cent. I am looking forward to those
discussions continuing and I hope that we have a
solution to the agreement in the near future.
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON (Koonung) — I have a
supplementary question. I thank the minister for her
answer, or non-answer. The minister seems to have had
very little regard for small business in most of these
negotiations, despite her protestations to this
Parliament, and she has probably been persuaded by the
pieces of silver available under the national competition
policy. Will the minister advise whether penalties will
apply in the industry agreement, not an agreement that
has been brokered by the industry but in one that was
prepared by her department, and what her fall-back
position is if the industry agreement does not proceed?
Hon. M. R. THOMSON (Minister for Small
Business) — It is hypocritical to say that the opposition
cares for small business; it does not. It has had three
spokespersons in two years and it had a secret deal with
Woolworths and Coles Myer before the last election to
do away with the 8 per cent. We are prepared to enter
into discussions, we are prepared to be open and honest
and to talk about what is in the best interests of the
industry, and we are prepared for the industry to come
to an agreement which secures small business into the
future.

Mineral sands: government initiatives
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Jika Jika) — Will
the Minister for Energy and Resources advise the house
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what action the Bracks government is taking to support
further mineral sands exploration in Victoria?
Hon. C. C. BROAD (Minister for Energy and
Resources) — I thank the honourable member for his
question and for his interest in exploration initiatives
which are of great benefit to Victoria in the mineral
sands industry. I was very pleased last week to be able
to address the Australian Mineral Sands Conference in
Mildura, which was the second conference this year
alone in Victoria. It is a demonstration of the faith in the
Bracks government’s support of the industry and it is a
sign that the data acquisition and promotional work
being conducted by the Geological Survey of Victoria
has, indeed, hit the mark with key players in the
industry. It also reflects the great interest right around
the world in developments in this new mineral sands
province in the Murray Basin.
Mineral sands mining, of course, means mining as well
as processing, and that means regional jobs and
regional investment for Victoria and export earnings for
Australia. The Bracks government will continue to
strongly support this emerging industry. Our policies
aim to get the balance right in terms of the economic,
environmental and social objectives that this industry
can deliver, and the companies exploring Victoria’s
share of the Murray Basin are working within these
guidelines to achieve the best possible outcomes for
Victoria, and in particular for regional Victorians.
We are committed to pursuing other elements of the
mineral sands industry, including the development of
mineral separation plants, and to assist the industry in
this respect the Bracks government has provided new
geological data, improved access to industry
exploration data, a specialist to assist and advise
companies through approvals processes and a more
certain regulatory and investment environment. We are
also demonstrating a plan and a vision for the sector
through other initiatives, which include committing
funds for establishing the standard gauge rail link from
Mildura to Portland, which happily brings together two
of my portfolio responsibilities. The rapid development
of the mineral sands industry in Victoria has set the
state firmly on the world stage in terms of the potential
which this industry has.
In terms of the Bracks government’s commitment to
sustainable development, mineral sands mining has an
excellent reputation in rehabilitation and for working
with the local communities in which they operate. We
are already seeing this at the Wemen mine where
agricultural land recently mined is already returning to
the original cropping plan for that land, which is
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impressive indeed, and we hope to see the same thing
on a much larger scale in the province.

who are affected by the flawed privatisation of
electricity put in place by the previous government.

The Bracks government will continue to turn things
around through its active support of industries like this
one, which will assist in growing the whole state with
very substantial benefits for regional Victoria. Regional
Victoria was, of course, completely neglected under the
previous Kennett government and we intend to ensure
that our support is translated into a viable and
sustainable industry for the future.

I look forward to discussing the impact on large energy
consumers at the meeting with the Greater Bendigo
City Council and the honourable member for Bendigo
East and to addressing those issues.

Greater Bendigo: electricity report
Hon. R. A. BEST (North Western) — I also direct
my question without notice to the Minister for Energy
and Resources. I am sure the minister is familiar with
the findings of a report commissioned by the City of
Greater Bendigo which graphically highlights the
adverse electricity prices being paid in Bendigo, and I
ask: why has the minister allowed Powercor to strike a
tariff structure that so clearly discriminates against
Bendigo businesses and domestic consumers?
Hon. C. C. BROAD (Minister for Energy and
Resources) — The Bracks government is strongly
committed — as I was saying in my remarks just a
short while ago — to growing the whole state, and that
includes regional Victoria, which includes Bendigo. I
look forward to discussing very soon the content of the
report commissioned by the Greater Bendigo City
Council at a meeting which has been arranged by the
honourable member for Bendigo East, Jacinta Allan, in
the other place — a meeting, I might add, that was
arranged well before it was called for in the press.
It is ironic to say the least that the honourable member
has raised this issue, given that it is very clearly the case
that at the time privatisation occurred in the electricity
industry it was done in a way that ensured that into the
future we would see higher network charges in country
and regional Victoria. Indeed, it is the case that at the
time in 1994 the National Party commissioned its own
report which pointed out to the government of the day
that there was a danger that higher network charges
would be inflicted on country and regional Victorians
in the future. It is the case that the predictions in that
report commissioned by the National Party have come
to pass following the flawed privatisation of the
electricity industry by the previous government.
The Bracks government, through its special power
payment, is taking action in the interests of country and
regional Victorians and of small business and
household consumers. I am very pleased that that
special power payment is flowing through to Victorians

Hon. R. A. BEST (North Western) — I hope the
minister sticks around for the 5 minutes I will have to
take note of her answer, because I am quite prepared to
put on the record the views she has expressed over the
past two years and her attitude towards the requests I
have made of her to intervene on behalf of consumers.
The report commissioned by the City of Greater
Bendigo says that the figures from the Electricity
Supply Association of Australia show that customers in
the western distribution area are paying the highest
domestic and the fourth-highest business prices for
electricity. On behalf of the people who are
disadvantaged by the minister’s previous inaction over
the past two years, I ask the minister as the person who
approves the pricing structure for the supply and
distribution of electricity what action will she now take
to ensure fairer prices for the people of Bendigo and
surrounds?
Hon. C. C. BROAD (Minister for Energy and
Resources) — As I have already indicated, this
government has acted to protect consumers. It has not
been satisfied with the open-slather approach to pricing
which it inherited from the previous government. It has
acted to protect consumers by intervening. It may have
escaped the honourable member’s attention that
network charges, which are the underlying reason for
the differential between country and regional charges
and metropolitan charges, are a direct result of the way
in which the industry was privatised by the previous
government. As a result of the higher energy charges
being faced by larger consumers, this government has
acted to facilitate new generation of electricity which
will put downward pressure on electricity prices, and
Victorians are already seeing the fruits of that action by
this government in forward prices.

Netball: funding
Hon. G. D. ROMANES (Melbourne) — I direct my
question to the Minister for Sport and Recreation. In
light of the government’s election commitment to boost
funding for netball, a key area for female participation
in grassroots sport, will the minister advise the house as
to the success of this initiative?
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I thank the honourable member for her
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question. The Bracks government has committed over
$2.6 million in developing grassroots sports and
facilities for respective sports and has contributed over
$1.9 million to the planning and development of netball
facilities across Victoria.
The government has also contributed significant
amounts in assisting netball development. A number of
key facilities to which the government has
contributed — I could list the whole range but I shall
list only a few — include the Banyule Netball Stadium,
$500 000; the Stonnington Romanis recreation centre,
$250 000; and the Lake Boga netball changing rooms
in the order of $50 000. That is only a few; I could list
at least another 10 where the government has
contributed towards lighting or resurfacing of facilities.
As part of its election platform, since December 1999
the government has provided $300 000 for netball
development throughout the state, which has meant that
it has been able to establish, in partnership with Netball
Victoria, six regional zone academies, an after-school
program at the state netball centre, a masters
competition, and officials and umpires courses.
As well as that, the government has contributed to the
promotion and development of elite and talented
players to realise their full potential, which means that
supported players will potentially represent Victoria or
the National Netball League. Ultimately some have
become members of the Australian netball team.
The Victorian Institute of Sport program is a tier 1
program and VIS, through government funding, has
provided over $200 000 in direct support. The program
has provided an excellent foundation for players to
develop their careers and many have represented
Australia at 17 years, under 19, under 21 and senior
level. At least 21 women have benefited from this
program and gone on to represent Australia at higher
levels.
The Premier opened the $27 million State Hockey and
Netball Centre on 16 March 2001, which shows that the
government is continuing not only to support this state
but to substantially work in growing the entire state.

Liquor: licences
Hon. BILL FORWOOD (Templestowe) — I refer
the Minister for Small Business to section 26I(1) of the
Liquor Control Reform Act which enables the Director
of Liquor Licensing to extend by 90 days the period
that Woolworths had for the divestiture of licences over
8 per cent. I refer the minister to the committee stage of
the debate on the bill on 24 May 2001 when I asked her
what the exceptional circumstances would be for the
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implementation of that clause. In her response the
minister indicated:
In areas where a commitment to divest of those licences has
been shown …

Does the minister believe Woolworths has made a
commitment to divest itself of its licences?
Hon. M. R. THOMSON (Minister for Small
Business) — The issue of the extension of 90 days on
the divesting of licensees is the responsibility of the
Director of Liquor Licensing. It is important that the
director is convinced there has been an attempt to divest
licences before giving that extension. If the director is
convinced then I am sure that is what the director
would do.
Hon. BILL FORWOOD (Templestowe) — Further
in the adjournment debate on this issue on 24 May I
asked the minister whether she thought the legislation
would allow for the exceptional circumstances clause to
be manipulated. Will she now agree that Woolworths
has manipulated the clause?
Hon. M. R. THOMSON (Minister for Small
Business) — The government committed to introduce
legislation to close loopholes prior to the previous
government losing the election. If the legislation is not
being upheld by the majors then they have to conform
to the legislation, and I stand by that.

Rural and regional Victoria: government
assistance
Hon. D. G. HADDEN (Ballarat) — I direct my
question to the Minister for Small Business. As I am
well aware, rural towns in Victoria have recently been
hit by another round of bank closures. This will place
more pressure on rural towns and the small businesses
which operate in them. Will the minister advise what
she is doing in support of small business and towns in
rural Victoria?
Hon. M. R. THOMSON (Minister for Small
Business) — I thank the honourable member for her
question. I reiterate that the Bracks government is
committed to small country and rural towns in Victoria,
especially in light of the latest slap in the face from the
National Australia Bank with the announcement of new
bank closures.
I am sure for those local communities it is a relief that
they at least have the Bracks government in office to
support them, as opposed to the previous government
which was certainly on the move by closing down
schools, hospitals, police stations, railways, and rural
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government services and undertaking council
amalgamations.
Is it any wonder that the private sector followed suit
with the closure of banks, which saw hotels, football
clubs and milk bars in many cases close because of
such occurrences — and the rural communities paid the
price?
I am pleased to say that under this government there is
a different story to be told for Victorian towns. Less
than a week after the National Australia Bank
announcement I announced over $500 000 in Streetlife
funding which will provide grants for 34 projects aimed
at encouraging enterprising initiatives to assist small
business development and community growth. Half of
the grants went to projects in regional Victoria, not to
large rural centres but to smaller towns like Newstead,
which I visited a fortnight ago.
Mr President, I refer to an article in the Warrnambool
Standard, which you would be aware of, which
reported:
$20 000 boost for business — benefits flow to small towns.

The article highlighted that Koroit and Mortlake, two
towns which the National Australia Bank announced it
would be moving out from, would benefit from a
Streetlife grant of $20 000 which has been received by
the Moyne Shire Council to assist it.
The shire director of business and tourism was quoted
as saying:
… the funding was timely given the last blow to the towns.

I am sure that you, Mr President, would agree that the
Streetlife program is of great interest to you. The
following councils received grants: Hindmarsh Shire
Council, $10 000; West Wimmera Shire Council,
$10 000; Northern Grampians Shire Council, $15 000;
Hamilton Region 2000, $15 000; Glenelg Shire
Council, $10 000, and Warrnambool City Council,
$20 000.
They have also been assisted in the western region by
the e-gaps program. As an example, the Moyne Shire
Council received $20 000 for public access terminals in
the towns of Hexham, Darlington, Wangoom and
Kirkstall. Northern Grampians Shire Council received
$20 000 for public access terminals at Glenorchy and
Marnoo. West Wimmera Shire received $20 000 for
public access terminals in Goroke.
This is just further proof of how the Bracks government
is turning things around in rural communities and how
the previous government did nothing.
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Liquor: licences
Hon. W. I. SMITH (Silvan) — I ask the Minister
for Small Business if it is true that the Bracks
government is phasing out the 8 per cent cap on liquor
licences only because Woolworths has threatened to
cease any future capital investment in Victoria unless
the government agrees to the early phase-out.
Hon. M. R. THOMSON (Minister for Small
Business) — When we brought legislation into the
Parliament in relation to the 8 per cent we did so with a
genuine commitment to ensure a viable small business
community. At no stage in any way did we bring
legislation in at the behest of anyone other than the
people of Victoria. We were intent on closing the
loopholes and are committed to doing that.
We are also, after the review, convinced that the 8 per
cent is ineffective and becoming even more so. That is
why we are encouraging industry agreements, because
we actually believe it is in the best interests of small
business to negotiate an industry outcome that can
prepare the industry for the future and support small
business in the process.
Hon. W. I. SMITH (Silvan) — As a supplementary
question I ask the Minister for Small Business: is it not
true that the secrecy about the way she has brokered the
deal in the contract her department actually wrote, the
lack of consultation with the whole industry but with
only about two-fifths of the industry, the lack of
commitment to actually introducing an 8 per cent cap if
the deal falls over, the fact that the minister is actually
brokering the deal personally and the fact that she will
not introduce penalties if the deal falls over, are all
because the government is being intimidated by
Woolworths?
Hon. M. R. THOMSON (Minister for Small
Business) — Let me again reiterate that the only way
that we can secure an outcome other than what has
already been legislated for is if there is industry
agreement. The legislation that was put in place will
remain in place unless there is industry agreement.
The government believes, however, that it is in the best
interests of small businesses in the liquor industry to
look to taking the opportunities they can to protect their
future for the long term and to bring certainty into the
industry so that they will be successful in the long run.

Consumer Utilities Advocacy Centre
Hon. JENNY MIKAKOS (Jika Jika) — Can the
Minister for Energy and Resources inform the house of
what action the government has taken to establish the
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Consumer Utilities Advocacy Centre and how this will
benefit Victorian energy consumers?

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS WITHOUT
NOTICE

Hon. C. C. BROAD (Minister for Energy and
Resources) — I thank the honourable member for her
question and wish to take this opportunity to welcome
the announcement by my colleague the Minister for
Consumer Affairs that the Bracks government is
establishing the Consumer Utilities Advocacy Centre
(CUAC). The centre will give Victorian electricity and
gas consumers a stronger voice.

Liquor: licences

The Bracks government wants Victorian consumers,
particularly vulnerable ones, to be informed and able to
get the best possible arrangements from their utilities in
this newly competitive environment. The centre
complements the establishment of the Essential
Services Commission by the Bracks government and
the onset of full retail competition in the electricity
market. The establishment of the CUAC delivers on the
Bracks government’s commitment to have more
consumer input into regulatory processes for gas,
electricity and water utilities. The centre will provide a
platform for consumer representatives to exchange
information and monitor utility issues at the grassroots
level.
The board members will aim for excellence in
consumer advocacy, research and information
dissemination. The centre will also fund research into
utility issues and incorporate a small secretariat. It will
also develop official guidelines for research grants that
will be publicised in the near future.
In addition, a reference group of consumer advocates
representing the widest possible range of consumers
will be established to assist the board with issues as
they arise. This group will advise CUAC on its work
program. Importantly, the centre will receive
$500 000 in annual funding from the Bracks
government.
The Consumer Utilities Advocacy Centre will be
operational within a matter of weeks. It will provide an
independent and informed voice for Victorian utility
consumers in line with the Bracks government’s
election commitment to promote more effective
consumer input to regulatory processes for gas,
electricity and water utilities.
In conclusion, the Bracks government is continuing to
turn things around for Victorian electricity
consumers — who got nothing from the former Kennett
government except the flawed privatisation of their
electricity system, as has been pointed out a number of
times today.

Hon. W. I. SMITH (Silvan) — I move:
That the Council take note of the answers given by the
Minister for Small Business to questions without notice asked
by honourable members relating to the 8 per cent liquor
licensing cap.

I notice that the minister has left the chamber again. I
was going to point out to the minister that the reason
the questions have been asked of her today is that the
industry is deeply concerned about the deal she is
brokering in secret with so few members of that
industry. It is interesting that the minister did not
answer any of the questions today. She was not
prepared to say that what she is doing in the deal she is
brokering is actually saying to the industries involved
that she will not introduce penalties if the deal falls over
and will not introduce legislation to close the loophole
that Woolworths is using nor protect small businesses
by introducing legislation to enhance the spirit of the
8 per cent liquor licensing cap.
It is not surprising that the minister could not answer
questions nor that she has left the chamber. She is not
consulting with small businesses or with the liquor
groups and does not really understand what is
happening out there.
Interestingly, here is the Bracks government, which has
done 700 reviews since it has been in office for the last
two and a half years — it has done reviews and
consultations with people, looking at things like
following and investigating the status of bowling in
Boroondara, flowers in the departments, a barbecue for
police who worked during the World Economic Forum
protest, the appropriateness of a ban of an R-rated film
such as The Exorcist, and I could go on and on — yet
when it comes to an industry as serious as the liquor
industry in Victoria the minister has not started a
consultation process.
There is no review paper, no strategy, no sitting around
with the industry as a whole and talking to it. Instead,
her department has drawn up a contract with Coles
Myer, Woolworths and two liquor associations. The
minister has left out the Victorian wine industry, which
is extremely concerned about the impact of the early
phasing out of the 8 per cent liquor control cap. Its
concern stems from the belief that Victoria has the most
diverse wine industry of any state — there are 21 wine
regions inside Victoria and some 2600 vineyards — but
there is not one person representing them, not one
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member of the Victorian wine industry talking to the
minister.

business minister, Louise Asher, to the then industry
minister, Mark Birrell.

There is no doubt that regardless of whether this deal
falls over or goes ahead the early phasing out of the
8 per cent cap will see jobs lost in Victoria. It will see
some small wineries close and some small independent
liquor stores close as well. What is at risk in this state
because the minister is not listening to the industry and
will not protect its members is our vibrant, diverse and
robust small business in the packaged liquor industry. It
will be changed and reduced. Like New South Wales,
where at the moment there is no liquor cap, 75 per cent
of the liquor outlets are owned by Coles. Many of our
small retailers in Victoria sell their wines to Sydney
because the outlets are so reduced.

Unlike the previous government, we are committed to
working with small businesses to make sure that they
continue to be a major source of employment in this
state. The Honourable Wendy Smith referred in her
contribution to the number of reviews that this
government has undertaken.

The Bracks government does not listen and it does not
consult with small business. It is secretive; it does not
want any scrutiny. It capitulates to the big end of town,
and that is the only assumption that can be made out of
this. It is no wonder the government does not have the
confidence of Victorian small businesses.
It is time the minister did three things: introduce
legislation immediately to close the loophole that
Woolworths is using; cease the transfer of any liquor
licences; and sit down with the wine industry as a
whole — the retail liquor outlets and the small and
large wineries — and decide what is the best course for
this industry as a whole.
The minister is brokering this deal, but the two sticking
points in it are the penalties clause and the ability for
the minister to come back and introduce legislation. She
has told the two liquor associations that she will not do
that. They are considering pulling out of the deal as
they are so concerned about it.
As the minister who represents small business she must
sit down with the industry as a whole. She must
consult. She must look at the impact of what will
happen because of her inability to consult.
Hon. JENNY MIKAKOS (Jika Jika) — I rise to
make a brief contribution to this debate and
categorically reject the opposition’s assertions
regarding their unfounded accusations that we have not
consulted the industry. As they know full well, we
propose to consult with the liquor industry about the
desired outcome to divest licences by those entities
affected by the 8 per cent rule. This is in stark contrast
to the previous government which, when issues did
come up affecting small business, such as shop trading
hours, referred those issues from the then small

Hon. W. I. Smith — Seven hundred!
Hon. JENNY MIKAKOS — I do not apologise.
Unlike the previous government, we are committed to
consulting with the community about a change for the
better. A number of those reviews were actually set up
by the previous government, so it is a bit rich for
opposition members to pluck things out of the air when
they know that a number of those reviews have already
been completed, others are required by statutory
regulations and a number of them were requested by
the opposition. I do not accept the figure of 700;
nevertheless, it is important that the government
proceed with the consultation. I make no apology for
the extent of that consultation and the number of
reviews that have been established.
A number of parties in the liquor industry have
participated in the review process. Even Peter
Wilkinson, president of the Liquor Stores Association
of Victoria, has been quoted as saying:
The agreement will give us an orderly phase-out period and
the chance to prosper in the future.

It is clear that people in the liquor industry have been
consulted. They understand the process undertaken to
phase out licences. The government is continuing to
take into consideration the concerns of small liquor
licence-holders in this state.
It is clear that since the legislation was passed last year
a number of industry licence-holders are continuing to
abuse the 8 per cent rule and can no longer be relied
upon to ensure the viability of small liquor stores in this
industry. The government has already signalled that a
phase-out will commence from the end of 2003 or
earlier if there is industry agreement. The agenda
should now move on to focusing on developing
alternative approaches for the industry and the
continuing role and participation by small liquor stores.
It is necessary that the government continue to have
discussions with the peak associations in this industry
to ensure that we end up with good public policy and
strong participation by small liquor stores in the state.
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Hon. ANDREA COOTE (Monash) — The
Minister for Small Business is not present in the
chamber, but why should we be surprised because this
government does not want scrutiny during the
adjournment debate or in question time. It is not
surprising that the minister is not present in the
chamber, and indeed she handed a set piece to the
Honourable Jenny Mikakos to assist her to make the
statement she has just made.
It is interesting to reflect on what the minister said
when answering questions during question time, and I
will run through a few of them. She spoke about
facilitating small business and making a viable small
business sector. She said the new licensing agreement
was in the best interests of small business and would
protect them in the long run. I remind the minister once
again that she is the Minister for Small Business, not
the Minister for Large Business. She is being carried
away by her dealings with large business.
I want to speak about small businesses in my electorate.
Honourable members who have visited my electorate
will know that it has many small liquor stores that
specialise in good products. One of those small
business owners has told me that she does not feel
included and does not believe the minister is concerned
about small business. My constituent is concerned
about transparency, openness and government
accountability. She is particularly concerned about what
the government’s action will mean for holders of small
liquor licences in my electorate. This person has told
me that it is cheaper for her to buy products from Dan
Murphy’s than from the wholesaler. She does not
believe she has been contacted or consulted in any way.
She has brought to my attention information that I will
share with the house now, and that is the social
implications of the legislation. She has pointed out to
me that it does not take into consideration people with
drinking problems such as under-age drinkers, who are
checked for identity. She poses the question: who will
check their identity? Indeed, in her store she says she
has assisted three people to become involved with
Alcoholics Anonymous to help them deal with their
drinking problems. She says the industry groups are
very concerned about the responsible selling of alcohol
and that it is something they want to take forward. She
stresses the issue: who will control these sorts of
problems that the community has to face, because large
stores will not be interested? They are interested only in
the shareholders’ money and not the social implications
and problems arising from drug and alcohol abuse.
People in my electorate have suggested there should be
community consultation to look at responsible selling
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of alcohol, which is a legal drug, because it causes a lot
of problems and should be monitored closely.
I note that the chairman of the Drugs and Crime
Prevention Committee is present in the chamber; the
committee has done excellent work in this area. The
government is making a deal with large companies that
do not care about small people. Smaller liquor stores
are working with the local councils and communities,
so they are responsible sellers and responsible members
of the community.
I again remind the minister — I presume she will read
Hansard — that she is responsible for small business
and not just large business. She is full of rhetoric. We
have heard her speak about this issue and about how
she is all for small business and wants to protect its best
interests. I do not believe and neither do the small
liquor stores in my electorate believe that this is in the
best interests of small business. The minister should
have a good look at herself.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Jika Jika) — The
government is tired of the attempt by the opposition to
whip up an issue about the 8 per cent rule which does
not exist. The government is sick and tired of the
absolute hypocrisy of the opposition. I hesitate to once
again remind honourable members that this issue raised
its ugly head when the opposition was in government. I
remember raising the issue on many occasions with the
then minister.
Hon. B. C. Boardman — You are acknowledging
something was wrong, so what are you doing about it?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — The Labor
opposition called for legislation so that the loopholes
could be closed. The then government did not do
anything and it was left for the Labor government to fix
it.
What the opposition has forgotten is that the Labor
government ordered a review in 2000. It identified the
loopholes, and the government then introduced
legislation. When in government the opposition failed
to do anything. The government introduced legislation
that prevented the major chains undermining the 8 per
cent rule by obtaining a general licence for premises
where the predominant activity is the sale of packaged
liquor and simultaneously submitting a large batch of
licence applications when their holdings were just
below 8 per cent at the time of application. This
government closed those loopholes to protect small
businesses. In fact, the legislation that passed in May
2001 provided that a licensee who breaches the 8 per
cent limit was required to comply with the cap within
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12 months. If the licensee did not adjust its holdings
within 12 months those licences above the 8 per cent
limit would cease to operate.
These changes were brought in by the government to
protect small business retailers of liquor. The previous
government had the chance. It knew there were
problems and that there were loopholes in the
legislation. I was one of the members in this place,
when in opposition, who kept raising the issue, but the
then government did not act. Whether the opposition
likes it or not, it is the case that the government has
obligations emanating from competition policy that it
has to meet. Those obligations include examining the
8 per cent rule.
I congratulate the minister because she has not rammed
through the Labor government view of the world or the
Australian Competition and Consumer Commission
view of the world in relation to this issue. She has
allowed the industry to negotiate a way through the
transition period, because the 8 per cent rule is contrary
to the principles of competition policy. So Victoria is
simply meeting its obligations. We should never forget
that for most of the time until now the government has
attempted to protect small business by enforcing the
8 per cent rule, not only in practice but through
legislation which was introduced into this house —
which members of the opposition when in government
did not have the guts to bring in!
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Eumemmerring) —
The theme running through the minister’s answers in
this and previous debates during the last 12 months has
been hypocrisy. The minister states in this house on a
weekly basis that the opposition is being hypocritical in
raising this issue. The reality is that the minister has
been hypocritical on this issue. For evidence of that you
have only to look at the minister’s record. Every couple
of weeks the Minister for Small Business puts out a
press release which invariably states that the minister
has visited X country community where she has spoken
to small businesses and listened to their concerns. Yet
the situation in this house is that the minister is ignoring
small business concerns about liquor licensing.
The other issue of hypocrisy that has been
demonstrated time and again by this minister relates to
her actions and reactions to the 8 per cent rule. We need
to reflect on what the minister said in this house when
she introduced the Liquor Control Reform
(Amendment) Bill last year, because at that time the
minister presumably had not been contacted by the
major players in the liquor industry and they had not
indicated to the minister their preferred outcome. At
that time the minister was able to come into this house
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and talk about the government’s review of the 8 per
cent rule.
On 19 January 2001 the government announced its
response to the review. The first key element she listed
was:
… retaining the 8 per cent rule until the end of 2003, after
which a gradual phase-out will commence.

Hon. Bill Forwood interjected.
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS — It is just a lie,
Mr Forwood. The Minister for Small Business said
that — in this house! The minister went on to elaborate
on that point:
The advance notice of a gradual phasing-out of the 8 per cent
rule is critical to a successful transition by small business to a
changing environment.

‘Critical’ is the minister’s word. She said:
It provides them with the necessary time to reconsider their
business strategy and also enables the government to continue
its work with the industry in developing innovative long-term
strategies that build on the strengths of small liquor retailers.
Consumers will also benefit from this approach as they will
continue to be served by a truly competitive industry
comprised of a diverse group of retailers that satisfy their
particular needs.

So when the minister introduced her legislation last
year she was saying it was critical that small businesses
have until 2003 before the commencement of the
wind-back of the 8 per cent rule — in the minister’s
words, absolutely critical. Yet now the minister, having
been approached by the major operators in the liquor
industry, no longer considers it critical that small
businesses have until the middle of next year to
implement strategies for the wind-back. One can see the
transition in the minister’s answers to questions in this
house. She has gone from last year considering it
critical to this year not considering it at all important.
Now the minister has no regard for the 8 per cent rule.
She has received instructions or directions from the
major players in the liquor industry and she has
capitulated to the big players in that industry and now
has no concern or regard for the small players! Last
year she regarded it as being critical that they have until
the middle of next year, but now she is no longer
concerned.
The minister has come under pressure from the major
players in the industry. These are the major players, I
might add, who are already receiving the 8 per cent cap,
already thumbing their noses at the government and at
the minister. And what does the minister do? Does she
bring them back into line? No! She allows the director
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to extend their licence terms. She capitulates again. She
capitulates on the 8 per cent rule as currently employed
by the industry and she will allow that rule to be set
aside for the benefit of the major players.
It is about time the minister started having regard to the
small business constituents she represents. In the words
of the local independent liquor stores, ‘Where are you,
minister, and why are you not consulting the small
businesses you claim to represent?’.
Motion agreed to.

Greater Bendigo: electricity report
Hon. R. A. BEST (North Western) — I move:
That the Council take note of the answer given by the
Minister for Energy and Resources to a question without
notice asked by the Honourable R. A. Best relating to
electricity tariffs in Bendigo and surrounding areas.

It is particularly disappointing that while it is noticeable
that the Minister for Energy and Resources was here as
the minister in charge while the previous issue was
being handled, which was not in her portfolio area, she
leaves the chamber as soon as an issue comes up in her
portfolio area.
This issue is very important not only to Bendigonians
but also to those other people within the Powercor
district. It relates to the charges that are being applied
for power. I want to take the minister back and remind
her that I first raised this issue with her in November
2000 because I was approached by a major user of
electricity in Bendigo who was concerned that
Powercor would not be required to pass on the full
reduction for network charges for that particular year.
I asked the minister a question on 28 November. The
answer was unsatisfactory — in my opinion she
dropped the ball. I then raised the issue on the
adjournment debate that same evening. The crux of the
question was whether the minister was prepared to
insist that Powercor pass on to all its customers across
its whole distribution area the reduction that was
identified by the Office of the Regulator-General. The
minister replied to me on that day. As reported on pages
1751 and 1752 of Hansard of 28 November, she said
that I:
… sought assurances about the benefits of network pricing
decisions made by the Regulator-General being passed
through to country customers.

She went on to say:
The government has clearly stated that its expectation is that
as an absolute minimum customers will be no worse off
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under the new tariffs and that it has retained under legislation
passed through Parliament the power to intervene if that does
not prove to be the case.
…
Contestable customers have been contestable for some time
and have already received substantial benefits through being
able to operate in a competitive environment.

What has been illuminated in the report conducted by
the City of Greater Bendigo is that many of those
customers are not better off — in fact most are worse
off. We have the highest electricity prices and charges
for domestic customers and we have the fourth highest
charges for industry.
The concern that I have — I do not want to play the
blame game — is that the minister came in here and
said it was a total fault of privatisation. I say it is a
management issue because for the past two years the
minister has had the opportunity to approve prices that
have been set by the Regulator-General. Now this
report comes up with a number of solutions for the
government to consider. I urge the minister to look at
pages 10 and 11 of the report where are identified some
of the issues that could assist in leading to lower prices
right across the power distribution area. And they are
consistent with issues facing buyers in other traditional
usage areas. One of the options relating to the network
that the group lists as worthy of consideration is for:
An ability with notice, to exceed ‘maximum demand’ without
incurring ongoing demand penalties and subsequently be
charged only for consumption on that day.

Another option the group suggests is that the network:
Charge intensive energy users on a kVA basis rather than
kWh which will benefit businesses that have/are investing in
‘power factor’ correction equipment. (Note: Vencorp, TXU
and United Energy already charge on a kVA basis.)

That will assist many of the businesses. The report goes
on to list a whole range of other options for the
government to manage this issue.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous — But the problem was
created by you!
Hon. R. A. BEST — Mr Theophanous, you have
come in halfway through it again. You will not listen! I
do not want to get into the blame game; it is no good
the government blaming the former government for
privatisation. This is a management issue. The minister
has had the opportunity over the last two years to
approve price reduction, but she has not done so. I urge
her to take note of this report and the solutions it
provides.
Motion agreed to.
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Kingston Planning Scheme — Amendments C21 and
C24.
Mildura Planning Scheme — Amendment C6.

Hon. M. M. GOULD (Minister for Education
Services) — I have answers to the following questions
on notice: 2280, 2339, 2475, 2498, 2609, 2618–9,
2621, 2628, 2637, 2643–73, 2702, 2715.

Mitchell Planning Scheme — Amendment C9.

Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Eumemmerring) —
I seek an explanation with respect to question 2213 on
the notice paper of 19 September. I wrote to the
minister on 30 November and raised it in the house on
4 December and again in March. Again, I am seeking
an explanation.

Monash Planning Scheme — Amendment C14.

Manningham Planning Scheme — Amendment C12.
Melbourne Planning Scheme — Amendment C18.

Moonee Valley Planning Scheme — Amendments C25
and C32.
Moreland Planning Scheme — Amendment C17.
Shepparton — Greater Shepparton Planning Scheme —
Amendment C22.

The PRESIDENT — Order! Which minister?
Towong Planning Scheme — Amendment C3 Part 1.

Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS — Through the
Leader of the Government to the Premier.

Wyndham Planning Scheme — Amendment C32.
Yarra Planning Scheme — Amendment C36.

Hon. M. M. GOULD (Minister for Education
Services) — I have taken this up and we are going
through the system of endeavouring to get a response to
that particular question. I am endeavouring to get the
answer and as soon as it is available I will present it to
the house.

PAPERS
Laid on table by Clerk:
Austin and Repatriation Medical Centre — Report,
2000-2001 (two papers).
Crown Land (Reserves) Act 1978 — Minister’s Order of
18 March 2002 giving approval to granting of a lease at
Cheltenham.
Lake Mountain Alpine Resort Management Board — Report,
2000-2001.
Mansfield District Hospital — Report, 2000–01.
Northern Victoria Fresh Tomato Industry Development
Committee — Minister’s report of 10 April 2002 of receipt of
the 2000–01 report.
Planning and Environment Act 1987 — Notices of Approval
of the following amendments to planning schemes:
Alpine Planning Scheme — Amendment C5.
Bendigo — Greater Bendigo Planning Scheme —
Amendment C25.
Brimbank Planning Scheme — Amendments C34 and
C39.
Cardinia Planning Scheme — Amendment C13 Part 1.
Gannawarra Planning Scheme — Amendment C3.

Statutory Rules under the following Acts of Parliament:
Fisheries Act 1995 — No. 19/2002.
Occupational Health and Safety Act 1985 — Dangerous
Goods Act 1985 — No. 20/2002.
Subordinate Legislation Act 1994 — Minister’s exception
certificate under section 8(4) in respect of Statutory Rule No.
19/2002.

Proclamation of the Governor in Council fixing an
operative date in respect of the following act was laid
upon the table by the Clerk pursuant to an order of the
Council on 4 November 1999:
Second-Hand Dealers and Pawnbrokers (Amendment) Act
2001 — Remaining provisions (except sections 30(3), 31, 36,
37 and 38) — 26 March 2002 (Gazette No. G13, 28 March
2002).

CONSTITUTION (GOVERNOR’S SALARY)
BILL
Second reading
Hon. M. M. GOULD (Minister for Education
Services) — I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of this bill is to ensure that the net salary of
the Governor of Victoria is not affected by recent
changes to commonwealth tax laws.
Until 2001, vice-regal officers were exempt from
commonwealth income tax, which was in line with the
practice of the Queen of England. In 1993, the Queen
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offered to pay tax on her remuneration and assets, and
in 2001, the commonwealth similarly repealed the
exemption from income tax for her vice-regal officers.
This amendment does not affect sitting governors, but
applies to future governors. Following the end of the
term of Governor Landy, the Governor’s salary will be
subject to income tax. This will substantially decrease
the Governor’s net salary. This bill proposes a simple
amendment to remove this disadvantage.
At present, the Victorian Governor receives the same as
the net salary of a judge of the Supreme Court of
Victoria. By changing this arrangement so future
governors receive a salary equal to the gross amount of
a Supreme Court judge, the situation will remain the
same. This is simply achieved by removing the relevant
part of section 7 of the constitution, as is proposed in
this bill. This will also only apply to future governors.
I commend this bill to the house.
Debate adjourned for Hon. N. B. LUCAS
(Eumemmerring) on motion of Hon. Bill Forwood.
Debate adjourned until next day.

SCRUTINY OF ACTS AND REGULATIONS
COMMITTEE
Alert Digest No. 3
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over 70 acts. Those acts have been identified by Chief
Parliamentary Counsel as being redundant. The vast
majority of those acts are amending acts which, having
performed their amending task, are spent and serve no
further purpose. Consequently, they simply take up
space in the statute book.
It corrects a number of ambiguities, minor omissions
and typographical errors found in acts to ensure that the
meaning is clear and reflects the intention of the
parliament.
Finally the bill codifies administrative arrangement
orders. As members will be aware, orders are made
under the Administrative Arrangements Act 1983 to
construe references to departments, ministers and
officers to mean other departments, ministers and
officers. As those orders do not amend the acts
concerned, over time numbers of acts contain
references which have become outdated and which
cause considerable confusion when provisions are
being interpreted.
Under the Public Sector Reform (Miscellaneous
Amendments) Act 1998 and the Statute Law Revision
Act 2000 that confusion was remedied by codifying
more than 250 of the orders made since 1983 and 1998
respectively. The bill before the house continues that
approach by codifying the orders made since 2000.
I commend the bill to the house.

Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER (Silvan) presented Alert Digest
No. 3 of 2002, together with appendices.

Debate adjourned for Hon. D. McL. DAVIS (East Yarra)
on motion of Hon. C. A. Furletti.

Laid on table.

Debate adjourned until next day.

Ordered to be printed.

Sitting suspended 6.18 p.m. until 8.02 p.m.

STATUTE LAW (FURTHER REVISION)
BILL

HOUSE CONTRACTS GUARANTEE (HIH
FURTHER AMENDMENT) BILL

Second reading

Adoption of report

Hon. M. M. GOULD (Minister for Education
Services) — I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

The bill before the house, the Statute Law (Further
Revision) Bill 2002, is essentially a housekeeping
measure. While apparently mundane, such bills are vital
to orderly management of the state and of the statute
book.
The bill performs three important tasks. It repeals
redundant acts. Members will note that the bill repeals

Debate resumed from 6 December 2001; motion of
Hon. M. M. GOULD (then Minister for Industrial
Relations).

Hon. M. M. GOULD (Minister for Education
Services) — I move:
That the report be now adopted.

Hon. C. A. FURLETTI (Templestowe) — I move,
as an amendment:
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That the words ‘now adopted’ be omitted with the view of
inserting in place thereof ‘taken into consideration in
14 days’.

I move that amendment because this is a bill of some
significance. The bill has come before the house on two
other occasions and has some very significant and
important ramifications in terms of its retrospectivity.
As I mentioned in the debate on the bill, the Liberal
Party has concerns about the retrospective nature in
terms of not only the rights, but the legal proceedings
which are on foot and which this bill will affect
seriously to the extent that the proceedings will need to
be withdrawn.
I am aware that this amendment was intended to correct
some of the government’s errors in its original
amendment. I refer to the Hansard report of debate on
this bill in the other place on 19 March, when the
honourable member for Melton, Don Nardella, said that
if the office of the Minister for Finance, the Honourable
John Lenders, was contacted by the developers affected
by the bill:
… I am more than certain that he would listen to them and try
to work through some of the issues …

The opposition in this instance is seeking to work
through the issues and to find a resolution to the
impasse. I am aware that at least one of the developers
affected by the operation of this bill wrote to the
Minister for Finance a couple of weeks ago and is
awaiting a reply, so it is in the interests of those who are
most affected by this legislation that the matter be
deferred.
Amendment agreed to.
Amended motion agreed to.

ADJOURNMENT
Hon. C. C. BROAD (Minister for Energy and
Resources) — I move:
That the house do now adjourn.

Princes Freeway: barriers
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Eumemmerring) —
I raise with the Minister for Energy and Resources for
the attention of the Minister for Transport in the other
place a matter relating to the Princes Freeway, in
particular the section that runs from Berwick through to
Beaconsfield. Specifically, the matter I raise for the
minister’s attention is the lack of sound and visual
barriers on that freeway around houses on Soldiers
Road and Brookvale Close.
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The residents of these areas bought their properties on
the understanding that sound and visual barriers would
be installed. The topography of the area is such that the
freeway is above the level of the surrounding houses, so
people in vehicles travelling on the freeway in that area
are able to look down into the backyards of people
living along Soldiers Road and Brookvale Close. As a
consequence, the residents have no privacy. They also
have significant issues with noise from the vehicles on
the freeway. The existing fencing on the freeway has
been cut, resulting in pedestrians crossing the freeway
in the vicinity of Brookvale Close, so there is a related
issue of pedestrian safety as well as the issue of visual
and sound attenuation for surrounding houses.
I seek the minister’s assistance in getting Vicroads to
install sound attenuation walls along the freeway. The
current arrangements are inadequate, given the
topography of the area, and clearly walls need to be
installed to provide privacy for the people living in the
area, to address the noise issue and to reduce the
incidence of people using the freeway as a pedestrian
crossing. That is clearly a very dangerous practice. It is
only a matter of time before an accident involving a
pedestrian occurs on the freeway. I seek the assistance
of the Minister for Transport in getting Vicroads to act
on those issues.

Clyde Road, Berwick: traffic control
Hon. N. B. LUCAS (Eumemmerring) — I raise
with the Minister for Energy and Resources for the
Minister for Transport in the other place the matter of
the Berwick railway underpass, which does not yet
exist. I am hoping that through my raising this matter
the government may give some consideration to the
problems at the crossing point at Clyde Road. The
growth of Berwick to the south of the railway line and
the Berwick bypass road has been extraordinary in the
past few years, and that growth has resulted in an
extremely large increase in the number of cars using the
crossing to which I refer.
Not only have the numbers of cars and other vehicles
using Clyde Road in Berwick increased dramatically
but it is also expected that the number of trains using
the railway line will increase if the government’s fast
train to Traralgon ever eventuates and if the number of
trains to Pakenham under the Met service ever
increases — although I wonder whether anything will
ever happen with this government! We still do not have
the Berwick hospital; we still do not have any works on
the Scoresby freeway; we still do not have any works
on the Pakenham bypass; we still do not have any
works on the Endeavour Hills police station; and we
still do not have any works on the Narre Warren rail
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crossing — all of which have been promised by this
government, but nothing has happened. This is a
do-nothing government that does not actually do a lot in
my electorate!
Just south of the intersection of Clyde Road and the
railway line is Enterprise Avenue. It is very important
in addressing this issue that not only the rail crossing
but also ingress to and egress from Enterprise Avenue
be taken into account. The government really needs to
look at a footprint for these works, to do some design
and to start planning for the future in order that the
necessary funds can be put into works in the near
future. I hope those works will be undertaken in the
near future, because this crossing really needs an
upgrade.
I ask the Minister for Transport to immediately initiate
action in conjunction with the local Casey City Council
to plan and commence construction of the Berwick
railway underpass and the adjacent Enterprise Avenue
intersection.

Western Highway: upgrade
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Western) — I raise with
the Minister for Energy and Resources in her role as
representing the Minister for Transport in another place
an issue that has to do with the current condition of the
Western Highway, or more particularly, Vicroads
corridor strategy which is subtitled ‘Deer Park to the
South Australian border’.
As you well know, Mr President, the Western Highway
is a major road transport link between Melbourne and
Adelaide and carries substantial and growing traffic
volumes. Based on those volumes and the concerning
accident rates that apply to two particular sections of
that highway, there has been a great deal of interest in
the priority given to the upgrading of this vital transport
link — so much so that the councils along the highway
have formed an action group called the Western
Highway Action Committee to campaign for a better
deal. Those councils have been joined in this important
initiative by Vicroads and a number of safety groups.
It is acknowledged — and I do so to the minister
tonight — that this is a national highway and therefore
all works are funded primarily by the federal
government. There is certainly no argument with the
Vicroads assessment, which names the Deer Park
bypass and the Anthonys Cutting deviation as the top
priorities. Indeed, I personally endorse — as I suspect
you would, Mr President — the call for those particular
projects to urgently proceed.
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Notwithstanding that the highway falls within the
commonwealth’s primary responsibility, members of
the action committee believe that the Victorian Minister
for Transport has a role to play, and would like him to
put his shoulder to the wheel. The committee does not
accept the time line suggested for these much-needed
improvement works, and asks that the Minister for
Transport familiarise himself with the submission it
makes and use every opportunity to promote both the
funding priority afforded to the Western Highway in
general and the Deer Park bypass and the Anthonys
Cutting deviation in particular. The committee believes
the case it makes stands on its own merits. I ask the
Minister for Transport to seek a briefing on the matter
and respond to the committee through the Northern
Grampians Shire Council.

Electricity: Basslink
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — It had been
my intention to raise a matter for the Minister for Sport
and Recreation, but as that minister has shown his
contempt of this house and is not present for the
adjournment debate, I will raise a matter with the only
minister who is present in the house at this time — the
Minister for Energy and Resources.
The issue I raise with the minister is the government’s
handling of the Basslink issue. The minister will be
well aware that this issue is causing great consternation
to citizens in Gippsland. Indeed, while it is clear that
this is an important project for the national electricity
market, and I acknowledge the benefits arising from it,
the reality is that there will be local impacts.
Those local impacts in Gippsland arise as a result of the
proposal to put an above-the-ground transmission line
on 45-metre pylons, which will traverse the coastal
plain in the area of McGaurans Beach at Giffard to
Merrimans Creek Valley, which is one of the most
picturesque valleys in Victoria. The impact on local
residents will be significant not just with regard to the
visual amenity but also on the value of their properties.
I am advised by my constituents that the minister has
not given any response to their requests for a comment
from her. I know many people who have made written
submissions to the minister to have the submissions
referred directly to another minister. My point is that
this is the minister responsible for advising the
government on this issue. So far she has not interested
herself at all in the details of the impact of the project
on Gippsland citizens.
I put it to the house that it is about time the minister
informed herself of the impacts by coming to Gippsland
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and inspecting the route from Loy Yang to McGaurans
Beach. I would be pleased to organise and host such a
visit at any time that the minister makes herself
available. I formally invite her to do that. When will the
minister come to inspect the route of Basslink?

Tobacco: under-age sales
Hon. S. M. NGUYEN (Melbourne West) — The
matter I raise is directed to the attention of the Minister
for Health in the other place. A recent investigation by
Hobsons Bay Council found that 35 per cent of retailers
were selling tobacco products to minors compared to an
average of 15 per cent in all other councils. In light of
that, will the minister advise of the sale of tobacco to
minors in the City of Hobsons Bay and the
government’s funding to curb the activity? Will the
minister also advise about the process for prosecution
by the Department of Human Services of the retailers
selling tobacco to minors?
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between October 1999 and March 2001 were
specifically designated for women?

Libraries: mobile Italian collection
Hon. E. J. POWELL (North Eastern) — I direct a
matter to the Minister for Sport and Recreation for the
attention of the Minister for Local Government in the
other place. I have received a letter from Mrs Elaine
Richmond, the chief executive officer of the High
Country Library Corporation, seeking my assistance to
gain funding for a roving Italian language collection. In
October 2001 a submission was made to the Minister
for Local Government on behalf of the Murray Link
Libraries, which comprises three regional libraries —
namely, the High Country Library Corporation, the
Goulburn Valley Regional Library Corporation and the
Mildura Rural City Council Library. The grant sought
was for $40 000 and was designed to purchase a
selection of books, audio tapes or talking books, and
videos in the Italian language.

Women: homelessness
Hon. ANDREA COOTE (Monash) — The matter I
raise will have to be directed to the only minister in the
house — that is, to the Minister for Energy and
Resources — for the attention of the Minister for
Housing in another place.
I refer to an article by Alison Dean in the Emerald Hill
Times of 27 March last, under the heading ‘The
Invisible Women’. The article states, in part:
They may not sleep on the streets or appear in the statistics,
but single, homeless women are a vulnerable and growing
group.

In the article she refers to a study commissioned by the
Catholic Commission for Justice, Development and
Peace which:
… describes single women as the ‘hidden homeless’.

The article also refers to the work done by Melbourne
University’s Sue Casey, the author of Single Women
and Homelessness, who says:
… a chronic shortage of affordable housing has forced
many … women into a cycle of homelessness.

That is totally unacceptable.
Statewide Women’s Community Housing Service Ltd
reports a big increase in the turn-away rates, with up to
50 women per week applying for emergency
accommodation.
I ask the minister how many of the 72 new
constructions in the southern metropolitan region built

Northern Victoria has an established Italian community
of about 6500. They are mainly elderly and have
limited English language literacy. There are also a
number of primary and secondary school students who
are learning the Italian language.
I met with the library corporation and the Italian
community and sent a letter of support for their
submission. They inform me the book stocks are old
and limited in choice and that the libraries were unable
to meet demand due to budget constraints. If the
libraries get the grant they be able to stock a mobile
library to service isolated areas. Many of the Italian
people live on farms or outside the regional areas. The
libraries need to be able to change their stock regularly
and have a better choice of stock — popular fiction,
magazines, children’s books and so on.
The library corporation has inquired of the Department
of Infrastructure about the status of the grant, and it was
advised verbally by the department that the submission
was not successful. It still has not received written
confirmation even though it has been six months since
the submission was lodged.
I ask the minister to investigate the issue and the status
of the application. We are talking about $40 000 to a
community that really needs it. A $40 000 grant would
enable the libraries to provide a roving Italian language
collection for the benefit of the large Italian community
in the area.
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Blind Creek, Knox: pollution
Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER (Silvan) — I seek the
assistance of the Minister for Environment and
Conservation in the other place through her
representative in this place, the sole minister here —
that is, the Minister for Energy and Resources. Monthly
testing by Waterwatch, a free education program run by
Melbourne Water, has indicated that Blind Creek in my
electorate of Silvan Province is one of the most
degraded waterways monitored by the program
anywhere in Victoria. Rubbish and pollutants dumped
into the creek through storm drains have damaged the
waterway to the extent that it could take several years to
recover the site to normal.
Some unusual items recovered from the site include
hub caps, skateboards, scissors and a huge number of
cigarette butts. Waterwatch testers have found little
evidence of life forms such as crustaceans, yabbies or
fish. The only living creatures, such as mosquito larvae,
to survive in Blind Creek are tolerant to pollutants.
The creek runs through the Dandenong Ranges
National Park, past Knox City and Tower Point
shopping centres, and then joins the Dandenong Creek
and Patterson River before spilling into Port Phillip
Bay. It is difficult to confirm whether the creek’s close
proximity to the shopping complexes has heightened
the polluted condition of the creek as a large drain also
empties into it. The pollutants could obviously come
from a large number of sources.
I ask the Minister for Environment and Conservation
what she will do to assist in the rehabilitation of Blind
Creek and what she will do to develop preventive
measures for the future maintenance of Blind Creek.

Goulburn Valley Water: Wallan East easement
Hon. G. R. CRAIGE (Central Highlands) — I
direct a matter to the attention of the Minister for
Environment and Conservation in the other house. It
deals with Adelaide Condurso who owns a property on
Wallan–Wandong Road, Wallan East. She and her
deceased husband purchased the land 25 years ago and
have spent many years nurturing the land, planting
trees, implementing weed management and installing
drainage works. They received a grant dedicated to
their land in October 1998, which was described as a
land protection incentive scheme grant. That grant was
for $1150 for the planting of trees and the management
of weeds and drainage. One could say those people
have been genuine environmentalists. They had a love
and a passion for their land.
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In 1997 they found an area of unallocated Crown land
at the rear of their property. They commenced
negotiations with the Department of Natural Resources
and Environment on the purchase of the land. DNRE
confirmed the sale with a section 69 agreement to
protect the natural vegetation. Mrs Condurso was happy
to sign on the basis that it had been established and
cared for by Mrs Condurso. On 5 March 2001 an
acceptance of offer to purchase was sent to
Mrs Condurso, and she signed. The purchase price of
the land was $6900 for lot 82E, with no easement
except for a section 69 agreement. In July 2001
Goulburn Valley Water compulsorily created an
easement on the property of Mrs Condurso who was in
the final process of purchasing the land, and a deposit
had been paid.
At the end of July Mrs Condurso was advised that the
condition of sale had been changed, there was no
section 69 agreement and a water supply easement had
been created for Goulburn Valley Water. Then in came
the environmental vandals, Goulburn Valley Water,
which acted like a thief in the night. It entered the
property without permission and bulldozed every single
tree that would have been protected under the section
69 agreement. Not only that, an 8-metre easement was
put at the back of the property and a pipeline has been
laid 1.5 metres outside the existing easement.
Mrs Condurso deserves to be treated a lot better than
this because she is a wonderful warm person and a
great community contributor who is dedicated to her
rural property. I call on the minister to instigate an
urgent inquiry into the environmental mismanagement
by Goulburn Valley Water.

Rail: Mildura–Portland line
Hon. B. W. BISHOP (North Western) — My
adjournment issue tonight for the attention of the
Minister for Energy and Resources springs from the
highly successful Australian Mineral Sands Conference
or expo, which was attended by delegates from around
Australia, overseas and by the minister. As the house is
well aware, this industry is crucial to the wellbeing of
Victoria as there are now clearly 100 million tonnes of
mineral sands available in the Murray-Darling Basin
with an estimated value of some $20 billion and a life
expectancy of at least 30 years. It will provide a huge
injection of employment opportunity for rural areas.
The mineral sands industry will also provide plenty of
work for our transport industry, both rail and road, and
also for our ports. The success of mineral sands
products being sent by rail to our ports depends on the
Mildura–Portland rail line being upgraded and
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standardised, firstly, to give access to Portland, which
has standard gauge entry, and secondly, to allow higher
axle loading and higher speeds to ensure that we in
Victoria win the business from our strong competitors
in other states.
The Victorian government has trumpeted a number of
times its move to complete the upgrading and
standardisation of the Mildura rail line by 2002.
However, I was dismayed to hear the minister say in
her address at the conference that the project will now
not be completed until 2003. The mineral sands
industry was dismayed by this revelation which, if
correct, will seriously affect our chances of gaining this
business and will seriously damage many industry
participants who have already geared up believing the
2002 published deadline is correct. Will the minister
confirm that the commitment published by the
government of a 2002 deadline is true and correct, or is
this just another example of government promises not
being delivered on time?
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redevelopment site of Kew Residential Services public
open space. This is an important issue for our
community in Kew and in the City of Boroondara. This
is the largest site for redevelopment in the City of
Boroondara. I believe a city like Boroondara, indeed
most cities close to Melbourne that are to be
redeveloped, must have a proper policy that ensures
there is sufficient public open space.
I want to ensure — I am far from reassured from what I
have heard from ministers of the Bracks government in
the past — that sufficient public open space will be
provided. The Premier’s last press release on this matter
made no mention of public open space. Will the
Premier turn his mind to this and ensure that the
Minister for Community Services turns her mind to this
matter as well and that as the redevelopment proceeds
there will be sufficient community processes to ensure
public open space is an important and significant issue
in that process?

Schools: airconditioning
Kew Residential Services
Hon. D. McL. DAVIS (East Yarra) — I direct a
matter to the attention of the Premier. I note the
Minister for Education Services is not present to receive
questions on behalf of the Premier, but my matter
relates to Kew Residential Services. I refer to a press
release from the Premier of 4 May 2001. It is important
to realise that Kew Residential Services is a
longstanding facility that provides important services
for disabled people and people who need special care.
The redevelopment of Kew Residential Services was
supported by the previous government, and there is
every reason to believe a better outcome for the
residents can be found. This needs to be done in a
sensitive way that takes into account the needs of the
residents, their families and the community both in and
around Kew and equally importantly in the areas into
which the residents will be moved.
The Liberal Party strongly supports the policy of
ensuring areas of access to the community by people
who were previously at Kew Residential Services.
However, there is also a group that needs to remain on
the site, and the Liberal Party recognises that also. As
the local member of Parliament I raise with the Premier
the redevelopment of Kew Residential Services. I note
also the statements made in the last couple of weeks in
the local newspaper and by the former Minister for
Community Services, Christine Campbell, both at an
earlier point and more recently. I seek from the Premier
and the Minister for Community Services a
commitment that the government will provide in the

Hon. BILL FORWOOD (Templestowe) — I
would have raised this issue with the Minister for
Education Services if she was here, but I ask the
Minister for Energy and Resources to pass it on to her
for response.
Hon. D. G. Hadden interjected.
Hon. BILL FORWOOD — What have you been
on tonight? You have had a happy time tonight!
The last time the house met I raised with the minister
the issue of her approving funding for airconditioning at
Wando Vale Primary School after the government had
already closed the school. Now that she has had some
time to settle in as the Minister for Education Services
the issue I am keen to explore with her is whether she
could advise if the funds that were to be made available
for Wando Vale Primary School will now be made
available to other schools in the Western District group.
I am not keen to mention particular schools that would
like to have the funds because I am sure the minister
can do that herself — or local members may be able to
help. However, I am keen for the minister to encourage
the Minister for Education Services to tell us where the
funds will go and which schools will be the
beneficiaries now that Wando Vale Primary School
cannot receive the funds because it has closed.

Hazardous waste: Pakenham
Hon. K. M. SMITH (South Eastern) — I raise with
the Minister for Energy and Resources for the Minister
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for Planning in the other place an issue that is of great
concern to me, which I have recently found out about
from an organisation known as WRATH — that is,
Wellington Residents Against Toxic Hazards.
I am concerned about a proposal put forward by
Gippsland Water to take toxic soil from Melbourne and
dump it at Dutson Downs. Of particular concern is the
proposal to offload this soil at Pakenham. The soil will
be sorted out there, contained, and held for some time
before it is ready for movement by train to Dutson
Downs.
There has been absolutely no consultation about this
issue. I understand one of the local members and an
Independent in the other place, the honourable member
for Gippsland West, Susan Davies, has known about
this for some time and has not done anything about it,
which shows that she just complies with what this
Labor government wants to do.
Up to 250 000 tonnes of the most toxic soil from
Melbourne and Victoria will be dumped in Pakenham.
As we all know, Pakenham is a rapidly growing area
with a lot of new homes.
The land that will be set aside for the transfer station
will need to be somewhere near a railway line; however
we do not know where that will be. Also, we do not
know how it will be looked after, what sorts of buffers
are going to be put around it and whether it will be
covered. Is it going to be looked after properly? What
about the amount of dust that will blow into that area?
I have grave concerns about this. Some quarter of a
billion tonnes of toxic soil will be dumped on the
doorsteps of my constituents, and I do not agree with
that.
It is going to be important that the minister get across to
the Minister for Planning that we want to have some
sort of proper public process and advise the people in
the Pakenham area what is going on. We want that
consultation to be in the way of formal meetings. We
want the Minister for Planning to ensure that the
proponents of this have an environment effects
statement. We understand that there is a Ramsar area
around there that must be protected. It has been put
upstream, if I can put it that way, from one of your
proposed marine — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! The time has expired.
Hon. K. M. SMITH — Minister, what are you
going to do about it?
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The PRESIDENT — Order! When I announce that
the time has expired Mr Smith should keep quiet!
Hon. K. M. SMITH — I must apologise. I did not
hear you, Mr President. I had to yell so much because
of those loudmouths on the other side.

Public transport: ticket fine
Hon. ANDREW BRIDESON (Waverley) — I
raise an issue with the Minister for Energy and
Resources to pass on to the Minister for Transport in
the other place. It concerns a constituent of mine who is
a disabled pensioner and is trying to bring up a couple
of teenage girls. She has received an enforcement order
from the PERIN court for failing to produce a valid
ticket on a tram journey.
My constituent was apprehended at about 7.15 a.m. on
28 November last outside Flinders Street station
without having a tram ticket. She was on her way to the
Met shop in Flinders Street to purchase a ticket. I think
she has been treated unfairly in this regard, as she was
on her way to the Victorian Eye and Ear Hospital
because she had a serious eye disorder and was unable
to use the ticket machine on the tram. I believe she has
a valid excuse for not being able to purchase a ticket on
the tram.
She provided evidence by way of a statement from her
medical practitioner from the hospital that she would
have been unable to use the ticket machine. She did
purchase a ticket, of which I have a photocopy, and it
shows that the ticket was purchased at 7.23 a.m. on
28 November. She actually paid for the fare after she
had been apprehended. She was on her way to purchase
this ticket when she was apprehended.
My constituent is a regular user of public transport and
tells me that she spends about $1100 per annum on
tickets. She produced to me a swag of tickets, all filed
in chronological order, just to show that she is a regular
purchaser of tickets.
My constituent has received a notice of enforcement
order requiring her to pay a fine of $175, which is due
on 3 May. Because she is a disabled pensioner she does
not have the means to pay her fine. I do not believe that
this lady also should spend two days in jail because she
cannot pay the fine.
I will provide the name and address of my constituent
to the minister — obviously my constituent does not
want her name mentioned in the Parliament — and I
ask the Minister for Transport to treat this case with
urgency and also with leniency.
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Eastern Freeway: extension
Hon. G. B. ASHMAN (Koonung) — I direct a
matter to the Minister for Energy and Resources for
referral to the Minister for Transport in the other place.
It relates to the Eastern Freeway extension, which is
currently under way.
The bridges over Park Road and Deep Creek Road
have both recently been opened, and that is welcomed,
but I note that they have been opened prior to
completion of construction. We are now advised that
the community consultative committee has been
disbanded. This was the committee that — —
Hon. D. G. Hadden — Who set it up?
Hon. G. B. ASHMAN — We did, and you have
abandoned it! There was community involvement in
this project — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT — Order! We have only got a
couple to go. I suggest the house settle down and allow
the member to be heard — because I certainly cannot
hear him — and then we can all get out of this place.
Hon. G. B. ASHMAN — With the disbanding of
the community consultative committee we are hearing
rumours that the commitment that was given by the
government to the long tunnel option on this extension
is now being abandoned. Indeed, the government is
suggesting it will be abandoning the short tunnel option
and will use the cut-and-fill construction option for the
extension, which will devastate the Mullum Mullum
Creek Valley. The local residents will be most angry at
this prospect.
The outcome of the Mitcham election was a direct
result of the government’s support for the long tunnel.
My colleague and I in Koonung Province are seeking
an assurance from the minister that the previous
commitment to the long tunnel will be honoured.

Port of Melbourne: residential development
Hon. P. A. KATSAMBANIS (Monash) — I raise
an issue for the Minister for Ports. Last week the
minister released a report entitled ‘Whole of port
environmental management plan’ relating to the future
operation of the port of Melbourne. In launching the
report the minister said that it was a blueprint for
guiding the future environmental management and
sustainable development of the port. I believe most
Victorians will acknowledge that is a good thing and
would support it.
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The key issues covered in the plan are things such as
water and air quality, noise and vibration, land
management, exotic marine organisms, heritage and
archaeology. The residents, constituents of my
province, and I believe a glaring omission is the
interaction between the port and proposed residential
developments right on the port boundary, specifically in
relation to the proposed development of Princes Pier,
which is currently under planning consideration. It was
noted in this place and in other forums that the port of
Melbourne has questioned how it can operate if the
development on Princes Pier goes ahead. The
management of the port of Melbourne has put it firmly
and strongly, that should the development take place it
is likely to curtail port activity.
In launching the plan the minister said the port of
Melbourne contributed $6 billion a year to the
Victorian economy. I would have thought critical to the
future environmental management and sustainable
development of the port would be the assessment of
how residential development should take place in and
around the port, especially those areas immediately
abutting the port. I trust this is an oversight.
I ask the minister to report to the house and the people
in my electorate what specific action she has taken to
assess the impact on the port of Melbourne of proposed
residential developments and specifically to consider
those issues being addressed as part of the plan.

Electricity: Stonehaven station
Hon. I. J. COVER (Geelong) — I raise with the
Minister for Energy and Resources — —
Hon. D. G. Hadden interjected.
Hon. I. J. COVER — I do not need the help of the
Honourable Dianne Hadden, who is obviously getting
excited about the next letter she is going to write to
cabinet! I have no doubt she is working on her letter
now.
I refer to the minister the proposed Stonehaven power
plant, of which the minister and members of the house
are aware, and the recent announcement that AES
Transpower is not going ahead with the proposal.
No doubt the minister and other members of the
government gave a huge sigh of relief given that they
were not sure how to handle the issue as they had not
proposed an environment effects statement for the
project despite the Premier having said that any
proposal for a new power generation plant would
require an EES to be prepared and despite a petition
having been tabled in the other place bearing
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5000 signatures that was signed by the Honourable
Elaine Carbines and the honourable member for
Geelong in the other place.
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information the government has about costings of the
tunnel at this stage.

Gas: SEA Gas pipeline
There were fears in the Geelong community, as was
illustrated by the people who picketed the site and were
visited by the shadow minister for energy and
resources, the Honourable Carlo Furletti. I am not sure
that the minister ever took the time to visit the picket
line. Perhaps in response the minister may enlighten the
house whether she visited the picketers. I remind
honourable members that they took the time and made
the effort to see the government, and I wonder whether
the minister visited the picketers at the Stonehaven site
as the shadow minister did earlier this year.
Despite the fact that AES said it was not going ahead
with the plant there are still fears in the Geelong
community about what may happen in the future. The
community is concerned about whether AES will
on-sell the capacity for the power station to be built. If
that were to happen, would the government insist on the
new owners of the business preparing an EES, since it
missed out the first time? There are concerns about the
capacity of the station being on-sold. I ask the minister
to give an undertaking to the Geelong community that
such a sale will not occur.

Eastern Freeway: extension
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON (Koonung) — I raise a
matter with the Minister for Energy and Resources in
her capacity as the representative of the Minister for
Transport in another place. I appreciate that I have the
appropriate minister here in the chamber tonight.
I go to the matter raised by my colleague the
Honourable Gerald Ashman regarding the tunnel for
the Eastern Freeway. As he mentioned tonight, there is
concern in the local area that the government may
abandon the Eastern Freeway tunnel. I do not believe
the government will abandon the tunnel because clearly
that would be political suicide. Nonetheless, there is
considerable community concern about the matter. I
understand some people resigned from the Labor Party
over this issue and the impact that any change in the
tunnel decision would have.
The matter I bring to the attention of the Minister for
Transport is the timetable for the contract for the tunnel.
I understand the government’s figures now suggest
there is something like an additional $100 million in the
cost of the tunnel. There is considerable community
concern about the increased cost. I want to know from
the minister what the position is about the cost of the
tunnel, when the contract will be let and what

Hon. C. A. FURLETTI (Templestowe) — I refer
my matter to the Minister for Energy and Resources.
On 26 March I raised the matter of the SEA Gas
pipeline. I refer the minister to the permit she issued on
20 March to SEA Gas relating to the authorised route
and the permit to own and operate a pipeline. Given
that on 2 April at the Heywood forum on the pipeline
route the minister’s representatives indicated that
although 7 of the 620 landowners had granted
easements to SEA Gas, that subsequently the
departmental representative advised that the number
who had not signed was 95 — an increase on the earlier
indication of 88 — and that last week after the issue
had been aired in Western District media the
department advised that 80 per cent of landowners had
signed off on agreements, which means that 20 per cent
or 124 landowners had not signed easement
agreements, will the minister inform the house whether
a criterion of appropriate land acquisition and easement
procurement along the pipeline route was a condition
precedent to the grant of the permit, and will the
minister advise the house of the number of landowners
on the pipeline route who are yet to reach agreement
with SEA Gas?

Responses
Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT — Order! A whole series of
matters have been put to the minister, and I suggest that
honourable members give the minister a chance to
respond seriatim.
Hon. C. C. BROAD (Minister for Energy and
Resources) — I can assure the house that I am not
going to shout, so you had better listen up.
The Honourable Gordon Rich-Phillips requested the
Minister for Transport to seek the assistance of
Vicroads to install sound and privacy barriers on the
Monash Freeway. I will refer that matter to the
minister.
The Honourable Neil Lucas requested the Minister for
Transport to take action to construct the Berwick
railway underpass, and I will refer that matter to the
minister.
The Honourable Roger Hallam requested the Minister
for Transport to consider a submission regarding
funding works for the Western Highway and to respond
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to the Northern Grampians Shire Council on that
matter, and I will refer that request to the minister.
The Honourable Philip Davis again raised for my
consideration the matter of Basslink, and I note the
honourable member’s invitation, which I have also
received in writing. I can assure the honourable
member that I do indeed take a keen interest in this
matter, and I can assure his constituents of that also. I
respond in the way I have previously — that this matter
is currently subject to planning processes and when
those are concluded I will take the appropriate actions
in relation to my particular responsibilities.
The Honourable Sang Nguyen raised a matter for the
Minister for Health regarding the sale of tobacco to
minors, and I will refer that matter to the Minister for
Health.
The Honourable Andrea Coote requested information
from the Minister for Housing on how many new
constructions are designated for women seeking access
to housing, and I will refer that request to the minister.
The Honourable Jeanette Powell requested the Minister
for Sport and Recreation to investigate a grant
application for $40 000 for the benefit of the Italian
community, and I will refer that request to the minister.
The Honourable Andrew Olexander requested the
Minister for Environment and Conservation to indicate
what actions will be taken in relation to the
rehabilitation of Blind Creek, and I will refer that
question to the minister.
The Honourable Geoff Craige requested the Minister
for Environment and Conservation to investigate a
certain matter regarding Goulburn Valley Water, and I
will refer that request to the minister.
The Honourable Barry Bishop requested that I indicate
for his information the timing of rail standardisation in
connection with the mineral sands development. Can I
indicate that I was not aware that he was present at the
conference when I spoke last Thursday in Mildura. Had
I been aware I certainly would have acknowledged him.
I can inform him that the work on standardisation is
scheduled to commence in the third quarter of this year
and is due to be completed in the second quarter of
2003.

The Honourable Bill Forwood requested the Minister
for Education Services to advise him about the
allocation of certain funding of school facilities, and I
will refer that request to the minister.
The Honourable Ken Smith requested the Minister for
Planning to advise Pakenham residents in relation to
matters that he raised, and I will refer that request to the
minister.
The Honourable Andrew Brideson has furnished me
with information for forwarding to the Minister for
Transport regarding a certain case involving tram
tickets, and I will refer that request for investigation to
the Minister for Transport.
The Honourable Gerald Ashman requested the Minister
for Transport to assure him that a commitment to the
Eastern Freeway long tunnel will be honoured, and I
will refer that request to the minister.
In response to the request from the Honourable Peter
Katsambanis, I can assure him that I take a keen interest
in the impact of adjacent residential development on the
future of the port of Melbourne, whether it is in relation
to the whole-of-port environmental management plan
or in relation to developments which come up on a
continuing basis. I certainly intend to be very vigilant
about this matter — as are the Port of Melbourne
Corporation and the board — into the future.
In responding to the Honourable Ian Cover’s request I
point out that my understanding is that the decision by
AES Transpower related very much to its particular
commercial circumstances. It has reserved its right, and
it does have the right, to proceed at some point in the
future provided that the planning approvals and permits
are still current, and that is a matter for the company.
The Honourable Bruce Atkinson requested information
on the timing and costing of contracts for the Eastern
Freeway long tunnel. I will refer that request to the
minister.
In relation to the detailed information sought by the
Honourable Carlo Furletti about SEA Gas matters, I
note that the honourable member has still not furnished
me with any information about the matters he has raised
in this place. I will take that request on notice.
Motion agreed to.

The Honourable David Davis requested the Premier to
ensure that sufficient public open space is provided as
part of the redevelopment of Kew Residential Services,
and I will refer that request to the Premier.
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The PRESIDENT (Hon. B. A. Chamberlain) took the
chair at 10.03 a.m. and read the prayer.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Victorian Aquaculture Council
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — I refer the
Minister for Energy and Resources to the fact that the
Victorian Aquaculture Council as the peak body to the
nine aquaculture industry associations provides, at the
request of government, advice on industry and
development matters.
The minister, on assuming office, abandoned the
funding commitment to the VAC, which was associated
with the abandoned Victorian aquaculture initiative.
Following industry pressure she reinstated partial
funding. As a result the VAC will cease operating
following its final board meeting tomorrow, unable to
meet even its employee entitlements. Will the minister
advise why she has abandoned the aquaculture
industry?
Hon. C. C. BROAD (Minister for Energy and
Resources) — That is a good example of the kind of
negative carping and misrepresentation of the history
under the previous Kennett government, of which the
honourable member opposite was a member, and he
was party to decisions made under the Kennett
government which are directly relevant to what is
happening now.
Just to remind the honourable member of decisions
made under the previous Kennett government, of which
he was a member, in relation to these matters — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Mr Davis has asked a
question of the minister. The minister is entitled to be
heard. We are all entitled to hear a response.
Hon. C. C. BROAD — The honourable member
obviously does not want to hear this, and it will become
apparent to the house why not, if I am allowed to
continue.
Under the previous government a decision was made to
establish the Victorian Aquaculture Council on the
basis that it would become sustainable, be able to
manage its own funding and produce a business case,
and the deadline which was set for that is this year.
Unfortunately, it is not the case that the VAC has been
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able to do that. This government has acted
already — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I again ask the house
to allow the minister’s answer to be heard.
Hon. C. C. BROAD — Thank you, Mr President.
This government has already acted to extend funding
for the VAC beyond the limits set by the Kennett
government and will act to further extend the funding to
resolve the current conundrum of the VAC.
This government is committed to a viable
representative body for the seafood industry, and I am
confident that as a result of discussions which are under
way we will see a viable industry body which is able to
represent the whole seafood industry, including the
aquaculture industry. So that is this government’s
commitment to the aquaculture industry. I am confident
that, unlike the actions of the previous government
which did not ensure sustainable representation, what
will come out of current discussions is a viable industry
body for the whole of the seafood industry, including
the aquaculture industry.
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — I ask a
supplementary question of the Minister for Energy and
Resources. The minister in her previous joint capacity
as Minister for Energy and Resources and Minister
assisting the Minister for State and Regional
Development gave the industry a commitment that
additional funding of $50 000 would be provided for
industry development from the Department of State and
Regional Development. The VAC has now been
advised that the minister’s undertaking will not be
honoured. Will the minister advise why she will not
honour her undertaking, which will force the VAC to
close, effectively, from its board meeting tomorrow?
Hon. C. C. BROAD (Minister for Energy and
Resources) — As I indicated in my previous answer,
the government is ensuring that the VAC is able to
meet its commitments. Our main priority here,
however, quite apart from resolving the current
conundrum, is to ensure sustainable representation into
the future. So the funding which was committed to the
VAC will be provided to the VAC. That, unfortunately,
will not ensure a viable industry body into the future,
which is the main priority for this government.

E-commerce Advantage policy
Hon. JENNY MIKAKOS (Jika Jika) — I ask the
Minister for Information and Communication
Technology whether it is a reality that e-commerce is
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almost becoming a prerequisite for doing business, no
matter the size of the business. Can the minister outline
programs that have been undertaken by the Bracks
government to promote the uptake of e-commerce for
Victorian business?
Hon. M. R. THOMSON (Minister for Information
and Communication Technology) — The Bracks
government understands the important part that
e-commerce plays in ensuring that Victorian businesses
are competitive and able to compete in a world market.
This commitment is evident in Victoria’s E-commerce
Advantage policy, which was the first e-commerce
policy ever delivered by a state government.
E-commerce Advantage has a number of components,
but the one that is probably the most interesting for
businesses is the e-commerce exhibition projects
program. This program provides funding for business
consortia to develop innovative approaches to
business-to-business e-commerce.
Today I am pleased to announce a new round of grant
funding under this program. Seven consortia will each
receive grants of up to $50 000 to trial innovative
e-commerce projects. Successful projects will involve
over 100 businesses and will be located in a variety of
centres throughout the state, including Avoca, Geelong,
Portland, Clayton and Heidelberg. What is even better
is that, because these are exhibition projects, what is
learnt from these projects will be made available for
other businesses to adapt and to use.
A growing number of small and medium businesses are
realising that e-commerce offers enormous benefits in
helping reduce costs, save time, open new markets and
build better business relationships. These grants will
support a diverse and vibrant mix of projects across
Australia.
In Avoca, the Pyrenees Hay Processors Co-op will
develop a web communications tool and supply chain
system in order to grow the stockfeed sector.
Throughout Victoria, Australian Flagship will trial an
electronic employment data system, ewage.com.au,
which will be available to small business members of
Clubs Victoria and the Hotels and Motels Association.
Moyston Court Fisheries/Icon Global of Geelong,
Mordialloc and Portland is looking to implement an
electronic supply chain system for the wet fish industry
which will link fishermen, transporters, processors and
distributors from ocean to plate. National Confectionery
Wholesalers Ltd of regional Victoria is developing a
pilot business management software system which will
include a data warehouse to consolidate data on
industry sales for confectionery manufacturers and
wholesalers.
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Under this second round of funding through the
Victorian E-commerce Advantage $600 000 in total
will have been allocated to these projects over the first
two rounds of funding. This funding is further proof of
how the Bracks government is turning things around,
supporting businesses in Victoria and making sure that
these programs are delivered for all Victorians.

Snowy River
Hon. E. G. STONEY (Central Highlands) — I
direct my question to the Minister for Energy and
Resources, the minister responsible for achieving
environmental flows to the Snowy River. Can the
minister explain how the government will coordinate
the finding of water to restore environmental flows to
the Snowy River with the new commitment for Victoria
to provide substantial environmental flows to the
Murray River without taking water presently available
to agriculture?
Hon. C. C. BROAD (Minister for Energy and
Resources) — I welcome this opportunity to again
address the house in relation to the historic Snowy
agreement achieved through cooperation between the
New South Wales and Victorian governments. It is the
case that one of some 44 agreements necessary to
implement this historic agreement has been signed by
New South Wales, Victoria, and the new South
Australian Premier, Mr Rann. The document is now
with the Prime Minister, and his signature is eagerly
awaited in order that corporatisation can proceed in
May and we can proceed with the water savings
projects to ensure environmental flows for the Snowy
River.
There was an equally significant achievement of an
agreement between the Victorian and South Australian
premiers last weekend. Again, this agreement was not
possible between the previous Liberal government in
South Australia and the current Liberal federal
government. It is a sign of the cooperation which is
possible between state Labor governments and heralds
a commitment on the part of Victoria in line with our
commitment to the Snowy River and signals the
government’s ongoing commitment to the matter of
restoring environmental flows to the Murray River,
which is an even greater challenge for this country. This
indicates that Victoria is strongly committed to playing
its part in meeting that challenge. The information
released by the premiers of Victoria and South
Australia that accompanied that announcement makes it
perfectly clear that the Snowy agreement takes
precedence in relation to the water savings projects
which will be pursued, and there is a whole series of
provisions in those agreements, as I am sure the
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honourable member is well aware, to protect the
interests of Victorian farmers and irrigators. Those
provisions were much debated at the time that
agreement was reached and they will certainly be
honoured into the future.

and Victoria. It is anticipated there will be in the order
of 700 visitors to the region and 50 per cent of those
will be from interstate. This will provide a great fillip to
the local economy with an estimated economic impact
of $700 000 to the region.

In relation to the agreement between Victoria and South
Australia in relation to the Murray, those projects will
not include any that cut across the Snowy agreement,
and they will be dealt with through the Murray Darling
Basin Commission framework to ensure that the
interests of farmers and irrigators are protected in the
same way as they have been under the Snowy
agreement.

The Mitchell shire will provide stadiums, pools, ovals,
et cetera, free of charge or at cost to the users. I
congratulate the Mitchell shire on its support of this
event. The event will be organised by Goulburn
Options Incorporated, an advocacy support group for
people with intellectual disabilities in the Goulburn
region. It will help increase the number and range of
sport and recreational options available to intellectually
disabled competitors as well as developing leadership
skills for people with disabilities. It will also enhance
the local skills base of volunteers in the sports and
community sectors.

Hon. E. G. STONEY (Central Highlands) — I have
a supplementary question. The minister has been
playing very carefully with words. She was busy
praising her efforts to get water for the Snowy but
skirted around the nub of my question: will any water
now available for agriculture be used? Last week the
Weekly Times reported that the government is in trouble
with the scheme and that it has not met its deadlines. I
ask again: will any water presently available for
agriculture be used for either of the two schemes?
Hon. C. C. BROAD (Minister for Energy and
Resources) — I again indicate that both agreements
ensure that the interests of farmers and irrigators are
protected. Under both agreements the water will be
provided through water savings projects. I am sorry that
the opposition is incapable of understanding this point,
but water savings projects do not relate to water
currently available; water will be provided in the future
through water savings projects to ensure that the
interests of irrigators and farmers are protected.

Tri State Games
Hon. R. F. SMITH (Chelsea) — In light of the
Bracks government’s absolute commitment to creating
and fostering major sporting events in this state, will the
Minister for Sport and Recreation advise the house
what progress he has made?
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I welcome the honourable member’s
question. I am pleased to inform the house today that
the government has allocated $10 000 towards the
conduct of the Tri State Games for people with an
intellectual disability. The Tri State Games will be held
in Seymour over five days in November of this year.
Events will include track and field, swimming, tenpin
bowling, team events, as well as a street-style parade
opening ceremony. The event will attract teams from
regional centres in New South Wales, South Australia

I congratulate the local member, Ben Hardman, the
honourable member for Seymour in the other place, for
his strong support and advocacy for this event. It
reinforces that the government is committed to growing
the whole of the state and to supporting regional
communities. We are a government that cares, unlike
the opposition when it was in government — it did not
care. The opposition does not care and although it
pretends to care, we can see through it. In particular,
there are only two things wrong with the opposition,
and I will tell you what they are.
Hon. Bill Forwood — Tell us!
Hon. J. M. MADDEN — I will tell you what they
are!
Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT — Order! The minister is about
to tell honourable members what the two things are. I
suggest the house let him get that out so we can move
on to the next matter.
Hon. J. M. MADDEN — The two things wrong:
your face — because you pretend to care and you
don’t!

Boating: licences
Hon. B. W. BISHOP (North Western) — I refer the
Minister for Ports — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I ask both sides of the
house to settle down and allow the Deputy President to
ask his question.
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Hon. B. W. BISHOP — Thank you,
Mr President — I was about to call for order!
I refer the Minister for Ports — in this case the minister
for small boats — to the licensing of Victorian small
boat operators. Will the minister now concede that
under the government’s new licensing rules it is now
more expensive to hold a 10-year boat operator licence
than a 10-year car licence in Victoria?
Hon. C. C. BROAD (Minister for Ports) — It is a
matter of great regret that the honourable member
continues to carp about what is a very important
initiative by this government to secure better safety for
people in Victoria who wish to go boating safely as
well as to enjoy themselves. This initiative has been
extremely well received by the boating community and
well supported by all organisations with an interest in
the area.
In relation to the costs associated with this very
important safety initiative, the Victorian government
has ensured that costs are kept to a minimum and also
that, after meeting administrative costs, revenue from
this initiative is returned to investing in safety initiatives
to benefit the boating community.
In relation to the detail of the costs, I have previously
provided the honourable member with a detailed
analysis. Depending on how you do that analysis, over
what period of time and whether you include or do not
include testing associated with obtaining a licence in
the first instance, you can come up with different
figures on comparisons with, among other things,
motor vehicle driver licences. I have provided that
information in detail to the honourable member and I
do not believe it is in dispute.
Hon. B. W. BISHOP (North Western) — I have a
supplementary question. The minister is aware that the
National Party strenuously argued against the
imposition of licences on operators of small
recreational boats. The minister rejected our assertion
not so long ago that a 10-year boating licence at
$250 would be more expensive than a licence to drive a
car in Victoria for 10 years, which would cost $133. On
6 December 2001 the minister stated in this house that
the Marine Board of Victoria figures did not agree with
ours. Will the minister now confirm which set of
figures are correct and that it is more expensive to
operate a boat, even a small tinny, for 10 years than it is
to a have a 10-year car licence in Victoria?
Hon. C. C. BROAD (Minister for Ports) — The
honourable member has again affirmed the National
Party’s opposition to this important safety initiative
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which, as I have said, is a matter of great regret. It is
also of great regret that, although the matter has been
resolved by the Parliament and notwithstanding the
strong support for this safety initiative, the National
Party continues to campaign against it. I have provided
the honourable member with the detail of the cost
breakdown and I am happy to provide it to him again.
Depending on how you calculate costs, you can come
up with the comparison the honourable member has
come up with or with a different analysis of the costs. I
stand by those figures and I am happy to provide them
again if that is what the honourable member wants.

National Youth Week
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Jika Jika) — Will
the Minister for Youth Affairs please inform the house
of the Bracks government’s role in respect of National
Youth Week?
Hon. M. M. GOULD (Minister for Youth
Affairs) — I thank the honourable member for his
question. The Bracks government sees the support of
National Youth Week as an important part of increasing
the community’s understanding of the tremendous
contribution made by young people in our society.
National Youth Week 2002 was held last week, from
Sunday, 7 April to Sunday, 14 April.
Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT — Order! All honourable
members have been here long enough to know it is
improper to make any reference to members in the
public gallery and to know that the implications of
doing so are that I am required to clear the rest of the
gallery. I suggest that they not persist with that practice.
Hon. M. M. GOULD — We know how the
opposition when in government treated young people in
Victoria. It did not care about them, it did not
encourage a positive attitude in the Victorian
community to young people and it did not take a great
deal of notice of the creativity, enthusiasm and artistic
flair of young people, which National Youth Week
brought out in this community last week.
The theme for National Youth Week was ‘Bring it on’,
and that is exactly what happened across Victoria with
young people. They brought on short stories in a
competition in Geelong, a music and high-impact
games festival in the Bendigo area, an outreach concert
to Vietnamese youth in the Springvale area, and a lot
more.
This year the Victorian government showed a strong
commitment to Victoria’s young people and allocated
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$50 000 to National Youth Week. The Office for Youth
then coordinated the allocation of over 111 grants for
staging 250 events right across Victoria as part of the
program.
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was a part of when the Victorian government owned
the electricity industry in this state before it was sold off
by the previous Kennett government.
An honourable member interjected.

What the government was calling on the people of
Victoria to do last week — which is something the
opposition did not do when it was in government —
was to take the opportunity to listen to young people, to
hear what they have to say, to have a look at their art, to
listen to their music, to have a look at their creativity
and to have a look at their enthusiasm in being part of
putting these events together. Young people organised a
lot of the events that took place and they organised the
bookings. They will have learnt from those experiences
and picked up skills which will assist a lot of them to
move into their chosen careers, for example in the area
of music. I attended a number of events during National
Youth Week last week and it was a terrific opportunity
to see how well these young people organised these
events.
The Bracks government’s plan is to continue to support
young people — unlike the former government, which
wanted to put them in a corner, break them away from
the community and forget that they even existed. The
opposition does not want to promote the positive
aspects of what young people are doing. The Bracks
government treats young people with respect and it will
continue to do so. It calls on the community of Victoria
to look at young people in a positive manner — unlike
the opposition — and it will do that through continuing
to support programs like the National Youth Week.

Electricity: generation investment
Hon. C. A. STRONG (Higinbotham) — I refer the
Minister for Energy and Resources to the mass exodus
of investors from the Victorian electricity industry to a
value, according to the Australian Financial Review of
12 April, of up to $10 billion. This is a major risk to the
Victorian economy because, firstly, a lot of this exodus
has involved retailers as a consequence of the
government’s California-type retail cap and, secondly,
these are major international investors and their
withdrawal is not a good signal to the international
investment community from which this state clearly
requires investment for its ongoing economic growth. I
ask the minister to give us some examples of what the
government is doing to halt this exodus of overseas
investors from Victoria.
Hon. C. C. BROAD (Minister for Energy and
Resources) — I can almost have sympathy for the
Honourable Chris Strong, who no doubt fondly recalls
the days of the State Electricity Commission which he

Hon. C. C. BROAD — I said I was almost
sympathetic. I could not say truthfully that I was
completely sympathetic, given the actions of the
previous Kennett government.
It is the case that as a result of the privatisation of the
industry by the previous Kennett government there are
now private owners of the industry. It is also the case
that that private ownership and its make-up changes on
a regular basis and has done since immediately after its
privatisation by the previous Kennett government. To
suggest as seems to be implied in this question that,
having privatised the industry, its ownership should
remain static and that there should be no changes in that
ownership over time is completely ludicrous. If it is the
case that the previous Kennett government — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT — Order! A question has been
asked of the minister by the opposition and I ask
opposition members to allow the minister’s response to
be heard.
Hon. C. C. BROAD — If it is the case that the
previous Kennett government was of the view that
ownership of the industry should remain static, I can
only conclude that they should not have privatised the
industry in the first place!
The opposition is reaching new heights in its negative,
carping approach to this state, in talking down
investment in this state and, in particular, in talking
down investment in the state’s electricity industry —
which it privatised!
Hon. C. A. STRONG (Higinbotham) — I ask the
minister again to give an example of what she is doing
or what the government is doing to attract overseas
capital to Victoria. We on this side get sick of the
minister’s continual carping about everything being the
responsibility of the previous Kennett government. The
minister has been carping about the Kennett
government for years. The minister is responsible, and
this house would like to hear and I would like to hear
what she is intending to do. It is true that there will be
changes in private ownership, but not a flight of
ownership as we are seeing now. What is the minister
doing to arrest that flight?
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Hon. C. C. BROAD (Minister for Energy and
Resources) — It is hardly surprising that the opposition
does not want to hear about the history of the
privatisation of the electricity industry under its
stewardship. I am pleased to hear that the honourable
member acknowledges that changes in ownership will
occur on an ongoing and regular basis. In relation to
attracting new investment to the industry, I am very
pleased to take this opportunity to remind the
opposition — —
Hon. Bill Forwood interjected.
The PRESIDENT — Order! A question has been
asked of the minister and questions about what
happened in the past in unrelated issues are disorderly. I
ask the Leader of the Opposition to desist and I ask the
minister to finish her answer.
Hon. C. C. BROAD — I am pleased to take this
opportunity to remind the opposition that under the
Bracks government this state has been successful in
facilitating new investment in new generation in the
electricity industry at Somerton and in the Latrobe
Valley — unlike the previous Kennett government,
under which there was no new investment in new
generation capacity during the whole period of its
government!

Fishing: resource protection
Hon. D. G. HADDEN (Ballarat) — I ask the
Minister for Energy and Resources to inform the
chamber about the progress the Bracks government has
made in taking action against abalone and other
fisheries offences.
Hon. C. C. BROAD (Minister for Energy and
Resources) — I thank the honourable member for her
question. Victorian commercial fisheries are an
important natural resource valued at between
$80 million and $100 million a year to commercial
harvesters. In addition to that, the value of the catch is
added to through a whole range of post-harvest sectors
including processing, exporting and retailing. So, by
any measure, this is an important part of the Victorian
economy.
Within that catch, abalone and rock lobster are the
principal species taken by value, accounting for
approximately 50 per cent and 15 per cent respectively
of the value of the total catch. The Bracks government
is continuing to act to ensure that these resources are
sustainably managed into the future and to take action
against the illegal activities of those individuals
undermining the legal efforts of the industry, which is
endeavouring to do the right thing.
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Increasingly in recent times the emphasis on fisheries
enforcement is shifting towards a task-oriented
approach. Recent operations in this task force approach
are conducted jointly with Victoria Police and other
state and federal enforcement agencies which, I am
pleased to advise the chamber, have been extremely
successful. In the most recent 12-month period for
which there is available data — the period to January of
this year — large quantities of abalone, more than
20 motor vehicles, 10 boats, processing equipment and
the like were seized through the efforts of local fisheries
officers, fisheries investigators and other fisheries
compliance agencies.
In addition, in recognition of the serious nature of
abalone offences, a prolific and notorious abalone
purchaser was recently convicted and sentenced to three
and a half years imprisonment with a 30-month
non-parole period, received more than $155 000 in
fines, was required to pay costs to the Department of
Natural Resources and Environment of $15 000 and
will have access to Victorian waters limited for a period
of 10 years — that is, after completion of the sentence.
The increased severity of penalties for fisheries-related
offences demonstrates just how serious the Bracks
government is about protecting our valuable fisheries
resources. The fines and penalties relating to fisheries
offences should be a deterrent to others contemplating
such illegal activity. However, it is important to
understand that the government’s efforts to protect our
fisheries resources do not stop there. For example, the
government’s draft legislation for marine parks
includes a boost of more than $14 million for fisheries
enforcement. This enforcement will be of key benefit to
ensuring the sustainability of Victoria’s resources.
I urge the opposition to support the government’s
legislation so that as well as securing the protection of
marine reserves, Victoria’s valuable fisheries resources
are better protected into the future.

Gas: SEA Gas pipeline
Hon. C. A. FURLETTI (Templestowe) — I refer
the Minister for Energy and Resources to the report in
the Herald Sun of 5 April, which related to a matter I
raised in this place on 26 March where the minister was
reported as having referred to the police the matters I
raised with respect to the SEA Gas pipeline and
inducements being offered to solicitors. Inquiries made
of the minister’s own department and of the police
media unit as recently as last week were unable to
obtain confirmation that such a police investigation had
been instigated. I ask the minister to confirm that she
has referred the matter to the police and, if so, to whom.
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Hon. C. C. BROAD (Minister for Energy and
Resources) — I am very happy to be able to advise the
honourable member that the chief commissioner has
acknowledged my referral for investigation of the
matters supplied to me by the Victorian Farmers
Federation — not the honourable member opposite —
and that my request has been referred to the deputy
commissioner (operations) for appropriate attention.
Hon. C. A. FURLETTI (Templestowe) — As a
supplementary question, let me say how grateful I am
that the minister required the matter to be raised in this
chamber before her open, transparent and accountable
government makes it clear to the public of Victoria
what it is doing. It is offensive to those who wish to
know what the government is doing to have people like
me have to raise issues. Will the minister in this place
advise the chamber of the basis and the terms of the
referral to the Chief Commissioner of Police?
Hon. C. C. BROAD (Minister for Energy and
Resources) — I completely reject the statements made
by the honourable member. I publicly announced my
referral to the police of the matters raised and advised
to my office by the Victorian Farmers Federation.
Mr Furletti is completely inaccurate in his statement
that matters had to be raised in the Parliament.
In relation to the referral of the matters, I have referred
all the information provided to me by the Victorian
Farmers Federation to the police for investigation. That
is a matter for them. It is not a matter for me to define
for them the conduct of their investigation. This is a
matter for the police.

Small business: bank charges
Hon. E. C. CARBINES (Geelong) — I ask the
Minister for Small Business whether she is aware of
recent data relating to small business banking issues
and whether she will describe what action the Bracks
government is taking on those issues?
Hon. M. R. THOMSON (Minister for Small
Business) — I am aware of a report issued by the
Financial Services Consumer Policy Centre, New South
Wales, entitled ‘Small business banking: issues and
statistics’. The report was sent to me by the New South
Wales Minister for Small Business.
The study considers the banking options available to
small businesses, including the costs and level of
competition and service available. It indicates that small
businesses in Australia pays around $2 billion a year in
bank fees and reports and that this amount increases by
more than 15 per cent each year.
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Conversely, one in four bank branches has closed since
1996, and the level of small business satisfaction with
the banks has also fallen. The report confirms what
many of us already believe is occurring: that while the
cost of banking for small business has increased the
service levels are declining.
According to a recent Reserve Bank report entitled
‘Recent developments in small business finance’, it
appears banks have withheld the benefits of the last two
cuts in official interest rates from small businesses. This
is a serious concern to small business especially with
talk of interest rate rises which, if fully passed on to
them, will have some of them struggling.
Banks should review their practices in relation to small
business fees and charges. The state government has no
real responsibility or direct control of banking practices.
But I have written to all the major banks expressing my
concern over this matter and encouraging them to
review their practices relating both to interest rate
margins on small business loans and bank fees and
charges levied against small businesses.
The issue will also be raised at the small business
ministerial council meeting scheduled for later this
year. It is an important issue for ministers to discuss. To
minimise the effects of this profiteering by banks on
small business I encourage all small businesses to shop
around and look at the alternatives available to them.
I am also pleased to announce that the first of the
seminars for women, ‘Show me the money’, will be
held on 23 April, and the workshops will be held on
7 May and 21 May. These are a fantastic opportunity
for women in small business to look at the financial
products available to small business and to obtain
handy tips about approaching financial operators for
funds.
It is unfortunate that the banks seem to be gaining at the
expense of small business and I hope the banks will
hear the call and see how they can better provide for
small business without adding to their costs.
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ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS WITHOUT
NOTICE
Boating: licences
Electricity: generation investment
Fishing: resource protection
Gas: SEA Gas pipeline
Snowy River
Victorian Aquaculture Council
Hon. C. A. FURLETTI (Templestowe) — I move:
That the Council take note of the answers given by the
Minister for Energy and Resources and Minister for Ports to
questions without notice asked by honourable members
relating to the energy and resources and ports portfolios.

I refer honourable members to the conduct of the
Minister for Energy and Resources in this place and I
note that the minister has taken her leave from the
chamber again, as the ministers of this open, transparent
and accountable government are wont to do. It is a
shame that matters of serious consequence to Victorians
are treated with contempt by ministers who are
responsible for these matters.
The matters I raised in this place on 26 March relating
to inducements of $5000 being offered to solicitors in
western Victoria to procure the signatures of their own
clients to easement agreements with SEA Gas, whether
by SEA Gas or SEA Gas consultants, to the people in
western Victoria are significant. Last week I had the
opportunity to meet with a large number of the people
and farmers affected by this issue.
Hon. M. M. Gould interjected.
Hon. C. A. FURLETTI — It was very significant
to those who were affected.
The PRESIDENT — Order! The Leader of the
Government will have the opportunity to join in this
debate and make any point she wants at that stage.
Hon. C. A. FURLETTI — It is interesting to note
that the Leader of the Government in this place seeks to
drown out an issue of great importance to landowners
in western Victoria who will be penalised because of
the inactivity of the government. When I raised the
matter on 26 March — —
Hon. M. M. Gould interjected.
Hon. C. A. FURLETTI — Will you stop carping!
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Hon. M. M. Gould — A police investigation is
under way and you are undermining it.
The PRESIDENT — Order! The Leader of the
Government made that point before and I informed her
that she will get the opportunity to respond in a
temperate way when it is her turn, but at this time it is
not her turn.
Hon. C. A. FURLETTI — Again I say the
government does not want to hear about problems in
the community, particularly in the rural community.
Having had it brought to her attention on 26 March, the
minister chose not to contact me about the source of my
information so she could do something about it. She
taunted me to provide her with the information which I
knew she already had. I do not know why the minister
would wish to deny there had been contact with her
office, not only by those affected, but by others
representing those affected and to sit across the
chamber and taunt me with the notion that she had the
documents and I did not. But it took three days of
questions in the chamber to have the minister
acknowledge that there were problems of such gravity
that it led to the minister today confirming it had been
referred to the police.
I am concerned about this reticence. This is allegedly an
open, accountable and transparent government, yet it is
like extracting teeth to obtain answers to questions
about what the government is doing to assist Victorians
who are being disadvantaged through what is alleged to
be improper conduct in acquiring property rights for
this pipeline. They are serious matters.
Last night I again asked whether the minister could
confirm the disparate numbers given by her department
about people yet to sign. They range from 7 to 124
people; yet it was represented to those who had not yet
signed that they were among the very few who had not
done so, allegedly with the intention of rapidly getting
signatures. I have no idea whether signatures and
easement rights were conditions precedent to the permit
the minister granted on 20 March, but clearly
something is going on and the minister should come
clean as quickly as possible.
Hon. G. D. ROMANES (Melbourne) — An issue
was raised in the house this morning on the historic
agreements made between the governments of New
South Wales, Victoria and South Australia about the
Snowy River and the breakthrough with the
cooperation of the South Australian government on this
particular matter. As the minister said this morning, we
are awaiting the signature of the Prime Minister on this
particular matter.
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The Honourable Graeme Stoney raised concerns — one
would expect concerns should be raised by honourable
members of this place who come from rural and
regional Victoria — about agreements being made on
water and whether those agreements will have
embedded in them protections for farmers and irrigators
who are dependent for their livelihoods on those water
sources.
As the minister put before the house this morning, the
agreement between the Victorian and South Australia
premiers — the agreement we expect will be concluded
with the signature of the Prime Minister — we hope
will move Victoria closer to achieving increased flows
along the Snowy River, about which this government
has made a commitment.
As the minister commented, the agreements that have
been reached, and the historic agreement last weekend
about the River Murray, will be within the framework
of the Snowy River commitments so that environmental
flows in the Snowy River will take precedence, and any
further decisions on the Murray Darling Basin will not
cut across whatever commitments have been made on
the Snowy River.
The other important commitment the minister outlined
in her answer is that whatever happens to the historic
Snowy River agreement that Victoria has struck with
two other states, the cooperation that has been under
way over the past two and half years under the Murray
Darling Basin framework, and commitments on water
in that part of this continent, are about water savings,
not about taking water away from those who currently
have rights to that water and need it for both their
domestic and stock supplies and commercial
enterprises.
I am sure you are aware, Mr Acting President, as are
other honourable members, that there is a growing
movement in the Australian community for the concept
of healthy rivers. That reflects a growing understanding
in this country of the importance of water and of the
environment. Water is seen by many people in our
community as the key issue to the environment and to
survival in the universe in this millennium. Water is
critical — —
Hon. K. M. Smith — Mr Acting President, I direct
your attention to the state of the house.
Quorum formed.

Hon. G. D. ROMANES — The importance of
water is paramount.
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Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — What an
absolute disgrace! We have seen the government
abandon the chamber just as it has been doing during
adjournment debates. Ministers fled the chamber
immediately after question time. The minister
responsible has abandoned the chamber. She came in
here for the quorum but fled straightaway. The
contempt in which the government holds the Parliament
is a disgrace. In my view these ministers are not
effective ministers in this place because they hold the
house in contempt.
I was going to make some remarks specifically on the
issue I raised during question time, which I intend to do
so, but I am provoked by the contempt which the
Minister for Energy and Resources is displaying
towards the house to make comments generally about
her performance. Today she commented about the
Snowy River in answer to a question from the
Honourable Graeme Stoney concerning allocation of
water between the environment and agriculture.
Clearly the minister does not seriously understand or
pay regard to the consequences of the decisions being
announced by the government in an ad hoc way about
making commitments to diverting flows from
agriculture. An important industry is at risk because the
government has no clear policy on how to find water
savings to meet the commitments now made to the
Snowy River and the Murray River. Irrigation in
northern Victoria in particular will come under pressure
because there will be a contraction in the availability of
irrigation water.
The minister paid absolutely no regard and displayed
contempt for the flight of capital from Victoria in
respect of the electricity industry. Because of
government intervention in putting caps on prices and
trying to model itself on the failed Californian
experiment, where electricity power supply prices rose
at a wholesale level but price caps were instituted at the
retail level, Victoria is clearly being put under threat of
a lack of investment. Indeed, we have already seen the
major 500-megawatt power station project at
Stonehaven being put on indefinite hold as a
consequence of the intervention by the minister because
the price signals are not there.
My principal concern today is with the minister’s
continued ability to create uncertainty and to prevent
the aquaculture industry in the state from developing.
A funding commitment was made by the previous
government for $100 000 per year for three years,
concluding with $50 000 in the final year of the
four-year funding commitment, in association with the
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Victorian aquaculture initiative to secure funding for
the Victorian Aquaculture Council for the provision of
regulatory and industry development advice to
government because that occupies 80 per cent of the
time of the VAC in resource allocations.
It was important for the government to assist the
industry to develop. The problem has arisen that
funding uncertainty prevails because of the ad hoc
decisions by the minister. On coming to office the
minister cancelled the previous funding commitment
and therefore the VAC was under pressure, but after
significant pressure from industry and in this place the
minister relented and reinstated some of those funds.
However, the full commitment has not been delivered. I
think it was in September last year that the minister
made a public commitment to the industry that $50 000
would be found through the Department of State and
Regional Development to support the industry
development activities of the VAC. She has since
abandoned that commitment. Therefore the result is that
as of Thursday this week the Victorian Aquaculture
Council will be unable to continue to operate because it
would be trading insolvent. I might say that with it will
go the employee entitlements. It is a disgrace — and the
minister is a disgrace!
The ACTING PRESIDENT
(Hon. G. B. Ashman) — Order! The honourable
member’s time has expired.
Hon. D. G. HADDEN (Ballarat) — I place on the
record that it is not the government’s position to hold
the house in contempt.
Hon. Philip Davis — Where are the ministers?
Hon. D. G. HADDEN — I am absolutely appalled
at the performance of the Honourable Philip Davis
because he only wants to shout down everybody in the
house, especially government members, and not allow
us to speak.
It is clear that the government is committed to
Victoria’s aquaculture industry. The government has
made that commitment and that statement. In 1998 the
coalition government agreed to provide assistance to
the Victorian Aquaculture Council consistent with the
VAC’s own business plan. That aimed to obtain
complete self-funding of the council in its fourth year of
operation. Clearly the Bracks government has honoured
the former government’s commitment by financially
supporting the VAC. It has recognised the important
role and contribution of the industry peak body, the
VAC, in expanding the aquaculture industry.
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In addition, over the same period about $112 000 in
levies has been collected from the aquaculture
licence-holders and provided to the VAC. The Bracks
government is currently working through the issues to
ensure the interests of Victoria’s aquaculture industry
will continue to be effectively represented.
It is important to note that the government is turning the
state around. It is delivering. It is decent and it is strong.
The government has a vision and a plan for all
Victorians, but that seems to fly in the face of the stand
of the opposition. It does not like it nor does it like
hearing about it, which is why government members
are continually howled down in this chamber in the
disgraceful performance of opposition members,
especially this morning by the Honourable Philip
Davis.
The government is rebuilding the Victorian rock lobster
and giant crab industries by introducing quota
management of the fisheries to ensure that the
industries and fisheries are sustainable. It is important
that they remain sustainable into the future. The former
Kennett coalition government failed that sector by
allowing key fishery stocks in Victoria such as rock
lobster to be depleted and it failed to manage them in a
sustainable manner.
The government has a vision and a plan to continue the
sustainability of that crucial industry for all Victorians.
The previous government displayed no vision for the
industry and no interest in meeting community
expectations for social and environmental outcomes
and sustainability of the resources. It is a pity that the
opposition did not listen so that it could understand
what the government is doing in a constructive manner,
rather than continually howling down government
members in this chamber.
Hon. C. A. STRONG (Higinbotham) — The
answers that the now absent minister gave to questions
on what are basic sovereign risks in the electricity
industry were inadequate and showed a total lack of any
appreciation of the very significant risks that the current
flight of capital from the electricity industry poses for
not only the electricity industry but the whole state.
The minister’s answer to my question asking that she
provide one example of where the government has
encouraged investment in the electricity industry was to
continually carp, whinge and moan about the record of
the Kennett government.
The truth is that the Kennett government rescued
Victoria from the disaster that the former Labor
government bequeathed the state, and built the
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foundations for the current economic boom now being
experienced by the state. There is no doubt that at this
time Australia and Victoria are undergoing very
significant economic growth, which is extremely good.
I, for one, do not carp or whinge about that in any
way — that is excellent.

and put on the record the impact this has had on small
boat users across the community. This issue has been
an absolute disaster for the Labor government. The
government certainly did not listen to the community or
the National Party when it raised numerous issues
throughout the whole debate.

What worries me and the opposition generally is that
while the government continues to do nothing — to
dither or stand and wash its hands in the face of capital
flight from Victoria — it is heading down the same
track as its predecessors. It could well be responsible
for undoing the economic growth that the state is now
enjoying.

The new licensing arrangements and provisions will
catch every car rooftop tinnie owner, every yachtie,
every casual duck shooter, all bay and inland fishermen
and particularly youngsters learning about boat craft.
The National Party pushed hard the request that if the
government was going to go the full run on this and
impose these licences on our community concessions
should be provided for pensioners. But that was refused
as well. I can well remember my colleague the
Honourable Peter Hall and I seeing the minister and
pleading with her — both personally and by letter —
for concessions for pensioners, but we were refused.

The government should be careful about the electricity
industry because international investors have a certain
herd approach — that is, in many ways they follow
each other, as if with a herd mentality. There is no
doubt that the government is taking Victoria down the
Californian route because the first step taken in
California was to cap the retail prices of electricity at
unrealistic levels without any consideration of the
wholesale prices.
International investors have seen what happened in
California and they can see that the Victorian
government is heading down that path. They want out
of here before they get burnt as they did in California.
They are leading the charge. As I said, there is clearly a
herd instinct among international investors and as the
major corporations with huge investments in Victoria
are pulling out of the state because of the actions of the
government — and let there be no doubt that they are
pulling out because of the government’s actions — the
stampede could well start from the changes in the
electricity industry.
The government must pay more attention to the
electricity industry and encourage investors to that
industry for the very reason I have put. Although
Victoria and Australia have strong economies today,
once that stampede of capital starts out of the state, who
knows where it will end? We know where it ended last
time the people opposite sat down and did nothing, and
washed their hands: the stampede then led to the mess
that the Kennett government inherited in 1992 and had
to repair! We are not at that stage yet, but we are very
close and the government needs to act to see that it does
not repeat the mistakes of last time.
Hon. B. W. BISHOP (North Western) — I take this
opportunity to go through some of the reasons for my
question and the government’s imposition on small
boat owners of licences to operate. It is important to do
that today, as the National Party has done in the past,

Then there is the fact that, for example, many people,
such as a family of four, might only use a boat a couple
or three times a year. However, a family of four must
pay $100 a year in licensing fees to operate that boat.
The government had the support of the Boating
Industry Association of Victoria because the
association believed moneys collected would go into
boating facilities. But then the government lost the
association’s support when it realised there was a huge
anomaly with New South Wales. We were told that
New South Wales was going to very quickly follow the
same rules. We now find out that that is not the case.
We were misled about the advice we were given on that
issue. The association caught up with that and the
government lost its support.
To top it off, if you rent a boat and it travels under
10 knots you do not need a licence. That provision
turned the boating association around totally. With all
respect to the hirers of boats, they are the very people
who may not put safety aspects into place. However,
the consistent users and owners of boats would
certainly take those safety aspects into consideration
because of the love of their vessels and the love of their
sport and recreation.
So now we have two classes of small boat operators in
Victoria. One of my constituents says he thinks he will
sell his boat to his father — who will not use it — and
rent it from him. That is how stupid the legislation is. It
demonstrates the community’s attitude to this issue.
We saw the government do a backflip on the surf
lifesavers and State Emergency Service volunteers. The
government will give them a grant to pay for their fees.
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We say they should be exempt, as they are in New
South Wales. Let’s keep it simple.
Again, there is the question of the substantial amount of
revenue raised, which I understand to be $15.6 million.
We wonder whether that will go into boating facilities. I
suggest not. We suggest that it will slip into the coffers
of consolidated revenue and be very hard to track in the
future.
In the run-up to the final setting up of the proposal the
National Party said, ‘Why shouldn’t the revenue go into
a trust fund so it can be taken out of the general run of
consolidated revenue and be allocated to boating
facilities? That will alleviate some of the concerns of
the boating industry association’.
The National Party moved reasoned amendments when
the bill was in the house last year. We suggested that
the government go back to square one and look at the
New South Wales model. It is an excellent system and
one that should be commended: motor-powered boats
under 10 knots do not need an operator’s licence; and
emergency service volunteers and others are exempt.
We urge the government to go back and have a tidy up
of all those anomalies. Why not adopt the New South
Wales system? It is a good system and it suits everyone.
In relation to today’s question, I think it is about time
the government simply conceded that it is more
expensive to have a boat operator’s licence over
10 years than it is to have a licence to drive a car — —
The ACTING PRESIDENT
(Hon. G. B. Ashman) — Order! The honourable
member’s time has expired.
Hon. N. B. LUCAS (Eumemmerring) — In the
short time available I reiterate my concern with the
inactivity and the non-attendance of ministers in this
house. Mr Philip Davis referred to that earlier. It seems
extraordinary that here we are, running a Parliament,
and the ministers who have issues raised with them
scurry out of this place — —
Hon. J. M. Madden — On a point of order,
Mr Acting President, I ask you to direct the honourable
member to stick to the issue of concern rather than to
ramble on about the protocols of this house. We have
been over this territory and we know a point of
contention in the house at the present time is the
introduction of practices not unlike the Senate and the
extent of those practices. The honourable member is
referring constantly to that issue when that is not the
point at issue in the debate.
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Hon. Bill Forwood — On the point of order,
Mr Acting President, it is entirely appropriate for the
honourable member in rising to speak on the take-note
motion to put his remarks into context. The honourable
member is debating a motion to do with answers given
in this place today by the Minister for Energy and
Resources who is not here. It is entirely appropriate for
him, in making his comments, to make that very point.
I submit there is no point of order, and I suggest you
allow Mr Lucas to get on with his worthwhile
contribution.
The ACTING PRESIDENT
(Hon. G. B. Ashman) — Order! I do not uphold the
point of order. The honourable member had been on his
feet for about 19 seconds and was in the process of
introducing his argument. The debate on the take-note
motion is reasonably wide ranging, so we will give the
honourable member some leeway. I am sure he will, as
he progresses through his introduction, move to the
more substantive part of the motion.
Hon. N. B. LUCAS — To sum up, it is a disgrace
that when this issue was raised the minister
immediately scurried out. Obviously she has something
to hide. The minister does not appear to want to stand
up for what she has a portfolio to represent in this place.
Hon. E. G. STONEY (Central Highlands) — In the
time remaining I will make a point about the Snowy
and Murray rivers environmental flows. The
government has received enormous publicity on both of
its announcements but it made them without having any
idea about where the water has come from. All of us
agree that environmental flows are wonderful, but it is
also important to plan when you make such
announcements to know where the water is coming
from.
My concern is that the irrigators both upstream and
downstream will be disadvantaged when some of their
available water is taken for environmental flows. I
believe the government has gained enormous political
kudos from the announcement but it has no idea where
the water is coming from; it will defer everything until
after the next election and then suddenly find that
everything is all too hard. My concern is for the
irrigators. I believe they are in trouble and I believe
their water will be taken for environmental flows.
Motion agreed to.
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adjournment debates and that there be one minister at
the table.

Sessional orders
Hon. BILL FORWOOD (Templestowe) — I
move:
That until the end of June 2002 the Council shall meet for the
dispatch of business on Fridays at 10.00 a.m.

I do not propose to canvass this motion in great detail
today; we covered the ground yesterday. The effect of
this motion is to give the house the capacity to sit on
Fridays so it can use the forum of the chamber to
scrutinise the executive government, to deal with
legislation, to inform itself of what is happening and to
represent its constituents.
The genesis, of course, was the decision by the
government for its ministers not to attend the
adjournment debate, which they have traditionally done
in this place and as the practice has always been. My
belief is that when unilaterally, without discussion or
announcement, actions like this affect the proper
workings of this place, the house itself must consider
the best mechanisms available to it to ensure that
scrutiny, accountability and the actions of government
can be fully considered and held to account. It seems to
me self-evident that one mechanism for doing this is for
the house to meet on Fridays if it so desires. With those
few words I commend the motion to the chamber.
Hon. M. M. GOULD (Minister for Education
Services) — The proposal put by the Leader of the
Opposition is a bit of a stunt following on from
yesterday’s urgency motion, where we spent nearly
3 hours discussing whether all ministers ought to attend
adjournment debates.
Obviously the opposition’s big picture of its position is
tied up with the procedures and practices of this house
rather than concerned with what oppositions are
supposed to do. This is once again an indication of the
opposition’s boys club attitude to the operation of this
house. Once again we have the Leader of the
Opposition changing sessional orders at his whim by
introducing, as I indicated yesterday, rule 30:14. This
government has indicated to the opposition in private
conversations and publicly on the record that we are
more than happy to sit in this house and be, as the
government is, open and accountable and respond to
questions put by the opposition.
We agree with the proposal put by the opposition which
introduced Senate-style question time that had
supplementary questions. The government’s view on
the adjournment debate was that there be Senate-style

We have here a meaningless motion put by the Leader
of the Opposition, because in my time in this place this
house has sat on a Friday; the arrangement is made by a
motion of the house and it can be done at any time by a
motion of the house. So it shows that the Leader of the
Opposition has nothing better to do with opposition
members’ time. Opposition members are divided: they
have no policies. They are using the general business
time because they are petulant bully boys, and the boys
club — —
Hon. W. I. Smith — Thanks very much!
Hon. M. M. GOULD — The Honourable Wendy
Smith takes some offence at that, but she appreciates
that she is outnumbered, and we call on her to change
the attitude the opposition displays in its boyish tactics.
This government has shown that it has been open and
accountable. If the Leader of the Opposition comes up
with a motion that adds a sitting day on Friday, that
could be done at any time by arrangement with the
management of the house.
This government has made a commitment to extend the
number of sitting days in comparison to what the
opposition did when it was in government, and the
government sees that this once again shows that the
opposition does not know where it is going. Its
members do not know where they are going, they have
no policies and they are divided, but this government is
open and accountable to the people of Victoria.
Opposition members are just peeved that the
government has made a decision in line with all other
parliamentary practices across the country to have one
minister present at the adjournment debate.
Hon. GAVIN JENNINGS (Melbourne) — Thank
you, Mr President, for the opportunity to speak briefly
on this motion before the house today. My leader has
indicated that the government believes in some ways it
is a meaningless motion because in fact the house does
have the capacity under the current sessional and
standing orders to meet on Fridays. This motion is
something of an overkill by the Leader of the
Opposition in this place. It is a ‘vengeance is mine’
motion in response to the position adopted by the
government to comply with the prevailing operation in
all parliamentary jurisdictions in this nation, which is to
have no more than one minister required to attend the
adjournment debate which occurs at the end of each
sitting day.
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As I said in my contribution to the urgency motion
yesterday, the government is prepared on all occasions
to be accountable to the Parliament and the people of
Victoria. As a matter of principle, we would not oppose
a motion which provides for the capacity for the
Parliament to sit on a Friday and for an opportunity for
our ministers to respond to questions that may either
appear on the notice paper or as questions asked of
them during question time that may occur on a Friday.
We are very happy to comply with the Parliament. Our
position on this particular motion will be to say that in
our view it is overkill, that it comes out of vengeance,
and that it is consistent with the born-to-rule mentality
that the opposition applied time and time again in this
chamber and within this Parliament. On that basis we
oppose the motion as a matter of principle. However,
the net effect in the practice of this Parliament will be
that it provides an opportunity for the government to be
accountable on a regular basis on a Friday.
Hon. Bill Forwood — That’s why we’re doing it!
Hon. GAVIN JENNINGS — On that basis, while
as a matter of principle we oppose the motion, the
government will not divide on this question and will not
take it to a vote.
I want to make it very clear that if the ageing rocker
Bruce Springsteen is remembered for his anthem ‘Born
to run’, the prehistoric attitude of the Leader of the
Opposition will ensure he is remembered from today
onwards for his rant to the Liberal Party tune ‘Born to
rule’.
Hon. P. R. HALL (Gippsland) — I will give a brief
view on behalf of my colleagues in the National Party.
First of all I am delighted that today the government has
indicated that it does not mind sitting on Friday. We
welcome that, and I agree with the comments that, if
the government wishes to be open and accountable, so
be it! Government members should make themselves
available to answer questions and be in this Parliament
at an appropriate time when there is a need.
With the great uncertainty that exists in the operation of
this house due to some differences between the parties
in recent weeks, it would be meaningless if we were to
require a debate every week where there may be an
intent to sit on Fridays. The motion before the house
will ensure that, as a matter of course, Fridays will
become available for sitting if required. The words ‘if
required’ have been quite clearly said and emphasised.
But, for practical purposes, I do not want to have to
have this debate every Wednesday or every Thursday
to enable a Friday sitting to occur if that is the wish of
the Parliament.
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This is a sensible arrangement which the National Party
is prepared to support and, as I said, I welcome the
government’s preparedness to concede that it would be
prepared to sit on Fridays as and when required.
Motion agreed to.
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Hon. W. I. SMITH (Silvan) — I move:
That this house condemns the state government for its failure
to support small businesses and creating uncertainty in the
liquor industry by failing to enforce its own legislation and
maintaining the 8 per cent liquor licensing cap.

This morning I aim to clearly demonstrate that the
reason small business is uncertain and does not know
what is happening in the liquor industry is due to the
actions of the government, and in particular to the
actions of the minister who has given uncertainty to the
industry by her actions in response to Woolworths.
The Bracks government has failed small business in the
liquor industry by creating uncertainty for small liquor
retailers and wineries by the early phase-out of the 8 per
cent liquor licensing cap. It has created uncertainty in
the marketplace by not consulting with the whole of
industry and industry stakeholders and by capitulating
to Woolworths, the second-largest retailer in Australia.
This government has created nothing but uncertainty. It
has not been open, it has not been accountable and it
certainly has not been transparent to the businesses it
claims to represent. All it does is talk. It talks about
what it is going to do for small business; it sets up web
sites; it puts out brochures; and it puts out seminars and
pamphlets. It is smoke and mirrors and does nothing for
small business. It is a do-nothing government that
covers itself with what it thinks is clever IT policy, but
which is really just some user-friendly stuff at the web
site.
Initially small business and business in Victoria may
have been fooled into believing this Labor government
was going to do something for business and that it
would be different from the Labor governments of the
past — the Cain and Kirner years — and that it would
introduce policy that would take business forward in
this state and create an environment in which it was
attractive to do business.
One only has to look at Labor’s policy of 1999 ‘Taking
care of small business’. Labor never expected to get
into government and had a policy it never expected to
implement. It had a small business policy which it said
would encourage small business as a vital part of the
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economy in Victoria. In its submission to review the
8 per cent limit, the Liquor Stores Association of
Victoria said that Labor’s policy had promised:
Labor will create an environment in which a vibrant, dynamic
and prosperous small and medium-size business sector can
thrive. Labor will give them the support and encouragement
they need to get on with the job.
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number of packaged liquor licences any one person or
corporation can hold.
‘It is heartening to know this review backs our policy to
protect the smaller operators, especially those in country
Victoria’, she said.
‘The report recommended the 8 per cent cap should not be
removed until there is a mechanism in place to ensure
diversity in the marketplace’.

Labor claimed:
Small business is where Victoria’s best prospects for future
jobs and prosperity lie.

In particular, Labor’s policy statement indicated its
growing concern at the concentration of retail liquor
and hotel industries and it promised in its 1999 election
campaign that:
… a Bracks government will immediately and retrospectively
close the legislative loopholes which allow large retailing
chains to accumulate more than 8 per cent of the total number
of package liquor licences;
Labor will reinstate the 8 per cent limit on market
concentration in other areas of retail liquor licensing;
an independent liquor licensing commission will be
established to administer the liquor industry in Victoria;
Labor will introduce unfair and unconscionable trading
clauses to the Fair Trading Act and other relevant legislation
to provide a safety net against predatory trading practices; and
Labor will work with the federal government to ensure that
small and medium-sized businesses do not suffer as a result of
unfair trading practices by larger competitors.

Business people in Victoria may have been fooled into
believing that the Labor government was going to do
something for them and that it was listening. The
Minister for Small Business appeared to be listening to
the liquor industry. She appeared to understand its
concerns and to be looking at a review. The minister
started by seeking a review on packaged liquor laws. In
September 2000 she sought and consulted with industry
groups for the first time. She put out press release after
press release about the consultation she would
undertake. A press release from the Minister for Small
Business dated 8 September 2000 and headed ‘Views
sought on packaged liquor laws’ states:
The Minister for Small Business Marsha Thomson has
welcomed an inquiry into packaged liquor licences in
Victoria that has recommended the present 8 per cent limit
should be retained.
‘This is good news for the hundreds of small independent
operators across rural and regional Victoria’, Ms Thomson
said …
‘In contrast the Bracks Labor government came to office
committed to retaining an 8 per cent cap that restricts the total

In September of that year the minister announced
public forums on the 8 per cent limit on liquor licences.
She went out to rural and city areas looking for
feedback on a recent report into the effectiveness of the
8 per cent liquor licensing cap. In a press release dated
28 September she said:
All independent liquor stores and independent licensed
supermarkets in Victoria have been invited to attend these
forums to give them an opportunity to identify the impact of
the 8 per cent rule on their business operations and seek their
views on the report’s recommendations …
‘Wide public consultation on this issue is vital before the
government can make any final decisions’.

It is interesting that the minister was so interested in
public consultation and public communication when
she had a review in front of her and a report that
recommended that the 8 per cent liquor licences be
retained. At that time the minister responded to what
the industry was saying.
I will briefly go through some of the submissions put to
the minister during the review of the 8 per cent liquor
licensing cap. The Australian Drug Foundation’s
submission to the minister was that the 8 per cent rule
should be retained. It said that if the 8 per cent rule was
removed there may be a concentrated period of
aggressive competition and the potential to increase
binge drinking, especially among young people.
The Liquor Barons–Cheers–Liquor for Less buying
group said it wanted the 8 per cent retained. It believed
that the 8 per cent protected the role of
community-orientated independent liquor stores in the
market.
Safeway — it is a big surprise what Safeway wanted: it
wanted the removal of the 8 per cent limit. The minister
consulted the Victorian Wine Industry Association
(VWIA) when she was looking at the report on the
8 per cent limit. It is a shame she has not included the
association in her consultation process since. The
VWIA wanted the 8 per cent rule maintained. It
submitted that the 8 per cent rule was a reasonable
measure to ensure the diversity of retail liquor
enterprises through which the Victorian wine industry
can access the retail market. That is a very important
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point. Small wineries need to be able to access the
market — they need diversity in the market, and
believe that will happen by maintaining the 8 per cent
rule.
IGA and Ritchies also wanted the 8 per cent rule
maintained. They said that the 8 per cent rule protected
the market from dominance by the major chains. They
said its removal would stifle competition, have an
adverse impact on regional economies and reduce the
number of independent operators.
Australian Liquor Marketers also wanted to retain the
8 per cent limit on liquor licences.
Porters Liquor, Hawthorn, is a small store that had an
input into the process. It wanted the maintenance of the
8 per cent liquor limit because it said the 8 per cent rule
allowed a large number of liquor outlets to exist,
particularly in the Hawthorn area. It believed that
getting rid of the 8 per cent cap would cause a lot of
those small retailers in Hawthorn to disappear.
The Liquor Stores Association of Victoria wanted to
see a national approach. If the 8 per cent was going to
be ruled out, it wanted to see a national approach to
protect the marketplace. It said that until a national
approach was implemented, the 8 per cent cap must be
retained and strengthened. The association said that for
real diversity and true competition in the marketplace to
exist there must be a fair and equitable share of the
overall market guaranteed by legislation for small
business.
Liquorland — guess what Liquorland wanted? It
wanted the 8 per cent cap abolished. Southern
Independent Liquor supported the maintenance of the
8 per cent limit as a way of ensuring that major chains
do not dominate the market. It is interesting to note that
the same themes are coming through about why people
want to maintain the 8 per cent cap. They want to
maintain variety in the marketplace and ensure that
smaller businesses survive.
Wineslashers supported the maintenance of the 8 per
cent limit. Most of the submissions that came to the
minister supported the retention of the 8 per cent rule
and supported the cap being retained.
I will briefly look at the submission of the VWIA,
because it is an important Victorian association. The
association continues to support the retention of the
8 per cent liquor licensing cap because it believes it will
give winemakers an avenue to a retail market. It will
keep retail avenues open for winemakers and will
maintain a broad diversity of products available for
consumers. The VWIA is concerned that by getting rid
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of the 8 per cent cap and phasing it out early, young
people will be affected. It believes there will be greater
risk to the community and an increase in binge drinking
because of the easier access to liquor. It is concerned
that there will be cheaper wine and more outlets for
younger people to get to.
The VWIA believes, and it is worth quoting its
submission because it was well put:
There has been a trend to the greater control of the retail
liquor market by the two key retail groups — Safeway and
Liquorland and their associated entities — which has
continued to reduce the viable avenues to market for small
wine producers, who represent the greatest number of
producers in the Victorian wine industry. The VWIA
maintains that the removal of the 8 per cent limitation would
accelerate this aggregation of licences — further reducing
wine producers’ retail market access, to the detriment of the
Victorian wine industry.
…
The limitation on the diversity of wine products available to
consumers through retail outlets is a particular concern to the
Victorian wine industry because of its large number of wine
producers and great diversity of products.
The delimiting of packaged liquor licences would accelerate
the trend to a duopoly within the Victorian retail marketplace.

That, of course, is exactly what has happened in New
South Wales. Coles now owns 75 per cent of the retail
liquor outlets in Sydney, which means that small
wineries have found it very difficult to access the
marketplace in Sydney. Our wine merchants are doing
well selling wine to Sydney, and in one case selling it
without asking consumers to pay for transport because
they have such a large amount of business coming from
Sydney.
The wine industry is concerned about the increasingly
limited avenues to market in Victoria. The VWIA
further states:
Over 80 per cent of Victoria’s winemakers produce less than
5000 dozen bottles of wine per year. Victoria’s predominantly
small wine producers have limited avenues to market their
products …

The wine industry is very concerned to keep diversity
of products available to consumers and believes that by
removing the 8 per cent cap, by phasing it out early, this
will not happen. The submission states further:
The VWIA contends that the lifting or removal of the 8 per
cent limit would result in the lessening of the diversity of
products available to the consuming public, as the major
chains progressively extend their number of stores and their
percentage of the retail wine market — squeezing out of
smaller independent liquor retailers.
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And guess what: that is what concerns the liquor
retailers; they are also concerned that this will happen.
The VWIA contends that:
… the 8 per cent limit is a reasonable measure to ensure the
diversity of retail liquor enterprises through which the
Victorian wine industry is able to market their products to
consumers via retail display, by protecting smaller
independent retailers from commercial predation by the larger
and more financially powerful retail chains.

In its submission to the minister, it went on to say that it
believes that:
… the 8 per cent limit is clearly necessary to maintain
diversity within the Victorian liquor retail sector …

It is worth while looking at what our wine industry is
all about in Victoria and at how important it is for the
state’s economy. Victoria has one of the most diverse
wine industries in Australia. It has 21 wine regions and
over 2600 vineyard enterprises, which equates to
approximately one-third of the total number of wineries
in Australia. It is a very important industry.
It is also very important because it is an add-on industry
to tourism. The Victorian Wineries Tourism Council
surveyed 206 Victorian wineries in 2000 and found that
4585 people were directly employed by these Victorian
wineries, which was an increase of 39 per cent in
employment since 1998. It is a growing industry and it
is expanding. On average each Victorian winery
employs 22 people, providing a vital economic stimulus
to local regional economies.
But it does not stop there, as there is an add-on value in
regard to tourism. The total flow-on value of winery
tourism to the Victorian economy is estimated at
$394 million. Nationally, the annual total value of
winery tourism to the economy is estimated to be
$1 billion, with the small winery sector almost entirely
responsible for this economic activity.
I have taken some time going through this submission
from the Victorian Wine Industry Association because
it is an important part of the liquor industry. It was
invited to put a submission in when the minister was
reviewing the 8 per cent cap, but it has not been invited
to come back to the minister since that time. Its
members are not deathly silent on the issue. They are
extremely concerned and they have certainly gone out
to regional Victoria to talk to wineries of their concern,
but the minister has not had them in or talked to them,
and she certainly has not had them to a round-table
discussion in her consultation process.
Small businesses probably believed — having put in
these submissions, having put to the minister their
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concern about the 8 per cent cap and having justified
their position, and knowing about Labor’s policy and
that Labor was supposedly concerned about the liquor
industry — that the government would respond to all of
this, and it did. There was a loophole which
Woolworths was using, and the Minister for Small
Business responded at that point in time by committing
to close that loophole. She introduced legislation to the
Parliament in April last year which reinforced the 8 per
cent legislation and closed the loophole. She made
much song and dance about it, putting out press release
after press release and talking about the fact that the
Labor government was responding to the community
and keeping to the policy it announced when coming up
for election.
The minister said in a press release of 24 May 2001 that
the government’s response was consistent with its
public announcement in January 2001 —
… that it would retain the 8 per cent cap for this
parliamentary term and move to close loopholes that
undermine its effectiveness.

She also said:
When the Bracks government said in January that we would
enforce an effective 8 per cent cap, we meant it.

The minister stated in that 24 May press release headed
‘New liquor laws to protect small retailers’ that:
The Bracks government has delivered on its promise to close
liquor loopholes undermining laws aimed at preventing the
domination of the packaged liquor industry by the major
supermarket chains …

She went on to say that her legislation to amend the
Liquor Control Reform Act 1998:
… will ensure that major chains cannot circumvent the 8 per
cent cap on packaged liquor licences …

Hon. Bill Forwood — They are pretty high words.
Hon. W. I. SMITH — Indeed. It did not take
long — within 12 months — to prove them incorrect.
She said she would make sure that her legislation was
not ambiguous or exploited.
In the press release the minister further said:
This is good news for small liquor retailers, especially in
regional Victoria. Consumers also benefit through the
maintenance of diversity in the marketplace …

Well!
Under the new legislation, —

said the minister —
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a company that acts in breach of the 8 per cent cap will be
given 12 months to reduce its holdings of packaged liquor
licences.

I will repeat that, because it is very important:
Under the new legislation, a company that acts in breach of
the 8 per cent cap will be given 12 months to reduce its
holdings of packaged liquor licences.

In fact, the date the minister gave the Parliament was
18 April — which is tomorrow!
During that period —

the minister said —
it will not be permitted to relocate any of its packaged liquor
licences.

The minister goes on to say in her press statement:
The legislation backs up the Bracks government’s
announcement … that it would retain the 8 per cent cap …
and move to close loopholes that undermine its effectiveness.

The minister then went on to commit to and confirm
these same statements in Parliament. In her
second-reading speech on the Liquor Control Reform
(Amendment) Bill she told the Parliament that she was
introducing legislation that would prevent anybody
circumventing the 8 per cent rule and that the
government was committed to its small business
election policy statement, ‘Taking care of small
business’. She also said in that second-reading speech
that this was an opportunity to meet the government’s
commitment to maintain and make effective the 8 per
cent cap, and that any company that was over the 8 per
cent liquor licensing cap would have to come back to
the 8 per cent. She said companies would be given
12 months to do so, and that it would be in exceptional
circumstances only that the Director of Liquor
Licensing would grant a one-off extension of up to
90 days.
The minister also said in her second-reading speech that
the extension would apply only to companies that could
show they were in the process of divesting, on-selling
or getting rid of some of their companies to come back
to that 8 per cent cap and had not completed it in the
12-month period. She said they would have to show
very clearly that they were meeting the requirements of
the legislation to return to the 8 per cent.
On five occasions the Minister for Small Business was
asked in Parliament if she would adhere to the 8 per
cent cap and five times in Parliament she said she
would. On 24 May when the Honourable Bill Forwood
asked the minister whether Woolworths, being over the
8 per cent cap and divesting itself of licences in the next
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12 months, would be granted an extension, the minister
said that would occur only in exceptional circumstances
and only where it could be proved that it was actually
divesting itself of its liquor licences to come back to the
8 per cent cap.
On 31 October the minister was again asked by the
Honourable Bill Forwood if the Bracks government
would maintain its 8 per cent cap, and she reminded the
house that:
… if any liquor suppliers and businesses are over the 8 per
cent limit — in this case Woolworths is being mentioned as
being over 8 per cent — they cannot gain a new licence nor
move existing licences whilst they are over 8 per cent …

On 27 November in answer to a question from the
Honourable Carlo Furletti, the minister said, in effect,
‘We will stand by our legislation. We will maintain the
8 per cent cap. Not only will we maintain it, we will
ensure that we enforce our legislation to do that’.
Again on 27 November the Minister for Small Business
in response to a question from the Honourable Bill
Forwood said:
I stress again that the government has a commitment to
maintain the 8 per cent cap unless and until there is industry
agreement.

The minister said she stood by her commitment, that
she expected to implement her legislation in full, that
the 8 per cent cap would remain and that the companies
would divest themselves of the licences over 8 per cent.
On 27 November, again in response to a question from
the Honourable Bill Forwood, the minister said there
had been no suggestion that she would repeal any
legislation or that she would change it. The 8 per cent
cap, she said, was in place and she was not going to
change it. She also said on 27 November in answer to
another question in regard to the 8 per cent cap asked
by the Honourable Carlo Furletti — —
Hon. G. D. Romanes — Mr Acting President, I
draw your attention to the state of the house.
Quorum formed.

Hon. W. I. SMITH — Five times the minister was
asked in the Parliament if she would be supporting the
8 per cent liquor licensing cap, and five times she gave
a commitment to that. The minister also gave a
commitment in the house that if a company did not
adjust its holdings, did not come back to the 8 per cent
limit, it would only be in exceptional circumstances that
the minister would grant a 90-day one-off extension of
the liquor licence.
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Businesses may have been lulled into a false sense of
security with this government, but it did not take long
to work out what was going on. The government had
consulted with the community and introduced
legislation, but Woolworths had found another loophole
in the legislation. The minister did not seem to know
for some time that that was going on, but the press
picked it up and the papers were talking about it at that
time. Journalists were the only people talking about it.
Members of the liquor industry were starting to get
concerned. They knew that Woolworths had found a
way around the legislation through a loophole called
the Eudon scheme or the Eudon share. It was a way of
warehousing liquor licences, enabling Woolworths —
if agreed to by the Director of Liquor Licensing — to
go around the aim of the legislation and extend its
liquor licence ownership beyond that 8 per cent.
As I said, the media had picked it up, particularly the
journalist Mark Westwood of the Australian. He was
starting to write articles including one headed ‘Liquor
loophole gives retailers a nasty hangover’. He talked
about the scramble that was going on in the liquor
outlets as the major retail chains — Coles and
Woolworths — had hit trouble with the 8 per cent cap
and were trying to find ways around it. That was
particularly true of Woolworths; I must say Coles has
been trying to keep within the letter of the law and
come back to the 8 per cent, and it has divested itself of
some of its liquor licences to come back to that 8 per
cent.
At that point Woolworths had 122 licences, 16 more
than the 8 per cent cap. Then it purchased the Franklins
chain of wine and liquor outlets — an extra
36 packaged licences — so it was well and truly over
the cap, with 158 packaged liquor licences when it
should have had 108.
Finally, on 22 March the Herald Sun picked up the
issue and carried a report with the heading, ‘Stores find
new liquor loophole’. The report states:
Major retailers Coles and Woolworths are giving small
licensed grocers a nasty hangover by exceeding the 8 per cent
cap on Victorian liquor licences.

Small retailers claimed the big chains had found
another legal loophole allowing them to hold more
liquor licenses. The chairman of the Master Grocers
Association of Victoria, Geoff Gledhill, said that he
feared for the future of small liquor merchants.
Mark Westfield from the Australian kept up the
pressure in an article on 21 March entitled ‘Woolies —
cap runneth over in liquor coup’. He states:
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Woolworths appears poised to pull off a lobbying coup in
Victoria by persuading the Bracks government to accelerate
the phasing out of its 8 per cent cap on the number of liquor
outlets the retailer can own.

The industry in Victoria was abuzz because it knew the
government was talking about phasing out the cap on
liquor licences — secretly, not publicly — and was in
negotiations with Woolworths at the time and no-one
else. The Australian had reports that that was
happening, but no open consultation process referring
to an early phasing out was occurring in Victoria. It was
only the media, but particularly the Australian, that was
talking about it.
Finally the Age picked up the story in an article on
27 March when it had a report entitled ‘Retail giant
wakes from slumber’. That report states in part:
Coles Myer hopes to double profit within five years by
opening scores of new stores, cutting costs and using its
formidable power in the retail industry to trample rivals.

In that report John Fletcher, the chief executive officer
of Coles Myer, is quoted:
‘We are starting to see in the marketplace some people feeling
the “uncomfortableness” of this company as it is starting to
use its size’, Mr Fletcher told analysts.

The article goes on:
He singled out retailers in the Victorian liquor industry,
saying that once the government cap on liquor licences was
scrapped, small independent retailers would feel Coles
Myer’s market power.

He is further quoted as stating:
‘The consequence is that there will be more independent
liquor store operators that, with the shackles off (Coles Myer),
may think about selling’.

In fact, on one of the Sunday morning business shows
about two weeks ago in answer to a question,
Mr Fletcher said that he believed, hoped and thought
the Victorian government would soon introduce
legislation phasing out that cap on liquor licences and
increase it to 10 per cent.
Mark Westfield wrote another article, again published
in the Australian, entitled ‘Coles, Woolies driven to
drink’. The report states that other investigative
journalists were missing the point mainly because it
was complex and difficult, but he points out that Leonie
Wood in the Age had picked it up and that she had
realised what would happen to small independent
retailers. The report then states about the minister, who
has again left the chamber:
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Shackles off? Once the government cap has gone? What is
Fletcher saying? Victorian small business minister Marsha
Thomson has repeatedly assured the state Parliament that the
Bracks Labor government will maintain the state’s 8 per cent
on the ownership of liquor outlets by any single party as
prescribed in the Liquor Control Reform Act of 1998.

The minister was still telling the industry, the media
and the Parliament that the government would retain
the 8 per cent cap. The article in the Australian of
28 March further states:
The huge majority of liquor retailers are terrified of what
might happen if Woolies and Coles are let off the leash and
are permitted to buy as many outlets as possible to extract
leverage from suppliers such as winemakers and brewers.
Bracks and Thomson have a problem. Both Woolworths and
Coles are well over the cap, and the big retailers aren’t about
to let any of these excess of liquor outlets go.
…
The Bracks government, and more specifically Thomson, are
rolling over completely to the retail chains — —

I will repeat that because it is an assertion that I make,
that the minister is — —
… rolling over completely to the retail chains …

The report goes on:
… and will start lifting the 8 per cent cap from July to
10.5 per cent initially, in return for cash.

On 30 March the Herald Sun had an article entitled,
‘Bottle shop licence fear’, which states:
Thousands of jobs in small wineries could be lost if the
government lifted restrictions on bottle shop owners, a liquor
industry source claims.

That liquor industry source was Ian Urquhart, a
spokesman for the Local Independent Liquor Stores
association. The four other liquor associations had not
had discussions with the minister, who was having
discussions with Woolworths, Coles Myer and two of
the independent liquor associations, so the independent
stores were concerned that they were being left out of
the loop. In fact, all the liquor associations not involved
in the consultation process were going to the media
because there was nowhere else to go, as the minister
was not listening. The industry was saying that
hundreds of independent bottle shops and boutique
wineries would be seriously threatened if there were an
early phasing out of the 8 per cent cap.
During question time several weeks ago when the
minister was asked whether a deal was being brokered
and whether she was doing anything about reforming,
changing or phasing out the 8 per cent liquor licence
cap, she indicated that perhaps there was a deal going
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on. Businesses in the liquor industry are now aware that
they have been fooled because the Bracks government
is not committed to looking after the interests of small
business in this industry, which is made up mainly of
family-owned businesses. Woolworths has found a
loophole in the legislation and the minister has
capitulated and is having talks behind the scenes. Her
department has drawn up a contract and she is
brokering the contract with Woolworths, Coles Myer,
some liquor stores and the Master Grocers Association
of Victoria. The agreement is between her and those
four entities.
There is great concern in the liquor industry about the
lack of reviews. This is the government of 700 reviews;
a government that supposedly consults and talks to
people and yet when it comes to this important industry
there is no consultation. There is no round-table
discussion with stakeholders in the industry. There is no
review paper. Only two liquor industry groups have
been brought into the discussion. The deal is being
done behind closed doors and even the two liquor
associations are concerned at the direction in the draft
agreement.
The draft agreement has two sticking points — two
deal breakers — which the minister is aware of because
she has told the liquor associations that she will not
agree to them. If the deal falls over and the contract is
not signed the liquor associations want the minister to
ensure that she will introduce further legislation to
maintain and strengthen the intent of the 8 per cent
liquor licence cap.
Hon. Bill Forwood — That is what she should do.
Hon. W. I. SMITH — She has told the industry she
won’t, which is why there is so much confusion. She
will not do it.
Hon. Bill Forwood — Why will she not do it? That
is the question.
Hon. W. I. SMITH — One can only guess why the
minister will not do it; perhaps she is listening to the
two big businesses rather than small business.
The minister will not introduce legislation to maintain
the 8 per cent cap. No wonder the two liquor
associations involved in negotiating the deal are
extremely concerned about where the deal is going.
They are concerned that if and when the deal falls over
they will be left high and dry. They are also looking for
an agreement on penalties. If no agreement is reached
between Woolworths and Coles Myer, they will be left
out there without a penalty. Again, the minister has said
she will not introduce penalties.
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The draft agreement indicates that Woolworths should
immediately cease the transfer of packaged liquor
licences to Eudon and will not apply to transfer any
other licence to a person or company. That goes to the
nub of the Eudon scheme — the transfer to warehouse
liquor licences. If the deal falls over the industry is
concerned about how the minister will ensure that
Woolworths does not continue to increase its licences
to 10 or 12 per cent or even more licences. The minister
has shown that she is totally unable to enforce her
legislation, so there is no surety in the marketplace that
Woolworths can be stopped from increasing its number
of liquor licences.
One of the key indicators of what is going on is that not
only is the minister brokering a deal with Woolworths,
but also the Director of Liquor Licensing has granted
Woolworths a 90-day extension. Woolworths was
supposed to divest itself of its excess liquor licences by
18 April — that is, tomorrow — but it has not done so.
The minister gave a commitment in Parliament that she
would only allow a 90-day extension, a one-off, if it can
be shown that a company is divesting itself of its liquor
licences. Woolworths has shown clearly that it is not
doing so. In fact, it is keen to extend its liquor licence
holding yet has been given a one-off, 90-day extension.
The minister should explain the exceptional
circumstances and why Woolworths has not divested
itself of the liquor licences the minister asked it to. Why
was the one-off extension given when the company has
not met the criteria to which the minister has given a
commitment?
During question time yesterday the minister showed
that she is not on top of this matter and is creating
uncertainty in the industry. In response to questions
yesterday, it is worth noting that in answer to the
supplementary question she said that the government is
keen to ensure an outcome and that the only way to
secure an outcome, other than what has already been
legislated, is an industry agreement, and that is why she
is brokering the industry agreement.
The government believes the industry agreement is the
only way forward. The second point was that the 8 per
cent cap would stay in place unless there were an
industry agreement. It is no wonder the industry is
confused. The legislation is not working and
Woolworths has found a way around it — a loophole.
The industry is asking the minister to change the
legislation to plug the loophole, but the minister is
saying clearly that it will remain in place. She has said
in private discussions behind closed doors that she will
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not change the legislation. It is no wonder the industry
is extremely concerned.
The reality is that if the deal goes ahead some small
wineries and small retailers will lose their businesses.
There is no doubt jobs will be lost. Yesterday the
minister clearly demonstrated that she is in trouble
because she cannot give any commitment about
penalties and cannot enforce the 8 per cent liquor
licence cap that she introduced 12 months ago. She
cannot answer a question in a succinct way — she talks
around it. One wonders whether she is hiding
something or does not know what she is talking about.
The result of her dealing in secrecy without
consultation is now complete uncertainty in the liquor
industry.
The Master Grocers Association of Victoria issued a
memo to all its MGAV directors because it was
concerned at the direction discussions are going. The
association said:
The reason for this memo is to advise our key people of some
of the issues before the press release is issued.
Coles and Woolworths have been talking in the press as
though this agreement is finalised, and is fully to their
advantage. The silence from the government is disturbing.
The final figures and terms have not been established and it is
unreasonable to have press articles gloating over predatory
retailing before the parties to the agreement have signed off
on terms involved.

The deal is in trouble and people are worried about
where it will go. The deal has not been brokered. No
wonder the liquor industry is uncertain. This is a
salvage operation the minister has triggered in response
to Woolworths getting around the legislation. She has
triggered the brokering of a deal. She has been unable
to stand up for small business and the people she
represents. She has gone back on her commitment in
Parliament to keep the 8 per cent cap.
The minister should immediately introduce legislation
to close the loophole. She should take Woolworths on
and protect the small liquor retailers and small wineries
of Victoria. Woolworths is flouting the legislating. It
thinks the government is weak, and the government is
weak. The minister should enforce her own policy and
legislation and immediately suspend the issuing and
transferring of all liquor licences and then set up a task
force with all the stakeholders. She should sit down in a
cool, calm environment with a review panel, undertake
proper consultative processes and analyse with the
stakeholders in the industry what will happen and what
will be the likely outcome. She has not done any of
that. Instead, a deal has been done in secrecy behind
doors. Some people said she has been dealing with
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‘guns at their heads’ and has ‘brokered the deal’ and
there has been ‘little representation from the industry’.
Worse still, Woolworths has been given a 90-day
extension.
The second largest retailer in Australia is pushing this
and the government has acquiesced and given in. The
Local Independent Liquor Stores director, Ian Urquhart,
sent many emails. Firstly, he says that if this deal goes
ahead and there is a phase-out of the 8 per cent cap
there will be a loss of about 200 independent retailers
and about 1000 jobs. He then asked a number of
questions:
How can Woolworths continue to operate above the
legislative level of 8 per cent unchallenged?
How has Woolworths been allowed to circumvent the
existing laws and the government not act to protect the
livelihood of many thousands of people?
Is the government aware that over 200 independent
businesses and 1000 workers are being put at risk?

He goes on to say that the draft agreement is limited in
distribution, which we know because only four groups
are involved, and one group is concerned at the
assumption of that signed agreement and is seeking
advice elsewhere. In a further press release Ian
Urquhart says about the treatment by the Minister for
Small Business:
I thought she represented small business. If so, why has she
struck a deal which will see the death of the local independent
liquor store?
Woolworths and Coles Myer are riding roughshod over the
minister and the industry whilst circumventing current
legislation which prevents them from holding more than 8 per
cent of the liquor licences in Victoria.

He goes on to say:
Have a look at the power they are imposing over the market.
On one hand they are pushing margins to unsustainable levels
whilst screwing the suppliers to the wall with national deals
that no-one else can possibly hope to achieve. On the other
they are telling everyone how good they will be by offering to
take three years to close the industry down. Because there will
not be an independent retailer in the industry if the minister
has her way.
Independent business cannot hope to compete whilst this is
going on.
In two to three years, there will be 200 less outlets to purchase
liquor in Victoria and Coles Myer and Safeway will control
over 80 per cent of the market.
I find it astounding that the Minister for Small Business can
be completing negotiations with multinational major chains
when she is supposed to be looking after the small business
end of town.
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Where is the discussion paper, the consultation, the offer of
representation, the committee?
Where is the government enforcing the legislation whilst
these matters are dealt with?

I could not agree more. He goes on to say:
Simply let the big end of town exceed their legislative
requirement, then strike a deal with them to phase out
independent liquor store owners.
When was the last time she made a decision which supported
small business?

The way the minister is handling this issue shows that
she is unable to cope with her portfolio because big
businesses are enabling the minister and the
government to be pushed around. The minister
introduced legislation a year ago and cannot enforce it.
In conclusion, the minister has by her own actions
managed to make the industry, in response to
Woolworths, insecure, unsure of its future and
completely lacking in confidence. The liquor industry is
a very important industry in Victoria in many ways, but
is now faced with uncertainty. The government should
play a role, but we know that it cannot be trusted. If this
deal falls over what surety has the liquor industry that
the minister can control Woolworths and the Eudon Pty
Ltd scheme? Woolworths has been given permission to
warehouse and has transferred a liquor licence to
Eudon. Woolworths has been given permission to go
around the legislation. There is no guarantee that
Woolworths will not push the market out much further.
The minister has a good opportunity through
Parliament to stop that happening, but she is not. It is no
wonder Victorian small businesses are losing
confidence in the government.
Hon. M. R. THOMSON (Minister for Small
Business) — It is what we expect from the opposition,
more carping and negativity. It resents the fact that it is
not in government. We are a legitimately elected
government that has been supported into office by
small business, and we continue to work on behalf of
small business.
The opposition resents the fact that the Victorian
economy is travelling well. It resents that all the
indicators suggest that building approvals, exports, jobs
and growth in regional Victoria are setting national
standards. The opposition also does not like the concept
that 79 per cent of small business is feeling confident
and buoyed by those prospects.
The opposition does not stand for anything: it has no
ideas. So what does it rely on? Negativity and carping!
The opposition neglected and did not care about small
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business. The opposition was formerly a
top-end-of-town government, and its decisions
demonstrated that fact.
Let’s have a look at some of the history around the
8 per cent rule. When I became the Minister for Small
Business people in the industry talked to me about the
8 per cent rule. They said that the previous government
knew of the loopholes when it moved the legislation in;
it had been told about them. However, it did not close
the loopholes that were known then because it wanted
to give the major chains a way out. It wanted to allow
them access through general licences. It wanted to
allow them opportunities to get licences.
We know that a secret deal was done prior to the last
election between the previous government and Coles
Myer and Woolworths that if they just waited until after
an election then the 8 per cent rule would be taken care
of and Coles Myer would not need to worry about it.
In 2000 we undertook a comprehensive review of the
8 per cent rule. I wrote to the liquor stores and master
grocers seeking their views with a copy of the review
paper. One of the key findings of the report that seems
to have been forgotten in this debate was that the 8 per
cent rule would become ineffective in promoting
diversity in the industry and that new strategies needed
to be developed to ensure a role for small liquor
retailers. The review itself identified that the 8 per cent
rule in the medium to long term would become
ineffective and there needed to be other strategies in
place.
We moved in legislation to tighten the loopholes as
they were known and to also put in an additional
closure to a loophole that was identified in the process.
It is true that the 8 per cent rule as identified in the
report does not promote diversity in the industry in the
medium to long term— I repeat, in the long term. That
is because of the rate at which licences are granted in a
deregulated market and because of the changing nature
of retailing. I will talk more about that later on.
Realising that the 8 per cent rule would not be a viable
legislative framework in the medium to long term we
allowed for industry discussions to occur and we said
that if industry discussions were fruitfully conducted
and agreement reached we would look at alternatives to
the 8 per cent rule, including the commencement date
of the phase-out of the 8 per cent rule. Those
discussions have been going on for some time. It is
important that, whatever legislative framework is in
place, there is a stable environment in which small
liquor stores can adapt to the future.
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But the opposition is not interested in that. It is
interested in political point scoring. It has never cared
about small business. It certainly never cared about
small business in the retail sector because if it had then
on its shop trading hours legislation it would have
thought harder and longer about the effect that would
have on small business and look at providing some
means of support for that sector.
We have had a discussion with the industry
associations, Coles Myer and Woolworths about what
might be the framework under which an agreement
could be reached. I have written to all the liquor stores
and independent grocers and outlined what that is to
date. It involves a $3 million packaged liquor industry
development fund aimed at ensuring that independents
continue to be a vibrant force in the industry by
providing access to the right support to ensure they are
competitive in the market, both individually and as a
group.
When I wrote to the stores, part of the agreement in
principle that was discussed by the associations and
Coles Myer and Woolworths was closer public scrutiny
of new packaged liquor licence applications to ensure
adverse impacts on the amenity of a community and
abuse of liquor are taken into account.
Another area in which there was in-principle support
was an orderly phase-out of the 8 per cent rule over
several years and special arrangements for those small
liquor retailers that are most directly affected by the
phase-out. That is the in-principle agreement among the
industry sector, and those have been fruitful discussions
to date. They are a good basis on which to move
forward and on which to ensure that there is a small
business that is viable in the liquor industry. Without
those elements in place the industry itself cannot
manage its future. This is a perfect opportunity. Never
has there been a better opportunity for the industry and
small businesses in that industry to take control of the
future.
Let us talk about some of the other ways we have
implemented legislation to assist small business against
the big guys. I brought into this Parliament the
unconscionable conduct provisions, the draw-down of
section 51AC of the Trade Practices Act into the Fair
Trading Act, to give small businesses access to cheap
resolution of unconscionable conduct issues. We did
that as soon as we could, but we had to wait for the
draw-down provisions from the federal government.
We know the real reason for the concern in the liquor
industry and in the retail sector more broadly is the
question of predatory pricing, the question around
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mergers and acquisitions. These are matters for the
Trade Practices Act, and I call on the opposition to
strongly mount, along with this government, a
campaign against predatory pricing and a redefinition
of predatory pricing in the Trade Practices Act. We will
be doing that. We will be seeking a new definition of
predatory pricing in the Trade Practices Act to enable
small businesses to take matters before the Australian
Competition and Consumer Council.
We are committed to a small business presence in the
liquor industry, and we are committed to ensuring that
its future is strong and viable. We understand the
important role small business plays, but more
importantly that there is a great future ahead of small
business. Let us understand that we have out there over
1300 licences, the vast majority of them held by small
businesses. A large number of those are already
competing with Coles Myer and Woolworths, many
very successfully, and they are doing well because they
have the expertise and know-how to niche themselves
and succeed.
Small business needs a secure future so that it can
succeed, time to prepare for the future, time and
expertise to look at how to niche businesses and to look
at what can be done to improve business success. By
facilitating discussions with the industry the
government seeks to give industry the opportunity to
resolve its own issues and to work together through the
problems it faces and to achieve an outcome which
secures a viable future for small business. I believe with
the right attitude by all those concerned we can see an
agreement where there is a bright future for small
business in this industry.
Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern) — The
immediate reaction is, ‘Is that it?’. Here we have a
minister under pressure and having to defend her
actions and she scarcely turns her mind to the terms of
the motion before the house. We are seeing a
government that is beginning to unravel. A member of
the government called a quorum on her own
government; there is considerable doubt among
members of the government about their responsibilities
and duties in forming a quorum to keep the house in
operation. The Leader of the Government came into the
chamber upon the ringing of the bells. I have often
heard that statement about people wringing their hands
in despair, and I always thought it was a figure of
speech. However, I actually saw the Leader of the
Government in this place this morning wringing her
hands in despair, clutching onto the front of both the
desks and wondering what to do and what was going
on. This is what we have — a government unravelling!
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And what have we seen from this minister? Was there
any defence of her actions or any addressing of the
terms of the motion? No! She came in here and read a
speech prepared by a ministerial adviser which was
designed to try and bat away the issues, ignore them
and pad it out. It lasted 11 minutes; I timed it.
This motion is almost akin to a motion of no confidence
in the minister. That is what it boils down to. The
Honourable Wendy Smith went through seriatim all the
issues where the minister has been found wanting. But
all we had from the minister was an 11-minute response
which totally ignored the issues at hand.
I feel somewhat at a loss, because I might be an
innocent abroad. Generally I take the answers ministers
give to questions as having at least some basis of truth
and fact. Over the last six months the minister has
answered some five or six questions from the
opposition on the 8 per cent rule and the future of the
liquor industry and so on. As I listened to her I was able
to form the view, on any fair hearing, that this minister
was interested in protecting the small retailers and was
in fact going to enforce her own legislation. Yes, a
decision had been made to phase out the 8 per cent rule
in accordance with competition policy and market
realities; yes, that was going to happen some time after
2003 and people in the industry were going to have
plenty of time to prepare for that; yes, she was going to
stand up to the pressures that she was getting from the
big retailers, and in particular Woolworths.
But what do I find out now? What has come to pass?
The minister has been dealing in secret with
Woolworths. She has been having meetings with
Woolworths and it has come the heavy! What has this
minister done? This minister comes from a Labor
government and a Labor Party that frequently allege
that the Liberal Party kowtows to the big end of town
and is influenced by the big end of town. She has rolled
over completely without any fight at all! She has said,
‘You’re breaking the law but I am going to let you get
away with it. In fact, I am going to put in place a
situation that undercuts every small wine merchant in
this state who thought the 8 per cent rule was going to
be enforced at least to the proposed cut-off date’. That
would have given them some opportunity to plan, as
best they are able, for an onslaught from the big two.
But the minister has been dealing in secret behind their
backs and, what is more, behind the backs of members
of this Parliament, if one can take the answers to her
questions at face value. She has completely
accommodated Woolworths. She has acknowledged
that the company is in breach of the law, but she has
given it a way out.
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I find it absolutely amazing if not to say distressing that
a minister of the Crown would virtually mislead the
Parliament by creating an impression which has now
been found to be untrue but, more particularly, is
prepared to give in to very heavy pressure. I do not
doubt that she was put under the hammer by these
operators — they are smart operators . You have only
to look at their balance sheet, the profits they make and
their market share. Of course they are smart operators;
that is what their chief executive and their various
managers get paid for.
What does it do for the sovereign powers of this
Parliament? Where does it leave this Parliament if a
minister of the Crown is prepared to turn a blind eye to
one of the Parliament’s laws being breached so
blatantly and, worse still, to accommodate the person
committing the breach and say, ‘I’ll help you get over
the hurdle.’? That is effectively what this minister has
done. It is an absolute travesty of justice that all those
people in small businesses believed the ALP’s policy
prior to the last election. They believed Labor was
going to maintain the 8 per cent rule and they were
concerned about and believed the propaganda that the
Liberal Party may not adhere to it and may have been
swayed by the big end of town. That was despite the
fact that the former government had a track record, in
the face of a fair bit of pressure, of sticking to the 8 per
cent rule and had given a lot of consideration to
national competition policy. The previous government
had acknowledged that competition is not a black and
white issue, that you cannot have open slather and
change things overnight but you have to take public
interest considerations into account. As members of
Parliament, we have a duty to protect small businesses,
at least in a traditional sense, so that they can equip
themselves and prepare for a different regime.
People voted for this government with that sort of faith
in mind and have now seen it so blatantly overturned
and undermined by a minister who has given in too
easily to the pressures that she has been under. At the
same time, she has been prepared to suggest to us that
she was out there on her white charger defending small
retailers when in fact she was not. To put it at its
mildest, that is extremely disappointing.
I have a great deal of concern for the future of some
small country hotels and small bottle shops in country
towns. They are going to find it very difficult to
withstand the onslaught of the big supermarkets and
will find it even more difficult because the lead time
they thought they had has been taken away from them.
Clearly, in many small towns the local hotel may be the
only community social centre. With changes in
drinking habits over the past 30 or 40 years, during
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which bar sales have dropped off, bottle shop sales
actually sustain those hotels, so it is difficult to see how
many of them are going to survive. If the bottle shop
trade drops off, the bar trade is not going to sustain
those hotels. They will close and those communities
will lose what in many cases is the only point of social
contact and gathering. I can name a dozen small
villages in my electorate about which I have grave fear
for the future of local hotels due to the abolition of the
8 per cent rule. Yet, there we are! This government,
which was elected on the basis of protecting small
business, is doing very little indeed.
It is the same for small wineries. Again, there are many
in the electorate that I have the honour to represent.
Unfortunately Coles and Woolworths will not be
interested in dealing with most of them. They want to
deal with Southcorp and BRL Hardy which can offer
them thousands of pallets of the same line, and I can
understand that, as it is business practice. They want
high-volume product and will get it because that is
where they will go. However, the boutique wineries
have been run by people who have actually
underpinned our country towns, who have built our
tourism industry in north-eastern Victoria and who sell
their product into our small bottle shops at a return
which is both profitable to them and to the small
retailer. They are going to lose that market because
Woolworths and Coles will say, ‘We’re not interested
in you, pal! Unless you can give us 1000 dozen, we’re
not interested’. Has that been taken into account by this
government? It would appear not.
I express my grave concern for the future of many of
those small businesses. It seems to me absolutely
contradictory that we have a Minister for Small
Business who is actually kowtowing to the two biggest
retailers in the nation. That is a real contradiction, but it
is what we have. It undermines the faith of many
Victorians in this government. When they can see a
minister dancing to the tune of the big retailers, it is a
very sad day indeed.
I commend Ms Smith for bringing this motion to the
house. It is appropriate that it get an airing and that the
minister’s double-dealing is exposed. I call on the
minister to ensure that small retailers are given the lead
time they were promised, that Woolworths is forced to
abide by the law, and that the powers of this Parliament
are not undermined by turning a blind eye to those who,
for commercial reasons, would seek to ignore the law.
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON (Koonung) — We have
seen in this chamber a minister do a splendid
impersonation of Pontius Pilate. Over a number of
months she has sought to divorce herself from every
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decision that is important in the context of this debate
on the 8 per cent liquor licence cap. As the Honourable
Wendy Smith, the lead speaker in this debate,
mentioned, the ALP went to the 1999 election with a
very clearly enunciated policy which small business
took in good faith. Yet this minister has walked away
from that policy within two years — walked away and
washed her hands!
The minister has made commitments to this Parliament
to initially retain the 8 per cent cap. She did this not
only in the policy taken to the 1999 election but also in
commitments to this Parliament. Yet she has washed
her hands of those commitments. The minister suggests
there was a secret deal made between the Liberals and
the chain stores prior to the last election to get rid of the
8 per cent cap if we were re-elected. Yet there is no
evidence of it. This is a grubby political claim and no
evidence has been proffered to support it. It is a cheap
shot and has no basis of truth at all.
Woolworths has been granted a 90-day extension of the
exemption to divest itself of licences above the 8 per
cent cap. That extension began on 8 April this year.
Woolworths has already been living on borrowed time
in terms of an exemption against the legislation. Yet
now it gets another 90-day extension and the minister
comes to this house and cleverly says, ‘It was not me,
my hands are clean. It was in fact the director
responsible for liquor licences who made the decision’.
It begs credibility to suggest the minister did not know
that that decision was in the offing, that she was not
briefed on that decision and did not have some say in it,
if for no other reason than to tell the director where the
government’s negotiations were proceeding, how far
off they were and what sort of an extension might well
be required to accommodate the stalled negotiations.
The minister has been duplicitous not just with the
liquor industry but with this Parliament and has been
too clever by half. She has washed her hands of
responsibility in the matter.
The minister has failed to enforce legislation that she
brought to this Parliament only last year. At that time
she was adamant and said, ‘No, we will enforce this
cap’. There was no doubt. We accept that the minister
indicated at the time that the cap has probably outlived
its usefulness and is perhaps not the best mechanism for
regulating the liquor industry into the future. The
position the minister put is understood.
In introducing the legislation the minister said, ‘This is
the legislation in place now, this is the timetable to
address the issue, and we will go away and talk to the
industry about how we might come up with an
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alternative mechanism’. The industry was satisfied with
that because it recognised it would have an opportunity
to discuss an alternative mechanism. The opposition
was satisfied because it recognised that was an
appropriate course in the context of the policies and the
market dynamics the minister needed to deal with. We
understood those.
The fact is that even at that time, even against that
background, which was understood and was acceptable
to industry and to the opposition, the minister was
adamant that in the meantime she would defend and
enforce the legislation passed by the house in good
faith. But what did she do? Within months she was
washing her hands of the very legislation she brought to
this place. We have not seen this much hand washing
since Lady Macbeth was in vogue. It is extraordinary
the way the minister has walked away and skirted her
own legislation, and skirted her very responsibilities as
a minister of the Crown and minister responsible for
small business.
The minister has convened talks and has not just been a
sideline participant or an observer of the talks. The
minister has driven the talks, yet she comes to this place
and suggests she has not. When we passed the
legislation last year the minister said she would
establish talks on the issue. It was appropriate for the
minister to establish those talks because there was a
problem with the liquor legislation, and we all
understood that. Yet on every occasion the minister has
said, ‘No, not me, I have not done anything; I am just
watching’. She has not been watching, she has been
driving those talks and has convened the meetings.
There has been a whole series of meetings, and it is not
the liquor industry people who ring up and ask the
minister for the meetings. On occasions the industry
groups have sought extra audiences with the minister
because they have not been happy with the progress of
the talks. However, the minister has driven the talks and
her department drafted and issued a draft agreement. It
did not come from industry groups; it came from the
minister’s department. The minister is an active
participant, yet she denies that to the house and claims
she is just a bystander in this whole process. The
minister cannot do that. She has to step up to the plate
and take responsibility in this matter.
The minister has frequently resorted to trying to
compare her actions with those of the Liberal Party.
Over the entire course of this government we have seen
the minister choosing to blame everything she possibly
could on the federal government by saying it was
nothing to do with the Bracks government and certainly
nothing to do with her.
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It was interesting to note her comments today about
how robust the Victorian economy is and how she is
claiming credit for that. She made no mention of the
federal government’s involvement in terms of interest
rates and the role the GST has played in driving the
economy forward and preparing Australia and Victoria
to be far more effective competitors in the global
markets. There has been no comment about what the
Kennett government did in setting up the policy
directions and framework that has established and
sustained this robust economy even in a time of
uncertainty under this government where no decisions
are made. There is a vacuum of policy and a vacuum of
action.
On many occasions the minister has sought to compare
her actions on the liquor legislation with the actions of
other governments. I have some problem with that at
the best of times because circumstances change. It is
almost a ridiculous argument to say, ‘Your government
did not do that in seven years, therefore what are you
talking about?’. It does not matter who is in
government or who is in opposition. The problem we
are addressing today in the liquor legislation did not
exist in any of the seven years of the Kennett
government. The minister cannot show me one
occasion when either of the major chains was over
8 per cent in the number of licences that it held in the
entire time that the Kennett government was in office. It
did not happen. That is the problem we are dealing with
now. The Kennett government did not have to address
that issue because it was not an issue at that time. It is
an issue of this government’s making because it has
chosen not to enforce the legislation it has put in
place — legislation that it revisited only last year.
Sitting suspended 1.00 p.m. until 2.02 p.m.

Hon. B. N. ATKINSON — The major problem that
has brought this motion to the house today from the
Liberal opposition is the fact that the minister has not
been at all forthcoming with her discussions and her
handling of this 8 per cent cap problem. As I was
saying before the luncheon adjournment, the minister
has made a mockery of government accountability in
her behaviour and the way she has washed her hands of
many of the decisions, or tried to stand aside from those
decisions and pretend she has had nothing to do with
them and that none of them are her responsibility, when
indeed they are very clearly her responsibility.
I am at a bit of a loss to understand what the minister’s
rationale is in approaching the issue this way, because
certainly in the Liberal opposition’s discussions with
industry players they have had absolutely no qualms
about the matters that have been the subject of
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agreements and negotiations being brought before this
house and discussed by those on both sides of the
political fence.
They recognise that these issues are important industry
issues that should be given wide debate and that they
should not be the subject of some backroom deal that is
engineered by the minister. Industry is quite happy and
relaxed with those sorts of talks being held in public,
but for some reason the minister continues to conduct
these negotiations and keep her agreements and so forth
as some sort of secrets.
As I said, I am a bit surprised about the minister’s
approach in the context that the government and the
opposition have similar — if not the same — objectives
in this matter. The minister would do well to consider
what the opposition’s position really is. This motion
today does not seek to change the minister’s direction
dramatically; it simply seeks to get the minister to be a
bit more accountable for what she is doing, to share
with this house the information about what she is doing
and to stop misleading the house in the claims and
commitments she makes and the assurances she gives
to this house which, within weeks or months, are
overturned and lost.
The liquor industry is an industry that certainly needs
adequate regulation. It is an important industry, and the
distribution of alcoholic products needs to be restricted
because there are health issues and issues of under-age
drinking and so forth that need to be considered. This is
an industry that needs to be regulated, and everybody
understands that. In the context of that regulation we
have certainly heard the minister use the right sorts of
words — although the actions do not always match the
rhetoric — supporting what the opposition clearly
wants, which is a vibrant and successful small business
sector and, in this context, a vibrant and successful
liquor retailing industry.
The opposition also wants — as I would have thought
the minister would want — a fair and competitive
market. It is a pity therefore that the minister has sought
on every possible occasion to evade giving any answers
to all the questions that have been put to her by the
opposition on liquor licence cap issues, to wash her
hands of all the substantive matters and, wherever
possible, to blame somebody else or shift responsibility
to somebody else in this matter.
One really wonders what this minister is responsible
for, because no matter what questions are put to her she
never seems to be responsible for anything except
publishing a few brochures or setting up some web site.
This minister does not seem to want to take
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responsibility for any of the substantive issues. When it
comes to many of the issues that affect small
business — things like public liability insurance, for
instance — the minister runs away and says, ‘No, no,
it’s nothing to do with me, it’s to do with the federal
government’, or ‘It’s to do with the Minister for
Finance’ — it is always someone else. This is the
Pontius Pilate minister, as I said at the outset of my
contribution to this debate, and yet if the minister
stopped to think about this issue she would realise there
is much common ground in this debate on the liquor
industry.
The Liberal opposition recognises that the minister
faces some difficult issues in the industry and certainly
recognises that there has been difficulty with the cap as
a mechanism for regulating liquor licensing in this state
into the future. Since right back when the minister
introduced liquor licensing legislation last year, we
have supported the minister’s attempts to find a
solution. We appreciate that at the time she introduced
the bill she indicated that she would go about trying to
find an alternative to the liquor licensing cap. That is
fine. That is acceptable. The Liberal opposition
understands that position and would be prepared to
support her if she pursues that line and would certainly
be prepared to participate in discussions on that matter.
But in contrast to what the minister says she is doing,
on every occasion where the opposition has sought to
get some clarification of what she is talking about and
what areas she is pursuing, the minister, as I said,
evades the questions.
I might add that opposition members also understand
the position of the retail chains in the Victorian
economy. We understand that they are vigorous and
robust competitors in the marketplace; we understand
that Coles Myer and Woolworths both create
investment and jobs in this state; and we understand
that consumers derive considerable benefits from the
competition that these two major companies provide.
We share the minister’s objective to secure those
benefits for Victoria — that is, the investment, the jobs
and the consumer benefits that the chains bring to the
marketplace.
The Liberal opposition also recognises that Woolworths
and Coles Myer are important Australian companies
that have made and continue to make significant
contributions both to the retail industry and beyond to
the wider community. As a party, we do not shy away
at any time from fair and competitive markets or the
competition with small business the chains bring to the
marketplace which generates innovation, better
services, better prices for consumers, investment and
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opportunities, including the opportunities for people to
sell their businesses.
But we also believe it is important to ensure — the
minister keeps telling us that she agrees with this, yet
the evidence is not clear and the evidence is not on the
table that she really has any action to back up the
rhetoric — that there is a successful small business
sector as well and in particular, in the context of this
debate, in the liquor retail industry.
I point out to the minister that regulation and fair and
competitive markets can work together side by side; it
is possible to have both. They are not mutually
exclusive concepts. At the federal level we have the
competition policy that sits side by side with the Trade
Practices Act, which is administered by the Australian
Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC). In
other words, while there is a move to make the market
more competitive, to free it up and deregulate it to the
benefit of companies, business owners, entrepreneurs
and consumers through the competition policy, at the
same time there is the recognition that an umpire needs
to be maintained in the marketplace to ensure that it
remains fair and competitive for all players and
particularly small business players. That is achieved
through the Trade Practices Act, which is monitored by
the ACCC.
The Trade Practices Act certainly addresses issues like
predatory pricing, which the minister touched on today.
I was delighted, as were colleagues on my side of the
chamber, to realise that the minister today indicated that
she has caught up on what predatory pricing is all
about. When I asked questions on predatory pricing
some three weeks ago the minister obviously had no
idea what it was. I am not sure what sort of changed
definition of ‘predatory pricing’ she would seek in the
Trade Practices Act, which is a point she touched on in
her very brief address to the chamber today, but I would
suggest that the opposition would be very interested to
hear what the minister’s proposed changes are to the
predatory pricing provisions.
Opposition members would certainly be interested in
that because there is no doubt that this is a major issue.
Independent retailers in particular have complained to
me on a number of occasions of incidents where they
believe predatory pricing has been used by competitors
to cause significant damage to their businesses. The
main area predatory pricing complaints come from is
the sale of petrol in the oil industry — service stations
and so forth.
If the minister has a new definition for predatory
pricing we would like to hear it. It may well be
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something we would be keen to debate and perhaps
look at in the interests of small business. We are very
keen to ensure that the Trade Practices Act works, that
the Fair Trading Act works and that all the areas of
legislation designed to maintain a fair and competitive
market overall for a vibrant small business sector
function properly. That is what you want.
The minister has misunderstood the problem, which is
to do with consultation issues. Her consultation has
really only involved two major players, two industry
groups: the Master Grocers Association of Victoria
(MGAV); and the Liquor Stores Association of
Victoria (LSAV), which have cross-directorships. That
fact reduces to some extent their representativeness of
the industry overall.
I am familiar with both those organisations and the
individuals involved in them. They enjoy a great deal of
goodwill in the industry and I have a very high regard
for the individuals involved in each of those
organisations. They do a tremendous job on behalf of
their industries. I know the minister also has a high
regard for these organisations, and in particular the
MGAV. She has involved them a lot in some industry
training programs, particularly for small, independent
supermarkets and especially with the introduction of the
GST. There have also been some food hygiene training
programs. Clearly these organisations are competent,
effective organisations whose members have
considerable appreciation of the issues and the impacts
of government policy on their members.
There are also, however, other organisations that ought
to have been included in the loop. The consultation
ought to have been wider and should not have been
limited to those two organisations no matter how good
they are in their own right.
The lead speaker in this debate, the Honourable Wendy
Smith, has indicated a number of those organisations
that will certainly be impacted by the minister’s
proposed agreement — if it ever gets off the ground.
They will certainly be impacted by any changes to
legislation or any reduction or easing of the cap on the
major chains. Yet they have had absolutely no
opportunity for input to this debate about the sorts of
changes that may be effected.
When it comes to these things I am a great believer in
the idea that not all wisdom resides in one or two
players. There are many people in this industry who
could have contributed to this debate and helped the
minister to come to a more successful resolution of the
issues. They could also have effected it far more
quickly than has been possible while the minister has
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had a closed-shop approach to the whole exercise and
has not been prepared, as I said before, to be
forthcoming on the issues.
I recognise that the minister has tried to undertake some
consultation, and I am not entirely critical of the efforts
she has made towards that consultation. I just say that
the consultation has not been wide enough in the
context of the impact of these changes on the liquor
industry.
The minister has also failed to listen. Having consulted
those organisations she has failed to listen to a range of
issues that were of concern to them and to take them
into account. My reading of the sorts of discussions that
have been pursued with the liquor industry is that those
liquor associations — the MGAV and the LSAV —
have approached those discussions with foreboding,
because the minister has given them to understand that
there is an inevitability about the change to the cap; that
it is going to happen. Somehow they have to try to
salvage something from the wreckage.
I agree with what the minister said in her contribution
today: this is an opportunity for liquor retailers to look
at some restructuring in their own industry and at
establishing changes in their own practices and so forth
that take them forward and help them to be more
competitive in the future. But there is also no doubt that
they need to be afforded some protection by the
minister in the context of the legislation that ensures the
fair and competitive marketplace I have been talking
about.
The minister is reluctant to take on board the penalty
suggestions, but given what has happened in the
industry, where there is a dispute as to the legality of
the action, particularly of Woolworths with the 8 per
cent cap, she should take up the suggestion. At a
number of forums the minister has said she is
concerned not just with the legality of the issue, but
with the spirit of the legislation. In other words,
everyone understood what the 8 per cent cap means and
what the legislation means, which was teased out in
debate. There was an agreement and an understanding
of the legislation introduced by the previous Kennett
government. People in the industry have looked for
loopholes and there is now a question mark whether or
not they exist. The minister says the companies ought
to abide by the spirit of the law, because it is clear what
the law is about.
The fact that some companies have not done that and
have sought to take advantage of the marketplace in the
short term means the minister should be thinking about
the penalties the independent retailers have asked for.
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They were given assurances in the past by the minister.
Those assurances have amounted to nothing.
Effectively, whatever assurances they were given or the
house has been given have not materialised. The
promise to this house and to independent retailers that
the chains will need to divest liquor licences they held
in excess of the 8 per cent by deadline dates has not
eventuated. The chains have been accommodated while
the minister tries to juggle or broker an industry
agreement with them. As the Honourable Wendy Smith
said earlier, there is no certainty for the industry.
No discussion had taken place on predatory pricing
until the opposition raised the issue. The minister has
no fall-back position in the current negotiations on this
industry agreement. If the agreement is not finalised the
minister has given no assurances to the house or to the
independent retailers that she will enforce the 8 per cent
cap. She has given no assurance that she will introduce
legislation to strengthen the provisions that the chains
believe they could challenge or get around. No
assurances have been given that the Eudon system, in
particular, will not be addressed.
There is no fall-back position. The minister is totally
reliant on trying to strike an agreement to get the
independent retailers corralled into an agreement so
they will be bought off, if you like, with a $3 million
industry readjustment fund and persuaded to accept
massive changes in the industry.
The minister’s secrecy about the negotiations and her
failure to answer questions in Parliament are at the heart
of the opposition moving this motion. The lack of
resolve shown by the minister to act or deliver on the
assurances given to the house or, more importantly to
the industry, that the legislation would be enforced is
again the genesis of this motion today. As the
Honourable Bill Baxter said, the motion is really a
censure of the minister for not delivering on the
assurances she has made to the house. Clearly the
minister hoped to stampede the independent liquor
retailers into an agreement to relieve her of the
responsibility to enforce the legislation, particularly in
the context of Woolworths being over the 8 per cent
cap. At this time no agreement is in place.
It should be acknowledged that the minister has been
cordial in her discussions with the industry, but the
industry has seen no steel or resolve and is left with no
certainty by the minister of what is likely to happen in
the future.
Even at this point the government has the opportunity
to maintain the regulation system. There is no
overwhelming reason why the government has to bow
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to national competition policy regarding liquor
deregulation. There is a cost — $12 million, but it may
be that the government should consider forgoing that
$12 million for the sake of the continued, orderly and
adequate regulation of the liquor industry. The minister
is not prepared to consider that. Instead she blames
national competition policy and says that is the reason
why this should happen. It does not have to happen.
The minister should take responsibility herself and say,
‘It is me. I am the one on behalf of the government who
wants to change the system. Yes, it is consistent with
national competition policy but I think I can deliver a
better system and I am prepared to put my name on the
line and be responsible for it’. That is not happening.
In the context of this debate the minister should also
take into account that in talking about an 8 per cent cap
we are not just talking about Coles Myer and
Woolworths each having 8 per cent of the market or
even 10 per cent, as is the proposal from 1 July, which
would be a fair and reasonable amount. We are talking
about the number of licences issued and not market
share — a different concept. The 8 per cent of licences
already represented by the cap equates to a market
share approaching 30 per cent to 40 per cent. There is a
significant difference between market share and the
percentage of licences on issue.
The opposition believes in the context of the debate that
the minister is reacting to legal threats by the chains,
which are prepared to stand by their position and their
legal advice that they are able to circumvent the laws as
they stand and, in the interests of continuing to have
robust competition in the marketplace, to acquire liquor
licences above the 8 per cent cap. The minister is being
threatened that those chains may reduce the level of
investment or even stop investing in Victoria. If that is
what is occurring I suggest the minister should call their
bluff because there is no way that either of the chains
will reduce their investment in Victoria in the future.
Competitively they cannot afford to do so. The
independent supermarkets have gained market share in
the past two years against the chains partly because of
the Franklins sell down.
Hon. M. R. Thomson — It started before that.
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON — Yes, it did start before
that, which is why I said in the past two years. The
independents have done a great job. In part, the
program the minister established with the Master
Grocers Association of Victoria on training was a
factor, not the only factor because the industry had
recognised the need before then, but it was a stimulus
for independents to reinvest in their businesses and
refurbish and upgrade their stores. That has been a
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significant factor in the independents improving their
businesses.
The minister would argue no doubt but she did not give
us the benefit of this in her response today, that it is part
of the readjustment plan she has for the liquor industry.
I accept that, agree with it and believe it is appropriate
for the liquor industry. That is what ought to happen
and liquor store retailers should recognise there is an
opportunity to compete successfully with chains if they
reinvest in their businesses. That is what the
marketplace is about.
Coming back to any suggestion by the chains that they
will reduce their investment in Victoria, I say that is
nonsense because they cannot afford to. The
independents would take further market share from
them if they stopped investing in new stores and
upgrading existing stores, particularly in the locked-in,
head-to-head competition of Woolworths against Coles
Myer. They will not reduce their investment in the
state, so their bluff should be called.
We recognise that the retail market, particularly the
retail liquor market, is a dynamic and changing
marketplace. It is changing partly because of consumer
attitudes and trends where people are looking to access
and make lifestyle choices about their drinking habits.
The Honourable Bill Baxter mentioned the move away
from drinking in hotels to people buying take-out liquor
and consuming it at home. Lifestyle changes have
certainly affected this industry.
There is no doubt that the Franklins sale affected the
industry. I was surprised that at no stage has the
minister come into this place and said, ‘One of the
reasons why this liquor legislation needs to be looked
at, and looked at differently, and perhaps an exemption
has to be granted, is because of the Franklins
sell-down’. This was not anticipated some 15 months
ago. The Franklins sale suddenly brought many stores
and liquor licences to the marketplace. The independent
sector was unable to compete and buy up some of those
stores under a divestment program supervised by the
Australian Competition and Consumer Commission,
but clearly there were some stores and therefore some
jobs and licences that were still in the marketplace that
the independent sector could not pick up.
There was probably an argument for transitional
arrangements. Had that been put to this house and had
discussion taken place and such an answer been
received from the minister, the opposition would have
accepted it because we understand how the marketplace
works. We understood that it was a significant change
in the marketplace, but the minister, rather than sharing
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that information, chose to evade answering questions;
chose to not communicate on these issues and keep it as
a secret process, which was foolish. I do not think that it
has helped her in trying to resolve some of the issues
outstanding in this debate. That is why the opposition
moved the motion today: not so much because the
minister is looking to change the 8 per cent cap,
because, as I said, we understood what the minister was
talking about last year when she introduced legislation
and said, ‘This 8 per cent cap is a blunt mechanism for
trying to regulate the liquor industry as we move
forward’.
The independent retailers agreed with that and the
opposition understood it, but instead of proceeding in
the context of open and accountable government that
we so often hear about in rhetoric but never see in terms
of delivery from this government, the minister achieved
nothing. We also understand that changes have
occurred with the Dan Murphy’s sale. That was a sale
that had to happen in an industry context because
Mr Murphy himself, who has subsequently died, was a
very old man who was no longer able to continue to run
the business and there were a limited number of people
who were able to buy the business.
All of the Dan Murphy’s stores were among the top
liquor licence stores in Victoria for volume and value of
sales, and the original two stores at Prahran and
Alphington consistently for well over a decade were the
top licences in Victoria. They were significant stores.
Clearly there is a limit to the number of buyers who
might be available to buy those stores.
We understand that they represented a change and that
Philip Murphy Wine and Spirits, the Australian liquor
group, a listed company, had ramifications for the
industry regarding change, but the minister has not
gone through any of those areas in her stewardship of
the liquor industry regulation or deregulation program.
She has not sought in the house to run through those
issues in a way that would have gained some opposition
support, and certainly more industry support in trying to
achieve suitable outcomes.
One of the big problems in the liquor industry today is
that it is one of those industries that still has markedly
different laws from state to state, of which the minister
would be well aware. Coles is pursuing hotel licences
in Queensland because it cannot buy bottle shop
licences. Woolworths has done the same in Tasmania
and I think is trying to do the same in Queensland,
because state laws are different.
I suggest that what the minister might pursue, which
would also have opposition support, is greater
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uniformity of liquor laws across the states to try to
achieve a better national perspective on liquor laws
which no doubt would lead to the benefit of the
industry and of consumers. I dare say we would end up
with better legislation and there would not be such
tactics by the chains to try to increase their market share
simply because they are trying to get around and cope
with laws that are so different from state to state.
It is unfortunate that we had to move the motion today.
I urge the minister to be more accountable to and to
share more with this house the important information
that is available to her in dealing with issues like the
8 per cent cap because, as I indicated in the context of
my contribution, in many ways we share similar
objectives. Both of us want a vibrant small business
sector and recognise the valuable role the chains play in
our state and in the national economy. Nobody wants to
have losers in this area. We are all looking for win-win
solutions. The minister might well have enjoyed
considerable support from the opposition had she
simply played her cards differently on this issue.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Jika Jika) — That
was one of the most rambling speeches I have heard
from the Honourable Bruce Atkinson, who clearly has
no idea whether he is speaking to this house as a
member of Parliament or as a journalist. I would not be
surprised if we suddenly find excerpts from his speech
appearing in Foodweek, for which he frequently writes.
He finds appropriate to comment in Foodweek without
putting his name to the commentary about the liquor
industry. I look forward to hearing him denying it
because he has not denied it in the past. I shall refer to
an article in Foodweek of 23 May 2001 which carries
the heading ‘Woolworths ready to fight against state
liquor cap’ and says, among other things:
A government spokesman said last week that Woolworths has
indicated it was prepared to mount a legal challenge against
the legislation.

Hon. B. N. Atkinson — That public servant rang
me up before you conducted a witch-hunt — —
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — Firstly, let me say
that no government spokesperson had made any such
comment and, secondly, Mr Atkinson through his
interjection has indicated that he is the author of this
particular piece, because he suggested by way of
interjection that some public servant had rung him and
given him the information which appeared in this
article.
Hon. B. N. Atkinson — On a point of order,
Mr Deputy President, I am happy to say that I wrote the
article. There were two people who helped me with that
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article: one was a public servant and the other one was
Tony Robinson, the honourable member for Mitcham,
which is unfortunate for the government, but that is
what Tony Robinson said. He told me that at a function
in the seat of Mitcham, and the situation is that the
government then sought to conduct a witch-hunt to
try — —
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! There is no
point of order.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — I do not believe,
and nobody else in this house believes, that any
government spokesperson gave that information to
Mr Atkinson. That is typical of the way he behaves in
this house when he seeks to implicate somebody. We
will be interested to hear what that particular person has
to say about any particular conversation.
Firstly, Mr Atkinson tried to suggest that some
unnamed public servant had told him this; then he tried
to suggest that a member of the government said
something. We will be interested to learn whether that
is the truth or whether Mr Atkinson is telling yet
another of the lies that we have become accustomed to
hearing.
Hon. B. N. Atkinson — On a point of order,
Mr Deputy President, I seek a retraction of that. There
is absolutely no basis for that statement.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — On the point of
order — —
Hon. Bill Forwood — Withdraw! You know the
rules!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — Hang on! As I
understand the rules in relation to this, it is a question of
whether I have accused the member of being a liar,
which would be out of order.
Hon. Bill Forwood — You did say that.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — No, I did not.
However, the generic word ‘lies’ has been used in this
house many times and on many occasions. If we are
going to have to withdraw it on every occasion, I am
happy for that to occur but then I would request
absolute consistency in the application of that rule.
Hon. Bill Forwood — On the point of order,
Mr Deputy President, the use of the generic word ‘lies’
may be appropriate in some circumstances, but the use
of the specific word in relation to Mr Atkinson is not.
Mr Atkinson has asked for a withdrawal of the use of
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the word ‘lies’ in relation to him. Mr Theophanous
knows the rules of this place and he should withdraw.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — Further on the
point of order, I said, ‘Lies that we have become
accustomed to’, which is very different from accusing
somebody of being a liar as such. I suggest there is no
point of order.
Hon. B. N. Atkinson — Further on the point of
order, Mr Deputy President, there is absolutely no
distinction. There is no ground for the sort of accusation
that has been made. I insist there be a withdrawal of
those remarks.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! I have
listened carefully to the point of order and I have also
listened carefully to the debate. It is the Chair’s view
that in fact it was not a generic term but that
Mr Atkinson was referred to as lying in the house. I
uphold the point of order and ask Mr Theophanous to
withdraw.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — I withdraw and I
look forward to the consistent application of that ruling.
What the house heard from Mr Atkinson was a
rambling speech in which he did not make it clear that
he is an occasional writer on this issue and makes
comment publicly along those lines. He tries to present
himself as somehow being objective, outside of politics,
in the context of writing such an article but does not put
his name to it. He is not prepared to put ‘Bruce
Atkinson’ to any such article, so that the people reading
it can say, ‘This is coming from a member of the
Liberal Party’, or, ‘This is an article that is associated
with a member of the Liberal Party’.
Many times in the past I have written things that I have
sought to have printed in a variety of publications but I
have always put my name to them — I have always put
my name to the things I want published. I have not
sought to have something published by way of opinion,
particularly on an issue such as this — which is and has
been for some time subject to a current political
debate — and sought to put it out there publicly and
present it as somehow being an objective view that is
not partisan in any way when, in fact, it is clearly
partisan.
Let us get to the nub of the debate on the 8 per cent cap.
The issue is that when we came to government we
inherited an almighty mess left by the previous
government’s unpreparedness to do anything about the
matter. Although I was tempted, I am not going to
quote yet again all the questions I asked when in
opposition of the then minister responsible in this place,
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the Honourable Louise Asher. Time and again the
Labor Party asked her to take action to close loopholes
present in the legislation and time and again she got to
her feet and tried to ridicule the then opposition by
saying there was no problem or no issue. She said,
‘What do you know, anyway?’ — and so on.
When we came to power we did something that the
Liberal Party and the National Party were not prepared
to do: we moved to introduce the legislation and close
the loopholes. We consulted with the stakeholders and
we acted.
If you look at the history of protecting small business in
the liquor industry in Victoria, you see that the Labor
Party is streets ahead of the opposition. However,
beyond that, in relation to the debate it is important to
put the whole liquor industry into some sort of context.
For 27 years under the continuous rule in this state by
the Liberal and National parties — —
Hon. R. M. Hallam interjected.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — Yes, we had
27 years of Liberal Party rule in this state — I am
happy to be corrected on that, Mr Hallam. We had an
absolutely closed shop in the liquor industry. We had
the circumstance where hotels were restricted in their
serving of alcohol and in restaurants you could not buy
a glass of wine to drink with your meal. All those things
were in place.
What did the Labor Party do? After the John
Nieuwenhuysen inquiry, recommendations were made
about deregulation of the industry, and the Labor Party
went forward and deregulated the liquor industry. What
was the result? The result of deregulation created an
industry that today is worth more than $3 billion to the
Victorian economy. When people in the Liberal Party
get up and start accusing the Labor Party of not being
supportive of small business or investment in the state
or increasing production through deregulation, the best
example of the facts that I can offer the house is the
deregulation of the liquor industry because Victoria
would not have the liquor industry it has today were it
not for the actions of the Labor Party and past Labor
governments.
Hon. B. N. Atkinson — True.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — I thank
Mr Atkinson for his interjection of ‘True’ — I thank
him for that piece of honesty.
Deregulation was pursued by the Labor Party to make
the industry effective. Subsequently, part of that
structure also assisted the packaged liquor industry. It
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allowed the development of packaged liquor outlets that
were not simply hotel outlets but were packaged liquor
outlets in their own right, and it allowed the sale of
liquor in a variety of locations including supermarkets.
This important piece of deregulation gave the industry a
huge boost. We also attempted to protect hotels as a
result of that development and we were the ones who
made sure that hotels had access to other forms of
revenue, including through gaming when that became
available. We have a strong record of supporting the
liquor industry in a variety of ways in this state.
In the course of this Labor government we have
recognised that there is an inevitability about the move
to deregulation. However, if it is to occur it should
occur in an ordered way. There is a piece of legislation
in the Parliament, which has been passed and will be
implemented if there is no agreement among the
parties. It is a very simple situation. The minister has
promoted discussions among the parties to try and get
an agreement which would bring forward the sunsetting
of the restrictions on the 8 per cent rule. There is
absolutely nothing wrong with that procedure. We did
what we said we would do. In opposition we said we
would protect the 8 per cent limit, and we did. We
brought in legislation, and we have done that. We have
now said that if members of the industry want to
discuss among themselves a possible resolution which
will bring forward the sunsetting of the 8 per cent rule
they should be allowed to do so, and the minister has
encouraged that. However, instead of welcoming that
approach the opposition has done nothing but sought to
play politics with it.
The truth is the opposition is listening to and supporting
the views of Ian Urquhart from the Local Independent
Liquor Stores group. He is the person who is driving
Liberal Party policy on this issue. One person! Why is
that occurring?
Let’s just put this on the record. Mr Urquhart’s
organisation is essentially a buying group. He markets
himself to liquor stores so they buy their goods through
his group. Mr Urquhart is about promoting his business.
That is fair enough, but the opposition should not be
about promoting his business. The opposition should
have a broader view of the best interests of the state as a
whole and not just of promoting the interests of
Mr Urquhart. I know Mr Urquhart has been talking to
various people in the opposition. Frankly he is
obviously using the publicity, which is being afforded
to him by the opposition, to expand his business. That is
what this is about for him.
Hon. W. I. Smith — I do not think so.
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Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — I think you will
find that it is. He is nothing more than a buying group
seeking to expand his business. That is all he is. He
does not head an industry association. By its actions the
opposition is doing nothing more, as I said before, than
assisting him in promoting his personal business
interests.
This narrow approach is typical of the Liberal Party,
because that is what happens in the Liberal Party. It gets
influenced by someone who comes along and starts
talking to its members, and it may be someone who
does not represent the interests of small business in the
liquor industry at all — —
Hon. A. P. Olexander — Thank goodness we’re
not influenced by you.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — I know who you
are influenced by. You are influenced by people who
provide funds for the Liberal Party. And I certainly
would not be surprised if Mr Urquhart was one of
them!
Instead, the minister has consulted widely, and this is
the difference. When we wanted to move the debate
forward in relation to shop trading hours — —
Hon. W. I. Smith interjected.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — This is an
example of deregulation. When we wanted to move it
forward we consulted widely with unions and
businesses, and I know something about this because I
was the minister at the time. We introduced the
system — —
Hon. Bill Forwood — That was back in the 1980s!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — No it wasn’t. It
was in the early 1990s. We introduced the system of
trading on a certain number of Sundays, by agreement,
across the industry. We went through extensive
consultation. When the former government came in and
Mark Birrell wanted to deregulate shopping hours even
further than they had been in the past, when he wanted
to virtually completely deregulate shopping hours, who
did he consult? Absolutely no-one! He did not consult
anyone other than the people who add to the coffers of
the Liberal Party. He made up his mind and simply
announced it. That is how the Liberal Party consults!
The difference is that in this instance the minister has
quite rightly consulted with the industry but has made it
clear that she wants the industry itself to come up with
an agreement and to reach some sort of resolution, if
there is to be one, which the industry accepts and which
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would bring forward the date of the relaxation of the
8 per cent rule. If that does not happen, obviously the
legislation continues to apply — everyone knows that.
Hon. Bill Forwood interjected.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — So what
happens?
Hon. Bill Forwood — Talk about Eudon!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — I have made it
clear that what happens is that the legislation continues
to apply.
Hon. W. I. Smith interjected.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — The opposition
gets all of these things wrong. The Honourable Wendy
Smith asserted that there was a 20 per cent
representation for the industry: the industry associations
actually represent 50 per cent of the non-major
licence-holders. She is not concerned about the industry
associations that represent 50 per cent of the non-major
licence-holders. All she is concerned about is one
Mr Urquhart. He is the only person she has spoken to
about this issue, and Mr Urquhart is doing nothing but
pushing his own barrow and trying to expand his own
business, and he is using the Liberal Party, with her
consent, in order to do it.
Some pretty grubby deals are taking place behind the
scenes, but they are all between the Liberal Party and its
friend Mr Urquhart in this particular instance. It has
nothing to do with the Labor government and the
appropriate way in which we are going about
conducting consultations.
All licence-holders have been contacted during various
stages of the review of the 8 per cent limit and have
recently had an outline of the proposals being discussed
with industry. Let us not forget that the previous
government made no such efforts to consult with the
industry; it was not interested in talking to the industry
when this became a huge issue during the course of the
previous government’s reign.
The key industry players, including Woolworths,
Liquorland, the Liquor Stores Association of Victoria
and the Master Grocers Association of Victoria, have
been engaged in discussions on this issue for about
12 months to develop some long-term arrangements.
There is nothing wrong with that, and there is nothing
wrong with the government promoting that. In fact it is
appropriate for the minister to promote those
discussions. In the end it is a matter for the industry as
to whether the proposed package includes an early
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phase-out of the 8 per cent rule. That is something
which the industry will decide and recommend to the
minister.
However, it is also the reality — we do not run away
from this — that the current arrangements are
unsustainable. This is a unique opportunity to secure
genuine benefits and a stable environment for small
liquor stores that would otherwise not exist during the
course of these discussions. That is what we are on
about — achieving a stable environment and some
genuine benefits for small liquor stores, not simply
going down the path of trying to wield a big stick on the
8 per cent liquor laws.
The Liberal Party recognises that there is a problem,
and it should also recognise that the best way to resolve
the problem is through discussion and negotiation
between the various players. But having said that, that
does not mean open slather for the major chains. The
government will make sure new licence applications
are closely scrutinised for the impact that they have on
the amenity of a community and for any harm
minimisation impacts, and it will continue to do that.
It is clear that the parties have agreed on a number of
initiatives and proposals. Whether they will ultimately
reach agreement depends on the goodwill expressed by
all of the parties. But then we have people like
Mr Urquhart promoted by the Liberal Party doing
nothing other than trying to scuttle the discussions
taking place among genuine small business proprietors
and the major chains, trying to stir up problems and
being encouraged by the Liberal Party to do so. The
Liberal party is attempting to make things as difficult as
possible for the rest of the industry because it thinks it
is attacking the government in doing so; in fact it is
making a huge attack on the industry itself because by
sending in people like Mr Urquhart to throw a spanner
in the works by suggesting that somehow this should
not occur, it is undermining the industry.
Members opposite ought to understand that the people
who stand between the industry reaching an
understanding and being able to move forward with a
package which includes considerable benefits are the
Liberal Party and Mr Urquhart. They are the people
who are standing in the way of that agreement taking
place.
I am not saying this to the Liberal Party only; I am also
saying it to the minister and to the industry. It is
important to reach an agreement that allows for a
transition to occur. No-one thinks that the 8 per cent
rule, which Mr Atkinson described as a blunt
instrument, is going to stay forever. What needs to take
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place is that the transitional arrangements have to be
such that they protect people and allow for that
transition to occur.
This government has shown that when it comes to
facilitating transitions and industry change it is at the
forefront. It does not matter whether we talk about the
tough decisions that have had to be made in the forestry
industry and the package for change that had to be put
together to allow that to occur, or about changes in the
liquor industry which the Labor Party, as I have already
indicated, has had a proud record of developing over
the course of a number of governments, I can tell you
one thing: those small business operators, whether they
are out there in the forest industry or in the liquor
industry, would prefer us to be there looking after them
in times of change than members of the opposition. All
you have done for them is fail to protect the 8 per cent
liquor licence limit when you were in government and
then whack the GST on them to make life even more
difficult. They are the two things that you can claim
credit for in relation to the liquor industry in this state!
The government totally rejects this unfortunate motion
that has been brought before the house by the
Honourable Wendy Smith and which has no substance
whatsoever. We urge all honourable members to vote it
down as it deserves to be.
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Hon. T. C. Theophanous — On a point of order,
Mr Deputy President, I take exception to the comment
just made by the Honourable Bill Forwood and I ask
you to ask him to withdraw it.
Hon. R. M. Hallam — Which one do you want him
to withdraw?
Hon. T. C. Theophanous — You take a guess!
Hon. BILL FORWOOD — I withdraw! They roll
out Mr Theophanous who we all know has form in this
place. He has been around a long time and likes to
stand up and dish it out, but he does not like it much
when he gets a little bit back.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous — That is not true!
Hon. BILL FORWOOD — That is true; otherwise
you would not get up and ask me to withdraw simple
words like the two that I have just used. I have a
thesaurus in my head! I can trot out all sorts of words to
describe you, but given that I am short of time I will not
bother to do so today.
Today we heard a typical speech from
Mr Theophanous. The first thing he did was slag the
Honourable Bruce Atkinson.
Hon. W. I. Smith — Threw dirt!

Hon. BILL FORWOOD (Templestowe) — This
motion is important. It says that this house condemns
the state government for its failure. My view is that we
got it a bit wrong. We should have censured the
minister for her behaviour on this issue.
At the outset of my brief contribution, I say how well I
thought the case against the minister was articulated by
the Honourables Wendy Smith, Bill Baxter and Bruce
Atkinson. If ever there were a cogent intellectual
argument mounted it was done today by those three
members of this chamber. And what did we get back in
return? As Mr Baxter pointed out, we got the written
ministerial adviser speech from the minister, which
totally avoided any of the issues that had been raised in
the debate. That again demonstrated the two things that
I will continue to return to in this debate: the minister’s
incompetence and hypocrisy.Goodbye Minister! Once
we got rid of the minister’s small contribution we heard
from Mr Theophanous.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous interjected.
Hon. BILL FORWOOD — In this house we know
that when the government has lost the intellectual
argument they bring out the bovver boy! They bring out
the thug!

Hon. BILL FORWOOD — Threw dirt! He came
in and just slagged him. No intellectual argument —
just chuck a bit of mud! When he had finished with
throwing dirt at Mr Atkinson, he did not get anywhere
near the substance of the motion. He did not try to
address the issues that are of importance to the liquor
stores all round Victoria — the country liquor stores
and the country pubs and metropolitan independent
stores — that are under threat because of the behaviour
of this government. Oh, no! He went on and slagged
someone else. He picked on a guy named Ian Urquhart.
To the best of my knowledge I have never met or
spoken to Ian Urquhart. The words that
Mr Theophanous used would have the people of
Victoria believe that, firstly, Mr Urquhart donates to the
Liberal Party, for which Mr Theophanous had no
evidence at all; and secondly, the opposition is in his
pocket and that the only reason we are today arguing
this issue here or we raised questions yesterday — or
last week, before Christmas or in the two years during
which we have run this argument — is because we are
doing Mr Urquhart’s bidding.
Mr Theophanous, I say to you, this chamber and the
people of Victoria: that is absolutely not true. I would
not come in here and call you a liar. I would not even
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accuse you of misleading the house over the
accusations that you have made. But I put it to you that
there ain’t much truth in any of them — not much truth
at all! And I look forward to hearing from Mr Urquhart
about his close connection with the Liberal Party. I will
be pleased to hear of it.
Let me move to the third part of the tirade that was
levelled against us. If I could work it out, it sort of went
along the line that, in the end, the opposition had not
done anything about the issue, so what right did it have
to criticise? Let me deal with the substantive issue,
which is very simple. The Labor Party went to the
people with a policy, which was:
A Bracks Labor government will immediately and
retrospectively close legislative loopholes which allow large
retailing chains to accumulate more than 8 per cent of the
total number of packaged liquor licences.

That was the policy!
Hon. T. C. Theophanous — We did! We passed
legislation! Weren’t you here?
Hon. BILL FORWOOD — Yes, I was. I spoke in
the debate and raised issues in the committee stage. I
am aware of the legislation and how it works and like
everybody else in Victoria I know that it is a sham and
that you have been rolled by Woolworths. I have been
asking questions about this for two years.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous — We have been rolled
by Woolworths!
Hon. BILL FORWOOD — Absolutely rolled by
Woolworths!
Hon. W. I. Smith — Capitulated!
Hon. BILL FORWOOD — During his
contribution, I challenged Mr Theophanous to talk
about Eudon, but there was not one mention of Eudon
from you. I challenged you to raise issues of substance
to do with Woolworths, who with Coles already have
more than 50 per cent of the packaged liquor sales in
Victoria and more than 8 per cent of the liquor licences.
I challenged you to address that issue, but would you?
No way!
The government came in here with a policy that said it
would introduce legislation that would do away with
the loopholes. There is not a lot of time left this
afternoon to go through the history of this, but the
legislation passed in May last year had a clause that
provided that if Woolworths had not divested itself of
licences in excess of 8 per cent that it had as a result of
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its purchase of Liberty Liquor, it had 12 months to
divest itself of those licences.
As the Honourable Wendy Smith pointed out,
12 months is up tomorrow. Guess how many licences
Woolworths has divested itself of? Not one. Could we
even assert that it has bought more? I think we could.
Hon. W. I. Smith — Thirty-two more.
Hon. BILL FORWOOD — Thirty-two more. So
forget the rhetoric, forget that the government promised
to close loopholes and promised that Woolworths
would not have more than 8 per cent of the liquor
licences. What have we got? It is up to 10 per cent.
What has the government been doing? Absolutely
nothing. The issue is, can it do something? Does it have
the legislative capacity? Maybe it does. Does it have the
will? No it does not, because it has rolled over because
Woolworths got to it. Woolworths said to the
government, ‘If you do not roll over and allow us to
accumulate more and more of the packaged liquor
licences, if you do not allow us to grow in Victoria, we
will withdraw our capital investment. We will take it
somewhere else’. Woolworths is a big player. It is
tough; it has been around and it wanted in. It went and
saw the poor, incompetent minister and what did she
do? She rolled over just like a dog and said, ‘I’m dead;
tickle my chest’. She is hopeless! The government has
betrayed small businesses left, right and centre.
Woolworths set out with its cute smart lawyers from the
top end of town to find a way around the 8 per cent
scheme; and it did. It came up with what has become
known widely as the Eudon scheme. It put the Eudon
scheme to the Director of Liquor Licensing who
referred it to a couple of QCs who came back and said,
‘Despite the fact that this is not the intention of the law,
they may have found a way around it’. This would not
be the first time loopholes have been found in the liquor
laws. There is a lot of money in liquor, which is why
they get the lawyers and why they play hard ball with
the government. It put pressure on the government and
what did the government do? It caved in absolutely and
completely.
Tomorrow, the 18th, is the anniversary of the date when
Woolworths should have divested itself of the licences
it got from Liberty Liquor. However, it will find itself
with more licences totalling more than 8 per cent and
even more on top of the 8 per cent than a year ago. That
is a damning indictment of the behaviour of this
government. The only reason that has been allowed to
happen is because the liquor licensing director has used
clause 26I(7) — I think that is correct — which allows
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special circumstances to be used and allows a one-off
extension of 90 days beyond the 12-month period.
As I pointed out yesterday, I asked the minister some
questions about this during the committee stage of the
bill on 24 May last year. I asked her whether she was
confident that after the clause had been included the
legislation would not allow for this exceptional
circumstance clause to be manipulated. Woolworths
has manipulated it and the government has acquiesced.
This government is spineless and gutless and has
betrayed small business. It has walked away, led by a
weak, supine and incompetent minister who in this
chamber, during the committee debate on 24 May last
year, at the very least misled the people of Victoria in
her response to two questions I put to her during the
committee stage.
The minister came here and in her contribution said that
things were different under us and that we did secret
deals. Again, she adduced no evidence at all. The plain,
living facts of the matter are that Woolworths set out to
keep its 8 per cent and get more, and this government
has let it do so. The government could do something
about it if it had the will. It could have another crack at
it. It could bring in legislation any time and we would
help it to enforce the will of the Parliament, which was
expressed by the government when it said it would
close the loophole. It was not our legislation. The
government came in and said it would do it. It has not
done it. If the government wants to have another try it
should bring it back again. We will be happy to help.
The opposition supported the legislation that would
have prevented Woolworths from continuing to grow
its number of liquor licences. The reason is that the
opposition cares about the small independent liquor
wholesalers, the country pubs, and the small wineries
whose major outlets are through the small independent
liquor stores. This is a very simple issue. The
government has misled the people of Victoria in a
totally hypocritical way.
I invite people to go through question after question
that the Minister for Small Business has avoided
answering when she has been pinned on this issue time
and time again. It is very simple. One, it is absolutely
true and certain beyond belief that the government has
rolled over to Woolworths; and two, the government
does not have the will or the capacity to do anything
about it. For those reasons it stands condemned.
Hon. JENNY MIKAKOS (Jika Jika) — There is
only a small amount of time left for me to make a
contribution to the debate. I begin by saying that the
motion moved by the Honourable Wendy Smith is
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incorrect. The government has a very long track record
in supporting small business in this state and for that
reason the motion should be rejected. The motion
suggests that the government has failed to support small
business. However, the facts demonstrate that this
government has a long track record not only in
providing a sound economic framework in which small
businesses in this state can thrive — there is a very low
level of unemployment, a high level of exports, a strong
performance by Victoria’s agricultural sector and a
thriving economy in regional Victoria — but it has also
set about establishing a framework to assist small
businesses in this state.
In October 2000 the government established the
Showcasing Small Business program, which seeks to
provide better information and skills development for
small businesses in this state, and also establishes a
framework whereby small business issues can be
championed by the government at all spheres and in all
sectors.
The government has also established its 10-year
Growing Victoria Together plan, which also
emphasises the importance of small business to this
state. In addition, the government has introduced
programs to assist small businesses to improve their
provision of training, with a particular focus on
management training through the launching of the
Skilling Small Business for the Future program, which
provides funding for training in conjunction with the
TAFE, adult community education and private
providers to deliver innovative and responsive
management training programs to Victorian small
business operators.
The government has also set about bringing Victorian
small businesses into the telecommunication age. As
was referred to by the Minister for Small Business
during question time earlier today, the government has
also set about establishing $350 000 in funding to boost
the use of e-commerce by Victorian businesses.
The government has brought Victorian small
businesses into the telecommunication age in many
other ways that I can only briefly touch upon. By
establishing the export.vic.gov.au web site, the
e-commerce exhibition program, the E-commerce
Advantage site and the e-commerce road show, and by
making it easier for small businesses to obtain
information and lodge documents electronically, this
government has made a very real commitment to
Victorian small businesses.
More important than any of these initiatives is this
government’s commitment to actually consult with
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small business. I particularly want to highlight that very
different approach, because we can all recall that under
the Kennett government it was only big businesses that
were brought to the table. We all remember the various
round tables that the previous government established
which shut out small businesses in this state. In contrast
to that, this government has sought to include small
businesses and to advocate the interests of small
business in all levels of government decision making.
The other aspect of the motion I want to touch upon is
the issue of the 8 per cent liquor licence cap. This
government has been prepared to consult with small
businesses on how that cap and changes to the liquor
industry affect them.
As the Minister for Small Business and the Honourable
Theo Theophanous have already indicated in their
contributions, this government has been prepared to
amend the legislation on two previous occasions to
close loopholes. Unfortunately — as the opposition has
conceded — the various large players in this industry
have been able to circumvent those rules and legislative
measures, and we have reached a position now where
the 8 per cent rule is unsustainable because the major
players have identified new loopholes. For that reason,
the government has indicated that it is seeking to
enforce the 8 per cent rule, but there is a need for
continuing discussions to occur with a view to reaching
an industry agreement, and that discussion needs to
continue before we can proceed with any further
legislative change.
For those brief reasons, I categorically reject the
motion. This government has a very strong record in
supporting small business, and the Minister for Small
Business should be commended for her work in this
area.
House divided on motion:

Ayes, 28
Ashman, Mr
Atkinson, Mr
Baxter, Mr
Best, Mr
Birrell, Mr
Bishop, Mr
Boardman, Mr
Bowden, Mr
Brideson, Mr
Coote, Mrs
Cover, Mr
Craige, Mr
Davis, Mr D. McL.
Davis, Mr P. R.

Forwood, Mr
Furletti, Mr
Hall, Mr
Hallam, Mr
Katsambanis, Mr
Lucas, Mr
Luckins, Ms
Olexander, Mr
Powell, Mrs (Teller)
Rich-Phillips, Mr
Smith, Mr K. M.
Smith, Ms (Teller)
Stoney, Mr
Strong, Mr
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Noes, 13
Broad, Ms
Carbines, Mrs
Gould, Ms
Hadden, Ms (Teller)
Jennings, Mr
McQuilten, Mr
Madden, Mr

Mikakos, Ms (Teller)
Nguyen, Mr
Romanes, Ms
Smith, Mr R. F.
Theophanous, Mr
Thomson, Ms

Ross, Dr

Darveniza, Ms

Pair
Motion agreed to.
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Geelong: Slovenian festival
Hon. I. J. COVER (Geelong) — I rise to pay tribute
to the Slovenian community in Geelong for hosting the
eighth Slovenian Australian Association cultural and
sports festival recently. The theme of the festival was
‘Friendship is uniting us’ and that theme was
immediately apparent when I attended the opening
ceremony on Saturday 6 April at the headquarters of the
Geelong Slovenian association at Lovely Banks. The
president, Lojzka Kuhar, and the members were most
welcoming not only to me but to the hundreds of guests
who had travelled from across Victoria and around
Australia.
Hon. K. M. Smith — What about the Honourable
Elaine Carbines, was she there?
Hon. I. J. COVER — No, Mr Smith, none of the
Geelong Labor members of Parliament was there, and
the honourable member for Keilor in another place,
Mr Seitz, failed to arrive even though he was listed in
the program as representing the Premier and Minister
for Multicultural Affairs.
I humbly advise the chamber that I played a small role
as a member for Geelong Province as well as
representing the Leader of the Opposition, Dr Denis
Napthine. The official opening was conducted by the
mayor of the City of Greater Geelong, Stretch Kontejl,
in one of his last duties as mayor, because his mayoral
year is drawing to a close. I congratulate him on his
work as mayor and his endorsement as the Liberal
candidate for Geelong. I know he will do a great job.
The festival was an occasion of great pride and
significance for Stretch as he has a Slovenian
background and he and his family have been active in
the Geelong Slovenian association for many years.
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Barwon Heads Football and Netball Club

Housing: Kensington exhibition

Hon. E. C. CARBINES (Geelong) — Following
years of uncertainty under the Kennett government I
was pleased to announce last Friday the opportunity for
the Barwon Heads Football and Netball Club to have a
secure future at its current location at the foreshore
reserve.

Hon. G. D. ROMANES (Melbourne) — Last week
was Housing Week in Victoria, a time when we
recognise and celebrate public housing tenants. There
were over 200 events involving public housing
communities in Victoria. At the Kensington public
housing estate there was an outstanding exhibition
entitled Relocated, which records the lives of residents
on the estate over the past year, a time of great change
as the walk-ups are being progressively demolished and
tenants are being relocated to other homes in the
Kensington area or other suburbs to make way for
mixed public and private housing redevelopment of the
Kensington estate. The Relocated exhibition comprised
photos, stories and found objects, which reflect the
cultural diversity of the estate and the strength of
feelings of those who have lived there over past
decades.

The process in which the club is now to engage with
key stakeholders will give it the opportunity to access
for the first time a long-term lease and, importantly, the
ability to access funding to upgrade its dilapidated
facilities. The Bracks government has consulted with
and listened to the Barwon Heads community and has
achieved an outcome the honourable member for South
Barwon in another place and the other member for
Geelong Province never even attempted to achieve
when they were in government, preferring to leave this
important club to wither on the vine.
I thank the Minister for Environment and Conservation
and the Minister for Sport and Recreation for their
support of the Barwon Heads community and wish the
Barwon Heads players good luck on Saturday in the
battle of the bridge when they play Ocean Grove.

Wodonga: court and police complex
Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern) — I rise to
mark the opening of the new police station and
courthouse in Wodonga which commenced operations
on Monday this week. It is an initiative of former
ministers, the Honourable Bill McGrath and the
Honourable Jan Wade. This $13 million project was
long overdue but is now widely appreciated by the
people of Wodonga.
That appreciation was amply demonstrated last Sunday
week on 7 April at an open day when the Rotary Club
of Belvoir-Wodonga acted as volunteer guides to show
interested residents through the new facility. I was
pleased as one of the Rotary club’s honorary members
to participate by being a volunteer tour guide.
The interesting aspect of it all was that while we had
expected somewhere between 500 and 700 people to
avail themselves of the opportunity, somewhere
between 4500 and 5000 residents of Wodonga and
north-eastern Victoria came, and the whole afternoon
was spent conducting large groups of people through
this marvellous facility. It was an indication of how
widely appreciated new capital investment is in
Wodonga, and I look forward to it serving the
north-east for many years.

The Relocated project culminated in a live performance
by tenants of stories from the estate last Saturday
evening. It was a very entertaining sound and light
show in the open air and from the balconies of the
Kensington flats. Relocated is a wonderful example of
the importance of public art to major projects. I
congratulate the writer, Angela Costi, the photographer,
Angela Bailey, and all the public tenants involved in
this significant project.

Scoresby freeway: funding
Hon. W. I. SMITH (Silvan) — After two and a half
years of uncertainty from the Bracks government I call
upon it to put some real money into the next budget for
the Scoresby freeway. The Bracks government
completely fouled the arteries in its provision of
essential infrastructure services. It has walked away
from the eastern metropolitan area’s need for a tertiary
hospital and from real funding in the budget for the
Scoresby freeway.
The Prime Minister announced a fund of $220 million
for the freeway, but since it has been in the Bracks
government has only put in $2 million. It has not put
any money towards buying up collector roads or doing
any work or planning on this issue. By putting only
$2 million into the budget it ignores the Scoresby
freeway.
The Scoresby freeway is very important for the outer
east. It connects Ringwood, Dandenong and Frankston
to the Maroondah Highway, and Ringwood to the
Frankston freeway. It is very important for road
transportation, for businesses in the outer east and for
travelling time reduction for people working in the city.
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It is important for housing, business, major and smaller
shopping centres and universities in our area.
The Bracks government of the day should stop ignoring
the people of this region. It should get serious about
doing some projects in the outer east and about putting
some real money into its budget. It should bring
forward a budget this year which has money committed
to the Scoresby freeway — not $2 million but real
funding — and it should bring forward a timetable for
the funds and the immediate commencement of the
Scoresby freeway.
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the construction of a school bus shelter in Gillies Road
North near the Ascot Road intersection. At least 15 to
20 secondary school children live in the vicinity.
As a result of my representations in January and with
the regional officer, Bus Services Directorate,
Department of Infrastructure Ballarat and Davis
Buslines, one school bus has been re-routed via Ascot
and Gillies Road North for this school year and
onwards. The Bus Services Directorate, Department of
Infrastructure worked in partnership with the Hepburn
Shire Council for the supply and erection of a new bus
stop and shelter in Gillies Road North, Creswick.

State Emergency Service: Mildura volunteers
Hon. B. W. BISHOP (North Western) — I take this
opportunity to recognise the State Emergency Service
volunteer contribution to our community. Recently
Mr Ian Lauder, an SES volunteer from Mildura, was
presented with a meritorious service commendation and
presented again with a Department of Justice
partnership award from the SES. The award was
primarily for the initiative he has shown in training
others in the principles of shoring, which illustrates
selfless dedication and community mindedness.
Ian devised a unique method of training volunteers in
the complex methods of shoring — that is, constructing
and erecting wooden structures to retain unsafe or
collapsed walls or roofs. The SES is unable to afford to
train its volunteers, as this process is extremely costly in
timber requirements. Ian designed and constructed a set
of small timber models for use in training his
colleagues in the principles of shoring, and to assist
them in gaining the appropriate knowledge for national
competency standards. Those models are now used in
every unit of the SES in Victoria.

On behalf of my constituents I thank Mr Len Geddes,
regional officer, Bus Services Directorate, Department
of Infrastructure Western Region, Davis Buslines and
Hepburn Shire Council for their prompt action and
cooperation in resolving this important rural school bus
issue.

Peter Hood
Hon. B. C. BOARDMAN (Chelsea) — Last week
the Drugs and Crime Prevention Committee travelled to
New Zealand as part of its ongoing inquiry into volatile
substance abuse. It was extremely fortunate to be
accompanied as part of the delegation by Mr Peter
Hood, chairman of the Central Gippsland Aboriginal
Cooperative. Peter was chosen by the Aboriginal
community to accompany the committee after a
suggestion was made to have an indigenous
representative travel with us. This proved to be an
outstanding success.

That award was followed by the prestigious Tattersalls
award for enterprise and achievement, which saw
Mr Lauder receive $5000 and the Mildura unit receive
$15 000.

Peter is a tremendous advocate and ambassador for his
and the greater community and was extremely well
received by all the groups and organisations we met,
particularly the indigenous Maori communities, where
Peter’s participation in the culturally sensitive and
appropriate ceremonies that we were greeted with was
of extreme benefit to the committee.

Mr Michael Helwedge, also from the Mildura unit,
received the director’s award for long and excellent
service. He has been in the SES for more than 18 years
and is currently the controller of the Mildura unit,
which has the enviable reputation of being one of the
most efficient and professional units in the state.

I am sure Peter got a lot out of the visit and he has
vowed to work with the committee further on this
inquiry. Given Peter’s insight, not only will his
assistance be of extreme benefit to the committee but
his knowledge and expertise will flow on to benefit the
whole community.

School buses: Ballarat

I am personally incredibly encouraged that people of
Peter’s standing are working so diligently in the Koori
community. Peter’s example is testament to what can
be achieved when dedicated individuals apply
themselves to improve and develop their communities.
I thank Peter sincerely for his contribution.

Hon. D. G. HADDEN (Ballarat) — Late last
December representations were made to me by local
parents whose children travel by bus from the Creswick
district to secondary schools in Ballarat. The
representations sought a re-routing of a school bus and
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Royal Children’s Hospital: Good Friday appeal
Hon. S. M. NGUYEN (Melbourne West) — I
would like to take this opportunity to thank everyone
involved who helped with the Royal Children’s
Hospital Good Friday appeal. The appeal is organised
by the Herald Sun and supported by SBS radio. It has
been a great success. In the past three years I have been
involved with other Vietnamese community
organisations such as the Vietnamese Community
Association of Victoria, the Vietnamese Alumni
Association of Australia and the Vietnamese
Melbourne Lions Club in organising volunteers for the
appeal.
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I therefore protest against the inappropriate plans for
the Somme and call on others to do so also. In the
interests of those who fought for us we should do a lot
of work to ensure this outcome does not eventuate.

CORPORATIONS (FINANCIAL SERVICES
REFORM AMENDMENTS) BILL
Second reading
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

Firstly, the volunteer groups helped volunteers around
the Footscray and Maribyrnong areas; and secondly,
they assisted with a radiothon from 5.00 p.m. to
midnight at two locations, one at the Herald Sun office
and the other at the SBS radio office at Southbank.

This bill provides for the amendment of certain acts that
are affected by changes made to the securities and
futures industry provisions in the Commonwealth
Corporations Act 2001 by the Commonwealth
Financial Services Reform Act 2001.

The appeal raised more than $100 000 on that night and
with other volunteer members I was pleased to see that
result. I take this opportunity to thank all the people
involved and I wish it more success in coming years.

I would like to take this opportunity to remind the
Parliament of the Bracks government’s constructive
approach to the referral of certain corporations matters,
including the matters of financial products and services,
in 2001. The referral followed historic negotiations
between the commonwealth and the states to place the
national scheme for corporate regulation on a more
secure constitutional foundation. The Corporations
(Commonwealth Powers) Act 2001 reflects the
commitment of the Victorian government to achieving
an effective, uniform system of corporate regulation
across Australia.

Anzac war cemeteries
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (East Yarra) — Nothing
unites our nation more than the spirit of the Anzacs, so I
want to use this opportunity to lodge a protest about the
French government’s threat to desecrate the resting
place of many fallen diggers.
French authorities are planning to build an airport and
industrial estate on the battlefields that contain the
graves of thousands of Australian and other
commonwealth soldiers. This will force the removal of
war cemeteries and disturb countless numbers of
unmarked graves in the Somme. We must never forget
that over 44 000 young Australians perished on the
Western Front. Their courage and sense of purpose, like
the efforts of those who had earlier made the ultimate
sacrifice in Gallipoli, has helped shape our national
identity.
Anyone who visits the Somme could not fail to be
moved. This was certainly the case for me last Anzac
Day in visiting places such as Villiers-Bretonneux,
Bullecourt and Pozieres, which exposes you to stories
of heroism, endurance and love of country — and to
appalling human loss. For someone like me, too young
to experience a world war but lucky enough to enjoy
the benefits of the free society others died for, such an
experience fuels your pride in our heritage.

Certain legal challenges and decisions of the High
Court of Australia in 1999 and 2000 had cast doubt on
the constitutional framework, which supported the
Corporations Law. The difficulties associated with the
former, state-based, system of corporate regulation
were identified by the High Court in two significant
cases. The first case was decided in June 1999. In re
Wakim: ex parte McNally the High Court held by
majority that Chapter III of the Commonwealth
Constitution does not permit state jurisdiction to be
conferred on federal courts. Effectively, this decision
removed the jurisdiction of the federal court to resolve
state Corporations Law matters, unless cases fell within
the court’s accrued jurisdiction or in certain other
circumstances, and it denied litigants a choice of forum
for the resolution of disputes under the Corporations
Law.
The second case was The Queen v. Hughes, decided in
May 2000. There the High Court held that the conferral
of a power coupled with a duty on a commonwealth
officer or authority by a state law must be referable to a
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commonwealth head of power. This meant that if a
commonwealth authority, such as the Director of Public
Prosecutions or ASIC, had a duty under the
Corporations Law, that duty had to be supported by a
head of power in the commonwealth constitution. This
decision cast doubt on the ability of commonwealth
agencies to exercise some functions under the former
Corporations Law. Through the passage of validating
legislation, Victoria and the other states dealt with the
immediate pressures that these decisions created in
relation to the former Corporations Law, the
cooperative scheme that was in place prior to the
proclamation of the new corporations legislation on
15 July last year.
The Commonwealth Financial Services Reform Act
2001 was enacted last year with the agreement of the
states and the Northern Territory. It has been
proclaimed to come into operation on 11 March 2002.
It substitutes a new chapter 7, ‘Financial Services and
Markets’, for chapters 7 and 8 of the Corporations Act
to give effect to recommendations of the financial
system inquiry.
Although a draft of the Financial Services Reform Bill
had been prepared before the bill for the corporations
was introduced, it was not possible, in the time
available, to incorporate the new provisions regulating
financial services and markets in the Corporations Bill.
The introduction and passage of the Corporations Bill
could not be delayed because of the urgency of
addressing the constitutional problems affecting the
Corporations Law raised by the decisions of the High
Court in re Wakim and The Queen v. Hughes.
Consequently, it was not possible to include the
necessary consequential amendments arising from the
Financial Services Reform Bill in the earlier package of
corporations bills and all states and territories now need
to introduce bills for those amendments.
The Commonwealth Financial Services Reform Act
2001 introduces a harmonised regulatory regime for
market integrity and consumer protection across the
financial services industry. It introduces a single
licensing system for all financial sales and advice, and
for financial markets and clearing and settlement
facilities. It covers a wide range of financial products,
other than credit or consumer credit.
It is necessary to amend references in Victorian acts to
the old chapters 7 or 8 of the Corporations Act and
expressions and concepts that are no longer consistent
with the new regulatory regime. For instance, the term
‘stock exchange’ is replaced by ‘financial market’,
licensed dealers and investment advisers will be
‘financial services licensees’ and insurance agents who
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were authorised under the repealed Insurance (Agents
and Brokers) Act 1984 of the commonwealth will be
licensed financial services licensees under the
Corporations Act. This bill will make the necessary
changes.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned for Hon. P. A. KATSAMBANIS
(Monash) on motion of Hon. Bill Forwood.
Debate adjourned until next day.

ELECTRICITY INDUSTRY (AMENDMENT)
BILL
Second reading
Hon. C. C. BROAD (Minister for Energy and
Resources) — I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of this bill is to amend the Electricity
Industry Act 2000 to require electricity retailers to
report greenhouse gas emissions information on
customers’ electricity bills.
This bill fulfils a government election commitment to
require all energy companies to disclose, as part of their
billing information, the amount of greenhouse gas (in
particular, carbon dioxide) produced in supplying
electricity.
The enhanced greenhouse effect and the associated
risks of irreversible climate change have emerged as
key environmental issues facing governments and
communities today. Notwithstanding this general level
of public awareness, there still remains limited
understanding in the general public about the actions
individuals can take in response to the greenhouse
effect and, more specifically, there is a lack of
awareness of the direct link between energy
consumption and greenhouse gas emissions.
This government initiative is directed at highlighting
this link. Disclosing greenhouse emissions information
on customers’ bills is an effective and efficient way of
raising consumer awareness and will enable consumers
to better understand and monitor the environmental
consequences of their own electricity use over time.
This initiative is being implemented as a new licence
condition in electricity retailers’ licences.
Consequently, all electricity retailers will be required to
disclose greenhouse gas information on bills to all
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customers in accordance with guidelines issued by the
Essential Services Commission.
The Essential Services Commission will develop the
guidelines in consultation with the industry, other
interested parties and the Sustainable Energy Authority
Victoria. It is anticipated that the guidelines will specify
minimum disclosure requirements, thus providing
retailers with some flexibility in the presentation format
and also providing consistency for customers across
retailers.
In addition, the Sustainable Energy Authority Victoria
will develop a dedicated web site to further support this
initiative. It is expected that the web site will contain a
range of energy and greenhouse gas-related
information, including advice on reducing energy
consumption, to further inform those customers
interested in understanding these issues in greater
detail.
A state-based greenhouse coefficient, derived from the
national greenhouse gas inventory, will be utilised for
the purposes of determining the level of greenhouse gas
emissions associated with a given level of electricity
consumption. This greenhouse gas coefficient will
reflect the average greenhouse gas intensity of
electricity sold in Victoria, including electricity
generated in Victoria and purchased from interstate.
Importantly, accredited green power will have a
greenhouse gas coefficient of zero, making the benefits
of this important program transparent to green power
customers. It is expected that the coefficient will be
updated annually by the Sustainable Energy Authority
Victoria.
I note that nothing in this initiative prevents retailers
from voluntarily disclosing additional greenhouse
gas-related information to their customers. Whilst it is
possible that full retail competition may, in the future,
lead to some retailers providing such information, this
is unlikely to occur in the short term. The government
has therefore taken the view that, given the paucity of
information currently available to customers, it should
take the lead and ensure that a minimum level of
information is provided to electricity customers on a
regular basis. Consistent reporting of such information
is expected to considerably raise awareness of the link
between electricity consumption and greenhouse gas
emissions, as well as supporting green power products
utilising renewable energy.
I turn now to the specific provisions of the bill.
Clauses 1 and 2 of the bill simply state the purpose of
the bill and provide for its commencement.
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Clause 3 amends the Electricity Industry Act 2000 by
inserting a new section 23A which imposes the
greenhouse disclosure obligation on electricity retailers
by way of a deemed licence condition. This section
requires that retailers include greenhouse gas emissions
information on each bill issued to a customer, in
accordance with guidelines issued by the Essential
Services Commission for the purpose of this section.
In addition, new section 23A requires that the Essential
Services Commission prepares and issues guidelines to
give effect to this licence condition and, in so doing,
that they consult with the Sustainable Energy Authority
Victoria. Any amendments to the guidelines must also
be made in consultation with the Sustainable Energy
Authority Victoria. The guidelines, and any
amendments to them, must be published by the
Essential Services Commission.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned for Hon. C. A. FURLETTI
(Templestowe) on motion of Hon. N. B. Lucas.
Debate adjourned until next day.

CONSTITUTION (GOVERNOR’S SALARY)
BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 16 April; motion of
Hon. M. M. GOULD (Minister for Education Services).

Hon. N. B. LUCAS (Eumemmerring) — I rise to
indicate the opposition’s support of the Constitution
(Governor’s Salary) Bill and wish to make a few brief
comments regarding it.
All that is required in this debate is for it to be dealt
with quite narrowly. One could wax lyrical about
governors of the present and the past, but I do not think
this is the time to do that. The Parliament is dealing
with an issue to do with the Governor’s salary and,
indeed, in respect of future governors.
Firstly, as I understand it, the federal government has
changed legislation to bring into law the fact that
governors in the future will be subject to, shall we say,
normal tax arrangements. This bill sets out to ensure
that when this arrangement comes into place in Victoria
the Governor of the day will not be at any disadvantage.
In 1993 Her Majesty the Queen proposed that in the
future she would pay tax within the United Kingdom
for the various properties and assets that she holds and
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the remuneration that she receives. That was followed
through by other members of the royal family.
In 2001 the federal government resolved to repeal the
exemption in the income tax legislation in relation to
Her Majesty’s vice-regal officers in Australia. That
would mean quite a substantial reduction if that came
into place without us changing the Constitution Act of
this state, which at section 7(1) indicates that the
Governor is entitled to an annual salary equal to the
annual salary payable to a judge of the Supreme Court,
less an amount payable for income tax. In other words,
the Governor of today and those in past years have
received the net pay. In the future, if a change were not
made, the Governor would be at a huge disadvantage.
This bill proposes to give the Victorian Governor the
same salary as a Supreme Court judge — the gross
amount — and that will then have him or her in a
situation where they are not at a disadvantage. That
seems eminently appropriate.
As I said, it does not affect the current Governor, who is
a good man and with whom we have had a little bit of
involvement since his appointment. Indeed, all the past
six governors with whom I have had some involvement
during my public life have been good, interesting and
worthwhile people who have undertaken a great service
for this state. Without further ado I conclude by wishing
this bill a speedy passage through the Parliament.
Hon. R. F. SMITH (Chelsea) — I rise to speak in
support of the Constitution (Governor’s Salary) Bill and
note that it has support from the opposition as well, and
that is a good thing. This is, after all, simple
commonsense legislation.
The purpose of the bill is to increase the amount paid as
salary to future governors now that the Governor’s
salary has become subject to income tax. The
legislation comes into operation on the day after it
receives royal assent.
The bill amends section 7(1) of the Constitution Act
1975 by repealing the expression commencing with the
word ‘less’ and ending at the end of the subsection, and
at the end of section 7 inserts:
“(3) Despite the commencement of the amendment of
sub-section (1) made by section 3(1) of the Constitution
(Governor’s Salary) Act 2002 …”

This has some minor interest for me insofar as it
upholds the position I have long held — that is, no
disadvantage ought to be experienced by anyone in the
workplace whose job changes in any way, shape or
form. It is a long-held union principle that while
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people’s conditions change for reasons that are out of
their control, they should not be subject to any
disadvantage. I am glad that the opposition has
supported that principle.
I am quite familiar with the principle of no
disadvantage, given that during the 1980s and early
1990s I was an agent of change in many industries
across this state. I am well aware of the need to ensure
that if you want people to accept change in the
workplace — either voluntarily or as part of it, et
cetera — you have to ensure that they are not in any
way disadvantaged. I am sure, given the quality of
people who historically have been selected not only in
this state but in this country as governors, we have to be
extremely careful that they know exactly what they are
getting and that it is maintained.
The current Governor, who we have already heard from
the Honourable Neil Lucas is a top-shelf or high-quality
individual and extremely well thought of by Victorians
and indeed Australians — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. R. F. SMITH — He could run rings around
this lot in here at times, I am sure!
An Honourable Member — He could run rings
around you, Bob!
Hon. R. F. SMITH — He was more of a sprinter —
middle distance, not long distance! The current
Governor entered into a contract or accepted the
position he currently holds on the basis that his salary
would be tax free and would match that of a Supreme
Court judge in terms of take-home pay. This was as a
result of a 1993 decision when Her Majesty the Queen
of England and Australia volunteered to pay tax —
which I think was quite generous of her — on all of her
assets and remuneration. Some would argue it was
about time, but given that she did that in 1993, all
vice-regal officers were then subjected to the same
conditions — that is, they now pay tax.
Given that the current Governor’s salary is linked
directly to the salary of a Supreme Curt judge in
Victoria, it is simply a matter of adjusting the current
constitution to ensure that the Governor gets his gross
pay and retains the same amount of actual net pay. It
has already been stated, but I will emphasise it, that the
proposed changes this bill brings apply only to future
governors, not the current Governor.
Some of my colleagues were interested in the fact that I
wanted to speak on this bill, but I have to say, given the
number of contributions I have made in the house that
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relate to my naval service, I was keen to do it simply on
the basis that many ex-naval men have been governors
in this country, starting with the famous or infamous
Captain Bligh, one of the first governors of New South
Wales and one whom I think history has much
maligned. Captain Bligh was not only an outstanding
navigator and leader of men but, as history shows, an
extraordinarily good, competent and incorruptible
Governor of New South Wales. In fact he lost his
position in New South Wales because of others who
were corrupt.
The other ex-naval man who was a Governor comes to
mind quite quickly. It was David Martin. I happened to
serve with David Martin when he was captain of
HMAS Torrens. He was outstanding not only as a sea
captain but as a man, and was highly thought of by
other servicemen. He had an enormous reputation. I
recall sailing with him from Auckland. We escorted the
royal yacht Britannia through the New Hebrides to Port
Moresby.
For those who do not know, it is extraordinarily rare for
the skipper of an escort of the Britannia to be invited on
board, but Captain Martin was invited on board for
dinner on at least four occasions. I do not think it had
anything to do with the fact that he was about 6 feet
3 inches tall, built like an Adonis and gorgeously good
looking — according to the women, anyway — but
Her Majesty took a fancy to him and invited him on
board on numerous occasions. That is the sort of guy he
was. Unfortunately he has since passed away. He died
of mesothelioma about 18 months ago and is much
missed by many people he worked with and for.
This is good legislation; it is commonsense. It simply
removes the relevant part of section 7 of the
constitution that needs to be removed. I therefore
commend the bill to the house.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Western) — The
Constitution (Governor’s Salary) Bill has but a single
and simple purpose, that being to ensure that the salary
of the Governor of Victoria is not affected by recent
changes to the commonwealth taxation laws. In
keeping with the simplicity and brevity of the bill I
shall also speak very briefly on the issue before the
chamber.
By way of background I should report that until last
year vice-regal officers, including the Victorian
Governor, were specifically excluded from the
application of our commonwealth tax laws. That
exemption has its basis in history. It can be traced back
over the centuries and is a product of the national
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progression under which royalty was traditionally
exempted from taxes.
Perhaps more graphically, it is a statement regarding
the influence of royalty rather than some statement on
equity, because it is a carry over from the struggle
which accompanied the transfer of authority from the
Crown to the Parliament, and so it has traditionally
been some sort of trade-off or appeasement. The notion
is that the Parliament has assumed the power, but
Parliament has said to royalty, ‘We will let you off the
application of the tax laws which we impose on our
commoners’. This exemption has worn a bit thin over
the years, not just in Great Britain but generally where
royalty has been involved, and to that extent the British
royal family has been no exception.
As has been noted by previous speakers, in 1993 Queen
Elizabeth agreed to forgo that exemption, and I might
report that that agreement by Her Majesty brought great
relief to the keeper of the public purse because the tax
structure in Great Britain applies not just to the income
treatment but to asset holdings as well, and the royal
family is well known for the size of both its income
stream and asset base.
It took some years for that agreement of application of
taxes to come into effect. That has now been done in
Great Britain. It took some more years for the same
effect to flow through to vice-regals here in Australia,
and it is a matter of record that the commonwealth
passed the appropriate amendments to the national tax
laws last year which would see the exemption applying
to vice-regals removed from the statute book.
Our Constitution Act says two things about the salary
of the Governor. It says first of all that the Governor’s
salary shall be linked to that of a judge of the Victorian
Supreme Court, which of itself is an interesting
benchmark. I would in another circumstance be pleased
to make some comments about my views on the
appropriateness of tying the emolument of our
Governor to that of a Supreme Court judge, but that is a
debate for another place. However, I would certainly
raise the question as to the relative roles in our
community, which places a question mark on that
benchmark.
The second feature of our Constitution Act is that it
states that the salary of the Governor shall be paid at the
net rate rather than the gross rate. In other words, it
shall be the equivalent, after having deducted the
standard pay-as-you-earn tax — and to that extent it
acknowledges the traditional exemption from tax while
effectively retaining the benchmark — of a Supreme
Court judge’s stipend.
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The bill before us has two effects. First of all, it
provides that the Governor will now be paid at a gross
rate rather than a net rate. Secondly, the changes shall
come into effect to apply only to incoming governors,
thus preserving the current arrangements insofar as they
affect Governor Landy, to whom I convey the warmest
and most genuine greetings of my colleagues in the
National Party.

it tidies up our statute book and removes an
inconsistency. It is logical, supportable and the National
Party shall be counted amongst the ayes.

As an interesting aside, the bill raises a quite technical
question as to whether it is needed at all — that is,
whether a state law would remain effective in the face
of an amendment to a commonwealth law. In other
words, it raises the question whether an amendment
passed by our federal colleagues would have effect
whether or not we matched such a change in state
legislation, or more specifically, whether state
legislation could — or even should — resolve the issue
of the applicability of federal tax laws — that is,
whether legislation passed in this Parliament should
resolve the question of whether a person should be
subject to or exempt from commonwealth taxes. I
thought that was a pretty interesting point.

Bells rung.

As it happens, today’s legislation provides that that
person should be subject to commonwealth tax laws.
To that extent, it is going in the right direction and is
not likely to promote a fight. I wonder what the effect
would be if the law we are debating today actually
provided the reverse. I pose the question whether the
issue of the effectiveness of the legislation should turn
on the question of in which direction the change ran. I
hope no-one in this chamber would argue that it should
revolve on whether we actually provide that a person
should be exempt from or subject to taxes. If that were
the case, we could — in a technical sense, I hasten to
add — frame a law which provides that Victorian
parliamentarians were exempt from commonwealth
taxes!
An Honourable Member — That would be a good
idea!
Hon. R. M. HALLAM — I am sure that would get
a headline or two!
I know that is a bit flippant. We are talking about our
Constitution Act, our structural history and negotiations
which go way back and precede the enormous and
historical development which took place in 1901: the
birth of what we regard as a great nation. I make the
point that there are some really quite acute and
technical legal implications in what we are doing today.
We are changing the Victorian statute book to reflect
commonwealth legislation, so the question of whether
this bill is needed is hypothetical. We acknowledge that

The ACTING PRESIDENT
(Hon. R. H. Bowden) — Order! In my opinion the
second reading of this bill requires to be passed by an
absolute majority. I ask the Clerk to ring the bells.

Members having assembled in chamber:

The ACTING PRESIDENT
(Hon. R. H. Bowden) — Order! To ascertain whether
the required majority has been obtained I ask those
members in favour of the question to stand in their
places.
Required number of members having risen:
Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
Read second time; by leave, proceeded to third reading.

Third reading
Hon. M. M. GOULD (Minister for Education
Services) — By leave, I move:
That this bill be now read a third time.

In so doing I thank honourable members for their
contributions to the debate on this important bill.
The ACTING PRESIDENT
(Hon. R. H. Bowden) — Order! I am of the opinion
that the third reading of this bill requires to be passed
by an absolute majority. I again ask honourable
members in favour to stand in their places.
Required number of members having risen:
Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
Read third time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

STATUTE LAW (FURTHER REVISION)
BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 16 April; motion of
Hon. M. M. GOULD (Minister for Education Services).
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Hon. D. McL. DAVIS (East Yarra) — I rise to
make a contribution to debate on the Statute Law
(Further Revision) Bill. It has general support across
the Parliament and tidies up a number of
inconsistencies, ambiguities, minor omissions and
typographical errors and updates references including
matters such as the final transition to decimal currency.
It is the sort of bill that is needed from time to time to
update and modernise our legislation and to ensure that
references in legislation accurately reflect the way we
wish things to be referred to and the way in which the
Parliament and the community wish to see things
enacted.
I note the comments by the Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee about a number of
retrospective elements in the bill. That is the nature of
such a bill. It is a bill that corrects errors, grammatical
and typographical issues, as well as updating
references, and will by necessity change things in a
retrospective way. In that sense the committee made the
point that these were appropriate changes and did not
inordinately infringe the rights of any individuals.
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It is interesting to note that the amendment to the
Cultural and Recreational Lands Act 1963 is to
substitute the term ‘dollar’ for ‘pound’. The Scrutiny of
Acts and Regulations Committee noted in Alert Digest
No. 2 of 2002 that this amendment completes
Victoria’s transition to decimal currency. It is good to
know that nearly 40 years since the introduction of
decimal currency in Australia we have finally
concluded its introduction by revising the Victorian
statute book with the passage of this bill. Of course, that
was the major currency initiative of the 1960s in
Australia.
Another act this bill seeks to amend is the Victorian
Sanatoria for Consumptives Act 1911. One gets a
certain sense of history from the name of the act, not
just from the year it was passed but the terms used in
the title to describe the act.
The bill will make no substantive changes to legislation
on the statute book but it ensures that the statute book
accurately and appropriately reflects modern
legislation. I therefore commend the bill to the house.

The bill does not need detailed comment. It is an
important bill to ensure legislation is timely, is updated
and is appropriate. It has had the support of all parties
as it has gone through the Parliament and I do not wish
to add any great complication to that other than to
record that the opposition does not oppose the bill.

Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Western) — I hope the
chamber is not surprised to learn that the National Party
shall be supporting the Statute Law (Further Revision)
Bill, because it is the ultimate housekeeping bill. It has
become a familiar feature of each parliamentary
session.

Hon. E. C. CARBINES (Geelong) — I am pleased
to speak on behalf of the government on the Statute
Law (Further Revision) Bill which on its passage will
revise the Victorian statute book to ensure it
appropriately reflects our laws today. The
second-reading speech describes the bill as a
housekeeping measure in that it repeals redundant acts,
fixes errors and omissions, and codifies administrative
arrangement orders.

The bill has three really basic objectives: firstly, it
repeals any redundant act which has been identified
within our statute book; secondly, it is designed as a
vehicle which will correct any ambiguities, omissions
or typographical errors which have been discovered in
those statutes; and thirdly, it is designed to codify the
administrative arrangement orders. As I said, it is the
ultimate in housekeeping, but it is nonetheless
important as part of the parliamentary process.

The bill repeals more than 70 redundant acts which are
listed in schedule 2. They have been deemed redundant
because they were amendment acts and as such have
served their purpose in that they have amended the
principal acts. As they are deemed to be redundant, it is
appropriate that they are removed from the statute
book.

The bill repeals in excess of 70 acts of Parliament
which have been overtaken by events or by the
effluxion of time. It cleans up the bits and pieces that
have been discovered by way of errors and, as I said, it
codifies the administrative arrangements.

The bill also corrects many errors and omissions in
current acts. Often these errors are merely spelling
mistakes or typographical errors, but it is important that
the statute book is grammatically correct. Examples in
this bill include correction to typographical errors in the
Crimes Act 1958, the Duties Act 2000, the Electricity
Safety Act 1998 and the Infertility Treatment Act 1995.

I believe this is supportable legislation. It is a standard
feature of each session. It demonstrates that the system
is working. To the extent that there is anything
glamorous about this place it is generally directed at the
passage of new legislation, whereas the repeal of
redundant legislation is in its own way just as important
if we are to ensure that our statute book is up to date
and appropriate for the time rather than being clogged
up by redundant legislation or complicated by technical
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error. This is sensible and necessary legislation and the
National Party is delighted to support its passage.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.

Third reading
Hon. M. M. GOULD (Minister for Education
Services) — By leave, I move:
That this bill be now read a third time.

In doing so I thank honourable members for their
contributions.
Motion agreed to.
Read third time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

ADJOURNMENT
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I move:
That the house do now adjourn.

Gas: Beaconsfield Upper and Harkaway supply
Hon. N. B. LUCAS (Eumemmerring) — I refer the
Minister for Energy and Resources, who unfortunately
is not with us this evening, to the provision of
reticulated gas to Beaconsfield Upper and Harkaway.
The honourable member for Berwick in another place
and I have recently researched the possibility of
providing reticulated gas to Harkaway and
Beaconsfield Upper off a main from Narre Warren
North across through Harkaway to Beaconsfield Upper.
We enlisted the advice of Origin Energy, which
undertook an investigation as to what was required.
What is required is 8.5 kilometres of supply main and a
further 18 kilometres of reticulation main to service
approximately 470 houses.
I know and everybody knows that the price per
kilojoule of bottled gas is about one-third higher than
that of reticulated gas. It may be more than that; it could
be one-half more expensive depending on where it is
obtained. It would be of huge benefit to my constituents
in those two towns if reticulated gas could be provided.
Sadly Origin Energy has reported back that over the
20-year period it has to amortise the cost of putting in
the infrastructure there would be a shortfall of
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$1.4 million. That is a lot of money and it makes the
whole development unviable. But I am aware that the
Minister for Energy and Resources provided funding to
the areas of Portarlington, St Leonards and Indented
Head for reticulated gas a year or two ago. The cost of
that was initially in the order of $1.5 million and it
extended out to about $1.75 million by the time the
works had been completed. As I say, the figure to
provide reticulated gas to Beaconsfield Upper and
Harkaway is around $1.4 million, which is less than the
amount the minister provided for those three towns I
mentioned.
I believe it would be really good to provide reticulated
gas to these communities. It would save them money
and it would be a wonderful development for those
areas. I therefore ask the minister to provide funding, in
the interests of fairness, to ensure the provision of
reticulated gas to the townships of Beaconsfield Upper
and Harkaway.

Crown reserves: management
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Western) — I raise an issue
for reference to the Minister for Environment and
Conservation in the other place. I have previously
brought to the attention of this house and of the minister
in particular the frustration of committees of
management responsible for the administration of
Crown reserves across our state in that they are being
denied the authority to fulfil their management role.
They consistently complain of a lack of ministerial
support.
This issue has been highlighted across western Victoria
where successive years of below average rainfall have
resulted in many lakes and water storages remaining
dry. The relevant committees of management have
been faced with the additional problems of controlling
sapling and exotic weed growth and the associated
public risk, not the least of which is that of wildfire. I
recently cited the example of fairy grass on Lake
Natimuk and the extraordinary costs incurred by the
Rural City of Horsham as the committee of
management for that area. I pleaded the case that
government should meet those costs rather than simply
assuming that the council would do so.
I am pleased to report the minister’s ex gratia offer of
$5000, and I genuinely thank her for the implied
acknowledgment of at least partial responsibility.
However, the council has costed the remedial works in
this instance at $23 000. I acknowledge that the
council’s costings include an allocation of staff time
and overheads, and while these are real costs incurred
by council I admit that we could debate both the
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appropriateness of their inclusion and the on-cost
calculations involved. However, there can be no
argument about the cost of outside contractors,
amounting in this case to $10 400, and I respectfully
ask the minister to increase her offer to at least include
those unforeseen external costs. That seems a fair
principle on which to structure a compromise.
My request of the minister is that she not only authorise
the payment of $10 400 to the Rural City of Horsham
in respect of works undertaken at Lake Natimuk, but
that she commit to the principle that government will at
least meet the unforeseen external costs incurred by
committees of management as a direct result of the
unseasonal conditions currently being experienced
across country Victoria. I would argue that such a
commitment is only fair, given that the various agencies
of government hold the power of veto over the
alternative strategies to address the additional problems
confronting Crown land managers and can thus directly
affect the costs involved.

Magistrates Court: Koori liaison officer
Hon. B. C. BOARDMAN (Chelsea) — I raise a
matter for the attention of the Attorney-General. I
preface my comments by stating that yesterday I was
indeed privileged to attend in my capacity as the
chairman of the Drugs and Crime Prevention
Committee the Aborigines Advancement League in
Thornbury to discuss issues with the Koori community
regarding the committee’s inquiry into volatile
substance abuse.
Throughout the course of this at times quite lengthy
discussion a number of issues were raised about the
inaction of the government in relation to some of its
programs that had either received funding reviews or
were subjected to a degree of uncertainty with their
funding regimes, which was creating an element of
anxiety within the Koori community as to whether or
not those programs would continue to provide the
valuable services they offer. In no way do I say that that
reflects badly on the government because I cannot
substantiate the claims, but nonetheless there was a
similar theme which probably requires some
investigation.
I refer to the Attorney-General’s press release of
Tuesday, 16 April titled ‘Magistrates Court gets first
Koori liaison officer’. The basic sentiments attached to
this press release seem quite valid, notwithstanding that
the Koori community at times requires access to
government services — in particular specialised
services — in a more approachable manner, and any
attempt by the government to provide that level of
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service needs to be commended if it is achieving its
objectives.
The press release suggests that this Koori liaison officer
will be the key contact for Koori defendants. His job —
the person has been appointed — will be to explain the
court processes and the implications of court orders to
indigenous defendants. He will also bring to the court’s
attention any cultural issues that need to be addressed in
dealing with Koori defendants. He will also be able to
provide advice to the court on services available in the
community for Kooris. All of that seems quite
reasonable.
However, I am troubled by one comment that suggests
that this person will be able to bring to the court’s
attention any cultural issues that need to be addressed.
In pure definitional terms, if a magistrate is going to
take into consideration those cultural issues when it
comes to availing a specific defendant of existing
services or perhaps adopting more rehabilitative or
preventive sentencing measures, I trust that what the
Attorney-General is suggesting is that that advice will
in no way pre-empt or directly influence the court’s
sentence. As members of Parliament we need to
maintain the complete independence of the judiciary
and the complete lack of influence on the judiciary by
external support services in either a direct or indirect
manner.
I ask the Attorney-General — because I have not been
able to ascertain this from anywhere on the government
web sites or from any publications containing further
information about this agreement — how the
arrangement will operate and what the criteria will be
for this Koori liaison officer in providing sentencing
and other information.

Fishing: inland access licences
Hon. P. R. HALL (Gippsland) — I raise a matter
for the attention of the Minister for Energy and
Resources regarding inland access fishery licences. The
government is currently conducting a review of inland
recreational fishing and a view is being expressed in the
course of that review that the government should buy
out the five remaining professional inland access
fishing licences.
The National Party in the past has not objected to a
voluntary buy-out of professional fishing licences and
has supported the voluntary buyback of bay and inlet
professional fishing licences, and we would not object
to a voluntary buy-out of these inland access fishing
licences so long as fair and reasonable terms and the
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future intentions of the licence-holders can be
accommodated.
This matter was raised with me by Mr Rob Loats, who
is currently president of both the Mid Northern
Association of Anglers and the Wimmera Anglers
Association. When he raised the matter I wrote to the
five holders of inland access licences and sought their
views, and each of them has expressed the view that
they would be prepared to sit down with the
government and negotiate a buy-out package. If such an
outcome could be achieved it would certainly bring
double benefits — to the holders of those licences and
to the many other people who participate in inland
recreational fishing.
My request to the minister is that she initiate some
formal consultation with the holders of these licences
with a view to reaching a satisfactory accommodation
for a buy-out and thereby bring about a very positive
outcome for inland angling per se.

Geelong Arena
Hon. E. C. CARBINES (Geelong) — As the
Minister for Sport and Recreation is aware, the Geelong
Arena is a very important sports facility in Geelong as
the home of the Supercats and over 3000 amateur
basketballers. The Geelong Arena is also home to the
Geelong Society of Dramatic Arts and local
gymnastics, and it hosts many rock concerts.
A year ago the current owner advised he was intending
to sell the facility and that the potential buyer would not
use the arena for basketball. I was very pleased to assist
in this matter by raising it with the government. We
appreciate the minister’s assisting the City of Greater
Geelong by giving it some funding to investigate the
feasibility of securing public ownership of the Geelong
Arena, and we appreciate his prompt response. As a
result the city approached the government for some
funding to secure the future of the arena for the people
of Geelong. The Premier announced a $1 million
commitment from the Community Support Fund at
Christmas time. This announcement was very well
received in the Geelong community, and all associated
with the arena breathed a huge sigh of relief.
I felt concern at being notified last week by Damian
Armour of the Geelong Supercats that the negotiations
between the City of Greater Geelong and the owner
have broken down and that the owner now intends to
put the facility up for sale by tender. This decision has
caused much concern in the Geelong community
because we are afraid we may lose this important
facility for basketball.
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As a member for Geelong Province I urge the City of
Greater Geelong to recommence negotiations with the
owner on behalf of the people of Geelong and the
future of basketball in Geelong. In bringing this urgent
matter to his attention, I seek the minister’s advice.

Commonwealth Games: athletics tracks
Hon. P. A. KATSAMBANIS (Monash) — My
question is to the Minister for Commonwealth Games.
Although the Melbourne Commonwealth Games are
still four years away — and we all look forward to good
performances by the Australian athletes in Manchester
later this year — it is an opportune time to look at the
facilities that are going to be required for hosting the
games to ensure that they are available, and available
on time.
Specifically I raise the issue of the athletics tracks. We
know the principal athletics competition track will be
located at the Melbourne Cricket Ground, as it was for
the 1956 Olympics. However, no doubt athletes will
require warm-up facilities outside the Melbourne
Cricket Ground, which is likely to be used solely for
competition purposes. I would like the minister to turn
his mind to the provision of these warm-up athletics
tracks and to inform the chamber and the people of
Victoria exactly how many athletics tracks it is
envisaged will be required for the purposes of the
athletics competition at the Commonwealth Games and
where these facilities are to be located for the period of
the games. Most importantly for community
infrastructure, I ask the minister to indicate whether
these facilities are likely to be temporary or permanent
facilities.

Barwon Heads Football and Netball Club
Hon. I. J. COVER (Geelong) — Through the
Minister for Sport and Recreation I bring to the
attention of the Minister for Environment and
Conservation the announcement that the Barwon Heads
Football and Netball Club is staying at its Barwon
Heads home. Honourable members would have heard
earlier today the other member for Geelong Province
mention this during members statements. I am pleased
to report that I am the joint no. 1 ticket holder of the
club, along with the former Hawthorn champ, Johnny
Platten.
The other member for Geelong Province in her
contribution talked about a recent announcement
ending the uncertainty for the club. I point out that that
uncertainty was created by a previous Labor
government, which recommended that the club be
moved from its grounds in the Barwon Heads camping
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ground area 12 years ago. I place on record the fact that
the club was allowed to occupy its home ground
throughout the seven years of the previous Liberal
government.
The people of Barwon Heads, however, are concerned
that there is still some uncertainty created by the
comments of the other member for Geelong Province,
as reported on the front page of today’s Bellarine
edition of the Echo, which states:
… the government was satisfied that redevelopment of the
site could be done …

She is reported as going on to say:
But … the club would need to develop a business case in
partnership with the Barwon Coast committee of
management, the City of Greater Geelong, the Wathaurong
community and the government, which demonstrated it could
continue to flourish.

On the one hand the honourable member for Geelong
Province is saying the government is satisfied that the
redevelopment could be done but on the other hand she
is saying that the government would still have to be
satisfied that a business plan can be developed for the
club to continue to flourish. Further on in the same
article she is reported as saying:
The club will now have the security to plan ahead …

We have security to plan ahead, but the government is
on the one hand satisfied and on the other hand needs to
be further satisfied if the comments of the other
member for Geelong Province, as reported on the front
of the Echo today, are accurate. I know what a fine
publication it is, and I am sure the comments are
accurate.
I seek clarification from the minister whether this
signals that another hurdle is being put in front of the
Barwon Heads Football and Netball Club. We need this
clarification because after waiting two and a half years
for this Labor government to make a decision about
whether the club could stay put, there still appears to be
confusion. This matter needs to be sorted out very
quickly indeed.

Police: Wodonga station
Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern) — Earlier
today I referred to the new court and police complex in
Wodonga and welcomed the $12 million to $13 million
investment that has been made. I noted how widely
appreciated that is by the community of north-eastern
Victoria.
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There is no doubt that it is a very good building,
although I might say my observation is that the court
division of the new building has the best end of the
deal. It occupies about 55 per cent of the space and the
police have 45 per cent, despite the fact that 72 police
officers make up the complement in Wodonga and
probably something like 10 or a dozen court
employees.
Be that as it may, the matter I wish to raise in particular
is the lack of internal fit-out of electronic technology
for the police in their new building. I understand they
are being supplied with only three computers, and they
are not even new — they have had to be moved from
the old building. I am all in favour of recycling and
making use of things, but it would seem to me that that
is an entirely inadequate number of computers for a
very busy police station if it is to operate efficiently and
make the best use of its new building.
I appeal to the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services to have another look at the allocations of
modern-day equipment, communications technology
and the like that have been made to the new Wodonga
police station. It would be a pity if the real potential of
such a huge capital investment were not fully realised
because of the inadequate equipment housed therein.
For the work of police — who do such a magnificent
job in north-eastern Victoria — to be hindered by not
having the state-of-the-art computer equipment which
one only has to walk into any other public service office
to see in abundance would be a dreadful injustice.
I would like the minister to turn his mind to whether
adequate information technology equipment has been
provided to the new Wodonga police station.

Eramosa and Frankston–Flinders roads: safety
Hon. R. H. BOWDEN (South Eastern) — I direct a
matter to the Minister for Sport and Recreation for
referral to the Minister for Transport in the other place.
The issue I raise relates to the difficulties being
experienced in Somerville at the intersection of
Eramosa Road East, Eramosa Road West and the
Frankston–Flinders Road.
In recent years Somerville has experienced very high
growth. Only a decade ago it contained approximately
3000 to 4000 people, but its population is now widely
reported to be more than 14 000.
Somerville has some very unusual physical
characteristics which go back to when it was a small
township, and the intersection has a number of
characteristics that make it very dangerous. These
include the fact that it is at the centre of commercial
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activity of the town and there is a double roundabout; it
is right next to the railway crossing; it has high traffic
volumes in each of the four roads coming into it; and
there is often difficulty with traffic having right of way.
Compounding that is the fact that it has two pedestrian
crossings. All these things are centred at the one
intersection.

traders associations are particularly concerned in areas
around Chapel Street, Toorak Road and Fitzroy Street. I
know many people have contacted the government
regarding this matter and it is a problem that will not go
away without some action. I ask the minister what the
government is doing to address this issue of illegal
posters.

On many occasions, particularly in the evenings when
people are returning from Melbourne at the northern
end and heading south on Frankston–Flinders Road, the
right of way which is required by traffic laws is given to
the small volume of traffic heading west on Eramosa
Road, which causes great delay. The double roundabout
at the intersection makes the traffic extremely
dangerous, difficult and very slow.

Waste management: regional restructure

The problem would be easier to resolve if the railway
line were not immediately next to this complex
arrangement. I am particularly concerned because of
the growing number of my constituents who live in the
town and the propensity for collisions, the inherent
delays in this cumbersome and dangerous traffic
manoeuvre for drivers to get through the intersection
properly and the difficulty with the two pedestrian
crossings, one of which leads to a popular supermarket.
The intersection is dangerous and is a matter of real
concern. Apart from the worry for people there is
potential for a disaster in the township. Will the
minister take immediate urgent action to explore the
possibility of having this situation corrected?

Stonnington: illegal posters
Hon. ANDREA COOTE (Monash) — I direct a
matter to the Minister for Sport and Recreation for
referral to the Attorney-General in the other place. I
refer to an article in the Stonnington Leader of 15 April
which referred to unsightly posters plastered all over
my electorate. The posters appear on blank walls,
shopping centres and residential streets, under bridges,
train stations and on powerlines. They usually advertise
concerts, nightclubs and events not even held in the
area. I am sure my electorate is not alone in having this
problem.
The removal of the illegal posters costs the City of
Stonnington approximately $80 000 a year. It is a
difficult problem for the council to police. Council
officers are only able to issue fines to people caught in
the act of putting up posters and not to the operators of
the events the posters advertise. They have to catch
someone putting up the posters.
My constituents are very concerned about the
appearance of their streets and shopping areas. I know

Hon. E. J. POWELL (North Eastern) — I raise a
matter with the Minister for Sport and Recreation for
the attention of the Minister for Environment and
Conservation. The issue I raise relates to regional waste
management groups. I understand the minister is
reviewing the groups with a view to making decisions
about funding and the structure of the boards. I recently
met with Mr Steve Gore, the executive officer of the
Goulburn Valley regional waste management group;
the City of Greater Shepparton representative on the
group, Cr Alan Sutherland; and the Shire of Campaspe
representative, Cr Murray McDonald. They are
concerned about changes to staffing arrangements.
They put in a submission to the ministerial review that
included a number of issues, including the funding of
the executive officer, who is currently employed part
time and has assistance from the City of Greater
Shepparton, but who works from home.
The group has asked to retain the present employment
arrangements and believes that funding for each of the
regional waste management groups should be flexible
to reflect each area’s needs and best interests. The
group also sees no need to formally establish a central
office as its activities are spread over about
21 000 square kilometres and the majority of the time
of the executive officer is spent travelling and meeting
at the offices of member councils and businesses in the
area.
I understand the minister has not yet made a decision
regarding the employment of executive officers or
staffing arrangements, and I therefore ask her to allow
the Goulburn Valley regional waste management group
to continue with its present employment arrangements
and to allow for a part-time chief executive officer,
which the member councils of the group believe works
really well for them and is in their best interests. They
are asking me to ask the minister to continue with this
arrangement.

Soldiers Road, Beaconsfield: safety
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Eumemmerring) —
I raise a matter with the Minister for Sport and
Recreation for the attention of the Minister for Police
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and Emergency Services in the other place. The issue
relates to Soldiers Road, which I mentioned yesterday,
but the issue I raise tonight is different.
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the inconsistency in designating and defining what
constitutes a residential street and the second is my
concern and the concerns of my constituents that police
are being used as tax collectors.

Hon. I. J. Cover — A different minister!
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS — A different
minister, a different issue, but the same road. I refer to
the speed limit on Soldiers Road. Currently traffic on
the majority of Soldiers Road through the residential
area of Beaconsfield is restricted to 50 kilometres an
hour. This is primarily because it goes through a
residential area and also because the road is unsuitable
for the type of traffic it has to carry.
This problem would be alleviated if the Bracks
government were to build the Pakenham bypass, which
would take out of Beaconsfield all the traffic that
connects Berwick South to the Princes Highway and
allow Soldiers Road to operate as a local road. In the
absence of the Pakenham bypass and the junction
between Berwick South and Beaconsfield being
completed, a lot of heavy traffic and through traffic
must use Soldiers Road, which is manifestly
inadequate.
In order to address this issue, Soldiers Road has been
speed limited to 50 kilometres an hour in order to slow
down the traffic and improve road safety. The difficulty
is that traffic is not adhering to the
50-kilometre-an-hour limit. The road was previously
speed limited at 80 kilometres an hour, and much of the
traffic continues to travel on the road at 80 kilometres
an hour. It is an issue of enforcement of the existing
speed limit.
Residents have been successful in having a
50-kilometre-an-hour limit put in place, but it is no
good when the limit is not being adhered to. The
Minister for Police and Emergency Services should
ensure that the 50-kilometre-an-hour speed limit in
Soldiers Road is enforced and that speed cameras and
police with radar guns are present so that the speed
limit is enforced and the safety of the people using
Soldiers Road can be improved. I hope in the short term
there will be the ultimate solution — that being the
completion of the Pakenham bypass.

Roads: speed limits
Hon. M. T. LUCKINS (Waverley) — I raise a
matter with the Minister for Sport and Recreation
representing the Minister for Energy and Resources,
who has not made the time to attend this evening but
who represents the Minister for Transport in the other
place. The issue is the 50-kilometre-an-hour speed limit
in residential streets. I wish to refer to two issues: one is

As an example, Gallaghers Road in Glen Waverley,
which is designated at 50 kilometres an hour because it
is a residential street, according to the government, is
the subject of grave concern and complaints from my
constituents. The surrounding roads all have speed
limits of 60 kilometres an hour. Gallaghers Road is a
major collector road which connects Waverley Road
and High Street Road. I live off Gallaghers Road, and
my daughter attends preschool off that road. Motorists
use this collector road to avoid the seven sets of traffic
lights on an equivalent section of parallel Springvale
Road. As I mentioned, the roads it connects, Waverley
Road and High Street Road, are designated
60 kilometres an hour. The fact is that they carry the
same volume of traffic and are basically the same
dimensions as Gallaghers Road. There is no doubt that
Gallaghers Road is a collector road. It is not an opinion
I have gleaned only from my local residents but also
from council officers. Moreover, there is a steep hill on
Gallaghers Road which makes it extremely challenging
for motorists to maintain a 50-kilometre-an-hour limit.
The second issue I raise relates to police being used as
tax collectors. A number of constituents have contacted
me after being fined at the bottom of the Gallaghers
Road hill, which is not only inappropriate but blatant
revenue raising. As a mother with two young children I
am supportive of the 50-kilometre-an-hour limit on
residential streets, but the question is whether that
designation is appropriate in all the circumstances and
is consistent with other local roads.
I call upon the minister to investigate the designation of
Gallaghers Road with a view to reinstating the
60-kilometre-a-hour speed limit adjacent to other local
roads carrying similar volumes of traffic which have
the same sized carriageways.

Electricity: solar power station
Hon. B. W. BISHOP (North Western) — My
adjournment issue tonight is for the attention of the
Minister for Energy and Resources and will be done
through the Minister for Sport and Recreation, the only
minister in attendance in the chamber.
The company Enviromission Ltd has held an option to
purchase land at Neds Corner Station approximately
60 kilometres west of Mildura to construct a solar
power station featuring a 1-kilometre high concrete
tower that will generate enough power for
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200 000 homes. There have been only minimal
objections to the power station being built at Neds
Corner; however, the company now has an option to
purchase a 10 000-hectare site within Tapio Station in
New South Wales about 25 kilometres north-east of
Mildura for the possible construction of the
$670 million project.
Each site offers obvious advantages. However, it
appears to most people the New South Wales
government is encouraging Enviromission to build in
New South Wales. It is certainly clear that the
Wentworth shire is particularly active in attempting to
sway the decision the way of New South Wales. One of
the concerns raised with me is that the Labor
government has thrown its support behind the wind
power electricity generation concept and is not showing
anywhere near the same enthusiasm for innovative
solar power generation such as that offered by
Enviromission.
Will the minister advise what steps the Victorian
government has taken to enable this innovative solar
power station to be built in Victoria, and to ensure that
it be built in the Sunraysia area so that the ongoing
employment benefits are captured by the area?

Insurance: public liability
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — I raise an
issue for the attention of the Minister for Sport and
Recreation, who is in the house this evening. I would
have raised this matter with him last night had he
attended the adjournment debate. Honourable members
will know of the adverse impact of the current crisis in
public liability insurance on the community. Particular
concerns have been raised by adventure and outdoor
tourism operators. Also many community events have
been cancelled around Victoria because organisers are
unable to secure adequate insurance cover.
Community organisations vital to the wellbeing of our
society are also at risk. For example, the Bairnsdale
Police and Citizens Youth Club has ceased to operate as
a result of public liability insurance premium increases
from $2000 per annum to $7000 per annum. I am
advised that many similar clubs are also at risk,
including some at Warragul. What action, if any, is the
minister taking to support the community sport and
recreation organisations that are closing due to the
public liability insurance crisis?

Harcourt bypass
Hon. R. A. BEST (North Western) — I raise with
the Minister for Sport and Recreation, who represents
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the Minister for Planning in another place, a matter that
relates to a deputation I received last Friday from
Mr Frank Panter and Mr Evan McCrumb about the
proposed Harcourt bypass and the announcement in
December by the then Minister for Planning that,
following the release of the panel report, he had
established last year that only one option, the
FR4 option, was acceptable.
I have been approached by these members of the
community who today came to Parliament to brief my
colleagues the Honourables Jeanette Powell and Barry
Bishop about issues relevant to them. A committee
called the Coalition against the Calder FR4 option has
been established. It is extremely concerned that the
panel decided that a key criterion for assessing the
freeway route was that Midland Highway traffic had to
bypass central Harcourt. As only one of the four
options that was presented by Vicroads and the
community that met this new but unknown criterion,
FR4 won it by default. Page 249 of the panel report
states:
The panel has described the failure of FR1 and FR2 to
address strategic regional transport issues as a ‘fundamental
flaw’ in these options.

It goes on to say in its overall evaluation of options:
It deprives Harcourt of the opportunity to reinvent itself as a
quiet, pleasant and safe local community centre, an
opportunity that is normally provided by a highway bypass.
The panel rejects options FR1 and FR2 on this basis alone.

The problem is that nobody knew the criterion that was
to be assessed or used in the assessment by the panel. In
a letter dated 31 March, Mr Frank Panter,
vice-chairman of the committee, says:
Have the panel alerted Vicroads to this key criterion during
the hearings or soon after, Vicroads could have modified its
routes so the panel had some valid options to choose from.
The section of the Midland Highway which the panel was
concerned about is quite small (about 1 kilometre), and
realigning it would be possible.
This breakdown of the planning process meant the panel was
forced to choose, by default, the worst route.

After four years of community consultation and
community involvement, we are faced with the
problem that the community again feels that it has not
had appropriate input. I am concerned that after
four years it will take another 18 months before a
decision is made. I seek an urgent deputation on behalf
of this group to the minister.
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Land tax: self-funded retirees

Ice sports centre

Hon. D. McL. DAVIS (East Yarra) — I raise for the
attention of the Minister for Sport and Recreation to
pass on to the Treasurer in the other place a matter
relating to land tax. I note that the Treasurer’s
representative, the Minister for Energy and Resources,
is not present in the chamber tonight given the
government’s new policy of not having representatives
to listen to serious issues.

Hon. C. A. FURLETTI (Templestowe) — I direct
a matter to the attention of the minister who is on the
roster tonight — that is, the Minister for Sport and
Recreation. I refer the minister to an issue raised during
question time last month by the shadow minister for
sport, the Honourable Ian Cover, relating to what the
government had done about the new icerink venture at
Docklands in respect of which the government was to
contribute land.

The matter I wish to raise in a confidential manner
relates to one of my constituents, but if the minister or
his representatives wish to see the documentation I
should be happy to show them the specific documents.
My constituents live in Kew and own a number of
properties. The couple have saved for many years to
build up a small nest egg in their retirement and have
managed to get themselves into the position where they
rely on the income from a number of properties.
The properties in question have been hit with new land
tax assessments, as have many others. I direct the
attention of the house to the land tax notice issued on
16 March 2001 for an amount of $3450.65. That land
tax bill in 2001 could be considered to be significant. A
similar notice for this year’s tax on the same properties
was issued on 22 March 2002. The amount of land tax
assessment for 2002 is $9362.50 — an almost threefold
increase, which must be considered as very significant
for a couple that relies on those properties.
The opposition is aware that land tax reassessments
occur from time to time and that property values
change. That is appropriate in itself, but where such
wide disparities and enormous swings occur there is a
case for the detail of the matter to be examined closely.
The Treasurer should examine the impact of the policy
across the state.
I am also aware that equalisation factors have been
changed, which has had an impact. It is important to
realise that the impact of this tax on many people is
very significant, but the effect on this couple will be
quite profound and will strike them hard. The
opposition views the harshness of this as something that
should be considered carefully. The opposition accepts
that the topic is not an easy one, but this high-taxing
government has not thought it through. I am very
disappointed that the representative in this place of the
Treasurer is not in the chamber to hear about the impact
of the tax bill on my constituents.

Since the matter was raised most members of the
opposition have received a literal flood of
correspondence from people who are interested. I am
happy to table that if the minister so wishes. The
correspondence has asked the opposition in this place to
ensure the Premier and the Minister for Sport and
Recreation support the Docklands icerink venture. Will
the minister advise the house what he has done since
last month to progress this pressing issue for those who
enjoy ice-skating?

Responses
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — In relation to the matter raised by the
Honourable Neil Lucas regarding reticulated gas in
Harkaway and Beaconsfield, I will refer that to the
Minister for Energy and Resources.
In relation to the matter raised by the Honourable Roger
Hallam regarding Crown reserves boards and/or
committees of management and the resourcing of costs,
particularly some of the external associated costs, I will
refer that to the Minister for Environment and
Conservation in the other place.
In relation to the issue raised by the Honourable
Cameron Boardman regarding a Koori liaison officer
and associated specialist services, particularly cultural
issues and the relationship to sentencing, I will refer
that to the Attorney-General in the other place.
In relation to the issue raised by the Honourable Peter
Hall regarding the potential buy-out of inland access
fishing licences, I will refer that to the Minister for
Energy and Resources.
As to the issue raised by the Honourable Elaine
Carbines regarding the Geelong Arena and the
$1 million commitment by this government to support
the Geelong council in the purchase of that facility, I
compliment the honourable member for her substantial
effort in highlighting the project with the relevant
ministers. I am particularly concerned about the
tardiness of the council on this issue, and work is under
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way now to ensure the council resolves its position on
this matter. That is certainly being promoted by the
government so that the opportunity the government has
facilitated is not lost to community sporting
organisations in Geelong. I look forward to the council
resolving the issue in a positive manner to ensure that
the substantial opportunity and funding offered by the
Bracks government is not lost to the Geelong
community.
In relation to the issue raised by the Honourable Peter
Katsambanis about the athletics track and facilities for
the Commonwealth Games, I highlight that at this point
in time I have not been notified of any additional
requirements for warm-up tracks other than the use of
the track to be laid at the Melbourne Cricket Ground
and the substantial warm-up facilities to be used at the
current Olympic Park athletics track. I understand that
that track would require some additional upgrading, of
sorts still to be determined, to ensure that the facilities
in and around that precinct are suitable for and
acceptable to the athletes as warm-up facilities for the
major athletics events that will take place during the
course of the Commonwealth Games.
In relation to the issue raised by the Honourable Ian
Cover regarding the Barwon Heads Football Club, for
referral to the Minister for Environment and
Conservation in the other place, again I compliment the
Honourable Elaine Carbines for her outstanding effort
in working through this fairly complicated matter in
relation to the community, particularly about the
number of stakeholders involved in finding a resolution
to the issue. I look forward to the Barwon Heads club
flourishing in the future because of the substantial work
done by the Honourable Elaine Carbines. I will refer
those technical matters to the Minister for Environment
and Conservation in the other place.
In relation to the fit-out issue raised by the Honourable
Bill Baxter regarding the Wodonga police station, I will
refer that to the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services in the other place.
In relation to the issue raised by the Honourable Ron
Bowden regarding traffic, pedestrian, road and rail
issues in the Somerville area, particularly Eramosa
Road and the Frankston–Flinders Road, I will refer that
to the Minister for Transport in the other place.
On the issue raised by the Honourable Andrea Coote
regarding the unsightly posters and associated issues,
including costs, around those posters in the city of
Stonnington, I will refer that to the Attorney-General in
the other place.
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In relation to the issue raised by the Honourable
Jeanette Powell regarding regional waste management
groups and related staffing issues, I will refer that to the
Minister for Environment and Conservation in the other
place.
The issue raised by the Honourable Gordon
Rich-Phillips about speed limit issues, particularly
Soldiers Road in the Beaconsfield area, will be referred
to the Minister for Police and Emergency Services in
the other place.
As to the issue raised by the Honourable Maree
Luckins for the attention of the Minister for Transport
in the other place regarding speed limits on residential
streets, particularly Gallaghers Road, I will refer that to
the minister.
In relation to the issue raised by the Honourable Barry
Bishop regarding the proposed Enviromission Ltd
power station in the Sunraysia region and associated
issues, I will refer that to the Minister for Energy and
Resources.
I welcome the issue raised by the Honourable Philip
Davis regarding liability matters for sporting clubs. I
am concerned about the many sporting and recreational
organisations, community organisations and small
businesses that are experiencing massive increases in
public liability and other insurance premiums. I
understand that increases of 200 per cent or more are
not uncommon with many community and
not-for-profit organisations, which no doubt are finding
such increases prohibitive. The Victorian government is
a leader in tackling this growing problem, and in the
sports and recreation area we are no exception.
In 2001 Sport and Recreation Victoria and the
Australian Sports Commission led a national research
project of insurance issues facing sport on behalf of the
commonwealth–state Standing Committee on
Recreation and Sport, otherwise known as SCORS.
This research recommended a range of measures to
improve insurance outcomes, and the committee that
conducted the research is now addressing those
recommendations.
The group commenced work immediately to develop a
number of areas, and I want to highlight those. It
commissioned a comprehensive risk management
system to be instituted nationally for the sport and
recreation industry and a national insurance education
program based on the New South Wales risk
management training program. It also commissioned
the development of a detailed plan to facilitate group
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purchasing of insurance by sport and recreational
organisations.
Risk management and group purchasing are also at the
heart of the Victorian government’s coordinated
response to public liability insurance issues, and these
are being worked on by the Minister for Finance.
The committee working on this at national and state
levels has resolved to promote consideration of three
recommendations of the report in the context of the
national summit process led by this state, and I
appreciate the honourable member’s recognition of the
issue. It recommends, firstly, volunteer protection or
protection of organisations from liability for minor
claims where the organisation meets specific
safeguards — that is under consideration; secondly,
protection or potential protection of land managers and
owners from liability where they meet specified
standards; and thirdly, the amendment of the Trade
Practices Act to enable sport and recreation providers to
transfer inherent risks back to participants. These
recommendations are being considered and worked
through, particularly at a national level as well as at a
local level.
It is pleasing that the national summit resolved to give
further consideration to volunteer organisation
protection and amendments to the Trade Practices Act.
I understand the summit will meet again in May.
In dealing with this issue it is important to recognise the
special contribution that the not-for-profit organisations
and small businesses in the sport and recreation and
other sectors make to this community. We in the
government want to reinforce the need for a national
approach to this so that those groups who work across
state borders are not disadvantaged in any way.
Hon. Philip Davis — On a point of order,
Mr Acting President, on the relevance of the minister’s
response to my adjournment issue, I did elucidate that
the Bairnsdale Police and Citizens Youth Club had a
premium increase from $3000 per annum to $7000 per
annum. The minister has just recited all of the things
that are occurring on a national level. He has not
actually advised me what he is doing to ensure that
sporting and recreational organisations do not continue
to suffer from those significant premium increases. I
would be interested to know what this minister and the
government are doing. Perhaps if he were less
interested in what is occurring at a national level and
more interested in what he is doing at the state level I
could be better informed.
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The ACTING PRESIDENT
(Hon. G. B. Ashman) — Order! The minister may
wish to elaborate further, but the minister’s answer may
very well have disposed of the question.
Hon. J. M. MADDEN — I will highlight the issue
which I think is lost on the honourable member in
relation to this matter. The situation is not unique to that
organisation. I recognise the problems associated with
individual organisations, but of course this issue affects
organisations not only nationally but also worldwide as
insurance firms reconsider the way in which they
manage insurance issues. No doubt there will be
specific local issues, and we are concerned about all of
those, but this is an exercise which needs to occur not
only across the state but nationally as well to ensure
that the circumstances of all these organisations are
strategically managed in the appropriate and
responsible ways.
In relation to the question from the Honourable Ron
Best regarding a deputation and issues associated with
the proposed Harcourt bypass, and I understand the
option referred to by the honourable member was the
F4 option, I will refer this to the Minister for Planning
in the other place.
In relation to the question from the Honourable David
Davis regarding land tax, I will refer this issue to the
Treasurer in the other place.
The Honourable Carlo Furletti raised an issue regarding
the proposed icerink venture advocated by particular
groups, potentially at a Docklands site. As I mentioned
on another occasion, the business plan which was
submitted to me is being reviewed by the respective
officers within the department and across government
and considered accordingly. However, I highlight the
relationship, which I have highlighted in previous
answers, that ice facilities around Australia have
traditionally been, and I understand continue to be,
commercially funded. This is a critical issue in relation
to the assessment of the business plan. Any potential
support to any proponent for an ice-skating facility,
whether that support be financial or the provision of
land potentially in the Docklands region, has to be
considered in that light. A significant number of issues
would need to be worked through from the
government’s point of view. They are being worked
through and we will continue to work through them
until we have a clearer picture of the best way in which
to proceed in relation to proposals for such a facility.
Motion agreed to.
House adjourned 5.32 p.m.
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The PRESIDENT (Hon. B. A. Chamberlain) took the
chair at 10.03 a.m. and read the prayer.

JEWISH CARE (VICTORIA) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time on motion of Hon. J. M. MADDEN
(Minister for Sport and Recreation).

CRIMES (DNA DATABASE) BILL
Council’s amendments and Assembly’s amendments
Returned from Assembly with message agreeing to some
amendments, disagreeing with other amendments and
seeking concurrence with further Assembly amendments.
Ordered to be considered later this day.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Youth: suicide prevention
Hon. I. J. COVER (Geelong) — I raise with the
Minister for Youth Affairs the difficult issue of youth
suicide. Historically youth suicide has always been
tackled in a bipartisan manner, and I trust that might
continue to be the case.
I refer the minister to the World Health Organisation
and the Australian Institute of Suicide Prevention and
Research data which reveals that, tragically, Australia
has one of the highest rates of youth suicide in the
developed world. In Victoria it shows that 15 to
24-year-old suicides have tripled since the 1960s. I ask
the minister what measures the government has
undertaken to tackle this very serious social issue on
behalf of Victoria’s youth community.
Hon. M. M. GOULD (Minister for Youth
Affairs) — I thank the honourable member for his
acknowledgment that this is an all-party issue. It is a
matter of concern for the Victorian community at large.
I noted the article in the paper recently about the
massive increase in youth suicide.
Obviously the Bracks government wants to do all it can
to reduce considerably if not stop totally youth suicide
in our community. A number of programs in place
across a number of departments are specifically
designed to help prevent youth suicide. That is most
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notably so for the Department of Human Services, but
it is also the case for several other departments as well.
Within the Office for Youth programs such as Freeza
and the youth development programs all play a part in
encouraging and supporting the wellbeing of young
people in their daily lives. Youth programs are
encouraging involvement in schools and organisations
like the Country Fire Authority, the Red Cross and
Victoria Police, which provide activities for young
people outside of school to get them interested in things
so they have a will to live and to enjoy life. That is very
important.
This government not only looks at the issues and
concerns of young people but promotes the positive
aspects of young people’s lives by encouraging them to
participate in programs and events such as last week’s
National Youth Week, when many young people were
able to focus more on what they wanted to do. We are
celebrating the achievements of young people and we
are working with a number of departments to address
the tragic statistics on youth suicide.
Hon. I. J. COVER (Geelong) — I welcome the
response of the Minister for Youth Affairs and
commend the programs she mentioned. By way of
supplementary question I ask: will the government take
the opportunity in the forthcoming state budget to
further enhance funding available to youth suicide
prevention, intervention and postvention programs?
Hon. M. M. GOULD (Minister for Youth
Affairs) — As I indicated in my previous response, the
main department area of the government that looks
specifically at youth suicide is the Department of
Human Services, and the ministers who are involved in
that department, particularly the Minister for Health,
are, like the rest of the government, concerned about it
and will take appropriate action.

Commonwealth Games: athlete funding
Hon. E. C. CARBINES (Geelong) — Can the
Minister for Sport and Recreation inform the house of
the steps the Bracks government has taken to ensure
that Victorian athletes have access to world-leading
support structures to help them prepare for the
upcoming Commonwealth Games in the city of my
birth, Manchester?
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I thank the honourable member for her
question. I am pleased to inform the house that the
government will be providing a $1.5 million funding
boost to the Victorian Institute of Sport (VIS). This
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funding boost will help athletes maximise their
potential in the lead-up to major — —
Hon. E. G. Stoney — On a point of order,
Mr President, I believe the minister has pre-empted
Parliament. This item was on the 6 o’clock ABC news
and the 7 o’clock ABC news and the information is
widely available to the public. I do not believe we
should waste the time of the Parliament hearing it.
The PRESIDENT — Order! The Chair has been
asked to rule on this issue before. What I have said is
that certainly if the information is publicly available
then it should not be the subject matter of a question.
However, if the minister wants to add more to the
information and will not repeat what is already in the
marketplace but tell us something that is not in the
marketplace, then he is entitled to respond.
Hon. J. M. MADDEN — I thank you for that
ruling, Mr President. We appreciate that the news is
often about 10-second grabs, and no doubt I will speak
for longer than 10 seconds on this issue.
This funding will go an extremely long way in
providing support to the VIS in the lead-up to major
international events, particularly the Manchester
Commonwealth Games this year, the 2004
Commonwealth Youth Games in Bendigo, and the
2006 Commonwealth Games here in Melbourne.
Honourable members would appreciate that to ensure
that you have athletes on the podium four, five or six
years out, we need to give them that support now.
Unfortunately whilst we have that strategic thinking,
sometimes the opposition shows its lack of strategic
thinking, particularly in the long term. Now, that was
not on the news this morning, was it?
I also reinforce that this funding will go an extremely
long way to enable the VIS to retain its coaches and its
technical staff and to improve sports medicine, diet and
sports science services for the athletes. One of the
outcomes of the Sydney Olympic Games is that the
world appreciates what an outstanding sporting culture
not only this country but this state has. In promoting
that focus there is also a great demand not only for our
athletes, but for services that come out of the VIS and
the coaching staff accordingly. As well as that, it will
assist in meeting the ever-increasing cost of travel
required for athletes to venture to international
competitions.
One of the issues that I am very excited about in terms
of this funding is that it will also be used to forge links
between the VIS and regional sports academies. In
particular, two sports academies have been identified
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already, the first being the Bendigo Bank Academy of
Sport, which of course is in Bendigo. These will be
allocated funding in the order of $90 000 to ensure that
it continues to thrive and flourish. There will also be
funding dedicated to the Edison Mission Energy
Gippsland Academy of Sport, which is in Gippsland.
Again, $100 000 of this funding will ensure that the
VIS is able to market to existing academies and plan for
future additional ventures in relation to these sports
academies.
This is fantastic news. I especially compliment, and no
doubt the opposition would appreciate this as well, the
outstanding work of the chief executive officer of the
VIS, Frank Pyke, and his board who are incredibly
dedicated and continue to support and encourage the
VIS. I also compliment the chairman, Steve
Moneghetti, for his outstanding contribution. He has
worked tirelessly on behalf of the VIS, not only as a
participant, board member and ambassador but also as
its chairman. This is tremendously good news, and we
look forward to seeing Victorians on the podium in
international events in years to come.

Youth: suicide prevention
Hon. M. T. LUCKINS (Waverley) — I direct my
question to the Minister for Youth Affairs and refer her
to the report of the Victorian Suicide Prevention Task
Force which was delivered to government in June 1997
and received bipartisan political support in Parliament
at that time. Will the minister inform the chamber of the
status of this report and its recommendations under this
government? Does it continue to represent the Victorian
government’s central policy on youth suicide, or has it
been amended, superseded or replaced?
Hon. M. M. GOULD (Minister for Youth
Affairs) — If the honourable member had listened to
my response to a previous question she would know
that I indicated that the government is concerned about
the youth suicide rate and all issues associated with it,
but I also indicated that the prime responsibility for
youth suicide is with the Minister for Health under the
Department of Human Services. Obviously, as the
Minister for Youth Affairs I take an interest in this issue
and I am concerned about it, but the primary
responsibility for youth suicide issues belongs to the
Minister for Health and I am happy to refer the
honourable member’s question to the minister.
Hon. M. T. LUCKINS (Waverley) — I have a
supplementary question. I am very relieved, as we all
are on this side of the house, that the government is
concerned about youth suicide. My question was quite
specific. I was referring to the Victorian Youth Suicide
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Prevention Task Force report of 1997, and I asked the
minister to advise the chamber of specific initiatives.
Are there any initiatives for youth suicide specifically
auspiced or managed by the Office for Youth, for
which the minister is responsible, or does a policy
vacuum exist in her office on this very important —
crucial — issue for all Victorians?
Hon. M. M. GOULD (Minister for Youth
Affairs) — So much for bipartisan support from the
opposition; it just went out the door! As I said, the
primary responsibility for youth suicide programs and
preventive programs falls under the responsibility of the
Minister for Health and the Department of Human
Services, and those programs and support services
come from within the Department of Human Services. I
will refer the honourable member’s question to the
minister.

National Youth Week
Hon. G. D. ROMANES (Melbourne) — Will the
Minister for Youth Affairs provide the house with more
information regarding the events of National Youth
Week?
Hon. M. M. GOULD (Minister for Youth
Affairs) — On a happier note, it was National Youth
Week last week which, as honourable members will be
aware, is a program that is run in conjunction with the
commonwealth, state, territory and local governments,
and is an initiative that gives young people the
opportunity to express their ideas and views and to act
on issues that affect their lives — and to have some fun.
The Bracks government fully supports National Youth
Week, which is obviously in stark contrast to the
previous government. All it did was consider young
people as a problem. This government knows better and
is working hard to support and promote the enormous
talents, energy and enthusiasm of young people.
During National Youth Week I was pleased to attend a
number of events across metropolitan Melbourne,
including the Spanish and Latin Arts Fest and the
launch of the history of Muso network. I also attended
Young, Diverse and Successful, an event which was
coordinated through the City of Hume. About 60 young
people attended, many of whom were Muslim women.
It was difficult for them to participate and get involved
in a program because of their cultural diversity and
because of the events in the USA last year. The City of
Hume worked very hard with their community leaders
to encourage their children to attend and participate in
this public event. One young Muslim woman who
attended is a great soccer player and she gave hints to
other young people. There was a competition and she
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was able to beat the boys in knocking the soccer ball
around. That was what youth week was all about.
Some 250 events took place across Victoria. As I said,
these events provide the wider community with the
opportunity to listen to young people and to celebrate
their many achievements. Some opposition members
had indicated that they would be attending a couple of
the events I attended. They had sent acceptances to the
organisers but unfortunately did not come. They did not
even send their apologies. This was disappointing
because the young people who organised the events and
sent out the invitations had prepared speeches
acknowledging the dignitaries who were to attend. It
was unfortunate that a couple of opposition members
did not rock up. I know a couple of members from this
place had indicated their attendance but they did not
turn up.
National Youth Week was a great opportunity for
adults in particular to listen to and learn from young
people. It was an opportunity for young people to get
together, have some fun and get some focus. In contrast
to the previous government, the Bracks government is
there for young people. We have a vision and a plan for
their future. We are turning things around compared
with what the opposition did for young people when it
was in government.

Electricity: wind farms
Hon. P. R. HALL (Gippsland) — My question to
the Minister for Energy and Resources concerns
planning guidelines for wind farms. Will the minister
give an assurance that no new wind farms will be given
planning approval until such time as the planning
guidelines are finalised?
Hon. C. C. BROAD (Minister for Energy and
Resources) — I can indicate to the honourable member
that the Bracks government strongly supports the
continuing development of wind farms. Victoria has a
strong potential for wind farms as a source of
renewable energy, which is a strong plank in Victoria’s
energy policy under the Bracks government. The
government recognises that there is scope for
improving the application of planning processes, both
for local communities as well as potential developers of
wind farm proposals. That is the reason we have put in
place a process to develop guidelines to assist both local
communities and proponents in working through those
processes.
We have made it very clear that it is not the
government’s intention that there should be any delay
in dealing with proposals which are currently working
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their way through planning processes. There are a
number, and they will not be affected by this. The
government’s desire is to further improve the processes
that are in place. However, we do not see any need to
delay or defer proposals which are currently under
consideration.
Hon. P. R. HALL (Gippsland) — I have a
supplementary question. Given the minister’s comment
that the government sees no need to delay any of those
particular projects while those guidelines are being
finalised, is she concerned about the number of projects
that are being rushed through prior to the completion of
the guidelines, and does this not make a mockery of the
whole process of developing guidelines?
Hon. C. C. BROAD (Minister for Energy and
Resources) — I am not the minister responsible for
planning. However, the advice I have received in
relation to proposals currently working their way
through planning processes is that any description of
those proposals being rushed through those processes is
laughable. I would suggest the proposals are being
subjected to intense scrutiny through those processes
and they are not being hurried in any way.

Enviro business leaders forum
Hon. R. F. SMITH (Chelsea) — Will the Minister
for Energy and Resources advise the house of the
Bracks government’s action in supporting the
development of sustainable industries in Victoria?
Hon. C. C. BROAD (Minister for Energy and
Resources) — I thank the honourable member for his
interest in sustainability in Victoria, and it is very
appropriate that this question follows the previous
question.
Hon. C. A. Furletti — You are not going to talk
about wind power, are you?
Hon. C. C. BROAD — I might get around to it.
I had the pleasure last week of presenting the opening
address to the Enviro 2002 Business Leaders Forum in
Melbourne. I am pleased to say that forum attracted a
broad range of not only national but international
business representatives, as well as speakers presenting
the case for building environmental sustainability into
our business practices, operations and corporate
thinking.
The Bracks government is continuing to act to build
sustainability into everything it does as a state
government. At the Enviro 2002 conference I was
pleased to outline a range of initiatives aimed at
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developing Victoria as a centre for sustainability as well
as to get feedback about progress that has been made
from the business sector. Increasing the development
and use of renewable energy sources, including wind
power, recycling and effective waste and water
management, are key areas that will provide balanced
environmental, social as well as economic results for
the state.
The Bracks government strongly encourages Victorian
manufacturers to build sustainability as a key factor into
all their operations, and it was very clear at the
Enviro 2002 conference that this way of thinking is
rapidly being embraced by the state’s business leaders.
The Bracks government has already released a strategic
audit of the environmental management and renewable
energy industries and currently a strategic plan for the
sector is being formulated to ensure that we realise
those opportunities. To help Victorian business reach
world-class standards in sustainable energy use, to
reduce costs and to improve productivity, the Victorian
government’s Sustainable Energy Authority — an
election commitment delivered on by the Bracks
government — has developed programs targeted at
building this capacity within business in these areas.
The Victorian greenhouse strategy which will be
released in the near future by the Bracks government
will deliver its plan for the future to meet the challenges
posed by climate change for government, business and
the broader community together. The Bracks
government believes the Kyoto protocol is an
appropriate vehicle for its climate response and strongly
supports its ratification. Recent reports have drawn
attention to the potential that non-ratification has to
disadvantage the Victorian business sector by locking it
out of Kyoto flexibility mechanisms. The Bracks
government will continue to urge the federal Liberal
government to reconsider its stance on Kyoto in the
light of this potential disadvantage to Victorian
business.
The Bracks government believes there is substantial
potential for Australia to become a major player in
renewable energy technologies, not only in this country
but throughout South-East Asia. The Premier’s
business sustainability award will reward companies
which, through innovation and sustainable practice,
successfully meet the challenges of the 21st century. In
short — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! The minister’s time
has expired.
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Youth: suicide prevention
Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER (Silvan) — I again refer
the Minister for Youth Affairs to the Victorian Suicide
Prevention Task Force report and draw her attention to
recommendation 9.1, which calls for the establishment
of a cabinet subcommittee of senior government
ministers to oversee implementation of the total suicide
strategy and to develop ongoing policy; the
appointment of a senior minister with lead
responsibility for coordinating action to prevent youth
suicide; the appointment of a senior adviser to support
the lead minister; and the establishment of a Victorian
foundation for prevention of suicide. I ask the minister:
has the Bracks government acted upon and
implemented this key task force recommendation?
Hon. M. M. GOULD (Minister for Youth
Affairs) — As I have indicated in response to previous
questions, the government is very concerned about the
high rate of youth suicide that is taking place, and the
ministers within the Department of Human Services
have the lead responsibility to deal with youth suicide. I
have had some input into that issue through the Office
for Youth, but it falls within the responsibility of the
Department of Human Services and the ministers in
that area. They are addressing the ongoing increase in
youth suicide, and the government is concerned about
it. Within my portfolio area we are encouraging and
supporting young people to fulfil their lives and we are
assisting young people in programs that make them feel
good about themselves.
With respect to youth suicide and reports that have been
undertaken in previous years, that is the responsibility
of ministers under the Department of Human Services.
Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER (Silvan) — I thank the
minister for her answer to my question, and I welcome
her assurance that the Bracks government is concerned,
as we in the opposition are, about this very serious and
tragic issue. I ask: will the minister undertake in a spirit
of bipartisan goodwill to ensure that this
implementation recommendation specifically is acted
upon in time for relevant resources to be provided for in
the upcoming May state budget?
Hon. M. M. GOULD (Minister for Youth
Affairs) — I am happy to refer that on to the
responsible ministers within their portfolios. I know the
honourable member has not necessarily been part of
what happens with the making up of the budget, but I
am sure his colleagues will inform him that responsible
ministers within their departments go through the
appropriate processes. This government is concerned
about the youth suicide rates and it has put a number of
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strategies in place. It is the responsibility of the
Department of Human Services and the ministers
within that department, and I will refer the honourable
member’s concerns on to them.

Information and communications technology:
regional infrastructure
Hon. JENNY MIKAKOS (Jika Jika) — I refer my
question to the Minister for Information and
Communication Technology. The growth of
competition within the telecommunications market,
especially within country Victoria, is being hindered by
the inability of regional telcos to construct viable
business cases. I ask the minister: what is being done to
promote competition within regional
telecommunications markets?
Hon. M. R. THOMSON (Minister for Information
and Communication Technology) — I thank the
honourable member for her question. The Bracks
government is committed to promoting competition in
regional telecommunication markets. We are not
negative and carping like the opposition, we are
committed to turning things around, to growing the
whole of the state and to supporting rural and regional
Victoria.
Even though the federal government is responsible for
telecommunications, we are committed to doing all we
can as a government to encourage competition in
regional areas, including new infrastructure, which is
vitally important to telecommunications access for
country Victorians. The regional telecommunications
market is not an easy one. It is pretty tough out there if
you try to enter into it, and it is much tougher to sustain
competition in regional areas than it is in metropolitan
areas. But although it is difficult, there are some success
stories out there. A prime example is that of the
Bendigo community telco, which is providing vibrant
competition to the telecommunications market for
businesses within the Bendigo area. The Bracks
government is committed to supporting this
competition within the regional telecommunications
market.
One of the hindrances to getting going as a regional
telco is obtaining access to the kind of information
needed to mount a business case, such as
telecommunications traffic data. There is a lack of
information available on regional and rural
communications markets and, in particular, the
commercial characteristics of regional and rural market
segments and on regional and rural communication
traffic flows and the demands that drive them. The
publication of information regarding regional
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communications traffic is generally held within
Telstra’s hands, and this information is not being made
available to those who might want to enter into the
market.
There are overseas examples of where this kind of
information is making a difference. Information gaps
do represent real market failure. For example, the
United States of America has a model of public
disclosure of traffic flows being used by the Federal
Communications Commission. We believe there is an
opportunity to use such models and for the Australian
Competition and Consumer Commission or the
Australian Communications Authority to take a lead
role in providing an information brokerage service.
In order to reduce the risk for regional telcos that wish
to establish themselves and succeed, they need access
to this information. I raised these matters with the
federal Minister for Communications and Information
Technology, Richard Alston — who is quite
sympathetic to the issues raised — to ensure that
Telstra provides this kind of necessary information. I
will be reiterating this need and requirement in the
government’s response to the telecommunications
service inquiry.
We will also be covering the issues of information that
can be provided and transparency in the market in the
regional communications infrastructure strategy which I
will be releasing shortly. The strategy is the first by a
Victorian government up to this time — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! The honourable
member’s time has expired.

Access@schools program
Hon. P. A. KATSAMBANIS (Monash) — My
question is also to the Minister for Information and
Communication Technology. The minister is aware of
the access@schools program she funds to provide
Internet access for Victorians in rural and regional
areas. The additional costs as a result of the Bracks
government’s disastrous decision to abandon the
statewide contract for Internet access in schools are
likely to decimate this access@schools program.
What action has the minister taken to ensure that this
program will survive and that Victorians in rural and
regional areas will not be denied Internet access due to
this government’s ineptitude?
Hon. M. R. THOMSON (Minister for Information
and Communication Technology) — I think this is
probably an issue to be raised in relation to the
contracts for the Minister for Education Services.
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However, let me say that when we are talking about the
costs that are being imposed by Telstra in relation to the
provision of Internet access to schools they are
outrageous. Telstra should adhere to a social obligation
to provide services at a reasonable cost to the education
of our young people, but it has not on this occasion and
that is a failure. As I understand it, work is under way
to look at alternative provision for schools for Internet
access.
Hon. P. A. KATSAMBANIS (Monash) — As a
supplementary question, the minister may not be aware
of the access@schools program that she launched on
10 April this year, but it is her program. My question
was specific: what is she doing to ensure that this
particular program survives given these additional
costs? It is quite clear that given the additional costs
fewer Victorians will be able to utilise the
access@schools program for less time due to additional
costs. What is the minister doing to ensure that
Victorians are not inappropriately denied access to a
program she championed just over a week ago?
Hon. M. R. THOMSON (Minister for Information
and Communication Technology) — As I said before,
we believe that the program will be able to continue
and that people will continue to have access under the
program.

World Masters Games
Hon. D. G. HADDEN (Ballarat) — I refer my
question to the Minister for Sport and Recreation who
is also the Minister for Commonwealth Games. Will
the minister advise the house as to how preparations for
the 2002 World Masters Games are proceeding and,
more particularly, the number of participants who have
entered this great event?
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — Honourable members in the chamber
may recall that I have mentioned the 2002 World
Masters Games on a number of occasions. It is a
mass-participation event and at this point in time in the
order of 27 000 expressions of interest have been
received, with 50 per cent coming from 102 countries
outside Australia and New Zealand.
The most popular sports have proven to be athletics,
with 4600 participants; swimming, with 2830; cycling,
with 2459; and basketball, with 2015. I understand that
if there are any honourable members in the chamber
interested — and I know there are a few who fancy
themselves as golfers — that the golf places and
opportunities to play at some of the state’s best golf
courses are quickly running out. So, if there are
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honourable members who are a bit interested in
exercise and need a bit of a blow out of the system and
a bit of a new focus, I suggest that they enrol in the golf
event very quickly.
We have received 4000 competitor registrations to date.
The games travel office indicates that a total of
1100 people have booked accommodation for the
games period through the official travel company. It is
expected that the 2002 World Masters Games will
attract in the order of somewhere between 16 000 and
20 000 competitors. It is also estimated that the
economic impact will be in the order of $32 million.
The games will bring together veterans and masters
from all over the world, from ages as low as 25 years to
as high as approximately 90 years. The athletes will pay
their own way for accommodation, meals and sports
participation fees, so if there are any interested
honourable members who may wish to refer some of
their constituents to participation in the 2002 World
Masters Games I would encourage them to do so. They
can check out the web site at
www.2002worldmasters.org, or contact the games
office on 8620 2002.

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS WITHOUT
NOTICE
Youth: suicide prevention
Hon. I. J. COVER (Geelong) — I move:
That the Council take note of the answers given by the
Minister for Youth Affairs to questions without notice asked
by the Honourables I. J. Cover, M. T. Luckins,
A. P. Olexander relating to youth suicides.

As I said by way of introduction to my first question
today on this subject, the issue of youth suicide is a
difficult one and historically has been tackled in a
bipartisan manner. We trust that that can be the
approach in the future. Often we debate motions, but I
think it is better that here today we have a discussion
rather than a debate about such an important and
challenging issue.
The reason we on this side of the chamber have sought
to ask questions today and put the matter on the agenda
and take note of the minister’s answers is a direct result
of National Youth Week being just last week, which
honourable members either attended or were well
aware of. We all read and heard coverage of that week.
Among the topics discussed by young people in
Victoria and throughout Australia was the issue of
youth suicide and, as I say, this is an opportunity to
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now raise it in this place so that we can go forward in
tackling this most challenging issue. National Youth
Week brings it to the fore, and I know honourable
members on this side of the house would be well aware
of a personal experience which has tragically befallen
someone close to us in recent times. This again brings
the issue to the fore. Everyone would have some
personal experience or knowledge of a suicide,
particularly the tragic circumstances surrounding youth
suicide.
As I mentioned in my question without notice, suicide
rates among 15 to 24-year-olds have tripled since the
1960s, which is a tragic thing to contemplate in
Australia, particularly in Victoria, given the country we
live in and the lifestyles we enjoy. The tragic incidence
of suicide is worrying. It was commendable and
pleasing to hear the minister in responding to my
question go through some of the programs that are run
by a number of departments, including programs that
promote positive aspects of life for young people
headed up by the Freeza program, which has been
debated recently in this place. Given that it is a program
that promotes those positive messages for young
people, this would be an opportune time to once again
call on the government to reinstate Freeza funding in
full so that the program can continue to do the good
work it does with young people and as a direct benefit
perhaps play some part in reducing the rate of youth
suicide.
Many factors contribute to suicide, particularly youth
suicide, such as mental illness, drug and alcohol abuse
and a range of social factors which include
homelessness, relationship breakdown and other issues.
They are the ones that need to be tackled by a number
of government departments. The minister pointed out
that the Department of Human Services has the main
responsibility for this area. The former minister pointed
out that it was a laudable approach by the government
to take youth services out of the Department of Human
Services, but today the issue of youth suicide has been
redirected back to the Department of Human Services. I
urge the government to look at the suicide task force
report, which has many key recommendations, one of
which was pointed out by the Honourable Andrew
Olexander in his contribution which, I am sure, he will
refer to shortly. That recommendation referred to a
range of ministers and departments being involved.
I urge the government to take that task force report on
board and implement its recommendations. We on this
side of the house are prepared to work with the
government.
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Hon. E. C. CARBINES (Geelong) — I am pleased
to speak on behalf of the government about this very
serious matter. As a member of this house who has
worked with young people for more than 20 years as a
state secondary schoolteacher I have had some
experience over my teaching career of young people at
schools where I have taught who have taken their lives.
As all honourable members who have spoken on this
issue this morning realise, not only is it a tragic event
for everyone — the young people concerned and their
families — but it resonates throughout the community
and the school that they attended.
It is a major issue that must be confronted. We must be
vigilant at all times. We are all concerned about the
escalation in the numbers of young people whose lives
spiral so far downwards that they have no option but to
take their lives. As a parent of two young children I am
certainly worried about ensuring that they avail
themselves of opportunities and that we care and
support them at all times, as all young Victorians
should be supported, to ensure that they feel confident
about their opportunities and engage in life as they
grow up.
Apart from running the Office for Youth, the
government takes a whole-of-government approach to
youth issues and is keen to ensure that all issues
pertaining to youth are addressed. From my experience
working with young people as a state secondary
schoolteacher for more than 20 years I have come to
believe there is no one simple solution to these issues,
that the solutions are many and diverse and must be
tackled by a whole-of-government approach.
Education is paramount and we must ensure that
children stay at school and engage in education, which
is a key factor in ensuring that they feel positive about
themselves and have a sense of self-worth and options
and opportunities later in life as a result of that
education. The government has invested more than
$2.2 billion into the state education system since its
election. Some of that money has been used to employ
an additional 3000 teachers and staff and some to
employ welfare teachers in each of the secondary
schools.
I can attest to the important role that welfare teachers
play in a secondary school. They are vital to the
functioning of the school and often are the first port of
call for young students who have problems at home or
problems with health or housing that they need to have
addressed. The welfare teacher is often the first person
they talk to about their issues.
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Geelong has wonderful school-focused youth services,
and all local members of Parliament meet with them
once a term to discuss issues of concern to young
people. I commend the agencies in Geelong that work
hard to address young people’s issues such as the
Barwon Adolescent Task Force, known as Batforce; the
Barwon Adolescent Youth Support Agency, known as
Baysa, and non-government agencies such as McKillop
Family Services.
The government is working hard to improve retention
rates in our education system. Earlier this week the
Minister for Education Services announced that
retention rates are on the increase and that the number
of young people in education and training has increased
significantly over the past couple of years.
Another serious issue is health. The government is
working hard in health and housing to ensure that
young people have a roof over their heads. I am pleased
to contribute this morning — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! The honourable
member’s time has expired.
Hon. M. T. LUCKINS (Waverley) — This is a
serious issue, one in which all of us as individuals and
family members on both sides of the house have a great
interest. When I was elected in 1996 I was pleased to be
involved in preparing the report that was sought by the
then Premier, Jeff Kennett, into youth suicide. As a
result of consultation throughout Victoria the Youth
Suicide Task Force made 86 recommendations about
all aspects of youth suicide such as prevention,
intervention and post-intervention, and presented a
long-term framework and plan for the reduction if not
the elimination of youth suicide in our community.
It is a timeless document and results from the task force
receiving over 520 written submissions and many
views from throughout the community, including
stakeholders, and from over 750 people attending
15 public consultations, many of which were held in
regional and rural Victoria as well as metropolitan
Melbourne.
There are many aspects to this very important issue,
and Mr Olexander will talk in detail about one of the
recommendations made. The purpose of this document,
which is now five years old, was to create a framework
for suicide prevention with primary prevention, early
intervention, intervention at the time of an attempt, and
also post-intervention when a young person has tried to
commit suicide, or indeed has succeeded.
There are many things we can do with a
whole-of-government approach to ensure that young
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people at risk, even in primary school, are identified.
Young people with mental disorders and mental illness
and those from lower socioeconomic circumstances and
dysfunctional families are clearly most at risk.
However, youth suicide does not discriminate on the
basis of socioeconomic disadvantage, family structure,
levels of education, privilege or lack of privilege. This
issue affects all of us as a Victorian community and the
saying ‘It takes a whole village to raise a child’ is
correct. It also takes a whole-of-government approach
to ensure that young people are protected in the future.

It is a little hypocritical of those opposite to criticise us
in any way given the amount of funding we have
extended to this issue and given the cuts that they
extended when in government, particularly to rural
services.

I believe the Minister for Youth Affairs should have
primary responsibility for youth suicide policy. We saw
in 1996, 1997 and then for many years after when this
report was brought down with its recommendations, a
lead minister to focus government and the community
on preventing youth suicide throughout our community.

Youth suicide is not a gender-specific problem.
However, it is a fact that the majority of young people
taking their lives are young men. I refer to an article I
read in the Economist five years ago that referred to a
huge problem, particularly in Europe, among young
men. It reported that 60 per cent of young men under
the age of 24 in Europe had never worked. You can
imagine all the social problems that emanate from that.
The article also highlighted the fact that these young
men no longer worked by the rules of society — they
did not recognise or care about them.

It is inappropriate for any minister other than the
Minister for Youth Affairs to be the main auspicing and
responsible minister. The Minister for Health, the
ministers for education, community services, rural and
regional affairs all have some responsibility. They can
make a great contribution to many aspects of policy
development and program implementation to ensure
that young people feel valued in our community and
that we are there to assist them by identifying their
problems well in advance of their feeling enveloped by
hopelessness where they have to take such tragic and
final action, which results in the unfulfilled potential of
many thousands of Victorians and Australians, not to
mention the pain and hurt inflicted on their families and
friends.
The Minister for Youth Affairs should take
responsibility to ensure that this issue stays at the
forefront of public policy commitment. It is a bipartisan
issue that we have to work towards ourselves, but I urge
the minister to take responsibility for this issue and
ensure that it stays at the forefront of policy-makers’
minds in departments and government and most
particularly during the upcoming budget, the process
for which has probably just about concluded. I would
be very disappointed to note in the budget in a couple
of weeks that the 1997 report recommendations have
been dropped or not implemented or have not been
resourced as envisaged at that time.
Hon. R. F. SMITH (Chelsea) — I appreciate the
opportunity to speak on this extremely important social
issue. I have some rather important comments to make
on it. I sincerely hope honourable members opposite are
not attempting to politicise this issue — it would be a
tragedy for those families who have suffered as a result
of their children taking their lives.

Hon. B. C. Boardman — You’re politicising it
straightaway.
Hon. R. F. SMITH — We can all play the game,
Mr Boardman.

All this is, in my view, the direct result of a shift in the
emphasis or importance of education to young people.
A number of years ago there was a shift in preference
and changes in education that pushed very hard the
issue of educating young women. I am not for a second
objecting to the fact that women are receiving better
and broader educations which allows them full and
equal opportunity in our society — I can say that
because I have two young daughters who are well
educated and, as a result, are doing quite well. They are
very balanced, confident young women, and I think that
is great.
My comments relate to the fact that a number of young
men are falling behind because it seems to me and to
them that no-one is emphasising their needs or
establishing their role in our society. They seem to be a
bit lost. I think it is with good cause.
Serious debate is taking place now as to whether or not
we have got it right. A number of feminists have said to
me, ‘Well, you guys have been on top for 2000 years.
Bad luck’. What an outrageous position and statement
to make! I am talking about balance in our society and I
want my daughters to find partners, good young men,
and we will all benefit from that.
As I said earlier, the problem we have now, particularly
with youth suicide, is that young men have lost their
way — they do not know what their roles are. It is
extremely important that as legislators and as a
government we get it right. We want a fair, equitable
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and balanced society, which is a healthy situation to
aspire to.
I referred earlier to the situation in Europe where 60 per
cent of young men are unemployed. In some parts of
America, for example in Detroit, unemployment among
young men, particularly young black men, is as high as
70 per cent. Many people talk about the problems faced
by single mothers, but the reality is that many young
men believe they have no hope and no future and they
have limited education, so they are no longer playing
by the rules. We all bear that burden. Many people are
not born into a nuclear family, but are brought up in
single-parent homes — which is a great problem for all
of us. That is a small problem that society is suffering
from, and sometimes it reflects the education emphasis
and preference being given to young women as
compared with young men.
I am pleased to say that many young women,
particularly young mothers, to whom I talk agree with
me. They are concerned about the future of their sons. I
know young women politicians who say to me, ‘Bob,
what is my problem? I am blonde, I have a good figure
and I am not a bad looker and I can’t get a bloke — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! The honourable
member’s time has expired.
Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER (Silvan) — I welcome
the opportunity to comment on the answers given to
questions on the very important issue of youth suicide.
In particular, it is of concern not just to the
government — we welcome the fact that it has put on
the record that it is vitally concerned about this issue —
but also to the opposition and to our friends and
colleagues in the National Party. Indeed, all members
of the chamber would express a great deal of interest
and concern about the causes and responses to this very
serious social problem.
As we know and as has been pointed out, since the
1960s suicide rates among 15 to 24-year-olds have
tripled to the point where now 20 per cent of all deaths
in that age category are as a result of suicide. It is an
incredibly alarming statistic. The World Health
Organisation makes it very clear that Australia has the
fourth-highest youth suicide rate in the developed
world, which is also incredibly alarming. The
Australian Institute for Suicide Research and
Prevention (AISRAP) data that Mr Cover referred to
estimates that Australia has the eighth-highest youth
suicide rate in the world. Regardless of who is right it is
an incredibly important and difficult social problem and
needs to be addressed.
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It was of concern to me that when questioned about an
excellent task force report and its series of 86 different
recommendations, the Minister for Youth Affairs was
not prepared to address it specifically. In the view of the
opposition that is less than is required of a minister
responsible for youth in this state. It would have been
much preferred that the minister address some of the
specific issues in the report. It is not a simple report; it
is extremely comprehensive. Its recommendations
include specific early intervention programs. Early
intervention involves identifying young people at risk
before they come to the point of considering or
contemplating suicide. It involves identifying risk
factors early on. There is a series of recommendations
relating to that issue, none of which the government has
addressed.
The task force report has a series of recommendations
relating to prevention and intervention. That occurs
when the young person has reached the point of
contemplating or acting out suicidal behaviour. Those
at least 30 recommendations for intervention were not
addressed.
The task force strategy contains another important
recommendation of postvention, which was accepted
on a bipartisan basis in 1997 and was in the early stages
of implementation by the Kennett government in
1998–99. Postvention involves assisting families,
friends, communities and teachers surrounding a young
suicidal person to assist a person who has not been
successful with the suicide to recover and rehabilitate.
A series of detailed recommendations at that level again
have not been addressed.
It is of concern to the opposition that this excellent
piece of work conducted in the period of the last
government has fallen off the radar screen. The
opposition is concerned to place youth suicide back on
the agenda in a spirit of bipartisanship because the
strategy deserves to be implemented. It is important that
the strategy is adopted and that a change of government
does not mean a complete change of direction. Issues
such as youth suicide and strategies surrounding them
should be taken on by successive governments. It is of
concern to the opposition that the answers from the
minister today indicate a lack of knowledge about and
commitment to the strategy. The opposition seeks the
minister’s assurance that she will acquaint herself with
and act as an advocate in government for this very
important strategy. Indeed, as the task force envisaged,
she should take the lead role on it. That is the objective
of the opposition, and what it wishes to achieve.
Motion agreed to.
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Electricity: wind farms
Hon. P. R. HALL (Gippsland) — I move:
That the Council take note of the answer given by the
Minister for Energy and Resources to a question without
notice asked by the Honourable P. R. Hall relating to wind
farms.

I am delighted that the Minister for Energy and
Resources is in the chamber to listen to the response to
the answer to the question. It is a welcome change and I
thank her for that.
The unknown or unfamiliar always generates a good
deal of anxiety among those who are likely to be
affected. Wind farms are relatively new phenomena in
Victoria and they fall into the category of the unfamiliar
to large sections of our community.
Proposed wind farm developments along the South
Gippsland coast are causing a great deal of anxiety
within the South Gippsland community. South
Gippsland already has one approved wind farm
development at Toora. That development was put
forward by the Stanwell Corporation Ltd and will
consist of 12 towers. The foundations for those towers
are currently under construction, but none of the towers
has yet been erected.
Of great concern is that, as I am informed, now up to
six companies are jostling for alternative wind farm
developments along the South Gippsland coast. That is
of concern to many of the people I represent in South
Gippsland. A group has been established called the
Prom Coast Guardians, which is very active on this
matter and is expressing community views to
government and others about the proposed
development of a further series of wind farms along the
South Gippsland coast. One of the people involved in
the group is Mrs Trixy Allott of Welshpool. She wrote
to me expressing her concern — this is typical of the
concerns being expressed — about companies trying to
get their developments approved before the proposed
planning guidelines have been finalised. In a letter to
me of 5 April she states:
The companies are now going hell for leather to get projects
up in the most scenic and environmentally sensitive areas
before the guidelines are in place.

Local councils along the coast have grappled with
planning permits for wind farms and sought some
assistance from the government to establish guidelines
to assist them in assessing applications for wind farm
developments.
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On 13 January this year the Victorian government put
out a press release announcing that it would establish
guidelines for wind farm developments. The press
release referred to the Minister for Energy and
Resources as having a representative on the panel who
is looking into the development of the guidelines.
Why are these guidelines important? The then Minister
for Planning, the Honourable John Thwaites, said the
guidelines would support councils, developers and
communities in having a consistent and informed
approach when evaluating wind farm proposals. He
said:
It is vital to balance environmental benefits with potential
impacts to local communities, and these guidelines will
provide certainty and clarity to the planning system.

I agree entirely with that. It seems appropriate that
before further wind farm developments are approved
these guidelines should be in place and therefore should
be able to be used by local councils and communities to
make fair and reasonable assessments about whether
planning permits should be granted for particular
proposals.
My concern is not with wind farms themselves; I see
there is a place for wind-generated power in this state.
My concern and that of my constituents is that no
formal guidelines have been issued by which the
community can assess any particular proposal.
Another important point to mention before my time is
up is that in the press release of 13 January the
government announced that targeted consultation with
councils and key stakeholders will be held in coming
weeks to prepare draft guidelines to be considered early
this year.
When the Prom Coast Guardians, the community group
in South Gippsland, approached the government as to
whether it could have input into the development of
these planning guidelines it was told no; the group was
not targeted as one of the key stakeholders. Bad luck! If
you are just a community member you cannot have
input into the development of these guidelines. That in
itself is a serious deficiency.
I therefore call on the government to act swiftly on this
matter to finalise those guidelines. It would certainly be
in the better interests of everybody in the long term that
no further planning permits be approved until the
guidelines are finalised.
Motion agreed to.
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
Answers
Hon. M. M. GOULD (Minister for Education
Services) — I have answers to questions 2735,
2741–2743 and 2746.

PUBLIC ACCOUNTS AND ESTIMATES
COMMITTEE
Human Services: service agreements
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Western) presented report,
together with appendices and minutes of evidence.
Laid on table.
Ordered that report and appendices be printed.

Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Western) — I move:
That the Council take note of the report.

This report represents the result of the largest inquiry
ever undertaken by the Public Accounts and Estimates
Committee. In my view it has been a timely review
because community services have been the subject
of — and I quote — ‘the reform agenda’ for the past
decade and this has impacted on the arrangements for
both the planning and financing of all community
health and welfare services delivered to Victorians
during that period.
As the provision of human services is an issue that
affects the wellbeing of all our constituents, including
some of the most vulnerable members of our society, it
is absolutely critical that the policy and administrative
framework for the funding, purchasing, delivering,
management and monitoring of these services is
effective and that it works in the best interests of the
entire community.
In 2001–02 the Department of Human Services (DHS)
has a total budget of almost $8 billion and will purchase
$5.8 billion worth of services from public hospitals,
metropolitan health services, nursing homes, local
government, community health centres, ambulance
services and a range of community organisations
providing mainly welfare services.
The inquiry raised fundamental questions about the
nature of the relationship between the government and
the community and welfare organisations, about that
which constituted value for money for services
provided by those organisations, about the impact of
competitive tendering practices on our community and
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welfare organisations and their clients and the level of
government funding provided to those organisations
and the type and range of services expected to be
delivered by them. The report identified a number of
significant issues relating to past and current
contracting and funding arrangements by the
Department of Human Services for the delivery of
those services across the state.
The committee found, amongst other things, that most
service agreements are not signed off prior to the start
of the financial year to which they relate, resulting in
significant uncertainty for the organisations and
ultimately their clients. It found that short-term,
single-year funding arrangements have a negative
impact on the ability of many organisations to hire and
retain staff and that this in turn created difficulties for
the planning, budgeting and delivery of those services.
It found that unit prices for services require a review to
ensure they are achieving the desired outcomes. It
found that current funding models do not sufficiently
accommodate clients with complex or higher needs or
changing needs over time. It found that DHS service
agreements have focused on measuring client
throughput rather than the outcomes of the services
provided, and it also found that opportunities for
community and welfare organisations and clients to
work collaboratively with the Department of Human
Services was effectively limited.
The report contains 53 recommendations aimed at
improving the relationship between the Department of
Human Services on the one hand and the community
and welfare organisations on the other, and it identified
policy issues in respect of the planning, administration,
delivery and funding of services across the state.
Significant recommendations include that the
Department of Human Services introduce three-year
funding agreements for organisations providing
community and welfare services — that is critical. They
also include that service agreements are signed off by
the Department of Human Services prior to the
commencement of the financial year to which they
relate so that community organisations can have at least
some certainty about the level of funding to be
provided.
The recommendations also include that the Department
of Human Services introduce a comprehensive service
planning process that provides for input from the
community and welfare organisations and their clients,
that the effectiveness and adequacy of statutory services
such as child protection services as well as duty of care
issues be reviewed, that criteria be developed for
determining where services are delivered in rural and
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regional Victoria in particular, that service standards
and guidelines for the delivery of services be simplified
and made more accessible and actively monitored, and
that the Department of Human Services revise its
service agreement negotiation process to provide for the
genuine exchange of views between the parties directly
involved.

Subordinate Legislation Act 1994 — Minister’s exception
certificates under section 8(4) in respect of Statutory Rule
Nos 21 and 22/2002.

The committee believes that the relationship between
the department and the service providers could be
significantly improved through the development of a
partnership statement so there is a strengthened
commitment to how community and welfare services
are going to be provided in the future.

Hon. E. C. CARBINES (Geelong) — I move:

I want to acknowledge the contribution made by the
members of the subcommittee that undertook this
complex and lengthy inquiry. I mention members of the
other place: the honourable member for Springvale,
Mr Holding; the honourable member for Geelong
North, Mr Loney; the honourable member for
Essendon, Mrs Maddigan; and my colleagues in this
place the Honourables David Davis and Gordon
Rich-Phillips. I want to particularly mention the
honourable member for Oakleigh in the other place,
Ms Ann Barker, who chaired the committee. I
congratulate her on both the care and the competence
she brought to this important role.
I also want to record the committee’s appreciation to
the principal research officer for this inquiry,
Dr Caroline Williams, who provided invaluable support
and assistance to the subcommittee.
The PRESIDENT — Order! The honourable
member’s time has expired.

AUDITOR-GENERAL
Public sector agencies

That the Council take note of the report.

I note on the cover of this document the
acknowledgment of 150 years of auditing in the public
interest. This report is certainly in the public’s interest,
and disturbingly so in relation to the two special
reviews undertaken which concern two matters of great
public interest in Geelong. They are the involvement of
the City of Greater Geelong in the sale of Harding Park,
and the development of the Geelong Business and
Trade Centre, known as the Geelong Embassy.
The two reviews contained in the report expose serious
issues concerning matters of administration of the City
of Greater Geelong, matters which have placed our
municipality at financial risk and which gravely
undermine the confidence of ratepayers that our city is
being appropriately administered. Indeed the Geelong
Advertiser quoted this report on its front page on
28 November last year, and published a scathing
summary of the city’s involvement. It was headlined,
‘Misguided … inappropriate … deficient … That’s our
City’ The article went on to catalogue damning
breaches of law, protocol, accountability and financial
management, as revealed by the Auditor-General’s
report, including a potential conflict of interest between
the chief executive officer (CEO) and a developer.

Motion agreed to.

PAPERS
Laid on table by Clerk:
Auditor-General — Report on International students in
Victorian universities, April 2002.
Lorne Community Hospital — Report, 2000–01.
Statutory Rules under the following Acts of Parliament:
Building Act 1993 — No. 27/2002.
Gaming Machine Control Act 1991 — Nos 23 to
25/2002.
Magistrates’ Court Act 1989 — No. 22/2002.
Sentencing Act 1991 — No. 21/2002.
Subdivision Act 1998 — No. 26/2002.

The sale of Harding Park and the circumstances
surrounding the successful tender and subsequently the
plans to redevelop the site have provoked much
community interest, and may I say outrage, in Geelong,
as has the establishment of and ultimate collapse of the
Geelong Embassy at Southbank. I have received
numerous expressions of concern from my constituents
in relation to these two matters. In particular, the
disposal and sale of a public asset, Harding Park, and
the redevelopment plans.
The dark shadow which hangs over the involvement of
the City of Greater Geelong, as revealed by the
Auditor-General, remains. Geelong residents have
every right to be suspicious of the motives which led
the city to do everything it could to facilitate the sale of
Harding Park to the Northern Rivers Development
Corporation, a company which involves Greg Giles, a
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former member of the city’s economic development
board and friend of the city’s CEO, Geoff Whitbread.
On 15 December last year the Geelong Advertiser ran a
two-page article on pages 20 and 21. It was headed
‘Bitter row over a city park’. It states:
Harding Park has become a millstone around the neck of city
hall following the withering findings of Auditor-General …
…
Indeed, Harding Park has come to be synonymous with two
other odd concepts — municipal accountability and
transparency. Or rather, the lack of them at city hall.
…
From the outset, when the site’s public park status was quietly
revoked under the Land Miscellaneous and Matters Act [sic]
in 1995, the project was on a collision course with a bad
public image.
Matters weren’t assisted when in May, 1999, the … site was
rezoned by former Liberal Planning Minister Ian Maclellan
[sic]… using legislation that didn’t require public notification.
…
The better part of a year before Harding Park was secretly
rezoned, the city was trying to fast-track the NRDC project.

The Auditor-General’s report reveals that the city tried
to acquire Harding Park and on-sell it to Northern
Rivers Development Corporation, and sought legal
advice during 1998 as to whether it was obliged to
publicly advertise its intention to sell the site to
Northern Rivers.
On page 77 of the report the Auditor-General details the
extent to which the council sought to avoid the
obligation to advertise the site. On page 78 the
Auditor-General identifies that the council:
… wished to explore avenues to minimise the cost of the land
to a third party.

On page 79 the Auditor-General details a confidential
report made to councillors in June 1998. The report
prepared by council officers contained the information
that the potential developer — that is, Northern
Rivers — should:
… not have its endeavours penalised through a tendering
process.

Further on page 79, the Auditor-General says:
In my view, such an approach to the disposal of government
land was, and remains, inconsistent with accepted practice in
the public sector and the government’s Policy and
Instructions on the Purchase, Compulsory Acquisition and
Sale of Land.

On page 80 the Auditor-General reveals that in July
1998, a month later, a city officer visited the Northern
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Rivers company in northern New South Wales to view
its operations. He expresses concern that:
The only documentation to emerge from this visit was a short
message from the officer to his immediate manager and the
city’s chief executive officer regarding the generally high
quality of the developer’s work and the positive attitude of its
financier to the company and the proposed development of
the site.

A short message giving thumbs up to Northern Rivers!
The Auditor-General says:
This decision was taken despite the fact that lawyers acting
for the city who had commenced inquiries about the company
had advised that further inquiries regarding its finances and
related issues were warranted.

So the path was being smoothed for Northern Rivers.
On page 81 the Auditor-General states:
The actions of the city in respect of the site during a large part
of 1998 indicate that the desirability of adopting open and
transparent processes and maximising the return to taxpayers
when disposing of public assets were not afforded significant
consideration.

On page 82 he reveals that in September 1998 the city
decided to pursue the purchase of Harding Park from
the former Kennett government. If they were
successful, they were then going to call for expressions
of interest for development through a tender process.
The Auditor-General reveals that the city’s preferred
option was that this should only be a very short,
two-week process. The Auditor-General expresses
serious concern about this idea of a two-week tender
process, and he says:
This was an unusually short period and clearly would have
favoured the developer which had been dealing with city
officers for at least eight months. This developer would have
enjoyed a significant competitive advantage over other
parties …

Further, the Auditor-General reveals that the city was
prepared to set up a subcommittee to evaluate the
tenders if it had been successful in securing the land
from the Kennett government. The subcommittee
would include the chief executive officer and the officer
who had been liaising with the Northern Rivers
Development Corporation.
In November 1998 the Department of Treasury and
Finance (DTF) decided it would not sell the site to the
City of Greater Geelong but it would be a sale through
a public tender process. When the DTF made that
announcement, the city sought involvement in the
evaluation of the tenders. So desperate was it to
advance the cause of Northern Rivers that it wrote
seeking involvement in the tender process and, as the
Auditor-General reveals, indicated that it felt a number
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of issues should be taken into account in the assessment
process, and not just price. Not only that, the city
appointed the officer who had been liaising with
Northern Rivers over a long period — for most of the
year — to be the primary liaison officer for contact
regarding the site.
On page 84 the Auditor-General reports that this
attempt by the city to influence the tender process after
it had commenced could only be regarded as misguided
and inappropriate. The report states on page 84:
This is regrettable and has exposed the city and its officers to
suggestions of improper conduct.

History shows that Northern Rivers ultimately won the
tender process, although now that it owns the site,
Harding Park is as yet development free. The city
officer who was involved in liaising with Northern
Rivers over a long time has left the city and is now
working in South Australia, but the chief executive
officer remains. A motion to remove him from his
position at the council earlier this year was narrowly
lost. It is of interest to Geelong people that his position
was secured by the vote of the now Liberal candidate
for Geelong, Stretch Kontelj. That will be remembered
by the Geelong community.
This report of the Auditor-General contains a damning
indictment of the administration of the City of Greater
Geelong. It is a scathing revelation of a deliberate and
concerted effort to promote the interests — —
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! The
honourable member’s time has expired.
Hon. I. J. COVER (Geelong) — I also address the
motion:
That the Council take note of the report of the
Auditor-General on public sector agencies, November 2001.

I begin my contribution by mentioning the two words
the government has enjoyed trotting out almost on a
daily basis in this chamber over recent times — carping
and whingeing. The government tried to put those
words up against us, when we know the greatest
exponent of carping and whingeing is the Labor Party.
It is the Labor Party that loves to carp and whinge. It
pines for the days when it was in opposition. Since
1999 when the Geelong Labor members of Parliament
found themselves in government they have been
looking around for something to oppose. They have
found something to oppose in the form of the City of
Greater Geelong Council.
It is interesting to note from the report of the
Auditor-General, who looked into two matters
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involving the City of Greater Geelong — the embassy
and Harding Park — that today the Geelong council is
very much the creature of the Labor government. The
previous council had nine members. There was then a
review to see whether the structure of the council
should be changed. I think 60 per cent of the people
who made submissions to that review opted for no
change, yet the government of the day, under the
auspices of the Minister for Local Government, sought
to ignore that majority view and impose on Geelong a
new council structure of 12 councillors, each from their
own wards. In doing so it was obviously the Labor
Party’s plan to take control of the council by having its
people elected in the majority.
After changing the council, alas it did not get the Labor
numbers up to control the council. This was alas for the
Labor Party but not for the people of Geelong. Having
failed to get control of the council after making those
changes, the door was opened for the Labor members
in Geelong then to declare open season on the council
and, as I said, to just carp and whinge about various
operations of the council and people on the council.
It is no secret that there have been a number of issues
surrounding the status of the Geelong Embassy at
Southbank and also the Harding Park sale. The council
has taken some actions on those issues, including
asking the Auditor-General to do a review. No doubt
Labor members in Geelong were salivating at the
prospect of the tabling of the Auditor-General’s report,
of which we are taking note this morning, so they could
once again raise it in the chamber at the first
opportunity and set about attacking the councillors and
the council, which is headed up by the most recent
mayor, Stretch Kontelj. It is worth noting that his
predecessor was a failed Labor candidate for South
Barwon. He was the mayor for 12 months at the time
the review was being undertaken.
The Labor members in Geelong have sought to attack
the mayor, Stretch Kontelj. Since this report was tabled
in November, almost on a weekly basis they have
attacked the mayor, the chief executive officer (CEO)
and the council. I am not here to defend the council, but
the way the Labor Party in Geelong and its MPs have
been carping and whingeing and talking down the
region needs to be pointed out.
I noted that in her contribution to the debate the
previous speaker said these issues involving the
embassy and Harding Park, and indeed the
Auditor-General’s report, had gravely undermined the
confidence of the people of Geelong. I contend that the
only people gravely undermining the confidence of the
people of Geelong are the Labor members of
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Parliament. As Labor members from a government, one
would have expected a much better approach to
promoting Geelong and to talking up the region.
It is interesting also to note the previous speaker’s
reference to the Harding Park aspect of the
Auditor-General’s report and said that the
Auditor-General had made certain discoveries and
findings. Not long after her election, the other member
for Geelong Province and the honourable member for
Geelong in the other place were prominent features in
the Geelong media talking about the Harding Park issue
and how they were conducting briefings and meetings
with the department and the then Minister for Planning
in the other place, the Honourable John Thwaites. At
one stage Mr Thwaites went to Geelong and said,
having met with them and auspiced various briefings,
he found there was nothing further to investigate.
Subsequently, an investigation was conducted by the
Auditor-General at the request of the council.
The council says it has learnt some lessons from the
Auditor-General’s report. Indeed, at the time of the
report being tabled in Parliament both the mayor,
Stretch Kontelj, and the chief executive officer, Geoff
Whitbread, welcomed the Auditor-General’s report into
the embassy and Cr Kontelj is reported in the Geelong
Advertiser of Wednesday, 28 November as saying that:
… new checks and balances were in place to ensure the
situation did not reoccur.

Mr Whitbread acknowledged the Auditor-General’s
criticisms of the city’s internal record keeping and said:
I accept this outright and we have taken steps to ensure the
process is improved through a new document management
system.

So both the mayor and the chief executive were
responding to the Auditor-General’s report, saying that
they were putting new systems in place and that they
wanted to move forward. Sadly, some of their
endeavours to move forward in a positive manner have
been restricted, hampered and interfered with by the
Labor members in Geelong who in recent times have
continued to attack the council and, most particularly,
the mayor. In fact, they have been keeping up the attack
here over the last couple of days. The issue of the
proposed sale of the Geelong Arena has been
mentioned in both houses and government members
representing Geelong have been accusing the council of
being tardy in furthering this proposal, yet as reported
in yesterday’s Geelong Advertiser the Geelong
Amateur Basketball Association president said:
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The city has been very cooperative with us in terms of
looking at the purchase and we’re still confident they will go
ahead.

It is interesting that according to the Geelong Advertiser
it is understood that the city valuer put a $1.1 million
price tag on the Geelong Arena building, yet the owner
says he expects at least $2 million. It has been valued at
$1.1 million and the owner wants $2 million. If the
government is putting up $1 million one presumes the
council is expected to come up with the other
$1 million. What happens if they do that and pay
$900 000 over the valuation? The first thing that will
happen will be the Labor members in Geelong racing
off to the local paper saying, ‘Look, they have wasted
ratepayers’ money by paying too much for this arena,
which was valued at $1.1 million’. Should that be the
case, no doubt they will call for another
Auditor-General’s report into this!
The council is obviously working through this issue in a
very prudent manner, given that it is understood that
there is a valuation of $1.1 million, but at the same time
Labor members in both houses have taken the
opportunity in the last couple of days to again attack the
council and to somehow try to draw Stretch Kontelj
into this as well. Clearly, they are most fearful of his
candidature as the endorsed Liberal candidate for the
seat of Geelong at the next state election.
Whilst the Auditor-General’s report was welcomed by
the mayor and the CEO, the former marketing chief of
the City of Greater Geelong, David Withington, said
the report lacks credibility and that the situation was
absolutely extraordinary, which was interesting coming
from him as a former member of the Cain media unit.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! The
honourable member’s time has expired.
Hon. GAVIN JENNINGS (Melbourne) — I am
taking the opportunity this morning during debate on
motions to take note of reports to discuss the
Auditor-General’s report on the 30 June 2001 results of
audits of public sector agencies, which was tabled in
Parliament in November 2001.
I draw the attention of the house to a significant matter
which has been discussed broadly in the Victorian
community and, indeed, in the Australian and
international financial communities, and which is the
subject of part 5 of the Auditor-General’s report under
the heading of ‘Special reviews’, where he reports on
his analysis of the financial exposure of the Victorian
public sector to the collapse of the HIH Insurance
Group.
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I draw attention in particular to the key points and
findings of the financial exposure identified by the
auditor in his review. He commences his findings with
the statement that:
Prior to being placed into provisional liquidation on 15 March
2001, the HIH Insurance Group … — a major private sector
insurance group — provided two broad categories of
insurance to individuals and public and private sector
organisations, namely:
general insurances, such as public liability, motor
vehicle, professional indemnity and directors’ liability;
and
insurances regulated by certain state and territory
legislation, including workers compensation,
compulsory third party motor vehicle and builders
warranty.

He notes that:
HIH was placed into provisional liquidation following an
internal review of its operations in early March 2001 which
indicated that it faced substantial losses for the half year to
31 December 2000 …

He notes also that:
Subsequently, in August 2001 the New South Wales Supreme
Court placed HIH into liquidation.

He then notes that subsequent to that a royal
commission was established, and he states in
paragraph 5.6 that he decided on the basis of the
significant involvement of HIH in the provision of
insurance services to Victorian public sector agencies
that it was appropriate for him to conduct an assessment
of the exposure of the Victorian public sector.
The Auditor-General stated in paragraph 5.7 in his
summary of findings that the exposure to the state fell
into a number of categories: first of all, the
state-regulated insurance schemes, mainly the builders
warranty and workers compensation schemes;
secondly, the potential for outstanding insurance claims
not to be satisfied; and thirdly, the potential for public
sector agencies to be shareholders in the HIH portfolio
and to incur losses as a consequence. He concludes that
on the basis of his analysis of the best available
information, the aggregate financial exposures of the
Victorian public sector agencies arising from the
collapse were estimated to be in the order of
$81.7 million at the date of preparation of the report.
The Auditor-General states that the $81.7 million
aggregate exposure may subsequently be offset by any
return of funds from future recoveries from the HIH
liquidator, so the net exposure could be less. He also
states that in the interim the funding shortfall will be
made up in the following way: firstly, from the building
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industry through the introduction of higher building
permit levies in the order of $16 million; secondly,
from employers through future premiums payable
under the workers compensation superannuation
scheme amounting to $22 million; thirdly, from
ratepayers who will fund the insurance premiums
payable by councils and regional water authorities, the
value of which is estimated to be $4 million; and
finally, from taxpayers through revenues obtained by
public sector agencies in the order of $40 million.
Those are the financing arrangements across the
Victorian public sector that will account for the
$81.7 million exposure.
The Auditor-General in his report goes on to say:
Given that the recovery process will undoubtedly be lengthy
and complex, a major challenge for the state in its public
sector agencies will be the implementation of appropriate
strategies to ensure that recoveries from the HIH liquidator
are maximised and, therefore, the financial impact of the
collapse relating to the public sector is minimised.

The issue I will now go on to is the aspect of the
builders warranty insurance scheme, which has not
necessarily been a legal liability but perhaps a moral
liability that our government has acknowledged. In
paragraph 5.14 relating to the builders warranty
insurance scheme, the Auditor-General explains the
genesis of the government’s intervention:
To protect home owners against building defects and the
financial failure of builders, the Victorian Building Act 1993
requires all building practitioners to obtain specified
insurance cover for all contracts with a value exceeding
$5000.

He goes on to say in paragraph 5.16:
Given the substantial consumer and business hardship that
could have resulted from the HIH collapse, while not legally
bound to do so, in May 2001 the Minister for Finance
announced a rescue package to assist home owners whose
builders warranty insurance cover had been adversely
affected by the collapse. The package applies to works
commencing before 31 May 2001, for which a building
permit was issued before 30 April 2001, and is aimed at those
individuals —

and he lists a number of categories of individuals who
are covered by the scheme: firstly, those who have
previously made a claim against an HIH policy for a
house defect which had not been repaired; secondly,
those who are entitled to lodge a claim if a defect
becomes evident within the 6.5-year period allowed for
claims under the insurance policy; and thirdly, those
whose home construction was commenced on the basis
of a building permit that was backed by an HIH
insurance policy, but where work had not yet been
completed.
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Following the creation of the kernel of the idea of the
government introducing a scheme to cover those
contingencies the Department of Treasury and Finance
commissioned an independent actuarial assessment to
determine the likely costs to the state of assuming those
compensation obligations on behalf of HIH. That
independent actuarial assessment was completed in
May 2001.
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NOTICE OF MOTION
Withdrawal
Hon. I. J. COVER (Geelong) — I move:
That notice of motion 2 standing in my name be withdrawn
from the notice paper.

Motion agreed to.

The result of that examination is reported in
paragraph 5.19. After taking into account the estimated
administrative expenses associated with managing
builders warranty insurance schemes but excluding
potential recoveries from the liquidator, the cost of
assuming the builders warranty insurance compensation
obligations of HIH was expected by the actuary to total
around $35.2 million, representing an estimated present
value of $31.2 million. The auditor then identifies that
the government responded to that actuarial assessment
with a moral rather than legal obligation to introduce
such a scheme. The Bracks government introduced the
House Contracts Guarantee (HIH) Bill into the
Parliament in June 2001.
That scheme was established to cover those cases of
compensation as has been outlined in the auditor’s
report. In fact, the scheme had a budgetary allocation
made to it of $35 million, in accordance with the
actuarial assessment of the exposure of the scheme.
As members of this chamber would be aware, the final
implementation of that scheme has been delayed
pending some court proceedings and the consideration
of this chamber. I would not anticipate future
deliberations in the chamber on this matter but I urge all
parties to deal with the matter in as speedy a fashion as
possible to facilitate implementation of the scheme for
individual home owners needing to be compensated for
the effects that may have jeopardised not only the
completion of their building but their future wellbeing
and successful move into their new home. All
honourable members will, of course, recognise the
home as the most significant investment made by
Victorian families. That underlies the reason why the
government has intervened to support the compensation
package. I look forward to it being satisfactorily
resolved within the Parliament and, in due course, in
the courts.
Motion agreed to.

PUBLIC ACCOUNTS AND ESTIMATES
COMMITTEE
Budget estimates 2001–02
Hon. D. McL. DAVIS (East Yarra) — I move:
That the Council take note of the report.

In doing so I state that the opposition very strongly
believes in the Public Accounts and Estimates
Committee and budgetary estimates processes as key
parts of the process of scrutiny by the community and
the Parliament of the activities of the executive. We
believe that the transparency and openness that is part
of that process are an absolutely integral part of
ensuring the right sort of accountability.
The opposition strongly believes, however, that a
number of aspects of the process are a cause for
concern. I have comments to make about the budget
papers in relation to this report and to the transcripts of
proceedings of the Public Accounts and Estimates
Committee. The committee as a whole in bipartisan
fashion took an important step this year to highlight the
key recommendations relating to performance
information in the budget and we drew out that
information, again in a bipartisan way, to the front of
the report. A series of recommendations were made
about the right sort of transparency and the right format
for performance information.
I wish to direct most of my attention to the need for that
performance information to be open and accountable
and in a format that can be assessed and compared
budget to budget and with the government’s
performance on the ground in the community and in
particular sectors. One of the issues that came up again
and again through the estimates process was
consistency from year to year, with parallel reporting
not occurring where output measures have been
changed and new output measures have been brought
into play. Of course there is a role for changes in output
measures from time to time. Budgetary priorities
change, community expectations change and policies
change, as they ought, from time to time.
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It is important to place on the public record that the
government in its charter with the Independents made a
very clear and unequivocal promise to present parallel
information in a format that would enable the
community to assess those sorts of changes. I note in
the transcript of the Public Accounts and Estimates
Committee meeting on some of those matters my
colleague the Honourable Gordon Rich-Phillips drew
attention to the promise in the charter by the Bracks
government that it would ensure that budget
information was consistent with previous formats to
allow for full and transparent comparison by including
parallel information in both formats where a format
change is deemed desirable.
I do not believe the transcript shows that in that
proceeding the Premier provided a satisfactory
explanation of why the budget papers do not present
parallel reporting where output measures have been
changed — and there have been many changes in
output measures.
Another point that concerns me greatly is the lack of
tying of output measures. That came out again in the
processes the committee went through in putting
together its annual reports. There is a lack of tying of
output measures to actual community outcomes in
particular sectors, industries or areas of government
activity.
For example, I turn to the area the Leader of the
Government in a previous capacity is familiar with, that
of industrial relations. At page 302 of budget paper 3
there is very little evidence in any of the output
measures that ties the performance of that section of
government, Industrial Relations Victoria, back to
actual outcomes in terms of the objectives of that output
group. Most of the output measures relate to ministerial
satisfaction with the timeliness of reports and so on but
not so much to issues surrounding the actual
performance of that section of the government in
delivering results for the Victorian community.
During the budgetary estimates process a significant
exchange took place that formed part of the information
on which the committee based its report that dealt with
aquaculture. It is interesting to see, for example, the
failure of the responsible minister to explain the
ditching of aquaculture measures and outputs in the
fishing area and the reinsertion of new output measures
that did not relate to the performance of the industry
itself. The argument was that the performance of the
industry was not what was being attempted to be
measured. It seems to me, many in the opposition and
many in the community that these two measures should
be undertaken to measure the performance of a section
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of a government department in facilitating development
in an industry. The best way to measure the final
outcome for the community is in the actual output terms
of that industry, not paper shuffling by bureaucrats or
the bureaucratic pen pushing that is involved in
determining whether reports are produced in time.
We saw this in another area with the Minister for
Tourism. There was significant debate about whether
the most appropriate measure was the number of airline
seats available for people flying into Victoria, the
capacity, or whether a better measure of performance of
the state tourism bureaucracy was the number of
passengers flying in. The minister could not understand
the distinction. Certainly the people who book hotel
rooms, the hoteliers and the restaurateurs in Victoria
understand that a large number of empty seats on
aircraft flying in and few tourists is not a good measure
of an outcome for that industry. A much better measure
of the outcome of the industry is to ensure that there are
sufficient passengers flying in on those seats. It is
important that the output measures are accurate and
consistent from year to year and measure industry
outcomes.
I was disappointed with the Premier’s response on the
estimates in that he did not understand the importance
of proper parallel reporting to ensure that where
measures are changed there is consistency from year to
year. I gained the impression that in a wilful way —
Mr Theophanous and Mr Rich-Phillips would also have
witnessed it — the Premier was trying to fudge his way
through the matter.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous — You should speak for
yourself.
Hon. D. McL. DAVIS — I would be interested in
Mr Theophanous’s contribution about the Premier’s
exchange on the estimates on that point. The
government made a number of promises in its period in
opposition, but what has not been met is appropriate
transparency and accountability.
Another example is appropriate breakdown in funding
in output groups. The example that was drawn out in
the budgetary process by the honourable member for
Brighton in another place related to the acute health
services section of the Department of Human Services
budget. There was lengthy discussion about this point.
In this case the Minister for Health did not fully
comprehend the significance of some of the figures
provided in the budget and the importance of being able
in a transparent and accountable way to assess the
budget’s performance.
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In previous budgets a breakdown in each of the output
groups has been provided, whether in regard to
employee-related expenses, supplies and so forth, but
that has been removed from the budget this year, a
concerning development which means that the budget
is less accountable and harder to assess. It means that
individual output groups are harder to examine in detail
and harder to make appropriate analysis of. The
reduction in transparency in the budget is a concerning
development, one that the house should resist.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! The
honourable member’s time has expired.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Jika Jika) — I
begin my contribution by congratulating the Public
Accounts and Estimates Committee, particularly the
staff that were associated with the preparation of the
report. By any measure this is a substantial report of
more than 500 pages of reporting on budget estimates.
We should be proud of the people who have worked on
the report within the committee system. It is an
example of how the committee system is informing the
Parliament.
I begin by taking exception to some of the comments
made by the Honourable David Davis because the
report itself talks about the increase in the amount of
information that is now provided to members of
Parliament as a result of actions which have been
undertaken by the government. The budget overview at
page 17 of the report states:
The scope of the budget sector as presented in the 2001–02
budget papers has been expanded to include all general
government sector agencies. Accordingly, the estimated
financial statements now include the projected financial
results of some agencies that were previously classified as
belonging to the non-budget sector, including:
Parks Victoria;
the Country Fire Authority and the Metropolitan Fire
and Emergency Services Board;
catchment management authorities; and
a range of occupational registration boards.

These are actions taken by the present government to
bring into the budget reporting processes organisations
which previously under the former government had not
been part of the reporting process. It is not surprising
that the report goes on to say:
This shift to a general government sector basis brings the
Victorian budget statements into closer alignment with those
of the commonwealth and most other states and territories. It
also means that the budgeted financial statements will better
align with the Annual Financial Report for the State of
Victoria and have a similar format.
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One only has to read the actual report to understand that
the Honourable David Davis is simply trying to make
political capital when the committee found an
expansion in the amount of recording of the financial
status of the budget and not a contraction, as has been
suggested by Mr Davis.
The committee report also stated:
The committee notes that the net equity of the state is
estimated to grow over 2001–02 by around $2.5 billion
(around 16 per cent). The budget papers disclose that assets
with an aggregate value of $41.4 billion will be under the
control of the government as at 30 June 2002, representing an
increase of around $3.2 billion over the previous year’s
revised total of $38.2 billion.

The report shows that the government has increased the
assets of the state, indeed the assets for future
generations of Victorians, by good and appropriate
management of the state’s finances.
I will comment on the overall emphasis of the report.
At page 51 of the report under the section headed ‘Key
recommendations relating to performance information’
it states:
The committee believes accountability for performance to be
a key element of the corporate governance framework and
has made a number of recommendations in this report to
emphasise that there is considerable scope for improvement
in the information contained in key accountability documents
provided by departments and agencies to the Parliament.

This is nothing new. The question of having appropriate
performance indicators has been something that has
been pursued vigorously by this government — —
Hon. D. McL. Davis interjected.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — I am happy to
recognise that the opposition supports appropriate
accountability performance indicators, although I must
say that some of the performance indicators that were
present under the previous government left a lot to be
desired. It is all very well to support this kind of thing
in opposition, but the real test of moral fibre in these
instances is whether you are prepared to do it in
government. Unfortunately the record of the Liberal
Party is that when it is in government accountability
runs a very poor last in the thinking of the executive,
whereas so far as this government is concerned it is a
very important part of what we are attempting to
achieve.
Recommendation 2.1, which is the first major
recommendation in this area, is that:
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The Auditor-General take immediate steps to audit key
performance indicators of departments to ensure their
appropriateness to outcomes.

Further in the report recommendation 4.7 states:
The Auditor-General and officers of the Department of
Treasury and Finance appear before the Public Accounts and
Estimates Committee to report on the appropriateness and
application of key performance indicators across the
Victorian public sector.

The committee, which after all has a majority of
government members on it, has made recommendations
about strengthening accountability and performance
indicators. But it has been put in the context that the
government has achieved already a great deal in
enhancing accountability and performance measures.
When members of Parliament look at these sorts of
reports they are able to identify performance measures
that make sense, that really do measure performance,
and not measures that simply might measure inputs or
might not adequately measure actual outcomes and
performance of departments. We are keen to do that,
but we are keen to do it for another reason, not just
because of the accountability issues for members of
Parliament that are involved.
This is good management because if you have good
accountability structures and performance indicators
you can tell whether or not you are doing well, and that
is the name of the game. If you understand that a
particular program is not working well because it has
good performance indicators that are showing that, you
can then take measures to rectify it. However, if your
performance measures are not up to scratch, then you
are not able to manage as a government.
Those are the sorts of things that this report is
highlighting, and they are in line with what the
government is achieving.
I turn briefly to the comments in the report about
parliamentary departments. At page 49 it states:
The committee notes that there has been no improvement in
the performance measures used in the budget papers to
indicate members’ satisfaction with the quality of services
provided by the parliamentary departments. Currently, the
level of information is vague in that the indicator target is
‘high’. This measure does not indicate what is being
measured or the proportion of members to which it relates.

Perhaps the President and other people who are
involved in this area might want to have a look at this
section of the report and contemplate whether they are
providing all of the services and are measuring their
performance adequately in relation to the sorts of things
that they provide to members in this house.
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The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! The
honourable member’s time has expired.
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Eumemmerring) —
It is always interesting to follow Mr Theophanous on
these matters. We know his credibility when it comes to
matters of accountability and good governance!
Hon. T. C. Theophanous interjected.
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS — It gives me an
opportunity to correct the record. Although I agree with
Mr Theophanous’s comments with respect to the
estimates process incorporating more government
entities within the budget papers, which is something
we welcome, it does not get around the fact, which is
the point that Mr Davis raised, that the latest round of
budget papers has excluded considerable financial
information on individual output groups. Despite the
commitment to openness and transparency, the open
and accountable Bracks government has removed
financial information from the budget papers with
respect to individual output groups.
That information is now provided only at the aggregate
level. Information has been removed from the budget
despite the commitments by the government to
openness and accountability.
The other point on which Mr Theophanous waxed
lyrical was the increase in government assets through
what he described as good management by the
government. He did not say, however, that the
government has been the beneficiary of considerable
windfall taxation gains. You need only look at the
situation with residential stamp duty to see the benefits
that the government has gained from a buoyant
economy. The benefits have not flowed through its
good or careful management of the economy or control
of the taxation regime correcting for the windfall gain,
because the government has simply sat there and done
nothing while its coffers have been filling up. The
government has not taken any action and has not been
proactive on taxation, which alone is the reason the
government can claim an increase in the state asset
base.
I shall touch on some of the specifics in the report. The
estimates process that has been adopted in this
Parliament reflects a change from the situation under
the previous Parliament. Now we have a situation
where all ministers appear before the Public Accounts
and Estimates Committee (PAEC) in its preparation of
the estimates report. We welcome the opportunity for
all ministers to appear and talk about their portfolios.
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However, an opportunity exists to go further. Reflecting
on the fact that this house has started to adopt many of
the practices of the Australian Senate, consideration
could be given to our estimates process also going
down the path of that used by the Senate. I can envisage
a scenario where the estimates process is a more open
process with more opportunity provided for members
of the committee to examine ministers and particularly
senior bureaucrats on issues of relevance in their
portfolio areas.
As it now stands committee members are under fairly
tight control on the questions they can ask of ministers
and they cannot pursue certain lines of questioning.
They can only ask individual questions. If we were to
adopt a Senate-style estimates process scope would
exist for members to pursue lines of questioning and
issues, and to make a thorough investigation of matters.
If the committee could work to the Senate model with
basically no time limits matters could be investigated
thoroughly, which is something on which the
committee’s capacity is limited under the existing
process.
Mr David Davis touched on the issue of the change in
the budget paper format. This matter is very important
because at the time of the change of government the
Premier gave a commitment to the Independent
members in the other place — and equally importantly,
the Independents required of the government a
commitment — that where there are changes between
budget papers from year to year, a comparative series
of budget papers would be produced so that the papers
can be compared from year to year. Whenever a change
was to occur a parallel set of budget papers in the old
format would be prepared so that information could be
compared from year to year. That is important because
the Premier agreed to it and the three Independents
required it.
We are in the third year of this government. A number
of changes have been made to the format of the budget
papers, but not once has the government produced the
parallel reports as required by the Independents charter.
That is a clear failing on the part of the government. It
has failed to uphold the commitment it made to the
Independents.
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under their charter. We should not forget that a member
of the PAEC is the Independent honourable member for
Gippsland West in the other place, Susan Davies — or,
as Mr Ken Smith would often say, the Labor member
for Gippsland West.
It is reprehensible that Susan Davies, as a member of
the PAEC and as one of the Independents who required
the government to commit to providing parallel budget
reporting, has not required the government to uphold its
commitment. She has not pressed the government in
any way through the estimates process to uphold that
commitment. It shows what a farce the commitment
was on the part of the government and on the part of the
Independents. That inaction again reflects that the
Independents charter is a farce and is another example
of how that charter has not been upheld by the
government and has not been enforced by the
Independents.
Mr David Davis also touched on the issue of
meaningful performance measures. As he said, this is
something the committee took very seriously — so
seriously, in fact, that the committee dedicated a section
of recommendations specifically to directing and
requiring government departments and budget sector
entities to produce meaningful performance measures.
It has been an ongoing problem, as Mr Theophanous
pointed out, but it has not been corrected by the
government. It is not a problem that at this stage shows
any prospect of being corrected by the government.
In the budget papers is a whole raft of performance
measures that bear no resemblance to the outcomes that
the departments are required to produce. One that
comes to mind, and it is not in isolation — and I
mention this only because it immediately comes to
mind — relates to the parliamentary departments. One
of the performance measures of the parliamentary
departments, as I recall, relates to the number of
documents tabled in the house.

That is not surprising on the part of the government
because whatever it committed to through promises to
the Independents was a simple, cheap and quick way of
getting into government. It basically agreed to say
anything so as to achieve that objective.

That in no way reflects a performance outcome for the
Parliament and it is not even something over which the
parliamentary departments have control because they
are not responsible for producing the documents
presented to the house. That one example is a
meaningless measure. I know of countless other
examples across all departments. In no way do the
parliamentary departments stand out. That issue has
been identified over a number of years by the
committee and is one that the committee sought to
highlight in last year’s report.

But of more concern is the failure of the Independents
to require the government to uphold its obligations

I realise time is limited. The only other matter I wish to
refer to relates to Treasury provisions and the
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Treasurer’s apparent lack of understanding of his own
budget. An inconsistency between the budget speech
and the budget papers relating to state debt is a point
Mr Hallam identified during the process. To date the
Treasurer has not been able to reconcile this matter. He
tried to worm his way around the issue and
Mr Hallam’s clarifications. To this day we do not have
a clear definition of what the Treasurer meant with his
reference to state debt. He made two references to it,
both seemingly the same, but the Treasurer has tried to
say they are different.
Another issue that arose in the process was the
government’s accounting treatment of the Growing
Victoria fund. The government has said that fund
should be excluded from the estimation of net debt.
Although the Growing Victoria fund has liquid assets,
for some reason the government thinks they are
different from any other allocation under the budget
and has quarantined them from the definition of state
debt.
That matter has caused considerable controversy at
estimates hearings. I have raised that issue with the
Minister for Finance but have yet to receive any
clarification. The government now has a new finance
minister. I hope he will be better placed to handle the
issue.
It shows that within the Treasury portfolio a number of
issues of definition and of key state budgetary matters
were open to interpretation and not clear even to the
Treasurer.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! The
honourable member’s time has expired.
Motion agreed to.

CORPORATIONS (FINANCIAL SERVICES
REFORM AMENDMENTS) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 17 April; motion of
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation).

Hon. P. A. KATSAMBANIS (Monash) — The
Liberal Party supports the bill, which has been
introduced primarily as a result of changes made last
year through the passage of the Corporations Act 2001
and the Financial Services Reform Act 2001 of the
commonwealth Parliament.
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The history of the bill predates those acts. Its history
goes back to the groundbreaking Wallis report into the
Australian financial services industry, a report that set
the scene for the changes introduced by those two acts
into the commonwealth Parliament last year, and a
report that has given our nation the opportunity to
structure its financial services industry and legislation
and regulations in a way that takes into account market
reality and gives us the flexibility to adequately monitor
the financial services sector for consumer protection,
while at the same time, allowing for an expanding and
competitive financial services sector that offers the best
quality services, not just to Australians but, as a
growing export industry, to the rest of the world.
I do not think Australians and Victorians as yet have
understood the enormous value that has been added by
the inquiry, chaired by Stan Wallis, into our financial
services industry. Its groundbreaking report has led to
reforms that will serve us well into the future.
In the fullness of time the reforms will probably be seen
as groundbreaking as were the reforms of the 1980s that
led to a significant deregulation of our financial
services industry, and the advances that have helped
Australians in the last 20 or so years. I put on the record
my thanks, and I believe the thanks of this place, to
Stan Wallis and his committee members for taking the
time and the effort to conduct the inquiry and to come
up with such groundbreaking and far-reaching
recommendations.
The bill essentially attempts to harmonise the
regulatory regime across the financial services industry.
As the Minister for Sport and Recreation pointed out in
his second-reading speech, it creates some harmony
among the regulatory regime. It introduces a single
licensing system for all forms of financial services and
advice and also creates a single system for the
regulation of financial markets and settlement facilities.
It deals with all financial services products, the whole
breadth of that ever-expanding industry, other than
products relating to credit, specifically consumer credit,
that is enshrined in other cooperative national pieces of
legislation.
It may interest the house to know that in a previous life
I held an authorised representative licence under the
previous Corporations Law. It required significant and
intensive study to obtain that authority and the sitting of
an exam, so I know the nature, the rigidity and strengths
of our regulatory regime when it comes to the licensing
of those people who are authorised to give financial
advice and to sell financial services in this nation. Too
often the general public, sometimes the media and
occasionally legislators have an outdated view of the
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people who operate in the financial services industry.
We have an outdated view borne out by horror stories,
such as with hire purchase, from previous decades,
perhaps from the 1960s, the 1970s and the 1980s —
and those who studied law at university will recount
tales catalogued for posterity in our legal history books.
Since the early 1990s and the advent of the
Corporations Law and because consumers have
continually demanded more and legislators have
responded — often legislators have led the way — the
professionals who deal in the financial services markets
are people of the utmost integrity who are licensed to
give advice and who, in the main, provide excellent
advice and service to the public of Australia.
I put that on the record because unfortunately too often
people get too many brickbats and not enough
accolades. Interestingly, the house is debating this bill
just a few days after a legal decision against a particular
broking house in favour of a litigant Rahmat Ali. In the
last few days the media has celebrated the wonderful
success of the case. It again shows that our regulations,
legislation and legal system work. When participants in
the financial services industry give less than adequate
advice, cut corners or where their advice is proven to be
wrong or negligent, the legal system can deal with it,
which must give the Australian public enormous heart
and confidence about the integrity of our financial
services sector and a legal system that protects their
rights and investments. We are dealing with people’s
money, often people’s life savings, and we must always
ensure that the integrity of our system is beyond
reproach.
This sometimes happens through the heroic work of
people such as Kimani Adil Boden and Hina Pasha
Adil from Starnet Legal Pty Ltd who are Davids taking
on Goliath. In this case they were prepared to take on a
Goliath and win to show once more that our legal
system and our financial services system work to
protect the small investor and the consumer.
This is what the bill is doing. It gives rise to a set of
reforms introduced as a result of the Wallis
recommendations to further strengthen the regulatory
regime that governs financial advisers, and ensures that
the legislation reflects the ever-changing, ever-growing
and ever-more-complex arrangements within the
financial services industry.
The bill is required to be passed in this place despite the
fact that it gives effect to essentially commonwealth
legislation, because it recognises the complex
constitutional structure that our Corporations Law and
financial services industry takes place under. It
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recognises that Australia is a Federation formed by the
colonies to create a nation and that the colonies gave
certain powers to the federal government and reserved
certain powers for themselves as states. With the
Corporations Law, every member of this place knows
the difficult interactions between commonwealth
constitutional powers and powers that were reserved to
the states. It is a credit to the maturity and cooperation
of governments and legislators at state and
commonwealth levels that since the early 1960s — for
more than 40 years — the nation has worked hard to
overcome the constitutional impediments and have
ensured that we have a national scheme operating to
regulate corporations and to regulate the laws relating
to corporations and the financial services industry in
this country.
We have gone from the old cooperative scheme in the
1960s to the Companies Code, which started operating
around about 1981, and eventually in the late 1980s we
got to the Corporations Law, which is the most
all-encompassing of the laws that govern our corporate
structures in Australia. To bring that about the
cooperation not only of states but also the federal
government is required, all working together in
harmony, to ensure that Australia is not operating as six
colonies in the areas of corporate regulation and
financial services regulation but as a nation.
I have put on record that in an increasingly global
society to revert to a competitive federalism structure
for the regulation of our Corporations Law would be to
go back to the Dark Ages. It is a credit to all involved at
both state and federal levels across Australia that that
has not happened. We have not used our Corporations
Law as some form of brinkmanship or weapon with
which the states can fight the commonwealth or vice
versa. Instead we have accepted that a clear,
transparent, fair and reasonable national regime that
protects corporations, the directors of those
corporations and in turn the consumers and the
Australian public has been put above petty state versus
commonwealth squabbles or party political squabbles
to ensure that the integrity of our corporate structure
and the regulation of our financial services industry has
been beyond reproach and beyond question.
I notice that in the second-reading speech and in some
of the contributions in the other place honourable
members have mentioned recent High Court decisions
that have questioned certain aspects of our Corporations
Law. High Court decisions in cases such as Hughes and
Wakim have been discussed — I use this phrase
advisedly — ad nauseam in this place and in the other
place.
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Hon. C. A. Furletti interjected.
Hon. P. A. KATSAMBANIS — Mr Furletti says I
speak for myself. I think all non-lawyers in this place
believe we have discussed the impact of Hughes and of
Wakim on our constitutional structure ad nauseam, but
we enjoy the discussions and the mental stimulus of
sometimes second-guessing our High Court. I say
‘second-guess’ in jest!
I note that people have commented about Wakim and
about Hughes in the context of this legislation. I would
like to think that Wakim and Hughes do not impact
upon the changes proposed in the bill. Significant other
sections of our Corporations Law have been impacted
upon by Wakim and by Hughes. The decisions in both
of those cases have required numerous pieces of
legislation to be passed through this Parliament, federal
Parliament and other state Parliaments in the past few
years. I would like to think the area this bill deals with
has not been so affected. The old chapters 7 and 8 of
the Corporations Act stand, I believe, despite Wakim
and Hughes. I believe the amendments effected by this
bill will also stand, despite the impact of the High Court
decisions in Wakim and in Hughes.
However, it is still opportune to discuss once more and
only very briefly the impact of those decisions on the
future operation of our Corporations Law. As I have
said, the integrity of the legislative regime that governs
the establishment and the continued governance of
corporations in Australia should be above any form of
party-political squabbling, and always has been, but it
should also be above any state versus commonwealth
squabbling and any constitutional questioning or lack of
validity. In order to ensure that long term and to ensure
that in the future we do not get another Wakim or
Hughes decision, there is only one way to solve the
impasse. To pass bills in this place again and again and
to bandaid any decisions made in the High Court is
second-best at best. There is no substitute for
constitutional reform at a federal level to ensure that our
regime of corporate governance is and remains a
national one. I put on record again my preference for
that constitutional reform.
I understand how difficult it is to effect constitutional
reform in Australia but in an area that is critically
important, not only to the protection of Australian
consumers but also to the growth of a world-class
industry — our financial services sector and its ability
to compete globally and to attract global capital and
global investment into Australia — the integrity and
transparency of our corporate legal structure should be
beyond reproach. The only way that can happen is
through constitutional reform at a federal level.
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I understand how hard it will be; I just hope that in the
near future we have some individuals who are as public
spirited and as committed as the individuals led by Stan
Wallis, who conducted the inquiry into our financial
services sector a few years ago. I hope these new
individuals are prepared to take on the challenge of
constitutional reform in this area so we do not have
question marks over our structure of corporate
governance and the framework of legislative and
regulatory control of our Corporations Law into the
future.
It is a grey area that must be resolved. We have to put
aside our petty squabbles and issues about competitive
federalism in this area because competition between the
federal government and the states will not assist
Australia. Consistent national legislation is needed.
Having put that on the record once again, I believe this
bill simply strengthens the already excellent national
regulatory regime we have for protecting consumers
and assisting the continued growth in the financial
services industry that we have seen over the past
20 years.
The bill changes some terms: ‘stock exchange’ will be
replaced by the more all-encompassing ‘financial
market’. The old licensed dealers and investment
advisers, of whom I was proud to be one, will now be
called financial services licensees. The insurance
agents, who were once covered by the Insurance
(Agents and Brokers) Act, will be incorporated into the
Corporations Law, and that can only be a good thing.
These changes were brought about as a result of the
inquiry now known as the Wallis report. They have
been embraced at a federal level and we are now
passing the enabling legislation in Victoria to give
effect to the changes. I hope in time we will get to a
situation where these sorts of enabling bills, which give
effect to national legislation, will not be required in the
area of Corporations Law and that we will not need to
fiddle around with constitutional niceties.
Australia wants to be seen as a mature nation and part
of that is being able to revisit decisions that were right
in 1901 in relation to the division of constitutional
powers between states and the federal government, and
revisit them in the context of a modern Australia
moving forward into the 21st century. If we did that,
not only would we ensure that the existing strong
regulatory regime would get even stronger and give us
protections but also ensure our ability to sell our
first-class financial services on the world stage for
many years to come.
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Hon. JENNY MIKAKOS (Jika Jika) — I rise to
make a contribution on behalf of the government in
respect of this bill, the Corporations (Financial Services
Reform Amendments) Bill. The background to this
legislation is quite extensive and lengthy in nature. I do
not want to cover all the history of why this bill is
before us, but suffice it to say it has had a long period of
gestation. In essence, it relates to some constitutional
difficulties that have come about as a result of two High
Court cases that the Honourable Peter Katsambanis
mentioned, the 1999 decision re Wakim, and the May
2000 decision The Queen v. Hughes. Both decisions
cast some doubt on the ability of states to refer powers
to federal courts and to federal office-holders, and as a
result of those doubts and the constitutional difficulties
and question marks surrounding the whole structure of
our federal Corporations Law system, a number of
pieces of legislation have come before this house and
this Parliament over the last couple of years to address
these issues.
Honourable members may well recall that we had
debate on previous legislation to address these issues.
Most recently we debated the Corporations
(Commonwealth Powers) Bill in the middle of last
year, which addressed some of the same types of issues.
Unfortunately, although we are a federalist system of
government with powers being divided across all tiers
of government, we have some difficulties in being able
to properly confer powers from the state level to the
federal level and the particular problems that we have
experienced in relation to the finance sector are a case
in point.
The bill that we are debating here today seeks to make a
number of amendments to Victorian legislation that has
been affected by changes made to the securities and
futures industry provisions in the commonwealth
Corporations Act 2001. Those particular changes have
come about by the enactment at the federal level of the
Financial Services Reform Act 2001, which
commenced operation on 11 March. That act has
sought to substitute chapters 7 and 8 of the federal
Corporations Act with a new chapter 7, the financial
services and markets chapter.
It is important to note that those changes were not made
earlier when this Parliament addressed other issues
relating to the Corporations Law because the level of
discussion and agreement had not yet been reached in
respect of that particular lot of provisions. But it is
important to note that those discussions and changes in
respect to the finance sector have themselves been a
long time coming in that they began in 1996 when the
financial system inquiry, otherwise known as the Wallis
inquiry, was set up to review the rapid technological
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and other changes that have come about in the financial
sector as a result of changes and liberalisation of trade
and capital around the world. That financial system
inquiry made a number of recommendations, many of
which were legislated for by the federal Parliament in
the Financial Services Reform Act.
It is important to see this legislation in the context of
the importance of the financial sector to this country’s
economy. For this reason it is important for me to give
some indication of the size of the various aspects of the
financial sector in recent times. For example, as at
30 June 2000, the consolidated total financial assets on
the books of Australian financial institutions was
$1389.4 billion. The total assets on the books of
Australian banks at the same date was $731 billion.
This legislation relates to organisations such as life
insurance corporations, and those bodies held total
assets of $184 billion as at 30 June 2000, while general
insurance corporations held assets of another
$68 million.
The legislation also relates to superannuation funds and
it is important to note that these days the lives of all
Australians are very much tied up in the hands of
superannuation funds. Those funds, as at 30 June 2000,
held total assets of $405 billion. Managed funds had
consolidated total assets of more than $590 million as at
that date. Stock exchanges and financial markets are
also affected by the legislation. As at the end of June
2000 the market capitalisation of domestic equities on
the Australian Stock Exchange was $682 billion.
It can be seen from those figures that the legislation is
extremely important. It essentially seeks to put
protection on a national level for Australian consumers
and participants in the Australian finance sector. As
those figures indicate, much of this country’s wealth
and the financial future of Australians are caught up in
the financial sector. It is for that reason that the finance
sector needs to be properly regulated and to have
adequate levels of consumer protection and market
integrity.
Debate interrupted pursuant to sessional orders.
Sitting suspended 12.55 p.m. until 2.06 p.m.

MEMBERS STATEMENTS
Main Street, Belgrave: safety
Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER (Silvan) — I raise a
matter about the urgency for Vicroads to set up a
second set of pedestrian lights in Belgrave. Yarra
Ranges Shire Council traffic counts undertaken earlier
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this year indicate that about 19 500 vehicles travel
through Belgrave’s Main Street daily. The Shire of
Yarra Ranges has recently applied to Vicroads for
funding to install a pedestrian crossing opposite the old
post office along the shopping strip in Belgrave’s Main
Street. It has been nominated as a high priority for black
spot funding.

Finally I take this opportunity to congratulate East
Timor’s new president, Xanana Gusmao, who was
elected with more than 82 per cent of the vote — a
margin of which most honourable members would be
envious.

Between 1995 and 1999, seven casualty accidents were
reported in the 400-metre section of Main Street
between Reynolds Lane and the Belgrave–Gembrook
Road. It is important to consider that Belgrave is a
major tourist town attracting thousands of visitors each
year and hundreds of shoppers each day. Thus Vicroads
and the minister must surely recognise the need to take
every possible step to protect pedestrians as well as
improving access to the local shops.

Hon. P. R. HALL (Gippsland) — The National
Party has highlighted the government’s
under-resourcing of the Victorian firearms registry
pointing out that understaffing is causing delays of up
to 10 weeks in the processing of new firearms licences.
However, it has now been brought to my attention that
considerable delays are also being experienced in
accessing the firearms appeals tribunal.

Furthermore, the shire has also proposed to Vicroads a
case to introduce a 50-kilometre-per-hour speed limit
through the township. Residents of Belgrave have also
organised a petition to urge Vicroads to install the
second crossing as well as reducing the speed limit
through the township, as proposed by the council, to
50 kilometres per hour. This is a very serious issue for
the township of Belgrave and deserves the
government’s immediate response.

Annie Keogh
Hon. JENNY MIKAKOS (Jika Jika) — On
25 March I had the pleasure of representing the Premier
at the offices of Australian Volunteers International in
Fitzroy to celebrate the departure of Ms Annie Keogh
to East Timor. Ms Keogh is an employee of the Equal
Opportunity Commission and is the first Victorian
public servant to leave for East Timor as part of this
government’s commitment to assisting in the rebuilding
of East Timor.
Following the Premier’s visit to East Timor last year, he
announced that the Bracks government, in partnership
with Australian Volunteers International, would
facilitate up to 10 Victorian public servants taking leave
in order to work in East Timor to help that nation to
build its civil service capacity. It is interesting to note
that the spirit of volunteerism is alive and well in the
Victorian public service as more than 240 employees
have registered their interest in this program. I hope that
the current program will be extended into the future.
Ms Keogh is now in East Timor. I take this opportunity
to wish her well in her stay. I also take this opportunity
to thank Bill Armstrong, chief executive office of
Australian Volunteers International, for his dedication
and the efforts of his organisation in this program.

Firearms: licence appeals

This matter was raised with me by two of my
constituents, Steve and Della Jones of Morwell. They
pointed out to me that apparently because of the failure
of the minister to appoint new members to the tribunal
before the previous members’ terms have elapsed, there
is now a backlog in cases going to the appeals tribunal
of between 6 and 12 months. Consequently, there is that
sort of delay in accessing the appeals tribunal. My
constituents also point out that this is particularly hard
on those who require a firearm for occupational
purposes. Mr and Mrs Jones are sheep breeders and
require a firearm licence. They have been prevented so
far from obtaining a licence because they have no
access to the appeals tribunal. I call on the government
and the minister to address this situation with the sense
of urgency that it deserves.

Returned and Services League
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Eumemmerring) —
Next Thursday we will commemorate Anzac Day. This
year will mark the 87th anniversary of the landing of
Australian troops at Gallipoli at a spot now known as
Anzac Cove. I take the opportunity to acknowledge the
fine work done by the Returned and Services League
(RSL) branches throughout Victoria. These branches
make a major contribution to the Victorian community
and to supporting the welfare of returned soldiers. They
contribute through fundraising and the most significant
of those activities are the Anzac Day and
Remembrance Day campaigns with poppies and Anzac
Day badges. They play a major role in providing
welfare services to returned veterans and act as
advocates for the veteran community. The RSL
branches have a role in perpetuating the memory of
those Australian servicemen and women who fell
during the major conflicts, and they support that role
through the development and maintenance of cenotaphs
and memorials throughout the state.
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I am proud to be a member and supporter of the
Berwick sub-branch of the RSL and I am pleased to
take this opportunity to acknowledge and thank all the
sub-branches throughout Victoria for the very fine work
they do on behalf of the Victorian community.

Greek community: commonwealth pensions
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Jika Jika) — I draw
the attention of the house to a facsimile I received from
the Greek Orthodox Community of Melbourne dated
8 April 2002 in which the community expresses
opposition to the proposal put forward by the Howard
government to extend the qualifying period for
receiving a full Australian pension while overseas from
25 years to 30 years. Mr Fountas, the president of the
community, made the point that the proposal was:
… an attack on the basic human rights of Australian citizens
to choose where to retire and where to receive their pension.
It … breaches the principles upon which the previous
portability arrangements were agreed upon with no prior
consultation and discussion …
What we see here is another example of the erosion of the
rights of Australian citizens who have worked hard and have
contributed immensely to the social, cultural, political and
economic development of Australia.
It is also another attack on multiculturalism and the policies of
social justice, equity and access.

This is another example of the real attitude of the
Liberal Party to migrants. It is discriminatory. I ask the
house: where do the Leader of the Opposition, Denis
Napthine, and the Liberal Party in Victoria stand on
Howard’s racist proposal?

Roads: speed limits
Hon. E. G. STONEY (Central Highlands) — I raise
the issue of reducing speeding tolerance margins to just
3 kilometres an hour, and I will confine my remarks to
the open road situation. I speak with some experience
as I have an Australian heavy vehicle licence, a bus
drivers licence and an alpine hazardous area licence,
and over the years I have seen many incidents occurring
on the roads.
I am absolutely no supporter of speeding, but I am a
supporter of practical and fair speed laws. Most
accidents are caused by incompetence, and I class some
forms of speeding as a form of incompetence; however,
in my opinion reducing margins would create more
pressure on drivers and would actually increase the
strain on drivers. At times drivers travelling at the speed
limit have to accelerate to get out of trouble, and with
this no-tolerance policy hanging over their heads they
may hesitate, with disastrous results.
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There are solid technical arguments for a tolerance, and
I believe they are valid. I believe removing tolerances
will not assist road safety on the open road and, indeed,
it may have the reverse effect.
Road safety would be improved if drivers were required
to have much more driving skill and much more
technical knowledge about what their cars will do in
difficult situations. Coupled with that, if the issue of
slow-moving vehicles was addressed on country roads,
driver frustration and accidents would be greatly
reduced.

Footscray: night market
Hon. S. M. NGUYEN (Melbourne West) — I will
say a few words about the Footscray night market, the
World Bazaar, launched by the Maribyrnong City
Council at the beginning of the year. The night market
has been supported by many local organisations such as
the Maribyrnong Chamber of Commerce, the Footscray
Asian Traders Association, the Footscray migrant
resource centre and many state departments to attract
more people to come to Footscray to shop.
The World Bazaar is a weekly night market in the
summertime, and between May and September it will
be a monthly market. It will return to weekly opening
from October this year to May next year. This market is
one of the major events in Footscray, and it has resulted
from the council and the shops in and around Footscray
working closely to encourage more people to shop
locally — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! The honourable
member’s time has expired.

Varapodio family
Hon. E. J. POWELL (North Eastern) — I rise to
pay tribute to the Varapodio family, a much respected
family in North Eastern Province, the electorate that the
Honourable Bill Baxter and I represent. My husband
Ian and I were honoured to be among 150 guests
invited to celebrate the anniversary of the family’s
arrival in Australia from Italy 75 years ago.
Rocco Varapodio and his family settled in Ardmona in
the Goulburn Valley in 1926 and developed and
expanded their fruit growing business, starting their
own packing company and packing their own fruit in
1950. They employ 260 people in peak seasons and
pick and process over 10 000 tonnes of fruit each year.
Their fruit is sold around Australia and across the world
under the name of Varapodio and Son, Ardmona Fresh
Fruit Packers Pty Ltd.
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This highly respected enterprise is carried on today by
Santo and Theresa Varapodio and their son Rocky and
his wife Cas. As well as being a successful
businessman, Santo Varapodio was awarded an Order
of Australia Medal for his service to the community. I
thank the members of the Varapodio family for their
commitment to the Goulburn Valley and to Australia.

Youth: suicide prevention
Hon. J. M. McQUILTEN (Ballarat) — First, I
congratulate the new President of East Timor, Xanana
Gusmao, and his wife and family. I have asked them to
come to Maryborough and they have agreed to come in
the near future, so I am very pleased about that.
The issue I will talk about now is the performance of
the opposition this morning on the issue of youth
suicide, which I found objectionable. I believe other
processes could have been used than the ambush of a
minister in question time. It is important to maintain a
bipartisan relationship on this issue, and the opposition
could have used processes other than the one they
adopted this morning.
In country Victoria there is an unwritten law that you
do not publish stories on suicide because it tends to
create more suicides, and that is acknowledged in the
media all around Victoria. There is another way of
handling youth suicide, and it is a better way than that
used this morning.

Union subscription
Hon. BILL FORWOOD (Templestowe) — I have
in my hand a collection notice addressed to Bernard
Margenberg from Bridgement Smith Collections,
which is a collection agency acting on behalf of —
would you believe — the Communications, Electrical
and Plumbing Union (Victorian Division). That agency
is hounding Mr Margenberg for unpaid union subs of
$229.50.
Poor Mr Margenberg, who is an electrician, was offered
a job by a friend. The friend said, ‘If you want the job
you have to join the union’, so he joined the union and
paid his entrance fee. Would you believe it — the job
fell through. He did not feel like going ahead with
joining the union because the job had fallen through
and he did not need to join any more. What does the
union do? It starts hounding him for collection of his
fees. I suspect that the union movement is going
through pretty — —
Hon. R. F. Smith — Perfectly legal.
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Hon. BILL FORWOOD — Perfectly legal? Thank
you very much, Mr Smith, for your interjection.
Perfectly legal; that is right! The first thing is, it is
illegal to have a requirement that someone must join a
union in order to get a job.
Hon. R. F. Smith interjected.
Hon. BILL FORWOOD — Why should he? He
does not want to join your union and he should not
have to pay!

Creswick: interdenominational church service
Hon. D. G. HADDEN (Ballarat) — On Friday,
1 March 2002, this year’s World Day of Prayer
interdenominational service was held at St John’s
Anglican Church at Creswick. The theme was
‘Challenged to reconcile’ and our guest speaker was
Sister Therese Power, of the Sisters of Mercy of
Ballarat, and Theo, a student at the Australian Catholic
University Aquinas campus at Ballarat. Theo, who is
from East Timor, is now in his third year of a teaching
course.
Women from the district’s Uniting Church, Anglican
Church, Roman Catholic Church and the Salvation
Army attended the service, as did the Reverend Graeme
Wells of St Andrew’s Uniting Church, Creswick.
This year’s World Day of Prayer theme was prepared
by the Christian Women of Romania and is now
celebrated in more than 170 countries. Sister Therese
challenged us to reconcile, to think and pray globally, to
truly show mutual respect and harmony among our
sisters and brothers, and to remind ourselves of our
obligations to our indigenous sisters and brothers. Sister
Therese told us how the Sisters of Mercy are assisting
East Timorese students with their studies in Ballarat so
they can return to their own country and help their own
people to rebuild East Timor.
I express my sincere thanks to Jean Baker of Creswick
for organising this year’s World Day of Prayer service
and luncheon at Creswick.
The PRESIDENT — Order! The time for members
statements has expired.
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CORPORATIONS (FINANCIAL SERVICES
REFORM AMENDMENTS) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed.

Hon. JENNY MIKAKOS (Jika Jika) — As I was
saying before the debate was interrupted, the
Corporations (Financial Services Reform Amendments)
Bill demonstrates this government’s commitment to
putting in place a national scheme for corporate
regulation on a more secure constitutional foundation.
The bill seeks to implement a number of changes that
have come about and been agreed to across all
jurisdictions and which have been enacted at the federal
level in the form of the Financial Services Reform Act
2001. That act seeks to introduce a harmonised
regulatory regime for market integrity and to ensure
consumer protection across the financial services
industry.
The federal legislation also seeks to do other things
such as introducing a single licensing system for all
financial sales and advice. It relates to all financial
products other than credit or consumer credit — things
such as superannuation — and it also seeks to properly
regulate the financial markets and things such as
clearing and settlement facilities. I refer to the
explanatory memorandum of the federal Financial
Services Reform Act because it gives honourable
members an indication — a flavour — of the changes
which have been enacted at the federal level and which
will now form part of the federal Corporations Law
framework.
The federal Financial Services Reform Act explanatory
memorandum says in essence that that legislation
sought to implement a number of recommendations
made by the Wallis inquiry. For example, the financial
systems inquiry proposed that there be a single
licensing regime for financial sales, advice and dealings
in relation to financial products, consistent and
comparable financial product disclosure, and a single
authorisation procedure for financial exchanges and
clearing and settlement facilities.
The explanatory memorandum explains further that the
proposed regulatory framework covers a wide range of
financial products including securities, derivatives,
general and life insurance, superannuation, deposit
accounts and means-of-payment facilities. The
requirements will apply to the activities of existing
financial intermediaries such as insurance agents and
brokers, securities advisers and dealers, and futures
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brokers, as well as any other person carrying on a
financial services business.
We can see from that explanatory memorandum and
also from the figures I quoted earlier the size and
importance of the financial sector in this country and
the key role this national scheme legislation will play in
ensuring consumer protection and consumer confidence
in the Australian financial sector.
Turning briefly to the specifics of the proposed
Victorian legislation, the bill seeks to make
amendments to the Corporations (Ancillary Provisions)
Act 2001 in that it seeks to enable regulations to be
made under that act that will amend statutory rules
where the minister considers it is necessary to do so as a
consequence of amendments made by the
commonwealth to the Corporations Act 2001 or the
Australian Securities and Investments Act 2001.
I have in the past expressed some concerns where
provisions have sought to exclude themselves from the
scope of part 2 of the Subordinate Legislation Act
1994, which requires a regulatory impact statement to
be prepared and advertised as the clause seeks to do
under this bill, because it is important that we have
adequate scrutiny of regulations made under national
scheme legislation. My concerns are alleviated by the
fact that I know all these proposed changes have been
discussed at some considerable length by the various
ministers across the various jurisdictions and, as I
indicated earlier, these discussions have been going on
since the culmination of the Wallis inquiry report.
Those types of concerns will have been adequately
addressed.
Nevertheless, I am hopeful that at some point in the
future, particularly now that we have Labor
governments across all states and territories in this
country, we will come up with a scrutiny committee at
the national level that will be able to scrutinise
regulations that seek to enforce national scheme
legislation to ensure that that type of scrutiny occurs in
all jurisdictions and not just at the federal level.
The other amendments the bill seeks to make relate to a
number of consequential amendments to terminology
and concepts. These are listed in the schedule to the
bill. I will not go through all of the acts, but a very long
list of consequential amendments is being made to
various Victorian acts listed in the schedule. The
amendments seek to put the Victorian terminology used
in those acts on a par with the new terminology used in
chapter 7 of the Corporations Act 2001. For instance,
references to participants in the securities industry have
been changed to refer to financial services licensees,
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and references to licensed agents and brokers have been
changed to refer to financial services licensees
authorised as insurance agents.
There are also changes to terminology relating to stock
exchanges, which are now to be referred to as financial
markets, and quoted securities will now be referred to
as securities listed for quotation. These changes are all
fairly minor in nature and are all consequential on the
changes in terminology now used under the
Corporations Act in that they bring Victorian legislation
into line with the new national scheme legislation.
In conclusion I welcome the passage of this legislation.
It is unfortunate that we have had our constitutional
framework for the regulation of the financial sector put
under a shadow of doubt by the two High Court cases,
which I discussed earlier. I look forward to the passage
of this legislation in this jurisdiction and across this
country, putting a more secure framework in place for
the regulation of the financial sector. It is important that
while many members regard regulation of the financial
sector as being largely within the realms of the federal
Parliament, we as Victorian members of Parliament
need to take an interest in these types of issues given
the very real importance the financial sector has on the
daily lives of all Victorians.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Western) — The
Corporations (Financial Services Reform Amendments)
Bill is designed to amend several pieces of Victorian
legislation by incorporating the changes made to our
security and futures industry by the commonwealth
Financial Services Reform Act which was passed by
the federal Parliament last year.
Two things can be said about the changes effected by
that bill. The first is that all the changes are well
understood and supported across state and territorial
borders in this nation. Indeed, the changes effected by
the bill were specifically recommended by a
broad-ranging inquiry into our financial system
commissioned by the commonwealth government and
undertaken by the Wallis committee. Like the
Honourable Peter Katsambanis I am pleased to have the
opportunity to extend my congratulations to Stan
Wallis and his committee on the work undertaken in
that context.
Mr Katsambanis described the changes as
groundbreaking, and I would certainly support that
description. The terms of the bill before us were
approved in advance by the states and territories and the
bill is a product of a commitment given by each of the
states and territories that matching legislation would be
passed to support that federal government initiative.
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The objective of the bill is to harmonise the regulatory
regime for market integrity and consumer protection
across the entire financial services industry. Amongst
other things, the bill produces a single licensing system
for all financial advisory services, for all financial
markets and for all clearing and settlement facilities. It
covers a wide range of financial products. The primary
objective is to have a seamless regulatory regime across
the states and territories. It achieves that by amending
the references to the states legislation.
What we expect to have as a result of this matching
legislation is consistent expressions for the concepts
involved. For instance, as has been previously noted,
the term ‘stock exchange’ is replaced by ‘financial
market’ and after the passage of the bill licensed dealers
and investment advisers will be described as ‘financial
services licensees’. What we are attempting to get,
consistent with the specific recommendations of the
Wallis report, is commonality in prescription and
regulation. That is the first thing that can be said about
the changes — that there was agreement in advance
across the entire industry.
The second thing that can be said of those changes is
that they would have been most logically included in
the Corporations (Commonwealth Powers) Bill which
was debated in this place last May. I remind the
chamber that the single objective of that bill was:
… to refer certain matters relating to corporations and
financial products and services to the Parliament of the
commonwealth …

That was the entire purpose of the bill that was debated
last time. That would have been an appropriate vehicle
in which to iron out the border anomalies which have
bedevilled us for many years. It would have been a
good vehicle by which to address the variation in
terminology, prescription and regulation.
As the second-reading speech of the Attorney-General
on 28 February acknowledges, the draft of the bill
before us today was prepared in advance — it had been
agreed upon before the Corporations (Commonwealth
Powers) Bill was introduced. So that not only the
vehicle was appropriate but the timing was as well. As
it turns out, it was not possible to include both concepts
in the one bill. So the debate we are having today is
more a product of time than anything else.
In that context I refer the house to the traumatic genesis
of the Corporations (Commonwealth Powers) Bill. I
know it has been mentioned before, but it seems to be
appropriate to acknowledge just how that debate came
about because we can refer to two particular decisions
by the High Court. The first was delivered in June 1999
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in the re Wakim: ex parte McNally case and the second
was the decision handed down in May 2000 in The
Queen v. Hughes. Both of those judgments sent a shiver
through the entire corporate world, or perhaps more
particularly through the ranks of the constitutional
lawyers because an enormous question mark was
placed over the thesis upon which our entire uniform
companies legislation had been framed, and perhaps
even more specifically the assumptions which
underpinned that concept of uniform legislation.
The question mark did not finish there because if there
were to be one over the basis of the structure of that
uniform companies legislation then of course there was
an even bigger question mark over the many cases
which had already been decided against that
background, and we faced the prospect of unwinding a
whole range of judgments going back over many years.
In the Wakim case the High Court held by majority that
chapter III of the commonwealth constitution does not
permit state jurisdictions to be conferred on federal
courts. That effectively removed the jurisdiction of the
federal court to resolve state Corporations Law matters,
unless it happened that the cases fell within the court’s
accrued jurisdiction. I remind the chamber that that
accrued jurisdiction is limited. That judgment
effectively questioned issues and denied litigants a
choice of the forum in which they might pursue their
claim.
The complication is that the existing model of uniform
companies law has relied upon the concept of the
vesting and cross-vesting of jurisdictional authority. In
other words, we found a really cute way around the
issue of state’s rights, and we did it in a way that we
could claim uniformity which was in the best interests
of all Australians, particularly those whose fields of
endeavour cross state borders.
It meant, though, that the judgment in Wakim placed
the question mark that I described, and because we
were now faced with the prospect that the only cases
that could be covered by the federal court were those
which clearly fell within the new rules and that meant
that it certainly did not include the many basic matters
relating to such things as incorporation and so on. So
here we have an enormous wind back of the
assumptions underpinning our understanding of
company law.
The second case was that of The Queen v. Hughes —
which, as I said, was decided in May 2000 — where the
High Court held that the conferral of a power coupled
with some form of duty on a commonwealth officer or
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authority by state law must be referable to a
commonwealth head of power.
If the re Wakim: ex parte McNally case put a shot
across the bows of our jurisdictional lawyers, let me tell
you The Queen v. Hughes case terrified them because it
meant that many of the actions we had assumed to have
been completed would be struck down on the basis that
they were ultra vires, and the question mark extended to
the role and the actions of the Department of Public
Prosecutions, the Australian Securities and Investments
Commission and a whole range of other federal
authorities. Not only that, but it also placed a question
mark over the decisions that those organisations had
taken. We were effectively in meltdown mode, and it is
no wonder that the attorneys-general were concerned
about future direction.
In any event the attorneys-general across the nation
came up with a very cleverly crafted solution, which
gave us at least a short-term solution. I acknowledge, as
does the Honourable Peter Katsambanis, that the only
meaningful long-term solution lies in the form of a
constitutional change. However, Mr Katsambanis and I
agree to differ on the prospect of such a constitutional
change being achieved at least in the foreseeable future.
I am a fierce supporter of the need for that change, but I
have been around long enough to know that that is
going to be a very difficult charter to meet and the
prospect of its being sabotaged by an argument based
on states rights is very large indeed. So, as I say
privately to Peter Katsambanis, I am not going to hold
my breath. I wish it were different, but I do not think it
will be.
We have a short-term solution to the problems exposed
by the two High Court decisions and I pay tribute to the
attorneys to the extent that that solution has been
achieved without impinging upon the sovereign rights
of the states. As I said, that has been quite clever. It
simply was not possible to include in all of this the
amendments prompted by the financial system inquiry
conducted by the Wallis committee even though those
changes were supported by all the players. The view
that we acknowledged at the time was that we needed
to urgently plug the holes that had been identified by
the two High Court decisions.
As an aside, while I do not claim to be highly qualified
in legal matters, I have great sympathy with the
decisions taken by the High Court. I think the High
Court might have got it right and that the question mark
posed by the decision in the Hughes case is quite
appropriate, so I offer no challenge to the judgment of
the High Court. That judgment has underscored the
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question mark that should have been there in the first
place. But I leave that to one side.
The facts are that there was not time last May to include
the amendments in the consideration of the previous
bill and it was decided that it was not appropriate to try
to capture the icing which the financial systems
changes represented. That is why we are debating those
changes to financial services legislation today rather
than in the context of the earlier bill, which we all
acknowledge would have been the most appropriate
vehicle to do so.
As it happens, the commonwealth legislation, which is
the Financial Services Reform Act, was proclaimed to
apply from 11 March this year, so it is already in
vogue — it is the law of the land. What we are
effectively doing here in the Parliament today is passing
a bill to make the matching changes to the Victorian
statute book. I understand that that means changes to
15 Victorian statutes. It is on that basis and against that
background that I formally report that the National
Party is happy to support the bill.
Hon. S. M. NGUYEN (Melbourne West) — I rise
to speak in support of the Corporations (Financial
Services Reform Amendments) Bill.
The bill reflects the changes affecting certain acts as a
result of changes to provisions in the commonwealth
Corporations Act 2001 by the commonwealth Financial
Services Reform Act 2001.
Victoria, as a state of Australia, is meeting the
requirements of the changes and is in line with
negotiations between the commonwealth and other
states to have a national scheme for corporate
regulation and for a more secure constitutional
foundation. It is important to see that each state gets its
act together with the commonwealth and goes through
the details to make sure every state has uniform
regulation. The government has tried to achieve an
effective uniform system of corporate regulation across
Australia.
I turn to the background of the commonwealth
Financial Services Reform Act. It provides the
legislative response to a number of recommendations of
the inquiry into the financial system. That inquiry was a
comprehensive stocktake of the structure and regulation
of Australia’s financial system. The inquiry found that
regulation of the financial system was piecemeal and
varied and determined according to the particular
industry and the product being provided.
It was proposed that there be a single licensing regime
for financial sales, advice and dealings in relation to
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financial products, consistent and comparable financial
product disclosure, and a single authorisation procedure
for financial exchanges and clearing and settlement
facilities.
The bill will put in place a competitively neutral
regulatory system that will benefit all participants in the
industry by providing more uniform regulation,
reducing administrative and compliance costs and
removing unnecessary distinctions between products. In
addition, it will give consumers a more consistent
framework of consumer protection in which to make
their financial decisions. The bill will therefore promote
business while at the same time ensuring adequate
levels of consumer protection and market integrity.
That is the background for the introduction of the bill.
The bill is also important because it will help to reduce
costs and that is an important issue for the financial
services industry. The bill covers a wide range of
financial products, including shares, debentures,
derivatives — including futures — managed
investment products, general and life insurance
products, superannuation products, deposit products
and non-cash facilities. It introduces a single licensing
system for all financial sales and advice and covers
securities dealers, investment advisers, futures advisers
and brokers, general and life insurance brokers and
foreign exchange dealers, as well as any person
carrying on a financial services business.
The bill will place the national scheme for corporate
regulation on a more secure constitutional foundation.
Certain legal challenges and decisions of the High
Court of Australia in 1999 and 2000 cast doubt on the
constitutional framework which supported the
Corporations Law. I refer to re Wakim: ex parte
McNally where the High Court held by majority that
the commonwealth constitution does not permit state
jurisdiction to be conferred on federal courts. The
second case was The Queen v. Hughes, decided in May
2000. There the High Court held that the conferral of a
power coupled with a duty on a commonwealth officer
or authority by a state law must be referable to a
commonwealth head of power. So the bill is necessary
to comply with Corporations Law. It will introduce a
more stable financial system for those offering financial
services.
In conclusion, the bill will mean that the financial
services industry conforms to a national standard. I
commend the bill to the house.
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Eumemmerring) —
Mr Katsambanis and Mr Hallam have already pointed
out that the bill arises as a result of two High Court
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decisions. It is a fascinating area in itself that Victoria is
in the situation of introducing legislation, as are other
jurisdictions, as a result of decisions by the High Court
of Australia. This is not the first time these types of
issues have arisen. The previous High Court decisions
that have impacted on this state were with respect to
fuel excise, which effectively applied in the opposite
direction in terms of jurisdictions and the constitutional
ability to impose excise. Adverse High Court decisions
have been an ongoing issue for various jurisdictions in
terms of their power to legislate.
Mr Katsambanis suggested that there would be scope
for constitutional reform if the commonwealth
jurisdiction was able to get an agreed proposal. It would
be of great benefit to jurisdictions throughout this
country to eliminate these issues.
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given in the second-reading speech. I take this
opportunity to place on record that it commenced in
1997 as a result of federal government action and
involves all state jurisdictions, because Corporations
Law operates at the state level. Although it is
effectively template legislation across the country, it
was a federal initiative that led to corporate law reform
and not something the Bracks government can
legitimately claim as its own, despite the minister’s best
intentions.
With those few words, I note that the bill corrects the
problems which arose through the High Court
decisions. It builds on the other corporate law reforms
which have taken place across the national jurisdiction.
The opposition supports the bill.
Motion agreed to.

Notwithstanding the fact that the bill arises from those
two High Court decisions, the overarching issue of
corporate law reform has been with us for some time. It
arose through an initiative of the federal government,
introduced by the federal Treasurer in 1997, known as
the Corporate Law Economic Reform Program. It is
important to make clear where this program initiated.
There were two reasons why we had to go down this
path, the first related to globalisation and cross-border
issues that arise in business and corporations and the
other related to the fact that existing Corporations Law
had not kept up to date, was not contemporary and did
not relate well to the way modern corporations were
structured and operated.
The program was put in place to address those issues
and considered six overarching issues of corporate law
reform. These covered: accounting standards, capital
raising — an area of particular interest with overseas
capital flows and cross jurisdictional matters —
directors’ duties and corporate governance — corporate
governance being an issue of growing importance in the
corporate and broader communities — and takeovers
and electronic commerce, which is another area that did
not exist when the initial Corporations Law was put in
place and is something that Corporations Law did not
reflect and was not responsive to. Clearly a new
framework was required to pick up those matters.
Lodgement and compliance was another area that was
simplified as a result of the federal proposals. The other
area, of course, is financial markets and investment
products, which this bill deals with.
The reason I referred to those issues was to correct, if
you like, an impression that came from the
second-reading speech of the Minister for Sport and
Recreation that Corporations Law reform is somehow a
Bracks government initiative. That impression was

Read second time.

Third reading
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — By leave, I move:
That this bill be now read a third time.

In doing so I wish to thank honourable members in this
house for their contribution.
Motion agreed to.
Read third time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

ELECTRICITY INDUSTRY (AMENDMENT)
BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 17 April, motion of
Hon. C. C. BROAD (Minister for Energy and Resources).

Hon. C. A. FURLETTI (Templestowe) — I am
pleased to indicate that the Liberal opposition supports
the Electricity Industry (Amendment) Bill. While this is
a bill of considerable brevity — it contains three
clauses — it is a one-substantive-clause bill.
I should add that it is another one-substantive-clause
bill because this lazy Bracks Labor government has
taken to looking at the quantity rather than the quality
of legislation. Over the last couple of years it has
introduced bills which the previous government would
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have included in an omnibus bill — a combined bill —
to handle legislation expeditiously and efficiently. This
is yet another example of how the government is more
intent on running up statistics than it is concerned about
the quality of the legislation it presents to Parliament.

that each account sent to a consumer of electricity must
as a matter of course contain the information the
Essential Services Commission requires the bill to
contain in accordance with the guidelines which are to
be prepared.

Although the bill is brief — as I indicated, one
substantive clause and one substantive subclause, which
is proposed section 23A(1) — it is a bill of some
significance. It seeks in some way to influence the
culture that currently, unfortunately, exists among
electricity users in that most people are oblivious to the
fact that the amount of electricity consumed plays a
significant role in the quantum of greenhouse emissions
into the atmosphere. For that reason the Liberal
opposition supports the bill and understands and
appreciates the reason for the introduction of this type
of regulation.

Subclause (2) provides that the commission is to
prepare those guidelines, subclause (3) contains an
appropriate provision that the commission may amend
any guidelines, and subclause (4) provides that the
commission must consult with the Sustainable Energy
Authority Victoria before issuing any guidelines under
this section. I will come back to those subclauses
shortly. Finally, subclause (5) provides appropriately
that the commission must publish those guidelines
under this section. The clause introduces what some
would consider to be draconian provisions in the sense
that, as this government is wont to do with its
legislation, it has made provisions of one size which it
intends will fit all.

I use the word ‘regulation’ advisedly because one must
consider why this needs to be addressed through
legislation, which is relatively heavy-handed
government interference, rather than through
light-handed ministerial direction or statutory
regulation. These concerns have been expressed to me
during the very broad consultation I have engaged in on
behalf of the Liberal opposition — consultation to a
degree which unfortunately the government did not
undertake.
As indicated the bill has three clauses. Clause 1 is a
purposes clause, which is essential to every bill.
Clause 2 is the commencement clause, which is also
essential to every bill. Clause 3 contains five subclauses
which set out the substantive provisions the bill
addresses. The bill amends the Electricity Industry Act
of 2000 by inserting in it proposed section 23A.
Subclause (1) of that section provides that a licence to
sell electricity is deemed. In other words, a licence
which currently does not have this requirement will be
deemed from the date of operation of the bill onwards
to include a condition requiring the licensee — the
retailer — to include in each bill — and I emphasise ‘in
each bill’ — issued to a customer for the supply or sale
of electricity the information — I stress, ‘the’
information, which is a very general term —
concerning greenhouse gas emissions connected with
the generation of the electricity so supplied — that is,
the electricity to which the bill or account relates or
electricity generation in general.
It is information relating to the electricity supply to the
particular consumer or with respect to electricity
generation in general that the Essential Services
Commission (ESC) specifies for this purpose in its
guidelines. That is the operative clause which provides

With respect to its operation, as indicated earlier, I
consulted widely with generators, retailers, consumers
and consumer groups, and each of them expressed
concerns. All those concerns were genuine and well
founded. Of grave concern to many is the uncertainty as
to what those guidelines will consist of. In this instance
we have a situation where, whilst the ESC is obliged to
consult with the Sustainable Energy Authority Victoria
in real terms, and as was indicated to some extent in the
second-reading speech guidelines will be prepared by
the SEAV and simply ticked off, as it were, and
approved by the ESC, in my view and in the view of
some of the participants in the industry that is to a very
large extent an abrogation of the government’s control
over the regulation of this particular aspect of the
Electricity Industry Act.
The provision that the commission may amend any
guidelines from time to time is also an open door
because it is not a government regulation, it is not an
act of government and it is not something that comes
through this Parliament. The commission can amend
the guidelines at any time. Of course the concern of
those who are in the industry affected by this legislation
is that there will be the possibility of heavy-handed
regulation where the government says, ‘Oh no! It is not
us! It is the regulators who are doing it’. But in fact it is
imposing obligations on the providers of electricity and
goods which are unknown at this point in time.
The concerns that many have expressed to me are that
there is a lack of definition within the act as to, for
example, the meaning of greenhouse gas emissions and
that therefore that will be open to challenge. Because of
that fundamental flaw the guidelines which are to be
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published will be open to challenge. We acknowledge,
and it was confirmed to me in the briefing from the
minister’s department — and I thank the advisers who
provided a very detailed briefing — that the role of the
ESC is as the de facto legislator, because at the end of
the day it will be signing off on the guidelines. As
de facto legislator and regulator, its role becomes
blurred, particularly when we also consider that it is the
ESC that will be monitoring the operation of these
provisions. One would hope that the introduction of
these types of regulations and the uncertainty and lack
of clarity in them does not turn this into a lawyers’
picnic.
There is another concern, notwithstanding the
minister’s second-reading speech where we have a
reference to the fact on page 3 that:
A state-based greenhouse coefficient, derived from the
national greenhouse gas inventory, will be utilised for the
purposes of determining the level of greenhouse gas
emissions associated with a given level of electricity
consumption.

I understand that it is intended that the state coefficient
will be used to do the comparison with the electricity
usage on the particular account. The reality is that,
given the different sources of power in terms of
generation and, of course, the different levels of
emissions from different brown coal generating plants
and different gas and petroleum product generating
plants, one must question what this symbolic disclosure
of information will actually do given the fact that the
information to be disclosed bears little relationship to
the actual consumption graph and source on most
occasions. Of course it is impossible to identify which
of the electrons going down the line are green and
which are brown — or indeed light brown, medium
brown and dark brown!
The reality is that this sounds good, although the words
are somewhat dumbfounding, but at the end of the day
it really is a bit of a con because we are using a
predetermined coefficient which really does not relate
to the source of the power or its origins. That is
impossible to do. In a Victorian state context, that is
well and good, but it becomes even more confusing
when one considers that the electricity being consumed
in Victoria may be derived from New South Wales,
South Australia or Queensland. So in those
circumstances — —
Hon. Philip Davis — Or Tasmania!
Hon. C. A. FURLETTI — Or shortly Tasmania!
Therefore we have this element of smoke and mirrors
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which this government has been very good at creating
over the last couple of years.
Another element of concern to many in the industry
was the cost of compliance, which in the long term will
clearly be passed on to consumers because it is intended
that the cost of compliance will form part of the
retailers’ costs, and at some subsequent review date that
will be built into any price review which the
government will probably lay its hand on again.
I was advised during the briefing that this would
involve a $1 million to $2 million one-off cost. The
consultation I have conducted with a number of
retailers indicates that it will be considerably more than
that. In fact some of the suppliers to the larger users
indicate that the compliance cost for information for
this type of disclosure could be as high as $1000 per
account.
The query which was raised with me, and which I think
is legitimate, was that the government’s one-size-fits-all
approach should not be such as to oblige all suppliers to
do the same thing. Suppliers who expressed their
concerns said they fully supported the intent of the
legislation, but asked why there could not be a separate
document put in the same envelope with the account so
that the disclosure was effective; it was just not on the
same piece of paper as the bill, which is what the
legislation requires at the moment.
One night when I arrived home late I found some
material from our supplier, the Australian Gas Light
Company (AGL), had been left out on a table by my
wife. My first thought was of the recess briefing on the
bill and that this was real-life, first-hand practical stuff
so I examined it. I saw the graph that I was advised
during the briefing I would see. I had been told that the
intention was for a greenhouse emissions production
graph to be superimposed over the usage graph.
Looking at the account — and I will not table it —
there is very little room for very much else, front or
back. They are busy pieces of paper.
However, with that AGL account there was a colourful
and very good brochure not only advertising the
company’s products, which go beyond electricity, but
also enticing people to extend beyond electricity to
appliance repairs and gas service, so it is a real
marketing exercise. There are two pages in the
document — one headed ‘Go green with AGL’ and the
other ‘The AGL sustainable living competition’ —
which provide information to Victorian consumers
about greenhouse issues without the necessity of this
heavy-handed legislation. Something like this brochure,
properly directed by regulation or ministerial direction
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rather than legislation that needs to be passed in the
house, would satisfy the intent and requirement of the
government in this instance, rather than having
one-size-fits-all and no exceptions to the rule.
Perhaps the most serious concern of retailers was the
detail to be contained in the guidelines that will
ultimately be produced under the legislation. Proposed
section 23A(4) obliges the commission to consult with
the Sustainable Energy Authority Victoria. It was
interesting to refer back to the minister’s
second-reading speech where she said:
The Essential Services Commission will develop the
guidelines in consultation with the industry, other interested
parties and the Sustainable Energy Authority Victoria.

It is interesting to note that while there is provision in
the act for the Sustainable Energy Authority Victoria,
and I think appropriately so, it would have been
appropriate, if the minister intends that consultation
should be compulsory with the industry and other
interested parties, that the bill contain that provision
rather than leaving it only to the second-reading speech.
I am aware of the significance of second-reading
speeches. The fact is that consultation with one entity is
specifically included in the bill and consultation with
the others who are intended to be consulted with is
mentioned in the second-reading speech. The omission
itself from one to the other is significant. I wonder if the
minister would clarify that in the third-reading stage.
The detail in the guidelines will be significant, as I
foreshadowed. There have been serious concerns
expressed by many — not only about their particular
businesses but also for jobs in Victoria — about those
guidelines and if they, for example, permit or insist on
initiatives that endeavour to draw differences and
distinctions between the various retailers according to
their greenhouse intensity or environmental friendliness
and the like. The concerns relate to the different sources
of electricity. We are all aware that the generation of
electricity from brown coal-fired generators is a high
contributor to greenhouse gas emission, so there is that
concern. The government’s foremost responsibility is to
the people of Victoria above and beyond any other
responsibility.
This is substantially an environmental bill. If the
government were serious about its greenhouse
credentials it would not have dumped the Kennett
government’s greenhouse policy which it scrapped
more than two years ago and which has not been
replaced. From what we see before us today, this is the
government’s greenhouse policy.
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The problem with greenhouse emissions is not only a
Victorian concern but of global significance. It is trite to
say we now live in a global village, but it is true with
respect to the economy that if the United States of
America sneezes we in Australia catch the cold. It is
fair to say that if a fire burns in the Amazon we have
climate change in Australia; and if there is war in the
Middle East our petrol prices go through the roof.
The reality is that the bill does nothing to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions. Also, large industries and
big businesses in Australia and probably throughout the
Western world are attuned to their responsibilities and
to the emissions they create. The federal government
has put into place a strategy for the reduction and
control of those damaging emissions and the real task
of government, whether state or federal, indeed global,
is to determine the speed with which controls are to be
implemented. The general acceptance of the
detrimental effects of greenhouse gas emissions by
industry is welcomed. Governments around the world
are seeking solutions to ensure the reduction of those
emissions. The Kyoto protocol of 1997 is strongly
supported by most of us.
Over the past few months I have had the pleasure of
visiting the Latrobe Valley power generating plants. I
visited the Esso-BHP plant at Longford. Last week I
visited the Alcoa aluminium smelter. They are all large
contributors to the problems intended to be addressed
by the bill. I am impressed with the approach to this
whole problem by those corporate giants. In each
instance the levels of emissions being released were
well below those that had been Environment Protection
Authority approved. I was also very much impressed by
the manner in which their forward programs provided
for a proactive reduction of greenhouse gas emissions.
We must applaud that sort of corporate approach.
Alternative energy could be the saviour but, as we all
know, it is a long way off. I am sure the minister — and
I, when I replace her at the next election — will go to
many conferences and other forums to discuss
renewable energy before it is a source of base energy
which can actually be relied upon. What we must do —
and it is for this reason that we support this bill — is be
aware and remain abreast of the avenues available to
achieve a reduction in greenhouse gas emissions as
soon as practicable in a balanced and sustainable way.
For that reason the Liberal opposition supports the bill
and wishes it a speedy passage.
Hon. P. R. HALL (Gippsland) — I can report to the
house this afternoon that the National Party will not be
opposing this bill, although it does have some
scepticism about whether the intended objectives of
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reducing greenhouse gas emissions will evolve simply
by application of the measures contained within this
small measure. It is a very small bill, but one that lends
itself to a broader discussion about issues associated
with greenhouse gas emissions, particularly as they
may apply to the various forms of electricity
generation. I will make some brief comments about that
matter later on.
This small bill has one purpose, as indicated in the
second-reading speech:
… to require electricity retailers to report greenhouse gas
emissions information on customers’ electricity bills.

The bill contains three clauses: the purpose clause is the
first; the commencement clause is the second; and the
main clause — clause 3 — inserts proposed
section 23A which sets out the process that will lead to
the requirement for electricity retailers to publish
greenhouse gas emission information on bills sent out
to their customers.
Subsection (1) of proposed section 23A makes it a
licence condition for electricity retailers to disclose
greenhouse gas emission information on electricity
bills, and subsection (2) states that:
The Commission must prepare and issue guidelines for the
purposes of this section.

It was mentioned by the Honourable Carlo Furletti that
the power of the bill to achieve this aim is really
contained in those guidelines, and at the briefings the
National Party received on the bill it was left very open
ended as to in what form the disclosure of greenhouse
gas emissions information would appear on customers’
bills. It was therefore with some surprise that I received
in the mail last week a copy of Environment Victoria
News of April 2002, which I read. I am sure
Environment Victoria would be pleased to know that I
do read the newsletters it sends out.
The April edition of that publication contained an
article headed ‘Electricity bills to show greenhouse
emissions’, and it actually displayed a sample of
existing billing summary information showing what the
information might look like. It certainly intrigued me as
to how Environment Victoria could come up with a
sample of what the information might look like when
such a sample was not provided through briefings or in
any other form to members of Parliament. I am not at
all critical of the briefings, but I wonder whether this
sample originated from the Office of the
Regulator-General or from somewhere else. I am not
too sure where it has come from.
Hon. C. C. Broad — It was sent out to industry.
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Hon. P. R. HALL — If this information, as the
minister says, was sent out to industry, it would have
been helpful if it had also been sent out to members of
Parliament when we were looking at and considering
this sort of legislation. As I said, I am not at all critical
of anyone involved in the briefings, but if further
information is available about proposed legislation,
then as legislators we should be kept informed of that
information.
I will refer quickly to the second-reading speech, which
states that the publication of greenhouse gas emissions
information on customer electricity bills:
… will enable consumers to better understand and monitor
the environmental consequences of their own electricity use
over time.

The questions I ask myself are: how will it do that; how
will it raise consumer awareness; and will it provide the
incentive for consumers to reduce electricity
consumption?
I suggest a couple of other things provide far greater
incentive for people to lower their electricity
consumption. One of those is the bottom line of the bill
itself in dollars and cents. When that gets big, I look at
my electricity consumption and that is incentive enough
for me to reduce my electricity consumption if I can.
An initiative that has been in place for a couple of years
now is the inclusion of a small bar graph on electricity
bills which compares electricity costs over the five
previous quarters. That is a very handy piece of
information to have because it enables one to compare
consumption for one summer with that for the previous
summer. That in itself also provides an incentive for me
to look at my electricity consumption and search for
reasons why it might be more or less than it was in the
comparable quarter 12 months before.
If the intent of requiring disclosure of information on
electricity bills is to get people to look at reducing
electricity consumption, I suggest that we already have
that incentive with the comparative cost information
that is currently provided on electricity bills. I am not
sure that publication of greenhouse gas emissions
information will provide any further incentive in that
regard.
Some further comments in the second-reading speech
are:
A state-based greenhouse coefficient, derived from the
national greenhouse gas inventory, will be utilised for the
purposes of determining the level of greenhouse gas
emissions associated with a given level of electricity
consumption.
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A greenhouse gas coefficient, which the second-reading
speech states will be state based, is an intriguing new
concept. Given the information we received through the
briefings and the lack of further explanation in the
second-reading speech, one can only assume that this
has to be an approximate measure. It cannot be an exact
or precise measure in any way at all. In fact, it is said in
the second-reading speech that it will be a state average.
The electricity in the Victorian grid comes from a
variety of sources and different types of generators. It
could be a brown coal generator in Victoria, a gas
generator in Victoria or a black-coal-based generator in
New South Wales — or from the hydro power scheme
in New South Wales, because some of that electricity is
fed into the electricity grid. We now have many other
forms of generators, too, which feed electricity into the
Victorian grid, so the electricity we use at home when
we flick the switch on could come from a variety of
sources; we simply do not know which. As has been
explained, it is an average term, so it can therefore be
only an approximate term and it will need to be
upgraded very regularly.
It is suggested in the second-reading speech that
perhaps the Sustainable Energy Authority will adjust
the greenhouse coefficient on a 12-monthly basis. It
certainly will need to do that, because we are using
different types of electricity now and, indeed, the
current generators are also more efficient in the way
they produce electricity.
Again, I read with interest in the Electricity Supply
magazine of February this year an article about
greenhouse policy, headed ‘Generators fired up to take
on world’s best efficiency’ which states:
All of the largest electricity generators have agreed to sign on
to the federal government’s voluntary generator efficiency
standards (GES) program …
With around 90 per cent of national energy generation
capacity now covered by GES, Australia has taken another
significant step forward in its commitment to meeting its
Kyoto protocol target. The GES program aims to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions from electricity supply by as much
as 4 million tonnes of CO2 equivalent by 2010, a saving that is
equated to removing 1 million cars from Australia’s roads.

It is great news that we have existing generators signed
on to improve efficiency so that they emit less
greenhouse gases. That in itself is an indication that we
do not need to impose any punitive measures upon
generators. They are voluntarily accepting part of the
program for environmental reasons, and I applaud those
generators for signing on to that program.
I note that the generators in Victoria that have signed on
to that program include AES Transpower Holdings,
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Alcoa World Alumina Australia, Edison Mission
Energy Australia, Energy Brix Australia, Hazelwood
Power, Loy Yang Power and Yallourn Energy.
They are some of the major producers here in Victoria,
and all have signed on to a voluntary program to cut
back on carbon dioxide emissions. Once again I
applaud those and see the program as a positive and a
far more effective way of addressing this problem than
the publication of greenhouse information on customer
electricity bills.
The second-reading speech also talks about accredited
green power as having a zero greenhouse coefficient.
However, that to my mind does not indicate that all
so-called green power does not impact in some way or
another on the environment. Indeed sources other than
brown coal, black coal or gas can have a significant
impact on the environment, and I will cite two
examples of green power projects that also have a
significant impact on the environment.
One of them is Basslink, which is not a generation
project but a transmission project that is proposed to
link Victoria and Tasmania to utilise some of the
hydro-electric power generated in Tasmania to add to
the electricity available here in Victoria. Basslink has
caused great controversy in South Gippsland, as all
honourable members will be well aware. It does impact
on the environment, particularly if we are going to use
overhead powerlines as has been proposed in the
assessment panel report to date. That report
recommends at this point of time that we proceed with
overhead powerlines. The people of South Gippsland
are united in their opposition to the use of overhead
powerlines. Why? Because they have an impact on
their visual environment.
Transmission lines also impact on the physical
environment through which overhead power lines are
taken. At one stage it was suggested that Basslink go
through the Mullundong Forest. They are looking at
some other alternatives now, but a major new
transmission line will impact visually on the
environment and physically too by creating a need to
have major easements cleared through areas of native
vegetation.
In some of the submissions I have made to this project I
have spoken about what the Victorian public now
demands in terms of protecting the environment when
considering infrastructure projects. It was not all that
long ago that we put some principles into the
Environment Protection Act, which was unanimously
supported by all sides of this chamber. We say now in
that act that one of the principles to be followed is:
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‘Sound environmental practices and procedures should be
adopted as the basis for ecologically sustainable development
for the benefit of all human beings and the environment’ …

Another sentence says:
‘Protection of the environment is a responsibility shared by all
levels of government and industry, business, communities
and the people of Victoria.’

I have asked in my submissions to the panel why it
should be that the people of South Gippsland alone
must pay for the environmental impact of this project
by way of having a blight on their landscape, which is
certainly what overhead pylons will be.
I say in my submissions, and I say again today in this
chamber, that if it is so that Victoria needs Basslink, it
should be put underground, and if putting it
underground makes it unfinancial the Victorian
government should contribute to the cost of putting it
underground. After all, governments contribute in a
number of other instances to reduce the impact of new
infrastructure on the environment.
Look at the Eastern Freeway extension, for example,
and the cost of taking that project underground through
a piece of sensitive forest area towards the end of the
freeway — the Mullum Mullum Creek area. Rather
than put it through the Mullum Mullum Creek area the
government has taken the decision to fund the cost of
taking the freeway underground through a significant
tunnel. That is fine. I have no objection to the state
government contributing to that project, but it should
also contribute to putting Basslink powerlines
underground. If the rest of Victoria requires Basslink
then it is Victoria as a whole that should pay, not just
the people of South Gippsland.
My second example is the matter of the wind farms,
which are another form of accredited zero green power
generation. I made some comments about that this
morning. We in the National Party are not opposed to
wind farms and see some sense in them, but we are
concerned that the government seems to be proceeding
with undue haste and without appropriate guidelines for
councils and communities to measure the worth of
those projects. As I said this morning, we already have
a wind farm project in South Gippsland and there are
others I am aware of in western Victoria.
My personal view is that in South Gippsland at least the
current wind farm at Toora should be completed first so
people can see it in operation and get some sense of
what real impact it might have on the environment
before allowing for further developments along the
South Gippsland coast. It is eminently sensible that
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planning guidelines be put in place before there is any
approval of further wind farms.
Again, as I said this morning, I think it is true that a
number of proponents for wind farms are rushing hell
for leather to try to get their projects up and approved
before these guidelines come into place. I think that is
not healthy and does not respect the rights of local
councils or communities. Such a project should not
proceed before there is a proper valuation of and a
proper process to evaluate those projects. I again
emphasise that zero-rated green power does have an
impact on the environment, even though it does not
emit carbon dioxide. Its impact on the environment is
felt in many other ways, and consideration for those
environmental impacts should be equally given.
My last example is solar power. There seems to have
been less emphasis on the use of solar power here in
Victoria than there has been on other alternative forms
of power like wind and hydro, yet there is significant
potential for the use of solar power on a large scale. I
was impressed by a presentation made to some
members of the National Party recently by a company
called Enviromission Ltd, a company planning to build
a 200 megawatt generator of clean, green, renewable
energy to about 200 000 households from a single
tower solar power station.
How could that be! My imagination ran wild. We are
used to little solar panels sitting on roofs of houses or
buildings to supply power predominantly to that
building, although any excess can be sold into the grid.
Here, however, we have a proposal to build a solar
power station to generate 200 megawatts of electricity!
I was intrigued to know what it would look like. I am
happy to show honourable members some pictures of
what it would look like, but I will not seek to
incorporate them into Hansard. For anyone with an
interest I can show them a diagram that consists of a
tower in the middle that is 1000 metres tall, the base of
which would just fit inside the Melbourne Cricket
Ground arena — it is that big! The collector of power
generated by the sun is a circular glass concave disk at
the bottom of that tower measuring some 5 kilometres
in diameter. Imagine a 5 kilometre-wide circular glass
screen at the bottom of a tower!
The theory is that the sun beats down on the collector
glass and heats up the air underneath which in turn
rushes back up through the tower with some
appropriate generators imposed at the base of the
tower — —
Hon. C. A. Furletti — How tall is it?
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Hon. P. R. HALL — It is 1000 metres — a
kilometre tall. It is a significant project. Mr Deputy
President, I know in your electorate in the north of
Victoria people are looking at this project with a lot of
positive excitement. I understand there is real potential
to develop a locally based significant generator using a
renewable energy source.
We all know that in the transmission of electricity a lot
of the electricity is lost. I believe the loss factor, say,
between the Latrobe Valley and Mildura, can be as high
as 20 per cent or thereabouts. There can certainly be a
significant loss in the transportation of electricity over
long distances. Having a major local power station
generating electricity would reduce the amount of
electricity lost in transmission and would offer benefits
to those areas like Mildura that currently would not
have any other viable form of local generation of
electricity. I raise that as an example to which I would
point the government in exploring further and assisting
in other renewable resources which have real potential
in areas of warmer climates.
The National Party will not be opposing the bill but is
somewhat sceptical that it will bring about the desired
outcome. There are many other forms of providing
electricity, including offering financial incentives for
consumers to reduce their power consumption, and
many other ways in which we can encourage industry
to reduce its CO2 emissions that would be more
effective in bringing about the outcomes that the
government proposes with the bill.
Hon. G. D. ROMANES (Melbourne) — It gives
me pleasure to contribute to the Electricity Industry
(Amendment) Bill. The principal purpose of the bill is
to impose a licence obligation on electricity retailers to
disclose information about greenhouse gas emissions to
consumers.
The underlying purpose of the bill is to tackle the issue
of climate change, and it is only one of a number of
mechanisms and strategies to try to produce an
effective community response that will ultimately lead
to a decrease in greenhouse gases. I was pleased to hear
the Honourable Carlo Furletti say that this is a small but
significant bill. I agree with him on the significance of
the bill because of environmental issues and the
problem of global warming. I was alarmed to hear a
radio news item earlier this morning which related a
claim that the coalition federal government is sitting on
a report which shows that by the end of this decade
greenhouse gases will blow out to 30 per cent of the
1990 levels. That is alarming when comparing the
generous Kyoto protocol target of an 8 per cent increase
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in the period 2008 to 2012 which was allocated to
Australia.
The issue of global warming has such serious
consequences not only for our state, our country and
island states nearby but for the whole world. It is of
great concern that the federal government is stubbornly
refusing to make a commitment to ratifying the Kyoto
protocol and to doing our bit in Australia to reduce
gases in the atmosphere which trap heat and help keep
the earth’s surface warm.
The Bracks Labor government has made a commitment
to the Kyoto protocol and is urging the federal
government to do the same because Victoria has to be
responsible for its share of the generation of greenhouse
gas emissions. Our share is over 100 million tonnes per
annum, which constitutes 20 per cent of Australia’s
emissions. We have to do something about that as a
government because there are parts of Victoria that are
particularly vulnerable in an era of creeping global
warming, and I am thinking of alpine environments and
our popular snowfields, of future water supplies for
consumption across the country and environmental
flows that inevitably will affect the production capacity
of this country and this state in the agricultural sector,
as well as of the effect of global warming with potential
rising sea levels on coastal developments in the future.
The serious problems ahead will require strong
government action on a wide range of fronts. It has
been suggested that this bill will not solve the problem
of the consumption of electricity and greenhouse gases,
but it is one important measure to put in place because
electricity generation in this state accounts for about
55 per cent of Victoria’s greenhouse gas emissions
compared with electricity contributing to greenhouse
gases nationally at a level of about 33 per cent.
It is important to recognise the link between greenhouse
gas emissions and electricity because of the relatively
high greenhouse gas intensity of electricity generation
in Victoria, given the predominant reliance on brown
coal in this state for electricity generation at this time.
That link between electricity consumption, greenhouse
gases and global warming must be pre-eminent in the
minds of citizens of this state. We should prompt an
effective community response and considerable
behavioural change. As we all know, knowledge
empowers people, and information will enable people
to make more informed choices about what they do in
the future.
We take the action that is incorporated in the bill in an
effort to give people greater knowledge and more
power and to enable consumers to lead the demand for
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energy-reducing measures, demand renewable sources
of energy and other options, be they technology
options, energy-conserving appliances or green power
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions for which they are
directly responsible.
The mechanism in this bill puts in place the obligation
for electricity retailers to report greenhouse gas
emissions information on consumers’ electricity bills.
Honourable members might ask: why calculate a
greenhouse gas emission and put it in electricity bills?
Why go to this bother? Why not rely on broader
education and awareness strategies?
It is important to take the vital step of providing that
information on electricity bills because, contrary to
many other things that are produced in our society —
and we are overwhelmed by paper and other
communications — people actually read their
electricity bills. Because they have to pay it they do
look closely at the bill before them.
This development may be our best chance of getting a
very clear message across about the link between
greenhouse gas emissions and electricity consumption
and climate change. This is not an entirely new step for
Victoria. I remind the house that back in 1994
Brunswick Electricity Supply, which was a department
of the former Brunswick City Council, took this very
step as part of a strong demand energy program and as
part of its strong commitment to education, awareness,
reduction of electricity usage and conservation of
energy. The link was made in the bills that were issued
to consumers of electricity in Brunswick.
Last night I went back to my files and found some bills
that citizens of Brunswick received in 1994 from
Brunswick Electricity Supply. On 11 August 1994 the
Romanes household received a bill for $123.35 for
electricity consumed during the period 25 May 1994 to
26 July 1994. It was probably the first time information
on the actual consumption of electricity compared with
the previous 12 months appeared on the statement. In
addition, a box on the bill contains the approximate
amount of greenhouse gas emissions produced by
electricity used in the account. Our responsibility for
that period was 1 tonne. The account of 12 October
1994 shows that my family was responsible for
940 kilograms of greenhouse gas emissions.
That billing information was part of a broader program
whereby Brunswick Electricity Supply was also
encouraging citizens to buy solar energy credits and
there was a proliferation of solar energy units. I
understand that Brunswick council and Brunswick
Electricity Supply introduced the first interactive solar
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grid in the municipality. All of that was a forerunner to
green power, which we are constantly talking about at
this time of full retail contestability.
At the end of 1994 the ownership of Brunswick
Electricity Supply changed from Brunswick council to
become the property of Citipower. On a couple of bills
we continued to have printed our greenhouse gas
emissions. In December of that year the Romanes
household’s contribution was 1.2 tonnes; in February
1995 it was 780 kilograms. However, by 15 August
1995 all of that information had disappeared from our
statements. They no longer showed comparisons of
usage of electricity and amounts of greenhouse gas
emissions.
By 1995 we had lost our council and our electricity
company in Brunswick. Most of the energy
conservation programs put in place by the former
Brunswick council and Brunswick Electricity Supply
had been abandoned. That was as a direct consequence
of the privatisation of electricity in this state when the
municipal electricity authorities and the then State
Electricity Commission of Victoria were sold off to the
highest bidder — with no requirements to incorporate
energy conservation measures! So it was open slather to
promote and grow the electricity market without any
regard to environmental consequences.
When I listened to the Honourable Chris Strong
yesterday talking at length about investors and capital
flight and so forth, it occurred to me that most people in
Victoria would be wondering why his focus was on that
area rather than on the protection of Victorians from
unreasonable price rises. Our current system is a legacy
of the previous government, and we are trying to
manage it. The Minister for Energy and Resources has
put in place measures to protect the electricity
consumers of this state.
The amendment proposed by the bill provides for
disclosure of greenhouse gas information on bills to
customers, both householders and businesses, in
accordance with a guideline to be issued by the
Essential Services Commission (ESC).
I am advised that contrary to what previous speakers
have said, there have been several rounds of
consultation with the ESC, the Sustainable Energy
Authority of Victoria (SEAV), retailers and other
stakeholders. Following the passage of the bill there
will be further consultation on the guidelines to set
minimum requirements and to enable retailers to have
some flexibility in the presentation format of
information about greenhouse gas emissions.
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I agree with other honourable members who said that it
may not be to the benefit of Victorian consumers to
have a one-size-fits-all approach but the consultations
will provide an opportunity for innovation and for ideas
to be expressed about different ways of presenting
clearly the message the government wants to get across
to Victorian consumers.
The draft state-based greenhouse gas coefficient has
been derived from the national greenhouse gas
inventory to determine the level of greenhouse gas
emissions associated with the given level of
consumption. It reflects the average greenhouse gas
intensity of electricity sold in Victoria, depending on
the proportions from electricity generated in Victoria
and electricity purchased interstate, and the accredited
green power coefficient also in the equation.
I understand that at this stage we are looking at an
average, just as the former Brunswick Electricity
Supply department account that I referred to earlier said
‘approximate’. I understand also that in the future
further work will be done to provide more sophisticated
assessments and to differentiate between the different
usages and impacts of providing different methods of
providing electricity. In the future it should become
possible to differentiate between retailers in a more
detailed way.
Further consultation will take place on the guidelines
and on a reasonable date for commencement to provide
the opportunity for retailers to make the appropriate
preparations. The action being taken will be backed up
through the information provided on the electricity
accounts, through the SEAV web site and in written
materials. The web site will contain calculations,
options about green power purchasing and practical
energy efficiency measures that households and
businesses can undertake.
One thing the government badly wants in this period of
full retail contestability is for competition to be fostered
in sustainable energy initiatives among retailers and in
their marketing. The government wants to see suppliers
and retailers take up the challenge by explaining and
promoting green power and convincing consumers
across the state about it. The promotion of green power
should lead to winning over consumers to support its
use, thereby providing the means for further investment
in green power.
I direct the attention of honourable members to the
Moreland Energy Foundation Ltd quarterly newsletter
no. 1 of December 2001. The establishment by the
Moreland City Council of that foundation was a
groundbreaking initiative designed precisely to tackle
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greenhouse gas levels in that municipality. An
interesting article in the newsletter is about the
development of a community power partnership to
bring together other councils and the community and to
seek arrangements with retailers to give consumers a
good price for their power, but most importantly to
consider energy and social services and to include a
proportion of green power.
The newsletter contains a further two-page spread that
gives a detailed assessment of nine of the retailers
offering green power as part of the package of goodies
available under the full retail contestability framework.
It occurs to me that in this period of change and full
retail contestability and given the concern in the
community about the environment, we will see more
environmental organisations, municipalities and others
becoming brokers for the environment and for green
power. That will help in the process of encouraging
people to move in that direction.
The Minister for Energy and Resources has referred
previously in this place to the comprehensive
greenhouse strategy that is under way. It is designed to
meet Victoria’s responsibilities in dealing with the
threat posed by climate change. There has been much
consultation over quite a period. The strategy is due for
release soon, but that has not stopped the Bracks
government from already developing a greenhouse
response at a whole range of levels.
Given the comments of the Honourable Carlo Furletti
who suggested Victoria had gone backwards under the
Labor government, I highlight three or four of the
programs that have already been put in place by the
Bracks government in response to concerns about
greenhouse. They are only a first step because more
initiatives will follow.
The first is the establishment of the Sustainable Energy
Authority of Victoria. A bill to establish the authority
was passed in this place a couple of years ago. Funding
for the SEAV, which replaced the previous Energy
Efficiency Victoria organisation, more than doubled to
$10 million a year for programs to promote energy
efficiency and renewable energy in Victoria.
We have also seen improved access to energy advisory
services for Victorian households through the
establishment of a further two Energy Smart advisory
centres in Traralgon and Wangaratta, bringing the
regional centres network to five. The government has
put in place a fund of $15 million over three years for
solar hot water rebates in addition to the SEAV funding
of $10 million. The government has set targets for
government agencies to reduce energy use by 15 per
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cent and to purchase 5 per cent of electricity in the form
of green power.
I could go on and list a number of other initiatives. The
government is committed to tackling the problem of
increasing greenhouse gas emissions and to halting the
creeping increase of global warming in our part of the
world — which is really indistinguishable from the
whole world and the universe.
The Bracks government treats this bill as a significant
measure. The problem is serious. The government is
giving leadership on this matter and turning around the
neglect of the environment that was so obvious under
the previous government. I commend the bill to the
house.
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — I rise to
speak on the Electricity Industry (Amendment) Bill. I
understand the purpose of the bill that the government
attests too is to improve the knowledge of consumers of
electricity about the impact that the consuming of
electricity will have on greenhouse gas emissions. It is
akin to asking whether we support motherhood.
Everyone will ultimately support the bill, because it is
not really objectionable but just pathetic. It is not clear
from what the Minister for Energy and Resources said
in her second-reading speech, from the bill or from the
government speakers so far how in practice this will
improve electricity consumers’ decisions in relation to
greenhouse gas emissions.
The relevant part of the second-reading speech states:
This greenhouse gas coefficient will reflect the average
greenhouse gas intensity of electricity sold in Victoria,
including electricity generated in Victoria and purchased from
interstate. Importantly, accredited green power will have a
greenhouse gas coefficient of zero, making the benefits of this
important program transparent to green power customers.

Frankly, I think it is gobbledegook. What does that
mean in terms of consumers of electricity making
decisions about the choices they have regarding
consumption? Obviously it would be important as a
starting point to understand the options for energy
sources for the generation of electricity. We all know
that the majority of electricity generated in this state
comes from the Latrobe Valley brown coal source, and
we all know that gas is an integral part of the power
supply to generate electricity, particularly for peak load.
We also know those fuel sources have significantly
different greenhouse gas impacts. I would be interested
to know, because it has not been expressed clearly at
any point in the debate so far, whether electricity
consumers as a consequence of the bill will be better
informed as to the difference in the greenhouse impacts
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of those fuel sources. In terms of the representation of
the objectives of the bill set out in the second-reading
speech the minister did not make that clear. It seems we
will be muddled by the fact of the coefficient, which is
the averaging of different sources of the generation of
electricity.
There are many different potential green power
generating sources available. There are the traditional
large-scale hydro-electric schemes that we already have
in place, predominantly the Snowy Mountains
hydro-electric scheme and others. As my colleague the
Honourable Peter Hall mentioned, there is the ongoing
proposal to connect the Tasmanian electricity grid to
the mainland via Basslink, which will introduce an
additional capacity of hydro-electricity to the national
electricity market. There are a number of small-scale
hydro-electric projects which are potentially available
to enhance the capacity of our green power sources.
Victoria has the capacity to generate electricity from
wind, and projects of that kind are afoot at present.
There are wind power projects in South Gippsland and
south-western Victoria. I have had the opportunity to
look at a large number of wind farms in the United
Kingdom, and notwithstanding the concern of many of
my constituents about the visual impact and amenity of
wind farms, I was surprised by the benign nature of the
wind farms. They did not seem to be a blight on the
landscape to any significant degree. Indeed, what
surprised me, given that the United Kingdom depends
to a large extent on its aesthetic environment for
international tourism, was how well within that
landscape wind farms were adapted.
The United Kingdom’s present policy is to expand and
develop green energy sources by 2010 moving from a
threshold of 2 per cent to 10 per cent, half of which is
proposed to be generated by wind. That will be in part
assisted by a new policy, which is to locate and identify
what are described as offshore wind turbine sites. This
is the placing of turbines in marine waters. It was
interesting to view superimposed visual images of the
turbines on a marine environment. They seem to stand
out more than any terrestrially based wind farm that I
have seen. It is an interesting policy.
The point of mentioning wind is that it is another of the
electricity sources. We have the prospect of electricity
generation by using photovoltaic cells, solar thermal
means, wave power potential, crop waste, energy crops,
forestry residues, landfill gas, municipal solid waste
gasification, municipal solid waste anaerobic
digestion — it makes the mind boggle — sewage and
animal waste. All of these can broadly be defined as
green power generation sources. The question I ask is
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whether this energy coefficient will be applied so that it
will be sufficiently informative to electricity consumers
to enable them to make practical choices about the
suppliers and supply of electricity that will have a
bearing in relation to greenhouse gas impacts.
It is important for the community to be better educated.
I am not confident at all that the bill will achieve that
objective, but I support it on the basis that the objective
set out in the bill, to assist the community to better
understand the impacts of purchasing behaviour, is
sensible. The bill does not make clear, nor does the
minister’s second-reading speech, whether information
will be provided which will allow electricity customers
to discern to any practical degree the difference
between traditional energy sources — namely, black
coal, brown coal and gas, including the alternatives
from interstate — and whether that differentiation will
be practical, and the alternative green power sources to
which I have just referred.
I note just how uninformed consumers are. As part of a
Roy Morgan poll conducted in March 2001 relating to
consumers choosing which energy source they would
prefer to access in the provision of electricity, of most
interest was that the use of native forest timber for
biomass power rated lower than burning coal. That is
particularly relevant. Here we have one of the
potentially green energy sources that uses renewable
timber resources — from the perspective that the waste
product is used in biomass power generation — but
consumers clearly chose in that case to buy their
electricity from coal-based sources. It was a revelation
to me and an interesting choice. This poll showed a
very strong preference for solar ahead of all others
followed by wind, coal, nuclear, and burning wood.
Biomass from forestry waste was rated low.
To highlight my point, there is a sense of mission from
the government to achieve a better informed public, but
the government does not make clear to the house how
this bill will achieve that. Further, we have what I
would describe as a relatively unsophisticated public on
the subject of energy sources. The only way to advance
this knowledge — if indeed the information that is
required with the approval of the Essential Services
Commission and as a result of consultation with the
Sustainable Energy Authority Victoria is information
which does not contain misinformation because they
are trying to keep it relatively simple by using averages
and coefficients — is to provide information which
details the household power consumed, the retailer’s
power source, the retailer’s capacity to deliver, on
request, increased or decreased amounts of electricity
from that source, and the differences in price and in
greenhouse impacts.
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It is not at all clear that this bill sets out to provide that
information properly. Just as it is possible to provide an
average price of electricity consumed per day — as is
the case on electricity bills today — the provisions in
the bill will provide another simple and highly averaged
equation which will give very little relevant information
to a consumer. Instead what consumers need is a
comparison of both price and greenhouse impact
between all the different stratas of fuel source,
including black coal, brown coal, gas, hydro, wind,
photovoltaic, et cetera.
If government members would elucidate further, the
house would have a great deal more confidence that the
government will achieve a positive benefit rather than
just adding another bureaucratic requirement of retailers
to provide information to customers which will in the
end be meaningless.
Hon. D. G. HADDEN (Ballarat) — As other
speakers have said, this is an important bill. Its main
purpose is to require electricity retailers to disclose to
consumers information about greenhouse gas emissions
on electricity accounts. I certainly concur with the
Honourable Phil Davis’s statement that better educating
the consumer and influencing the community’s
purchasing behaviour is an important objective.
The bill is small — it has just three clauses — but I
believe it will go towards achieving that objective. As
noted in the second-reading speech, the bill fulfils a
government commitment made prior to the 1999
election to require all government energy companies to
disclose on their accounts the amount of greenhouse
gas emissions.
It is important to note that there is a general lack of
awareness among members of the community,
including me, of the direct link between energy
consumption and greenhouse gas emissions. My
household does its bit, more so over the last couple of
years, to help in some small way to reduce the
greenhouse gas emissions from our household to the
point where we no longer use our slow combustion
stove, which required the burning of timber fuel; nor do
we have ducted heating or cooling or the split-system
air conditioning unit. We use electricity for our light
and we use bottled liquefied petroleum gas, of course,
because natural gas is not connected to Creswick. So in
our small way we believe we are contributing to
conserving the environment and being responsible
consumers.
I will certainly look forward to using our electricity
bills to compare our consumption of electricity and
reduce greenhouse gas emissions. I am sure if that is
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my intention, as just one householder in Victoria, other
consumers will do the same. As an example, telephone
bills also indicate by a simple graph the increase or
decrease in telephone calls, both subscriber trunk
dialling and local, and that is certainly a very good
indicator to the consumer who at the end of the day has
to pay the bill. If anything makes a consumer, including
me, very conscious of the part we play in our Victorian
community it is when the hip pocket nerve is hit. That
is a very good way of educating us and influencing our
purchasing behaviour. It will make us better citizens in
our community and make our environment a clean and
green one.
It is interesting to note that electricity generation
accounts for around 55 per cent of this state’s total
greenhouse gas emissions. That compares with the
contribution nationally to Australia’s total emissions of
around 33 per cent. This difference is due to the
relatively high greenhouse gas intensities of electricity
generation in Victoria because of the predominant
reliance on brown coal for electricity generation.
Consumers generally — and this is not to put down
consumers in any way — have a limited understanding
of the link between consumption of electricity in our
households and workplaces and greenhouse gas
emissions and global warming.
They are concepts that are somewhat difficult to
understand. So, improving the community’s
understanding of this link through recording on our
electricity accounts the greenhouse gas emissions, the
government expects, as I certainly do, to promote a
more effective community-based response to the
problem of greenhouse gas emissions.
Apart from this disclosure on our electricity accounts,
the provision of other information to complement that
recorded on the accounts will be available from the
Sustainable Energy Authority Victoria, and the
promotion of the purchase of green power and the
consideration of energy efficiency measures will be
available via its Internet web site and through other
promotional materials.
The information to be provided on the electricity
accounts will be simple, somewhat straightforward and
in graph form so that it will be easy for consumers to
read and understand. This is something I believe they
are used to because graph information is already
available on, for instance, our telephone accounts.
Simple graph information will provide the customer
with a link between their consumption of electricity and
their contribution to greenhouse gas emissions in our
state.
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The proposal in the bill to record the consumption of
electricity and its contribution to greenhouse gas
emissions on the account will apply to every user of
electricity so that there is no discrimination between
households, small businesses, large businesses or larger
commercial organisations. I think that is fair and just, so
that we all contribute to understanding what our
consumption of electricity will mean to the
environment. Of course it is particularly important that
larger commercial electricity users have their awareness
raised as well of the implications for our environment
of large electricity consumption, so they can fully
consider how consumption can be reduced and
therefore how greenhouse gas emissions can be
simultaneously reduced.
In relation to consultation surrounding this important
Bracks government initiative, there has been a range of
consultations with retailers and other interested parties
during the course of developing this important
proposal. Early last year the Sustainable Energy
Authority Victoria appointed consultants to examine
the options and to implement this important initiative.
The discussion guide was distributed to all Victorian
electricity retailers in June last year. In addition, there
have been four consumer focus groups consulted at
length to gain customer feedback on options for the
format and content of the material to be disclosed on
electricity accounts. The feedback from both retailers
and the consumer focus groups has been incorporated
into this proposal for the recording of consumption of
electricity and how it impacts on greenhouse gas
emissions.
I think the Honourable Carlo Furletti was referring to
the disclosure requirement in proposed subsection (4)
of proposed section 23A, so that the condition of a
licence is that greenhouse gas emission be included on
electricity bills and that is deemed to be a condition of
the licence. That is contained in clause 3 of the bill,
which inserts a proposed section 23A into the primary
act, the Electricity Industry Act 2000. That disclosure
requirement will impose an obligation on all electricity
retailers within this state and will require them to
comply with the greenhouse disclosure requirements on
electricity bills. The deeming requirement means that it
takes effect as a licence condition from the date the
amendment comes into operation. Clause 2 of the bill
contains the provision which allows for the
commencement of the act by proclamation, as well as
providing that if the act does not come into operation by
31 December this year it will come into operation on
the date that is to be proclaimed.
As a licence condition, the disclosure requirement will
be subject to the enforcement procedures already
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established in the Essential Services Commission Act
2001. In circumstances where an order of the
commission requiring a retailer to comply with the
licence condition is not met by the electricity retailer,
financial penalties can be levied under that act. This
makes the obligation a licence condition and it is to
ensure that it can be readily enforced and that a relevant
enforcement body exists.
The mandate in the requirement ensures that consistent,
comparable and meaningful information is presented to
all customers, regardless of their electricity retailer.
This is to satisfy this government’s objective of raising
awareness of the environmental implications of
electricity consumption on our environment and of
greenhouse gas emissions, and it will make the raising
of awareness effective and consistent across the
electricity industry from retailers to the end consumers.
The cost to the retail sector as a whole is estimated to
be no more than $1 million to $2 million. That
represents a maximum of 0.04 per cent of Victoria’s
$5 billion of annual electricity sales. It is also important
to note that these initial costs will be incurred only in
the first year of the implementation of this new
initiative, because it comprises a one-off cost of
modifying the billing system to meet the greenhouse
gas emission recording requirements on the electricity
bills.
The disclosure of greenhouse gas emissions on
customers’ electricity bills will be supported by a
dedicated web site to be developed by the Sustainable
Energy Authority. That web site, as well as written
materials for the consumer, will provide additional
greenhouse gas emissions information, including how
greenhouse and energy information is calculated,
information on the option of purchasing alternative
green power and details of practical energy efficiency
measures.
It is important to note that the Sustainable Energy
Authority will continue to monitor the information
available to the industry and the consumer to ensure
that the disclosure requirement guideline is as
meaningful as possible to all concerned.
It is interesting to note that the New South Wales
government has recently announced its intention to
require its four state-owned electricity retailers to
disclose on each bill to its customers the amount of
greenhouse gas emissions. One of the New South
Wales retailers, Energy Australia, already includes the
emissions disclosure on its customer bills. I note that
the other three retailers in New South Wales will
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include the greenhouse disclosure by the middle of next
year.
It is also important to note that the Sustainable Energy
Authority Victoria will continue to actively consult
with its equivalent in New South Wales, the
Sustainable Energy Development Authority, in the
development of this important initiative. Both
authorities have agreed to work towards consistent
disclosure requirements to minimise the compliance
burden on retailers operating in both jurisdictions —
that is, in both Victoria and New South Wales. It is
important that both authorities are working together,
and they are to be complimented on this achievement to
develop consistent supporting material for disclosure to
the user of electricity and to the retailer, of course.
In relation to the guideline, there will be further
opportunity for retailers and other interested parties to
comment on the draft guideline that is prepared by the
Essential Services Commission in consultation with the
Sustainable Energy Authority. Given the billing system
changes that are required, retailers of electricity will
also be consulted on a reasonable commencement date
for the guideline. Similarly, any future revisions to the
guideline will take place in consultation with industry
participants and other interested parties.
The date the disclosure requirement becomes effective
will be the subject of further consultation. There is
sufficient flexibility in the proposed amendment and the
timing of the guideline to introduce the requirement
within a time frame that takes into account any
reasonable constraints faced by retailers.
The bill proposes a new look energy bill to highlight
green energy choices. The government believes it is a
very important initiative, evidenced by its introducing
the bill into this house, that will highlight to all users of
electricity the direct link between their consumption of
electricity and greenhouse gas emissions and the
environment.
It is important to note that late last year the Bracks
government announced that it will purchase 5 per cent
of its power needs from green energy sources as well as
cutting its consumption of electricity by 15 per cent by
the year 2005.
Other important initiatives that this government has put
into place to ensure that our economy, society and
environment develop in a balanced way for all
concerned include the creation of the Essential Services
Commission to ensure that all Victorians have access to
reliable and secure electricity, gas, and water at
affordable prices. The government has provided
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Victorians with access to energy efficiency choices,
programs and rebates through the establishment of the
Sustainable Energy Authority Victoria. We have
established five regional energy smart advisory centres
to provide information on energy efficiency to rural
Victoria. We have promoted energy-efficient houses on
new building projects with incentives to developers —
which is a very important initiative — who commit to a
minimum four-star energy rating. We have also
provided a $1500 rebate for all Victorians purchasing
solar hot water systems.
The government is also encouraging the wiser use of
our special water resource through a $30 million Water
for Growth initiative to fund a wide range of water
infrastructure and on-farm projects across the state to
open up new opportunities for irrigated agriculture. I
am pleased to note that there are about four farms
participating in the Water for Growth initiative in the
Newlyn district in my electorate.
This government has ensured that our timber industry is
sustainable by a rigorous assessment of resources and
financial support to industry to reduce logging to a
certain and sustainable level. We are continuing, as we
have been since we came into government in 1999, to
be responsible and accountable to all Victorians. We
are ensuring that the state’s economy, society and
environment develop in a balanced way. I commend the
bill to the house.
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Eumemmerring) —
Following a brief discussion with the Deputy President,
the Honourable Barry Bishop, I wish to go back and
start with some history of the electricity industry. I
would like to go back to 1752 and to Benjamin
Franklin, a kite and a key. However, given the time I
will skip the history and will make three points on the
bill!
I recognise that the opposition is supporting the bill, but
one of my main concerns with the legislation is the
message it sends to the electricity industry about the
government’s priorities with respect to the power
industry. As Mr Strong said in his question yesterday,
the industry is facing a number of issues relating to
investment, capital returns, pricing, infrastructure
investment, and confidence in this government, and
they are not being addressed. Rather than addressing
those important issues relating to the power industry
and other regulated industries, the government is
completely ignoring them and introducing legislation
such as this. That sends a clear message to industries
about where government priorities lie. That is of
concern, that it is fiddling at the margin and not dealing
with the real issues.
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As Mr Strong foreshadowed yesterday, ignoring the
key issues of investment and infrastructure
development will only lead to a Californian-style
problem further down the track. While the measures the
government has put in place such as the retail pricing
caps are popular in the short term, they do not lead to
long-term sustainability in this industry, and that is a
matter for concern. That is the first point I want to
make.
The second point is one I have raised time and again in
relation to regulated industries and this government,
and that is the issue of sovereign risk. As does other
legislation introduced by this government, this bill
varies the terms of existing licences which are in place
for regulated industries. While what this bill does is
comparatively minor in terms of what it requires of the
industry — although Mr Furletti spoke at some length
about the potential impacts of that on the power
industry — it is of concern that the government is
arbitrarily and retrospectively making these changes to
licensing conditions.
That does not send a good message to operators of
regulated industries. They have licences in place and
they expect to operate under the terms of those licences.
Yet the government is introducing legislation which
arbitrarily changes the provisions of the licences. That
is a matter for regret and is something that industries do
not appreciate. It undermines the confidence in the
government and puts at jeopardy further capital
investment in this state.
It is an issue that is starting to bite, and if you talk to
companies involved in regulated industries it is
something they are expressing concern about.
Mr Strong spoke again yesterday about the investment
that is at risk and the instability that will potentially
arise in the power industry in this state.
The third point I will touch on is the issue of green
energy, because that is at the heart of what the
government is trying to get to with this legislation.
Time does not permit a much broader discussion on this
point, but a lot of questions arise over the credibility of
the green energy issue and some research has been
done into that.
I turn to some comments made by Dr Brian O’Brien,
who is a strategic and environmental consultant and
also an author of a number of greenhouse papers and
books, so he is fairly experienced in the area. Research
he has undertaken into so-called green energy and the
success of green energy projects suggests that in many
of those so-called examples of successes with green
energy the proof of that success is fairly doubtful.
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Drawing some statistics from the Australian
Greenhouse Office, Dr O’Brien has come to the
conclusion that, of 700 industries signed up for
greenhouse emission reductions, only 38 can actually
lay claim and prove to have achieved outcomes
consistent with their green energy undertakings.

Commission to draft guidelines that will be appropriate
for the government’s intention and also for industry’s
requirements. The Liberal Party supports this piece of
legislation.

One of the more important points he makes in his
research is the price sensitivity of consumers when it
comes to adopting green energy. He makes the point
that where price premiums are involved consumers are
very reluctant to pay. To pick up a point that Mr Hall
and Mr Philip Davis raised earlier, electricity pricing in
this state and in this country is a factor that consumers
take into account.

Read second time.

Consumers are conscious of the cost of using electricity
in their homes and businesses, et cetera, and whether a
measure such as the government is introducing today
will in any way impact upon consumers’ use of
electricity is very doubtful because the thing that
consumers are most sensitive to is price. They do not
use excessive amounts of electricity because of the
price and they reduce and regulate their use of
electricity because of the price, and whether presenting
consumers with imputed greenhouse figures for their
consumption of electricity will in any way affect their
use of electricity is very, very doubtful.
Even if there were to be some connection, you would
have to take the issue back further and ask: is there an
alternative to using conventional sources of electricity?
The answer at the moment is no. It will not be a
situation of replacing existing sources of electrical
power with green sources and alternating between and
shifting from the existing to the new because that
option simply does not exist. It will not be a case of
reducing demand for conventional sources of power
generation through this measure.
The other point I will touch on is the guidelines that
will be drawn up by the Essential Services
Commission. It is a matter for some regret that the
government has introduced legislation that will allow
for guidelines to be produced without specifying what
the nature of those guidelines will be. The minister in
her second-reading speech touched on the fact that it is
anticipated that the guidelines will specify minimum
disclosure requirements, but clearly there is no detail
available other than that as to what the guidelines will
contain. It is unfortunate that the government has
brought this bill before the Parliament without
specifying exactly what the guidelines will contain and
without presenting draft guidelines with the legislation.
It is very much a case of the government asking the
Parliament to trust it and to trust the Essential Services

Motion agreed to.

Third reading
Hon. C. C. BROAD (Minister for Energy and
Resources) — By leave, I move:
That this bill be now read a third time.

In doing so I thank honourable members for their
contribution to the debate. In the course of the debate I
was requested by the Honourable Carlo Furletti to
clarify a matter on the third reading of the bill. I can
advise him that the bill requires the Essential Services
Commission to consult with the Sustainable Energy
Authority of Victoria before issuing or amending a
guideline because of the special expertise that the
Sustainable Energy Authority of Victoria has in relation
to greenhouse gas emissions. The Essential Services
Commission is expected to consult with industry and
consumers consistent with its standard processes.
Motion agreed to.
Read third time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

JEWISH CARE (VICTORIA) BILL
Second reading
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

Jewish Community Services Inc. and Montefiore
Homes for the Aged Inc. amalgamated on 1 February
2001 to form Jewish Care (Victoria) Inc.
These organisations have a long history of responding
to the needs of the Jewish community including:
Holocaust survivors, Australian-born Jews and
migrants from around the world including the former
Soviet Union, Israel and South Africa.
The predecessor organisations of Jewish Care can be
traced back to 1848 when the collection of donations,
particularly to assist the poor, was undertaken by the
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Melbourne Jewish Philanthropic Society, the
predecessor of Montefiore Homes.
As the needs of the community changed over the years,
so did the scope of the activities of these organisations.
These activities grew significantly during the pre and
post World War II migration resulting from the Nazi
persecution of Jews which saw the Victorian Jewish
population triple between 1933 and 1961. During this
period, resettlement assistance was provided by way of
financial support, assistance with accommodation as
well as the provision of counselling and familiarisation
services. Jewish Care continues to provide Holocaust
survivor assistance even now, some of which is now
directed to the children of these survivors.
At the time of the amalgamation, Montefiore Homes
primarily provided services to the aged, including the
operation of a number of aged care accommodation
facilities and the provision of a variety of other services
for older persons, including day and respite care.
Jewish Community Services provided a range of
community-based services, including aged care
services, employment services, disability services, child
and family services and drug referral services.
Jewish Care continues to provide all of the services
previously provided by Jewish Community Services
and Montefiore Homes for the Aged. Its purposes and
activities reflect a continuation of the services and
activities of each association.
Beyond migration support and resettlement, Jewish
Care’s services include:
employment assistance and placement;
in-home care, personal care and respite care for older
people;
counselling, case management, brokerage and
housing assistance for older people;
hostel and nursing home accommodation for older
people;
counselling and family services;
financial aid and low-cost loans;
disability services, including supported
accommodation, and a school integration program;
and
advocacy on behalf of the members of the Jewish
community most in need.
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Jewish Care’s constitution sets out its intent to provide
these services in its statement of purposes, underlining
the commitment of the organisation to these social and
community welfare goals.
Jewish Care is heavily reliant on bequests from the
community for the provision of its services.
The Jewish Care (Victoria) Bill is necessary due to the
amalgamation of the two original organisations as,
following amalgamation and the creation of Jewish
Care, each predecessor organisation ceased to exist.
This creates a difficult situation where some members
of the community have made out bequests in favour of
Jewish Community Services or Montefiore Homes, as
those organisations do not formally exist to accept
them. Often these bequests will be set out in a will
which may not have been changed for some time.
In the absence of this legislation, bequests would be
likely to require individual applications to the Supreme
Court in order to ensure that they are applied for the
purposes of the prior association which are now
fulfilled by Jewish Care.
This legislation is aimed at assisting the organisation
and its charitable purposes, as repeated applications to
the Supreme Court would involve significant expense
and erode the value of bequests to Jewish Care.
Jewish Care has therefore requested this bill in order to
ensure that bequests made in favour of Jewish
Community Services or Montefiore Homes for the
Aged are used for the purposes of these two
organisations, which are now fulfilled by Jewish Care.
As previously mentioned, Jewish Care continues to
provide all of the services previously provided by
Jewish Community Services and Montefiore Homes for
the Aged. In order to ensure that the wishes of donors
and testators are fulfilled, the bill provides that Jewish
Care use a bequest for corresponding or similar
purposes to those undertaken by the organisation to
which the bequest was originally made.
For example, where a bequest was originally made for
the benefit of Montefiore Homes for the Aged, the bill
would provide, in these circumstances, that this bequest
be used specifically for the aged care services provided
by Jewish Care. Similarly, if a bequest had been made
for the benefit of the disability services formerly
provided by Jewish Community Services, this bequest
would now be used for the benefit of the disability
services provided by Jewish Care.
The government has introduced this bill to ensure
Jewish Care is able to gain access to bequests made in
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favour of Jewish Community Services and Montefiore
Homes. This will assist Jewish Care in providing for
some of the welfare and other needs of the Jewish
community.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned for Hon. ANDREA COOTE (Monash)
on motion of Hon. C. A. Furletti.
Debate adjourned until next day.

MELBOURNE CITY LINK (FURTHER
MISCELLANEOUS AMENDMENTS) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time on motion of Hon. C. C. BROAD
(Minister for Energy and Resources).

HEALTH PRACTITIONER ACTS
(FURTHER AMENDMENTS) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time for Hon. M. R. THOMSON (Minister for
Small Business) on motion of Hon. M. M. Gould.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Adjournment
Hon. M. M. GOULD (Minister for Education
Services) — I move:
That the Council, at its rising, adjourn until tomorrow at
9.30 a.m.

Motion agreed to.

ADJOURNMENT
Hon. M. M. GOULD (Minister for Education
Services) — I move:
That the house do now adjourn.

Schools: PRMS information
Hon. ANDREW BRIDESON (Waverley) — I
raise an issue for the Minister for Education Services.
On 22 March I wrote to both regional directors of
education who cover schools in my electorate — that is,
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in the Southern Metropolitan Region and Eastern
Metropolitan Region — with what I thought to be a
fairly simply request. I wanted to know what physical
resources management system or PRMS maintenance
funding had been allocated to each of my schools. I
thought it would be a simple matter of each regional
director going to the facilities manager who would
press a button on a computer which would spit out the
information and that it would come back to me.
However, apparently this information is unavailable at
the regional office and my request has been referred to
Mr Colin Twisse at the central authority. My request
has been almost four weeks in the pipeline. It set me
thinking about the relationship between the regions and
the central office in relation to facilities and funding,
et cetera. I would like to know from the minister what
that relationship is and why there is an impediment to
my receiving an answer to my simple request.

Point Lonsdale: municipal boundary
Hon. E. C. CARBINES (Geelong) — I raise a
matter to be referred to the Minister for Local
Government. The minister would be aware that
currently the township of Point Lonsdale on the
Bellarine Peninsula spans two municipalities: the
Borough of Queenscliffe and the City of Greater
Geelong.
I have recently met with two Point Lonsdale residents,
Mr Ted Jane and Mr Frank Mountford, who are seeking
a change in the municipal boundaries so that the whole
of Point Lonsdale would be located in the Borough of
Queenscliffe. The basis on which my constituents seek
the change is community of interest. I refer to a letter I
have received from them, which states:
All Point Lonsdale residents, regardless of whether they live
east or west of Fellows Road, are part of the local Point
Lonsdale/Queenscliff community.
They attend the same local churches and their children go to
the same local primary schools and child-care centre. They
use the same local sporting facilities and meeting rooms, and
they are members of the same local clubs and community
groups. They buy and sell their properties through the same
local real estate agents, and they are customers at the same
newsagent and local post office.
…
As well, residents from both sides of Fellows Road have been
active members of planning groups for major projects within
the Borough of Queenscliffe, such as the redevelopments at
the harbour and the high school site.

The letter states further:
If all Point Lonsdale residents were part of the borough and
entitled to vote in borough council elections, they would all
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enjoy similar access to the one municipal planning authority.
At present, people living east of Fellows Road have the
benefit of their elected councillors living in the
neighbourhood. Borough council meetings are easy for local
residents to attend because they are held close to home.
Point Lonsdale residents living on the west side of Fellows
Road are on the fringe of the City of Greater Geelong — for
them, close contact with the COGG councillors and council
staff is much more difficult.

Mr Mountford and Mr Jane have canvassed the
opinions of other Point Lonsdale residents and claim
there is a high level of community support for their
proposal. In bringing this matter to the minister’s
attention, I seek his advice.

City Link: tunnels
Hon. R. H. BOWDEN (South Eastern) — I seek
the assistance of the Minister for Transport in the other
place. City Link tunnels are now established as an
important asset in the road system. In recent times the
concentration of vehicle exhaust fumes has been
noticeable and visible, particularly in the Burnley
Tunnel and especially when speed restrictions apply.
Heavy vehicles use low gears and on occasions emit
large volumes of exhaust gases. After opening a tunnel
a review of ventilation provisions could reasonably be
expected to be carried out. The imposition of low speed
limits, especially for heavy vehicles, causes a
significant increase in diesel exhaust fumes in such a
situation.
Will the minister assure the community that the
required ventilation standards are being achieved and
met, given the potential for asthma and other
respiratory difficulties to be experienced by many users
of the City Link tunnels?

Qantaslink: Mildura
Hon. B. W. BISHOP (North Western) — My
adjournment issue tonight is directed to the Minister for
Education Services to pass on to the Premier. It is about
the proposed rationalisation of 23 Qantas
administration staff at Mildura. Just to set the record
straight, this is not an ailing airline run out of Mildura;
it has increased its flights lately. On my count there are
five return flights per day during the working week
with some of the flights also operating at weekends,
plus a late return flight on Fridays and Sundays, and
with loading on most of the flights being high.
I make it clear that all flights will remain but
administration staff are to go. This airline was built up
by locals and further expanded when Qantas took it
over. The major part of the expansion of the Qantas
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operations out of Mildura has been the result of
innovative local management solidly backed up by
loyal and competent staff.
The proposal is to remove 23 administrative staff, with
50 pilots, flight attendants, flight engineers, terminal
staff and ground staff to remain with Qantas, but there
is no great certainty of how that will be accommodated.
There has been a community consultative process.
However, it appears Qantas is not prepared to recognise
the strong community support which has been
absolutely clear, so this consultative process must be
now seen as a real sham.
I make it quite clear: Qantas has been good to the
community of Mildura and provided good service.
Another example of that service is that it has been
generous in its sponsorship of local events, and the
community has responded to that by showing strong
loyalty to the airline. However, I believe that local
loyalty will be sorely tested if this unreasonable
proposal goes ahead.
One might ask: what has this to do with the Victorian
government? That is a reasonable question. The answer
is: firstly, the government has taken an interest in
regional population decline and this proposal by Qantas
obviously affects that; and secondly, the Victorian
government has given a grant of $600 000 to assist in
the expansion of the Mildura airport terminal facilities,
so again it has a real interest in this issue.
With those proposals being pushed along by Qantas
executives a long way from Mildura who have no
understanding of the repercussions and opportunities
that abound in regional Victoria, it is time the Victorian
government took some action. Some of the questions
that need to be answered are: firstly, has the Qantas
board signed off on this decision; secondly, has the
review process been completed; and thirdly, what
guarantee do we have if the discussion proceeds that the
remaining employees will — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! The honourable
member’s time has expired.

Trucks: Yarraville
Hon. S. M. NGUYEN (Melbourne West) — I direct
to the attention of the Minister for Education Services
for referral to the Minister for Transport in the other
place a matter of concern for a Yarraville resident who
has called on Vicroads and the police to enforce the
Francis Street truck ban after the group allegedly found
drivers continued to ignore it.
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The Bracks government introduced a truck curfew
prohibiting all through traffic from using Francis Street
at nights and on weekends. The curfew was put in place
in response to the strong community concern expressed
about the impact of truck noise and engine emissions on
Francis Street. There is a need to balance industry’s
requirements with residents’ rights to a good night’s
sleep.
The night-time and weekend curfew on Francis Street is
being introduced to minimise heavy traffic at times
when residents are trying to sleep, and to improve
living conditions in Yarraville.
The curfew was introduced on 4 April 2002 and
prohibits all non-local heavy vehicles with a gross
vehicle mass rating of 4.5 tonnes or more from using
Francis Street between 8.00 p.m. and 6.00 a.m. Monday
to Friday and between 1.00 p.m. Saturday and 6.00 a.m.
Monday. Advisory signage was installed from
18 March 2002. A Yarraville resident claims that many
trucks are not obeying the curfew on weeknights from
8.00 p.m. to 6.00 a.m. the next day. As a member for
Melbourne West Province I bring this matter to the
minister’s attention and seek his advice.
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the minister went to, because the maths is quite clear. A
total strength of 58 in 1999 versus a total strength of
89 in 2002 is not a doubling but an increase of 34 per
cent, which is far from a doubling.
What makes the point even more interesting is that in
December 1999, when local priority policing became a
fact, the boundaries of the Frankston police district
were changed quite considerably to include parts of
Seaford, Carrum Downs and Langwarrin, representing
a 30 per cent increase in the geographical area in which
the Frankston police had to respond. If the minister
does the basic maths he will acknowledge that a 34 per
cent increase is not exactly a great achievement,
considering the geographical area for which that police
station was responsible and that the resulting increased
workload was 30 per cent. The net gain is very limited
indeed.
I ask the minister to take into consideration these facts,
which are undeniable, and at the first possible
opportunity correct the record and state the truth and
not mislead the Parliament and the people of the state of
Victoria with populist, reactive and quite misleading
and devious sentiments that do not take into
consideration the full facts of the matter at hand.

Police: Frankston
Hon. B. C. BOARDMAN (Chelsea) — I raise an
issue with the Minister for Education Services for the
attention of the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services in the other place.
I note the minister’s response to an adjournment issue
raised by his colleague the honourable member for
Frankston East in the other place last night. The
honourable member for Frankston East cited an article
in the Frankston Leader dated 15 April entitled ‘Cop
shop is well stocked’, which states that in 1999 the
strength of the Frankston police station was just
2 senior sergeants, 8 sergeants and 48 constables and
senior constables. The honourable member for
Frankston East decided to laud the achievements of the
current government by stating that the strength, as of
this week, or when this article was published, was
2 senior sergeants, 13 sergeants, and 74 senior
constables or constables. He went on to say that this
was a fine achievement, that it showed a great
turnaround in the operational strength of the Frankston
police station, and that that success was directly
attributable to him.
In his answer to that adjournment issue, which I think
was more of a note of statistics, the Minister for Police
and Emergency Services suggested that this was almost
a doubling of the statistics. I do not know what school

Heritage Victoria: permit fees
Hon. ANDREA COOTE (Monash) — I raise a
matter with the Minister for Education Services for the
attention of the Minister for Planning in another place. I
refer to an article in the Age newspaper of 5 April
regarding the plan by Heritage Victoria to begin
charging people to remove heritage-listed trees, install
plaques on historic buildings and display shipwreck
artefacts. The article says:
People wishing to do works on their heritage-registered
properties would also face permit fee increases of up to
300 per cent under a Heritage Victoria plan to review its cost
structures.

Victoria has 2000 heritage-listed properties, 48 of
which are in the City of Stonnington, which is in the
Monash Province, and 127 of which are in the City of
Port Phillip, which also lies in the Monash Province.
The City of Stonnington has an excellent program
called A Mark in Time, which celebrates Australia’s
centenary of Federation. The city also developed a
project in which plaques are installed to honour the
people and places that have played a significant role in
the life and development of Stonnington from 1901 to
2001. The city is rich with historic events, names and
institutions, and the community has been pleased to see
those plaques. I am concerned that if there is a charge
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involved the current and similar programs will
disappear. Under the proposal Victorians will pay
$60 to remove heritage-listed trees and $90 to install a
plaque.

Victoria and jointly support the exhibition being
mounted in Queen’s Hall at an appropriate time. I am
sure we could get together with the Open Family Street
Youth Action Team and make those arrangements.

Some of the plaques located in the City of Port Phillip
mark sites such as Prahran’s oldest hotel, Elizabeth Fry
Retreat, Leggett’s Ballroom, the Prahran Mechanics
Institute, Thomsons Steam Car, and the Jam Factory. I
ask the minister: will the government implement the
recommendations of Heritage Victoria?

Hospitals: nurses

Youth: Open Family exhibition
Hon. I. J. COVER (Geelong) — The matter I raise
with the Minister for Youth Affairs relates to the Open
Family Street Youth Action Team. Last Wednesday,
during National Youth Week, I had the privilege of
opening a photographic exhibition by the Open Family
Street Youth Action Team on the steps of Parliament
House. It was tremendous to meet those young people.
I know they were keen to meet with the minister and
her department, but on that occasion were unable to get
her involvement. However, part of my request tonight
is perhaps an opportunity for us to join forces to assist
them in the future.
The exhibition has been organised as a way of helping
young people who find themselves on the streets of
Melbourne and are marginalised to actually work
together to change the way they are seen and heard.
About 20 young people around Victoria documented
their lives using cameras which were provided to them
by Kodak and their photos then formed this exhibition.
The exhibition is going to travel around Melbourne and
country Victoria and is a way for those young people to
share their experiences, struggles and ideas with
community stakeholders and to be articulate about their
situation. It has fostered in them a sense of ownership
and responsibility. It has also helped them find an arena
in which they can interact positively with their peers
and develop friendships and associations apart from on
the street. One of the young girls I met who was
involved with taking the photos has been assisted by an
Open Family youth worker to get off the streets. She is
looking to get work on a farm and she now has a
positive outlook on life.
I suggested to the group that perhaps after the
exhibition has completed its tour around Victoria it
could make its way back to Melbourne and where it
originated, on the steps of Parliament House, and
perhaps be exhibited in Queen’s Hall.
My request to the minister is that she join me in a spirit
of bipartisanship to work with the young people of

Hon. M. T. LUCKINS (Waverley) — I raise a
matter for the attention of the Minister for Education
Services, representing the Minister for Small Business,
who has not graced us with her presence tonight, to
refer to the Minister for Health in another place.
My concerns relate to the ban on engaging nurses from
nursing agencies in hospitals throughout Victoria, and
particularly the impact of that ban on Southern Health
and Monash Medical Centre in my electorate. The
Minister for Health has been touting figures indicating
that there has been a 53 per cent drop in the use of
private agency nurses since the ban was introduced on
4 April, and he says that at the same time there has been
a 37 per cent increase in the use of the government’s
public nurse bank staff.
One does not need to be Einstein to work out that there
is a 16 per cent shortfall between what the private
agencies were providing in nursing staff and the uptake
in the public nursing bank staff. The Southern Health
network has estimated that it is saving $900 000 a
month in casual nursing costs and has indicated in the
media today that it has employed an additional
150 nurses at a base cost of around $60 000 per nurse
as a per annum cost. If it has recruited 150 nurses it is
basically paying out $750 000 per month. If it is using a
nursing bank agency rather than full-time staff it is a
higher cost than the $750 000 per month. So basically
the Southern Health Care Network is saving only
$150 000 if you presume that all the agency staff are in
fact on a full-time salary, which would equate to around
$60 000 per annum.
The issue of concern to me, my constituents and also
nurses is that we are getting feedback from nurses
saying they are being required to work in areas outside
their clinical expertise and that that could place patients
at risk. It also puts enormous pressure on individual
nurses if they are asked to work in accident and
emergency departments, for example, and cannot deal
with all the cases presented to them. Nurses are also
being required to work longer shifts and longer days or
more days, which is difficult for those nurses who like
to organise their working week around family
commitments and well in advance.
I ask the minister what he will do about the impact of
the changes on the number of beds operating because it
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appears there is a shortage of nurses and what he will
do to address the issue in surgery and waiting list
blow-outs.

Access@schools program
Hon. P. A. KATSAMBANIS (Monash) — I raise
with the Minister for Education Services, in her
capacity as Minister for Education Services, a matter
that relates specifically to the collapse of the statewide
Internet access agreement for schools, known as
Edunet, and specifically the impact of the collapse of
that agreement on the access@schools program.
I mentioned in the house earlier today that the Minister
for Information and Communication Technology took
the credit for the program and launched it in March this
year. However, on closer examination it appears that
the project was established with significant funding
from the very successful commonwealth government
networking the nation program. The applicant that
applied for that funding from the commonwealth was in
fact the Victorian Department of Education
Employment and Training, as it was then known.
The program uses the infrastructure of government
schools to provide free or affordable access to the
Internet as well as Internet training in rural
communities. The collapse of Edunet will significantly
impact on the number of people that can be assisted
through the program as well as the number of hours that
they can access it. In many cases it might make the
availability of the program through various rural
schools completely unaffordable. The collapse of
Edunet is something that puts this program at great
peril.
As reported in an article in the Herald Sun on 2 April
this year, the Minister for Education Services made it
very clear that schools would not receive any additional
funding whatsoever to meet the increased costs of
providing Internet services. That will have an impact on
schools generally, but right now I want the minister to
focus on a project that her department acquired funding
from the commonwealth government to deliver through
the infrastructure in government schools. I want her to
advise the house and the public of Victoria, particularly
people in rural and regional communities who rely on
this scheme for Internet access, what action she or
officers in her office or department have taken to ensure
that the access@schools program does not collapse or
be somehow or other disadvantaged as a result of the
significant problems relating to the collapse of the
Edunet deal.
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Walking tracks: maintenance
Hon. W. I. SMITH (Silvan) — I raise with the
Minister for Environment and Conservation in another
place through the Minister for Energy and Resources a
matter of grave concern to a constituent, Nola
Neuparth, from Ringwood. Nola is a member of the
Maroondah Bush Walking Club, the largest in Victoria
with 550 members. In her letter to me she states that
walking tracks around Victoria are not being kept up
and that the signs are not being put up in place.
She states that as a regular day walker she has
witnessed over the last 10 or 12 years a significant
deterioration in walking tracks as well as a reduction in
the number of walking tracks available, particularly in
the Warburton, Powelltown and Toolangi areas. She
puts this down to the fact that the tracks are not fixed up
after heavy logging, and that often the entrances to
these walks are blocked or altered so people cannot get
in. She also states that the government maps which are
frequently used by bush walkers are dated and
inaccurate. She has pursued this and found it is due to a
lack of funding that maps are not regularly updated to
ensure accuracy and efficiency of use. She claims that
obviously trail bikes and four-wheel drive vehicles have
contributed significantly to massive deterioration in the
state of the walking tracks.
I ask the minister why there are insufficient funds for
updating the walking track maps, and what measures
are in place for the preservation of walking tracks
which have deteriorated from logging?

State Emergency Service: Lilydale unit
Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER (Silvan) — I seek the
assistance of the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services through the Minister for Energy and
Resources. As the minister is no doubt aware, the State
Emergency Service (SES) relies to a very large degree
upon trained volunteers. In times of need the SES is
often the first at a scene, whether it be a car accident, a
flood, searches, clearing of storm damage or the like.
The issue I raise specifically is that of the Lilydale
SES — strictly in the electorate of Central Highlands
represented by my friend and colleague Graeme
Stoney — which has 39 members. Of particular
concern is that although the Lilydale SES has
39 members on the books it has only 24 active
members to cover the whole of the western half of the
Yarra Ranges — which very much come into the
electorate of Silvan Province — and Wonga Park, parts
of Warranwood and Croydon North. There is clearly a
need for increased numbers of volunteers, particularly
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when major events occur requiring more support, as
well as having people on stand-by to cover problems.
Teenagers may join a cadet unit and anyone over the
age of 18 can join a senior unit. Training is involved
and members of the training department in Lilydale
have claimed that anyone is welcome to join the crew,
although members have to be committed to training and
learning in a major way.
The Lilydale SES is the primary road rescue service in
the Yarra Ranges. Considering the shire’s very poor
road accident record — one of the worst in the state —
it has a very difficult job indeed. More volunteers
would make this very commendable service even
stronger and help the current very dedicated SES group.
I ask the minister to consider launching a concerted
campaign across Victoria to attract more SES
volunteers right around the state and, of course,
throughout the Yarra Ranges and Silvan Province.

Berwick South Secondary College
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Eumemmerring) —
I raise with the Minister for Education Services a matter
relating to the provision of an oval for Berwick South
Secondary College.
At the beginning of the 2002 school year I was very
pleased to see the Berwick South Secondary College
open. The school was planned and funded by the
previous government, and I am pleased to see it come
to fruition. The school has received some funding from
the department for an undersized oval. What it is
seeking to do is build a full-size oval with appropriate
facilities — draining, lighting, et cetera. The school
attempted to enter into an agreement with the City of
Casey for a joint-use facility on a piece of land adjacent
to the school site. However, the council was not willing
to proceed with such a facility at this point in time.
With the funds currently available to the school they are
able to build only an undersize facility which will serve
neither the long-term needs of the school nor the
community.
The minister may be aware that the Berwick South
Secondary College population is not serviced by any
full-size sporting facilities in the near vicinity. The
action I seek from the minister is her assistance in
obtaining sufficient extra funding for the Berwick
South Secondary College to develop a full-size oval
adjacent to or on its existing land.
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Land tax: small business
Hon. D. McL. DAVIS (East Yarra) — I raise a
matter with the Leader of the Government for the
attention of the Treasurer in the other place. I note again
tonight that the Treasurer’s representative in this place,
the Minister for Energy and Resources, is not present
during the adjournment debate to respond in a serious
way to this significant matter which again concerns
land tax.
Land tax assessments have gone out across the state and
are having a significant impact on many small
businesses. In this case I draw the minister’s attention
to a specific instance — a service station in Maling
Road, Canterbury, known as D. H. Bradshaw Auto
Service Pty Ltd. This service station is an institution in
the City of Boroondara. It is an old-fashioned service
station that still provides service, something quite
unusual in modern service stations today. People all
around the City of Boroondara know about and use this
service station. What concerns me is the impact of the
land tax assessment on this property, and I particularly
refer the Treasurer to the impact of land tax on
individuals and businesses in the City of Boroondara.
Land tax assessment for the Bradshaw service station
for 2001 was $782.40. The assessment of which I have
a copy here for 2002 is an extraordinary figure of
$11 480, an increase of almost 1400 per cent — a
massive increase and a slug that will require this small
service station to consider laying off staff. The
operators will have to consider how they can refine
their business in a sensible way. It is going to have an
impact that will place in some jeopardy the sort of
service we have seen from this institution at the end of
Maling Road in Canterbury. I indicate again, as I did
last night, that land tax assessments do change and
property prices vary over time and increase given the
boom that has occurred in property values over the
recent period. However, this increase is extraordinary.
It is an absolutely unforgivable increase and I believe
the Treasurer has clearly not understood the impact of
these land tax increases.
Certainly, any small amelioration in business taxes that
have been delivered through his pronouncements on
payroll tax will be absolutely swamped in the case of
the Bradshaw company, which employs 20 staff and
hence pays payroll tax and gets a slight benefit there.
But that benefit will be absolutely overwhelmed by the
massive increase of almost 1400 per cent in land tax. It
is again a pity that the — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! Time!
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Police: Cape Paterson presence
Hon. K. M. SMITH (South Eastern) — My
question to the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services is about an issue of great concern to me. There
is a great family resort area called Cape Paterson about
8 or 9 kilometres out of Wonthaggi where families have
been able to go for a long time to enjoy the beach and
the friendly atmosphere. In recent times there has been
some teenage crime at Cape Paterson with
out-of-control kids who have been drinking to a huge
extent. There have been examples of knives and guns
and under-age drinking, fighting, assaults, thefts and
generally antisocial behaviour which is very much out
of character for Cape Paterson.
Garry and Marlene Beaton, who are the managers of
the Cape Paterson caravan park, have raised this issue
as being one that is causing problems at the cape
because of the reputation it is gaining for some of the
problems that have been caused there.
I ask the Minister for Police and Emergency Services to
give some real consideration to giving more police
vehicles to the Wonthaggi police station and looking at
extra police to work from that 24-hour police station.
Consideration should also be given to setting up a
mobile police booth down there during the holiday
periods of Christmas, Easter and other long weekends,
so that when numbers of youths congregate, there will
be some police in the area.
I have no doubt that the Wonthaggi police are doing a
fantastic job with very limited resources, and we are
very much aware that they are short of one divisional
van, if not two. They also need another unmarked
police car. From talking to the police in the area, it is
my understanding that there is a need for some seven or
eight additional police to bring them up to a full force
that would be able to look after the area not only of
Cape Paterson, but also to be able to put more time into
Phillip Island and the Grantville and Inverloch areas.
There is a good police station at Inverloch and there are
also good police there, but there are always times when
these problems occur and police are put under great
pressure. The minister would be aware that the new
police station has just been opened and that it was
funded by the Kennett government. There is a facility
there for a strong police force to offer some help to the
people of Cape Paterson in setting up an area where the
kids and families can feel safe.

Insurance: public liability
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — I have an
issue for the attention of the Minister for Youth Affairs.
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Honourable members know, because I have raised the
issue in this place before, about the concerns in regional
Victoria about public liability insurance. We know
about the particular concerns raised in respect of
outdoor and adventure tourism operators, and we have
seen many important regional events cancelled by
community groups which have been unable to secure
adequate insurance cover. Community organisations
that are vital to the wellbeing of society are also at
risk — for example, the Bairnsdale Police and Citizens
Youth Club has ceased to operate as a result of a
premium increase of several hundred percentage
points — from $2000 to $7000! I am advised of many
other clubs that are in similar crisis situations and that
are at risk of closure. Therefore I ask the Minister for
Youth Affairs what action, if any, she is taking with
regard to supporting community youth organisations
which are closing due to the public liability insurance
crisis.

Legislative Council: Friday sittings
Hon. BILL FORWOOD (Templestowe) — I raise
an issue for the Leader of the Government. It was, I
think, about 5 or 6 minutes before the end of the last bill
the house dealt with that the Deputy Leader of the
Government came to me and told me that it was the
intention of the government to bring the house back
tomorrow at 9.30 a.m. That is very short notice.
Obviously we are prepared to sit at 9.30 a.m. tomorrow,
but the issue I wish to explore is whether in future we
are going to get more notice of the sitting times and
whether members of this house can have any
confidence that the dates that have been set down for
the house to sit between now and the rest of the autumn
sittings will pertain, other than perhaps some sittings on
some Fridays. All honourable members would like to
know whether 10-minute-to-midnight or
5-minute-to-midnight advice on sitting dates and times
is to become the order rather than the exception that I
certainly hope it is.
Honourable members would like to know whether the
government’s intention is, as I suspect it might be, to
make the place unworkable. I said this in my
contribution on the urgency motion on Tuesday. Did
the Deputy Leader of the Government make this
decision 5 minutes before he came to see me, or did he
make it earlier? That is the question some might care to
ask.
My view is that the government needs to inform the
people who work here — Hansard and others —
whether this is the sort of behaviour they can expect
from the government. People are entitled to have some
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certainty in the way the house will proceed into the
future.
The Leader of the Government has an obligation to all
members to explain these issues. It is very odd
behaviour, except, as I said — and it is up to the Leader
of the Government to confirm it if she wishes — that it
is the deliberate intention of the government to make
the Legislative Council of Victoria unworkable. I look
forward to some sensible response.

Responses
Hon. M. M. GOULD (Minister for Education
Services) — The Honourable Andrew Brideson raised
a matter with respect to obtaining information from the
regional department on the physical resources
management system or PRMS program. He referred to
difficulties getting information that the regional office
did not have because it is held within the department.
He said he put in a request about four weeks ago. I am
happy to investigate within the department where that
request is and respond back to him as soon as possible.
The Honourable Elaine Carbines raised a matter for the
Minister for Local Government. I will pass that on to
him and ask him to respond in the usual manner.
The Honourable Ron Bowden raised a matter for the
Minister for Transport with respect to City Link
ventilation. I will pass that on to the minister and ask
him to respond in the usual manner.
The Honourable Barry Bishop raised a matter for the
Premier regarding reduction of staff at Qantas in the
Mildura area. I will raise that with the Premier and ask
him to respond in the usual manner.
The Honourable Sang Nguyen raised a matter for the
Minister for Transport about the truck curfew in Francis
Street. I will pass that on to the minister and ask him to
respond in the usual manner.
The Honourable Cameron Boardman raised a matter
for the Minister for Police and Emergency Services. I
will pass that on to him and ask him to respond in the
usual manner.
The Honourable Andrea Coote raised a matter for the
Minister for Planning regarding heritage fees. I will
pass that on to her and ask her to respond in the usual
manner.
The Honourable Ian Cover raised a matter with respect
to the Open Family Street Youth Action Team. I
happened to be walking past the steps of Parliament
when that exhibition was on and had an opportunity to
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have a quick look at it. One of the young persons there
came up to me and asked me to have a look. I had a
quick look but said I would come back. By the time I
returned from a meeting, the display had left. I
mentioned that in my office when I returned later in the
day, and the very next day, which was Wednesday if
my memory serves me correctly, I received a letter
from the organisation inviting me to the launch the day
before. I did not receive the invitation until the
following day. However, I am happy to discuss the
honourable member’s proposal.
The Honourable Maree Luckins raised a matter for the
Minister for Health. I will pass that on to him and ask
him to respond in the usual manner.
The Honourable Peter Katsambanis raised a matter as a
result of Telstra deciding to increase service provider
costs to schools. It has made a decision to increase costs
between 5 and 12 times the previous cost that was
associated with its service delivery. Schools have been
informed of the discussions that took place with Telstra.
It was not prepared to continue under the same terms
and conditions it had entered into under the previous
contract and said it was a commercial decision it had
made to increase its costs.
As a result of that the department has spoken with other
providers. There are two other providers schools can
choose from to access their Internet services. There are
another two providers that the department is
investigating to ensure they have the appropriate filters
in place so that children do not get access to the broader
Internet, which can contain unsuitable information. I
am advised that up to this point in time about a third of
the schools have signed up with alternative providers so
the access to schools on the Internet service is
continuing.
The Honourable Wendy Smith raised a matter for the
Minister for Environment and Conservation in another
place about bushwalking clubs and information. I will
pass that on to the minister and ask her to respond in the
usual manner.
The Honourable Andrew Olexander raised a matter for
the minister — —
Hon. P. A. Katsambanis — On a point of order,
Mr President, I am aware — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! I am sorry, the
honourable member has to make the objection at the
time. The minister has moved on.
Hon. P. A. Katsambanis — Within 10 seconds! I
had to digest what she was saying.
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The PRESIDENT — Order! The minister is on to
the next issue.
Hon. P. A. Katsambanis — She is going at a
million miles an hour!
The PRESIDENT — Order! If the minister is
happy to answer it.
Hon. M. M. GOULD — On the point of order,
Mr President, I have given my answer.
Hon. P. A. Katsambanis — On the point of order,
Mr President, the minister has given her answer and I
am aware of your ruling in the past that an answer to a
query disposes of that query in the adjournment.
However, I submit to you, Mr President, that the
minister made no attempt whatsoever to provide an
answer to my question that was specifically related to a
program called access@schools and what her
department or she had done to ensure that that program
would survive. The minister did not even mention the
program in her answer.
Hon. M. M. GOULD — I mentioned the Internet
providers.
Hon. P. A. Katsambanis — I am not talking about
the Internet providers. I am talking about a specific
program that the minister’s department has contracted
with the federal minister to deliver.
Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. P. A. Katsambanis — Mr President, I would
like to finish my point of order.
If the minister wants to say she has done nothing, she
should say so. Unfortunately she has not even
addressed the matter I have raised. This is a misuse of
this place.
The PRESIDENT — Order! The honourable
member talked about my previous rulings. In fact the
guidelines have been in operation since 1975. They
make it clear that the minister’s answer disposes of the
matter.
Hon. P. A. Katsambanis interjected.
The PRESIDENT — Order! There are other
avenues in this house to pursue that. The fact is that
these guidelines have been in operation since that time
and they say the minister’s answer disposes of the
matter.
Hon. M. M. GOULD — Thank you, Mr President.
The Honourable Andrew Olexander raised a matter
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about Lilydale State Emergency Service and I will pass
that on to the minister and ask him to respond in the
usual manner.
The Honourable Gordon Rich-Phillips raised a matter
with me about the Berwick South Secondary College,
which has attempted to reach a facilities arrangement
with the City of Casey. I understand the honourable
member said that the school has funding for a
three-quarter oval and it wants a full oval. Funding and
development for schools is all done in a very economic
and responsible manner. The funding that is available
for the Berwick South Secondary School has been
allocated within the budget restraints, but I am still
happy to look at what has happened. However, I make
no promises about the issue raised by the honourable
member. I will look into it to see if there is anything
available. The government is committed to ensuring
that when funding is given to schools for facilities
et cetera, it is done in an economically responsible
manner.
The Honourable David Davis raised a matter for the
Treasurer about land tax for Bradshaw’s service station.
I will raise that with the Treasurer and ask him to
respond in the usual manner.
The Honourable Ken Smith raised a matter for the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services in another
place. I will refer that to him and ask him to respond in
the usual manner.
The Honourable Philip Davis raised a matter with me
with respect to public liability insurance. The
government, and in particular the Minister for Finance,
has worked extremely hard to ensure there is sufficient
insurance cover out there in the community in a number
of areas. There was a concern about whether a number
of projects and events that were to take place for
National Youth Week could take place because of the
high public liability insurance premiums. The
government was able to ensure the events were all
covered. It is an ongoing concern, and the government
as a whole is concerned about it.
As I indicated, the Minister for Finance has worked
extremely hard with insurance companies to protect
home owners and builders’ warranties. That is an issue
occurring across a variety of industries around the
world. It is an area the government is concerned about
and is attempting to rectify. We are working as hard as
we can to address the issue of public liability insurance.
The Honourable Bill Forwood raised a matter about the
government advising the opposition of government
business because the Legislative Council will be sitting
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tomorrow. The Leader of the Opposition would be well
aware that yesterday he moved an amendment to
sessional orders that allows for sittings on Fridays. He
claimed the government was attempting to shut down
the Parliament. The government is open and
accountable. It is prepared to sit and have question time
and deal with government business. The Leader of the
Opposition made Fridays available for Parliament to sit
and the government has taken advantage of it.
Hon. Bill Forwood — On a point of order,
Mr President, I understand that the minister’s answer
disposes of the issue I raised but honourable members
would like to know whether the sitting days are likely
to stay as they are currently scheduled.
Hon. M. M. GOULD — I am happy to add further
to my response. In regard to the sitting days that have
been set down, it is not the intent of the government to
change the timetable.
Hon. Bill Forwood — How much notice about
Fridays is the Leader of the Government likely to give?
Hon. M. M. GOULD — I am happy to discuss that
further with the honourable member. On the record, we
will attempt to give as much notice as possible.
Motion agreed to.
House adjourned 5.59 p.m.
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Friday, 19 April 2002
The PRESIDENT (Hon. B. A. Chamberlain) took the
chair at 9.33 a.m. and read the prayer.

ABSENCE OF MEMBERS
Hon. P. R. HALL (Gippsland) (By leave) — I
advise honourable members that due to the late calling
of an assembly of the Legislative Council this morning
and to the fact that the National Party is holding its
annual state conference in Shepparton, commencing
today as planned, the Honourable Jeanette Powell and
the Honourable Bill Baxter will be absent from the
house as they are attending that conference, having
made that decision prior to the scheduling of the sitting
of the house for today.

PAPERS
Laid on table by Clerk:
Surveillance Devices Act 1999 — Reports, 2001, from the
Chief Commissioner of Police; Chairperson, National Crime
Authority; and Secretary, Department of Natural Resources
and Environment, pursuant to section 37 of the act.

MELBOURNE CITY LINK (FURTHER
MISCELLANEOUS AMENDMENTS) BILL
Second reading
Hon. C. C. BROAD (Minister for Energy and
Resources) — I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

This bill makes a range of improvements to the City
Link arrangements.
This bill has six purposes. The first purpose is to
temporarily reserve certain Crown land under the
Crown Land (Reserves) Act 1978 for the purposes of
the City Link project so that licences can be issued to
Transurban over that land for the installation and
operation of reticulation pipes.
Transurban is required to implement a ground water
management system that will prevent or minimise
ground settlement. This requirement is being met in
part by recharging the aquifers in the vicinity of the
City Link tunnels at various recharge sites. The ground
water management system will ensure that the
appropriate ground water equilibrium level is reached
and maintained for the duration of the concession
period. Such a system is necessary to protect private
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and public property in the vicinity of the City Link
tunnels from ground settlement.
This amendment will enable Transurban to honour the
agreement it reached with the Bracks government to
use recycled water for recharge purposes. This will
significantly reduce the amount of fresh water required
for recharge.
As part of this commitment, Transurban is installing a
reticulation system from a treatment plant near Swan
Street to the recharge wells. Virtually all the reticulation
pipes will run through land to be leased to Transurban.
However, Transurban has identified the need for two
additional narrow strips of land. These strips are
situated on Crown land. One strip consists of
unreserved and permanently reserved Crown land,
situated on the south side of the Yarra River, between
the Yarra River and Alexandra Avenue. The other strip
consists of unreserved and temporarily reserved Crown
land, between the Yarra River and Batman Avenue.
There will be continued public access to the land to be
reserved by this bill.
The second purpose of the bill is to restrict the
acquisition of unit holdings in the Transurban Holding
Trust. The act currently imposes a 20 per cent unit
holder restriction on unit holdings in the Transurban
City Link Unit Trust. The amendment, which is
consequential on the Transurban restructure, imposes
that ownership cap on unit holdings in the Transurban
Holding Trust as that trust now holds all the units in the
Transurban City Link Unit Trust.
The third purpose of the bill is to make provision for
further backdating of temporary registration to support
the new extended weekend pass. The new pass was
introduced by Transurban after negotiation with this
government and provides an improved product for the
casual user. It enables motorists to use City Link from
Friday midday to Sunday midnight at the same price as
a 24-hour pass.
Legislation passed last session provided a legislative
basis for this product by extending the period for
temporary registration. This bill extends the backdating
provisions for this product. Currently customers may
purchase a pass until midnight of the day following the
day of first use. Thus the current backdating provision
only allows backdating for up to two calendar days,
whereas the extended weekend pass is valid over a
three-day calendar period. The amendment will enable
backdating for the full period of an extended pass.
The fourth purpose of the bill is to provide greater
flexibility in leasing land to Transurban. Currently the
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act only enables Crown land to be leased to Transurban
for the purposes of managing the roadway and ancillary
works or related purposes. The bill enables the state to
lease Crown land to Transurban for any purpose so
long as it is not inconsistent with the road management
and ancillary works purposes. Approval of a lease of
land for a purpose that is not wholly or partly for the
purpose of managing a roadway and ancillary works
will require the approval of the minister administering
part IX of the Land Act 1958. This amendment will be
supported by amendments to the concession deed
(referred to in the act as the agreement), enabling
Transurban to sublease or licence small parcels of land
included in its leases, subject to the approval by the
minister of the terms and conditions of the sublease or
licence. These subleasing or licensing arrangements
could be used to facilitate better use of small parcels of
land that do not have a community use and may
otherwise stay vacant. An example is car parking
facilities under elevated parts of the link.

development will be subject to approval by the Minister
for Planning.

The fifth purpose of the bill is to provide a legislative
regime for the construction of a Transurban office
building on land to be leased to Transurban in Burnley.
Certain aspects of the City Link project are exempt
from compliance with the Building Act 1994 and
planning schemes under the Planning and Environment
Act 1987, and exempt from the requirement to pay
council rates.

I commend the bill to the house.

The bill provides that the Planning and Environment
Act 1987 and the Building Act 1994 will apply to the
Burnley office site, and council rates will be payable by
Transurban in respect of the site. This approach is
consistent with the approach taken in relation to the link
control site and the customer service site, two buildings
that are part of the City Link project.
A special planning regime will apply to the Burnley
office site. This is necessary because in 1999 the
previous government entered into an agreement with
Transurban which provided that Transurban would not
be required to obtain a planning permit for the
development on the Burnley office site, but would be
required to go through an informal process with the
City of Yarra, which is the responsible authority under
the Planning and Environment Act 1987.
Though this government does not support Transurban
being subject to a special planning regime, it is bound
to honour the agreement entered into by the previous
government. This government will therefore provide,
by a special planning scheme amendment, that
Transurban will not be required to obtain a planning
permit for this development, but plans for the

The sixth purpose of the bill is to amend the provisions
of the act dealing with infringement notices, so as to
establish a lower penalty the first time a person
commits a tolling offence.
The current penalty is $100.00. Tolling on the western
link has been in operation for over two years and for
more than one year on southern link. Users have now
had time to become accustomed to the requirements of
tolling and the infringement regime. However, the
government recognises that a $100 fine may be a heavy
fine for first time offenders. The bill provides that the
penalty for the first offence will be $40. The bill makes
provision for the penalty for the first offence to be
varied by regulations. The government will continue to
monitor the effectiveness and appropriateness of this
penalty level.

Debate adjourned on motion of Hon. G. B. ASHMAN
(Koonung).
Debate adjourned until next day.

HEALTH PRACTITIONER ACTS
(FURTHER AMENDMENTS) BILL
Second reading
Hon. M. R. THOMSON (Minister for Small
Business) — I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

Victoria’s health system relies on the high-quality
expertise and care provided by members of the health
professions. The health system is changing rapidly,
with growing corporate involvement in the provision of
health services and increasing expectations of patients.
In this context it is essential that the statutory
framework for regulating the health professions is
flexible and responsive to contemporary issues. In order
to adequately protect the public, there must be sufficient
powers to ensure the maintenance of professional
standards. This bill addresses both these important
issues.
This bill amends five health practitioner registration
acts as well as the Health Records Act 2001. The most
significant amendments are to the Medical Practice Act
1994 and the Nurses Act 1993.
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The amendments to the medical practice act are
designed to:
empower the Medical Practitioners Board of
Victoria to regulate unsatisfactory professional
performance of registered practitioners;
establish powers to deal with corporate owners who
direct or incite their registered medical practitioner
employees to act unprofessionally; and
provide the board with greater flexibility in carrying
out its functions.
Ensuring the continuing competence of the medical
profession is a complex challenge and a shared
responsibility. The community expects practitioners
who are registered to practise with due skill and care.
The Medical Practitioners Board has an important role
to play.
Both interstate and internationally, greater attention is
being given to linking renewal of registration to
demonstration of professional competence. A range of
options for addressing this challenge was canvassed in
the discussion paper, ‘Regulation of medical
practitioners and nurses in Victoria’ released by the
Department of Human Services in August 2001.
This bill establishes powers for the Medical
Practitioners Board to assess or review the performance
of medical practitioners whose overall level of
knowledge, skill, judgment or care in the practice of
medicine is below the standard that their peers would
expect. These powers are in addition to the board’s
existing powers to regulate unprofessional conduct, and
are aimed at preventing harm and promoting high
standards of practice.
The board will be empowered to receive notifications
of unsatisfactory professional performance of registered
medical practitioners, in addition to notifications about
unprofessional conduct and ill health. The board will
then have the power to appoint a preliminary
investigator who will organise, if necessary, one or two
suitably qualified medical practitioners to conduct a
performance assessment of the practitioner.
The performance assessment is a relatively informal
process from which the board may seek the
practitioner’s agreement to undertake further education
or alter the way he or she practises medicine. If there
are more serious concerns about the performance of a
practitioner the board may appoint a performance
review panel or refer the matter for a formal hearing.
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A performance review is a more formal process that
examines the practitioner’s performance in greater
depth. It is undertaken by a panel of two or more
persons, at least one of whom must be a registered
medical practitioner with expertise in the relevant area
of practice, and one must be a lay person who is not
medically qualified.
This panel provides a report to the board with
recommendations for action. The board may impose
conditions, restrictions or limitations on a practitioner’s
registration if it believes this is necessary to adequately
protect the public.
It is intended that these processes be cooperative and
educational rather than adversarial. To achieve this
important objective, it is expected that the Medical
Practitioners Board will consult with a range of medical
bodies including the AMA and the specialist medical
colleges as it establishes its performance assessment
and review processes.
Many other strategies have been examined to address
maintenance of professional competence. Options such
as mandatory participation in continuing medical
education as a condition of registration renewal,
requiring demonstration of recent practice, and random
performance audits have been considered but have not
been included in this bill.
However, the bill does empower the Medical
Practitioners Board to collect information on renewal of
registration regarding a practitioner’s professional
activities and participation in education. Over time
these powers will enable the board to identify
practitioners who it believes may be at higher risk of
poor performance and, if necessary, initiate a
performance assessment. This is designed to be a more
flexible approach that recognises the diversity of
medical practice. If, however, the data collected by the
board and other bodies indicates the need for further
regulation, the minister will re-examine the options.
This bill also establishes a scheme for the regulation of
corporate owners of medical practices. It is a form of
negative licensing that targets only those employers
who direct or incite registered medical practitioners to
engage in unprofessional conduct.
Many stakeholders have highlighted the potential for
corporate owners of medical practices to adversely
influence the professional behaviour of medical
practitioners. The existing definition of unprofessional
conduct already allows the Medical Practitioners Board
to take action against any medical practitioner who
gives or receives an inducement that influences referral
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decisions. However, the government is concerned that
increasingly, commercial interests may be placed above
those of patients.
There is the potential for corporatised medical practices
to unduly influence a medical practitioner’s referral
patterns, set unacceptable consultation targets, or
adversely influence clinical decision making in relation
to ordering of diagnostic tests or prescribing of drugs.
Potential for over-servicing is not the only concern.
There is potential for under-servicing to have damaging
effects on patient health.
The bill establishes an offence under the Medical
Practice Act for an employer who directs or incites a
registered medical practitioner to engage in
unprofessional conduct. For the purposes of this
offence, an employer includes any person who owns,
manages, controls or operates the business that employs
the registered medical practitioner, including the
director, secretary or executive officer of the body
corporate. The offence is also extended to cover any
person who provides services to the business of a
medical practitioner and in return receives a share or
interest in the profits or income of that business of
providing the medical services.
Those persons found guilty of this offence may be
prohibited by the secretary of the Department of
Human Services from operating a business that
provides medical services. There are also offences
established for any person who breaches such a
prohibition. The significant penalties reflect the gravity
of these offences.
Health services establishments, as defined in the Health
Services Act 1988, are exempted from these offence
provisions as they are already subject to regulation
under that act.
Public health care agencies such as public hospitals and
also community health centres are also exempted as
they operate as not-for-profit organisations providing
publicly funded services. These agencies are governed
by separate statutory controls and accountability
mechanisms under the Health Services Act.
This scheme is designed to ensure that patients’
interests remain paramount, regardless of the business
structure in which medical services are provided. If in
the future this form of negative licensing is insufficient
to achieve this objective, the government will
re-examine the options for more stringent regulation.
Implementing powers for performance assessment and
review has required restructuring of the Medical
Practice Act to clearly delineate the board’s powers to
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address unprofessional conduct, unsatisfactory
professional performance and ill health. Additional
amendments empower the Medical Practitioners Board
to:
vary conditions imposed on the registration of
practitioners with the agreement of the practitioner;
immediately suspend, impose conditions on
registration or enter into an agreement with an
impaired practitioner if she/he poses a serious risk to
the public;
employ a number of methods to allow flexible
conduct of preliminary investigations;
enter into an agreement with a practitioner or impose
conditions on her/his registration as an alternative to
immediate suspension; and
where a practitioner’s registration has been
cancelled, fix a period within which an application
for re-registration cannot be accepted by the board.
Other amendments in this bill are intended to improve
the administrative efficiency of the Medical
Practitioners Board and address concerns raised by the
board about exercise of its powers. These:
amend the definition of unprofessional conduct to
include breach of an agreement made with the board
by a registered practitioner;
clarify the board’s power to conduct a preliminary
investigation, formal or informal hearing on its own
motion as well as in response to a complaint or
notification;
require practitioners to provide a public mailing
address on renewal of registration as well as on
initial registration; and
grant the board the statutory power to call
pre-hearing conferences.
Significant reforms are also proposed to the Nurses Act
1993. Provisions similar to the negative licensing
scheme for corporate medical practices are also
proposed to regulate the activities of nurses agents.
Nurses agents provide a valuable service to our health
system. There are, however, concerns about nurses
agents who may direct or incite nurses they supply to
health services to act unprofessionally. This regulatory
scheme is designed to target only those nurses agents
who are found to inappropriately influence or
undermine the professional practice of nurses.
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This bill makes minor amendments to the powers of
five registration boards to regulate false and misleading
advertising by registrants. The effect of these
amendments is to require ministerial approval of
advertising guidelines prepared by the registration
boards prior to publication of such guidelines in the
Government Gazette. An additional amendment to the
Chinese Medicine Registration Act 2000 seeks to alter
the period of registration to conclude on 30 June of
each year (rather than the current 31 December).
The bill also amends the Health Records Act. That act
will regulate the handling of health information in
Victoria. However, the standards contained in it
regarding the collection, use and disclosure of health
information do not apply to a news medium in
connection with its news activities. The publication of
health information in a news article by a news medium
within Victoria is therefore not regulated by the
legislation.
This exemption was included in the original act in
recognition of the need to ensure the freedom of the
media to enable public discourse on matters of public
interest. The exemption was seen as integral to a
democratic society. To balance this public interest with
an individual’s right to privacy of their health
information, the exemption is confined to activities in
connection with the dissemination of news and current
affairs.
Health privacy principle 9 of the act — which is known
as HPP 9 — regulates the transfer of health information
outside Victoria. It would apply to the
publication-related activities of a news medium. The
bill rectifies this unintended anomaly by also exempting
a news medium from HPP 9 in connection with its
news activities. This means that the act will not
distinguish between publications made within or
outside the state. For example, the act would not
regulate the distribution of a Victorian newspaper
interstate or the making of a national broadcast from
Victoria. The amendment is consistent with the overall
purpose of the exemptions already conferred under the
act.
The development of this bill has involved an extensive
process of consultation and discussion. The boards, the
professional associations and a range of other
stakeholders have provided valuable input into the
development of these amendments.
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Debate adjourned until next day.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Legislative Council: Friday sittings
Hon. BILL FORWOOD (Templestowe) — I
welcome the opportunity this morning to ask a question
to the Leader of the Government and in doing so
remind her of the Premier’s commitment in response to
the Independents charter that he would instruct
ministers to answer questions directly, and I ask: is it
not true that the only reason the minister changed the
time of the sitting of the house today was to disrupt the
jobs-for-mates inquiry and to prevent evidence that
would show crooked behaviour by the Premier of this
state?
Hon. M. M. GOULD (Minister for Education
Services) — The Leader of the Opposition has
obviously forgotten what he did on Wednesday. What
he did on Wednesday was to change the sessional
orders on his motion to allow for the upper house to sit
on Fridays. It was his motion, and with the numbers on
that side of the chamber the sessional orders were
changed until the end of June this year.
The Leader of the Opposition moved an urgency
motion on Tuesday that took up 3 hours of debate —
3 hours on an urgency motion! When he moved his
motion on Wednesday he said most of his arguments
for sitting on Friday were expressed in the urgency
motion on Tuesday. He was claiming that the
government was not open and not accountable, whereas
the opposition has forgotten what it did on Tuesday and
Wednesday.
The government is more than happy to sit and answer
the opposition’s questions. The upper house of the
Parliament is sitting today.
Hon. BILL FORWOOD (Templestowe) —
Mr President, like the government, the opposition is
delighted to be here on Friday. The point I am
making — —
Honourable members interjecting.

I commend this bill to the house.

The PRESIDENT — Order! The rules for
supplementary questions give the honourable member a
minute to put his proposition. He cannot be drowned
out and not heard during that time. I ask him to
continue.

Debate adjourned on motion of Hon. M. T. LUCKINS
(Waverley).

Hon. BILL FORWOOD — The motion that came
before this house enables it to sit at 10 o’clock on
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Fridays. I put it to you that the reason we are sitting at
9.30 a.m. today is that the government wanted to close
down the Reeves inquiry because of the crooked
behaviour of the Premier.
Hon. M. M. GOULD (Minister for Education
Services) — The Leader of the Opposition has not even
spoken with his colleagues. The inquiry met this
morning from 9.00 a.m. until 9.30 a.m. It was only half
an hour and it started half an hour early. The witnesses
have been heard so nothing was changed, nothing at all.

Information and communications technology:
regional infrastructure
Hon. E. C. CARBINES (Geelong) — I refer my
question to the Minister for Information and
Communication Technology. Yesterday the minister
indicated that the government would shortly release its
regional communications infrastructure strategy. Can
the minister provide any further detail as to what is
contained in that strategy?
Hon. M. R. THOMSON (Minister for Information
and Communication Technology) — I welcome the
question from the honourable member, and I am
pleased to be able to announce the details of Regional
Connections, which is the Bracks government’s
regional infrastructure strategy. Infrastructure for
telecommunications and telecommunications
regulations is really a matter for the federal
government, but there have been problems with the
provision of telecommunications infrastructure into
regional and rural Victoria. This means there is a lack
of competition there, and that means higher prices and
sometimes lack of access to technology for regional and
rural Victorians.
Regional Connections is the Bracks government’s
action plan for helping regional Victorians get a better
telecommunications deal. Regional Connections will
help to improve and stimulate competition in regional
areas and among telecommunication markets. It will
also create competition for infrastructure. The details of
the strategy are to promote a more competitive
wholesale carrier market by providing access to
backbone infrastructure such as the Victrack optical
fibre network that will accompany the laying of rail for
Victrack.
Regional Connections will support investment in
competitive customer access networks. One of the
problems is the last mile — the connection to the
customer from the backbone infrastructure. We will be
piloting network trials to be able to use that information
regardless of the infrastructure that may be used for that
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last connection to the customer to provide information
for others who may wish to invest in infrastructure at
that customer access network level.
Reducing the cost of information discovery is really
important for regional telecommunication companies
who do not have access to that kind of information
when they need to make business cases for providing
infrastructure. We will be making available the access
to the information that the state government has and
will be putting pressure on Telstra and communicating
to the federal government the need for the information
held by Telstra to be made available to regional telco
companies to enable them to make a business case for
putting infrastructure into rural and regional Victoria.
One of the other things we as a government can do is to
look at how our own telecommunications spend is
made available to regional community telcos. It is a
good time, as we look at the renewal of our own
contracts in telecommunications, to see how the very
substantial Victorian government spend on
telecommunications can assist regional
telecommunications companies — community
companies — to provide assistance in preparing
business cases for providing that infrastructure.
Regional Connections provides a vision of how we can
improve communications in rural and regional Victoria.
This is a demonstration — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! Time!

Minister for Energy and Resources: conduct
Hon. C. A. FURLETTI (Templestowe) — My
question without notice is directed to the Minister for
Energy and Resources, but before doing so I note with
some degree of appreciation the fact that the Leader of
the Government in this place has indicated that she
called the house to sit today, because in this morning’s
Bendigo Advertiser the Minister for Energy and
Resources is reported as having called off a meeting in
Bendigo:
… to discuss antiregional power distribution costs, claiming
she had to stay in Melbourne because the state opposition had
forced a meeting of the upper house.

Given that the Leader of the Government today
admitted that the government had adjourned the house,
will the Minister for Energy and Resources admit that
she has lied to the people of Bendigo and apologise to
them for that deception?
Hon. C. C. BROAD (Minister for Energy and
Resources) — I welcome the opportunity on this Friday
to deal with these matters before the house. I also
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welcome the opportunity to extend my apologies to the
City of Greater Bendigo and to the honourable member
for Bendigo East who arranged the meeting in Bendigo
to discuss these important matters with the council. I
look forward to at the earliest opportunity rescheduling
that meeting to discuss these very important matters for
the Bendigo community.

Hon. C. C. BROAD (Minister for Energy and
Resources) — As I have already done, I apologise to
the people of Bendigo for not being able to meet my
commitment this morning because of the wilful
changes — —

As the Leader of the Government clearly outlined to the
house earlier this week, question time on Tuesday was
delayed for 3 hours while the opposition demanded that
ministers make themselves available while the house
sits on Fridays.

The PRESIDENT — Order! Mr Furletti has asked
the question: he should just keep quiet while the
minister responds! Similarly, it needs the cooperation of
both sides of the house for this to happen — we had
three honourable members assisting the minister — so
in the spirit of the house let the question be asked in
silence and let the answer be heard in silence.

On Wednesday the opposition moved a motion to
change sessional orders to have the house sit on Friday,
and the government has indicated that is in line with our
commitment to being open and accountable, and here
we are!
The Bracks government has restored the powers of the
Auditor-General after they were stripped by the
previous Kennett government. We have strengthened
the powers of freedom of information after they were
cut by the previous Kennett government. This
government will be here on Friday or any other day to
deal with business before this Parliament, as it has done
already this morning.
Hon. C. A. FURLETTI (Templestowe) — I ask a
supplementary question. I think the people of Victoria,
particularly those in country and regional Victoria, are
well aware of the contempt with which they are treated
by this Bracks Labor government — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. C. A. FURLETTI — And the minister can
harp and carp — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT — Order! The honourable
member has a limited time to ask the supplementary
question and I would ask for him to be allowed to
continue without interruption.
Hon. C. A. FURLETTI — The issue is that this
government continues to blame the former Kennett
government for its failings and on this occasion tries to
have the opposition carry the blame for sitting today.
The minister should apologise to members of the house,
and I ask that she apologise to the people of Victoria
and to this house for the deception and lie that she
perpetrated yesterday.

Honourable members interjecting.

Hon. C. C. BROAD — I have not been able to meet
that commitment because of the changes the opposition
made to sessional orders after I made that commitment
to the people of Bendigo. I also regret that the people of
Bendigo are stuck with higher electricity prices because
of the actions of the former Kennett government.

Schools: safety and security
Hon. JENNY MIKAKOS (Jika Jika) — Will the
Minister for Education Services advise what action the
Bracks government is taking to improve safety in
Victorian schools?
Hon. M. M. GOULD (Minister for Education
Services) — The Bracks government takes the issue of
safety in Victorian schools very seriously. It is
important that school staff, students and parents feel
secure in their school environment, unlike when the
previous government closed schools and failed to
adequately maintain others and left them to rot. We
have put a number of measures in place to assist the
security of schools. These are based around extensive
crime prevention and risk management advice.
Importantly, security and emergency management
services are provided to schools 24 hours a day by the
department’s emergency and security management
branch. The branch’s role includes assisting schools
with management following school fires and providing
counselling to school communities if disasters or
distressing events occur.
Student focus programs have been instituted to
encourage and support safe school environments. These
include student support services officers, student
welfare coordinators, anti-bullying programs, drug
education, codes of conduct for all schools and child
protection initiatives. In addition to these measures
closed-circuit television sets are being installed as well
as improved fencing and lighting around the schools.
The introduction of these measures helps schools to
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reduce property damage caused by graffiti and
vandalism.

contributing to reducing climate change by reducing
greenhouse gas emissions.

I am pleased to advise the house that the Bracks
government has a large variety of measures in place
which will help to provide a safe and secure
environment in Victorian schools. The previous
government left schools to rot; it closed down
100 schools and the schools left behind were left to
crumble. Quite simply, the opposition did not care
about our schools or our children’s education — it will
never care!

Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Western) — Given the
minister’s inability or reticence to cite any specific
greenhouse gas reductions achieved under her
administration, I refer her to the draft environmental
impact statement on the corporatisation of the Snowy
Mountains Hydro-electric Authority as produced by the
federal Department of Industry, Science and Resources.
It reports:

Environment: greenhouse strategy
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Western) — Given the
passionate support of the Minister for Energy and
Resources for the need to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, I ask: is the minister able to cite hard
evidence of any such reduction which is directly
attributable to a Bracks government initiative?
Hon. C. C. BROAD (Minister for Energy and
Resources) — I welcome this opportunity to address
the house on the very important matter of climate
change and what is being done to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. The Bracks government takes this matter
very seriously indeed and, as I outlined to the house
yesterday, we urge the federal Liberal government to
take action in this area in relation to ratification of the
Kyoto protocol. The report which was released — or
leaked, depending on which versions of press reports
you read — drawing attention to growth in greenhouse
gas emissions, underlines the urgency of this task for
the nation.
The Victorian government believes that action by the
government to demonstrate leadership to the whole
community is very important. That is why we have
established the Sustainable Energy Authority of
Victoria, an election commitment which this
government has delivered on, to assist local
government and businesses to reduce their energy
consumption by improving their energy efficiency. It is
why the government has taken action to purchase 5 per
cent of its own power requirements from green power.
This power comes from renewable energy sources
which produce zero gas emissions.
It is also why the Victorian government has taken a
number of other actions. These include setting a target
for government buildings to reduce their energy
consumption and setting a target for reducing the
amount of freight transported to our ports by road and
transferring it onto rail. All of these actions will
contribute and already are in a number of instances

… environmental flows to the Snowy River equivalent to a
28 per cent flow regime … would reduce the scheme’s net
contribution to greenhouse gas reductions by some 10 per
cent, or around 564 000 tonnes of carbon dioxide. This would
be equivalent to the permanent clearing of some
28 200 hectares of forest.

So that is the greenhouse gas effect of the minister’s
Snowy River commitment. I know the minister is fond
of claiming that the Bracks government has turned
Victoria around. My supplementary question is: in
respect of greenhouse gas emissions, is the minister
taking Victoria forwards or backwards?
Hon. C. C. BROAD (Minister for Energy and
Resources) — This is not the first time that that
particular reference in that report has been raised in this
place. When it has been raised previously I have
rejected that statement and I do so again today. It is
patently obvious that it depends on what that generation
is replaced with, and the Victorian government
certainly is working very strongly to ensure that that
generation is replaced with renewable energy
generation.
I am also very pleased to say that officers and advisers
are working in Canberra as we speak to finalise all of
the documents in relation to the corporatisation of the
Snowy Mountains Hydro-electric Authority, and I
confidently expect that the Prime Minister will be
signing those documents very soon.

Sport and recreation: industry awards
Hon. D. G. HADDEN (Ballarat) — Can the
Minister for Sport and Recreation inform the house of
what steps he has taken to ensure that participants in the
sport and recreation industry are given adequate
recognition for the improvement which their work
brings to the state of Victoria?
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I am very pleased to be able to answer
any questions in this house at any time, but before I
directly answer the question, can I say how sad I am
that we have to be here today because there are lots of
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things we could be doing across the state, growing the
state and continuing the work of this government.
Hon. Andrew Brideson — If I could turn the clock
back 30 or 40 seconds, Mr President, I wish to raise a
point of order. It appears to me that the minister on his
feet is making a ministerial statement or a personal
explanation. It has nothing at all to do with the question
that was asked and I call upon you to bring him back to
the question.
The PRESIDENT — Order! The principal
requirement in answers to questions is, of course, that
the answer must be relevant to the question asked and
that the answer should be given and not debated. As
President Hunt said:
The purpose of question time is to seek and give information,
not to debate the issues.

Perhaps the minister would now like to move along to
answer the question that was actually asked of him by a
member on his side.
Hon. J. M. MADDEN — Thank you for the
opportunity to answer this question, Mr President. In
introducing this issue in terms of the preamble, I am
always pleased to be able to announce the outstanding
work that the Bracks government continues to do in this
state. We are a decent government, a strong
government and a government that is growing the
whole of the state, unlike the opposition, who we know
are divided. They do not care; they continue to pretend
to care, but we know they do not.
We care, and we care about people in sport and in
communities. Today’s announcement is about the
sports industry awards and about endorsing the work of
volunteers, about supporting organisational
management, about community facility design and
about rewarding communities for that, about education
of communities and the sporting sector, about
community events, and about safety and applied
research in the community in the sports sector. The
opposition would not appreciate this, but it should
know that the sector is one of the most rapidly growing
industry sectors, growing faster than the
telecommunications and service industries, the
hospitality industry and the accommodation sector.
That is why this government is pleased to have the
sport and recreation awards. Those awards will
encourage the outstanding results achieved by
organisations, businesses, individuals and sporting,
fitness and racing sectors, outdoor recreation sectors
and community recreation industries in this state.
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We continue to care. We continue to endorse the work
of Victorians across the state to grow the entire state,
unlike opposition members who enjoy, and continue to
enjoy — and they know it — the luxury of the plush
velvet of this gentlemen’s club. They should be out in
the community today, and they are not because they
changed the sessional orders. They are happy to sit here
because they do not want to work in their communities
where they should be on a day like today.

Liquor: licences
Hon. W. I. SMITH (Silvan) — I welcome the
opportunity to ask a question on a Friday and to
particularly ask a question of the Minister for Small
Business. The minister is currently negotiating an
industry agreement between Coles Myer, Woolworths
and the two liquor associations — the Liquor Stores
Association of Victoria and the Master Grocers
Association of Victoria. What date does the minister
expect this contract to be signed?
Hon. M. R. THOMSON (Minister for Small
Business) — I thank the honourable member for her
question. The discussions that are occurring have been
going on for some time. We would like to give an
opportunity to the parties to have a look at what they
can do to achieve an agreement. We are leaving its
future up to the industry.
While we are pleased to see that the industry players are
trying to work constructively to provide their own
solutions for their future and provide security for small
businesses into the long term, the opposition is on a
campaign of fear. The opposition knows that the best
outcome for the industry is an industry agreement. It
knows that. It knows that is the best way out.
I want to get on the record that during the debate on
Wednesday it was stated that the 8 per cent was never
breached under the Kennett government. Let’s get the
record straight: it was breached continuously from
November 1998 until April 2000 — it was breached!
The Honourable Theo Theophanous came into this
Parliament with a private member’s bill to close that
loophole so it could not continue to be breached. What
did the then government do? Did it support the private
member’s bill? No, it did not. It did not care about
small business in the liquor industry then; it does not
care now. It is playing politics with an issue. I would
hope the industry players — Coles Myer, Woolworths,
the Liquor Stores Association of Victoria and the
Master Grocers of Victoria — are able to reach an
agreement shortly because it is in the best interests of
small business that they do so.
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This government has been open about that since it
introduced the legislation into this Parliament to close
the loopholes, and it has been open about the 8 per cent
no longer being a viable means of protecting small
business. We are looking forward to an agreement
which looks at providing some security for small
businesses in the liquor industry. I hope those
discussions are successful. I hope they go well because
it really is the only way to secure the small business
sector in the long term.
Hon. W. I. SMITH (Silvan) — One of the liquor
associations has sought legal advice on the contract that
this government is brokering at the moment. The legal
advice it has received as to the validity of the contract is
that it is not worth the paper it is written on. It believes
it is being sold a pup. Both associations have lost
confidence in the contract. They have lost confidence in
the minister. They believe the she is duplicitous in her
dealings. Will the minister now acknowledge that her
personal actions in brokering this deal have caused
chaos and uncertainty in the liquor industry?
Hon. T. C. Theophanous — On a point of order,
Mr President, the honourable member has been going
on for some time about some legal advice being sought
by an industry association and has refused to name
which association that is. I ask that, given she is asking
the minister to respond to some legal advice from a
particular organisation, she should be required to name
the organisation so that the minister can respond in an
appropriate manner, because I suspect it is the same
organisation that I mentioned yesterday in the
house — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! The requirement in
relation to questioning the questioner about aspects of
the question has never been one that has been put on
questions in this house as far as I am aware, so I do not
uphold the point of order.
Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT — Order! The honourable
member only has 18 seconds left; I expect the house to
respect that time.
Hon. W. I. SMITH — The fact is that the contract
is not worth the paper it is written on, and it is one of
the industry groups that the minister has been
negotiating with inside her — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. W. I. SMITH — The fact is that the minister
will not close the loophole and give any surety. Will
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she now acknowledge that she personally has caused
the chaos and uncertainty in the liquor industry?
Hon. M. R. THOMSON (Minister for Small
Business) — The only chaos being caused in this
industry is by the opposition in creating an environment
of fear. I reiterate that it is in the best interests of small
business, as was conceded by the Honourable Bruce
Atkinson, if they could reach an industry agreement to
provide security and enable a transitional period. Let
me say again that I wrote to all liquor store owners and
independent grocers outlining the in-principle
agreement. I believe the associations and small business
want to ensure that there is an agreement reached for
their futures.

Gas: supply security
Hon. S. M. NGUYEN (Melbourne West) — Could
the Minister for Energy and Resources please advise
the house on what the Bracks government is doing to
increase Victoria’s supplies of gas?
Hon. C. C. BROAD (Minister for Energy and
Resources) — I thank the honourable member for his
question. I am very pleased to be able to inform the
house that Victoria is now in the enviable position of
having increased security of gas supplies due to
significant increases in the available sources of gas. I
note concern in the petroleum industry regarding levels
of exploration. However, Victoria is in a very strong
position in relation to the level of exploration which is
under way and in development. That is in part due to
the actions of the Victorian government in our policy
settings for business and our support to the industry
through the provision of exploration data.
In addition to existing sources of supplies from
Longford — I was very happy to attend the recent
recommissioning with the Premier — and in addition to
the underground gas storage facilities at Port Campbell,
Victoria has a number of projects under construction.
OMV’s Patricia Baleen gas field project in the
Gippsland Basin will feed gas from an independent gas
plant into the eastern gas pipeline near Orbost. The
Bream A Gas cap is to be developed in the Gippsland
Basin and will provide a significant increase to the
amount of gas available to Esso’s Longford facility.
This is as well as five new onshore gas fields which
have been discovered in the Otway Basin by Santos and
which will pass through its gas plant near Port
Campbell.
The Minerva field is expected to commence
construction later this year through an independent gas
plant, which is also near Port Campbell. Additional to
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those direct sources of gas is a wider availability and
increased security of supply through connections with
other states through the eastern gas pipeline, the
interconnect and potentially two gas pipelines to South
Australia.
The Bracks government has ensured that security of gas
supply is a top priority. We are turning the state around
through these initiatives, which demonstrate that we
have the vision and the plan for the future of gas supply
and exploration in Victoria. This vision position
contrasts sharply with the previous government, the
only vision of which for gas was to sell off the retail
and distribution system. Newly discovered fields will
add to the diversity of supply and hence to Victoria’s
gas supply system. They include the Bassgas project
and the Geographe–Thylacine gas field discovered last
year in the Otway Basin by the Woodside Petroleum
joint venture.
Through these projects Victorian consumers now have
increased security of gas supply, and the Bracks
government is continuing to deliver and to make sure
that Victorians will enjoy even greater security of
supply in the future from multiple producers through
multiple gas plants supported by a commercial
underground gas storage capacity.
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environmental and planning impacts and evaluated to
be satisfactory. The award of the permit does not go to
the matters raised by the honourable member.
However, in granting the permit SEA Gas was advised
that I required my department to facilitate negotiations
between landowners and SEA Gas in the finalisation of
land interest agreements. As with all pipeline projects, I
am pleased to say it would need to be demonstrated to
me that appropriate processes had been followed by the
holder of the permit prior to me considering any actions
to intervene in those processes.
I am advised that officers from my department have
explained those processes to the land-holders affected
and have assisted in attempting to resolve those issues.
It is my understanding based on further advice that it is
likely that only a small number of landowners may not
be able to reach agreement with SEA Gas. However,
the department is continuing to facilitate negotiations
where matters are brought to its attention.
As the honourable member is also aware, certain
matters have been referred to the police and are matters
for the police to deal with. There is a further stage in the
processes which involves SEA Gas making an
application for a licence to construct the pipeline. We
are not yet at that stage and are yet to see how the
current processes are concluded.

Gas: SEA Gas pipeline
Hon. C. A. FURLETTI (Templestowe) — I am
pleased to have this opportunity on a Friday to direct a
question to the Minister for Energy and Resources on
the SEA Gas pipeline, which is a matter I raised last
Tuesday during the adjournment debate and which the
minister refused to answer because she has not been
back since. I expected that the minister would have
been across the portfolio, particularly given she signed
a permit for SEA Gas to own and operate the pipeline.
Will the minister confirm if the land acquisition and
easement procurement along the pipeline route was a
condition precedent to the grant of the permit, which I
would expect to be within her knowledge, and whether
she has made inquiries to determine the number of
landowners who have not signed such an agreement;
and if so, whether her department has misled some of
the landowners who have not signed?
Hon. C. C. BROAD (Minister for Energy and
Resources) — In relation to the matter raised by the
honourable member, which he has raised in the house
on a number of occasions but still not furnished any
information about, I can advise the house of a number
of matters. SEA Gas was awarded a permit authorising
the route, and that route has been considered for its

Hon. C. A. FURLETTI (Templestowe) — I thank
the minister for her answer. Obviously the Friday
sittings work to extract answers from this open and
accountable government! As I have indicated before, it
is like extracting teeth. Would the minister indicate to
the house, given that there are only a few landowners
still to reach agreement — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I suggest the house
allows the honourable member to complete his
supplementary question, without assistance from
anyone.
Hon. C. A. FURLETTI — Given the minister’s
response that only a few landowners remain to sign the
agreement, could she indicate whether any compulsory
acquisition processes have been initiated?
Hon. C. C. BROAD (Minister for Energy and
Resources) — The answer is no.

Teachers: recruitment
Hon. R. F. SMITH (Chelsea) — In light of the
massive cuts to the teaching profession that took place
during the period of the previous government can the
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Minister for Education Services please advise what
actions the Bracks government is taking to return
teachers to the Victorian school system?
Hon. M. M. GOULD (Minister for Education
Services) — I thank the honourable member for his
question, and I know he has a concern with what the
previous government did to the teaching profession in
this state.
Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I am trying to hear the
minister’s response and I suggest the honourable
members sitting behind her keep quiet and allow her to
be heard.
Hon. M. M. GOULD — The Bracks government is
turning around Victoria’s education system and is
working very hard to enhance the teaching profession
in Victoria. We are developing initiatives to recruit
teachers to Victorian schools. It is clear that the
previous government had a reckless disregard for the
potential of what happened to the teaching profession
as a result of it cutting more than 9000 teachers, at a
cost of $300 million to the Victorian community. Sadly,
the federal government is still actively working to
further the shortage of teachers by not providing
sufficient university places in Victoria to adequately
overcome the existing shortage.
Regardless of this, the Bracks government is working
to enhance the profession of teaching and to recruit
great teachers to our schools. I have previously advised
the house that we are establishing the Victorian Institute
of Teaching and forming a new partnership with the
teaching profession after it was so brutally attacked by
the opposition when it was in government. The Bracks
government has also reached a collective agreement
with teachers which is designed to attract graduates to
the teaching profession and to retain and reward the
best teachers.
We also employ graduates for an annual teachers
graduate recruitment program that is designed to
support principals. A departmental teacher recruitment
Internet site promotes teaching as a career and
information sessions are held for first-year graduates.
Secondary school students are being encouraged to take
up the teaching profession because year 12 students
turned away from teaching as a profession because the
previous government sacked and demoralised
9000 teachers. In addition, departmental officers
support and employ primary and secondary school
teachers to retrain and undertake professional
development to enhance curriculum areas. The Bracks
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government is acting to address the destruction of the
teaching profession by the former government and the
continuing obstacles put in place by the federal
government. The Bracks government is delivering for
our schools, for our students and for Victoria.

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS WITHOUT
NOTICE
Legislative Council: Friday sittings
Hon. BILL FORWOOD (Templestowe) — I
move:
That the Council take note of the answer given by the
Minister for Education Services to a question without notice
asked by the Honourable Bill Forwood relating to the Urban
and Regional Land Corporation Managing Director Select
Committee.

Standing order 205 states:
All select committees sitting at the time that the President is
about to take the chair shall be informed by the Usher of the
Black Rod that the President is about to take the chair, and all
proceedings after such notice shall be null and void, unless
such committees be otherwise empowered to sit.

This week the house enabled itself to sit on Fridays, if it
so desired. Yesterday afternoon the Deputy Leader of
the Government approached me and said that today was
a day that the house would like to sit. Rather than the
Leader of the Government moving, as would have been
normal, that the house should adjourn so that we could
return today, Friday, at 10.00 a.m., the Leader of the
Government came in and moved that the
commencement time today should be 9.30 a.m.
It had been previously announced that the
commencement time today for the meeting of the select
committee on the Urban and Regional Land
Corporation managing director would be 9.30 a.m. I
believe the committee was to take evidence from three
or four witnesses, including some new witnesses, as
well as some witnesses due to return to answer
additional questions. The issue then became that
because of standing order 205 it would be impossible
for the committee to sit.
Despite the attempt by the government to disrupt the
committee, the decision was taken by the committee’s
chairman that at least some work would be done. They
resolved to meet at 9 o’clock. I understand it met for
about 30 minutes and took some evidence. But that
does not get around the fact that the reason the
government changed the time of today’s sitting of the
house — let’s not worry that we are sitting on a
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Friday — from 10 o’clock to 9.30 a.m. was to disrupt
the committee.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous — Rubbish!
Hon. BILL FORWOOD — The honourable
member says ‘Rubbish’. The reason the government
changed the starting time was to close down the Reeves
inquiry. There is no doubt that the Reeves inquiry is
doing damage to the government. It started before
Christmas and is doing damage.
Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. BILL FORWOOD — Don’t put your head in
the sand and believe it is not.
Hon. I. J. Cover — A festering sore.
Hon. BILL FORWOOD — It is a festering sore
that the people of Victoria are really suspicious about.
We know that part of the reason for the petulant
dummy-spitting in relation to the adjournment debate
was that the government is cross about the fact that the
two upper house inquiries — one into Reeves, the other
into Frankston — have shown the government to be
just slightly tarnished, just a little bit tawdry and a touch
on the sordid side; there is a bit of a whiff around with
what is happening with the government, a bit of a whiff
around about the behaviour of the Premier and the
Minister for Health.
Hon. C. A. Furletti — More than Werribee.
Hon. BILL FORWOOD — Yes, more than
Werribee — there is a little whiff around about the
actions of the former parliamentary health secretary.
That has come about because of the decision of this
chamber to set up two select inquiries. We should never
lose sight of the fact that the government does not like
the scrutiny or being held to account. The
high-sounding words that Labor members went to the
people with before the last election have been shown to
be absolutely breached by their actions. So today’s little
effort of just changing the time by half an hour with no
reason other than to disrupt the inquiry — —
Hon. T. C. Theophanous interjected.
Hon. BILL FORWOOD — Mr Theophanous was
on his feet pretty quickly and saying to this side, ‘Now
we are going to have to cancel the witnesses’. You
know what it is like. You cannot help a little bit of a
gloat sometimes; but he gave the game away. We are
happy to be here on Fridays. We were happy to come at
10 o’clock on Fridays. But what was really apparent
was that what the government does not want is scrutiny
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of its actions. It will do anything it can to prevent itself
being held to account for the grubby little crooked
things that are happening behind the scenes, particularly
in relation to the appointment of the Premier’s mate,
Jim Reeves, as the managing director of the Urban and
Regional Land Corporation.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Jika Jika) — The
opposition was never serious when it moved its motion
to change the sessional orders and to allow for sittings
on Friday. What happened was that the government
called its bluff and the opposition was found wanting.
That is the situation. The opposition never wanted to sit
on the Friday.
Hon. Bill Forwood interjected.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — For your
information — and you know very well why — the
time 9.30 a.m. was allocated on advice from the clerks
who said that if the time was not changed the
opposition would not have the opportunity, if it so
desired, to move an amendment so that we can meet
next Tuesday. We were providing the opposition with
the maximum opportunity and testing it to see whether
it was committed to sitting on Friday or not.
Hon. Bill Forwood interjected.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — The opposition
never, ever wanted to sit on Fridays; it was just a try-on.
We are happy to accommodate the opposition any time
it wants to sit on a Friday.
I am staggered by the notion that we would in some
way interfere with the Reeves committee. The
opposition has the numbers on the Reeves committee!
It can make us sit on the Reeves committee after the
house finishes, tomorrow, at midnight, on Sunday,
whenever it wants. So how can it say that we in the
minority are somehow disrupting the Reeves
committee?
The Reeves committee is a total sham. It is a committee
that is out of control, one where the opposition has
thrown out all convention. Let me give you two
examples. First of all, the opposition and the National
Party took the chair and the deputy chair positions on
the committee, against all convention. That is
example 1.
Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — Yes, you did!
Mr President, against all convention they took both the
chair and the deputy chair. Also, against all convention
they subpoenaed people to come before the committee
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before they were even asked, which is something not
even the Australian Senate was prepared to do in its
inquiries.
And what about the members of the committee? It is
made up of the chairman and the deputy chairman, the
Honourables Neil Lucas and Roger Hallam, people
who were caught out and were not prepared to make
available to the committee their own little deal that had
been done before Mr Lucas was elected to Parliament
to give him a cosy little contract for $100 000 by
Mr Hallam to tide him over until he came into this
chamber without any reference to any process, simply
as a handout to Mr Lucas. He should not even be
chairing a committee. He is not fit to chair such a
committee, Mr President.
Hon. N. B. Lucas — On a point of order,
Mr President, I take great exception to what
Mr Theophanous has just said, which was along the
lines that I am not fit to chair the select committee. I ask
him to withdraw it.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — On the point of
order, Mr President, in the course of this kind of debate
it is appropriate to express a view about how competent
an individual is. We do it all the time in this place. For
me to say that I do not think Mr Lucas is fit to chair that
committee is a matter of the opinion I have in relation
to his competencies and the way he has conducted
himself on that committee. I am entitled to have that
opinion and I am entitled to express it. Mr Lucas is
entitled to defend himself or to make any other
comment in defence of the way he has run that
committee.
Hon. Bill Forwood — On the point of order,
Mr President, Mr Theophanous does have the right to
accuse Mr Lucas of being incompetent. He certainly
does not have the right to accuse him of being
dishonest! He accused him of dishonesty in the
appointment — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! As I understand it,
Mr Lucas took offence at the statement that he was not
fit to lead the committee. Those are the words that are
being objected to and that is what this subsequent
discussion is about.
Hon. Bill Forwood — On the basis that he had
taken money, right?
The PRESIDENT — Order! I am sorry, you are
connecting two things, which is not what Mr Lucas has
taken objection to.
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Hon. N. B. Lucas — On the point of order,
Mr President, Mr Theophanous indicated that I was
unfit to chair the committee, having made a statement
regarding a consultancy I had with a previous minister
in the Kennett government. In my view he was
inferring that there was something wrong with me
having that position and as a result I was not fit. That is
why I asked him to withdraw. Mr Forwood is actually
right — the context in which I raised the matter was
that Mr Theophanous said that I am unfit and gave the
reasons. That upsets me greatly and he should
withdraw!
The PRESIDENT — Order! As it happens, the
temporary chairmen, the Deputy President and I have
recently had discussions about the application of this
provision of standing orders. As I have said in this
house many times before, the honourable member must
object to the words that have been stated and the Chair
has to take the view that it is objectively offensive.
There is no doubt that over the years the position of the
bar has changed, and in fact looking at some of the
objections that were ruled out of order 10 years ago, in
retrospect one would tend to laugh at them.
In relation to this matter, it is my view that this does not
exceed the limits of robust debate in the house and
therefore I cannot require the withdrawal of those
words.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — What you have is
an absolute sham committee. To give an example, the
committee has recently gone about disregarding the
privacy laws that apply in this country and disregarding
people’s right to privacy, and it has recently decided to
subpoena Telstra to get the phone records that came to
and from the Brisbane City Council and
Mr Reeves — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! I want to ask a
question in relation to that. Did those matters come out
of the open hearings of the committee or the
deliberative hearings of the committee?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — They are matters
which have been communicated by way of letter to the
government from the committee.
The PRESIDENT — Order! That is not the
question.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — I am able to
speak about a letter which has come from the
committee to the government and is a matter — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! The rules are very
clear in relation to this. Matters arising from the
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deliberations of the committee must not be
communicated to the public or to this house other than
by a report of the committee. I ask the honourable
member not to go down that line, but to move on to the
next aspect.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — I would be very
interested to see how — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! Move on,
Mr Theophanous.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — I would be very
interested to see how the committee, a committee I
have described as a sham, deals with this issue which
has been communicated to the government and has
been communicated by way of a letter and therefore is
in the public domain in that sense.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I think the honourable
member has finished.
Hon. C. A. FURLETTI (Templestowe) — Thank
you, Mr President; I appreciate your exercising your
discretion in that way. It is an indication of the
Honourable Theo Theophanous’s conduct not only in
this place but also in the conduct of the inquiry. This is
a situation where both government members at every
possible opportunity, whether in this place or in the
inquiry itself, have conducted themselves in ways
which have demeaned, intimidated and prejudiced the
conduct of the inquiry, all because of a situation — —
Hon. Gavin Jennings interjected.
Hon. C. A. FURLETTI — Mr Jennings, I am
happy to quote from the record as to the intimidation
that you and the Honourable — and I use the word
loosely — Theo Theophanous have conducted — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! This line of debate on
matters arising from the internal workings of the
committee is not something that I am prepared to
contemplate because the lines between what was said
publicly and what was part of the deliberations of the
committee become very indistinct. The fact is that the
rules about disclosing deliberations of the committee
are very firm and are strongly applied throughout our
system, and I will not allow them to be breached by any
side of the house.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous — On a point of order,
Mr President, I take exception to Mr Furletti using the
word ‘intimidation’ in relation to me.
The PRESIDENT — Order! The honourable
member has taken objection. I believe that does not go
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over the high jump mark, either, and I do not uphold the
point of order.
Hon. C. A. FURLETTI — Isn’t it amazing, the
thinness of the skin of the grub! This debate surrounds
the answer by the Leader of the Government in this
place when she indicated that because of the sessional
orders which had been amended earlier this week we
were sitting here today, but the issue that was raised in
the question by the Leader of the Opposition was why
the amendment was made to the time of
commencement, which my inquiries indicate has not
been changed in at least 30 years and possibly more.
The focus that was on the time of the commencement
of the sitting of the house today was totally ignored in
typical fashion by the Leader of the Government in this
place, and it is ironic that it happened to have been the
same time as the select committee sought to begin its
workings. Isn’t it a classical example of the government
and the explanation given by the Honourable Theo
Theophanous — the explanation that the Leader of the
Government could not give in answer to the question
but which was sought to be given by the Honourable
Theo Theophanous? The government changed the
starting time to allow us the opportunity to move an
amendment to sit on Tuesday!
This is the government of the state of Victoria: it moves
a motion to allow the opposition to amend its motion.
What an absolute farce! This is another attempt to delay
for a further week the clarification of the Premier’s
involvement in that smelly, grubby, dirty, dishonest
Reeves affair. At every opportunity members on the
other side take the chance to discredit and derail that
inquiry, which at the end of the day will have a similar
result to that other witch-hunt and sham the government
complains about — the one into the Frankston central
activities district development, where — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT — Order! It is not bad one voice
coming from there, but when two are coming in a tier it
is very difficult to sort out the wheat from the chaff!
Hon. C. A. FURLETTI — The parliamentary
secretary says he stood down, but we all know he
resigned. Why? Because that witch-hunt actually found
dirty, smelly, grubby conduct. He was told to resign by
his leader, and that is not over yet either.
So the real reason for our being here is not to conduct
the business of the house which, as honourable
members know, from looking at the notice paper, does
not exist. This is a government bereft of legislative
program; this is a government that introduces
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one-clause bills; this is a government that is here today
to try to give the Premier another week’s grace. That is
why this government is here. The minute the pressure is
applied what does Mr Theophanous do? He attacks the
man, the chair of the standing committee, as he attacks
witnesses!
I refer honourable members to the ruling of the
President of earlier this day and to the written transcript
of the evidence given and the questions and manner in
which these committee members asked those
questions — intimidation! It shows the perverse
personality of the committee members who are seeking
at every opportunity to derail the inquiry, which
includes bringing us here today.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Time!
Hon. GAVIN JENNINGS (Melbourne) — I would
like to take down the hyperbole and excitement in the
chamber, because we are witnessing a demonstration
by very angry and bitter people about the fact that the
Parliament is sitting this morning.
Parliament does not normally sit on a Friday, although
members of the Victorian community may or may not
be aware of that. In fact, it is sitting today following a
change to sessional orders that occurred in the middle
of this sitting week. The Leader of the Opposition
moved a motion, which was supported by the Liberal
and National parties in this place, that this chamber sit
on Fridays as a matter of course unless the Leader of
the Government moves a specific motion to change the
sitting arrangements. When the house adjourns on a
Thursday we will now normally sit on a Friday unless
the government chooses to move a different time. So
according to the sessional orders that have been
imposed on this chamber by the Liberal and National
parties the government is obliged at the adjournment on
a Thursday to sit on the Friday.
The government standing up to the opposition and
requiring it to sit on Fridays is a price the opposition
clearly never expected to pay. The opposition clearly
had the expectation that the government would never
comply with the sessional orders and force the chamber
to come back. As to the aspect of the honourable
member’s contribution which went to the intrigue
surrounding the 9.30 a.m. starting time, I give 100 per
cent support to the argument put by my colleague
Mr Theophanous about the genesis of the 9.30 a.m.
start. As I told the Leader of the Opposition this
morning, the genesis of the 9.30 a.m. start came about
yesterday afternoon when I sought advice from the
Clerk on the question of whether the government
should forewarn the opposition that it intended to come
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back on Friday and what mechanisms and opportunity
were available to the opposition to amend the
adjournment motion if it chose to. On that basis
9.30 a.m. was selected because it drew us into line with
the starting time of the Legislative Assembly.
The Leader of the Opposition knows that to be the truth
because when, in the middle of his fury this morning I
said to him, ‘I’ll call the Clerk as a witness’ — in
jest — he stopped. He stopped because he knew the
truth: that it was providing the opposition with an
opportunity, if it was not prepared to live up to its
bluster about making the house accountable and sitting
on Friday, to make us adjourn until Tuesday. He knows
that to be the truth, yet he will run away from that truth
and desperately try to cling onto this tenuous
relationship to the select committee.
Anybody who has been a witness to the activities of the
select committee knows a number of facts. One of the
facts is that the barrel is being scraped at the moment by
the committee in trying to generate witnesses to support
its proposition. The witness this morning, who was
called to appear for half an hour, was indeed the
witness who was going to appear before the committee
today — there was no net effect change of the hearings
to the select committee — and the evidence of that
witness did not contribute, in my assessment, to the
argument being put by the opposition.
The opposition is desperate to draw attention to the
select committee and to besmirch the role of
government members of the committee in our attempt
to ascertain the whole truth. I would not ask the
opposition to withdraw its imputations about my
behaviour because I am very happy with public
scrutiny. I am happy not only for members of the
Victorian community to have a look at my role in that
committee, but for the media or anybody else to make
an assessment about my contribution in obtaining the
truth in relation to the matters before the select
committee.
Hon. P. A. KATSAMBANIS (Monash) — Let me
say at the outset that it is always a pleasure to fulfil my
parliamentary duties and it is great to see that we are
here today to debate an extensive government
legislative program.
It is an absolute sham and disgrace that this morning we
had to endure ministers taking drinks halfway through
monosyllabic words in order to extend the length of
second-reading speeches, which they sometimes race
through. It goes to show that the government is playing
games with the public of Victoria and with the
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parliamentary process itself. This government holds the
parliamentary process in contempt.

transparent attempt to make the committee’s workings
totally unworkable.

This is a government that came to power promising to
be open and transparent; however, very quickly it fell
into the trap of being a government governing for and
on behalf of the benefit of itself and its mates. When it
has been called to account again and again this
government has had to try to run and hide. This
morning is one more example of how this government
attempts to hide from scrutiny and to run away from
parliamentary scrutiny and examination of its grubby,
tawdry actions.

Today this government once more shows that it has
absolutely no commitment to openness and
accountability in government in Victoria. It once more
shows its ineptitude and its inability to stand up and
take the medicine it deserves. This affair is grubby and
stinks to high heaven. The Reeves appointment is
something that needs to be properly scrutinised by both
Parliament and a parliamentary committee. The fact
that government members on that committee
continually try to frustrate its operations and that the
government, by its actions of using major
announcements on the same day as the committee
meets and making the Parliament have an extraordinary
sitting at the time the committee was due to sit, all goes
to indicate that this government has something to hide.
But the truth will come out and the government will
pay for it.

The government knew full well this morning that the
committee, called to examine the role of the Premier in
the appointment of his mate to a senior government job,
was meeting at 9.30 a.m. It knew that and it took every
opportunity at its disposal to ensure that the committee
did not meet. It is a credit to the chair of the committee
and a credit to the members of the opposition and of the
National Party that they managed to make the
committee sit regardless of the government.
However, let’s make no bones about it: this government
is trying to run away and escape the scrutiny that it
deserves for its grubby actions. And it is not the first
time. This is not the first time this government has tried
to somehow or another hide or mask the activities of
the committee.
I refer to a piece on the AAP newswire on 22 February
by Ben Packham headed ‘Bracks’s spin doctors master
art of smoke and mirrors’. The article says that every
time this committee meets the government attempts to
hide it. The first time was when it made an
announcement about Crown Casino being let off its
contractual obligation to build a theatre. It did that on
the same day as Treasury bureaucrats were giving
evidence about Mr Reeves’s appointment. They said
there were concerns and that it was an open secret that
Mr Bracks wanted his man in the job.
The next day the government announced a 30 per cent
cut in logging — the same day that evidence was heard
at the committee that Mr Reeves would have required a
24-hour nursemaid had he taken the position he was
appointed to.
Today the government attempts to stop evidence even
being taken by calling an extraordinary sitting of
Parliament for 9.30 a.m. on a Friday at the same time as
the committee was due to meet. This is open, this is
transparent — and that is as far as this government goes
in honesty and transparency. Clearly, it is an open and

Motion agreed to.

Teachers: recruitment
Hon. P. R. HALL (Gippsland) — I move:
That the Council take note of the answer given by the
Minister for Education Services to a question without notice
asked by the Honourable R. F. Smith relating to teacher work
force planning.

I hope that is the last we have heard about debate on
sessional orders. We have spent far too much time on
that topic this week and as we are here on Friday we
may as well make it a decent day’s work. I am
changing tack and talking about another important issue
that has been raised by way of the minister’s answer on
work force planning in the teaching area.
This is an important issue, certainly for the schools
represented by members of the National Party in
country Victoria. One of the serious problems faced by
our schools is the difficulty in attracting teachers to
some areas. When I go around talking to schools in
parts of country Victoria that view is common amongst
many principals. Such was the importance of this topic
that the Auditor-General conducted a review entitled
Teacher Work Force Planning which reported to this
Parliament in November of last year. The
Auditor-General commented on some possible options
to address teacher supply and distribution. His
recommendations included the need for an improved
targeting of the teacher scholarship program, and the
minister referred to that program in her answer to the
question.
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It is interesting to note where participants in this
scholarship program went in 2000–01. Some 49 went
to country schools and 131 went to metropolitan
schools. One would have thought it was more difficult
to staff schools in the country, and that is the case. Of
the 180 participants in the program only 4 went to the
Gippsland region. Certainly, there was an
under-representation of scholarship holders taking up
positions in the Gippsland region and that is a real
concern.

they were not in their final year of teacher training. The
scholarship program could well be extended to the last
couple of years of a teacher training program to ensure
that we lock in potential teachers at an early stage and
get them in those difficult-to-staff schools.

The second dot point suggestion the Auditor-General
made was about teaching practicum at schools with
recruitment difficulties. I would agree wholeheartedly
with that. The National Party has advocated strongly
that a component of the teaching practice undertaken by
teachers in training be required to be spent at a school
in country Victoria. That is the case now with doctors. I
know that each of the Victorian universities that trains
doctors requires a mandatory work placement at a
country hospital during their training period and we in
the National Party have argued strongly for some time
now that that same situation should apply for teachers
in training.

Motion agreed to.

The third recommendation made by the
Auditor-General was for increased marketing of
schools on university campuses. That exists now. Some
schools undertake their own marketing and they need a
hand with that. That sort of program needs to be
coordinated, and there is a role for the department to be
involved in that.
The fourth recommendation was to provide incentives
to teachers to relocate to rural areas. Again the National
Party strongly supports that and has suggested in the
past that one of the great incentives to assist teachers to
come to country areas is the provision of housing. We
had a teacher housing authority at one stage that
disappeared under successive governments yet
accommodation and housing facilities in country towns
are still one of the disincentives for young people to go
out and practise in rural schools.
The next recommendation made by the
Auditor-General was about retraining teachers in
difficult-to-fill subjects. Once again, that would require
a commitment by the government to release those
teachers from schools so they could retrain in subject
areas.
There are a couple of other recommendations on which
the government should act more positively. It also
needs to look at the scholarship program and the criteria
for its issuing. I have suggested before in this house that
some good potential recipients have missed out because

Finally, one of the major problems that still exists in
country schools is the difficulty in attracting appropriate
teaching staff to those areas, and I encourage the
government to do more in that regard.

JEWISH CARE (VICTORIA) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 18 April; motion of
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation).

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! Having had
the opportunity of examining this bill, the President is
of the opinion that it is a private bill.
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I move:
That this bill be dealt with as a public bill.

Motion agreed to.

Hon. ANDREA COOTE (Monash) — I have great
pleasure in being able to debate this bill in the house
today. When this bill had its second reading in the other
place the Liberal Party was pleased to debate it on that
same day. However, the government introduced a
technicality and decided to put the bill off for another
day, which was very disappointing and quite
thoughtless given the nature of this bill. It is therefore
additionally pleasing for me to be here on this Friday to
debate a bill which is of great significance to my
electorate.
I will say at the outset that the Liberal Party is delighted
to support this bill. It provides for gifts, dispositions or
trusts of property made in favour of or for charitable
purposes of Jewish Community Services or Montefiore
Homes for the Aged whether made by deed or
otherwise to be vested in Jewish Care (Victoria). This
house has seen several other bills of this nature coming
through the Parliament — the Anglicare bill and the
Scotch College bill were two such bills.
It is important for us to take this opportunity to
recognise the great amount of work the Jewish
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community does, and I have great pleasure in
highlighting some of that in this debate today.
Since 1948 the Jewish community has been very
involved in philanthropy and has contributed an
enormous amount not only to its own community but to
this state. The current legislation would see Jewish Care
having to go to the Supreme Court every time it
received a request which was dedicated to Montefiore
Homes for the Aged or Jewish Community Services.
We have only to pause for a moment to think of the
enormity of this paperwork and bureaucracy and how
time consuming and costly this would be to Jewish
Care. Indeed, people who give their money to bequests
are very irritated to know that so much of it would go in
bureaucratic work and in time. They want to know that
the money they have given will go exactly where it is
scheduled to go. This bill tidies up that formality and
makes it a much more streamlined approach. We would
all be pleased to see that money go to where it was
scheduled to go.
As a matter of background, Jewish Care (Victoria) was
incorporated on 1 February 2001 as a result of the
amalgamation of Jewish Community Services, which in
turn was incorporated on 1 July 1988, and Montefiore
Homes for the Aged, which was incorporated on
28 June 1991. Jewish Care (Victoria) continues to
provide all the services provided before the
amalgamation of Jewish Community Services and
Montefiore Homes for the Aged, and it is important to
recognise that. I will talk further about the breadth and
depth of those services and their importance to the
Jewish community. It is intended that Jewish Care and
the Jewish community generally will benefit from
property given for charitable purposes and to trust funds
created in favour of Jewish Community Services and
Montefiore Homes for the Aged or the predecessors of
those bodies.
Monash Province is very fortunate in having a large
Jewish community. In the seat of Caulfield, which is
within the Monash Province, we have the largest
number of Holocaust survivors outside Israel —
something of which this state should be very proud. As
an issue we should reflect on the fact that we welcomed
people from the horrors that were happening in Europe
and made them feel comfortable; it is a very important
part of how we as Victorians look at people who are in
distress and welcome them into our communities.
Members of that Jewish community who have come
here have done some remarkable things. They have
given an enormous amount of strength and dedication
to Victoria and we are very pleased to have had them.
However, the Jewish Holocaust survivors have personal
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problems of their own, which is very concerning. We
should pause to reflect how difficult it is for these
Holocaust survivors to grow old. They have no
examples of the aged and elderly — most were
eradicated during the Second World War. We take for
granted the way we learn from our own aged people
how to be old, how younger carers can visualise the
needs and special care that elderly people need. The
Holocaust survivors particularly do not have any such
role models, and Montefiore really addresses that by
developing programs that show an understanding of
these needs.
Montefiore Homes for the Aged, which is a
significantly large building, is located in St Kilda Road
and takes up a whole block between St Kilda and
Punt roads. Both I and my colleague the Honourable
Peter Katsambanis have been there on many occasions.
It is a happy occasion to go to Montefiore. The people
there are always cheerful and interested. They have an
enormous amount of activities — there are some
excellent programs — and it is a pleasing and uplifting
experience to see how well adjusted these people are
and how happy and interested they are to see us. I have
to say they love having politicians come. It is almost
like they have a captive audience! They often give me
very rigorous scrutiny, and they enjoy having me there
captive for up to 2 hours at a time. I have to say they
keep me very much on my toes! I am certainly pleased
to see these elderly people right up with the political
nuances of the day.
Northcote Avenue is a state-of-the-art nursing home run
by Montefiore Homes for the Aged in the electorate of
Caulfield. If anyone wants to see a very well run aged
care nursing home I recommend paying a visit to this
facility. It is extremely well run and has a lovely
atmosphere. All the clients and patients are made
comfortable and treated with dignity and specialised
care, which is very pleasing to see.
I do a number of citizenship ceremonies in my
electorate, and I know my colleague the honourable
Peter Katsambanis does also. It has been interesting to
see the number of Jewish people from South Africa
who are coming to our electorate, in particular to the
City of Glen Eira. Many of them are young, and we are
pleased to see them coming to this country, especially
to Victoria, bringing their skills and acumen with them.
They are joining in with the Jewish community and are
great contributors to the City of Glen Eira. I know they
will go on to become very good citizens. It is moving to
see that they have made their home in Victoria,
bringing their children with them. Jewish Community
Services, Jewish Care and the Jewish community
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welcome and help them settle in and integrate very
well.
One interesting group of citizens within Monash
Province is a huge number of elderly Russian Jewish
community members who have relocated to Victoria,
many coming here while in their 70s and older. A
number of them have settled in the Park Street, South
Melbourne high-rise blocks. One of the concerns they
have expressed is a sense of fear because they do not
understand the language, but what I find interesting is
that although they knew in Russia that they were Jewish
because it was stamped on their passports, they did not
really understand what it meant to be Jewish. Because
they were under such a rigid regime they were not
allowed to practise their religion freely and they were
driven underground. They were uncertain about what
the food, ceremonies, holidays and festivals meant
because they were not able to practise their religion
openly. They are very pleased to be here in Victoria and
cannot believe the openness.
Ms Leonie Burke, the honourable member for Prahran
in another place, and I, hosted about 30 or 40 of these
people to morning tea at Parliament House a couple of
weeks ago. Leonie and I were actually serving the tea
and they could not believe that Australian politicians
were so accessible — that we were there integrating
and working with them and that we were pleased to
hear their concerns. It was very interesting for both the
honourable member for Prahran and me to see how
impressed they were with the access they had to their
politicians.
I have a huge admiration for these elderly Park Street,
South Melbourne Russian Jewish immigrants. They
have come to this country unable to speak the language,
but they are prepared to start a new life, and they
display great courage. I also pay an enormous tribute to
the Jewish community, to Jewish Community Services
and to the National Council of Jewish Women, who
have welcomed and helped them integrate into our
community so well. I have enjoyed many opportunities
to socialise with them and they make wonderful
doughnuts! They are also good folk dancers. I think I
should do more folk dancing and less doughnut eating.
It is a very pleasing experience to be with this group of
people, and it is pleasing for them to know they have
the support of Jewish Community Services to assist
them. If they become infirm, Jewish Care will look into
the special needs that these Russian Jewish people
have.
Before I go on to talk about what Jewish Care
(Victoria) is doing, I would like to talk about what
Montefiore Homes for the Aged and Jewish
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Community Services have done for those communities.
The mission statement of the Montefiore Homes states
that its purpose is:
To serve the older members of the Jewish community by
providing excellent aged care that will enable them to achieve
their desired quality of life and remain involved with the
traditions and practices of Judaism with their families and
community.

I am very pleased and honoured to have seen this in
action. In fact it is quite interesting to see younger
members of the Jewish community so involved with
their elderly people. One person from the Jewish
community said it was their great honour to look after
their elderly people. I explained before about the
Holocaust concerns and how they are dealt with as a
specific problem. Montefiore Homes had programs that
dealt with this, as did Jewish Community Services.
One member of the Jewish community said to me, ‘It is
just how we are; how we look after our community.
Our older people gave us so much and it is our honour
to look after them. We respect the older members of our
community, and because we respect them this reflects
on who we are and how we live our lives’.
There is a whole range of programs at the Montefiore
Homes and some of them are worth talking about. As I
said before, they like to see politicians, and they get
people in to discuss current topics. They play bingo and
have excursions. It is interesting to see what their day
care program involves. The brochure on its Sunday
program states:
Adult Day Care is a community-based support service,
allowing older people with various needs to continue to
function independently in the community. Adult Day Care
also provides support and respite for the carers of these
people.
…
Day Care provides older Jewish men and women with an
opportunity to be with people who have similar cultural and
religious backgrounds. Activities undertaken in the program
include exercises, discussion and music groups, guest
speakers, arts and crafts, bus trips and outings.
…
A hot kosher lunch is provided each day as well as morning
and afternoon tea.

This costs $8 per person per attendance and is
subsidised by the state and federal governments.
It is important for us to remember how necessary it is to
understand the sensitivities of culture as people get
older. Older people often revert to their language of
birth and go back in time. Their memories of their
earlier years are often more vivid than more recent
ones. This needs to be properly analysed and worked
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through with this community, which has such special
needs.
Montefiore Homes held a fundraiser recently. They
hold it annually and it has been very interesting to see
how the whole community joined together and worked
cooperatively. I am always astonished at the amounts of
funds that they raise. It is very important that this bill
tidies up this loophole to enable their fundraising to
progress more smoothly.
I would like to read from a letter I received from
Dr David Fonda, the former president of Montefiore
Homes, because I think it outlines some of
Montefiore’s ethos and philosophy for what it has done
in the past and will continue to do under its new name,
Jewish Care. It states:
The future is ‘ours’, as in yours and mine. The work of the
homes in its 153 years of existence has impacted on many
members of the Jewish community. I doubt there are more
than a few people in our community who have never known
someone either residing here or attending a day care program.
Montefiore has touched many lives and will continue to do so
into the future. We believe we have secured the future of the
homes through the formation of Jewish Care (Vic) — the new
organisation that combines Montefiore and Jewish
Community Services. The merger gives us the opportunity to
achieve even more for the older members of the community.

He goes on to say:
In 1848, when it was formed, Montefiore was the first of its
kind in the colony of Victoria. Today it continues to be the
first in so many initiatives and the quality of service it
provides. The Homes has a rich history which will provide
Jewish Care with a strong platform, so we can continue
‘Building Our Future’.

I think that is something we are seeing today, and I am
certain that the speakers on this bill after me will also
reinforce those sentiments.
I remind all of us here in this chamber of the enormity
of the generosity of the Jewish community to this state.
We do not have to look very far to see the names of the
Smorgons, the Pratts, the Beesons, the Gandels, the
Finks, the Goldbergs, the Krongolds and the Gutnicks.
In many of the arts institutions we see their names and
their plaques involved in most of the organisations that
have asked for assistance. You have only to look
through an honour roll or donor list to find a significant
number of our Jewish families who have contributed
enormously to this state. They have certainly integrated
into our state and have given us an enormous amount
back. I believe all of us need to recognise that.
The Jewish community is very concerned, as I said
before, about its own community, and it is very
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supportive. Jewish Community Services, which is the
other half of what constitutes the new Jewish Care, was
run most recently by its last chief executive officer
Anton Hermann, who is a personal friend of mine. He
ran that service extremely well and greatly assisted in
the transition to Jewish Care. It was not easy to
amalgamate these two in some ways quite different
organisations. Obviously there were sensitivities and
some issues that had to be carefully dealt with. I know
that Anton Hermann was a very integral part of that
process.
Members of the Orthodox Jewish community within
our electorate have very large families, some with 10 to
14 children. Part of the process there is that the male of
the household is encouraged to stay at home and study
the Torah, which is the Jewish equivalent of the Bible,
and indeed the Jewish community helps to support,
look after and care for that family because they place a
lot of importance on the understanding of their culture
and of the Torah. These people need to have significant
support, and Jewish Community Services certainly
looked after those families with housing, with clothing
and with a number of support issues. I know that
Jewish Care will go on to do that as well.
I spoke before about some of the issues that the
Holocaust survivor program dealt with under
Montefiore and some of the issues that the aged people
of that community had to deal with. Jewish Community
Services also had a Holocaust survivor program, and I
would like to read out what some of those things
involved and the sorts of assistance that those people
were given.
It was established in 1997 with assistance from the
Victorian Department of Human Services. It was
founded on the appreciation that the majority of elderly
clients in the Victorian Jewish community are survivors
of the Holocaust and that they have specialist needs. It
is a specialist program that offers a professional and
confidential — which I think is a very important
aspect — service to Holocaust survivors and their
families, with carers dealing with the complicated
effects of the trauma of the Holocaust.
The program offers assistance in the following areas:
individual and family counselling, advice on assessing
services in the general community, a consulting service
to health and other professionals, community education
activity seminars and conferences, support groups, and
a volunteer support service — and it had five members
of staff to deal with this issue. When Jewish
Community Services and Montefiore amalgamated this
is one area that had to be dealt with, and I think it has
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been dealt with very successfully. I praise all of those
involved with that particular aspect.

However, it is fair to say that this is be a debate that
may be better conducted elsewhere on another day.

I would like to finish here, as I think other speakers
want to speak on the bill. I am pleased to see that bill
will streamline the receiving of the bequests and
money, and that it will make it a lot easier to
hypothecate money that has been left to Montefiore
Homes and Jewish Community Services, so that under
the new name of Jewish Care it can go further forward.

By way of background I point out that Jewish Care
(Victoria) was established in February 2001 as the
direct result of the amalgamation of Jewish Community
Services and Montefiore Homes for the Aged. While it
is not always the case, the usual thinking behind
amalgamations is to maximise resources, minimise
costs and advantage the people being looked after or
rewarded — in this case looked after.

I would like to read a couple of quotes from people who
use the day care centre. I think it is a nice way to finish,
and I think it is important for us to understand just what
this organisation does. These are from people who have
been in the Montefiore day care program. Mrs Yaacobi
says:
It creates a routine for me. I have to get dressed, I see people.
It’s a big help to have something to do. I love playing
scrabble. The food is good.

Mrs Taler says:
I need exercises, which are good for me. The whole day I am
occupied and occupational therapy is very important for me.

Mrs Majman says:
It does a lot for me. It feels all right here. I am looked after
here and try all the activities. I am happy here. I would like to
come another day.

I wish Jewish Care a very successful future. I am
certain it is building on a very good framework from
Montefiore Homes and Jewish Community Services
and I look forward to seeing it go from strength to
strength into the future. I wish it every success, and I
wish this bill a speedy passage.
Hon. R. F. SMITH (Chelsea) — It is with pleasure
that I rise to contribute to debate on the Jewish Care
(Victoria) Bill. It gives an opportunity to comment on
current affairs and the problems in the Middle East that
we are all seeing and hearing about at the moment. I am
sure I speak on behalf of all members of the house
when I say we are shocked and appalled at current
events in the Middle East. We know they are not new;
they are ongoing and have been for, dare I say it,
thousands of years. I would also like to put on the
record that I am personally affronted by leaders or
people who call themselves leaders trying to gain the
sympathy vote, given their strategy of sending young
children with bombs strapped to themselves to kill
innocent citizens being supported by other Middle
Eastern countries that are willing to fund them and
reward their families in the event that their children do
kill themselves and other innocent people with them.

From what I understand the amalgamation has been
extraordinarily successful. Jewish Care is reputed to be
one of, if not the leading aged care provider in this
state; it is extraordinarily professional and has
wonderful infrastructure. At the request of the
organisation, the bill is designed specifically to
overcome a problem that would occur if the bequests
that currently have been made to either of the
previously named organisations were to go to them
rather than to the new entity. Jewish Care would incur
significant legal costs in recovering that money, which
would defeat the purpose for which the money was
bequested: to provide care to Jewish citizens.
This bill protects bequests by ensuring that they are
used solely for the purposes for which they were made.
That is, again, the care of aged Jewish people in these
homes. I emphasise that this is a private bill, that is a
bill for the particular interest or benefit of any person or
body of persons, and it is therefore distinguished from
legislation dealing with public policy. Friends of mine
who are in the industry of providing nurses and aged
care aides, et cetera, are of the view that the Jewish
Care service is of a high standard in Victoria.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous — I have heard they are
very good too, Mr Smith.
Hon. R. F. SMITH — Mr Theophanous, thank you
for confirming that they are among the best. I am sure
most people who know anything about aged care
services would agree. They also happen to be a little
enlightened. At the risk of offending some honourable
members, I have been told they take a liberal view on
things such as sex services for the aged, which I think is
very proactive and modern. We should not ignore the
fact that aged people still function, although not in all
cases, and it is a sensible thing to do.
As I said at the start of my contribution to the debate,
this is a good and sensible bill. I commend the bill to
the house.
Hon. P. R. HALL (Gippsland) — This is a small
but important bill for Victoria’s Jewish community and
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I am pleased to indicate it has the National Party’s
wholehearted support.
The need for the bill goes back to 1 February 2001,
when two fine institutions in their own right — Jewish
Community Services and Montefiore Homes for the
Aged — amalgamated into a single entity called Jewish
Care (Victoria). It is interesting to note that both those
organisations, as are many non-government
organisations in Victoria, are heavily reliant on
bequests from the community, and therein lies some
potential problems when the legal status of the direction
of those bequests changes. Essentially that is what the
bill is all about: ensuring that bequests and property
owned by those individual organisations which have
become a new legal entity in their own right are
changed so that the original intent of those bequests or
the intent of the use of property is able to be enjoyed by
the new legal entity.
Bequests are usually very specific and their direction to
say, in this example, Jewish Community Services,
could legally prevent them from being used by the new
amalgamated service provider, Jewish Care. If
organisations wish to redirect and ensure those
properties and trusts are able to be used by the new
legal entity, it could require a direction by the Supreme
Court. It seems a fruitless and unnecessarily
complicated exercise if every bequest or property that is
left in trust to an organisation becomes the subject of a
Supreme Court hearing to ensure that it can be used by
the new legal entity. The bill will change the legislation
to ensure that a redirection of those trusts and bequests
can take place without the need for every one of them
to be heard by the Supreme Court.
The bill divests in Jewish Care certain property and
certain trust funds. It does that by clauses 4 and 5.
Clause 4(1) states:
A gift, disposition or trust of property that before the
commencement has been, or is taken to have been, made or
declared (whether by deed, will or otherwise) to, in favour of,
or for a charitable purpose of, Jewish Community Services or
Montefiore Homes —
(a) is taken not to fail merely because those bodies no
longer exist; and
(b) if it is capable of taking effect to any extent on or after
the commencement, takes effect to that extent on and
after the commencement as if it were made or
declared —
(i)

to or in favour of Jewish Care; and

(ii) for a purpose of Jewish Care corresponding with,
or similar to, the charitable purposes for which it
was, or was taken to be, made or declared.
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The bill similarly deals with a gift, disposition or trust.
The bill contains some important words that indicate
that the original direction or intent of that trust or
bequest still has to follow that original intention.
However, it can be used by the new legal entity for
similar purposes.
Clause 5 of this bill talks about the application of trust
funds, and again it mirrors clause 4 except that it speaks
more specifically about trust funds in this instance and
provides that as long as the original intent of the trust is
followed the funds can be used by the new
organisation, Jewish Care (Victoria).
The provisions of the bill are very similar to those in
other bills recently passed by the Parliament, and in
particular I refer to the Roman Catholic Trusts Act
2001 and the Anglican Trusts Corporations Act 2000.
Victoria is fortunate to have some very fine
non-government community service providers which
make a great contribution to community services in
Victoria, and three of the main ones have been dealt
with in three pieces of legislation. We have some
excellent service providers associated with the Roman
Catholic Church in Victoria. We also have
organisations such as Anglicare and Jewish Care and
others. All governments are extremely grateful for the
generosity of people who help fund and provide those
non-government community services. Without them
Victorian society would be much the poorer, and it
would cost government a lot to pick up on the services
delivered by non-government providers.
Jewish Care (Victoria) provides a great diversity of
services too. The list is very extensive. In the
second-reading speech some of the services that it
provides are listed: migration support and resettlement;
employment assistance and placement; home care,
personal care and respite care for older people; and
counselling, case management, brokerage and housing
assistance for older people. It also plays a major role in
the provision of hostel and nursing home
accommodation for older people. In a multicultural
society such as ours it is important to have people of
different ethnic and religious backgrounds providing
specific programs. Jewish Care provides
accommodation and support services for aged people of
the Jewish faith. That is important because some of
their needs are different to those of other older people.
The National Party strongly supports the need to
provide care and accommodation for people from
different ethnic backgrounds appropriate to their needs.
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Jewish Care also provides counselling and family
services, financial aid and low-cost loans, and disability
services, including supported accommodation and the
school integration program. Again that is important
because traditionally governments do not pick up much
of the burden of providing integration services in
non-government schools, and we are indebted to
non-government providers that provide that integration
support to children who attend other than government
schools. Jewish Care also provides advocacy on behalf
of the members of the Jewish community most in need.
That is again a very important function. Jewish Care is
a very important non-government provider in our
community, and it certainly has the National Party’s
best wishes.

to sponsor. The research project, which is highly
regarded and is of international renown, has led to
Deakin University receiving many accolades from
around the world. His support and sponsorship of that
project is deeply appreciated by Deakin University and
the Geelong community.

We are all indebted to the contribution the Jewish
community has made to life in Victoria. I do not wish
to single out the achievements of any particular
individuals within the Jewish community apart from
saying there are some well-known people and
organisations; and there is a well-known history
associated with the Jewish faith in Victoria, which in
itself has made a valuable contribution to the way of
life in our state.

My first opportunity to acquaint myself with that period
of world history was when, as a young girl, I read The
Diary of Anne Frank. I can remember reading it when I
was about the age Anne would have been when she
wrote her diary. I can remember being frightened when
I learnt, through the recitation of her life, what had
happened to Anne during the war in Amsterdam, when
she and her family were forced to hide from the Nazis,
as did Jews throughout Holland and other places. Anne
and her family lived in a disguised room that could be
almost described as a cupboard. It is sad to reflect on
the fact that the story of Anne Frank was replicated
many times among Jewish families during the 1930s
and 1940s in Europe.

This small bill is important to the Jewish section of our
community. The National Party gives it its
wholehearted support and wishes it a speedy passage.
Hon. E. C. CARBINES (Geelong) — It is with
much pleasure that I rise to contribute on behalf of the
government in support of the Jewish Care (Victoria)
Bill. The bill comes before the Victorian Parliament at
the request of Jewish Care (Victoria), and I am very
pleased to acknowledge that the bill has support from
all parties.
I was very interested and enjoyed very much the
contribution of the Honourable Andrea Coote, who has
Jewish Care in her electorate. She spoke with great
knowledge about the programs and activities that take
place at Jewish Care, and I enjoyed hearing about its
highly regarded services. Like all speakers in the
debate, I acknowledge the excellent contribution the
Jewish community makes to life in Victoria and across
Australia. My electorate of Geelong Province does not
have a large Jewish population, but I am aware of the
benevolence of one of the high-profile members of the
Jewish community towards my electorate. That person
is Joseph Gutnick.
I had the pleasure of meeting Joe Gutnick last year
when he was at the Waurn Ponds campus of Deakin
University, near where I live. He attended the launch of
an exciting university research project that he is helping

In celebrating and acknowledging the Jewish
community’s contribution to our state and nation, it is
appropriate for me to recognise that some 60 years ago
more than 6 million Jews lost their lives as a result of
the racially driven genocidal policies of Adolf Hitler
and the Nazi Party. That frightening period of world
history, known as the Holocaust, must never be
forgotten.

As a former history and English teacher in Victorian
state schools I have had the opportunity to ensure,
through the secondary school curriculum, that the
students at my schools learnt of the Holocaust. I was
very pleased to encourage them to reflect on its
devastating impact and to try to get them to empathise
with the reality of the Holocaust. Many fabulously
interesting novels are available for even very young
children to help them appreciate that time in our
history. At the moment my daughter is reading, through
her school, Hitler’s Daughter, which is an Australian
novel aimed at young secondary school students. The
book has Australian children imagining what it would
be like to be Hitler’s daughter. The girl, the main
character in the story, has a disability. Hitler hides her
as he does not want her presence to be known
throughout the German nation because under his
policies of extermination she would not be allowed to
live; she would have been deemed to be imperfect. That
story has given my daughter the opportunity to learn of
the Holocaust.
For many years other novels such as Elli and My Name
is Asher Lev have given Victorian school students the
opportunity to learn about the Jewish faith, customs and
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practices, and about the Holocaust. I recall, when I was
teaching at Corio, my taking year 11 students and
reading Elli with them. That book is the story about a
young Jewish girl and her absolute horror at what was
happening to her family, her township and her
community under Nazi Germany.

Last year these two highly regarded Jewish
organisations amalgamated to form Jewish Care, which
is the subject of the bill. Jewish Care continues the
activities and services of the former organisations and is
very much committed to the advancement of social,
community and welfare goals.

The students I used to teach were devastated when they
learnt that it was not a work of fiction but actually a
factual text. I encouraged them to empathise with the
characters about what it would be like to have to wear a
yellow star and to become increasingly marginalised in
your community to the point where you would not be
allowed to go to school and, indeed, your family would
end up being decimated, separated and sent to
concentration camps and ultimately to extermination
camps.

The reason we have the bill before us is that Jewish
Care, like its predecessor organisations were, is heavily
reliant on donations and bequests for its funding. The
purpose of the bill rests on the fact that many of the
existing wills on which Jewish Care relies name
Montefiore Homes or Jewish Community Services as
beneficiary, and not Jewish Care, which is the new
name for those services.

Australian author Thomas Keneally has contributed
enormously to the understanding in Australia and the
world of Jewish history during this time through his
fabulous novel Schindler’s Ark, which was later made
into the highly regarded film Schindler’s List, a film
that most honourable members, I am sure, would have
had the opportunity to see at some stage. It is
challenging to everyone to be confronted with the
reality of what was a daily occurrence for Jews in those
times.
I am aware of the holocaust museum in the electorate of
the Honourable Andrea Coote where Victorians can go
to learn the history of what happened during the
Holocaust. I understand that Victoria’s Jewish
population trebled over the period between the
mid-1930s and the early 1960s as a consequence of the
persecution of the Jews by Nazi Germany. Highly
regarded institutions and organisations in Victoria
which were formed and run by Jewish people assisted
with the resettlement of these migrants, some of them
refugees, providing financial, counselling and
accommodation services.
Two of these highly regarded organisations are
mentioned in the bill today: Montefiore Homes and
Jewish Community Services. As the Honourable
Andrea Coote explained, Montefiore Homes can be
traced back to the very earliest days of Victoria’s
history — in fact, to the 1840s, before Victoria was
even a state but was still the Port Phillip district of the
colony of New South Wales. From that time onwards
Montefiore Homes has provided services for the aged,
particularly residential accommodation. Jewish
Community Services, as the name suggests, provided a
range of services including disability, child and family
and employment services as well as aged care.

A problem has arisen now that those two organisations
no longer exist, so Jewish Care has sought the
assistance of the government through the Parliament in
this matter — and so we have the bill before us. Its
passage will ensure that any bequest declaring
Montefiore Homes or Jewish Community Services as
beneficiary will have effect as if Jewish Care had been
named as beneficiary. Further, to protect the intent of
wills, bequests in wills that name Montefiore Homes as
beneficiary can be used for the aged care capacities of
Jewish Care. In this way the original intention of the
person making the bequest will be carried out by Jewish
Care. The bequest will be used by Jewish Care for the
service the person making it wanted.
Without the passage of the bill Jewish Care would have
to make an application to the Supreme Court each time
it wanted to access a bequest that had been made either
to Montefiore Homes or Jewish Community Services.
One does not put anything through the Supreme Court
without attracting a high legal bill. It is also very time
consuming. It would be a very costly and
time-consuming process and would significantly erode
the intent and content of the original bequest. Further it
would tie up and burden the Supreme Court.
The bill provides a sensible and practical way forward
for Jewish Care. I am pleased that it enjoys the support
of all honourable members; it deserves everyone’s
support. The government is pleased to be able to assist
in a small way the Jewish community in its job of
assisting its members. I wish the Jewish Care (Victoria)
Bill a speedy passage.
Hon. P. A. KATSAMBANIS (Monash) — It is a
great pleasure to rise and speak in favour of the Jewish
Care (Victoria) Bill, an important bill that has come
about as a result of the merger of two wonderful
longstanding organisations that have provided service
to Melbourne’s Jewish community for a long time.
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In the last few years many discussions were held
between the boards of the Montefiore Homes for the
Aged and Jewish Community Services that culminated
in the two services becoming one under the new banner
of Jewish Care (Victoria). For longer than I have been
around both organisations have been based in my seat
of Monash Province and have provided services to the
Jewish community across Melbourne and Victoria, but
specifically to people living in my electorate, where a
large proportion of Melbourne’s Jewish community
resides.
I have experienced first hand the first-class quality of
the services provided by both Montefiore Homes and
Jewish Community Services. They were not just
leaders in the provision of services to the Jewish and
multicultural communities in Victoria and Australia,
but I would say that both organisations have for a long
time been among the pre-eminent service providers in
the community services area right across Australia at all
levels of service provision. Their quality and standards
and, most importantly, the satisfaction of their client
base is a testimony to all the people who have run
those two fine organisations for so long.
Montefiore Homes was started as the Melbourne
Jewish Philanthropic Society back in 1848, even before
Victoria became a separate colony, and it has continued
to provide services since that time. The actual
Montefiore Homes were first founded in 1870 and a
foundation stone was laid at the complex which has
now come to encompass the entire block bounded by
St Kilda Road, Punt Road, Raleigh Street and Union
Street. That shows the phenomenal growth of the
organisation in its provision of care, mainly to aged
people in the Jewish community.
Montefiore Homes for the Aged was named after the
British philanthropist Sir Moses Montefiore, and since
1870 it has looked after many people. As a slight aside,
and to indicate the wonderful multicultural nature of the
society that we live in, I mention that my mother
worked at Montefiore Homes in her first job after
arriving in Australia as a migrant from Greece.
Even to this very day, almost 40 years later, she talks
fondly of her time at Montefiore Homes and working
with those wonderful people in the latter stages of their
lives when they had retired into a wonderful, hospitable
and caring environment, living among their own
community. Montefiore Homes continues at its site on
the block bounded by St Kilda Road and Punt Road,
and will continue to offer wonderful services under the
banner of Jewish Care (Victoria).
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The same level of service delivery has come to be
expected of Jewish Community Services since it was
founded in 1938. It has had several names, such as the
Jewish Welfare Society and Jewish Community
Services. In many ways Jewish Community Services
was the leader in providing specific aged care, health
care and other services to people in Melbourne’s
multicultural communities.
I know that the model of Jewish Community Services
service provision has been used by many other
community groups. A particular group in which I was
involved, the Australian Greek Welfare Society, back
when I was a board member of the society, looked at
revising its constitution. Funnily enough, we found that
its constitution was almost a direct take of the Jewish
Community Services constitution — so much so, in
fact, that in many instances throughout the constitution
those who were transposing it to fit that organisation
had not even bothered to change the words ‘Jewish
Welfare Society’ to ‘Greek Welfare Society’.
Jewish Community Services was a model not only in its
service delivery but also in its board and constitutional
structure, and its service delivery structure has been
copied by many other organisations throughout
Victoria. That is sometimes the best indicator of the
respect that the organisation has in the community and
in its quality of care and service that so many others
have chosen to emulate.
It continues to provide those wonderful services, as
outlined by other honourable members to have
contributed to the debate, to the Jewish community in
Melbourne. Now that the two organisations have
merged into Jewish Care I am sure they will continue to
provide exemplary services, services demanded by their
community, and will continue to expand. At the same
time they will derive the benefits and savings from
merging the administrations into one organisation.
I wish Jewish Care all the best in the future under the
current chief executive officer, Nancy Hogan, who has
demonstrated her capacity to run an integrated
community service provision organisation through her
previous job with the Malvern Elderly Citizens Welfare
Association, another exemplary service provider within
Monash Province. The merger has required legislation,
and it is being passed because of not only this
overwhelming sense of community among
Melbourne’s Jewish population but also the
overwhelming sense of contributing to their
community. Generation upon generation of people of
the Jewish faith and background in Melbourne have
wanted to contribute to Montefiore Homes and to
Jewish Community Services. They have contributed
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generously, not only in once-off donations but also
through the establishment of foundations, charitable
trusts and bequests in their wills.
When organisations change their names and structures
in order for the gifts to survive, either legislation such
as this or complex legal proceedings known as cy pres
applications are needed. I have acted in a number of cy
pres applications, and I can tell you that the time and
cost involved are tremendous. As far as I am concerned
anything that ensures funds are directed to the service
provision aims of the organisations they are intended to
benefit rather than to lawyers is a good thing.
That is what this bill does. It makes sure that any gift,
bequest, testamentary disposition, trust, or any other
form of gift made in favour of Montefiore Homes for
the Aged or Jewish Community Services does not fail
upon the merger. It recognises at law that the merger
has taken place and recognises Jewish Care as the
successor in title and at law to those charitable gifts and
dispositions. That is a wonderfully positive thing that
will save a lot of money, time and heartache; and
importantly, will mean that the gift benefits the
organisation which the person making the bequest
intended it to benefit and will enable that organisation
to put the money to good use.
In the Jewish community gift giving and making a
contribution has come to mean a lot. It has a title and is
called performing a mitzvah. A person who performs a
mitzvah is bestowed with a great sense of satisfaction in
giving back to their community and is elevated to a
community leader. The people who make big
contributions within the Jewish community are known
as mensch. That title is something people aspire to and
to earn it they actively participate in community affairs
and give of their time and money. The fact that they do
so saves the community enormously. Voluntary
charitable donations sometimes go unrewarded in
government circles and in the community and are taken
for granted, but without the wonderfully generous
contributions by individuals of the Jewish community a
lot of the burden of looking after the elderly and those
less fortunate would fall upon the taxpayers of Victoria
and Australia. If that were the case we would all be a lot
worse off. That is why bills such as this need to be
supported.
I noted the comments of some speakers, particularly the
Honourable Peter Hall, about the need to find a less
cumbersome method. Perhaps in the future we can look
at passing a bill that creates a framework for successors
in title of such organisations to avoid having to go
through an individual bill process; rather, having a head
act put in place which allows testamentary dispositions
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to survive changes made by regulation upon the change
of name or structure of certain organisations. It is
something we should look at, but certainly that should
not delay the passage of this bill.
The Melbourne Jewish community continues to be a
vibrant one. As my colleague Andrea Coote pointed
out, it is not just those people who migrated here after
World War II — those tremendous, heroic souls who
withstood one of the darkest passages in the history of
mankind, the Holocaust, perpetrated by the Nazis in the
main upon Jewish communities in Europe — who have
settled in Victoria and in Melbourne, particularly in our
electorate of Monash Province, but also their children
and the newer migrants from the Soviet Union.
We see this regeneration of Jewish culture and Jewish
spirit in Melbourne through continual waves of
migration and through the celebration of the rich
religious and cultural history of subsequent generations
of those settlers so that people who are born here feel as
much a part of their community as their parents and
grandparents did. That is a wonderful thing and is
something that should be supported. It is something that
will continue to contribute to that wonderful
philanthropic spirit of performing a mitzvah and
hopefully establishing the status of mensch within the
society so that the Jewish community benefits and the
fabric of Victoria and Australian society is richer by
those contributions.
In closing I also make passing reference to the troubling
events that are currently occurring in the Middle East.
Certainly for all of my lifetime most people I know
have wanted to see a peaceful solution to the problems
that are again being exemplified in the Middle East. I
put on record the fact that the only solution that can be
found is one that is based upon the recognition by
everyone in the world of the right of the state of Israel
to exist.
It saddens me to hear continual references as I have
heard recently of people talking about pushing the
Jewish nation and the Jewish people into the sea. That
is not a precursor for peace. That is not a precursor for
civilised society. That is, so far as I am concerned, a
declaration by certain people that they want to wipe the
state of Israel off the map. As long as those sorts of
attitudes exist in the world it does not bode well for a
peaceful solution in the Middle East.
The Jewish people have suffered persecution over
many generations culminating in the worst incident
ever of racial and religious genocide during the
Holocaust. For people in 2002 to still make reference to
the abolition of the state of Israel saddens those of us
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who believe there can be a peaceful and just settlement
to the issues in the Middle East, but understand that that
will never happen as long as people want to destroy the
state of Israel. I affirm my support for the state of Israel,
as much as I affirm my support for the wonderful
contribution members of the Jewish community have
made to Melbourne, to Victoria and to Australia, which
I am sure they will continue to make.
I would like the bill to be a strong statement from this
Parliament that it recognises the charitable and
philanthropic efforts of the Jewish community of
Melbourne — those thousands of people who
contribute to keeping their community strong and who
keep organisations that were known in the past as
Montefiore Homes for the Aged and Jewish
Community Services, which will be known in the
future as Jewish Care (Victoria) — in keeping the
organisation strong for the benefit of everyone in the
community.
I wish this bill a speedy passage and I wish Jewish Care
and Melbourne’s Jewish community every strength and
success in the future.
Hon. S. M. NGUYEN (Melbourne West) — I speak
in support of the Jewish Care (Victoria) Bill. The
reason we have this bill is that Jewish Care (Victoria)
was established on 1 February 2001 due to the
amalgamation of Jewish Community Services and
Montefiore Homes for the Aged.
Like many others, I have a migrant background. Many
Jewish people have been in Australia for a long time —
both before and after World War II. The Australian
Jewish community is a very established community.
Many people came to this country as refugees with
nothing in their hands. Many of them have worked very
hard, become wealthy and live in established areas
around Melbourne including Toorak, Brighton and
Caulfield. During my time in Melbourne I have come
to know many Jewish people who have made a great
contribution to Australian society. They carry out much
charitable work to give back to the community, and
many charitable organisations have received funding
from them. Care services to help elderly Jewish people
living in Victoria are also provided. Many other groups
have tried to copy the way the Jewish community cares
for its people, both young people and, as I said, the
elderly, which they do very well.
Many Jewish people came to Victoria as refugees after
the Second World War. Some of them were victims of
the holocaust and have very bad memories of that time.
The Jewish community does a great deal to help those
victims. Many Australian-born Jews live in Melbourne,
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and many with a Russian Jewish background have
come from other parts of the world, including the
Soviet Union, Israel, South Africa and other countries. I
have seen them, many and varied, delighted to be living
in Melbourne because they see Australia as their new
home and would like to make it so, and they work as
hard as they can to be personally successful in a
successful community. Many have done good
community work providing funds to many of our
charitable organisations.
Many of Melbourne’s immigrant communities have
followed in their steps, like my own Vietnamese
community. We came here as refugees with nothing in
our hands and many had to work very hard to save
enough money to help their children through school so
that they could get better jobs and contribute to the
Australian society. The Jewish community is a role
model for many communities to learn from. It is one of
the most successful communities in Australia and no
doubt its members had to spend a lot of time when they
were young, working hard, taking any job and saving
hard to invest and become part of a wealthy
community.
Many of us now living in Australia who came from
overseas have had to establish a new life in this country.
Australia is such a good country of opportunity for
those who are prepared to work hard, save and invest in
business. That is why we have a strong economy today,
because people like to learn how to save and become
self-employed, starting their own businesses and being
successful, and when they get old they can be looked
after by the community. Many have a lot of money
behind them and they would like to pass this wealth or
property on to a charitable organisation — because they
cannot take it with them. They would like to do
something meaningful with their money or property.
The bill will make legal the wishes of many such
people; it is a means by which the two organisations
can fulfil their duties. It is not easy when people donate
money to charitable organisations to ensure that the
money will not be misused by any person or any group.
The government has had to ensure that everything is
legal and that there will be no dispute between the
service provider and the testators or donors.
The bill also highlights the services that Jewish Care
provides to the Victorian community, especially to
support and resettle Jewish immigrants in Melbourne.
Those services include employment assistance and
placement, in-home care, personal care and respite care
for older people as well as better care and counselling,
case management, appropriate housing assistance and
hostel and nursing home accommodation. Jewish Care
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provides family services, financial aid and low-cost
loans — which is wonderful because not many
organisations can assist new immigrants by providing
financial aid to buy a house or start up a business to
build a new life. It also provides disability services,
including supported accommodation — that is good
because many disabled people need special
accommodation — and a school integration program to
help people who are behind at school and cannot cope,
as well as a return-to-study program for those who no
longer attend school.
I know a lot of refugees migrating to Australia need
those programs to catch up because they have not
attended school for many years. Advocacy on behalf of
the members of the Jewish community is clearly
needed and is quite important to them. Many services
do not receive funding from the government and they
have to rely on donations from the community to run
their programs. As the previous speaker said, Jewish
Care Victoria has a building near the corner of St Kilda
Road and Punt Road. I have never been to this centre
because it is not in my electorate, but I have been told
that visitors are always made welcome, especially
members of Parliament. Mr Katsambanis and
Mrs Coote have told me that it provides a number of
very important services to its members.
Jewish Care Victoria has requested this bill in order to
ensure that bequests made by testators in favour of
Jewish Community Services or to the director of
Montefiore Homes for the Aged are directed to Jewish
organisations. I would also like to mention the service it
provides for disabled people, who need more help
because they cannot look after themselves. This service
is a great idea and reduces the cost to government,
which cannot provide everything that is needed. Jewish
Care is helping its own community, and the
government appreciates the work it has done.
At the moment many new immigrants are coming from
the former Soviet Union. Many Russian Jews who
arrive in Australia need help to settle into Melbourne
and the Jewish community provides services for them.
Many have relatives living in Australia and come here
as part of a family reunion program. Many are skilled
so they are able to work. In Australia we have to
recognise the contribution of the new immigrants as
well as the old.
Every year I am invited to the Israeli independence day
cocktail receptions held by the Jewish Community
Council of Victoria and the State Zionist Council of
Victoria. The event is usually held at the Grand Hyatt
Hotel in Melbourne and, as a member of Parliament, I
am always delighted to go. I have seen many members
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of Parliament there from all parties and they join in to
celebrate that day. There are also quite a few members
of Parliament from a Jewish background, and they have
participated in mainstream society very well.
As the Honourable Bob Smith said in his contribution,
what is happening in Israel today is a cause of sadness
to the Jewish community. I hope there will be some
peace in Israel and Palestine and I know the whole
world is paying attention to the conflict between the
two nations. I hope everything goes well so the whole
world can enjoy a time of peace. The Jewish
community in Australia is also very concerned about
what has happened in Israel. I am sure members of the
Victorian community and many members of Parliament
would like to visit Israel in peace time to learn about its
culture and religious beliefs. Australia is a lucky
country. We have a multicultural society and accept
many different views, although we may not have all the
comforts available in other countries.
We have a democratic system in Australia where
everyone can have a say without fighting or killing each
other. Today we have over 100 nationalities living in
Australia and we all enjoy the differences between the
cultures. I hope the Australian experience will help to
solve conflicts in other parts of the world.
As a refugee from Vietnam, together with many other
people, I would like to follow the success and
experience that many of the Jewish community have
had in Melbourne in terms of multiculturalism and the
economy. I have been told by friends, from reading
books and by learning from the migrant experience that
many people who came here with nothing in their
hands did not find it difficult to restart their new lives.
They worked very hard. They took any jobs. They
worked very long hours. They encouraged their
children to study and become professional people so
they could contribute more to Australian society. They
are helping their families to have a better life than their
parents or grandparents.
In conclusion, this is a private bill that benefits an
important organisation in the community. Therefore, I
am delighted to support the bill. I wish Jewish Care all
the best in its work in serving the community and am
pleased that the organisation has the support and
confidence of the government and the Victorian
community. The work of the predecessors of Jewish
Care has been well recognised and is highly respected
by the Victorian community. As members of
Parliament, we strongly support the work they do. I
commend the bill to the house.
Motion agreed to.
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Read second time.

Third reading
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — By leave, I move:
That this bill be now read a third time.

I would like to thank the Honourables Andrea Coote,
Bob Smith, Peter Hall, Elaine Carbines, Peter
Katsambanis and Sang Nguyen for their contributions.
Motion agreed to.
Read third time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

DISTINGUISHED VISITORS
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! Before we
move to the business of the house, I have much
pleasure in welcoming the West Australian all-party
delegation from the Economics and Industry Standing
Committee. We hope you enjoy your study visit here.
We welcome you to our Parliament.

CRIMES (DNA DATABASE) BILL
Council’s amendments and Assembly’s amendments
Message from Assembly agreeing to some amendments,
disagreeing with other amendments and seeking
concurrence with further Assembly amendments
considered.
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that the taking of forensic samples is equivalent to the
taking of fingerprints.
Presently if a suspect refuses to provide a forensic
sample police must apply to the court for an order
authorising the compulsory taking of a sample. The
opposition believes that this safeguard is unnecessary
and that police should be able to forcibly conduct a
forensic procedure on a suspect without first requiring a
court order.
The definition of ‘forensic procedure’ is broad and
includes the taking of blood samples, samples of pubic
hair, swabs taken from the external genital or anal
region, and dental impressions.
There is a serious flaw in equating fingerprints with
forensic procedures. Firstly, fingerprints are different
from DNA material because DNA reveals much more
information about a person than a fingerprint.
Fingerprints reveal nothing other than a person’s
identity; DNA material contains an individual’s genetic
blueprint. Privacy concerns mean that DNA samples
should only be taken when there are strong reasons for
doing so. Secondly, the procedure for taking a forensic
sample is more intrusive than taking fingerprints. For
example, taking a blood sample or conducting a
physical examination of a person’s genital region is
much more intimate and intrusive than taking
fingerprints.
Where a suspect refuses to provide a forensic sample
the requirement for court authorisation provides an
important safeguard to ensure that forensic samples are
only taken compulsorily where there are reasonable
grounds to believe that the person has committed an
offence and the taking of a sample will assist in the
investigation.

Assembly’s message:
Council’s amendments 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11 agreed to.
Council’s amendment 1 as follows agreed to:
1.

Clause 2, line 2, omit “17(2)” and insert “21(2)”.

with following amendment:
Omit “21(2)” and insert “18(2)”.

Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I move:
That the Council agree to the amendment made by the
Legislative Assembly to amendment 1 made by the Council.

In relation to this bill, members of this house will be
aware the opposition introduced house amendments in
the Legislative Council that have the effect of providing

The opposition’s amendments — and this is
particularly important — have the effect of making
Victoria the only jurisdiction in Australia that does not
distinguish between the taking of fingerprints and the
taking of DNA samples. Consistency between
jurisdictions is absolutely critical to the operation of the
national DNA database scheme.
The opposition’s amendments are ill conceived and
only serve to frustrate the passage of the bill. I need not
remind honourable members that there are more than
3500 unexecuted orders for the taking of samples.
Police have not been able to execute those orders
because of an oversight in the legislation. Now the
opposition is further delaying the ability of Victoria
Police to execute those orders and build up Victoria’s
DNA database.
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The introduction of the self-sampling provisions in the
Crimes (DNA Database) Bill will also assist Victoria
Police in executing outstanding orders for the taking of
DNA samples. By enabling a person to take their own
sample, rather than requiring the sample to be taken by
a doctor or nurse, Victoria Police will be able to collect
samples more efficiently.
The amendments introduced by the opposition depart
significantly from the scheme for the taking of forensic
samples that has been introduced by its commonwealth
colleagues. Indeed, every Australian jurisdiction makes
some distinction between the taking of forensic samples
and the taking of fingerprints. No jurisdiction allows a
blood sample to be taken from a suspect who does not
consent to the procedure unless there is court
authorisation.
Under the national DNA database system Australian
jurisdictions will be able to enter into arrangements
with other Australian jurisdictions where their laws are
defined to be corresponding law. This is why
consistency is so important.
The Standing Committee of Attorneys-General has
sought to achieve national consistency. SCAG
requested the Model Criminal Code Officers
Committee to prepare model legislation for
implementation in each jurisdiction for the taking of
DNA samples and for the exchange of information
derived from DNA samples. Police ministers, privacy
commissioners, members of the legal profession and
the public were consulted in the development of the
model legislation. The Crimes (DNA Database) Bill, as
introduced by the government in the spring 2001
sittings, is consistent with the approach recommended
by the Model Criminal Code Officers Committee.
The importance of national consistency has also been
recognised by police ministers. Police ministers have
expressed concerns about issues surrounding
inconsistent state DNA laws that jeopardise the
operation of the national DNA database. The Crimes
(DNA Database) Bill was developed with a view to
achieving national consistency, and extensive
consultation took place with Victoria Police in the
development of the bill.
The Bracks government’s legislation is an important
step forward to achieving a nationally consistent
approach. The changes moved by the opposition
remove important safeguards — and I stress this — and
may compromise Victoria’s ability to participate in that
national scheme. Changes that remove safeguards and
create inconsistency between Victorian laws and the
laws of other jurisdictions mean there is a risk that
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Victoria will not be recognised by other jurisdictions as
a corresponding law. If this occurred, the efforts of
Victoria Police to investigate serious crimes would be
hindered and the safety of Victorians compromised.
Therefore, the Bracks government supports the bill as
introduced in the Legislative Council and as amended
by house amendments moved by me, and does not
support the house amendments moved previously by
the Honourable Peter Katsambanis.
Hon. P. A. KATSAMBANIS (Monash) — Given
the debate on this bill when it was considered as a
whole in committee in this place, it goes without saying
that the opposition will insist on its amendments.
Having heard the information that the minister has just
put on the record, the public of Victoria will thank the
opposition for insisting on its amendments and for not
accepting the changes that were made in the other
place.
The minister made a number of assertions which
simply do not stand up in the light of day. The most
important one than needs to be rebutted is the concept
that if there is a divergence on the types of people who
can be tested, somehow or other the integrity of the
national database will be compromised. Unfortunately
for the minister, right now there is no consistency
among any of the states as to who should be DNA
tested — it is quite irrelevant to the integrity of the
database.
The database is not concerned with who qualifies to be
on it. The database is only concerned with the integrity
of the testing procedures to ensure the information
recorded is accurate. Who is tested is clearly a matter
for each individual jurisdiction. That remains the case,
and differences in the testing procedures do not in any
way compromise the integrity of the information on the
database nor do they compromise the ability of any
state to participate in the national DNA database.
Further — this is an important point that I tried to make
in the debate and during the committee debate and I
will reiterate here — the issue relating to the database is
a subtle but important one. It is important that we
separate the control of the information on the database
from the individuals who collect samples and who use
the evidence from the database for the purposes of
criminal investigation. This point is borne out by
international best practice: that the database should
stand apart from the police department. It is a crucial
aspect which the government has not yet grasped.
Thankfully, the Law Reform Committee is continuing
its deliberations and we will be able to report to the
Parliament in due course about international best
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practice and how we could go about ensuring that
Victoria has the ability to fight crime through the use of
modern crime-fighting techniques and modern forensic
evidence.
I will address the issue raised by the minister in relation
to the distinction between fingerprinting and forensic
sampling.
Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. P. A. KATSAMBANIS — Yes, clearly there
is a distinction, and the opposition is preserving that
distinction with its amendments. However, despite any
legal niceties and technicalities and despite some minor
differences in the collection of the evidence, the fact is
that DNA testing is many steps ahead of fingerprinting
as an effective crime-fighting tool. The longer we deny
DNA testing to our criminal investigators, the longer
we subject the public of Victoria to substandard crime
fighting and the longer we tie the hands of our police
officers and criminal investigators and prevent them
from being able to properly identify the perpetrators of
crime and protect our society from the evils their crimes
visit upon our community.
The government has tried to insist on some sort of
delineation or differentiation. Unfortunately for the
government, the opposition has clearly outlined its
position. Our position is that there will be a series of
safeguards for DNA testing over and above the
safeguards that are in place for fingerprinting at the
moment. Not only will the person who is tested have to
be a reasonable suspect, but there needs to be an
additional step, and we have made this clear all along in
the other place and in this place. In order for DNA
testing to take place on a suspect, not only does the
suspect have to meet the rules of being a reasonable
suspect, but there must also be a reasonable expectation
in the mind of the person ordering the sample that the
collection of the DNA evidence may lead to a solving
of the crime. There is an additional safeguard that we
have put into place, as was well argued by all the
people who debated it in this place and the other place,
in order to protect our community and the individual
rights of people in our community.
There is no doubt that this government has been caught
on the hop and on the run. It wants to portray itself as a
government that cares about community safety and
crime fighting, but when it comes to the crunch it is not
prepared to give our crime fighters — our police
force — the modern technology that is readily available
in order that they can effectively fight crime.
Furthermore, the government insists that some backlog
that exists in DNA testing should limit our capacity to
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access DNA testing in the future. That is an admission
of defeat and an admission that this government is not
prepared to put its money where its mouth is. This
government is not prepared to adequately finance our
police department and our forensic laboratories in order
to clear the backlog of DNA testing. That is what this
government should be doing and that is what it is not
doing.
On a final point, it has been made very clear to the
opposition that the Police Association supports these
amendments. As I said in my contribution to the
substantive debate, the Police Association made it very
clear that it believes the amendments the opposition is
proposing will give the police force in Victoria the best
chance of utilising this modern technology offering a
more accurate and more readily accessible form of
modern-day fingerprinting, which mechanism will give
the police the capacity to adequately fight crime in our
society.
The government is highlighting today not only that it is
truly soft on crime but also, given the comments of the
minister, that it is not prepared to adequately resource
our police department to utilise modern techniques to
fight the ever-more-sophisticated criminals we see in
our society today.
I will not take up too much more time of the house
because we have explored these issues very, very
clearly in the substantive debate, but I want to again put
on the record that the opposition will insist on these
amendments because they will allow for our police
force to be properly resourced and to properly protect
law-abiding citizens of Victoria from the worst
excesses of our criminal element. I urge the government
to reconsider its position and support these
amendments. If it does not, it will prove once more that
it is soft on crime.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Western) — The National
Party’s reasoned position on the opposition’s key
amendment was well canvassed on 26 March, when
this house met in committee to consider the bill. I do
not intend to do more than summarise that position, but
I begin by making the point that until today we had
heard absolutely nothing from government in support
of its position, and indeed I would now make the point
that we have heard nothing that would convince us to
amend our stance.
Our position is that it is totally appropriate that the rules
currently relating to the collection, use and retention of
fingerprints should also be applied to the collection, use
and retention of forensic samples. I make the point that
we acknowledge today, as we did when the earlier
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debate took place, that we took that position against the
background of the additional safeguards for that
collection, use and retention as outlined by the
Honourable Peter Katsambanis as representative of the
Liberal opposition’s views.
In other words, what this means is that samples may be
taken from a suspect in the normal course of a police
investigation where it is believed on reasonable grounds
that the sample would tend to confirm or disprove the
suspect’s involvement in the commission of an offence.
National Party members came to that position because
we believe that it is a reasonable compromise on any
question that there may exist a conflict between the
rights of the individual regarding personal intrusion on
the one hand and the rights of the community at large
on the other in the entitlement to harness the new
technology in the solving of crime and thus community
safety in general. We do not deny that it is likely there
will be some claims of personal intrusion in respect of
the collection of forensic samples, just as we expect
there would be those same claims in respect of the
taking of fingerprints. In any event, we believe it is a
reasonable compromise to suggest that there be
consistency in the rules relating to both technologies.
In addition, as I reported to the committee the last time
we discussed this issue, the National Party is not
convinced of the requirement for a court order to be a
mandatory requisite where a forensic sample is not
volunteered by a suspect, which is what we understand
to be the government’s bottom line. We have two
grounds for not accepting that position. The first is that
the granting of a court order will become standardised
to the point of sheer formality, and we do not believe
that that necessarily provides any additional protection
to those who are regarded as suspects and are thus
caught up in this procedure. There is plenty of evidence
to suggest that that formality begins to emerge. We
recall the house being required to go through the
process of re-establishing the validity of thousands of
these orders which had been rendered ineffective on the
basis of a technicality in the procedure of their issue.
That is the first ground.
The second ground is that which was cited by Paul
Mullett, the secretary of the Police Association. I
remarked at the time I quoted from Mr Mullett’s letter
that I was really chuffed to receive it because I could
not remember receiving a letter of support from
Mr Mullett in the seven and a half years I happened to
be a minister of the Crown in this place. I was pleased
to assure Mr Mullett that I understood and supported
his argument. I was able to convey that message on
behalf of the National Party in general. Mr Mullett was
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arguing that the restrictive rules regarding the
collection, use and retention of forensic samples would
simply delay and frustrate investigative processes in
this state and thus detract from the role and success rate
of Victoria Police in the solving of crimes. I said then
and I repeat today that my only surprise in respect of
Mr Mullett’s missive was that I found myself in fierce
agreement — that was a bit of a surprise — but I then
noted that Mr Mullett was not prepared to acknowledge
that it was in fact the government which in this case
represented the problem and that it was the Liberal and
National Party members who were the good guys on
this occasion. I thought that was a bit strange.
I must say that I am personally disappointed that we
have reached the Mexican stand-off that is emerging in
the debate. It means we are effectively denying our
community the ultimate advantage of the latest
technology, the DNA technology. On that basis I would
appeal to the government to see reason.
Notwithstanding what the Minister for Sport and
Recreation has just told the chamber, I believe that the
position adopted by the government is out of step with
all the other jurisdictions across the nation and is out of
favour with the thinking members of our police force.
I am happy to acknowledge that the government has
come about a million miles, because it is not all that
long ago that we debated this issue in respect of its
earlier employment and we saw the labour movement
in total opposition to the application of DNA
technology, so I acknowledge that the Bracks
government has shifted ground dramatically. All we
need to do is to convince the minister and his
colleagues that they need to go just that little bit further.
I suggest that he rethink his position. I suggest that the
Liberal Party’s amendments are absolutely reasonable,
and they shall continue to enjoy the support of the
National Party.
Hon. B. C. BOARDMAN (Chelsea) — I have an
ever so slightly contrasting view about the minister’s
comments. He will recall that on 26 March, when we
had the initial debate in the committee stage, a number
of issues were raised about resourcing aspects and
about the implications on those resources by this
legislation. The minister was able to make a submission
as a result of the conference he had with the police
minister that went, I stress, only part of the way to
answering my query. My query today still stands.
While there is wide acknowledgment that there is in
excess of 3500 cases backlogged at the Victoria
Forensic Science Centre in Macleod, what resources
will the government allocate in addition to the existing
resources as a consequence of this legislation?
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The opposition’s amendments are sound, reasonable
and have been accepted not only throughout the
community and by the police and the Police
Association, but also they are more than appropriate in
the circumstances in which they are supposed to be
introduced. The reasons that the government is still not
accepting this commonsense approach are bewildering.
In his contribution the minister remarked about the
distinction other states have about fingerprinting and
DNA sample collation and collection. He said every
state makes that distinction. What sort of justification is
that? Are we simply following the lead or, in some
cases, the uneventful initiative of other states and not
going down a path of showing true initiative and true
reaction to the community; or are we going down a path
where, if we want to be true to our word and actually
fight crime where the resources should be allocated
appropriately, this opportunity allows us to do that?
The government’s reasons and justification are far from
convincing. Perhaps a degree of optimism would
suggest that I would be pleased if the minister actually
knew what his submission and his accompanying
statement to his motion contain, but I think his is an
ill-prepared and ill-conceived presentation which
simply does not give any great justification to the
government’s line.
The opposition’s amendments are undoubtedly the way
to go. We want to be sincere and quite diligent in our
pursuit to assist the police with criminal investigations.
We do not in any way promote this fact by suggesting
we are compromising any agreement we may have on a
national basis; in fact, it is far from that. The national
basis agreements are complemented by this legislation
but are not bound by the government’s refusal to pass
our amendments. We want to make it clear that it is the
government that is not taking that opportunity because
there is bipartisan support for the national framework. I
say to the government: if you want to pass the
legislation, pass it with our amendments because they
are undoubtedly the right way to go. Otherwise, come
into this house and have a better case than the one you
are putting forward because that defies any great logic.
I conclude where I started. We would like answers to
the resourcing question. It is not just the opposition or
this chamber that is discussing the resourcing aspect but
it is one that is having far-reaching effects on both
operational police and future forecasts for their
investigative duties. Unless the government is sincere
and unless the budget to be presented in a couple of
weeks time has increased resources for the Macleod
facility, I suggest that criminal investigations in this
state will be severely compromised.
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Hon. JENNY MIKAKOS (Jika Jika) — I briefly
respond to a couple of issues that have arisen during the
debate.
Hon. Bill Forwood — On a point of order,
Mr Deputy President, there has been quite some debate
recently about the order of speaking in this chamber.
Mr Theophanous has come in here on more than one
occasion and said we should go from the government to
non-government sides.
Why do we now find ourselves in a situation where, on
a day like today of all days, when there has been
discussion about what the speaking order should be, at
the last moment an honourable member who should
have spoken earlier — and was given the opportunity to
speak earlier so that we stuck to the order — decides
not to stand in her place and subsequently does stand,
after somebody else has spoken?
Hon. Jenny Mikakos interjected.
Hon. Bill Forwood — You were given the
opportunity to speak at the conclusion of Mr Hallam’s
contribution.
Hon. Jenny Mikakos interjected.
Hon. Bill Forwood — At the end of the day, we
need to have some understanding about how these
things will work.
Hon. Gavin Jennings — On the point of order,
Mr Deputy President, I apologise to the chamber if I
have contributed to the confusion before it. I believed
there was an understanding that the order would be
changed in this instance as a measure of goodwill rather
than bad faith, as it has been interpreted, and acted upon
as if it had been.
The order was changed on the basis that any substantive
issue Ms Mikakos might address would be in a very
brief contribution as a summary of the argument. I
apologise for placing you or the chamber in an
awkward situation, but I affirm that it is the
government’s preference under normal circumstances
for there to be alternating speakers. I apologise and ask
for your consideration.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! On the
point of order, it has been well established that this is
not a matter for the Chair. I refer to May, 22nd edition,
under ‘Precedence in speaking’ which states:
When two or more members rise to speak the speaker has
complete discretion over whom to call … though he will
generally call alternately backbench members from either side
of the house …
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I could quote further on the issue. It is not a matter for
the Chair but for cooperation between the parties in the
house and I am sure that is where the matter should rest.
Hon. JENNY MIKAKOS — I reiterate that it is
important we have cooperation in the chamber to
facilitate proper debate on legislation. The reason I
wanted to make a brief contribution was to respond to
some of the issues that had been raised about the
arguments that have been given by opposition members
as to why they are wishing to persist with these
amendments.
The Honourable Mr Katsambanis has conceded in his
own contribution that DNA samples and DNA
technology are different from fingerprinting. That is
essentially the reason, Mr Deputy President, why we
are persisting in our opposition to the amendment that
seeks to put DNA forensic samples on a par with
fingerprinting. They are two very different procedures.
Everybody understands what is involved with
fingerprinting, but DNA sampling, as the minister has
indicated, is a far more intrusive procedure. We are
talking about blood samples, about physical
examination that is extremely intimate in nature. They
are very different procedures.
The bill does not in anyway preclude a person from
voluntarily consenting to a forensic sample. If a person
wishes to assert their innocence in respect of a crime
they are suspected of, they are able, if they so wish, to
voluntarily consent to giving a forensic sample. What
we are doing here is putting in some safeguards on a
par with those in legislation passed by colleagues of
members opposite in the federal Parliament which seek
to establish a national consistency across all
jurisdictions in order to facilitate the national DNA
database scheme.
Hon. P. A. Katsambanis interjected.
Hon. JENNY MIKAKOS — If it was good enough
for your federal colleagues, Mr Katsambanis, it is good
enough for the Victorian people.
The other argument raised was the one made by the
Honourable Roger Hallam in respect of addressing the
Police Association’s concerns. As Mr Hallam will be
aware, the government addressed the concerns of the
Police Association. The letter he referred to from
Mr Mullett related to requiring an independent witness
for the videotaping of forensic sample procedures and
we addressed those concerns by introducing house
amendments that have addressed that aspect and those
concerns. I have not seen any concerns raised by the
Police Association about requiring court authorisation
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for people who refuse to voluntarily allow a forensic
sample to be taken.
The final point I wish to make concerns the need to
achieve national consistency. We are attempting to
implement a scheme that has been agreed to by the
Standing Committee of Attorneys-General, which has
set up the Model Criminal Code Officers Committee to
prepare model legislation for implementation in each
jurisdiction. This has been done, and the opposition’s
amendments seek to put the national database scheme
at risk. If this amendment is passed, then the result
would be that the Victorian law would not be
recognised as a corresponding law.
I reject the assertion made by the Honourable Peter
Katsambanis that the national agreement does not relate
to issues regarding court authorisation. Court
authorisation was a requirement agreed to by the
national committee.
In conclusion, if the opposition asserts that this
government is soft on crime then someone is a bit soft
in the head. This government has put 800 police back
on the streets. It is seeking to execute court orders
through the passage — —
Hon. Bill Forwood — On a point of order,
Mr President, the debate before the house today is
limited to the consideration of the amendments from
the Assembly and the Council’s response to them. It is
not a broad-ranging debate, and the honourable
member has absolutely no capacity in the chamber to
canvass the number of police or any other issue in
relation to this amendment.
Hon. JENNY MIKAKOS — On the point of order,
Mr President, I am responding to an assertion made by
the Honourable Peter Katsambanis, in the opening
remarks of his speech. Perhaps the Leader of the
Opposition was not in the chamber at that time but I
wish to put on record that I categorically reject that
assertion.
Hon. P. A. Katsambanis — Further on the point of
order, Mr President, because I know you were not in
the chamber at the time, it may assist you for me to say
that the assertion I made was in relation to resourcing
for the taking of forensic samples, which was an issue
that was raised by the minister in his contribution, and I
was responding to that. I made absolutely no reference
in my contribution to police numbers, and for
Ms Mikakos to infer that I did is a deliberate attempt to
mislead — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! The matters before the
house are relatively limited, but obviously give the
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opportunity for each person to speak on aspects of the
amendments on which honourable members must come
to a conclusion. If Mr Katsambanis spoke about
resources for one aspect of policing, it is a bit of a fine
line for the Chair to say that another member cannot
talk about other resourcing. I do not uphold the point of
order.
Hon. JENNY MIKAKOS — I was concluding my
remarks. The issue of police numbers is an important
aspect of resourcing. It demonstrates this government’s
commitment to protecting the Victorian people. The
government has put in additional resources, including
800 new police back on Victorian streets.

Ayes, 13
Mikakos, Ms (Teller)
Nguyen, Mr
Romanes, Ms
Smith, Mr R. F.
Theophanous, Mr
Thomson, Ms

Noes, 26
Ashman, Mr
Atkinson, Mr
Best, Mr (Teller)
Birrell, Mr
Bishop, Mr
Boardman, Mr
Bowden, Mr
Brideson, Mr
Coote, Mrs
Cover, Mr (Teller)
Craige, Mr
Davis, Mr D. McL.
Davis, Mr P. R.

Forwood, Mr
Furletti, Mr
Hall, Mr
Hallam, Mr
Katsambanis, Mr
Lucas, Mr
Luckins, Ms
Olexander, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr
Smith, Mr K. M.
Smith, Ms
Stoney, Mr
Strong, Mr

Pair
Darveniza, Ms

3.

Clause 5, page 6, line 30, omit “, 464T or 464U”.

4.

Clause 6, omit this clause.

Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I move:
That the Council do not insist on amendments 3 and
4 disagreed with by the Assembly.

Motion negatived.
Council’s amendment 12 as follows disagreed with:
12. Clause 8, lines 9 and 10, omit all words and expressions
on these lines and insert —
‘In section 464ZE(1) of the Principal Act —

House divided on motion:

Broad, Ms
Carbines, Mrs
Gould, Ms
Hadden, Ms
Jennings, Mr
McQuilten, Mr (Teller)
Madden, Mr
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Ross, Dr

(a) after “(4)” insert “and section 464ZGO”;
(b) in paragraph (d), for “464ZGE; or”
substitute “464ZGE.”;
(c) paragraph (e) is repealed.’.

Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I move:
That the Council do not insist on amendment 12 disagreed
with by the Assembly.

Motion negatived.
Council’s amendment 13 as follows agreed to:
13. Clause 10, page 11, line 2, omit “10” and insert “12”.

with following amendment:
Omit “12” and insert “11”.

Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I move:
That the Council agree to the amendment made by the
Assembly to amendment 13 made by the Council.

Motion negatived.

Motion negatived.

Council’s amendment 2 as follows agreed to:

Council’s amendment 14 as follows disagreed with:

2.

Clause 2, line 5, omit “17(2)” and insert “21(2)”.

with following amendment:

14. Clause 12, after line 21 insert —
‘( ) in paragraph (a), omit “, 464T(3), 464U(7) or
464V(5)”;’.

Omit “21(2)” and insert “18(2)”.

Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I move:
That the Council agree to the amendment made by the
Assembly to amendment 2 made by the Council.

Motion negatived.
Council’s amendments 3 and 4 as follows disagreed with:

Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I move:
That the Council do not insist on amendment 14 disagreed
with by the Assembly.

Motion negatived.
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Council’s amendment 15 as follows agreed to:
15. Clause 15, page 28, line 28, omit “15” and insert “18”.

Omit “14” and insert “13”.

Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I move:

with following amendment:
Omit “18” and insert “16”.

Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I move:

That the Council agree to the amendment made by the
Assembly to amendment 21 made by the Council.

Motion negatived.
Council’s amendment 22 as follows disagreed with:

That the Council agree to the amendment made by the
Assembly to amendment 15 made by the Council.

Motion negatived.
Council’s amendments 16 to 19 as follows disagreed with:
16. Clause 16, lines 6 to 8, omit sub-clause (2).
17. Clause 18, after line 19 insert —
“(1) Section 464R of this Act as substituted by
section 6 of the Crimes (DNA Database)
Act 2002 applies to all forensic procedures
conducted on or after the commencement of
section 6 of that Act and any application
made under section 464T, 464V or 464W as
in force immediately before that
commencement that has not been determined
before that commencement is deemed to have
been withdrawn.”.
18. Clause 18, line 20, omit “(1)” and insert “(2)”.
19. Clause 18, line 25, omit “(2)” and insert “(3)”.

Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I move:
That the Council do not insist on amendments 16 to
19 disagreed with by the Assembly.

Motion negatived.
Council’s amendment 20 as follows agreed to:
20. Clause 18, line 26, omit “12” and insert “14”.

with following amendment:
Omit “14” and insert “13”.

Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I move:
That the Council agree to the amendment made by the
Assembly to amendment 20 made by the Council.

Motion negatived.
Council’s amendment 21 as follows agreed to:
21. Clause 18, line 29, omit “12” and insert “14”.

with following amendment:

22. Clause 18, line 30, omit “(3)” and insert “(4)”.

Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I move:
That the Council do not insist on amendment 22 disagreed
with by the Assembly.

Motion negatived.
Council’s amendment 23 as follows agreed to:
23. Clause 18, line 31, omit “15” and insert “18”.

with following amendment:
Omit “18” and insert “16”.

Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I move:
That the Council agree to the amendment made by the
Assembly to amendment 23 made by the Council.

Motion negatived.
Council’s amendment 24 as follows disagreed with:
24. Clause 18, page 31, line 1, omit “(4)” and insert “(5)”.

Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I move:
That the Council do not insist on amendment 24 disagreed
with by the Assembly.

Motion negatived.
Council’s amendment 25 as follows agreed to:
25. Clause 18, page 31, line 2, omit “16” and insert “20”.

with following amendment:
Omit “20” and insert “17”.

Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I move:
That the Council agree to the amendment made by the
Assembly to amendment 25 made by the Council.

Motion negatived.
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31. Clause 18, page 31, line 12, omit “(4) and (5)” and insert
“(5) and (6)”.

26. Clause 18, page 31, line 5, omit “16” and insert “20”.

with following amendment:
Omit “20” and insert “17”.

Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I move:
That the Council agree to the amendment made by the
Assembly to amendment 26 made by the Council.

Motion negatived.
Council’s amendment 27 as follows disagreed with:
27. Clause 18, page 31, line 6, omit “(5)” and insert “(6)”.

Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I move:
That the Council do not insist on amendment 27 disagreed
with by the Assembly.

Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I move:
That the Council do not insist on amendments 30 and
31 disagreed with by the Assembly.

Motion negatived.
Council’s amendment 32 as follows agreed to:
32. Clause 18, page 31, line 16, omit “16 or 17(1)” and
insert “20 or 21(1)”.

with following amendment:
Omit “20 or 21(1)” and insert “17 or 18(1)”.

Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I move:
That the Council agree to the amendment made by the
Assembly to amendment 32 made by the Council.

Motion negatived.

Motion negatived.

Council’s amendment 28 as follows agreed to:

Council’s amendment 33 as follows disagreed with:

28. Clause 18, page 31, line 7, omit “17(1)” and insert
“21(1)”.

33. Insert the following new clause to follow clause 5:
‘A. Substitution of sections 464R to 464X

with following amendment:
Omit “21(1)” and insert “18(1)”.

Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I move:
That the Council agree to the amendment made by the
Assembly to amendment 28 made by the Council.

Motion negatived.
Council’s amendment 29 as follows agreed to:
29. Clause 18, page 31, line 10, omit “17(1)” and insert
“21(1)”.

with following amendment:
Omit “21(1)” and insert “18(1)”.

Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I move:
That the Council agree to the amendment made by the
Assembly to amendment 29 made by the Council.

Motion negatived.
Council’s amendments 30 and 31 as follows disagreed
with:
30. Clause 18, page 31, line 12, omit “(6)” and insert “(7)”.

For sections 464R to 464X of the Principal Act
substitute —
“464R. Forensic procedures
(1) If there are reasonable grounds to believe that a
forensic procedure on a person would tend to
confirm or disprove the involvement of the person
in the commission of an offence specified in
Schedule 8, sections 464K to 464M apply to
forensic procedures as if —
(a) a reference to the taking or giving of
fingerprints were a reference to the conduct of
a forensic procedure; and
(b) a reference to an authorised person were a
reference to a person authorised under
section 464Z(1); and
(c) a reference to an indictable offence or a
summary offence referred to in Schedule 7
were a reference to an offence specified in
Schedule 8; and
(d) a reference to fingerprints were a reference to
a forensic procedure or evidence obtained as a
result of a forensic procedure.
(2) A member of the police force must inform a person
on whom a forensic procedure is to be conducted
that the person may request that the procedure be
conducted by or in the presence of a medical
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the procedure is the taking of a dental impression, a
dentist of his or her choice.”.’.
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464V(5) or 464ZF(2) or (3) or sections 464ZGB to
464ZGD or otherwise”.’.

but following amendment made by Assembly:

Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I move:
That the Council do not insist on amendment 33 disagreed
with by the Assembly.

Motion negatived.
Council’s amendment 34 as follows disagreed with:
34. Insert the following new clauses to follow clause 7:
‘B. Execution of order for mouth scraping
(1) In section 464ZA(1) of the Principal Act, for —
“If a court makes an order under section 464T(3),
464U(7) or 464V(5) for the conduct of a
compulsory procedure, or an order under
section 464ZF for the conduct of a forensic
procedure” —
substitute —
“If a forensic procedure is to be conducted under
this Subdivision”.
(2) In section 464ZA(3) of the Principal Act —
(a) for “If the Children’s Court makes an order
under section 464U(7) or 464V(5)”
substitute “If a forensic procedure is to be
conducted under this Subdivision on a child”;
(b) for “a compulsory procedure” substitute “the
forensic procedure”.
(3) In section 464ZA(4) of the Principal Act, after
“blood sample” insert “or a scraping from a
person’s mouth taken by that person”.
(4) In section 464ZA(5) of the Principal Act —
(a) omit “compulsory or”;
(b) after “procedures” insert “(except a scraping
from a person’s mouth taken by that person)”.
(5) In section 464ZA(6) of the Principal Act —
(a) for “an order under section 464T(3), 464U(7),
464V(5) or 464ZF is executed” substitute “a
forensic procedure is conducted”;
(b) after “the order” (wherever occurring) insert
“, if any,”.
(6) In section 464ZA(7) of the Principal Act, omit
“compulsory or”.
C.

Forensic reports

In section 464ZD of the Principal Act, omit “in
accordance with section 464R, 464T(3), 464U(7),

Insert the following new clause to follow clause 7:
‘AA. Execution of order for mouth scraping
(1) In section 464ZA(4) of the Principal Act, after
“blood sample” insert “or a scraping from a
person’s mouth taken by that person”.
(2) In section 464ZA(5) of the Principal Act, after
“procedures” insert “(except a scraping from a
person’s mouth taken by that person)”.’.

Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I move:
That the Council do not insist on amendment 34 disagreed
with by the Assembly and agree to the amendment made by
the Assembly to amendment 34.

Motion negatived.
Council’s amendments 35 and 36 as follows disagreed
with:
35. Insert the following new clause to follow clause 14:
‘D. Safeguards
In section 464ZGE of the Principal Act, for
sub-section (11) substitute —
“(11) This section does not prevent a member of
the police force causing a forensic
procedure to be conducted, in accordance
with this Subdivision, on a person who has
voluntarily given a sample under
sections 464ZGB to 464ZGD.”.’.
36. Insert the following new clause to follow clause 15:
‘E. Supreme Court — limitation of jurisdiction
In section 464ZI(a) of the Principal Act, for “,
464T(1), 464U(3) or 464V(2)” substitute “or
under that section as applied by section 464R”.’.

Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I move:
That the Council do not insist on amendments 35 and
36 disagreed with by the Assembly.

Motion negatived.
Ordered to be returned to Assembly with message
intimating decision of house.
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ADJOURNMENT
Hon. M. R. THOMSON (Minister for Small
Business) — I move:
That the house do now adjourn.
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I ask the Minister for Police and Emergency Services:
when is he going to do something? When is he going to
make a decision to give the people of Endeavour Hills a
police station? When will he make a decision? That is
something he does not appear to be able to do.

Police: Endeavour Hills station

Sum Strait Timber

Hon. N. B. LUCAS (Eumemmerring) — I raise
again the matter of the Endeavour Hills police station
and I raise the issue with the only minister who is
available to pass this on to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services in the other place. Sadly, we are
not able today to ask this question of the minister who
is meant to be here to deal with issues to do with police
and emergency services — namely, the Minister for
Sport and Recreation, who scurried out of the chamber.
We have only one minister left — and that is a heck of
a shame.

Hon. P. R. HALL (Gippsland) — I refer the
Minister for Environment and Conservation in another
place to a company in my electorate based at Bairnsdale
called Sum Strait Timber. The company purchases
pallet grade timber from many green timber mills
around Victoria. It then cuts that timber to the required
specifications of its clients and produces pallets of the
size required by its customers. The business was
purchased five years ago by my constituents, Annie and
Russell Allan, with borrowing relative to the
income-producing capacity of the business. At this
point of time the business is certainly very viable.

The Endeavour Hills police station, as I have raised
before in this house, is a matter of great concern to the
people of Endeavour Hills. It is a shame that I have to
keep on raising this issue which, after all, was the first
promise given to the people of Endeavour Hills prior to
the last election. Prior to the last election the Labor
Party put out a manifesto which said, ‘If you elect us
we will build an Endeavour Hills police station’ — and
that was back in 1999! Since that time not one brick has
been laid; we do not even have a site!
A little while ago Labor Party members came up with
this brilliant idea: ‘We’ve found a site to put the police
station’. Where were they going to put it? In a park!
They were going to pull out the children’s play
equipment and build a police station in a park. They
went along to the local council and said, ‘We have this
brilliant idea. We are going to build a police station in
Endeavour Hills in this park on the corner of
Heatherton Road and another street’. The council said,
‘No way are you going to put a police station in a park’,
and knocked them back.
The Minister for Police and Emergency Services in
another place attacked the council for procrastination
and a lot of other things, and also attacked the
honourable member for Berwick in another place. That
was disgraceful.
A park is not a place to put a police station. The people
of Endeavour Hills are still waiting for this no-action,
do-nothing government to do something about building
a police station at Endeavour Hills. This is a disgrace
and another broken promise by this dodgy government
that is big on promises but very small on action. It is a
real concern to me that not a brick has yet been laid.

However, the reduced sustainable yield figures recently
published by the government now put this business at
risk. The green timber mills from which my
constituents source their raw product are likely to be the
first to feel the cutback in available timber resources.
The flow-on effect would be for Sum Strait Timber to
be out of business and the operation an unsaleable one.
Annie and Russell Allan do not wish to go out of
business but if they are forced out they feel they should
share in any compensation package that inevitably will
have to be made to the timber industry in Victoria.
I request the minister to give me an indication whether
companies like Sum Strait Timber will qualify for
compensation. I, for one, believe they should do so.

ALP: ICT policy
Hon. G. B. ASHMAN (Koonung) — I refer the
Minister for Information and Communication
Technology to the Australian Labor Party 1999 election
policy ‘Connecting Victorians’ on information
technology. In the policy document the Labor Party
said:
A Victorian government will develop and implement … a
reformist, flexible and innovative Labor government would
make strategic use of its purchasing power so as to develop
the ICT industry.

I ask: what does the minister mean by ‘reformist,
flexible and innovative’?

ALP: ICT policy
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — I refer the
Minister for Information and Communication
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Technology to the Australian Labor Party 1999 election
policy document ‘Connecting Victorians’ where it
states:
A Labor government will pursue a strategic approach to
granting tax breaks and other incentives to the information
and communications technology industry.

I ask the minister to please name one.

ALP: ICT policy
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON (Koonung) — I have had
an interesting time reading the ALP’s election policy
for the last state election in regard to information
technology.
An honourable member interjected.
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON — No, I didn’t, but it was
somewhere between Alice in Wonderland and the
Brothers Grimm.
The one that appealed to me — and I would really be
interested if the minister might elucidate on this one —
was that part of the policy for IT where it said the
minister now responsible for this area would negotiate
with the private sector to supply all members of the
community with an email address — every member of
the community. The private sector would be required to
provide that in some sort of partnership with the
government. No doubt the Minister for Information and
Communication Technology would be keen to explain
that partnership to this house today and tell us how this
might be achieved, what exactly this policy
commitment meant and when it will be delivered.
Mildura courthouse
Hon. B. W. BISHOP (North Western) — My
adjournment contribution tonight is directed through
the Minister for Small Business to the
Attorney-General. The issue is about the Mildura
courthouse and the subject of community consultation.
I noticed that on 4 April the local press carried an
artist’s image of the proposed new Mildura courthouse.
The newspaper stated that the completion date is set for
December 2003 and that there would be extensive
community consultation on the project. I inform the
house that Mildura has missed the perfect opportunity
to become a state leader in the collocation of
emergency services.
I understand that in September 2000 the collocation
infrastructure planning group was formed to coordinate
the development of a collocation strategy for
implementation across Victoria. As early as September
1999, fully 12 months before the group’s formation, I
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was urging the utilisation of the old Mildura Base
Hospital site for the collocation of the courthouse,
police and correctional services, the Country Fire
Authority (CFA), the State Emergency Service (SES)
and ambulance services all on one site. In early 2000, I
stated in a media release that the courthouse, the police
station, the CFA and the then Office of Corrections
stand on commercially attractive land in desirable
prime sites in the CBD and that an additional benefit of
having those services housed together would be the
freeing up of those prime locations.
Recently, Lorne, which is on the southern coast of
Victoria, received a police and emergency services
complex in a new collocation facility encompassing
police, CFA, Victoria SES and Rural Ambulance
Victoria. The Collocation Infrastructure Planning
Group is located at the Department of Justice and
agencies are encouraged to collocate wherever feasible.
However, for some reason collocation was deemed
unsuitable for Mildura. Seldom does a region have such
an opportunity to build a major court, police and
emergency services complex with the associated
efficiencies of collocation as Mildura had and I am very
disappointed that we have missed such an opportunity.
Given that disappointment and the fact that the money
has been allocated in the state budget for the courthouse
for over three years, the people of Sunraysia are entitled
to see at least a start being made. So, my inquiry is:
when will the community consultation promised by the
minister begin?
Monash Freeway: traffic volume
Hon. R. H. BOWDEN (South Eastern) — I seek
the assistance of the Minister for Transport in the other
place to deal with the apparent rapid decline in traffic
capacity of the Monash Freeway. Thousands of my
constituents use the Monash Freeway each day. The
freeway is a vital road link to south-eastern Melbourne
but there is growing dissatisfaction with the lengthy
delays and slow travel times, particularly between
Lyndhurst and Warrigal Road in morning and evening
transit times. The freeway appears to be at or near
capacity with no extra capacity apparently scheduled.
The Monash Freeway is now slow and often unreliable.
Space is available for an extra lane over most of the
distance between Warrigal Road and Lyndhurst. An
extra lane is obviously needed now especially since
there continues to be additional traffic from the rapid
population expansion in Cranbourne and parts of the
Mornington Peninsula. The Monash Freeway is a core
traffic asset and it requires extra capacity. The question
is: will the government immediately investigate this
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important issue and initiate action to quickly increase
the capacity of the Monash Freeway?

Taxis: Whittlesea service
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Hon. G. R. Craige — Bring it back! What do we
want?
Hon. N. B. Lucas — Small Business May!

Hon. G. R. CRAIGE (Central Highlands) — I raise
with the Minister for Transport an important issue for
the people of Whittlesea: their taxi service. The
Whittlesea Taxi Service provides an essential public
transport service in a remote outer area of the northern
suburbs of Melbourne, in particular up to townships
such as Whittlesea, South Morang and Doreen, which
are all expanding growth areas, and through to Epping.

Hon. I. J. COVER — It is interesting to hear my
colleagues saying, ‘Bring it back’, because that is
exactly what people in small business, particularly in
Geelong, are saying to me. They say that Small
Business May was a great program that provided
encouragement and recognition to small business,
particularly in that month of May when the focus was
on small business.

Through the Department of Infrastructure, the Victorian
Taxi Directorate and the parliamentary secretary for
transport, the operators of Whittlesea Taxi Service have
sought to change the boundary and to attract more
drivers so they can provide services in the region. The
Department of Infrastructure, the Victorian Taxi
Directorate and the parliamentary secretary have
supported the changes to the boundary, as have
members of the public.

It was typical of this government that one of this
minister’s first acts was to get rid of this program — to
scrap it early on in line with the way the government
scrapped a number of other programs — because it was
a successful program of the former government. It was
an act of vindictiveness, not only against the former
government but against people involved in small
business, and here is an opportunity — —

The changes will move the southern boundary to Bell
Street, the eastern boundary to the Yarra River and the
western boundary to the Hume Highway, and will leave
the northern boundary on the northern boundary of the
Whittlesea council area.
One would have thought that with so much support this
would have been an easy decision for the Minister for
Transport to make. But rather than make a decision the
minister sought to send the matter to the Victorian Taxi
Association to see what it would do. The VTA is a
body of operators who run cabs such as Silver Top Taxi
Service, Black Cabs and the major country cabs. They
made a decision last week and said, ‘No, it should not
happen’.
My question is: who is running the state? Is it the state
government and the Minister for Transport, or is it the
taxi operators? I ask the minister to urgently intervene
and support his parliamentary secretary, the Department
of Infrastructure and the Victorian Taxi Directorate, not
the self-interested Victorian Taxi Association.

Small Business May
Hon. I. J. COVER (Geelong) — My adjournment
matter is for the attention of the Minister for Small
Business. Given that it is 19 April and we are less than
a fortnight away from the month of May, members on
this side of the house are very much aware that one of
the most successful programs of the former government
was Small Business May.

Hon. G. R. Craige — What do they want?
Hon. I. J. COVER — They want Small Business
May! I can understand the minister being distracted
from perhaps bringing back Small Business May,
because she is currently busy capitulating to big
business at the expense of small business and jobs in
the small business area because of liquor licensing
issues and the 8 per cent cap in Victoria.
An Honourable Member — It has been big
business in April!
Hon. I. J. COVER — Very much so. Clearly there
is an opportunity here for the minister to bring her
attention back to her portfolio responsibilities for small
business.
Far be it from me to make a suggestion about the
government doing a review, given it is doing about
700 at the minute, but it might be an opportunity for
one review that would be welcomed if it could in fact
return to small business people in Victoria the very
successful program of Small Business May.
Hon. G. R. Craige — What do they want?
Hon. I. J. COVER — They want Small Business
May!
Hon. G. R. Craige — When do they want it?
Hon. I. J. COVER — They want it in May! I ask
the Minister for Small Business if she would consider
reviewing Small Business May and bringing it back to
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the people of Victoria and to the people involved in
small business in this state, because they are the people
who generate so much economic wealth and growth for
Victoria.

Insurance: public liability
Hon. E. G. STONEY (Central Highlands) — I am
delighted to be able to put a question directly to the
Minister for Small Business, and I can see she is just as
delighted, but I am not sure the government are because
I don’t believe they are here — I think they have gone
home. Perhaps they are not keen on Friday afternoons.
I refer to the minister’s commitment to the Economic
Development Committee (EDC) in August last year
when she promised to speak to the Minister for
Environment and Conservation in the other place about
obtaining some relief for adventure tourism operators
operating on public land who are weighed down with
over-zealous and steep public liability requirements in
national parks. I remind the minister that I raised this
question with her again in question time recently. But
well after that, on 10 April 2002, the Weekly Times ran
quite a scathing article about the issues that were
mentioned in the EDC last August. I quote from that
article:
… community groups leasing Crown land are demanding to
know why their leasing costs have risen when they are
already facing the crippling effects of massive public liability
insurance premium rises.

I ask: has the minister raised the issue with the Minister
for Environment and Conservation since I raised it with
her; and if so, what was the outcome?

Schools: class sizes
Hon. M. T. LUCKINS (Waverley) — I raise a
matter with the Minister for Small Business, given that
she is the only minister who has bothered to attend the
adjournment debate this evening, for the attention of the
Minister for Education Services. I refer to the
government’s promise to the Victorian community at
the last election to have 21 or fewer students in years
prep to grade 2 in primary schools throughout Victoria.
I draw attention to an article in the Herald Sun today
and note that there are still 161 schools with 30 or more
students in every class and that 30 per cent of all
primary classes have more than 25 students.
According to this article, it is also a fact that half of the
class sizes from prep to year 2 are above the target set
and promised by the government of 21 or fewer
students between the years of prep to grade 2. I have
had a quick look at the list of schools in the Herald Sun
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today and I was very distressed to learn that Wheelers
Hill Primary School has an average in prep to grade 2
classes of 23.3 students, Jells Park Primary School has
an average of 25.8 students, Clayton has 26, Clayton
South has 24.8, Hughesdale has 23.5 and Essex Heights
has 24.3. These schools are located across my
electorate and those in Clayton and Hughesdale are in
areas with a very high socioeconomic disadvantage.
Given that as Minister for Education Services the
minister is supposedly responsible for work force
management, I ask her to give an undertaking to
guarantee that this promise made prior to the 1999
election will be implemented in every primary school in
the years prep to grade 2 at the commencement of the
2003 school year. I have an incentive and an interest in
this issue, as do many honourable members on this side
of the house, because I have a child in grade 2 and a
daughter who is going into prep next year.
On behalf of all parents throughout Victoria I urge the
government to implement its promise to the people of
Victoria prior to the commencement of the next school
year.

Rail: Belgrave car parking security
Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER (Silvan) — I seek the
assistance of the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services in the other place, through the Minister for
Small Business, following reports in my electorate on
the continual vandalism and theft of cars. It has been
brought to my attention that something urgently needs
to be done in relation to improving safety, particularly
at railway stations and their car parks. One Belgrave
resident reported that vandals caused more than
$250 damage to her car’s locks, steering and ignition.
Another car had been broken into only a few cars away
from hers. The constituent’s comments seem to
accurately display the serious nature of the problem.
She said it was like every second person she met has
had the same thing happen to them.
Something needs to be done in conjunction with train
companies which operate on the railway lines, the
police and the community at large to improve the
security of railway stations and their car parks. Police
have acknowledged locally that railway stations are a
serious security problem, but whilst they have patrolled
the areas in marked and unmarked cars they could only
do so much due to the need to attend other areas. A
Connex Trains spokesperson has been reported as
saying there were no plans to upgrade security at
Belgrave station.
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I urge the Minister for Police and Emergency Services
to act immediately to find a solution to this problem of
security at railway stations for patrons and their
belongings. I ask that he consult with the police as well
as with the train companies to produce the most suitable
answer to the problem of vandalism and car theft.

Liquor: licences
Hon. BILL FORWOOD (Templestowe) — I raise
an issue with the Minister for Small Business, which
she will not be surprised to know goes to the issue of
liquor, and particularly the 8 per cent cap. I make the
point at the outset that today, 19 April, is one day after
the commencement of the 12-month period that the
minister said Woolworths had to divest itself of licences
above the 8 per cent cap. As everybody in this place
knows, the minister lied to the people of Victoria in
relation to liquor and lied to the small business
community, and there is absolutely no doubt that
Woolworths got to her and she collapsed under the
pressure.
Hon. M. R. Thomson — On a point of order,
Mr President, yesterday in this house when the
Honourable Bruce Atkinson got to his feet and took
offence to the use of the word ‘lied’ in relation to
himself the Honourable Theo Theophanous was asked
to withdraw. I ask you to ask the Leader of the
Opposition to withdraw his remarks about my having
lied on those matters.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I invite the honourable
member to withdraw.
Hon. BILL FORWOOD — I withdraw! The
minister was totally unable to tell the truth in relation to
any of the matters in relation to Woolworths. Her
misleading comments in the committee stage of the
debate, when we heard — —
An Honourable Member — They were untrue!
Hon. BILL FORWOOD — Absolutely! She told
more than one untruth in relation to the committee stage
of the debate when we debated the bill a year ago, and
that was evidence of the fact she had absolutely no
capacity to come in and tell the truth to the people of
Victoria or to the small business people who are most
affected by it.
The minister knows she is trying to facilitate or
negotiate an agreement between various people. One of
the clauses in this agreement is:
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Woolworths and Coles Myer shall generally only increase
their holdings above 8 per cent level by buying out existing
independent liquor stores within the 1-kilometre radius.

This is the minister’s idea and her way of keeping a
commitment to keep to 8 per cent. The question I think
the minister needs to answer is: how can they be asked
only to increase above 8 per cent when they are already
there? How can they only do it by buying licences
belonging to independent liquor stores within a
1-kilometre radius when everybody, including blind
Freddy, knows that Woolworths has far more than 8 per
cent, not just because of the licences it bought through
the Liberty Liquor purchase a year ago but because of
the recent purchases through Franklins as well, which
added an extra 32 licences to it.
I have a very simple question for the minister. This is
her agreement. She is the person who is putting it
together, and everybody knows she has not said
anything true about this to date. Would the minister
care to tell the people of Victoria the truth about this
particular clause? It says:
Woolworths and Coles Myer shall generally only increase
their holdings above 8 per cent level by buying out existing
independent liquor stores within the 1-kilometre radius.

What does that actually mean?

Elections: electronic voting
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Eumemmerring) —
I raise a matter for the Minister for Information and
Communication Technology, which is fortunate
because she is the only minister here. It goes to the
issue of a press release the minister put out on
20 February titled ‘E-democracy comes to Victoria’.
The press release states:
Electronic voting in state elections will be considered as part
of an inquiry into electronic democracy, the Minister for
Information and Communication Technology, Marsha
Thomson, announced today.

It quotes the minister:
Not only will the inquiry help make the parliamentary process
more relevant to the community, it will also increase even
further the transparency and accountability of Parliament and
the government — a key objective of the Bracks government.

Further in the minister’s press release she refers to the
e-democracy inquiry as having been outlined and
originating in the state government’s ICT policy which
she says is a document entitled ‘Connecting Victoria’. I
referred back to ‘Connecting Victoria’ and it does refer
to the inquiry that the minister spoke about in her
20 February press release this year. However, the
document was in fact a ministerial statement delivered
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by the Minister for State and Regional Development in
November 1999.

The answer is quite simple, Mr Bracks. Victoria is being
punished by the grants commission because it is a high-taxing
state.

This inquiry was announced by the Minister for State
and Regional Development 18 months ago, and it is
only now, in February 2002, that the new minister for
ICT is actually initiating the inquiry despite the fact that
she describes it as a key objective — so ‘key’ that she
waited 18 months before acting on it.

Lower the stamp duty impost to even an average of the stamp
duty rates paid by the rest of Australia, and reduce other
taxes, and then Victoria will receive closer to its fair share of
commonwealth taxes actually paid by Victorians.

The other aspect of this is that at the same time as the
minister is talking about introducing electronic voting
into Victoria the Attorney-General has introduced a
piece of legislation in the other place to upgrade and
update Victoria’s electoral legislation. I seek from the
minister an explanation: given that the
Attorney-General has already introduced a bill into the
Assembly to completely rewrite the electoral provisions
for this state, is not her inquiry into electronic voting
nothing more than a political stunt?

Taxation: government policy
Hon. D. McL. DAVIS (East Yarra) — I raise a
matter for the attention of the Treasurer in the other
place, and again, as on most nights this week, the
Treasurer’s representative in this place has not been
present to hear my request and my attempt to seek some
information.
The matter again relates to taxation, in particular to the
comments by the taxpayers organisation, Taxpayers
Australia, about the Bracks government’s level of
taxation. The editorial headed ‘Mr Bracks: stop the tax
rip-off!’ by Peter McDonald in the organisation’s
1 April 2002 newsletter makes a very clear set of
statements:
Victoria is without doubt the highest taxing state in Australia
and property owners are paying the price. The windfall that is
being reaped by the Victorian government has cost Victorian
taxpayers dearly.

It goes on to say:
The Victorian government has nobody but itself to blame. If it
wasn’t ripping off its own residents it would not be
short-changed by the grants commission.

The interesting point about this is that Taxpayers
Australia draws attention not only to the high level of
taxation in Victoria but the double effects of that.
Firstly, Victorians pay high tax, but secondly, the
Commonwealth Grants Commission formulas do not
reward Victoria for having that high taxation rate. In
fact, they penalise Victoria. The newsletter further
states:

The solution is in your hands.

The editorial concludes. But in the light of the
Treasurer’s statement that there will be $50 million of
tax cuts brought forward, it is important to realise that
this is a tiny drop in the ocean on the more than
$1 billion that has been collected in addition to the
budgeted amounts this year. In fact, over $750 million
in additional property taxes — stamp duty
principally — has been collected by this government
this year. I want to make the point that Taxpayers
Australia is absolutely right. The Treasurer ought in this
budget and ahead of time take some serious steps to
deal with this. The tiny crumbs he has offered Victorian
taxpayers are insignificant compared to the massive
take that he has ripped away from Victorians. I want
him to assess what is happening with the
Commonwealth Grants Commission and say why he
has chosen to double tax Victorians in this way.

Solariums: skin cancer
Hon. ANDREA COOTE (Monash) — I ask the
Minister for Small Business to pass a matter on to the
Minister for Health in another place the issue of
solariums. There are a number of solariums in my
electorate, and I am very concerned about a lot of
young people who are using them This week there was
a huge payout for tobacco-related issues and I think this
will also loom as a problem for solariums because of
the potential risk of an increase in skin cancer to people
using them.
I quote from a 2 April 2001 press release from the
Cancer Council of Victoria:
Sunsmart is planning to step up promotion of solariums as a
risk factor for skin cancer, in response to new draft solarium
guidelines that have been released recently.
The new industry standard, released for comment by
Standards Australia, will strongly encourage solarium
operators to display health warnings concerning the risks
associated with solarium UV exposure.

It goes on to say that the manager of the Victorian
Sunsmart program says:
… he understood why some customers, particularly younger
users, could believe solariums were safe when solariums
advertised as offering safe tans for all skin types.
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The media release also states:
Latest research by the Sunsmart program shows 9 per cent of
all Victorians aged between the ages of 14 and 29 had used a
solarium. Given the rise in solarium establishments recently,
Sunsmart predicts this number is likely to rise.

I am particularly concerned about this. I have a
solarium close to my office and I see people using it all
the time. I am very concerned that there seem to be no
signs promoting, and no acknowledgment of, the
dangers concerned. My question to the minister is: how
will the Bracks government raise awareness of the
dangers of solariums in Victoria?

Liquor: licences
Hon. W. I. SMITH (Silvan) — The matter I raise is
with the Minister for Small Business. Several times this
morning during debate I heard the words
‘accountability’, ‘transparency’ and ‘openness’. I put to
the minister that this government is not really interested
in those words.
This morning I asked questions regarding the liquor
industry and the fact that the industry’s legal advice on
a contract had proven that it was not worth the paper it
was written on. Half an hour after question time I
received a phone call from a member of one of the
industry associations involved in the government’s
negotiations who had been talking with me about that
document. They said they had received a phone call
from the department of the Minister for Small Business
to find out where I was obtaining my information about
the government’s negotiations. Whilst these are
intimidating tactics to resolve a situation the
government cannot resolve, the member of the liquor
industry treated the phone call with great derision, and
believes it shows even more that the minister is not in
control of her portfolio. They are quite incredulous at
the intimidatory process.
However, during that conversation this morning it was
put to the association by the public servant that the
contract it was negotiating is no longer a legally binding
document — in fact, it is a memo of understanding. The
liquor association is absolutely incredulous about the
fact that this document which it certainly thought was a
legally binding contract — and that is why it has been
involved in discussions with the minister — now
suddenly becomes a memo of understanding. I am
curious to know what the minister sees the document
as: a memo of understanding or as a legal document
and agreement between Woolworths, Coles, and both
liquor associations?

Friday, 19 April 2002

Information and communications technology:
tenders
Hon. C. A. FURLETTI (Templestowe) — I am
pleased to be able to direct a matter to the Minister for
Information and Communication Technology. It is a
pleasure to be able to direct my concerns directly to the
minister, as once again the government has seen fit to
have its other ministers avoid the scrutiny of this place
and the possibility of members on this side directly
raising constituency and other matters with ministers.
In scrutinising the 1999 information technology (IT)
policy of the government, I note that the government’s
policy is that when outsourcing IT contracts it will
ensure the tender process is conducted and sourced to
ensure Victorian IT companies will compete with
multinationals. Would the minister advise the house of
the degree of success the government has achieved in
supporting Victorian IT companies above
multinationals?

Planning: broiler farms
Hon. K. M. SMITH (South Eastern) — I raise with
the Minister for Planning in the other place the issue of
a broiler shed in Nar Nar Goon, a 90 000-bird class C
farm. When the applicant put in the application
regarding this chicken shed, the council policy at the
time determined it was not allowed — it did not fall
within the council’s guidelines — and the new
government regulations would not allow it.
Unfortunately those regulations took about one week
more to be implemented than did a Victorian Civil and
Administrative Tribunal (VCAT) decision which
overturned the council’s initial ruling that it did not
want this particular shed.
Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. K. M. SMITH — The minister should have.
What concerns me is that on advice from the minister
the council was directed to appeal the first decision of
VCAT. That appeal was lost, unfortunately, but it was
all done on the minister’s advice.
The proponent of the chicken shed is now seeking costs
of around $300 000. Most of those costs were incurred
because of the advice of the minister. Initially the
minister and the department were joined in the costs
action. The strange thing is that the minister was
dropped from that action, and one has to ask why. The
minister must have applied a fair amount of pressure to
be excluded from that action by the proponent.
It will cost the council a large amount of money to fight
for something that the people up there did not want.
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The chicken shed is to be within a couple of hundred
metres of the centre of the township of Nar Nar Goon.
If that chicken shed is built there, it will put that town
out of business because nobody will want to build in an
area with a chicken shed so close to the town.
Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. K. M. SMITH — Minister, I consider your
actions in laughing at what I have just raised to be
appalling!

Tata Consultancy Services
Hon. B. C. BOARDMAN (Chelsea) — I raise a
matter for the Minister for Information and
Communication Technology following on from my
colleague Mr Furletti, who correctly outlined that ALP
policy at the last election was to place an emphasis on
the attraction of local investment in the information and
communications technology (ICT) industry, and the
Labor Party’s deliberate attempts to fulfil its objectives.
I refer the minister to her announcement on 25 February
that there would be 200 new jobs for Victoria in ICT
because the Indian company, Tata Consultancy
Services, or TCS, was to establish its global
development centre in Melbourne. TCS is an
internationally renowned company of some standing. It
consults with seven of the Fortune top 500 companies
and has an international reputation that it thoroughly
deserves. It is large, with 20 000 employees and
50 branches world wide, so it is a multinational
company, which I am sure the minister will concede.
Equally I hope the minister will concede that part of
this investment that is coming to Victoria is also along
the lines of the federal government IT investment
attraction scheme, which provided some assistance in
fulfilling this deal.
Will the minister outline what consideration was given
to existing services from localised companies and
whether the localised companies were in a position to
provide a similar service to the global development
centre that TCS is providing for Melbourne? Also, as
no further information has been given on this
announcement, such as where the global development
centre might be located, I invite the minister to this
afternoon announce where this facility will be so we do
not have a situation where in the forthcoming election
campaign this announcement is rehashed and probably
announced in a Labor-held marginal seat.

Responses
Hon. M. R. THOMSON (Minister for Small
Business) — The Honourable Neil Lucas raised for the
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Minister for Police and Emergency Services in another
place a matter about the Endeavour Hills police station.
I will pass that on to the minister for his direct response.
The Honourable Peter Hall raised for the Minister for
Environment and Conservation in another place a
matter in relation to Sum Strait Timber, which is owned
by Annie and Russell Allan, and the pallet timber that
that company uses for the production of pallets. He is
seeking to find out whether or not the compensation
package would apply to that business. I will certainly
pass that on to the minister for her response.
The Honourable Gerald Ashman raised a question
about ‘flexible and innovative’ and what it means. I
suggest he look it up in the dictionary.
The Honourable Philip Davis inquired about tax breaks
and the facilitation of investment. The Honourable
Cameron Boardman just answered the honourable
member’s question by naming one, and that is Tata
Consultancy Services. That answers that question.
The Honourable Bruce Atkinson raised a question in
relation to access to email for Victorians. We have
community programs which give access to email for
Victorians who are unable to get an email of their own.
The Honourable Barry Bishop raised a question in
relation to Mildura courthouse and the consultation
process in relation to it. I will pass on to the
Attorney-General the question of the date the
consultations begin and ask him to respond to the
honourable member.
The Honourable Ron Bowden raised a matter for the
Minister for Transport concerning the Monash Freeway
and bottlenecks between Lyndhurst and Warrigal Road.
I will pass that on to the minister for him to address the
honourable member directly.
The Honourable Geoff Craige raised a matter for the
Minister for Transport in relation to the Whittlesea taxi
service and the boundaries it operates from. I will pass
that on to the minister for a direct response.
The Honourable Ian Cover raised the matter of Small
Business May. Not one single small business has raised
the matter with me. The government has spread
information and access to it across the state. It gives
priority to small business 12 months a year, not for just
one public relations exercise.
The Honourable Graeme Stoney raised a question
relating to adventure tourism on public land and asked
whether I had raised the matter with the minister. I had
a conversation with the minister after a meeting of the
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Public Accounts and Estimates Committee. It was
included as part of the considerations being looked at as
part of the government’s overall actions in relation to
public liability more generally. The same standards
apply right across Australia for national parks, but it is a
matter of ongoing discussion in relation to public
liability and the Minister for Finance is responsible for
the government’s response on public liability.

ministers as to whether they address themselves to the
matter put to them.

The Honourable Maree Luckins raised a matter for the
Minister for Education Services in relation to class sizes
in years P–2. I will pass that on, although I believe it is
a matter for the Minister for Education and Training.

The Honourable Ken Smith raised the question of
broiler sheds at Nar Nar Goon, and I will send that on
to the Minister for Planning.

The Honourable Andrew Olexander raised a matter for
the Minister for Police and Emergency Services
concerning the theft of cars and vandalism at railway
stations and sought that the minister have discussions
with the police and the transport companies about
preventive measures in relation to those incidents. I will
raise that with the minister for his direct response.
The Honourable Bill Forwood raised the question of the
8 per cent cap in respect of liquor licences and a clause
in a document that he read from. Let me make it clear:
that is a document for discussion only. The clause read
out by the honourable member is one being sought by
the industry itself and it brings together the requests of
the industry for it to be able to discuss issues of
relevance. I look forward to the continuation of those
discussions.
The Honourable Gordon Rich-Phillips raised the
question of e-democracy, and the answer is no.
The Honourable David Davis raised a matter for the
Treasurer in relation to taxation matters. I will pass that
on to the minister for his direct response.
The Honourable Andrea Coote raised a matter for the
Minister for Health in relation to solariums and the role
they play in causing skin cancer. She asked how the
government will raise awareness of the dangers in
relation to the use of solariums. I will send that to the
minister for a response.
The Honourable Wendy Smith raised a matter in
relation to a document, and I have no idea what she is
talking about in relation to a phone call.
Hon. W. I. Smith — On a point of order,
Mr President, I asked a question about whether the
minister thought it was a memo, a legal document or a
contract, and she has not answered that.
The PRESIDENT — Order! The minister’s answer
does dispose of the question. It is up to individual

Hon. M. R. THOMSON — The Honourable Carlo
Furletti raised a matter in relation to information
technology contracts and supporting Victorian IT
companies, and the Victorian industry participation
policy (VIPP) policy goes towards that.

The Honourable Cameron Boardman raised the issue of
Tata Consultancy Services and where it will be located.
That will be announced in due course.
Motion agreed to.
House adjourned 3.46 p.m.
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
Answers to the following questions on notice were circulated on the date shown.
Questions have been incorporated from the notice paper of the Legislative Council.
Answers have been incorporated in the form supplied by the departments on behalf of the appropriate ministers.
The portfolio of the minister answering the question on notice starts each heading.

Tuesday, 16 April 2002
Premier: Victorian Public Service — salaries
2280. THE HON. D. McL. DAVIS — To ask the Honourable the Minister for Industrial Relations (for the
Honourable the Premier): What is the total number of members of the Victorian Public Service employed by
the Government at the end of 1996–97, 1997–98, 1998–99, 1999–2000 and 2000–01 respectively, and what
is the total salary and benefits paid (excluding superannuation) by the Government to all members of the
Victorian Public Service employed in each of those financial years.
ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The number of Victorian Public Service (VPS) staff members (ie the head count) at the end of each of these
financial years is1:
1996-97
1997-98
1998-99
1999-2000
2000-01

28,447
26,322
26,255
28,511
30,635

Total expenditure on employee entitlements (including salaries and wages, annual leave and long service leave) on
an accrual basis for each of the following financial years is2:
1996-97
1997-98
1998-99
1999-2000
2000-01

$7.122 billion (actual)
$6.832 billion (actual)
$6.984 billion (actual)
$7.439 billion (actual)
$7.991 billion (revised)

The VPS staffing numbers and total expenditure on employee entitlements are not directly comparable due to
differences in coverage. The VPS staffing numbers relate to the 8 core departments and 12 administrative offices.
Employee entitlement expenditure relates to the 8 core departments and 12 administrative offices plus all schools,
TAFEs, hospitals and health services. Because different systems are used to capture this data, it is not possible to
provide the information on exactly the same basis.

Multicultural affairs: use of term ‘Macedonian/Slavonic’
2339. THE HON. C. A. FURLETTI — To ask the Honourable the Minister for Industrial Relations (for the
Honourable the Premier): Did the Government, or people acting on its behalf hold discussions and/or
negotiations with Mr Chris Sidoti, Human Rights Commissioner, between 25 May 2000 and 8 September
1
2

Source: Office of Public Employment Annual Reports
Source: Table C2 of 2001-02 Budget Paper No. 2
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2000 as to whether the Government should withdraw the term “Macedonian/Slavonic” and/or issue an
apology and/or pay costs to any group or class of persons; if so, when did the Premier become aware of such
discussions or negotiations having occurred.
ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Inquiries have been made with the Department of Premier and Cabinet and the office of the Minister Assisting the
Premier on Multicultural Affairs. I am advised that these inquiries indicate that no person was authorised to contact
the Human Rights Commissioner and that no person within the Department or the Minister’s office did so.

Major projects: transfer of responsibility of Major Projects to State and Regional Development
2475. THE HON. E. G. STONEY — To ask the Honourable the Minister for Sport and Recreation (for the
Honourable the Minister for Major Projects and Tourism): Will the Minister provide an itemised breakdown
of the $1.217 million in the 2000-2001 Financial Report of the State of Victoria, page 126, allocated to the
transfer of responsibility of the Office of Major Projects to the Department of State and Regional
Development.
ANSWER:
I am informed that the 2000-2001 State Budget provided that transfer of Departmental responsibility for the Budget
of the then Office of Major Projects from the Department of Infrastructure to the Department of State and Regional
Development would take place from 1 January 2001. An immediate transfer from the commencement of the
financial year was not possible as an amendment was needed to the Project Development and Construction
Management Act to establish the Secretary to the Department of State and Regional Development as a body
corporate before that Department could take Budget responsibility for the Office of Major Projects.
The required amendments to the Act came into effect from 17 October 2001, however consequential asset
allocations and the transfer of Budget responsibility did not come into effect until 1 April 2001.
Accordingly, for the period from 1 January 2001 to 31 March 2001, expenditure by the Office of Major Projects
was formally recorded against the Department of Infrastructure, when the Budget allocation relating to that period
was held by the Department of State and Regional Development. Consultation between the Departments of
Infrastructure, State and Regional Development and Treasury and Finance led to a request by the Department of
Infrastructure for reimbursement to it of its unfunded expenditure through a Treasurer’s Advance.

Environment and conservation: Environment Protection Authority — air testing stations
2498. THE HON. J. W. G. ROSS — To ask the Honourable the Minister for Energy and Resources (for the
Honourable the Minister for Environment and Conservation):
(a) At what Environment Protection Authority air testing stations has there been a test result of — (i) poor
air quality; and (ii) very poor air quality.
(b) On what dates in 1999, 2000 and 2001, respectively, did these test results occur.
ANSWER:
I am informed by EPA that the Honourable Member’s question is framed in reference to EPA’s Air Quality Index.
The index enables easy interpretation of whether a range of pollutants are at levels that may cause harm to human
health or in the case of the visibility standard, reflects protection of aesthetic qualities. An index value of Poor or
Very Poor indicates an exceedence of the National Environment Protection Measure (Air NEPM) or State
Environment Protection Policy (SEPP) for one or more of these pollutants. Monitoring data are available since
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1979 and, whilst improvements have been made to instrumentation over the last 20 years, the net effect of these
changes on actual results is relatively minor.
The attached tables list the requested information, with the addition of data from 1998. Note, that analysis of trends
in air quality tends to be inconclusive for periods less than 5 years, as weather conditions, which strongly influence
the occurrence, duration and severity of individual pollution episodes, vary considerably from year to year.
It is important to note from these tables, that most incidences of Poor or Very Poor air quality result from an
exceedence of the standard for visibility reducing particles (API). The visibility standard is set to reflect aesthetic
quality, not human health. The particle standard established Nationally to protect human health is based on the
concentrations of fine particles (PM10 – particles smaller than 10 micrometres). Exceedences of the PM10 standard
are rare.
Melbourne is fortunate compared with many other cities of similar size – our geography, climate and dispersed
population mean that air quality is good, most of the time. Air quality in the Port Phillip Region has improved
significantly over the last 20 years. These improvements are mainly due to the phasing in of cleaner motor vehicles,
controls on industrial emissions, the increasing adoption of cleaner processes and technology by industry and the
banning of backyard incineration in much of the region.
The community’s expectations regarding air quality are not static, and are reflected in a desire for continual
improvement in the quality of the air environment. These higher expectations underlie the new State Environment
Protection Policy (Air Quality Management), which was established last year replacing the original 1981 Air
Policy. In addition, EPA has initiated its Air Quality Improvement Plan, to promote improvements in air quality
needed to meet the goals of the new policy and the aspirations of Victorians.
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Air Quality Index for 1998 over Port Phillip Region
Station Date
18-Feb-98
19-Feb-98
26-Feb-98
03-Mar-98
12-Mar-98
30-Mar-98
03-May-98
04-May-98
05-May-98
18-May-98

Box Hill

Brighton

Dandenong

Geelong South
Very Poor-API

Paisley

Pt .Cook

RMIT

Poor-API

Poor-API

Footscray

Mt. Cottrell

Poor-PM10
Poor-API
Poor-PM10
Poor-API
Poor-API
Very Poor-API
Poor-API
Very Poor-API

Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API

Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Very Poor-API

Poor-API

Poor-API

Poor-API

Poor-API

Poor-API

Poor-API

Poor-API
Poor-API
Very Poor-API

Poor-API
Poor-API

Poor-API

Poor-API

Poor-API

Poor-API

Poor-API

Poor-API

Very Poor-API,
Poor-PM10
Poor-API

Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API

Very Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API

Poor-API

Poor-API
Poor-API

Poor-API
Poor-API

Poor-API
Poor-API

Poor-API
Poor-API
Very Poor-API
Very Poor-API

Very Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Very Poor-API
Very Poor-API

Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Very Poor-API

Poor-API
Poor-API

Poor-API

Poor-API
Poor-API

Poor-API
Poor-API

Poor-API

Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
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Poor-API
Very Poor-API
Very Poor-API
Very Poor-API
Poor-API

Poor-API
Poor-API
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19-May-98
31-May-98
01-Jun-98
03-Jun-98
09-Jun-98
10-Jun-98
17-Jun-98
29-Jun-98
30-Jun-98
14-Jul-98
17-Jul-98
18-Jul-98
19-Jul-98
20-Jul-98
23-Jul-98
24-Jul-98
25-Jul-98
26-Jul-98
06-Aug-98
07-Aug-98
13-Aug-98
19-Aug-98
20-Aug-98

Alphington

Alphington
Poor-API
Poor-API
Very Poor-API
Poor-API

Box Hill
Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Very Poor-API

Brighton
Poor-API
Poor-API

Dandenong

Geelong South

Poor-API

Poor-API

Paisley

Pt .Cook

RMIT
Poor-API
Poor-API

Footscray
Poor-API
Poor-API

Mt. Cottrell

Poor-O3

Poor-O3

Very Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-O3

Tuesday, 16 April 2002

Station Date
10-Sep-98
11-Sep-98
10-Oct-98
11-Oct-98
12-Oct-98
10-Dec-98
Total 1998

36 API Exceedences
1 O3 Exceedence
3 TEOM PM10 Exceedences

POOR : AQ Index between 101-150% of SEPP Limits, VERY POOR : AQ Index > 150% of SEPP Limits
TEOM = Particle Measurement by Tapered Element Oscillating Microbalance
API = Airborne Particle Index (Visibility Objective) PM10 = Particles with an equivalent aerodynamic diameter of 10 micrometers or less
O3 = ozone, a photchemical oxidant
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Air Quality Index for 1999 over Port Phillip Region
Alphington

Box Hill

Brighton

Dandenong

Footscray
Poor-API

Geelong South

Paisley
Poor-API

Pt Cook
Poor-API
Very Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API

Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API

Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API

RMIT
Poor-API

Poor-API

Poor-API

Poor-API

Poor-API

Poor-API

Poor-API
Poor-API

Poor-API

Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Very Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API

Poor-API
Very Poor-API
Poor-API

Poor-API
Poor-API

Poor-API
Poor-API
Very Poor-API
Poor-API

Poor-API
Very Poor-API
Poor-API

Poor-API

Poor-API
Poor-API

Poor-API
Poor-API

Poor-API

Poor-API

Poor-API
Poor-API

Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API

Poor-API

Poor-API

Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Very Poor-API
26 API Exceedences
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POOR : AQ Index between 101-150% of SEPP Limits, VERY POOR : AQ Index > 150% of SEPP Limits
TEOM = Particle Measurement by Tapered Element Oscillating Microbalance
API = Airborne Particle Index (Visibility Objective) PM10 = Particles with an equivalent aerodynamic diameter of 10 micrometers or less
O3 = ozone, a photchemical oxidant

Very Poor-API
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Station Date
02-Jan-99
12-Feb-99
13-Feb-99
14-Feb-99
01-Mar-99
10-Apr-99
12-Apr-99
24-Apr-99
25-Apr-99
29-Apr-99
05-May-99
06-May-99
03-Jun-99
19-Jun-99
23-Jun-99
26-Jun-99
27-Jun-99
10-Jul-99
11-Jul-99
15-Jul-99
16-Jul-99
01-Aug-99
03-Aug-99
23-Aug-99
24-Sep-99
03-Nov-99
Total 1999

Station Date
19-Jan-00
21-Feb-00
05-Apr-00
11-Apr-00
12-Apr-00

Box Hill
Very Poor-API
Poor-PM10

Brighton
Very Poor-API

Dandenong

Footscray
Poor-API

Poor-API
Very Poor-API,
Poor-PM10

Poor-API
Very Poor-API

Poor-API
Very Poor-API

Poor-API
Very Poor-API,
Poor-PM10

Poor-API
Very Poor-API,
Poor-PM10

Geelong South

Poor-API
Poor-API
Very Poor-API

Paisley
Very Poor-API

Pt.Cook
Very Poor-API

RMIT
Poor-API

Poor-API
Very Poor-API

Poor-API
Very Poor-API

Very Poor-API

Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API

Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Very Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Very Poor-API
Poor-API
Very Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API

Very Poor-API
Very Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Very Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API

Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API

Very Poor-API
Very Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API

Poor-API
Poor-API
Very Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API

Poor-API
Poor-API

Very Poor-API
Very Poor-API

Poor-API

Poor-API
Poor-API

Very Poor-API
Very Poor-API
Poor-API

Poor-API

Very Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API

Poor-API
Poor-API

Poor-API
Very Poor-API

Very Poor-API
Poor-API

Very Poor-API
Poor-API

Poor-API
Poor-API
29 API Exceedences
2 TEOM PM10 Exceedences

POOR : AQ Index between 101-150% of SEPP Limits, VERY POOR : AQ Index > 150% of SEPP Limits
TEOM = Particle Measurement by Tapered Element Oscillating Microbalance
API = Airborne Particle Index (Visibility Objective) PM10 = Particles with an equivalent aerodynamic diameter of 10 micrometers or less
O3 = ozone, a photchemical oxidant
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13-Apr-00
25-Apr-00
03-May-00
10-May-00
15-May-00
11-Jun-00
12-Jun-00
13-Jun-00
14-Jun-00
18-Jun-00
19-Jun-00
02-Jul-00
03-Jul-00
04-Jul-00
10-Jul-00
13-Jul-00
16-Jul-00
17-Jul-00
01-Aug-00
02-Aug-00
05-Aug-00
12-Aug-00
13-Aug-00
19-Aug-00
17-Nov-00
Total 2000

Alphington
Poor-API

Tuesday, 16 April 2002

Air Quality Index for 2000 over Port Phillip Region
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Air Quality Index for Jan-June 2001 over Port Phillip Region
Station Date
11-Jan-011
12-Jan-011

Brighton
Very Poor-API
Very Poor-API,
Poor-PM10
Poor-API
Poor-API

Dandenong

Geelong South

Paisley
Poor-API
Very Poor-API

RMIT
Very Poor-API
Very Poor-API

Poor-API

Poor-API

Poor-API
Poor-API

Poor-API
Poor-API

Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API

Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API

Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API

Poor-API

Poor-API

Poor-API

Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API

Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
20 API Exceedences
1 TEOM PM10 Exceedence

Air Quality impacted by King Island bushfire

POOR : AQ Index between 101-150% of SEPP Limits, VERY POOR : AQ Index > 150% of SEPP Limits
TEOM = Particle Measurement by Tapered Element Oscillating Microbalance
API = Airborne Particle Index (Visibility Objective) PM10 = Particles with an equivalent aerodynamic diameter of 10 micrometers or less
O3 = ozone, a photchemical oxidant
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Box Hill
Very Poor-API
Very Poor-API,
Poor-PM10
Poor-API

COUNCIL

13-Jan-011
01-Apr-01
6-Apr-01
29-Apr-01
30-Apr-01
02-May-01
03-May-01
04-May-01
05-May-01
06-May-01
08-May-01
13-May-01
22-May-01
27-May-01
28-May-01
17-Jun-01
18-Jun-01
30-Jun-01
Total 2001

Alphington
Very Poor-API
Very PoorAPI & PM10
Poor-API

Tuesday, 16 April 2002
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Latrobe Valley Region Air Quality Index

Latrobe Valley Region Air Quality Index

1998

1999

Station Date
19-May-98
03-Jun-98
30-Jun-98
14-Jul-98
17-Jul-98
18-Jul-98
20-Jul-98
23-Jul-98
26-Jul-98
13-Aug-98
10-Oct-98
28-Apr-98
29-Apr-98
14-May-98
15-May-98
26-May-98
27-May-98
28-May-98
30-May-98
04-Jun-98
06-Jun-98
13-Jun-98
18-Jun-98
19-Jun-98
27-Jun-98
28-Jun-98
04-Jul-98
06-Jul-98
12-Jul-98
15-Jul-98
16-Jul-98
25-Sep-98
Total 1998

Moe

Traralgon
Poor-API
Poor-API

Poor-API

Poor-API
Poor-API

Very Poor-API

Poor-API
Very Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Very Poor-API
Very Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API

Station Date
14-Feb-99
09-Mar-99
23-Apr-99
01-May-99
06-May-99
07-May-99
12-May-99
13-May-99
18-May-99
19-Jun-99
20-Jun-99
21-Jun-99
22-Jun-99
24-Jun-99
25-Jun-99
27-Jun-99
06-Jul-99
07-Jul-99
09-Jul-99
10-Jul-99
11-Jul-99
28-Jul-99
29-Jul-99
31-Dec-99
Total 1999

Moe
Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API

Traralgon

Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API

Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Very Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API

Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Very Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Very Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Very Poor-API
Poor-API
24 API Exceedences

Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
32 API Exceedences

Latrobe Valley Region Air Quality Index

Latrobe Valley Region Air Quality Index

2000

Jan-Jun 2001

Station Date
03-Feb-00
08-Feb-00
12-Apr-00
12-Jun-00
14-Jun-00
19-Jun-00
21-Jun-00
25-Jun-00
06-Jul-00
08-Jul-00
23-Aug-00
Total 2000

Moe

Traralgon
Poor-API
Poor-API

Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Very Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
11 API Exceedences

Station Date
11-Jan-01
15-Mar-01
30-Mar-01
01-Apr-01
07-Apr-01
07-May-01
02-Jun-01
05-Jun-01
18-Jun-01
19-Jun-01
27-Jun-01
Total

Moe
Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API

Traralgon
Poor-API
Poor-API

Poor-API
Very Poor-API
Poor-API
Poor-API
11 API Exceedences

Poor-API

POOR : AQ Index between 101-150% of SEPP Limits, VERY POOR : AQ Index > 150% of SEPP Limits
TEOM = Particle Measurement by Tapered Element Oscillating Microbalance
API = Airborne Particle Index (Visibility Objective) PM10 = Particles with an equivalent aerodynamic diameter of 10 micrometers or less
O3 = ozone, a photchemical oxidant
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Finance: databases on economic, financial or social indicators
2609. THE HON. D. McL. DAVIS — To ask the Honourable the Minister for Industrial Relations (for the
Honourable the Minister for Finance): What databases of economic, financial or social indicators are
maintained by the Department of Treasury and Finance within those parts of the Department for which the
Minister has responsibility.
ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Department of Treasury and Finance maintains the Forward Estimates System.

State and regional development: metal fabrication — strategic audits
2618. THE HON. P. A. KATSAMBANIS — To ask the Honourable the Minister for Energy and Resources (for
the Honourable the Minister for State and Regional Development): When will the strategic audits of the
metal fabrication sector, as identified on page 14 of the Department’s Annual Report, 2000–01 be
completed.
ANSWER:
I am informed that the strategic audit of the metal fabrication sector is in its final stages of drafting.

State and regional development: precision engineering — strategic audits
2619. THE HON. P. A. KATSAMBANIS — To ask the Honourable the Minister for Energy and Resources (for
the Honourable the Minister for State and Regional Development): When will the strategic audits of the
precision engineering sector, as identified on page 14 of the Department’s Annual Report, 2000–01 be
completed.
ANSWER:
I am informed that the strategic audit of the precision engineering sector is in the final stages of drafting.

State and regional development: professional and technical services — strategic audits
2621. THE HON. P. A. KATSAMBANIS — To ask the Honourable the Minister for Energy and Resources (for
the Honourable the Minister for State and Regional Development): When will the strategic audits of the
professional and technical services sector, as identified on page 14 of the Department’s Annual Report,
2000–01 be completed.
ANSWER:
I am informed that the strategic audit for the professional and technical services sector was publicly released in
January 2002.

Consumer affairs: Consumer and Business Affairs Victoria services
2628. THE HON. BILL FORWOOD — To ask the Honourable the Minister for Consumer Affairs: Further to
the answer to Question No. 1453 given in this House on 2 May 2001, has the sample survey to determine
levels of consumer awareness of Consumer and Business Affairs Victoria and its services been conducted; if
so, when and what were the results.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that survey has been conducted and that the consultant delivered a report on the results of the survey
on 4 June 2001.
I am also informed that the results of the survey indicate that two-thirds of Victorians aged 18 or over (65%) claim
they are aware of a State Government organisation that protects consumers but that claimed awareness of such an
organisation is lowest among 18 - 29 year olds (56%), people from households where income is lower than
$30,000 (61%) and blue-collar workers (60%).

Aboriginal affairs: Pinnacle Property Group — contracts
2637. THE HON. P. A. KATSAMBANIS — To ask the Honourable the Minister for Small Business (for the
Honourable the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs): What are the details of every contract entered into between
the Minister’s Department or the Minister’s office and the firm Pinnacle Property Group Pty Ltd between
20 October 1999 and 15 October 2001 including — (i) the date the contract was entered into; (ii) the value of
the contract; (iii) the nature of the tasks performed under the contract; (iv) the results of the tasks performed
under the contract; (v) the process undertaken to award this contract to the firm; and (vi) the date and amount
of each payment made to the firm under the contract, including any periodic payments.
ANSWER:
I am informed that:
My Office has not entered into any contracts with Pinnacle Property Group Pty Ltd within the period specified.
During the specified period my Department has entered into five contracts with Pinnacle Property Group Pty Ltd.
The contracts entered into in June 2000 ($7500), August 2000 ($7700), November 2000 ($16071) and March 2001
($11000) related to accommodation strategies. A contract entered into in November 2000 ($3176.25) related to the
development of a strategic business plan.
I am advised that the Department of Natural Resources and Environment has complied with Section 54L of the
Financial Management Act 1994. Supply policies and the associated best practice guidelines are publicly available
on the Victorian Government Purchasing Board’s web site at www.vgpb.vic.gov.au/polguid/polmenu.htm

Industrial relations: Pinnacle Property Group — contracts
2643. THE HON. P. A. KATSAMBANIS — To ask the Honourable the Minister for Industrial Relations: What
are the details of every contract entered into between the Minister’s Department or the Minister’s office and
the firm Pinnacle Property Group Pty Ltd between 20 October 1999 and 15 October 2001, including — (i)
the date the contract was entered into; (ii) the value of the contract; (iii) the nature of the tasks performed
under the contract; (iv) the results of the tasks performed under the contract; (v) the process undertaken to
award this contract to the firm; and (vi) the date and amount of each payment made to the firm under the
contract, including any periodic payments.
ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Neither my office nor the Department of State and Regional Development entered into any contracts with Pinnacle
Property Group Pty Ltd between 20 October 1999 and 15 October 2001
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Premier: Pinnacle Property Group — contracts
2644. THE HON. P. A. KATSAMBANIS — To ask the Honourable the Minister for Industrial Relations (for the
Honourable the Premier): What are the details of every contract entered into between the Premier’s
Department or the Premier’s office and the firm Pinnacle Property Group Pty Ltd between 20 October 1999
and 15 October 2001 including — (i) the date the contract was entered into; (ii) the value of the contract; (iii)
the nature of the tasks performed under the contract; (iv) the results of the tasks performed under the
contract; (v) the process undertaken to award this contract to the firm; and (vi) the date and amount of each
payment made to the firm under the contract, including any periodic payments.
ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Department of Premier and Cabinet and my Office have not entered into any contracts with Pinnacle Property
Group Pty Ltd between 20 October 1999 and 15 October 2001.

Workcover: Pinnacle Property Group — contracts
2645. THE HON. P. A. KATSAMBANIS — To ask the Honourable the Minister for Industrial Relations (for the
Honourable the Minister for Workcover): What are the details of every contract entered into between the
Minister’s Department or the Minister’s office and the firm Pinnacle Property Group Pty Ltd between
20 October 1999 and 15 October 2001 including — (i) the date the contract was entered into; (ii) the value of
the contract; (iii) the nature of the tasks performed under the contract; (iv) the results of the tasks performed
under the contract; (v) the process undertaken to award this contract to the firm; and (vi) the date and amount
of each payment made to the firm under the contract, including any periodic payments.
ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Department of Treasury and Finance engaged the Pinnacle Property Group on 3 December 1999 to carry out a
review of the State Storage Facilities at Maribyrnong and Laverton to determine and make recommendations on the
best strategy for the future use of the properties based on tenant and government requirements, condition of
buildings, location and nature of buildings. The cost was $15,000.
I am advised that the Department has complied with section 54L of the Financial Management Act 1994. Supply
policies and the associated best practice guidelines are publicly available on the Victorian Government Purchasing
Board’s web site at “http://www.vgpb.vic.gov.au/polguid/polmenu.htm”

Finance: Pinnacle Property Group — contracts
2646. THE HON. P. A. KATSAMBANIS — To ask the Honourable the Minister for Industrial Relations (for the
Honourable the Minister for Finance): What are the details of every contract entered into between the
Minister’s Department or the Minister’s office and the firm Pinnacle Property Group Pty Ltd between
20 October 1999 and 15 October 2001 including — (i) the date the contract was entered into; (ii) the value of
the contract; (iii) the nature of the tasks performed under the contract; (iv) the results of the tasks performed
under the contract; (v) the process undertaken to award this contract to the firm; and (vi) the date and amount
of each payment made to the firm under the contract, including any periodic payments.
ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Department of Treasury and Finance engaged the Pinnacle Property Group on 3 December 1999 to carry out a
review of the State Storage Facilities at Maribyrnong and Laverton to determine and make recommendations on the
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best strategy for the future use of the properties based on tenant and government requirements, condition of
buildings, location and nature of buildings. The cost was $15,000.
I am advised that the Department has complied with section 54L of the Financial Management Act 1994. Supply
policies and the associated best practice guidelines are publicly available on the Victorian Government Purchasing
Board’s web site at “http://www.vgpb.vic.gov.au/polguid/polmenu.htm”

Arts: Pinnacle Property Group — contracts
2647. THE HON. P. A. KATSAMBANIS — To ask the Honourable the Minister for Industrial Relations (for the
Honourable the Minister for Arts): What are the details of every contract entered into between the Minister’s
Department or the Minister’s office and the firm Pinnacle Property Group Pty Ltd between 20 October 1999
and 15 October 2001 including — (i) the date the contract was entered into; (ii) the value of the contract; (iii)
the nature of the tasks performed under the contract; (iv) the results of the tasks performed under the
contract; (v) the process undertaken to award this contract to the firm; and (vi) the date and amount of each
payment made to the firm under the contract, including any periodic payments.
ANSWER:
The Department of Premier and Cabinet, including Arts Victoria, and My Office have not entered into any
contracts with Pinnacle Property Group Pty Ltd between 20 October 1999 and 15 October 2001.

Health: Pinnacle Property Group — contracts
2648. THE HON. P. A. KATSAMBANIS — To ask the Honourable the Minister for Industrial Relations (for the
Honourable the Minister for Health): What are the details of every contract entered into between the
Minister’s Department or the Minister’s office and the firm Pinnacle Property Group Pty Ltd between
20 October 1999 and 15 October 2001 including — (i) the date the contract was entered into; (ii) the value of
the contract; (iii) the nature of the tasks performed under the contract; (iv) the results of the tasks performed
under the contract; (v) the process undertaken to award this contract to the firm; and (vi) the date and amount
of each payment made to the firm under the contract, including any periodic payments.
ANSWER:
The Department of Human Services has not entered into any contracts with Pinnacle Property Group Pty Ltd
between 20 October 1999 and 15 October 2001.
My office has not entered into any contracts with Pinnacle Property Group Pty Ltd between 20 October 1999 and
15 October 2001.

Energy and resources: Pinnacle Property Group — contracts
2649. THE HON. P. A. KATSAMBANIS — To ask the Honourable the Minister for Energy and Resources:
What are the details of every contract entered into between the Minister’s Department or the Minister’s
office and the firm Pinnacle Property Group Pty Ltd between 20 October 1999 and 15 October 2001
including — (i) the date the contract was entered into; (ii) the value of the contract; (iii) the nature of the
tasks performed under the contract; (iv) the results of the tasks performed under the contract; (v) the process
undertaken to award this contract to the firm; and (vi) the date and amount of each payment made to the firm
under the contract, including any periodic payments.
ANSWER:
I am informed that:
My Office has not entered into any contracts with Pinnacle Property Group Pty Ltd within the period specified.
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During the specified period my Department has entered into five contracts with Pinnacle Property Group Pty Ltd.
The contracts entered into in June 2000 ($7500), August 2000 ($7700), November 2000 ($16071) and March 2001
($11000) related to accommodation strategies. A contract entered into in November 2000 ($3176.25) related to the
development of a strategic business plan.
I am advised that the Department of Natural Resources and Environment has complied with Section 54L of the
Financial Management Act 1994. Supply policies and the associated best practice guidelines are publicly available
on the Victorian Government Purchasing Board’s web site at www.vgpb.vic.gov.au/polguid/polmenu.htm

Ports: Pinnacle Property Group — contracts
2650. THE HON. P. A. KATSAMBANIS — To ask the Honourable the Minister for Ports: What are the details
of every contract entered into between the Minister’s Department or the Minister’s office and the firm
Pinnacle Property Group Pty Ltd between 20 October 1999 and 15 October 2001 including — (i) the date
the contract was entered into; (ii) the value of the contract; (iii) the nature of the tasks performed under the
contract; (iv) the results of the tasks performed under the contract; (v) the process undertaken to award this
contract to the firm; and (vi) the date and amount of each payment made to the firm under the contract,
including any periodic payments.
ANSWER:
The answer is:
Neither my office nor the Department of Infrastructure entered into any contracts with Pinnacle Property Group Pty
Ltd between 20 October 1999 and 15 October 2001.

Treasurer: Pinnacle Property Group — contracts
2651. THE HON. P. A. KATSAMBANIS – to ask the Honourable the Minister for Energy and Resources (for
the Honourable the Treasurer): What are the details of every contract entered into between the Treasurer’s
Department or the Treasurer’s office and the firm Pinnacle Property Group Pty Ltd between 20 October
1999 and 15 October 2001 including — (i) the date the contract was entered into; (ii) the value of the
contract; (iii) the nature of the tasks performed under the contract; (iv) the results of the tasks performed
under the contract; (v) the process undertaken to award this contract to the firm; and (vi) the date and amount
of each payment made to the firm under the contract, including any periodic payments.
ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Department of Treasury and Finance engaged the Pinnacle Property Group on 3 December 1999 to carry out a
review of the State Storage Facilities at Maribyrnong and Laverton to determine and make recommendations on the
best strategy for the future use of the properties based on tenant and government requirements, condition of
buildings, location and nature of buildings. The cost was $15,000.
I am advised that the Department has complied with section 54L of the Financial Management Act 1994. Supply
policies and the associated best practice guidelines are publicly available on the Victorian Government Purchasing
Board’s web site at “http://www.vgpb.vic.gov.au/polguid/polmenu.htm”

State and regional development: Pinnacle Property Group — contracts
2652. THE HON. P. A. KATSAMBANIS — To ask the Honourable the Minister for Energy and Resources (for
the Honourable the Minister for State and Regional Development): What are the details of every contract
entered into between the Minister’s Department or the Minister’s office and the firm Pinnacle Property
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Group Pty Ltd between 20 October 1999 and 15 October 2001 including — (i) the date the contract was
entered into; (ii) the value of the contract; (iii) the nature of the tasks performed under the contract; (iv) the
results of the tasks performed under the contract; (v) the process undertaken to award this contract to the
firm; and (vi) the date and amount of each payment made to the firm under the contract, including any
periodic payments.
ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Neither my Office nor the Department of State and Regional Development entered into any contracts with Pinnacle
Property Group Pty Ltd between 20 October 1999 and 15 October 2001.

Environment and conservation: Pinnacle Property Group — contracts
2653. THE HON. P. A. KATSAMBANIS — To ask the Honourable the Minister for Energy and Resources (for
the Honourable the Minister for Environment and Conservation): What are the details of every contract
entered into between the Minister’s Department or the Minister’s office and the firm Pinnacle Property
Group Pty Ltd between 20 October 1999 and 15 October 2001 including — (i) the date the contract was
entered into; (ii) the value of the contract; (iii) the nature of the tasks performed under the contract; (iv) the
results of the tasks performed under the contract; (v) the process undertaken to award this contract to the
firm; and (vi) the date and amount of each payment made to the firm under the contract, including any
periodic payments.
ANSWER:
I am informed that:
My Office has not entered into any contracts with Pinnacle Property Group Pty Ltd within the period specified.
During the specified period my Department has entered into five contracts with Pinnacle Property Group Pty Ltd.
The contracts entered into in June 2000 ($7500), August 2000 ($7700), November 2000 ($16071) and March 2001
($11000) related to accommodation strategies. A contract entered into in November 2000 ($3176.25) related to the
development of a strategic business plan.
I am advised that the Department of Natural Resources and Environment has complied with Section 54L of the
Financial Management Act 1994. Supply policies and the associated best practice guidelines are publicly available
on the Victorian Government Purchasing Board’s web site at www.vgpb.vic.gov.au/polguid/polmenu.htm

Agriculture: Pinnacle Property Group — contracts
2654. THE HON. P. A. KATSAMBANIS — To ask the Honourable the Minister for Energy and Resources (for
the Honourable the Minister for Agriculture): What are the details of every contract entered into between the
Minister’s Department or the Minister’s office and the firm Pinnacle Property Group Pty Ltd between
20 October 1999 and 15 October 2001 including — (i) the date the contract was entered into; (ii) the value of
the contract; (iii) the nature of the tasks performed under the contract; (iv) the results of the tasks performed
under the contract; (v) the process undertaken to award this contract to the firm; and (vi) the date and amount
of each payment made to the firm under the contract, including any periodic payments.
ANSWER:
I am informed that:
My Office has not entered into any contracts with Pinnacle Property Group Pty Ltd within the period specified.
During the specified period my Department has entered into five contracts with Pinnacle Property Group Pty Ltd.
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The contracts entered into in June 2000 ($7500), August 2000 ($7700), November 2000 ($16071) and March 2001
($11000) related to accommodation strategies. A contract entered into in November 2000 ($3176.25) related to the
development of a strategic business plan.
I am advised that the Department of Natural Resources and Environment has complied with Section 54L of the
Financial Management Act 1994. Supply policies and the associated best practice guidelines are publicly available
on the Victorian Government Purchasing Board’s web site at www.vgpb.vic.gov.au/polguid/polmenu.htm

Transport: Pinnacle Property Group — contracts
2655. THE HON. P. A. KATSAMBANIS — To ask the Honourable the Minister for Energy and Resources (for
the Honourable the Minister for Transport): What are the details of every contract entered into between the
Minister’s Department or the Minister’s office and the firm Pinnacle Property Group Pty Ltd between
20 October 1999 and 15 October 2001 including — (i) the date the contract was entered into; (ii) the value of
the contract; (iii) the nature of the tasks performed under the contract; (iv) the results of the tasks performed
under the contract; (v) the process undertaken to award this contract to the firm; and (vi) the date and amount
of each payment made to the firm under the contract, including any periodic payments.
ANSWER:
The Department of Infrastructure has not entered into any contracts with Pinnacle Property Group Pty Ltd between
20 October 1999 and 15 October 2001.
My Office has not entered into any contracts with Pinnacle Property Group Pty Ltd between 20 October 1999 and
15 October 2001.

Local Government: Pinnacle Property Group — contracts
2656. THE HON. P. A. KATSAMBANIS — To ask the Honourable the Minister for Energy and Resources (for
the Honourable the Minister for Local Government): What are the details of every contract entered into
between the Minister’s Department or the Minister’s office and the firm Pinnacle Property Group Pty Ltd
between 20 October 1999 and 15 October 2001 including — (i) the date the contract was entered into; (ii)
the value of the contract; (iii) the nature of the tasks performed under the contract; (iv) the results of the tasks
performed under the contract; (v) the process undertaken to award this contract to the firm; and (vi) the date
and amount of each payment made to the firm under the contract, including any periodic payments.
ANSWER:
I am advised that the Local Government Division of the Department of Infrastructure has not entered into any
contracts with Pinnacle Property Group Pty Ltd between 20 October 1999 and 15 October 2001.
My Office has not entered into any contracts with Pinnacle Property Group Pty Ltd between 20 October 1999 and
15 October 2001.

Sport and recreation: Pinnacle Property Group — contracts
2657. THE HON. P. A. KATSAMBANIS — To ask the Honourable the Minister for Sport and Recreation:
What are the details of every contract entered into between the Minister’s Department or the Minister’s
office and the firm Pinnacle Property Group Pty Ltd between 20 October 1999 and 15 October 2001
including — (i) the date the contract was entered into; (ii) the value of the contract; (iii) the nature of the
tasks performed under the contract; (iv) the results of the tasks performed under the contract; (v) the process
undertaken to award this contract to the firm; and (vi) the date and amount of each payment made to the firm
under the contract, including any periodic payments.
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ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Neither my Office nor the Department of State and Regional Development entered into any contracts with Pinnacle
Property Group Pty Ltd between 20 October 1999 and 15 October 2001.

Education services and youth affairs: Pinnacle Property Group — contracts
2658. THE HON. P. A. KATSAMBANIS — To ask the Honourable the Minister for Youth Affairs: What are
the details of every contract entered into between the Minister’s Department or the Minister’s office and the
firm Pinnacle Property Group Pty Ltd between 20 October 1999 and 15 October 2001 including — (i) the
date the contract was entered into; (ii) the value of the contract; (iii) the nature of the tasks performed under
the contract; (iv) the results of the tasks performed under the contract; (v) the process undertaken to award
this contract to the firm; and (vi) the date and amount of each payment made to the firm under the contract,
including any periodic payments.
ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
The Department of Education, Employment and Training did not enter into any contracts with Pinnacle Property
Group Pty Ltd between 20 October 1999 and 15 October 2001. I am advised that my Office did not enter into any
contracts with Pinnacle Property Group Pty Ltd between 20 October 1999 and 15 October 2001.

Education and training: Pinnacle Property Group — contracts
2659. THE HON. P. A. KATSAMBANIS — To ask the Honourable the Minister for Sport and Recreation (for
the Honourable the Minister for Education): What are the details of every contract entered into between the
Minister’s Department or the Minister’s office and the firm Pinnacle Property Group Pty Ltd between
20 October 1999 and 15 October 2001 including — (i) the date the contract was entered into; (ii) the value of
the contract; (iii) the nature of the tasks performed under the contract; (iv) the results of the tasks performed
under the contract; (v) the process undertaken to award this contract to the firm; and (vi) the date and amount
of each payment made to the firm under the contract, including any periodic payments.
ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
The Department of Education, Employment and Training did not enter into any contracts with Pinnacle Property
Group Pty Ltd between 20 October 1999 and 15 October 2001. My Office did not enter into any contracts with
Pinnacle Property Group Pty Ltd between 20 October 1999 and 15 October 2001.

Education and training: Pinnacle Property Group — contracts
2660. THE HON. P. A. KATSAMBANIS — To ask the Honourable the Minister for Sport and Recreation (for
the Honourable the Minister for Post-Compulsory Education, Training and Employment): What are the
details of every contract entered into between the Minister’s Department or the Minister’s office and the firm
Pinnacle Property Group Pty Ltd between 20 October 1999 and 15 October 2001 including — (i) the date
the contract was entered into; (ii) the value of the contract; (iii) the nature of the tasks performed under the
contract; (iv) the results of the tasks performed under the contract; (v) the process undertaken to award this
contract to the firm; and (vi) the date and amount of each payment made to the firm under the contract,
including any periodic payments.
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ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
The Department of Education, Employment and Training did not enter into any contracts with Pinnacle Property
Group Pty Ltd between 20 October 1999 and 15 October 2001. My Office did not enter into any contracts with
Pinnacle Property Group Pty Ltd between 20 October 1999 and 15 October 2001.

Police and emergency services: Pinnacle Property Group — contracts
2661. THE HON. P. A. KATSAMBANIS — To ask the Honourable the Minister for Sport and Recreation (for
the Honourable the Minister for Police and Emergency Services): What are the details of every contract
entered into between the Minister’s Department or the Minister’s office and the firm Pinnacle Property
Group Pty Ltd between 20 October 1999 and 15 October 2001 including — (i) the date the contract was
entered into; (ii) the value of the contract; (iii) the nature of the tasks performed under the contract; (iv) the
results of the tasks performed under the contract; (v) the process undertaken to award this contract to the
firm; and (vi) the date and amount of each payment made to the firm under the contract, including any
periodic payments.
ANSWER:
Having sought advice from the Department of Justice, I am not aware that any areas of the Department of Justice
falling within my portfolio responsibilities or my office entered into contracts with Pinnacle Property Group Pty
Ltd between 20 October 1999 and 15 October 2001.

Corrections: Pinnacle Property Group — contracts
2662. THE HON. P. A. KATSAMBANIS — To ask the Honourable the Minister for Sport and Recreation (for
the Honourable the Minister for Corrections): What are the details of every contract entered into between the
Minister’s Department or the Minister’s office and the firm Pinnacle Property Group Pty Ltd between
20 October 1999 and 15 October 2001 including — (i) the date the contract was entered into; (ii) the value of
the contract; (iii) the nature of the tasks performed under the contract; (iv) the results of the tasks performed
under the contract; (v) the process undertaken to award this contract to the firm; and (vi) the date and amount
of each payment made to the firm under the contract, including any periodic payments.
ANSWER:
Having sought advice from the Department of Justice, I am not aware that any areas of the Department of Justice
falling within my portfolio responsibilities or my office entered into contracts with Pinnacle Property Group Pty
Ltd between 20 October 1999 and 15 October 2001.

Planning: Pinnacle Property Group — contracts
2663. THE HON. P. A. KATSAMBANIS — To ask the Honourable the Minister for Sport and Recreation (for
the Honourable the Minister for Planning): What are the details of every contract entered into between the
Minister’s Department or the Minister’s office and the firm Pinnacle Property Group Pty Ltd between
20 October 1999 and 15 October 2001 including — (i) the date the contract was entered into; (ii) the value of
the contract; (iii) the nature of the tasks performed under the contract; (iv) the results of the tasks performed
under the contract; (v) the process undertaken to award this contract to the firm; and (vi) the date and amount
of each payment made to the firm under the contract, including any periodic payments.
ANSWER:
The Department of Infrastructure has not entered into any contracts with Pinnacle Property Group Pty Ltd between
20 October 1999 and 15 October 2001.
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My Office has not entered into any contracts with Pinnacle Property Group Pty Ltd between 20 October 1999 and
15 October 2001.

Manufacturing industry: Pinnacle Property Group — contracts
2664. THE HON. P. A. KATSAMBANIS — To ask the Honourable the Minister for Sport and Recreation (for
the Honourable the Minister for Manufacturing Industry): What are the details of every contract entered into
between the Minister’s Department or the Minister’s office and the firm Pinnacle Property Group Pty Ltd
between 20 October 1999 and 15 October 2001 including — (i) the date the contract was entered into; (ii)
the value of the contract; (iii) the nature of the tasks performed under the contract; (iv) the results of the tasks
performed under the contract; (v) the process undertaken to award this contract to the firm; and (vi) the date
and amount of each payment made to the firm under the contract, including any periodic payments.
ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Neither the Department of State and Regional Development nor my Office entered into any contracts with Pinnacle
Property Group Pty Ltd between 20 October 1999 and 15 October 2001. Please note, this response is based on
searches conducted of centralised financial systems.

Racing: Pinnacle Property Group — contracts
2665. THE HON. P. A. KATSAMBANIS — To ask the Honourable the Minister for Sport and Recreation (for
the Honourable the Minister for Racing): What are the details of every contract entered into between the
Minister’s Department or the Minister’s office and the firm Pinnacle Property Group Pty Ltd between
20 October 1999 and 15 October 2001 including — (i) the date the contract was entered into; (ii) the value of
the contract; (iii) the nature of the tasks performed under the contract; (iv) the results of the tasks performed
under the contract; (v) the process undertaken to award this contract to the firm; and (vi) the date and amount
of each payment made to the firm under the contract, including any periodic payments.
ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Neither the Department of State and Regional Development nor my Office entered into any contracts with Pinnacle
Property Group Pty Ltd between 20 October 1999 and 15 October 2001. Please note, this response is based on
searches conducted of centralised financial systems.

Major projects and tourism: Pinnacle Property Group — contracts
2666. THE HON. P. A. KATSAMBANIS — To ask the Honourable the Minister for Sport and Recreation (for
the Honourable the Minister for Major Projects and Tourism): What are the details of every contract entered
into between the Minister’s Department or the Minister’s office and the firm Pinnacle Property Group Pty
Ltd between 20 October 1999 and 15 October 2001 including — (i) the date the contract was entered into;
(ii) the value of the contract; (iii) the nature of the tasks performed under the contract; (iv) the results of the
tasks performed under the contract; (v) the process undertaken to award this contract to the firm; and (vi) the
date and amount of each payment made to the firm under the contract, including any periodic payments.
ANSWER:
Neither my Office nor the Department of State and Regional Development entered into any contracts with Pinnacle
Property Group Pty Ltd between 20 October 1999 and 15 October 2001.
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Small business: Pinnacle Property Group — contracts
2667. THE HON. P. A. KATSAMBANIS — To ask the Honourable the Minister for Small Business: What are
the details of every contract entered into between the Minister’s Department or the Minister’s office and the
firm Pinnacle Property Group Pty Ltd between 20 October 1999 and 15 October 2001 including — (i) the
date the contract was entered into; (ii) the value of the contract; (iii) the nature of the tasks performed under
the contract; (iv) the results of the tasks performed under the contract; (v) the process undertaken to award
this contract to the firm; and (vi) the date and amount of each payment made to the firm under the contract,
including any periodic payments.
ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Neither my Office nor the Department of State and Regional Development entered into any contracts with Pinnacle
Property Group Pty Ltd between 20 October 1999 and 15 October 2001.

Consumer affairs: Pinnacle Property Group — contracts
2668. THE HON. P. A. KATSAMBANIS — To ask the Honourable the Minister for Consumer Affairs: What
are the details of every contract entered into between the Minister’s Department or the Minister’s office and
the firm Pinnacle Property Group Pty Ltd between 20 October 1999 and 15 October 2001 including — (i)
the date the contract was entered into; (ii) the value of the contract; (iii) the nature of the tasks performed
under the contract; (iv) the results of the tasks performed under the contract; (v) the process undertaken to
award this contract to the firm; and (vi) the date and amount of each payment made to the firm under the
contract, including any periodic payments.
ANSWER:
I am not aware that any areas of the Department of Justice falling within my portfolio responsibilities or my office
entered into contracts with Pinnacle Property Group Pty Ltd between 20 October 1999 and 15 October 2001.

Attorney-General: Pinnacle Property Group — contracts
2669. THE HON. P. A. KATSAMBANIS — To ask the Honourable the Minister for Small Business (for the
Honourable the Attorney-General): What are thedetails of every contract entered into between the
Attorney-General’s Department or the Attorney-General’s office and the firm Pinnacle Property Group Pty
Ltd between 20 October 1999 and 15 October 2001 including — (i) the date the contract was entered into;
(ii) the value of the contract; (iii) the nature of the tasks performed under the contract; (iv) the results of the
tasks performed under the contract; (v) the process undertaken to award this contract to the firm; and (vi) the
date and amount of each payment made to the firm under the contract, including any periodic payments.
ANSWER:
Neither the Department of Justice nor my Office has entered into contracts with Pinnacle Property Group Pty Ltd
between 20 October 1999 and 15 October 2001. Please note, this response is based on a searches conducted of
centralised financial systems.

Women’s affairs: Pinnacle Property Group — contracts
2670. THE HON. P. A. KATSAMBANIS — To ask the Honourable the Minister for Small Business (for the
Honourable the Minister for Women’s Affairs): What are the details of every contract entered into between
the Minister’s Department or the Minister’s office and the firm Pinnacle Property Group Pty Ltd between
20 October 1999 and 15 October 2001 including — (i) the date the contract was entered into; (ii) the value of
the contract; (iii) the nature of the tasks performed under the contract; (iv) the results of the tasks performed
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under the contract; (v) the process undertaken to award this contract to the firm; and (vi) the date and amount
of each payment made to the firm under the contract, including any periodic payments.
ANSWER:
Neither the Office of Women’s Policy nor my office has entered into any contracts with Pinnacle Property Group
Pty Ltd between 20 October 1999 and 15 October 2001.

Community services: Pinnacle Property Group — contracts
2671. THE HON. P. A. KATSAMBANIS — To ask the Honourable the Minister for Small Business (for the
Honourable the Minister for Community Services): What are the details of every contract entered into
between the Minister’s Department or the Minister’s office and the firm Pinnacle Property Group Pty Ltd
between 20 October 1999 and 15 October 2001 including — (i) the date the contract was entered into; (ii)
the value of the contract; (iii) the nature of the tasks performed under the contract; (iv) the results of the tasks
performed under the contract; (v) the process undertaken to award this contract to the firm; and (vi) the date
and amount of each payment made to the firm under the contract, including any periodic payments.
ANSWER:
The Department of Human Services has not entered into any contracts with Pinnacle Property Group Pty Ltd
between 20 October 1999 and 15 October 2001.
My office has not entered into any contracts with Pinnacle Property Group Pty Ltd between 20 October 1999 and
15 October 2001.

Community services and housing: Pinnacle Property Group — contracts
2672. THE HON. P. A. KATSAMBANIS — To ask the Honourable the Minister for Small Business (for the
Honourable the Minister for Housing): What are the details of every contract entered into between the
Minister’s Department or the Minister’s office and the firm Pinnacle Property Group Pty Ltd between
20 October 1999 and 15 October 2001 including — (i) the date the contract was entered into; (ii) the value of
the contract; (iii) the nature of the tasks performed under the contract; (iv) the results of the tasks performed
under the contract; (v) the process undertaken to award this contract to the firm; and (vi) the date and amount
of each payment made to the firm under the contract, including any periodic payments.
ANSWER:
The Department of Human Services has not entered into any contracts with Pinnacle Property Group Pty Ltd
between 20 October 1999 and 15 October 2001.
My office has not entered into any contracts with Pinnacle Property Group Pty Ltd between 20 October 1999 and
15 October 2001.

Senior Victorians: Pinnacle Property Group — contracts
2673. THE HON. P. A. KATSAMBANIS — To ask the Honourable the Minister for Small Business (for the
Honourable the Minister for Aged Care): What are the details of every contract entered into between the
Minister’s Department or the Minister’s office and the firm Pinnacle Property Group Pty Ltd between
20 October 1999 and 15 October 2001 including — (i) the date the contract was entered into; (ii) the value of
the contract; (iii) the nature of the tasks performed under the contract; (iv) the results of the tasks performed
under the contract; (v) the process undertaken to award this contract to the firm; and (vi) the date and amount
of each payment made to the firm under the contract, including any periodic payments.
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ANSWER:
The Department of Human Services has not entered into any contracts with Pinnacle Property Group Pty Ltd
between 20 October 1999 and 15 October 2001.
My office has not entered into any contracts with Pinnacle Property Group Pty Ltd between 20 October 1999 and
15 October 2001.

Transport: port of Melbourne — rail access
2702. THE HON. G. B. ASHMAN — To ask the Honourable the Minister for Energy and Resources (for the
Honourable the Minister for Transport): What action is the Government taking to introduce rail access to the
Port of Melbourne and what financial assistance is being provided for these initiatives.
ANSWER:
West Swanson Dock
The Government, via the Melbourne Port Corporation, in conjunction with P&O Trans Australia are currently in
the process of finalising commercial arrangements regarding the reintroduction of rail into West Swanson Dock.
The capital works for this project are likely to be funded by the Melbourne Port Corporation and P&O Trans
Australia.
Prior to these negotiations, a feasibility study was carried out which was jointly funded between Melbourne Ports
Corporation, P&O Trans Australia and the Department of Infrastructure.
Webb Dock
The Melbourne Port Corporation is undertaking investigations into reinstating the rail link to the Webb Dock
precinct.
MPC and the Department of Infrastructure jointly funded an inception report to consolidate previous work
undertaken.
The MPC is now considering some aspects of the proposal in detail via further studies.
The Government contribution to the West Swanson Dock and Webb Dock studies is $100,000.
Melbourne Freight Hub Masterplan/Inner West Rail Corridor Study
The Department of Infrastructure is currently undertaking a study that plans the future development of the Inner
West Rail Corridor, the Dynon Rail Precinct and rail connections and the integration with the Port of Melbourne,
over the next 30 – 50 years. This study is ensuring that this precinct has the capacity to handle the projected trade
growth over the next 30 years.
The Government contribution to the funding for this masterplanning study to date is $700,000.
Gauge Standardisation
The Bracks Government has committed $96 million to standardise Victoria’s country rail lines over the next five
years. This project will open up further opportunities for the efficient movement of freight by rail into/out of the
Port of Melbourne.

Consumer affairs: ‘Rudolph … the in-the-red reindeer card’
2715. THE HON. G. B. ASHMAN — To ask the Honourable the Minister for Consumer Affairs: In relation to
the ‘Rudolph … the in-the-red reindeer card’:
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(a) How many cards were printed.
(b) What was the cost of printing and production of the card.
(c) To whom was the card distributed.
(d) What evaluation of the impact of the distribution of the card will be undertaken.
ANSWER:
I am informed that:
140,000 cards were printed
The cost of printing and production of the card was $13,965.
The card was distributed to the public through shopping centre promotions and consumer agencies.
Feedback from staff and community workers involved in shopping centre promotions indicates consumer response
to cards was very positive, with a good take up rate. Community groups operating at the coalface of consumer
credit issues were involved in the development of the campaign. They enthusiastically assisted with promoting the
Christmas card and expressed a willingness to be involved in future credit campaigns.
A high number of broadcast and print media was generated by the Christmas campaign across metropolitan and
regional Victoria. It is too early to make a quantitative analysis of its impact on consumers as a whole. One card
does not a Christmas make.
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
Answers to the following questions on notice were circulated on the date shown.
Questions have been incorporated from the notice paper of the Legislative Council.
Answers have been incorporated in the form supplied by the departments on behalf of the appropriate ministers.
The portfolio of the minister answering the question on notice starts each heading.

Thursday, 18 April 2002
State and regional development: Vegco Pty Ltd, Bairnsdale
2735. THE HON. BILL FORWOOD — To ask the Honourable the Minister for Small Business (for the
Honourable the Minister for State and Regional Development): What assistance was provided to Vegco Pty
Ltd’s Bairnsdale Plant expansion as referred to in the Minister’s Press Release of 22 February 2002.
ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
The exact details of the assistance provided are confidential and cannot be divulged because of their commercial
nature.

Small business: Listening to Small Business program
2741. THE HON. ANDREA COOTE — To ask the Honourable the Minister for Small Business: In relation to
the Government’s Listening to Small Business Program, what strategies has the government developed to
ensure that all Victorian’s benefit from technological advantages.
ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
The Victorian Government has developed a range of strategies to ensure that all Victorians benefit from
technological advantages.
Victoria’s E-commerce Advantage is the Victorian Government’s framework for increasing the uptake of
e-commerce across Victoria, and particularly among small to medium enterprises.
The Victorian Government is also working to ensure all Victorians have the resources to access new technology
through its Connecting Communities Program.

Small business: competitiveness
2742. THE HON. ANDREA COOTE — To ask the Honourable the Minister for Small Business: What
strategies has the government developed to enhance the competitiveness of small business in Victoria.
ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
The Showcasing Small Business strategy outlines the Victorian Government’s approach to enhancing the
competitiveness of small business in Victoria.
The four key planks of the Showcasing Small Business initiative are to:
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improve access to information and skills development to meet future challenges;
minimise the compliance requirements that impede growth;
advocate for small business issues within all spheres of Government; and
encourage small business to contribute to state growth and compete in the global market place.

Further details on the strategy can be accessed on the Internet at www.businessaccess.vic.gov.au.

Small business: growth prospects
2743. THE HON. ANDREA COOTE — To ask the Honourable the Minister for Small Business: What
strategies has the government developed to enhance the prospects for growth of small business in Victoria.
ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Government strategies to enhance the prospects for growth of small business in Victoria are outlined in the
Showcasing Small Business strategy, which aims to position Victoria’s small businesses to grow and develop.
The four key planks of the Showcasing Small Business initiative are to:
–
–
–
–

improve access to information and skills development to meet future challenges;
minimise the compliance requirements that impede growth;
advocate for small business issues within all spheres of Government; and
encourage small business to contribute to state growth and compete in the global market place.

Further details on the strategy can be accessed on the Internet at www.businessaccess.vic.gov.au.

Small business: export markets
2746. THE HON. ANDREA COOTE — To ask the Honourable the Minister for Small Business: How is the
Government facilitating the entry of small business into the export market.
ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
The Government has committed to the establishment of Vic Export, an electronic export assistance centre to help
Victorian business in three major areas: trade readiness, trade promotion and trade financing.
Vic Export is an interactive web site, which provides information on all aspects of export. By doing so, it aims to
increase export awareness in the general community, to encourage firms who have the potential to export to do so
and to assist existing exporters to improve their export performance.
In addition to Vic Export, the Government provides small business – and particularly first time exporters – with
access to counselling services to facilitate the learning process associated with exporting.
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Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth the Queen Mother, 439, 441
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Business of the house
Adjournment debate, 451
Sessional orders, 498

Answers, 473, 554
Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth the Queen Mother, 440
Questions without notice
Legislative Council: Friday sittings, 607, 608
National Youth Week, 488, 545
Schools: safety and security, 609
Teachers: recruitment, 614
Victorian Institute of Teaching, 463
Youth: suicide prevention, 543, 544, 545, 547

Members statements
Firearms: licence appeals, 569
Questions without notice
Electricity: wind farms, 545, 546

HALLAM, Hon. R. M. (Western)
HADDEN, Hon. D. G. (Ballarat)
Answers to questions without notice
Boating: licences, 494
Electricity: generation investment, 494
Fishing: resource protection, 494
Gas: SEA Gas pipeline, 494
Snowy River, 494
Victorian Aquaculture Council, 494
Bills
Electricity Industry (Amendment) Bill, 587
Members statements
Creswick: interdenominational church service, 571
School buses: Ballarat, 525
Questions without notice
Fishing: resource protection, 490
Rural and regional Victoria: government assistance, 466
Sport and recreation: industry awards, 610
World Masters Games, 548

Adjournment
Crown reserves: management, 533
Western Highway: upgrade, 476
Bills
Constitution (Governor’s Salary) Bill, 530
Corporations (Financial Services Reform Amendments) Bill, 573
Crimes (DNA Database) Bill, 634
Statute Law (Further Revision) Bill, 532
Public Accounts and Estimates Committee
Human Services: service agreements, 554
Questions without notice
Environment: greenhouse strategy, 610

JENNINGS, Hon. GAVIN. (Melbourne)
Answers to questions without notice
Legislative Council: Friday sittings, 618
Auditor-General
Public sector agencies, 558

HALL, Hon. P. R. (Gippsland)
Business of the house
Absence of members, 603
Adjournment
Fishing: inland access licences, 534
Sum Strait Timber, 642
Answers to questions without notice
Electricity: wind farms, 553
Teachers: recruitment, 619
Bills
Electricity Industry (Amendment) Bill, 579
Jewish Care (Victoria) Bill, 624

Adjournment debate, 454
Sessional orders, 497
Points of order, 636

KATSAMBANIS, Hon. P. A. (Monash)
Adjournment
Access@schools program, 597
Commonwealth Games: athletics tracks, 535
Port of Melbourne: residential development, 481
Answers to questions without notice
Legislative Council: Friday sittings, 618
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Bills
Corporations (Financial Services Reform Amendments) Bill, 565
Crimes (DNA Database) Bill, 633
Jewish Care (Victoria) Bill, 627
Points of order, 600, 601, 637
Questions without notice
Access@schools program, 548

LUCAS, Hon. N. B. (Eumemmerring)
Adjournment
Clyde Road, Berwick: traffic control , 475
Gas: Beaconsfield Upper and Harkaway supply, 533
Police: Endeavour Hills station, 642
Answers to questions without notice
Boating: licences, 496
Electricity: generation investment, 496
Fishing: resource protection, 496
Gas: SEA Gas pipeline, 496
Snowy River, 496
Victorian Aquaculture Council, 496
Bills
Constitution (Governor’s Salary) Bill, 528
Points of order, 616

MADDEN, Hon. J. M. (Doutta Galla) (Minister for Sport and
Recreation, Minister for Youth Affairs and Minister assisting the
Minister for Planning)
Adjournment
Responses, 540
Bills
Corporations (Financial Services Reform Amendments) Bill, 441,
526, 576
Crimes (DNA Database) Bill, 632, 638, 639, 640, 641
Jewish Care (Victoria) Bill, 543, 591, 620, 632
Points of order, 496
Questions without notice
Commonwealth Games: athlete funding, 543
Netball: funding, 465
Sport and recreation: industry awards, 610
Tri State Games, 487
World Masters Games, 548

MIKAKOS, Hon. Jenny (Jika Jika)
Answers to questions without notice
Liquor: licences, 469
Bills
Corporations (Financial Services Reform Amendments) Bill, 568,
572
Crimes (DNA Database) Bill, 636

LUCKINS, Hon. M. T. (Waverley)

Liquor: licences, 522

Adjournment

Members statements

Hospitals: nurses, 596
Roads: speed limits, 538
Schools: class sizes, 645
Answers to questions without notice
Youth: suicide prevention, 550
Questions without notice
Youth: suicide prevention, 544

Annie Keogh, 569
Points of order, 637
Questions without notice
Consumer Utilities Advocacy Centre, 467
E-commerce Advantage policy, 485
Information and communications technology: regional
infrastructure, 547
Schools: safety and security, 609

McQUILTEN, Hon. J. M. (Ballarat)
NGUYEN, Hon. S. M. (Melbourne West)
Members statements
Youth: suicide prevention, 571

Adjournment
Tobacco: under-age sales, 477
Trucks: Yarraville, 594
Bills
Corporations (Financial Services Reform Amendments) Bill, 575
Jewish Care (Victoria) Bill, 630
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Members statements
Footscray: night market, 570
Royal Children’s Hospital: Good Friday appeal, 526
Questions without notice
Gas: supply security, 612
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Bills
Corporations (Financial Services Reform Amendments) Bill, 575
Electricity Industry (Amendment) Bill, 590
Members statements
Returned and Services League, 569
Public Accounts and Estimates Committee

OLEXANDER, Hon. A. P. (Silvan)
Adjournment
Blind Creek, Knox: pollution, 478
Rail: Belgrave car parking security, 645
State Emergency Service: Lilydale unit, 597

Budget estimates 2001–02, 563
Questions on notice
Answers, 473

ROMANES, Hon. G. D. (Melbourne)

Answers to questions without notice
Youth: suicide prevention, 552
Members statements
Main Street, Belgrave: safety, 568
Questions without notice
Youth: suicide prevention, 547
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee
Alert Digest No. 3, 474

Answers to questions without notice
Boating: licences, 492
Electricity: generation investment, 492
Fishing: resource protection, 492
Gas: SEA Gas pipeline, 492
Snowy River, 492
Victorian Aquaculture Council, 492
Bills
Electricity Industry (Amendment) Bill, 583
Members statements

POWELL, Hon. E. J. (North Eastern)
Adjournment
Libraries: mobile Italian collection, 477
Waste management: regional restructure, 537

Housing: Kensington exhibition, 524
Questions without notice
National Youth Week, 545
Netball: funding, 465

Members statements
Varapodio family, 570

SMITH, Hon. K. M. (South Eastern)
Adjournment

PRESIDENT, The (Hon. B. A. Chamberlain)
Rulings, 480, 481, 482, 485, 487, 488, 489, 490, 492, 544, 600, 601,
607, 609, 611, 612, 613, 614, 616, 617, 637, 646, 650

Hazardous waste: Pakenham, 479
Planning: broiler farms, 648
Police: Cape Paterson presence, 599

RICH-PHILLIPS, Hon. G. K. (Eumemmerring)

SMITH, Hon. R. F. (Chelsea)

Adjournment

Answers to questions without notice

Berwick South Secondary College, 598
Elections: electronic voting, 646
Princes Freeway: barriers, 475
Soldiers Road, Beaconsfield: safety, 537
Answers to questions without notice
Liquor: licences, 471

Youth: suicide prevention, 551
Bills
Constitution (Governor’s Salary) Bill, 529
Jewish Care (Victoria) Bill, 624
Questions without notice
Enviro business leaders forum, 546
Teachers: recruitment, 613
Tri State Games, 487
Victorian Institute of Teaching, 463
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SMITH, Hon. W. I. (Silvan)

THEOPHANOUS, Hon. T. C. (Jika Jika)

Adjournment

Answers to questions without notice

Liquor: licences, 648
Walking tracks: maintenance, 597
Answers to questions without notice
Liquor: licences, 468

Legislative Council: Friday sittings, 615
Liquor: licences, 470
Business of the house
Adjournment debate, 460

Liquor: licences, 498

Liquor: licences, 516

Members statements

Members statements

Scoresby freeway: funding, 524

Greek community: commonwealth pensions, 570

Points of order, 650

Points of order, 460, 461, 516, 517, 520, 612, 616, 617

Questions without notice

Public Accounts and Estimates Committee

Liquor: licences, 467, 611, 612

Budget estimates 2001–02, 562
Questions without notice

STONEY, Hon. E. G. (Central Highlands)
Adjournment

Mineral sands: government initiatives, 464
National Youth Week, 488

Insurance: public liability, 645
Answers to questions without notice
Boating: licences, 496
Electricity: generation investment, 496
Fishing: resource protection, 496
Gas: SEA Gas pipeline, 496
Snowy River, 496
Victorian Aquaculture Council, 496
Members statements
Roads: speed limits, 570
Points of order, 544
Questions without notice
Snowy River, 486, 487

STRONG, Hon. C. A. (Higinbotham)
Answers to questions without notice
Boating: licences, 494
Electricity: generation investment, 494
Fishing: resource protection, 494
Gas: SEA Gas pipeline, 494
Snowy River, 494
Victorian Aquaculture Council, 494
Questions without notice
Electricity: generation investment, 489

THOMSON, Hon. M. R. (Melbourne North) (Minister for Small
Business and Minister for Consumer Affairs)
Adjournment
Responses, 649
Bills
Health Practitioner Acts (Further Amendments) Bill, 593, 604
Liquor: licences, 506
Points of order, 646
Questions without notice
Access@schools program, 548
E-commerce Advantage policy, 486
Information and communications technology: regional
infrastructure, 547, 608
Liquor: licences, 463, 464, 466, 467, 611, 612
Rural and regional Victoria: government assistance, 466
Small business: bank charges, 491
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